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PREFACE.

The Book of Genesis abounds with problems no less

perplexing than interesting. Its vast range includes

branches of the natural sciences and of history, of eth-

nography and philosophy ; and with materials of singular

variety skilfully blends great and fruitful ideas. It has,

accordingly, provoked an overwhelming mass of comment,

partly in confirmation, and partly in opposition to its

statements ; it has proved the battle-field for almost

every shade of opinion, both religious and sceptical; and

it is evidently destined to become the arena for the

critical discussion of the whole ground-work of Biblical

theology, and for the introduction of a new era in religious

thought.

The conviction of the surpassing importance of the

book has strengthened us to face the numerous difficulties

of a conscientious interpretation. We have endeavoured

impartially to weigh the facts, and calmly to draw the

inferences. It has been our aim to neglect no essential

evidence. But after due consideration, the conclusions

have been stated with unreserved frankness. As we have

no preconceived theory to defend, we have never been

tempted to distort the text, or to indulge in reckless com-

binations; and we have always tried so to unfold the

argument, that the reader may at once either discover

our error, or admit our result.

The excavations on the banks of the Euphrates and

Tigris, the continued researches on Indian and Egyptian

antiquities, the many new accounts of observing travellers
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who have recently visited the lands of the Bible, and the

vapid advance made in the study of oriental languages

and literature, have materially augmented the means for

illustrating the Scriptures. They have especially enabled

us to pursue more efficiently than was hitherto possible,

the momentous enquiry concerning the relation which

the Hebrew writings bear to the general cycle of Eastern

traditions. We have attempted to make these new sources

of information available for the exposition of Genesis, and

to point out the peculiarities which, in spite of a simi-

larity of materials surprising in many instances, dis-

tinguish the records of the Israelites from those of other

ancient nations. B}^ thus separating the form of the

narratives from the ideas which they embody, many diffi-

culties may find a solution doing equal justice to universal

history, and to the development of the Hebrew mind. A
later portion of this work will contain a general Introduc-

tion to the Pentateuch, in which many questions regard-

ing Genesis, here not yet admitting of a final decision, will

be more fully examined.

The generous reception which has been awarded to

the first part of our work, encourages us to express the

wish that the same indulgence may not be withheld from

the present volume, which, considering the greater diffi-

culties of the task, claims indulgence perhaps even in a

higher degree.

M. Kalisch.

London, Mdji 'inl, 1858.



INTRODUCTION.

I. Even the philosophical historian, who undertakes to

delineate the progress of the human race, may consider

that his legitimate labours first commence at the point

where he perceives the earliest dawn ofwell-ascertained facts

emerging from the mists of fables and legends, and where
his eye is arrested by the sight of several nations, as

the Hindoos and Egyptians, the Babylonians and Assy-
rians, considerably in advance on the path of prosperity

and civilisation. Yet it may not be unprofitable, under
two aspects, to overstep that boundary. The student

may either trace the antecedent phases of our planet,

point out its organic relation to the universe, and deter-

mine the place which man occupies in the system of crea-

tion ; or he may, by acute reasoning, endeavour to ascer-

tain the first steps Avhich mankind made in its struggle

for improvement, before it arrived at that stage of

development which existing annals or monuments exhibit.

This double task was attempted by nearly all religious

lawgivers of antiquity. -Not only did they dwell upon
the origin of heaven and earth, but they described the

history of man from the commencement, the transition

from innocence to sin, the toils of existence, and the arts

that soften or alleviate them ; and they indicated the links

which joined their own people with the first human
families. Now, whatever may be the positive value of the

facts and reflections they furnished, the cosmogonies
belong to the most instructive relics of primitive litera-

ture. They lay open, with a distinctness attainable from
few other sources, the hopes and cravings, the aims and
ideals, of the diff'erent nations. They teach the supposed
connection between man and his destiny, or the powers that
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govern it; and they embody the moral principles believed

to be necessary for the virtuous life of the individual, and

to form the chief end of all human generations. But dis-

tinguished for depth and purity are the descriptions with

which the first book of the Old Testament opens. They are

designed to enforce, that mankind is one great fraternal

tribe, protected and guided by the care of a Father, the

only and omnipotent Creator; they assert the perfect

equality of all men ; and propose as their model the wis-

dom and holiness of God. The Biblical narrative next

draws in rapid outlines the advancement of the earliest

ages, and the descent and diffusion of the various natioiis of

the earth, down to the founder of the chosen race of Israel

;

then gradually contracting its circle, it relates the begin-

ning of the theocracy, or the conclusion of the solemn

covenant between God and the Hebrews; and it lastly

carries on their history to the time when they com-
menced to grow into a numerous and important connnu-
nity. How far these statements are historically reliable,

the following Commentary will endeavour to investigate

in every individual instance : but their moral and philoso-

phical truth is entirely independent of the materials from
which it is derived. Facts are indeed invaluable, because they
form the imperishable basis of research : but they are a use-

less encumbrance unless they enclose some idea, influence

the will or the feeling of man, and contribute either to his

ennoblement or his happiness. The views set forth in

the book of Genesis have not only become the foundation

of the culture of the Hebrews, but, through them, of a

large part of mankind ; and if they have as yet not pro-

duced all the beneficent effects of which they are capable,

it is because passion, short-sightedness, and egotism, have
been unable to recognise and to appreciate the common
kernel of humanity in the modified forms of human
thought.

II. The book commonly bears the Greek name Genesis
or Creation, from reasons implied in the preceding re-

marks; while in Hebrew Bibles it is headed by the first

word of the original text, Bereshith {in the bee/inning).

III. It may appropriately be divided into two chief sec-

tions, the one contSLmmg a general introduction, physical and
historical, from the Creation of the World to the Call of
Abraham ; and the other treating of the History of the
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Hebrew Patriarchs. These principal portions admit of

several subdivisions, in the following manner :

—

I. The General Introduction; Chapters I. to XI.

1. The Creation (i.—ii. 3).

2. The Paradise and the Fall (ii. 4—iii. 24).

3. The Generations between Adam and Noah (iv. 1—v. 32).

4. The Dehige (vi.— ix.).

5. The Genealogy of Nations (x.).

6. The Tower of Babel and the Dispersion (xi. 1—9).

7. The Generations between Noah and Abraham (xi. 10—32).

II. The History of the Hebrew Patriarchs; Chapters XII. to L.

1. The History of Abraham and Lot (xii. 1—xxv. 11).

2. The History of Ishmael and Isaac (xxv. 12—xxviii. 9).

3. The History of Jacob and Esau (xxviii. 10—xxxvi.43).

i 4. The History of Joseph, and the Settlement of Jacob's Family in

\ ^gJV^ (xxxvii.—1.).

IV. Scriptural statements enable us to make the follow-

ing simple computation :

—

1. Abraham had attained his 100th year when Isaac

was born (Gen. xxi. 5) ;

2. Isaac was 60 years old at the birth of Jacob (xxv. 26) ;

3. Jacob settled in Egypt at the age of 130 years (xlvii.

4. From this time to the Exodus elapsed a period of

430 years (Exod. xii. 40). Hence the interval between
the birth of Abraham and the Exodus comprises 720 years

(viz. 100 + 60 + 130 + 430).

Further, Solomon began the building of the Temple in

the fourth year of his reign, 480 years after the Exodus
(1 Kings vi.l); and as he ascended the throne B.C. 1015,
the Israelites left Egypt B.C. 1491 (viz. 1011+480 = 1491).
Abraham was, therefore, born B.C. 2211 (viz. 1491 +720);

and as he left Mesopotamia in the 75tli year of his life

(xii. 4), this event occurred in B.C. 2136.
The dates employed in this calculation are the corner-

stones of Biblical chronology; they are so consistent, and
form so complete a chain, that they ought not to be re-

nounced in favour of the intentional corruptions of ancient

writers, or of the conflicting combinations of later critics.

—As the departure of the Hebrews from Egypt took place

B.C. 1491, and the uninterrupted numbers of Genesis place

this event in the 2669th year after the Creation (see the
following list) ; the first year of the Christian era is the
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4160th of the world (viz. 2669 + 1491), or 400 years

later than according to the usual Hebrew clironology,

which dates the Creation at B.C. 3760.

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE.

EVENTS& THEIR COMPUTATION ACCORDING TO YEARS OF THE WORLD.

4160
130 4030
235 3925
325 3835
395 3765
460 3700
622 3538
687 3473
874 3286
1056 3104
1556 2604
1656 2504
1657 2503
1659 2501
1694 2466
1724 2436
1758 2402
1788 2372
1820 2340
1850 2310
1879 2281
19+9 2211
1959 2201
2024 2136
2035 2125

2048 2112

2049 2111
2084 2076
2086 2074
2089 2071
2109 2051
2124 2036
2149 2011
2172 1988
2193 1966
2200 1960
2217 1943
2229 1931

2230 1930
2239 1921

2236 1904
2310 1850
2669 1491

Adam created.

Seth boiu (v. 3).

Enos born (v. 6 ; 130+ 105=235).
Cainan born (v. 9; 235+90=325).
Mahal.aleel born (v. 12; 325+70=395).
Jared bora (v. 15; 395+ 65=460).
Enoch born (v. 18; 460+ 162=622).
Methuselah born (v. 21; 622+ 65=687).
Lamcch born (v. 25; 687+ 187=874).
Noah born (v. 28; 874+182=1056)
Shem born (v. 32; 1056+500=1556).
The Dehige began (vii. 11; 1056+600=1656). .

The Deluge ceased (viii. 14).

Arphaxad born (xi. 10; two years after the Fiooil).

Sabh born (xi.l2; 1659+35=1694).
Ebcr born (xi. 14; 1694+30=1724).
Pelegborn(xi. 16; 1724+34=1758).
Reu born(xi. 18; 1758+30=1788).
Serug born (xi.20; 1788+32=1820).
Nahor born (xi.22; 1820+30=1850).
Terahborn (xi.24; 1850+29= 1879).

Abraham born (xi. 26; 1879+70=1949).
Sarah born (xvii.l7; 1949+ 10=1959).
Abraham emigrated from Plaran (xii. 4; 1949+75=2024).
Ishmael born (xvi.l6; 1949+86=2035).

f Covenant and Circumcision of Abraham and Ishmael (xvii. 24;

I 1949+99=2048).
Isaac born (xxi. 5; 1949+ 100=2049).
Terah died (xi.32; 1879+205=2084).
Sarah died (xxiii. 1 ; 1959+ 127=2086).
Isaac married Rebekah (xxv. 20; 2049+40=2089).
Jacob and Esau born (xxv.26; 2049+60=2109).
Abraham died (xxv. 7; 1949+ 175=2124).
Esau married (xxvi.34; 2109+40=2149).
Ishmael died (xxv. 17; 2035+137=2172).
Jacob married Leah and Rachel (see p.519; 2109+84=2193).
Joseph born (xxx. 25; 2193+7=2200).
Joseph sold into Egypt (xxxvii.2; 2200+17=2217).
Isaac died (xxxv.28; 2049+ 180=2229).
Joseph appointed viceroy of Egypt (xli.46; 2200+30=2230).
Jacob and his family settled in Egypt(xlvii. 9; 2109+ 130=2239).
Jacob died (xlvii. 28; 2239+ 17=2256).
Joseph died (1,22,26; 2256+54=2310).
Exodus of the Israelites from Egypt (xii.40; 22394-430=2669),
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1.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION.
CHAPTERS I. TO XL

L— THE CREATION.
Chapters I. and II. to Ver. 3.

PRELIMINARY ESSAY.

ON THE RELATION BETWEEN THE SCRIPTURES AND THE NATURAL
SCIENCES, ESPECIALLY GEOLOGY AND ASTRONOMY.

The modern researches in the natural sciences are as gigantic in their extent, as they

are incontrovertible in their main results. The investigation of the laws of the material

world, and their application to practical purposes, form the characteristic pursuits of

our age. But the Bible also alludes, in many important passages, to physical laws

and to natural plienomcna. It became, therefore, an indispensable task for the Biblical

student, and especially the theologian, to compare those recent results with the

respective Scriptural statements. The conclusions at which these men arrived, though

vastly differing in detail, may be reduced to two chief classes. Not a few divines and

scholars— whose zeal, unfortunately, overruled their reason— flatly denied the cor-

rectness, and even possibility, of such facts: every one knows that Galileo was com-

pelled to abjure and to curse the Copemican system of the earth's motion as fallacious

and heretical; Voetius described it as a neologian fabrication; and the learned

Francis Turrettin, not much more than one hundred and fifty years since, endeavoured

to overthrow it by Scriptin-al and physical arguments. But the opposition to that

great astronomical truth has gradually vanished away before the colossal labours of

Kepler, Newton, and their illustrious followers; nor will anybody at present, as once

the learned doctors of Salamanca did, decry the views of Columbus as an impious

heresy; and if oljjcctions are still raised by some tenacious straggler, they are received

as a curiosity, causing hilarity rather than provoking controversy. But more vehe-

ment were the denouncements hurled, up to a very recent date, against the results of

geology, itself a comparatively recent science; it was declared an un-holy and atheistic

pursuit, a dark art, a " horrid blasphemy," a study which has the evil one for its

author; and its votaries were designated as arch-enemies of religion and virtue,

infidels standing in the service of the infernal powers.

The other class of scholars, more sober and less sceptical, acknowledges, cither

wholly or partially, the exactness of the natural sciences, but denies emphatically that

there exists the remotest discrepancy between these results and the Biblical records.

This is at present by far the most prevalent opinion among theologians; they posi-

» 17
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lively assert, that if there is an apparent contradiction, the fault is not in the Scriptural

text, but in its erroneous exposition. They have, therefore, proposed a vast number

of explanations intended to prove that harmony; and they have endeavoured to show

that the present notions of astronomy and geology, though not cleai-ly expressed in

the Bible, arc certainly implied in the words, or may easily be deduced from their

tenour.

We believe the time has arrived for pronouncing a final and well-considered opinion

on these momentous points; the materials necessary for this decision exist in abim-

dance; they are all but complete; and we propose to submit to the reader an analysis

which will enable him to judge and to decide for himself, and to form an opinion

founded, not upon indefinite conceptions, but upon indisj)utable facts.

There is, indeed, a third and very largo class of scholars, who attempt to evade

these questions altogether, by simply asserting that the Bible does not at all intend to

give information on physical subjects — that it is exclusively a religious book, and

regards tlie physical world only in so far as it stands in relation to the moral conduct

of men. But this is a bold fallacy. With the same justice it might be affirmed, that

the Bible, in describing the rivers of Paradise, does not speak of geography at all; or

in inserting the grand list and genealogy of nations (in the tenth chapter), is far from

toucliing on the science of ethnography. Taken in this manner, nothing would be easier,

but nothing more arbitrary, than Biblical interpretation. It is simply untrue that the

Bible entirely avoids these questions; it has, in fact, treated the history of creation in

a most comprehensive and magnificent manner; it has in tliese portions, as well as in

the moral precepts and the theological doctrines, evidently not withheld any informa-

tion which it was in its power to impart. Therefore, dismissing tliis opinion without

further notice, we shall first compai'e, under different heads, the distinct statements of

the first chapters of Genesis with the uncontroverted researches of the natural sciences;

we shall then, secondly, draw from these facts the unavoidable conclusions as regards

the possibility of a conciliation; and shall, lastly, review the various attempts which

have hitherto been made to effect that agreement.

We sliall, in this sketch, particularly, study the utmost simplicity compatible with

accuracy.

I.—THE ANTIQUITY OF THE EARTH.
According to chronological computations based on the Old Testament, the earth, as

a part of the universe, was created B.C. 4160, or about six thousand years hence.

Even the larger chronologies of the Septuagint, Hales, and others, fix this date not

further back than between seven and eight thousand years.

But the researches of the natural sciences, especially geology, lead to widely different

conclusions; they prove an antiquity of the earth of such vastuess, that our imagina-

tion fails to conceive, and our numbers are almost unable to express it. The task of

defining the geological chronology by exact, and even approximate numbers, lias

been shunned by the ablest scholars, and has hitherto defied their zealous efibrts. J^et

us survey the principal arguments: —
The crust of the earth, which is supposed to be about .50,000 feet, or two and a half

geographical miles, in thickness, and which has been examined to about half that

depth, consists of a number of different layers or strata, which, although seldom

occurring in a complete series, invariably succeed each other in the same order, or

have generally, at least, correspondents or equivalents upon other areas. These various

beds represent as many creations, or progressive revolutions o£ the earth. They were

produced by volcanic influence, the agency of the water, and chemical processes, in a

manner which we shall be enabled to describe more fully in a later part of this treatise.

But those strata have, for the sake of convenient arrangement, been classified in
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threo great group';; of which tlio oiliest scric;, or that most remote from our surface,

is called the Primary, the next upwards the Secondary, and the last, or uppermost, tlic

Tertiary System.

1. The lowest stratification to which human knowledge has been able to penetrate

is that of Gneiss, consisting of the component parts of the granite rocks, which spread

beneath it in a crj-stalline form, and constitute the material of the principal moun-

tains of Europe: the gneiss is, therefore, probably the product of the granite, worn,

an-angcd, and acted u]>on by water and by the heat wliich fills the interior of the

earth. Tliis process of dift'usion and wearing off, of depositing and permanent disposition,

is excessively slow; tlie lapse of a century would scarcely produce a few inches of this

substance. Now the gneiss-rocks in Scotland, Ireland, and t)ther countries, exceed

" many thousand yards," as, in fact, the lower strata arc generally by far the deepest

in thickness. What an immense period of time was required to form them ?

2. The Slates and Mica Schist, which follow above the gneiss, have a thickness of

three to four miles; they occur in overwhelming masses in Scotland, Cumberland, and

Wales; their formation is " a work infinitely slow," and overpowers the mind again

with the idea of enorm ous epochs.

3. The Silurian strata, consisting of slate-rocks, with dark limestones, sandstones,

and flagstones, have a united thickness of about a mile and a half. They arc the

results of the alternate play and repose of volcanic action; and it is obvious, that

" myriads of ages must have been occupied in the production of these formations, before

the creation of man, and the adaptation of the earth's surface for his abode." The
Biblical age of the world, if compared with these vast periods of time, sinks into

absolute insignificance.

4. The group of the Secondary beds begins with the Old Red Sandstone, which, on

account of its most frequent occurrence in Devonshire— sometimes to a thickness of

10,000 feet and more— is now called the Devonian. Who can calculate the immensity

of time required to form these masses, which in Scotland also are found in

astounding quantities?

5. One of the most intf^resting systems is the Carboniferous group, which consists

partly of mountain limestone, composed almost entirely of the shells and coralline

productions of sea animals, partly of millstone grit, and partly of coal, composed of

compressed vegetable matter, shale, and sandstone, in alternate layers. The aggregate

thickness of this group amounts neai'ly to 5,000 feet; whilst in South Wales the coal-

layers have a depth of 13,.500, and in New Scotland of 14,500 feet; and we are again

compelled to strain our imagination with a notion of time almost beyond its

capacity.

6. The next thousand or two thousand feet in the crust of our planet are occupied

with the New Red Sandstone, composed of Magnesian limestone, variegated marl, clay,

conglomerates, rock-salt, and other strata, prc-supposing long and repeated changes to

effect their production.

7. The Oolitic System, of the thickness of about half a mile, is evidently composed

of depositions from sea-water, the mingled waters from river-mouths, and even fresh

water of rivers and lakes. It indicates a certain change in the volcanic activity of the

internal heat of the earth; and millenniums were necessarily required to pile up these

huge rocks.

8. One of the most universal and extensive groups are the Cretaceous layers.

Chalk masses, to the thickness of more than a thousand feet, mi.Ked with flint, green

sand, and bluish clay, have not only been discovered in almost all the countries of

Europe, but also in different parts of Asia, Africa, and America: so that this formation

has often, though erroneously, been considered to mark the commencement of a

totally different order of things. But it is certain, that the whole lapse of time neces-

B 2
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sary to protluce this part of tlic entire stratification " is astonishing; to onr facnlties, in

the present state, it is immense," wliether ehalk be eonsidered to consist of myriads of

infusoria, or to liavc arisen from the decomposition of corals.

9. The name of the Tertiary System, histiy, iia-s been given to the beds which follow

immediately above the chalk strata, and form the layers nearest to the present surface

of the earth. They are very variously composed of clays, sands, and limes, intermixed

with coral rocks, peat, marls, and travertins, with drift, erratic blocks, and gravel,

with bone-caves, mud-deposits, and almost mountain-high masses of insects. All

these strata together form a thickness of at least six or eight hundred feet. And
the greater part of even these formations must reach back to a far higher antiqnity

than tiiat which the Biblical computations iillow to the creation of the whole earth,

with all its infinite and prodigious stratifications, by the extremcl}' slow and gradual

operation of deposition and consolidation, frequently interrupted by the tremendous

ujiheavings from the bowels of the fiery earth. The formation of even those strata

which arc nearest the surface must have occupied vast periods, " probably millions of

years," before they assumed their actual state. And tlicse processes of the active ele-

ments have not ceased; they are constantly working, and produce new formations

before our eyes, as in bygone ages. Islands have, mostly in consequence of vol-

canic upheavings, appeared even in recent times; and modern works on the develop-

ment of our planet contain abundant and interesting instances; they keep alive

within us the conviction, that the present aspect of the earth's surface will in due time

be subjected to vast and essential changes; and that, however imperceptible the altera-

tion, and however enormous the period required to complete it, our present continents

will be scenes of revolutions which must alter both their form and condition.

In order to give some idea of the immensity of geological epochs, we introduce a

few examples:

—

1. The great tract of peat near Stirling, in Scotland, forming but one single bed of

coal, has required nearly two thousand years; for the Roman works are preserved

below it; and, in general, a century forius a layer of coal not thicker thaii seven lines.

It is, therefore, a moderate estimate to put down the production of the coal series of

Newcastle at 200,000 years.

2. The period during which the strata of coal, sh.ale, sandstone, and limestone were

deposited over the site of the basaltic hill called Arthur's Seat, at Edinburgh, is

estimiited at 500,000 years.

3. The old sandstone occurs in Scotland to a vertical depth of more than 3,000 feet;

and as a Scotch lake scarcely deposits mud or marl at the rute of half a foot in a cen-

tury, at least 600,000 yeai's were required for the production of tliis series alone.

4. By far the larger part of the dry land has been raised out of the bed of the sea,

by a process which has been calculated (from certain parts of Sweden) to produce

about three feet in a century. Now, in several of the glens of Scotland occur sea-

beaches, or beaches of ancient lakes, twelve hundred feet and more above the present

sea-level; their formation must, therefore, have required at least 40,000 years. The

ea.'stern coast of Scandinavia rises about forty inches every century; it has, during the

historical time, become about 200, and in general apparently 300 feet higher; this

involves a period of at least 8,000 years; and yet was this elevation not regtdarly pro-

gressing, but was interrupted by considerable dejiressions; for sixty feet below the

present level, near Stockholm, a fisherman's cottage has been discovered, which once

stood at the margin of the sea.

5. The coral-rocks of the Red Sea, and of the Indian and Pacific Oceans, many
fathoms in depth, and many hundred miles in extent, arc formed by little insects,

which secrete small ]>articles of carbonate of lime, and thus gradually produce those

majestic masses. Who will calculate the boundless ages cxhau.sted by that process?
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6. The voli-aiiic regions in the centre ot Fiance contain rucks of silicious deposits,

one of which is sixty feet thick, and rcciuired at Iciist eighteen thousand years for its

formation.

7. The river Niagara wears away the edge of the jjiccipice over which it falls, between

lake Erie and lake Ontario, about one foot annually. It has hitherto thus worn away a

space of seven miles in tiic direction of lake Erie; and this process has, therefore,

required at least 35,000 years; and will require about 70,000 years more to reach with

its falls that lake. — There are many other denudations and erosions on the present

surface of the earth; they arc the effect of the slow action of the ocean, which has in

some regions worn away the rocks more than two miles in depth ; and this proecf s,

occurring in the present geological epoch, required in itself a vast space of time. The
following instance may serve as an illustration:—

8. Terraces and beaches, 400 to 1,000 feet high, composed of gravel, sand, and eluv,

comminuted and deposited by water chiefly, were, after the drift epoch, obviously

formed when the continents were drained of the waters of the ocean, and the rivers

were cutting down their beds. The same process is still going on; but within the whole

historical time, terraces and beaches of scarcely the height of a few feet have been

formed. It is difficult to conceive the vastncss of time which was required for these

elevated terraces. Those who attribute almost all the changes, and esjjeeially the for-

mation of the teiTaces, to the influence of the deluge, are obliged to take refuge in an

assumption which is in direct opposition to the Biblical narrative, namely, that the

water remained in many places for a long period on the surface of the earth, forming

large inland se;is or lakes.

9. Around the present coast of Great Britain runs an escarpment, of various height

and character, which marks the former, or " old coast line." But as far as historical

records recede, the present line has existed as the girdle of the seas. Now, in both of

them are caves, hollowed out by the attrition of the surf, more than a hundred feet in

depth; those of the old coixst line are considerably deeper; and it must have required

many centuries to excavate by so slow a process the tough trap or hard gneiss to such

great depth; the lowest estimate fixes that period at six thousand years. And yet the

epoch of the old coast line forms a " mere beginning," a " mere starting point," in

geologic history; for no species of shell seems to have become extinct during that epoch,

and even those which no longer occur on the shores of Britain are abundantly found in

the higher northern latitudes, in Iceland, Spitzbergen, and Greenland ; a circumstance

which in itself points to a time when a large portion of Great Britain was submerged
in a sub-arctic sea, and when this country existed " as but a scattered archipelago of

wintry islands."

10. The Mississippi carries down to its mouth one cubic mile of earth in about five

and a quarter years; but the whole delta contains 2,720 cubic miles; it required,

therefore, more than 14,000 years to be formed by such deposits; and though that river

may not always have flowed on regularly in the same manner, the possible fluctuations

were not so great as materially to affect that calculation.

11. The valley of the Nile is covered with a bed of slimo, deposited by the river,

which annually carries down to the sea above 3,000 millions of cubic feet of detritus,

or " as much as would build forty pyramids of the largest dimensions." That bed,

like that of the adjacent desert, rests on a foundation of sand. Its average thickness

was found by the French scholars who accompanied Napoleon on his Egyptian expe-
dition, in the year 1800, to be six and a half metres, or about twenty feet; and as the

deposition of slime amounts in a century to about four inches and a half, the whole
bed had required about 5,650 years. But tins is only a very inconsiderable portion of
the earth's crust in that country. For that foundation of sand rests, for nearly three

hundred miles, upon a thick bed of the marine or Nummulitic limestone, which is of
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extremely slow formation, and upon a newer stratum of la*r Tertiary ago. Nor is

that limestone the oldest of tlie rocks of Egypt. " It rests on a sandstone of Permian

or Triassic a"-e; the sandstone rests, in turn, on the famous Breccia de Verde of Egypt;

and tiie Breccia on a group of azoic rocks, gneisses, quartzes, mica schists, and clay

slates, that wrap round the granitic nucleus of Syene." They amount to about ten

miles of fussiliferous rocks; and if the sand deposits of twenty feet in thickness required

5,650 years for tlieir formation, the age of the underlying strata, fossiliferous and

azoic, is immeasurably greater.

These facts may suffice to impress the reader with the inconceivable dimensions of

time revealed in the mysterious structure of the earth; the computations, though

nece-sarily but approximate, arc on the whole neither doubtful nor exaggerated; and

they show tluit the six or seven thousand years which the Bible allows since the origin

of the earth, are a mere fraction of the time which geology demands for its

antiquity.

II.—THE CREATION OF THE WORLD IN SIX DAYS.

It has, indeed, been very positively contended, that the days mentioned in the

Biblical record of Creation signify periods of a thousand years, or of indefinite extent.

But this imputed meaning is absolutely against the usage and genius of the Hebrew

language; and the days of creation are really and literally periods of four and twenty

hours. However, it might be asserted— and it has, in fact, been frequently advanced

— tliat the earth, with all its various layers and stratifications, has, by the Divine will,

been called into existence in that limited number of days; and that God, after the

completion of this lordly act of creation, has left nature and all her component parts

to those eternal and immutable laws with which He had endowed her. But this opinion

is rendered impossible by the following facts :
—

1. In all the strata of the earth, except the two or three lowest, are found organic

i-emains of creatures which possessed and enjoyed life, and which evidently perished,

partly by that revolution of the earth which buried the old formation, and partly by

the change of climate which took place in the next epoch. It may be important to

observe, that each stratum has its own characteristic species.

A brief summary of these remains will be suflicient for our purpose. In the slate-

rocks of North Wales and Cornwall are found the earliest remains of animal existence,

consisting of two or three species of zoophytes (lamelliferous corals), polyps, and

casts of several species of single and double-valved shell-fish, more highly organized even

than our cockles and oysters. If this latter fact should appear surprising, we observe,

that it is by no means an established principle that the organic beings of every forma-

tion are of a higher structure than those of the preceding system, as if nature were

steadily progressing and impro\'ing. Tliis supposition becomes more than doubtful by

the single fact, that the earliest forms of life which occur are not plants, but animals.

The exact inquiry into this interesting point is rendered difficult by a particular circum-

stance. The unmense subterranean heat must necessarily have destroyed, without a

trace, those organisms which might have existed in the first system of stratification,

nearest to the fiery nucleus of our planet. It is certain that we find in tlie lower

strata, almost exclusively, the remains of marine animals; while the terrestrial races,

which exhibit the higher organic forms, are extant in very limited proportions. Even

in the present state of the earth, animal life is predominant in the depths of the sea,

whilst the productions of the vegetable kingdom prevail on the continents. It must,

however, be admitted, that the earth was always and uninterruptedly peopled with living

beings after they had once been introduced, and that, although the systems varied in

correspondence with the altered conditions of the earth, there exists a certain general

icjcmblauce or analogy between the forms of the different paiods. A perpetual but
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systematic change is working in nature; this is the rule of the matcriul world; it is

made the grand conservative and controlling princijile of the universe.

In the Silurian formations, which more proi)erly commence the grand series of

organic beings, more than 375 species of animals are embedded.

In the Devonian and the Now Red Sandstone systems, have been discovered nume-
rous bones and skeletons of fishes and other marine creatures, the very genera of which

are now no more existing, and some of which are of the most surjirisiiig form and

description. In the corresponding masses of Germany and France, the organic remains

are peculiarly abundant. Marine plants also appear more copiously.

Tho mountain limestone, which belongs to the Carboniferous group, is entirely com-

posed of the remains of coralline and testaceous animals, often many miles in length

and breadth; while tho coal-strata themselves consist wholly of compressed plants, of

which upwards of three hundred species have been ascertained, though infinitely moro

existed; they were mostly of comparatively simple form and structure; two-thirds

belong to the cellular or cryptogamic kind, without flower or fruit, whilst the type of

this era was thc/em or breckan, which tiirives best in warm, shaded, and moist situa-

tions; and a vegetation existed "abundant and luxurious beyond what the most

favoured spots on earth can now show." The higher classes of plants increased as tlie

globe grew older.

The Old Red Sandstone includes the fossils of zoophytes, conchifera, some tribes of

fish, some traces of laud plants; perhaps also the first perfect birds, some of small,

others of gigantic size; and the foot-prints of tjjose batrachiaus M'hich have attracted

the most zealous attention, and to which we sliall later have occasion to allude in a

very curious connection. But both in the New Red Sandstone, and still more in the

subsequent Oolitic strata, occur in great abundance the huge lizard-like animals, of

extraordinary size, power, and armature; the voracious ichthi/osaurus, of the length of

a young whale, fitted both to live in the water and to breathe the atmosphere; of the

general form of a fish, to which, however, were added the teeth and breast-bone of a

lizard, the paddles of the whale tribes, the beak of a porpoise, and the teeth of a cro-

codQe; the plesiosaurus, of similar bulk and equal rapacity, with a turtle-like body

and paddles, a serpent-neck, terminating in a formidable lizard-head, and most exten-

sively preying upon the finny tribes; further, the megalusaurus, an enormous lizard,

forty-five feet long, a carnivorous land creature; the pterodactylus, or Jli/inj saurian,

a lizard with bat-like wings; crocodiles, some of which were herbivorous, as, for

instance, the iguanodon, reaching the amazing length of a hundred feet, or twenty

times the size of the iguana of the Ganges, its present representative. Strongly, in-

deed, do these monstrous and terrible forms remind us of those straoge creatures of

fancy popular in ancient times and in the middle ages, the winged dragons and

griffins, the gorgons, hydras, and chimeras: their huge jaws threatened with fearful

teeth; their necks were almost equal in length to half that of the entire body of the

boa-constrictor; they had enormous, mail-like, impenetrable bodies and terrific claws;

— and all darted upon their prey with irresistible vehemence.—The Oolitic beds contain,

further, the remains of about twelve hundred other aslonislnng species and forms,

the first specimens of insects, and about fifty plants.

But only in deposits above the chalk formations do we meet with mammifers. About

four thousand forms, all different from the present species, are found in the Tertiary

strata; some of them arc most remarkable for their size and form, as the palaiotherium,

the ponderous dinotherium, with the bent tusks in its lower jaw, and many other thick-

skinned animals (pachydermata), like the liippopotamus and rhinoceros. Some of the

species of elephants were of enormous magnitude; the mastodon, with his tusks pro-

jecting from both upper and under jaw, reached the height of twelve feet; the mammoth,

the megatherium, with claw-armed toes more than two feet in length, and the megalouyx
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were of gigantic proportions and iron like organization; we find, further, the bear, the

horse, and tlie dog; seals, dolphins, and whales; massive oxen, camels, and other

ruminants; the majestic Irish elk, with its broad plank-like horns; and even several

felinse or carnivora, and traces of monkeys (quadrumana): till at last the older

creatures became extinct, and were succeeded by the existing occupants of the land and

the water.

Now we ask, if the earth was created within six days, how and for what conceivable

purpose were these numberless, and often huge and appalling, forms of beings, exhibit-

ing every stage of growth, embedded in the different strata of the earth? We behevo

there is scarcely any man preposterous or blasphemous enough to impute to the Deity

such planless and reckless destruction in the midst of His majestic acts of creation.

Many species, and even many distinct genera, have thus entirely disappeared; they

are no longer represented on the earth. Generally, even the organic beings of one

formation exist no more in the next higher group of rocks. Do not these circum-

stances compel us to suppose an indefinite antiquity of the earth's crust?

Of the vast number of animals found in the earth, some idea may be formed, if we

observe, that, according to Ehrenberg, one cubic- inch of the polishing slate of Bilin, in

Bohemia, contains 41,000 millions of individuals of the species Galionella distans, and

one billion 750,000 millions of the species Galionella ferruginea. Some of the huge

Egyptian pyramids are entirely built of Nummulitic limestone, which consists of cham-

bered shells of very diminutive size, although of wonderful structure. The polishing-

stone— for instance, that of Tripoli — is composed of exquisite shells, of so minute

dimensions, that a cube of one-tenth of an inch contains about 500 millions of indivi-

duals. These animalcules, subject to the general geographical distribution over th'e

globe, colouring the water, and emitting phosphorescence in the sea, never sleeping,

and forming immeasurable masses of earthy and rocky matter, exceed in their collec-

tive volume, perhaps, that of all the other animated beings, and a single individual

produces in a few hours millions of beings like itself.

Equally prodigious is the luxurious abundance of the Pre-Adamite vegetation ; trees

ofimmense thickness, and of extraordinary age, are found in the earth; and we adduce

the following analogies:—The English oak attains to the age of 1,000 to 1,500 years,

the yew to between 2,000 to 3,000 years; the Wellingtoniana gigantea is nearly as

high as the great pyramid of Egypt—viz., 450 feet— it was said to be 3,000 years old,

but has at least an age of 1,120 years; the Boahab (Adansonia digitata'), growing in

Senegal and other parts of Africa, a tree of enormous magnitude, with a trunk of

thirty feet in diameter, offers specimens more than 5,000 years old; and the Taxodium

(Cypressus disticha), an American tree, is stated to possess a longevity of nearly 6,000

years, and one now growing near Oaxaca, in Mexico, is believed to go back to the

origin of the present state of the earth. But, further, the interior of the earth contains

palms and conifers, which are strangely mixed together, just as at present European

forms grow together with tropical ones in the same forest, as, for instance, at Chilpan-

zingo, on the western declivity of the Mexican table-land, or in the Isle of Pines, south

of Cuba; which remarkable fact, Columbus already pointed out in one of his letters.

But besides these majestic products of vegetation, there are those immense numbers

of little gramina and low cryptogamia, which form the material of the enormous coal-

beds; for it is calculated that all the forests of America together would not be suffi-

cient to form one single coal-scam equal to that of Pittsburg. But some trees

embedded in the coal strata are indeed of gigantic size; the fossil araucai'ian in

the Granton quarry, though wanting both root and top, measures sixty-one feet in

length, by six feet in diameter; and another, seventy feet in length, by four feet in

diameter; whilst the stem of a Lepidodendron, near Edinburgh, is considerably thicker

than the body of a man, and was probably above seventy feet in height. IIi:hi;r:o,
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about 3,000 genera of fossil plants have been discovered in the beds of the earth; and

this number is considered insignificant compared with the probable real amount of

vegetable life in the preceding conditions of our earth. Altliough some plants arc

less capable of resisting the action of water than others, and some arc even totally

decomposed if for some time immersed in that element, especially the simplest forms

of flo>vcrless (cryptogamic) vegetation; the proportion of the different families found

in a fossil state leads, on the whole, to a safe conclusion with regard to the primitive

flora of the earth; the plants which have been preserved are in themselves amply

sufficient to serve as a basis tor such conclusions. Now those vegetable remains — it

is remarkable to observe— have more or less a tropical character, which is a sure

proof of the higher temperature of our planet in former epochs ; they show a surprising

uniformity of plants over the whole earth, with but very little local difference, though

they bear a different character in different periods, and consist, in each individual

epoch, of but a very limited number of species — which are as many witnesse s for the

fonner more equal distribution of heat on the earth; it is most interesting to observe,

that every laterperiod shows the prevalence of a more perfect genus of plants than the

preceding one, so that the different epochs might be almost described by their pre-

dominant vegetation; the profoundest botanists have arrived at the conclusion that

the earlier flora contained the same principal classes and families, though not all the

minor species, of the present flora; but that the fonner possessed the simpler forms of

vegetation in the highest possible perfection, whilst the latter only produced the higher

and more complicated genera, so that a successive and ascending development in the

vegetable kingdom, which is still in endless progress, is manifestfrom the remotest periods

;

that the number of species has during the succeeding geological epochs steadily

increased; that the internal connection between all the vegetable creations is the result

of one idea working through the infinity of time after a comprehensive plan; but that

if we recede through a space of "many millions of years," to the first origin of all

vegetable existence, we must confess the working of a supernatural cause, which defies

human comprehension, and which has endowed the earth with the germs of the end-

less varieties of families, genera, and species ; but we can scarcely accede to the very

widely-spread theory of a " primitive plant," or " cell," or monad, producing all the

later and more perfect vegetable forms by way of a partial metamorphosis; for every

new formation of the crust of the earth is incontrovertibly the product of abnost

entirely new elements not before existing, and therefore amounting to a new creation;

and the vegetation of even the last Tertiary epoch, or that below the most recent one,

goes back to a period of at least 100,000 years before the present era. It appears, however^

that many of the plants are " hereditary" through various geological epochs; and that

certain species have traversed many thousands, perhaps hundreds ofthousands of years,

in spite of the local and successive revolutions on the earth's surfiice. For submarine

forests in several parts of the globe consist of trees which still cover the neighbouring

continents, though the animals found in the same localities in a petrified state have

ceased to exist ; and many species of plants are not found in regions where they might

thrive perfectly well according to their structure, or to the present condition of the

globe. They seem to be absent from such countries only because they did not exist

there in former geological epochs.

2. It is certain, both from ocular evidence and from inductive conclusions, that most of

the animals discovered as fossils in the strata of the earth have died in a natural course

on the spot where they enjoyed life. Now, as many of them are creatures of long life,

and many reached an age far beyond the time now allotted to the creatures of the

earth, it is impossible that they should have accomplished the full circle of their

existence in a few days : the many theories which have been ventured to prove the

contrary arc so extravagant, that they do not even deserve notice. They proceed from
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'the vain desire to support a tenacious preconception; they are neither based upon any

allusion of the Biblical text, nor derived from natural laws or phenomena. Conjecture

fancy, and mysticism, are the pai-ents of these abortive attempts.

3. In some beds we find traces of ancient forests, and enormous fossil trees, with

concentric rings of structure, marking the years of growth ; in the saine layer there are

trees of very different ages: can these results be produced in a few days ? Are wo

allowed to suppose such arbitrary confusion and perversion of the ordinary laws by

Him who assigned to nature and to all her productions their uncliangeable laws?

4. The forms of organic life are, especially in the three principal systems, markedly

distinct, both with regard to their structure and to the position in which they arc

found. So, for instance, are the animals of the chalk-be Is perfectly unmixed with

those of the overlying Tertiary strata; if the formation of both coincided in time, it

would be impossible to conceive this entire separation of these organic creatures. Tims,

also, it is unquestionable, that an exceedingly protracted time elapsed between the

period of the highest Silurian beds and that of the mountain limestone (which forms

the lowest part of the Carboniferous group); for we observe a total change in the in-

habitants of the sea at the two respective epochs. It is a truth, w^hich can no longer

be disputed, that our planet presents a gradual approach to the present order of things,

through many and vastly protracted stages, all of them preparatory to the appearance

of man. The same laws and conditions, now apparent and working in nature, have

existed throughout all geological ages, though generally in a more or less modified

degree. Thus there was, indeed, at all epochs, a parallel advance in the physical

aspect of the globe and its organic forms, ascending, on the whole, from the lowest

to the higher structures; but many species, both of the animal and vegetable kingdom,

became extinct in the subsequent periods, and a constant substitution took place for

those organisms w'hich had become unfit for the altered state of the planet.

But all these changes, however extraordinary and astounding, are only as many
manifest proofs of the creating activity of an Omnipotent Power, whicli, through un-

numbered millenniums, after an all-wise though recondite plan, prepares new con-

tinents in the hidden depths of the fathomless sea, or in tlie volcanic abysses of the

burning earth; lifting them up from the secret womb by a tremendous, but saUitary,

revolution, and peopling them with other organic beings—harmonising their structure

with the modified condition of the planet.

These facts may suffice to pro\e the utter impossibility of a creation of even the

earth alone in six days. The difficulties are infinitely increased, if we proceed to the

contemplation of the whole universe, and examine—

III.—THE FORMATION OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM.

TuE Biblical text teaches that God created, by His all-powerful command, on tlie

first day the light; and on the fourth, the sun, the moon, and all the heavenly hosts

(vers. 3—5, 14— 19). Without, in this place, entering into the question, how there could

be light before the existence of the sun, we shall succinctly state the theory by which

modern astronomy attempts to explain the formation of the solar system, and which,

from one of its most characteristic features, is generally called the nebular hy-

pothesis. It was first proposed, altliough with a certain diffidence, by the great French

naturalist, Laplace, but has subsequently been developed and repeated, with greater

assurance and clearness, by other eminent astronomers.

Originally, the universe was a chaos, or a confused mixture of matter. It was filled

with a vaporous mass of a degree of density so infinitely low, that its existence could

scarcely be perceived ; from this reason the atoms did not act upon each other, and the

chaotic mixture remained in motionless repose. In the course of time some phj-sical

cause produced a greater attraction of the masses, and destroyed that inert iudiffiirence,
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80 that atoms began to work upon atoms. Thus concentrated substances were formed

in numberless pai"ts of the primitive vapour. And as concentration of matter always

disengages heat, ihose substances were reduced to a state of fiery incandescence. One
of these igneous conglomerations constitutes the primordial matter of our planetary

system. By continued condensation, this substance gradually formed itself to a con-

sistent mass, and found its centre. By attraction of other distant cumulations, or by

some different cause, it was brought into a rotary motion, which increased in rapidity

the more the volume of that substance was diminished by contraction. But not all

parts of the original matter were capable of suffering such immense condensation, and

therefore disengaged themselves entirely, in their uncondensed condition, as soon as

they were set free by tiie separation of the planetary matter; and as that detachment

took place not only in the equatorial regions, but in diiferent other parts of the primi-

tive mass, comets were formed, with orbits the most various and the most eccentric.

Tiie accelerated velocity of motion caused not only a spherical shape of the material,

but effected the detachment of its extreme parts whenever their centrifugal force had

become stronger than the central attraction.

A ring, encompassing the whole equator of the gaseous spheroid, was disjoined,

because here the rotary motion rose to the gi'eatest celerity. This ring continued its

rotation by itself; but as soon as any point in its circumference obtained a prepon-

derance, the ring broke, and contracted itself into a circular body, or planet, with a

two-fold motion round its axis, and round the principal gaseous ball, which remained

in the centre as the sun. Tliis phenomenon repeated itself an indefinite number of

times, and thus the various planets were formed, of which the remotest were the ear-

liest. By the same process which caused the formation of the planets from the original

igneous matter, the moons, or satellites, disengaged themselves from the planets. The
ring, thus separated from the earth, contracted itself into one ball, which is our moon;

that of Jupiter, Uranus, and Neptune broke into different parts, and hence their greater

number of moons, of whicli, at present, four, six, and two, respectively, have been

observed; whilst the ring of Saturn, though having formed from its mass eight

satellites, has hitherto remained unbroken, and revolves in its entirety round that

planet.

This is, in broad outlines, the hypothesis of Laplace concerning the foimation of the

solar systems. It owes its chief support to the admirable telescopic observations of

Sir WiUiam Ilerschel, which have disclosed to us M'orlds of amazing wonders. This

illustrious astronomer traced the progress of condensation in the assemblage of nebula,

" much in the same manner as in a large forest we may trace the growth of trees

among the examples of different ages which stand side by side," or as we see the different

stages in the lives of individuals; he has examined the distant nebulous matter, in

some instances feebly condensed round one or more faint nuclei; in others, exhibiting

brighter separated nuclei, and forming multiple nebulous stars, each surrounded by

its own atmosphere; and in others still uniformly condensed, and producing nebulous

(planetary) systems, finally to be transfonned into stars by a still greater degree of

condensation. Thus it is plausible, on the one hand, that the stars which now exist

are the result of extreme condensation from an originally nebulous substance; and

on the other hand, that real stars are continually in the progress of formation. We
may add, with a particular degree of emphasis, that indeed Sir William Herschel,

induced by the results of his comparison of the nebulae of Orion, in 1780, 1783, and

1811, confidently proclaimed "that he had j I'oved the existence of changes"; and
" had surprised nature in the midst of her secret operations."

Nor do the conclusions and inferences, which this theory justifies, recommend it less

convincingly to our attention. It accounts for a variety of extraordinary facts, which

it would be difficult to explaiu, namely, why the sun occupies the centre of the system.
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as the source of light and heat; and why almost all the planets move in the same

direction, from west to cast, and nearly in the same plane; why they stand in such

clear mutual relation and harmouii>us agreement, that their relative distances, with a

curious rco-ulaiity, proceed nearly in a succession of duplications; why Saturn, that

most remarkable of all planets— that "impcrisliable hieroglyphic"— has both moons

and rings; why the satellites follow their planets in the same line'; and why the

orbits of the planets show such small eccentricity; further, why an almost complete

uniformity of clime reigned in the earlier epochs all over the globe, so that both the

animal and vegetable life of the arctic regions bore a more tropical cliaracter; and

why^ the planets most distant from tlie sun have the least degree of density,

which increases the nearer the planets lie to that centre, since tlic nearer planets

which are of later formation, are parts of a mass more condensed by longer rotation

and attraction.

Wo shall, however, not omit to state, that great astronomical observers incline to

the opinion, that all apparent nebulce might, by increased telescopic power, be resolved

into clusters of stars; and that there exists really no essential pliysical distinction

between nebulfe and clusters of stars; that the universe, after the period of its forma-

tion, has long arrived at the state of equilibrium, stability, and the regular operation

of idl-preserving order. It is true that many nebulai, which seemed irresolvable, have

been resolved into stars. In the nebula of Andromeda 1500 stars have been distin-

guished on the borders, although the nucleus itself has not been dissolved. By the

great telescope of Rosse many nebulte have been examined and resolved, though the

celebrated nebula in the .sword has resisted its power. But it ought not to be for-

gotten, that, generally, the same optical instrument which resolves old nebuliv into

stars reveals new ones, defying its analysing force; and that, tl'creforc, Humboldt,

for instance, is of opinion that " the number of nebula cannot be exhausted by that

diminution;" and Arago quotes the words of Sir William Herschcl: "There are.

nebulosities which are not of a starry nature," and speaks of " the celestial matter

nearer the elementary state." The matter of the comets is so thin, that even

tlirough their nucleus fixed stars arc discernible, and their light is thereby not

refracted. Tlie comets arc, then, the cosmic primitive matter. The different planets

and comets exhibit almost all the various phases of condensation, through which the

earth has probably passed, in order to arrive from its original condition of liquidity

to its present solid state. The immortal astronomer of Slough, who pursued his

grand researches with a vigour and devotion commensurate with their sublimity,

published, indeed, in 1811, a catalogue of fifty-two diffuse nebuku, which he be-

lieved not to be resolvable. Other astronomers cling to the same opinion with unshaken

confidence.

Nor shall we deny, that even this hypothesis leaves difiicidties which it is impossible

satisfactorily to explain, namely, why the four planets nearer to the sun (Mercury,

Venus, Earth, and Mars) follow evidently different laws from the four planets more

removed from that centre (Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune); for in the former

group the magnitude of the planets increases with their distance from the sun;^ whilst

in the latter group, on the contrary, the size diminishes with the distance, for Jupiter

is the greatest of the four, as he, indeed, surpasses all planets in magnitude; * further,

the former four are deficient in moons or satellites (the Earth alone possesses a moon,

the other three have no satellite), wliilst the latter four are furnished with a greater

' With the only exception of the moons Mars, wliich is unly greater than Mercury,
of Uranus, which move from east lowest. but smaller than Venus and the Earth.

, . . -., *u .• ^f TT„„„ „
'^ Being 1414 times tlie volume of the

* Agam with the exception or Uranus. .i i e c \ .° ' cartli, and liavmg a surface ot about

'With the exception, however, of 1200 millions gcograpliical sipiarc miles.
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numlicr of moons and rings;* and lastly, the former arc of five times greater density,

and of two or tlirce times slower axial revolution, tlian the latter. It is therefore

scarcely possible to avoid the conclusion, that we have licre two quite difl'crcnt fami-

lies of planets, essentially distinct in their organisation and composition. This con-

clusion seems to gain additional consistency from the fact, that between these two

groups is found another chiss of planets, the Asteroids, or Planetoids," fumlamentaliy

distinct from either. They are remarkable both by their extraordinaiy small-

ncss,'' and their eccentric and marvellously complicated orbits. There are other

facts besides, which are, at least, not necessarily accounted for by the nebular

hypothesis, namely, why all the moons, however diifcrent in themselves and in their

distances from the sun, yet appear all of exactly the same size, if viewed from tliat

ceritre."

But all these questions do not affect the nebul.ir theory as a whole; it is recognised

by the greatest natural philosophers as affording an accejjtable basis for further inves-

tigations, which, it is hoped, will gradually remove the difficulties to which wc have

alluded, and will prove the correctness of that hypothesis in its details and its

inferences. Buffon proposed the theory, that a comet fell obliquely into the sun;

that the torrent of fluid matter which it impelled before it, formed, by concentration,

our planets; and that there were, therefore, in the beginning, burning substances in a

complete st.ate of fluidity, which cooled down during 75,000 years to their present

state; and will, after the lapse of other 93,000 years, have fallen to the freezing-point,

when all life will perish from the earth. But even this theory, although by far more

questionable, on account of the doubtful agency of the comet, is, on the whole, in

harmony with that of Laplace, as it likewise assumes a physical cause for the imme-

diate formation of the planets. Now, if wc compare the details of this hypothesis

with the Biblical narrative, and consider that the process of condensation of nebulous

matter is infinitely slow; that millenniums are required to compress the extremely

diffused mass round one nucleus; that between this process and the formation of

planets again lies an inten'al of endless ages; that the earth itself had to pass tlirough

many stages of vast duration till it reached its present condition ; that the time recpiired

for the cooling down of our planet from its original fiery condition to its present tem-

perature, or from 2,000" to 200" C, amounts, according to some chemists, to 3.53

millions of years; or that, certainly, since the time when a tropical clime reigned in

our countries, a period of one million of years has elapsed: if we bear in mind that

the microscopic observations show the same progress of conglomeration constantly

and unintemiptedly continued in the infinitude of space; and if, in order to adduce

at once the highest scientific authority, according to Humboldt, "creating in its strict

sense, as an act of a self-conscious will, and formation, as the beginning of existence

after non-existence, are both beyond our conceptions and our experience" : if we reflect

on all these circumstances, there seems indeed to be no alternative left, but honestly

to acknowledge the immense difference existing between the Biblical conceptions

and the established results of the natural sciences. But we need not appreiiend

thereby to lose or endanger what is eternal in the Scriptures. It is only necessary to

* Of Jupiter have hitherto been ob- two degrees north, preceding the planet
served four moons; of Saturn, besides Iris); thirty-nine of them were discovered

his ring, eight moons; of Uranus, six, within the last ten years, and thirty -three

and perhaps eight, according to Lassell; since 1850; Ilygiea is the Asteroid nearest

of Neptune, two: twenty in all. to Jupiter.
^ Flora, Victoria, Vesta, Iris, etc. , rp. „ „, ,.. r. .-,

rr., . » */\ *
-1 io--\.„ ^ho greatest of them is not more

They amount at present (April, 18;^n to ,,„„ ..^ „„„„„ „ -i • i- . .i . •

^ ,•'., . ' , >.i r . »i • 1 than 145 geogr. miles in diameter, that is
forty-three in number (the forty-third

, ^j. ^^^^ ^-^y^
was discovered by Mr. Pogson, of Ox- ^^

ford; it is of 9^ magnitude, and is about ** i.e., seventeen minutes in diameter.
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f>ursue tlicir exposition with tho sanio vigour and energy, with the same unwcai-icd

attention and eager research, which characterise the natural philosophers of our time.

The Bible has no more dangerous enemies than those who, either from indolence

and apathy, or from fanaticism and bigoted zeal, are deaf to the teachings and

warnings of tlie other sciences ; and those men, however well-meaning or warm-

hearted, must be made mainly answerable if the authority of the Scriptures should be

disregarded by the most enlightened and most comprehensive minds. We shall, in the

concluding part of this treatise, have occasion to dwell more fully on this momentous

subject.

But lest there remain the least indistinctness or doubt, we shall here insert a concise

outline of the Biblical views on tlie earth and the celestial bodies; after wliich we sliall

give a rapid sketch of the universe, such as it is taught by modern astronomy. Tims

the reader will be enabled to make, in a safe and easy manner, the most instructive

comparison between both systems. It is our utmost desire to do the fullest justice to

both: and, as regards the Scriptural conceptions, we are so deeply impressed with

their grandeur, their purity, and their sublime beauty, that they cannot lose tlieir own

peculiar value even by contrast with the grandest of all sciences.

IV.— THE BIBLICAL VIEWS ON THE EARTH AND THE UNIVERSE.

The fullest picture of the Hebrew notions concerning the nature, construction, and

shape of heaven and earth, is found in the first chapters of Genesis. But even this

picture is drawn in very faint outlines; we arc compelled to complete it by the scanty

notices scattered through the various other books of the Bible; an accidental and often

obscure allusion must be accepted instead of more direct and more exact information;

and the science of Hebrew cosmogony is thus left to the multiform conjectures of

imaginative minds. Tho Hebrews were, indeed, deeply susceptible of the beauties of

nature; but they seized it as a whole, without analyzing it in its parts; it was to them

the grand work of the One God, and it reflected His majesty; it filled their minds

with a reverential feeling, but tempted not their intellects to a scientific research;

nature has neither power nor life of its own, but owes all to the Mind that created it;

it is the herald of His omnipotence and wisdom, the visible garment of His grandeur,

the perpetual proclaimer of His glory; but all its wonders have their end and aim

only in man; for him they have been created, both to rouse him by their sublimity to

an enraptured contemplation, and, by contrast with his own weakness and transitori-

ness, to call forth within him the salutary feeling of humility: thus, the poetical

descriptions of nature have their distinct tendency and their clear boundaries; though

soaring, they are free from wild ejaculation; though abounding in luxuriant imagi-

nation, they are controlled by lucid thought; though fervid and impassioned in feel-

ing, they are under the dominion of a dignified, moderate, and measured diction:

image, thought, and language, stand in most perfect harmony. But however excellent

such productions are for deducing the religious and general literary character of a

nation, they contribute little to ascertain its notions of the cosmos. It is, therefore,

extremely difficult to arrive at a distinct view of this part of Biblical antiquities.

Strict practical science was neither in the mental disposition of the ancient Hebrews,

nor was it in the tendency and end of their sacred books; both their national character

and their literature were developed in a very different direction. We shall, however,

in the following brief remarks, try to concentrate those fragmentary notices.

1. The Heaven.

The heaven is regarded as a canopy or a curtain, spread over the earth in such

infinite distaiicc, that men app^ from thence " like grasshoppers"; it is a tent for the
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habitation of God.' It is immeasurable* It is strong and massive, like " a molten

mirror";^ but not brazen, like the Homeric lieaven ; it resembles the mirror chiefly

with refrard to its bright splendour;' for it is like pellucid sapphire,* or like cr}-stal.*

This vault has a gate, through Mhich tiic angels descend to the earth,' or through

which the prophets l)ehcld their heavenly visions.* It has, further, windows' or

doors,'" through which the rain and dew, snow and hail, treasured up in the clouds

above," and held together in those spheres by the will of God, pour down upon the

earth at His command; by which the tempests also, there confined in apartments,'* are

let loose; and through which the lightning flashes, either as a symbol of Divine omni-

potence, or as a messenger of Divine wrath.'^ In the heaven or firmament, the sun,

the moon, and the stars are fixed, to send their light to the earth and its inhabitants,

and to regulate the seasons;'* hence the heaven is described as exercising power or

government over the earth,'* since the phenomena of the air also are controlled by its

influence.'^ Beyond this illumined canopy reigns darkness, which the Divine wisdom

has, with a nice distinction, separated from the regions of light." But above it is a

sphere of liquid stores; here dwells God,'^ for here He has framed His chambers;

here is His sanctuary. His palace, the place of His glor}-;'' from hence He traverses the

world on the wings of the wind and intlic chariot of the clouds;-" for the heaven is His

throne, and the earth is His footstool.*' That whole vault is supported by mighty

pillars or foundations,^ resting on the earth; and thus heaven and earth are marked
as one majestic edifice, forming the universe.— We need scarcely to observe, that

many of these notions, especially those concerning the abode of the Deity, are rather

poetical metaphors than the real conceptions of the Hebrews; and although some of

them might be the remnants of mythic times, others are certainly figurative expressions.

It was a belief common and popular among almost all ancient nations, that at the sum-
mit of the shadow of the earth, or on the top of the highest mountain of the earth, which

reaches with its crest into heaven, and from whence the whole eartli can be surveyed at one

glance, the gods have their palace or hall of assembly; thus,*^ the Babylonians imagined,

in the uppermost north, the " Mountain of Meeting"; it was called Albordsh, was con-

sidered as the chief residence of Ormuzd, and the source of his radiant light; and was

most likely believed to be identical with the high mountains of the Caucasus. Thus,

the Greeks had their Ohjmpus (and Atlas"); the Hindoos ihm Meru, also called Sabha,

or mountain of congregation; the Chinese their Kulkun (or Kuen-lun). which is "the

king of mountains, the highest part of all the earth, the mountain which touches the

pole and supports the heavens"; the Arabians their Caf, and the Parsees their Tireh.

That similar notions were entertained by the Israelites is improbable, as they rest essen-

tially on polytheistic ideas; and a " ilountain of Meeting" is absurd for One all-per-

vading, omnipresent God, whose " glory the heaven and the heaven of heavens cannot

contain"; but to identify Mount Meru with Mount Moriah is one of those vain con-

jectures which sacrifice a whole religious system to an accidental resemblance of

names.

' Ps. civ.2; Isai.xl.22. '^ Job .Kxxvii; xxxviii.22 et seq.; Ezek.
* Jer.xxxi.37. " Job xxxvii.18. xiii. 13; Sir. xliii. 14 e^*e^.

M)an.xii.3. « Exod. xxiv. 10. '* Gen. i. 14— 19.

^ Revel, iv. 6; comp. Ezek. i. 22. '* Jobxxxviii.33. '« Ver. 36.

' Gen. xxviii. 17. * Ezek, i. 1.
'" Jol* .xxvi. 10.

® Gen. vii. 11; 2 Kings vii. 2, 19; Isai. '° Psal.xxix. 10; Job xxvi. 9.

xxiv. 18. '^ Ps. xi. 4; p:zek. iii. 1 2.

'" Ps.lxxviii.23. *" Ps.civ. 3: Ezek. i. 26.

" Gen. i. 7; Job xxvi. 8; Ps. cxlviii. 4; *' Isai. Ixvi. 1.

Prov. viii. 28. ** Job xxvi. 1 1 ; 2 Sam. xxii. 8.

'* Jot) xxxviL 9. ^ According to Isai. xiv. 13.
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2. The Son.

The Sun is tlie " greater luminary" placed in the firmament of heaven to rule the

day;' it is the result of the concentrated light diflused througli space on the first day

of creation.^ It is made, like the other celestial orbs, only for the sake and the benefit

of the earth, to give light to its inhabitants, to produce vegetation,^ and to mark the

division between day and night. The sun was believed to move from east to west,

encompassing in his course the whole universe.^ At the western boundary of the

heaven, where the latter was considered to touch the border of the earth, the sun has a

tent, where he enters in the evening, rests over night, and whence he emerges in the

mornino- with renewed vigour, like a hero, to recommence his brilliant career with the

bloom and freshness of a bridegroom.* Hence we can understand why the sun is, in

Hebrew, said to " go out" when he rises, and to " come in" when he disappears beneath

the horizon. It is as an awful sign of God's wrath if He takes away the light of the

sun, and sends eclipses; when night envelopes the earth in the hours of day,^ and

the sun is changed into darkness and gloom.'' It is always the portentous fore-

runner of a fearful disaster. Those eclipses were believed to be caused by the

mighty dragon, which ensnares the disc, but wliich might be frightened away by

the spell of conjurors,* or pierced by the hand of God.'^ This remarkable astro-

nomical notion was prevalent amongst most of tlie Eastern nations. The sun is

among the most wonderful, the most magnificent works of God; he is a chief instru-

ment of His glory, an everlasting witness of His majesty,'" and an emblem of His all-

pervading goodness." Even Plato observes, that the eyes of man, by contemplating

the heavenly bodies, must guide him to the knowledge of the Deity; and Luther con-

sidered it as the strongest proof of the immortality of the soul, that it can rise above the

earth, and explore the marvellous course of the celestial orbs. It is, therefore, not

astonishing that the Israelites were, during many periods of their history, seduced by

surrounding idolators to worship the sun; they had a chariot and horses of the sun;'*

they revered him by burning incense to him on the roofs of their houses,'^ and they

erected statues in his honour.'* Even the pious Job finds it necessary to protest that

the grandeur and brilliancy of the celestial orbs did not tempt him to a criminal

worship.'* Moses interdicts it repeatedly;'" and the first chapter of Genesis implies,

with peculiar emphasis, that sun, moon ixnd stars are the work of God, appointed and

controlled by Him, dependent on His will, and serving His designs.

God has for all time fixed the course of the sun;'' these innate laws give to him the

appearance as if he knew his path,'^ or as if he spontaneously hastened to reach his

daily- prescribed goal;'^ but he stands yet under the sovereign will of God, who some-

times suspends his course, or interrupts those laws.^ His rise is preceded by a dawn

and the dew-fall;" he seizes the borders of the earth;" then bounds cheerfully

above the horizon; gilds first the peaks of the mountains;*' the fearful beasts of prey,

which had howlingly traversed the forests in search of booty, retire to their caverns and

hiding-places;*' and the wicked men, who sought to profit by the cloak of night for

their evil deeds, disperse and disappear;** till at last the light, with its wings,*'^ or its

eye-lids,*' illumines with splendour the whole earth, and the towns and the objects of

' Gen. i. 14— 19. * Vers. 3—5. *Jobxxxi.26.
•' Deut. xxxiii. 14. "^ Deut.iv. 19; xvii. 3.

* Isai. xlv. 6; Ps. 1. 1. " Ps. Ixxiv. 17. "* lb. civ. 19.

* Ps. xix. 5—7 ; com]>. Hab. iii. 1 1. '^ Eccl. i. 5,

" Amosviii.9. ' Joeliii. 4; iv. 15. *" Josh.x. 12—14; Isai.xxxviii 8.

"Job iii. 8. Mb. xvi. 11— 13. *'Ps. cx.3. *^ Jobxxxviii. 13, 19.

"> Ps xix. 2 ; Sir. xliii. 2, 5. ^ Joel ii. 2. ** Ps. civ. 21, 22.

" Mutt, v, 45.
''^ 2 Kings xxiii. 1 1.

'^"' Job xxxviii. 13.

'•'' Jcr. xix. 13; Zeph.i. 5. ^^ Ps. cxxxix. 9.

'^ Lev. xxvi. 30; Isai. xvii. 8.
'-' Job iii. 9.
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nature, wliich had been buried in indistinguishable confusion, appear in theirbeatitiful pro-

portions.^ Therefore the sun serves as a metaphor for youth, l)caut}% and bloom,^'' and
his light for happiness and joy.^" He readies his higliest elevation and his greatest power

at noon;3' then the heat of the day is greatest, and the light has a double brilliancy,

that of the ascending and declining sun;^^ it often causes the sun stroke,^^ and is

dangerous by its excess j'^ the rays bum many times more fiercely than a blazing

furnace, and are especially fatal to the eyes.'* Gradually the magnificent orb declines;

the heat loses its intensity, and the light its dazzling brilliancy; the shadows grow
longer; light and darkness begin to mix, and the evening is followed by the gloom

and silence of tlic night.*

3. The Moos.

The moon is the " lesser luminary," which rules the night. She is chiefly intended

to indicate the lapse of the months ;'' and her four distinct phases have, no doubt, at an

early time suggested the division of tlie month into four weeks, or periods of seven

days.^ Her mild, beneficent rays, still more beautiful in the pure, transparent Eastern

sk}-, illumine the sombre darkness of night, and cheer the lonely paths of the wan-

derer. But she sometimes also causes destruction; for the power of her rays M'crc

considered dangerous to man.'^ The festivals were based upun her course; tlie day of

the new-moon was solemnized with sacred rites and social festi\ities:*'' the whole reli-

gious year was regulated after her motion, and she was therefore not only an object of

importance, but of sacredness, in the eyes of the Israelites. Hence it may be accounted

for, that the idolatrous worship of the moon found easy access into Palestine from the

Pagan nations; she was revered as the "Queen of heaven;^' various sacrifices and

libations were offered to her, and the Hebrew women especially devoted themselves to

this forbidden service; in fact, the whole ritual of the Phoenician goddess Astarte, with

whom that " Queen of Heaven" is identical, and who was the goddess of fertility,

seems to have been transferred to her. But there are some other ancient notions

concerning the moon, which at least are not traceal)le in the Biblical wi-itings. The
new-moon was believed to be fatal to the fruits and harvests; the frosts of the night

and other agricultural damages were attributed to the influence of the moon ; her rays

were deemed most injurious to tlie eye-sight; it was curiously maintained that she is

•' the star of human life," controlling and tempering the vital liumours and tlie blood of

the body; that the shell-fish grow with her increase; and that she, in general, exercised

a sovereign power over all things; whilst the Hindoos, who believed the moon to

consist of water, thought that the rain descended from that orb. Even in our own
time, the moon has not ceased to be endowed with certain mysterious influences upon
man and his affairs; and many vulgar superstitions emanate from that source. By
the ancients the moon was considered as one of the seven known planets, and one day

of the week received its name from her.

4. The StafxS.

The Stars are the companions of the moon in the evening sky;'' they surround her

to enhance her magic brilliancy, or shine to replace it; their nature as distant suns, or

as planets of the solar system, was not yet known; no distinction between fixed stars,

*® Job xxxviii. 14, 15. ^ Sir.xliii. 4.

» Cant. vi. 10; Sir. 1. 6, 7. ^ Ps. civ. 20. '7 Gcii. i. 14.
** Job xi. 17; Ps. xcvii. U. '* Sec Notes on Exodus, p. 344.
'• Prov. iv. 18. ^ Psalmcxxi. 6. Compare the worils
'* 1 Sam. XL 9 ; 2 Sam. iv. 5; Neh. vii. " moon-stricken," " lunatic," etc.

3; Isai.xvi. 3. •"" 2 Kings, iv. 23; Isa. i. 13, 14.
*3 2 Kings iv. 18 et seq. " Jer.vii. 18; xliv. 17, 25.
3* Jon. iv. 8 ; Ps. cxxi. 6.

'•^ Gen. i. 16.
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planets, and comets, is ever alladed to; nor was tlie whole wonderful economy of the

starry worlds, revealed by raodena astronomy, imdcrstood or remotely suspected.

The stars are affixed to the firmament: they will therefore share its fate at the destruc-

tion of heaven;' they existed before the foundation of the earth; they were then

already inhabited by angels, or " sons of God," who accompanied that great act of

Divine omnipotence with shouting and rejoicing.* But they were not considered

themselves as animated beings, as the Persians, and several otlier heathen nations,

and even some fathers of the church, believed; if life is attributed to them, it is

only with regard to those glorious inhabitants; thus they fight in the combats of the

Lord;' they are His army. His troops,'' they are the "host of heaven: but this expres-

sion is used promiscuously for the stars and angels.* God is, therefore, " the Lord of

Hosts" {Zebaoth), both with reference to the former and the latter;^ He preserves peace

and harmony in those heavenly worlds by His awful power.' The stars are, therefore,

unable to help or to save; it is folly and perversity to worship them, or to invoke their

aid;* they owe their brilliancy not to their own power, but to the will of God who made

heaven and earth.* The stars are numberless; they are used to express an infinite mul-

titude;'" but God knows the names of all; He leads them out every morning and numbers

them, and never has one been missed." Only a few names of stars occur in the Biblical

canon: the Zodiac;^"^ the Great Dear,^^ with the three stars in his tail;'^ Orion,'^ the

fool or impious man, probably Nimrod, fettered in the firmament as a punishment; and

the Pleiades, in the neck of the Bull;'^ further, Draco, between the Great and the Little

Bear;'' and Gemini or Twins, in the border of the milky way.'* Besides these we find

mentioned the planets Jupiter;'^ Mars-^° Venus, the morning-star, or the brilliant

planet;'^' and Mercury. ^"^ In the later times of the Hebrew commonwealth, the Israelites

were made better acquainted with astronomical observations; the computation of the

Mosaic festivals obliged them especially to study the course of the moon; and in the

Talmudical writings occur many subtle and sagacious astronomical calculations. The

superstition of reading the destiny of man in the stars never took root among tlie

Israelites; astrology is excluded by the first principle of Mosaism, the belief in one

all-ruling God, who is subject to no necessity, no fate, no other will. Jeremiah''^ warns

the Hebrews not to be afraid of the " signs of heaven," before which the heathens

tremble in vain terror; and Isaiah-' speaks with taunting irony against the " astro-

logers, star-gazers, and monthly prognosticators," in whose counsel it is folly and

wickedness to rely.** But the Israelites had not moral strength enough to resist the

example of star-worship in general; they could not keep aloof from an abeiTation

which formed the very focus of the principal Eastern religions; they yielded to that

tempting influence; and ignominious incense rose profusely in honour of the sun and

the hosts of heaven.*®

5. The Earth.

The Earth forms, according to Biblical notions, the centre of the world, or, rather,

its only habitable part; the heavens, with the sun and the whole astral canopy, exist

' Isa. xxxiv.4; 2Pet. iii. 12, " Job xxvi. 13.
* Job xxxviii.7. ' Judg. v.20. '* Actsxxviii.il.
< Job XXV. 3. 19 Gad; Isa.lxv.ll.
* Comp.Ps.cxlviii.2; 2Chron.xviii. 18. *« Nergal; 2 Kings xvii. 30.
8 Isa. xxiv. 21. 'Job XXV. 2. " Isa. xiv. 12; Rev. ii. 28; or Men/,
« Job xxxi. 26—28. » Deut. iv. 19. Isa. Ixv. 1 1,

'0 Deut. i. 10; Nah.iii. 16. ^ Nebo; Isa.xlvi.l. *3 x,2,3.
" Isa.xl.26. 2< xlvii.l3.
'* Job xxxviii. 32 ; 2 Kings xxiii. 5. ** Comp. Jer.v.24; Dan.ii.27.
'^ Job ix. 9. '^ Job xxxviii. 32. ^ Jer. xix. 13; Ezek.viii. 16; Zeph. i. 5;
* Amos V. 8; Job xxxviii. 31. Wis. xiii. 2.
'^ Job ix. 9 ; Amos v. 8.
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merely for the use and in the service of the earth. This is, among ahnost all ancient

nations, the first purely optical, unscientific view; anil not only Plato, but even Ovid,

expresses it in distinct terms: "The earth has been placed in the very middle of the

universe," . ..." in which position it is kept by its perfect I'oundness, not pressing on

one part more than the other."' It stands for ever, though the generations of men
pass away and disappear.'' It rests on foundations, or pillars,* so that it never

moves ;^ except when God, in His anger, makes it tremble, and in His wrath over-

throws or dislocates mountains.* But no human wisdom has ever explored the base-

ment on which these pillars are erected, or has discovered the place where the corner-

stone of the earth is hidden.* However, we are taught that our planet is founded on

the seas,' or spread out over waters,* and that God even marked out the circumference

of the earth over the aqueous depths;^ a notion which, though kindred, is not identical

with that of the Greeks, of a vast insular plain, encircled by the sea Oceanus. Or

we are led to suppose, more in harmony with our modern ideas, that the earth is

hanging " upon nothing," or "upon the empty space;"'" corresponding with the doc-

trine of many of the old Greek poets, " that the vast earth hangs in the open space of

the air, and that one earth cannot stand upon another earth."" The proportions,

dimensions, and shape of the earth defy equally the understanding of man.'* Whether

it was regarded as a large disc, or as a square ])lain, is not quite evident; but it has

certainly borders, extremities, and even ends, and gates.'^ Nor can we with safety

deduce from some uncertain and disputed expressions in Ezekiel,''' that the Israelites

considered Palestine as the centre of the whole earth, a notion which certainly pre-

vailed among the later Jews and Christians. Similar ideas were held by other

ancient nations; the Greeks believed Delphi to be the centre or navel of the earth;

Xenophon asserts the same of Athens; Statins of Mount Parnassus; Pliny of

Abydus; the Scythians of their country; and the Arabians of Sarandib, or Ceylon;

China is called the " empire of the middle;" and Media received this name because it was

believed to be situated in the centre of Asia. The surface of the earth was described

after the four cardinal points; and as the east, or sunrise, was considered as the region

before the face, west is that which lies behind; south is the right hand, and north

the left hand; which manner of designating the parts of the globe is exactly the

same among the Hindoos and in Ireland, and was sometimes applied by the Romans.

The north was considered to be higher than the south ; therefore going from north to

south is, in Biblical language, called to descend; from south to north, to ascend.

The west was regarded as the remotest part;'* the north as the most concealed region

— the most mountainous, and, therefore, most ponderous part;'* and as including the

gold-lands,'^ which other ancient nations likewise placed in the hidden north. The

earth itself was divided into dry land and sea,'* or into dryland and islands;'^ and

was distributed among the descendants of Shem, Ham, and Japhet, in the manner

which will be described in our notes on the tenth chapter. It furnishes food, and sup-

ports all living beings; and is, therefore, called " the productive earth."

' Fast. vi. 27 1—276 ; Plato, Phisd. 132. " Lucret ii. 602, 603 ; comp. Ovid, Fast.

* Eccl. i. 4; see, however, jn/ra. vi. 269, 270.
•'' Ps. Ixxv. 4 ; Enoch xviii. 2. '^ Job xxxviii. 4, 5.

• Ps. xciii. 1, xcvi. 10, civ. 5, cxix. 90. '* Jer. xv. 7.

* Job ix. 5, 6; Psalm xviii. 8.
'* v. .5, and xxxviii. 12.

* Job xxxviii. 6; Prov. viii. 29; Jer. " Jon.i. 3; Ps. cxxxix. 9.

xxxi. 37. '* Job xxvi. 7.

' Ps. xxiv. 2. " Job XXXV ii. 22.

« Ps. cxxxvi.6. '* Gen. i. 9, 10; Jon. i. 9.

9 Prov. viii. 27. " Esth. x. 1 ; Ps. xcvii. 1.

"> Job xxvi. 7.
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6. The Seas.

Tlie Seas arc tlie gatherings of water, wliich were, on the third day of creation,

concentrated on some parts of the earth's surface, so that, on others, the dry land

became visible.' They are enclosed in rocky basins.'' Their sources are in the deep

interior of the earth, from which they break forth with violence.' But nobody can

fathom their depths, much less descend to those sources, which reach down to the very

" gates of death." * The sea is, therefore, a figurative expression for everything infinite or

gigantic. The omniscience of God reaches to its ground,* or beyond its extremities;®

His wisdom is as immeasurable as the extent of the sea;' sins are pardoned as if

they were sunk to its bottom;* the unspeakable misery of the dispersed children of

Jacob is inexhaustible as the sea.* Yet God may, in His anger, lay bare the bottom

of the sea, and make visible the foundations of the earth.'" A part of the floods

retired beneath the earth, to form its foundation, or the base over which it is spread;

"

and beneath these waters is the hell, or Sheol, the abode of the departed spirits— the

"house of meeting for all living." '^ The Sheol is not at the bottom of the seas; for

the earth opened itself to devour Korah and his associates, and to hurl him into the

Sheol.'' All the rivers of the earth are a part of the sea: and as everything which is

of the earth returns to the earth, so all the rivers go back into the sea,'* which thus for

ever remains unaltered in magnitude.'* The waves of the ocean are, by the all-

powerful hand of God, checked within their ordained boundaries;'® and although

their rage strives restlessly to overflow the shores, and to inundate and immerse the

earth again, they are impotent against the will of God;'' He has shut them up with

gates and bars. Tempests miglit rouse its surface;'* the billows might tower up in

unbridled violence;'* their tumult and their roaring are in vain;^" foi God spoke to

the sea: "Hitherto shalt thou come, but no further; and here the fury of thy waves

shall be stayed."^' Clouds and mists hover above its surface, covering it like a gar-

ment;*^ and vast sand-plains border its coasts;^' it is peopled with an endless

variety of beings, from the harmless and useful fish to the majestic leviathan and the

fearful monsters; but all are lovingly sustained by the providing care of God.^** They

are partly created for the use of man ; ^ partly for the glory of God.*® But water

is a frequent Scriptural metaphor for misery and misfortune, or for dreary confusion.^

In the time of the chaos, water covered the whole earth; it was a sign of the loving

care of God that it receded from some parts; therefore it is promised, that in the new
heaven and the new earth the water will altogether disappear; there will be no more sea.^*

Tliese are the chief notions of the Bible regarding the individual parts of the

Cosmos. A few remarks on the universe, as a whole, will complete this sketch.

Heaven and earth, which comprise the created universe, are eternal, their laws are

unchangeable.** But they are only eternal compared with the frailty and transitoiy

existence of man; "generation cometh, and generation goetli; but the earth standeth

' Gen.i. 9, 10. »» Sir. xiiii. 2.5.

2 Isa. xi. 9; Hah. ii. 14. *' Job xxxviii. 8, 11 ; comp. Prov. viii.

' Jobxxxviii. 8. 16; comp.Gen.vii.il. 28,29.
• Job xxxviii. 16, 17. *- Job xxxviii. 9.

* Amosix. 3. « Ps. cxxxix. 9. ^ Gen. xxii. 17; Job xxix 18; Hos.
' Job xi. 9; comp. Deut. x.xx. 13. ii. 1.

* Micahvii. 19. * Lament, ii. 13. ** Ps. civ. 2.5—28; Jaraesiii. 7; com-
'" Ps. xviii. 15. pare Ps. cxlvii. 9.

" Ps.xxiv.2, cxxxvi. 6; 2Sam xxii. 16. ^ Gen.ix.2; comp. Lev. xi. 9.
'* Job xxvi. 5, XXX. 23; Isa. xiv. 9. =® Ps. civ. 26; Job xl. 25 et seq ; Sir.
" Num. xvi. 30, 33; Isa xxxviii. 10. xliii. 27.
'* Sir. xlii. '* Eccl. i. 7. ^ Ps. Ixix. 2, 3, 16; xviii. 17.
'" Job xxvi. 10. " Ps. Ixxxix. 10. '* Revel, xxi. 1.

'" Dan. vii. 2 ; Jon. i. 1 1, 1 3. » Jer. xxxi. 35, 36 ; Ps. Ixxxix. 37, 38

;

'* Isa. V. 30 ; Jer. vi. 23 ; Ps, xcvi. 1 1. c.xlviii. 6.
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for ever."' Measured by the inconceivable eternity of God, or by the endlessness of

His love, or the immutability of Ilis Word, the stars of heaven will wither like the dry

leaves of the vine or the fig;^ the tirmament will vanish like smoke, and the earth will

decay like a garment.^ God, who has created the world, is its Lord; He allows it to

exist only so long as His profound designs demand it; the Mind rules the matter.

He does not tremble that the heavens will once be destroyed by the flames, as the

heathen gods, who stand under the rule of fate, constantly feared.^ He will, in due

Season, Himself effect that awful consummation for the jjunishment of the impious,*

but only to create a new heaven and a new earth ;^ and a time will be, when the light

of the moon will be like that of the sun, and the light of the sun seven times

greater, or like the light of seven days;'' and the new Jerusalem will have no need of

the Sim or of the moon, for the glory of God will illumine it.^

W^e now entreat the reader to compare all these Biblical views with the lessons of

astronomy. A very moderate degree of attention will show that both systems are

organically and radically ditfcrent; that their whole character is almost opposite. It is

not sufficient to say that both have ditferent ends, and move in different spheres; that

tlie one has an exclusively religious tendency, and aims only at the majesty and glory

of God; whilst the other has a purely scietitific character, is unconcerned about the

First Cause, and explores only the secondary causes: or that the chief end of the

former is man and his moral excellence, whilst the tendency of the latter is to demon-
strate the undeviating necessity of the physical laws. This, we repeat, is not sufBcient.

These might be differences of treatment rather than of conception. But there are

other more decided distinctions. The Bible contemplates the objects of nature as they

optically appear to the unscientific eye, and as they have been observed by almost all

unlearned ancient nations; whilst astronomy enters into their real character, often

against the obvious evidence of the senses, and strives to discover their hidden proper-

ties and their marvellous motions: the one is satisfied with phenomena as they exist Andi

are, whilst the other penetrates into the mysteries of their origin and progress, and
has even the courage to anticipate their future changes and their ultimate unavoidable

revolutions: the former considers the earth as the principal object of the universe, to

which the sun and the stars, which are fixed in the solid expanse of heaven, are sub-

ordinate; whilst the latter teaches that the earth is but a most inconsiderable part of

the sidereal systems—a part so small that " no arithmetician can assign a fraction low

enough to express its proportion to the whole universe"; that it is a subseiwient link

in our solar system; that it is a celestial body every way analogous to many of the

stars which crowd the heavens; and that, so far from being motionless, it revolves

round the sun, its centre, with extraordinary velocity: the one represents the moon
as the second great luminous body of the world, to which the stars are scarcely more
than mere appendages; whilst the other shows that the moon shines only by borrowed

light, and that the stars are objects of infinitely greater importance in the universe

than the moon: in the former all plants and animals are created at the same epoch,

whilst geology teaches, that the different species belong to periods vastly remote from
each other. Ever}' one may pursue these comparisons in further detail, and he will at

every step be arrested by the striking contrasts which exist between the Biblical and
the astronomical teaching. But let it not be said, that the Bible intentionally desciibed

the actual objects in so simple and unscientific a manner, in order to adapt itself to the

uncultivated understanding of the contemporaries. We shall not urge that the Bible

' Eccl. i. 4. " Ovid, Met. i. 253—2.57.
* Isa. xxxiv. 4. * 2 Pet. iii. 7.

Msa. li. 6; Ps.cii. 27. 28; comp. Lu. ' Msa. Ixv. 17; 2 Pet. iii. 13; Rev. xxi.l.
xxi. 33; 2 Pet. iii. 7. ^ Isa. xxx. 26. « Rev.xxi. 23.
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repeatedly insists, that it was not written for one age and one people, but for all times

and all nations; that it must,underthatsu]>position, have assumed that in no future period

any nation would advance to more profound researches and more refined culture. But

every one sees at once the very dangerous character of that principle. If the Scrip-

tures are not bona fide truth, but in many important points a convenient accommoda-

tion to prevailing absurdities and childish ignorance: where can we with confidence

say that they are in earnest, and that their doctrines claim the authority of absolute

truth? This would throw open the Bible to uncertainty and doubt in so unparalleled

a degree, that it would practically cease to have any definite meaning. And if the

sublime acts of creation, as described in the iirst chapter, are not serious truths, of

what other parts can we expect it? K a book, which is intended as a guide and a

preceptor, withholds, on many momentous questions, designedly its better knowledge and

conviction, it has necessarily forfeited, in a gi'cat measure, that esteem and confidence

wliich alone secure its autliority. It is, therefore, the first principle of interpretation

to suppose, that the Bible expressed in every respect and on all subjects what it con-

sidered to be the truth.

It may, however, be alleged, that the Mosaic legislation, in several instances, evi-

dently accommodated itself to ancient usages. It is true, the law-giver often adapted

his precepts to existing customs; that is, he convertedfalsehood into truth; he did not

simply adopt the pagan views, but he purified and ennobled them; he retained the

form, which is immaterial, and infused into it a new spirit, which alone is essential.

The laws on circumcision, the phylacteries, or the sacrifices, are based upon similar

rites prevalent among other eastern nations; but they contain nothing which recalls

their heathen origin; they are the total reform of customs which it was either im-

possible or unadvisable to eradicate. Nothing of this nature was done with

regard to the physical conceptions. They were, indeed, purified from all super-

stitious alloy, but their fundamental errors were not corrected : they are more noble,

but not more true or exact, than thecosmical systems of other primitive nations.

In order to prove these assertions still more decidedly, we now insert a brief outline

of the astronomical results on the nature and economy of the Universe. We are

induced to do this by the additional consideration, that it becomes a Biblical commen-

tary on the Creation, to show the majestic grandeur of the Creator by the marvellous

character of His works.

V.-THE UNIVERSE.

Overwhelming as our solar system is in its vast dimensions, it is a mere point com-

pared with the endless number of fixed stars which fill the infinitude of space. It

may astonish us that our sun has a diameter of 192,492 geographical miles; that he is

1,410,000 times greater than the earth; and that his volume amounts to 4,078

millions of cubic miles; that Neptune moves round the sun at a distance of

more than 700 millions of geographical miles, and requires 217 years to complete one

revolution; and that there are probably other planets beyond Neptune, the remotest of

which might be 13,000 millions of geographical miles distant from the sun, and would

require 15,000 years to complete its orbit. We may well admiringly ponder over the

facts, that there are comets which visit the horizon of our heaven once every 1,500 to

8,000 years, that of 1780 every 75,838 years, and that of 1844 every 100,000 years;

that others, describing a parabolic line in their course, will most probably never re-

appear; that the radius of the head of the comet of 1843 was, on the 28ih of March,

47,000 miles, the breadth of its tail 33 millions of miles, and the length 150 millions

of miles; and that 60O to 700 comets have already been seen, whilst their probable

number has been estimated at one million, or, as Kepler observes, " like fishes in the

ocean." But who can suppress a religious awe, if he considers, that the whole
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system of our sun, with all its planets, satellites, and comets, moves again, as an inex-

pressibly small fraction of universal space, round another point (towards the constella-

tion of Hercules), in the same manner as Jupiter and his moons revolve round our

sun; so that if the universe has no common central sun, it moves at least round one

common centre of gravity, and that tlierc exists no re.-ting or fixed point in tlie

realms of space, hut that tiic whole moves uninterruptedly like " an eternal world-

clock"; that the fixed stars form independent systems, some of which resemble our

solar system, others, at present about 6000 in number, consist of two, three, or four

sidereal bodies of various colours, revolving, at a very small distance from each other,

round a common centre of gravity, and often requiring many hundreds, and even

thousands, of years to complete their revolution; no doubt accompanied by planets

with extremely complicated orbits, and with white, blue, red, and green days: that

most probably many luminous bodies, as, for instance, Sirius and Spica, move round

large dark masses, which form their centre of gravity; that, according to a very

moderate calculation of Sir William Herschcl, the milky way alone contains eighteen

millions of stars, and the whole heavens 273 millions, of which about 8,000 are

visible to the unaided eye, and of which Bcssel has calculated the positions of 75,000, and

Argeland that of 22,000 more; that the Pleiades contain forty-four visible stars in

less than three degrees; that not only our planets, and even our sun, but probably the

comets and the numberless satellites of the other suns, are the theatres of organic life;

that our sun belongs, with regard to the intensity of light, to the weaker fixed stars,

for the power of the light of Sirius is, for instance, sixty-three times greater, although

its brightness appears to be about 200,000 millions of times less intense than that of

the sun; that, by means of the telescope, systems of stars are discovered at a distance

of 100,000 billions of miles, and that their light required many thousand years to

reach our earth, although it travels nearly 42,000 geographical miles in a second; that,

fur instance, the star Vega of the Lyre is 41,600 times more distant than the planet

Uranus, although this latter is nineteen times more distant from the sun than the

earth, namely, 396 millions of geographical miles; which stupendous, inconceivable

space may be brought nearer to our comprehension, if we suppose the distance of the

earth from the sun to be one foot; then Uranus would be nineteen feet from the sun,

and the star Vega thirty-four and a half geographical miles; that one double-star

(61 Cygni) is 18,240 times more distant from the sun than Neptune, and 550,900

times more than the earth, that is, more than eleven billions of geographical miles;

that the light of certain nebulae which are nearly twelve millions of miles distant from

our system, employs rather more than a million of years in reaching us, and that, as

Sir 'William Herschel explicitly remarks, " the rays of light of the remotest nebulre must

have been almost two millions of years on their way, and, consequently, so many years

ago this object must already have had an existence in the sidereal heavens, in order to

send out those rays by which we now perceive it;" the undulations of light pro-

ceeding from an unresolvable nebula have been called the oldest witnesses of the

existence of matter; they lead back "over a myriad of millenniums" into the depths

of primeval time; and many heavenly objects have long vanished before they reach

us, whilst others have assumed a ditierent character. More than twenty new stars

have been observed appearing and disappearing; for instance, in the year 1572 the

star of Tycho Brahe was seen in the constellation of Cassiopeia; it surpassed Sirius,

Jupiter, and Venus in brilliancy; it was distinguished even at day-time, and re-

mained at night visible even through clouds of considerable density; but it vanished in

March, 1574, without trace, after having shone for seventeen months; its light was, in

succession, resplendently white, yellow, red, and whitish pale. Similar phenomena

occurred in 1600 with a star in the constellation of Cygnus, and in 1604 with one at

the foot of Ophiuchus; both of them were brighter than stars of the first magnitude:
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the former remained during twenty-ono years in the firmament. Kepler and Tycho,

anticipatin<T the theory of Laplace, declared tliese new stars to be the result of recent

ago-lomeration of the cosmic nebulte, which fill the space of heaven. A new star of

the sixth mao'nitude was discovered so late as the 28th of March, 1848, by Hind; in

1850 it appeared only as a star of the eleventh magnitude, and approached its disap-

pearance. In the year 1845, the comet of Bila divided itself before our eyes into two

comets of similar shape, both consisting of nucleus and tail, but of unequal dimen-

sions- so that it might be asked, if similar processes are not of possible daily occur-

rence. " Does the number of stars," asks Arago, " sensibly increase from year to

year, either because new stars are in the course of forming, or because the light of

the most remote has not had time to arrive at the earth since the beginning of crea-

tion?" But without dilating upon the " periodic stars," that is, those the brilliancy of

which varies periodically, even the brightness of the stars is not constant: the light is

diminishing in some; it has been entirely extinguished in others; and is continually

increasing in others.

The nebulous matter above alluded to is spread througli the whole immen-

sity of space in very different degrees of density and luminosity, as nebulae incapable

of being further resolved into stars, planetary nebube, or nebulous stars; and in veiy

different shapes, partly globular, partly annular and spiral; and these nebular stars

especially tend to convince us that " stars are incessantly forming"; that we are pre-

sent at the slow progressive birth of new " suns." One of them (which was observed

on the 6th of January, 1785), if its centre coincided with that of the sun, would en-

compass with its atmosphere the orbit of Uranus, and extend eight times beyond!

Sir William and Sir John Herschel furnished two lists of not less than 3,538 nebula;,

and 338 clusters of stars. They form a huge zone which, it is believed, engirds, as the

greatest circle, the whole heaven, and cuts, perhaps, the stars of the milky way almost

perpendicularly. Between 10,000 and 20,000 stars appear frequently compressed

within a nebula, the diameter of which is not more than six to eight minutes. By

far the greater number of nebuL-e are crowded together in the northern hemisphere,

where they irregularly spread through many constellations; whilst, in the southern

heavens, they are both less frequent and more uniformly distributed : the region of the

south-pole itself is poor in stars; and no pole-star is there visible to the naked eye. But

many of those nebulre are still shapeless masses of matter of the vastest dimensions,

not yet formed into bodies or stars; they extend frequently over several degrees.

According to the observations of the Earl of Rosse, one of these cosmic nebula;, occupy-

ing only eight degrees, must have the enormous diameter of 200 millions geographical

miles! The planetary nebulae in the Great Bear are probably diffused through a sphere

the diameter of which is seven times greater than the orbit which Neptune circum-

scribes, and which is 747 millions of geographical miles. And if we, in conclusion,

remind our readers of that most extraordinaiy of all nebulae, in the Orion, which has

since the last two centuries engaged the attention of almost all astronomers, with a

light apparently changing from blazing flames to complete blackness; and of those

dark clouds in the southern hemisphere of the heaven, called Magellanic clouds, which

filled Sir John Herschel with speechless astonishment, which he considered as an

irregular aggregate of stars and round clusters of nubcculse, varying in dimensions

and density, and of vast tracts of "star- dust"; and which, on account of the extraordi-

nary variety of elements of which they consist, was called "an epitome of the whole

starred heaven" — if we combine these and the preceding facts, we might well, in

adoration of the Creator, exclaim, with humble reverence: " The heavens declare the

glory of God, and the firmament tells the work of His hands. "

'

' Ps. xix. 2; comp. viii. 2; Job xxxvi. 26; xxxviii. 4, 5.
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" These are Thy glorious works, Parent of good—
Almighty! Thine this universal frame,

Thus wondrous fair! Thyself how wondrous then

Unspeakable! who sitt'st above these heavens

To us invisible, or dimly seen

In these Thy lowest works; yet these declare

Thy goodness beyond thouglit, and power divine."

—

(^Milton, Par.L., b.v.)

We are now sufficiently advanced in our proofs and arguments, to be enabled to

draw the practical conclusions: but one essential point in connection with the history of

creation remains to be discussed; namely, the origin and nature of man, the crowning

work of the six days. Hoping, therefore, that the reader will not lose the thread of

tliis inquiry, we shall here introduce a few remarks, comparing the Scriptural notices

on the origin ofman with the evidence of the various sciences connected with that subject.

VI. — THE CREATION OF MAN.

If, in the words of a modem poet, "the proper study of mankind is man," it is a satis-

factory circumstance, that, with regard to the origin and diffusion of the human race,

Scripture and science are less at variance. The statements of the former have, on

the whole, been confirmed by the latter in a surprising degree; and we may expect

similar results from the future investigations of the ethnographic sciences.

1. The Mosaic narrative teaches that man was the latest act of God's creating

energy. The researches of geology have led to the same result. Remains of human
forms or works are found in no formation that can be called stratified, not even in the

newest Tertiary beds, except those nearest to our present surface; man did not exist

before the present condition of the earth. The history of our planet's crust reveals a

progressive continuity of creations, the highest of which is man; he is the most perfect

of all organic beings; he was framed to strive after virtue and to enjoy happiness;

therefore he was not created before the earth offered him a fit abode; not before the

plains and valleys were adorned with the charais of a rich vegetation, nor before the

air, the waters, and the forests were peopled with animals destined to serve his use or

to bear his yoke.

2. Tlie cradle of the human race is in the central region of Western Asia. This

Biblical statement is more and more ratified by every progress of ethnographical

science. The most perfect and most beautiful type of the human species is found in

that centre of the temperate zone, in Iran, Armenia, and the Caucasus; whilst some
-naturalists have awarded the palm of superiority to the Arabs on the east side of the

Red Sea. Man is here, both physically and intellectually, in the highest perfection of his

nature. The Caucasian race includes the Greeks and the Hebrews; the nation of

beauty and the nation of truth, of art and of religion; it has thus become the dehght

and the guide of the human families; it has ennobled and elevated mankind. Now
it is a very important and remarkable fact, that the further we depart from that

centre, the type of man loses both in physical and internal perfection; and it loses in

proportion to tlie distance. The further we proceed—either to the south, to Africa; or

eastward, to Australia; to the west, to America; or, northward, to the poles—we find

a gradual degeneracy of the human form and the human mind; till the Hottentots

and the Bushmen, the South Australians and the natives of Van Diemen's Land, the

South American Indians and the Peshcrais, the Laplanders and the Esquimaux, either

cause disgust by their deformity, or pity by tlieir wretchedness, or aversion by their

sensual and brutish propensities. This remarkable law assists us, not only to discover

the original seat of mankind, but it is another very weighty proof of the unity of all
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human races; it is another link in the chain of brotherhood which encircles the chil-

dren of men.

3. The Scriptures further contend, that all nations of the earth descend from one

primitive pair. This is a principle of tlie highest moral and practical moment in the

system of Biblical theology; it is one of the corner-stones of the whole edifice; for it

establishes the UNITY of the human families; it teaches that the aim and end of

mankind, which is universal brotherhood in the love of God, is no new, no unattain-

able principle; that it is only a return to the primordial idea of the Creator, and to

the original state of the newly- formed earth. It is as important and vital as the two

other unities which the Bible proclaims, the unity of God, and the unity of the world

with all its starry hosts; it is the fountain and source of all duties which man owes to

man, and nation to nation; it fills us with a proper moral horror against the idea that

there are some classes born for slavery, whilst others are destined to govern— a notion

by which even the most civilized nations of antiquity disgraced their philosophy; it

is, in a word, the only guarantee, as it is the root, of those admirable social laws and

precepts which constitute a chief part of the Scriptures. Now the ethnographic in-

quiries have established the fact, that if the human race does not descend from one

pair, it certainly belongs to one species. The former supposition has been doubted

by many intelligent and competent scholars; and a plurality of first pai-ents, brought

forth in the different centres of creation, seems to be more and more extensively

adopted. But the latter hypothesis is now raised beyond the sphere of uncertainty; it

has almost the weight of unimpeachable truth. It has been sanctioned by the nearly

unanimous opinions of the greatest natural philosophers ofthis and the preceding century.

There are, indeed, black and white races; and it appears to be a law, that the less

perfect the type the deeper the colour. But it is now generally acknowledged, that

colour is no fundamental characteristic. Those inhabitants of Hiudostan, who are of

one descent, contain groups of people of almost all shades of colour; some Negro

nations of Africa, as the Jolofs and Kafirs, possess features and limbs not inferior in

elegance to those of Europeans; Arab and Jewish families, settled in Northei-n Africa

became black like the natives; Negro infants acquire their deep black colour only

after exposure for some time to the atmosphere; the face and hands are always of

deeper hue than the parts of the body protected by clothing; true whites are

sometimes born among the Negroes; and an Arab couple, living in the valley of the

Jordan, became the parents of perfectly black children. The skin and the hair are, iu

their physiological nature, very analogous formations; for the hairs are but skin tubu-

larly prolonged; and yet we find all possible varieties of the colour of the hair among

the same tribe, and often in the same family. Although there are races with a facial line

nearly vertical, and others with the same line greatly inclined, there are individuals

who display eveiy possible degree between these dift'erences; it is, therefore, impossible

to draw the line of separation, if they are not all from a common origin. The influence

of climate, the mode of living, ease or hardship, the quality of food, of dwellings and

clothing, cleanliness, ci\'ilisation, the operation of the mind, and general habits, are

sufficient to explain the differences in the various tribes, from the Caucasians down to

the Negroes; even with regai'd to the anatomical structure, wliich, in general, refers

only to some not fundamental modifications of form. Nor does the variety of languages

contradict the unity of the human race; though all tongues have been classified in

groups or families, they seem reducible to one primitive idiom; eveiy progress in the

comparative study of languages brings to liglit new analogies in the structure and in

the grammatical forms, and aflSnities of the roots and terms; even the languages of the

new continents do not seem to be excepted from this general resemblance. The human
race might, in consequence of its wide diffusion, exhibit similar modifications to those,

which single species of animals, if dispersed and domesticated, show with regard to
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their colour, integument, structure of limbs, proportional size of parts, their general

animal economy, and the instincts, habits, and powers. But we cannot refrain from

quoting the observations of a man, who has surveyed the vast field of the natural

sciences at once with the minuteness of an analyst and the comprehensiveness of a

philosopher, and who has, with singular learning and industry, summed up almost the

whole enormous range of this branch of literature. Alexander von Humboldt re-

marks: "Whilst attention was exclusively directed to 'the extremes' of colour and

form, the result of the first vivid impressions derived from the senses was a tendency

to view these differences as characteristics, not of mere varieties, but of originally dis-

tinct species. The permanence of certain types, in the midst of the most opposite

influences, especially of climate, appeared to favour this view, notwithstanding the

shortness of the time to whicli the historical evidence applied. But, in my opinion,

more powerful reasons lend their weight to the other side of the question, and cor-

roborate the unity of the human race. I refer to the many intermediate gradations of

the tint of the skin and the form of the skull, which have been made known to us by the

rapid progress of geographical science in modern times; to the analogies derived from

the history of varieties, both domesticated and wild; and to the positive observations

collected respecting the limits of fecundity in hybrids. The greater part of the sup-

posed contrasts, to which so much weight was formerly assigned, have disappeared

before the laborious investigations of Tiedemann on the brain of Negroes and of

Europeans, and the anatomical researches of Vrolik and Weber."' If we add to

these external analogies the inward resemblance of all tribes of man; if we consider,

that almost all, from the civilised Eui'opean to the savage inhabitant of Madagascar

and the South Sea Islands, are conscious of a supreme government, and are capable

of understanding the bliss of virtue and the torment of crime; that all feel the necessity

of penetrating through the yestibule of time to the realms of eternity, and there to seek

reward for the good and punishment for the wicked— that aU try to express, by the

medium of language, the cravings of their hearts, and the thoughts of their mind ; if,

in a word, we consider, that all which is essential and characteristic in man, in his

superiority over the brute creation, is equally found, though in different degrees of

development, among the various nations most distant in local habitation, and most

differing in external appearance:—we shall cease to doubt that all men form one species,

and that all are descended, at least, from a kindred ancestry ; we shall ^villingly admit,

that it is impossible to divide the human families in distinct races with clearly definable

criteria; ' and we shall allow our minds more unrestricted!}' to indulge in the beatifying

promise of a time, when all the nations of the earth will form one fraternal community,

linked together by the same religion and by that exalted humanity which is the un-

failing result of an enlightened knowledge of God. If, therefore, the arguments in

favour of a plurality of first ancestors should even be considerably increased, and raise

this opinion to a perfect certainty, the beautiful doctrine of the Bible would not be

endangered or overthrown; the idea of an indestructible unity of mankind would

remain; all would yet be the children of one eternal Father, and all would possess the

same general qualities. From the physical unity we should rise to the higher internal

relationship; and if all are not the bodily descendants of Adam, all bear alike the

spiritual image of the Creator.

But it is our duty to advert to another opinion regarding the origin of man. Were

we to weigh it by the intrinsic force of its arguments, it would scarcely deserve a

serious notice; but it is, unfortunately, making so rapid progress, that it is impossible

to OA'erlook it; and the spirit of our age is peculiarly favourable to its pernicious

propagation.

' The classification of Blumenbach in like all the others, been found unsatis-

five races, of Pritchard in seven, having, factory.
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It is a very old physical doctrine, that all orgiinic beings, both plants and animals,

were produced directly by the earth itself, in virtue of its innate properties; this was

called the "free creative power of matter"; for the earth was believed to enclose,

from the beginning, the hidden seeds of all organic life. Now it is asserted, that, in

precisely the same manner, men were created in all parts of the globe, wherever the

earth was sufficiently advanced in its component parts to furnish the materials for the

human organism; and wherever the earth was capable of producing men, it was neces-

sitated to do so. If the naturalists had stopped at this point, it would have been

difficult to refute them conclusively; for they appeal to facts which lie entirely beyond

human experience and human speculation. But they did not think fit to stop

there. They asserted, that there is no diffiircnce between chemical processes and

organic life; that it is, therefore, not impossible to bring forth organic beings by

chemical forces; and they exultingly pointed to an insect of a not very inferior order,

called Acarus Crossii, which was ostensibly produced in that way. This instance

was proclaimed as a clear illustration of the origin of man, who, it was con-

tended, was formed at a time when the earth's surface still possessed the elements for

the spontaneous working of similar chemical processes. But even this theory was not

deemed sufficient; it was but the starting-point for other more adventurous and more

audacious conjectures, the detestable consequences of which strike at the very root of

human existence. It was asserted, that all organic beings, with their various classes,

orders, and types, are literally the lineal descendants of each other; that the first step

in the creation of life upon our planet was a chemico-electric operation, by which simple

germinal vesicles were produced; that then the lower organization always produced

the next higher form, in the same manner as the butterfly emerges from the larva, or

the beetle from the wornils, or the frog from the fish-like tadpole; till at last man

was born in due and regular succession; that, for instance, the fishes are the ancestors

of the reptiles; which, in their turn, are the progenitors of the birds; and so on, till

the Labyrinthodon or Cheirotherium, that massive Batrachian, which left its hand-like

footprints in the New Red Sandstone, became the parent of man! This is the glorious

origin of our race! this is the noble ancestry of which man has to boast! His pedigree

ascends to the beetle and the shell-fish; his relationship comprises all the fishes of the

sea, and all the beasts of the forest! A Batrachian (or, according to older naturalists,

a monkey) is the father of man, of whom the greatest bard exclaimed, in enraptured

admiration: " How noble in reason! how infinite in faculties! in form and moving,

how express and admirable! in action, hoAv like an angel! in apprehension, how like a

God!"' And those philosophers even hold out the hope that man will, in the course

of time, become the parent of a higher order of beings, whenever it happens that the

foetus is retained and developed in the mother's womb beyond the present period of its

secret genesis; just as, by a mere modification of the embryonic progress, which it is in

the power of the adult animals to efi'ect, a working-bee or a queen may be produced;

or as oats, if sown at the usual time, kept cropped down during summer and autumn,

and allowed to remain over winter, are said to become rye at the close of the ensuing

summer.

According to some champions of this theory, Ilindostan was the first seat of the

human race; and the reason which they assign will no longer surprise us: " because

we must expect man to have originated where the highest species of monkeys (qua-

drumana) are to be found, which is unquestionably in the Indian archipelago"! And
they teach that, as the monkeys are the parents of the Negroes, or the lowest type of

men, so the Negroes became, by the principle of development, the ancestors of the

next higher, or the Malayan, race; till, in the same gradation, the highest, or Cau-

' Hamlet, ii. 2
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rasian, tribes were produced: so that mankind itself has passed through stages

siinihir to those which mark the progress of the various orders of animals! And
lest we omit any important point in this suhlime theory, we add, that this is but a

very small portion of the metamorphoses which we have undergone. The organisation

of man, it is said, gradually passes through conditions of, generally speaking, a fish, a

reptile, a bird, and the lower mammalia, before it attains its specific maturity; and at

one of the last stages of his ftetal career, he exhibits one characteristic of the perfect

ape; that, especially, his brain resembles successively that of an adult fish, a reptile,

of birds, of the mammalia, after which it is at last developed into the brain of man.

For it is asserted as a general princij)lc, that each animal passes, in the course of its

germinal history, through a series of changes resembling the permanent forms, first of

the various orders inferior to it in the entire scale, and then of its own order.

But all facts rise with a thousand-fold voice against that theory; the relationsliip

between the present and the extinct creatures can in no instance be proved; there are no

genealogies of development; there is no direct lineage, nothing like parental descent.

It cannot be surprising, that such jjreniises led to the most monstrous conclusions;

that a school has been formed wiiich not only renewed the system of the heathen

Epicureans, but carried it out in its most revolting consequences; that it is most

clamorously asserted, that the world was formed through itself by atoms, or "monads,"

working upon each other by the aid of chance; that man is a developed animal; his

thoughts are the product of oxidised coal and phosphorescent fat; his will depends

on the swelling of the fibres, and the contact of the different substances of the

brain; and his sentiments are the movements of the electric currents in the nerves;

that the notions of God, soul, virtue, conscience, immortality, and the like, are illusory

products of the changes of matter in the brain ; crime and murder are the consequence

ot a deception, and of the dislocation of a brain-fibre. Therefore, the greatest regard

for criminals is demanded; for those of them who are not victims of erroneous

social conditions, are the prey of some unfortunate tendencies which they have in-

herited fi'om nature; so that malefactors must be sent to hospitals and asylums, and

not to prisons and workhouses; the judge is to be entirely superseded by the physi-

cian; theft, and calumny, and fraud, do not come before the tribunal of morality, but

are to be cured by physic and medicines; and even murder is no atrocious crime, but

an unhappy mistake, which it would be absurd and cruel to visit with punishment. In

such perversion of notions we must tremble for the safety of society. The very essence

and nature of man are denied; and his consciousness itself is declared a phantom and

a dream ! The happiness of man and the order of the universe are crushed in one

vast and fearful ruin. Every sympathetic feehng is a weakness, and all enthusiasm is

infatuation; hope and faith are the offspring of credulous indolence; and soon, alas!

love will follow into the same awful abyss! *

And what is Providence? or how does it work? "The individual is to the Author

of nature a consideration of inferior moment. Everywhere we see the arrangements

for the species perfect; the individual is left, as it were, to take his chance amidst the

melee of the various laws affecting him. If he be found inferiorly endowed, or ill

befalls him, there was, at least, no partiality against him. The system has the fairness

of a lottery, in which every one has the like chance of drawing the prize." This is the

dreary and avrful result of that materialistic philosophy which, in order to secure the

glory of the race, abandons the individuals to despair and to chance, and hurls all into

a ghastly precipice of misery and wretchedness, even the scanty number of those not

* See the works of Carl Vogt, Bur- tiges of the Natural History of Creation,"

meister, Moleschott, Gruson, Czolbe, pp. 146—278, 297, 380.

Buechner, Lamarck, Maillet, and " Ves-
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excepted, who, by their superior organisation, are favoured " to draw the prize." What
consolations has that wisdom to offer to the "bhmks," who so urgently need them?

What will support and encourage them to bear the endless toils of existence, to main-

tain the serenity of the mind, and, in spite of temptations and hardships, to persevere

in the path of virtue? It is not sufficient for man that God is the Creator ; he requires

also a Providence; he demands the free interposition of a moral agency; he will be

certain, not only of the grandeur of God, but of His love; he draws courage and hope

only from the conviction that an all-seeing eye explores the heart, regards virtue, and

inflicts deserved castigation on vice; he can strive after perfection only when he

knows that there is greater happiness in wisdom than in vforhWy prudence; and that

external success is not the true test of human worth. Let no philosopher, in the

conceit of an artificial fortitude, call this weakness; even he will frequently shud-

der at the chilling greatness of his doctrines ; even he will often be overwhelmed by

unspeakalde wretchedness, from which not his death-spreading theory, but the return-

ing conviction of an immutable moral order, can alone relieve him.— Nature is cer-

tainly a work of art, but the Artist is greater than His work; it is but a part of the

emanation of His mind. The world is founded on eternal laws; but within the

universal necessity ample scope is preserved to the liberty of man. It is, indeed, added

by some, that there is a system of mercy and grace behind the screen of nature, which

is to make up for all casualties endured here; but the more determined votaries of that

school have ridiculed the idea of an after-life; and they could not consistently but

reject it; for, on the one hand, their notions regarding the close connection between

man and the brute creation would oblige them to accord immortality to the animals

also; and, on the other hand, their conviction that a soul cannot exist without being

associated with matter, excludes the idea of life after the dissolution of the body.

In that theory is nothing but death, con'uption, and annihilation; but as long as

one human mind feels an aspiration beyond the dust on which the foot treads, that

theory is a falsehood and a lie, even if it should have every microscope and the whole

chemical apparatus in its favour; the conviction which comes from within; which has

lived in the human race for millenniums as an imperishable propert}'; which has from

a faint dawn risen to greater and greater brilliancy; which has given birth to all

religions and to all philosophies; which is the invisible anchor to which every uncor-

rupted soul instinctively clint^s— this internal conviction is a thousand and a million

times more irresistible than all analysis and all demonstration : for the spirit cannot

be analysed, and the superhuman truths mock human demonstration. It is trae that

every function is tied to an organ, without which the function is impossible; but the

individual parts are animated by an invisible bond, by a power which converts the

mechanism into an organism; and a free manifestation of the will, independent of the

parts, and emanating from that organic life, is required to move and to direct the

organs of reflection and of feeling, and to cause the functions of the nervous system.

And, as it is impossible to deny ih& function of the intellect, as every one must confess

that man displays a mental life, he necessarily has a corresponding organ — he has a

mind and a soul. But the converse of that axiom, viz., that every organ must always and

unavoidably exercise a function, is eiToneous; it is false in point of fact, and would

theoretically turn man into a piece of machinery, which, once put in motion, must

always and perpetually continue the same movements. Thus the wild strife about the

relation between " power and matter," which, like a furious war-cry, sounds through

the camps of science, is at once silenced. Honour, and duty, and faith, and love, have

moved millions to defy death and torture; to these millions, certainly, the Divine was

an all-powerful, a sacred reality; and, indeed, they are the true representatives of the

human family. The study of nature cannot destroy, but must enhance and fortify,

the idea of the godly attrilnites of man ; it cannot lead to the idolatrous deification of
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the physical powers; the ilind which called this mattci" into existence, and which

rules and directs behind the matter, must not only speak to the intellect, but to the

heart and to tlie soul of man; the physical is but the basis for the metaphysical, the

natural is but the starting-point for the sniiernatural. Even in the most perverse ten-

dencies of the sciences, the nobility of the human mind still manifests itself; and even

through the most fearful aberrations of faith, a ray of divmc grandeur still gleams. A
higher yearning might cciise in many individuals, it will live in the nation; it might

become extinct in one nation, it will flourish in another; on the ruins of Greek litera-

ture rose that of Konie; the decaying Roman empire was re-animated by the in-

fluence of the Biblical trutlis and the vitality of the Teutonic race; and the darkness

of succeeding barbarous ages was dispersed by the dawn of a brighter civilisation

:

truth and idealism, if driven from pole to pole, will never fail to find a refuge in man-

kinil. Wiierever tliey lose their power the social ties are severed, the national pros-

perity declines, and the political structure totters. One religious system may be

overtlirown by anotiier, but religion is indestructible; one philosophical theory may
be refuted by a later reasoncr, but philosophy is an inherent part in human nature; and

even poetry, that aerial daughter of fancy, frail and unsubstantial as it may appear,

will last beyond the eternal rocks and the unfatliomable oceans— it will survive all the

capricious fluctuations of taste and fashion, and with the last man will be buried the

last lover of poetry and art.

VIL-CONCLUSIONS AND INFERENCES.

We hare seen that the results of the natural sciences are at variance with the Biblical

narrative, especially with regard to the Age of the World, the Creation in Six Days,

and the Formation of the Solar System and the Universe.

In the exposition of that Book, the mission of which is the diffusion of truth on

earth, candour and unreserved truthfulness are pri mary duties. Truth can never be

aided by falsehood, nor does it require its questionable assistance; zeal preserves, but

blind zeal destroys. Firmness is one thing, and obstinacy another; the one may be

coupled with the calmest prudence, the other wilfully shuts the ears to arguments and

to experience; the one yields when it is convinced, the other is deteraiined to be

never convinced; the one proceeds from strength of mind, the other from weakness of

intellect. We deem it as impossible as it would be degrading, to conceal or to gloss

over the difficulties to which we have alluded. The Book of Nature is no longer a

sealed secret; it is no longer the exclusive privilege of the initiated; it has become the

common propert}- of nations; every man who has passed beyond the first elements

of education ha.stens to study the Creator in His works, there to adore His wisdom,

to prostrate himself before His grandeur; in fact, the time is approaching when the

study of Nature will belong to the very elements of education. Are the expositors of

Scripture prepared to stem this torrent? Will they oppose this universal movement

towards the knowledge of the physical sciences? Will they once more proclaim open

war against academies and observatories? Will they brand with the odious names

of heretic, infidel, and atheist, those whom God has graciously gifted with the subtle

intellect to penetrate into the abstrusest laws of nature, to search the depths of the

ocean and the earth, and to watch the marvellous orbits of unnumbered stars?

" Shall man curse where God has blessed?" Fatal error! demented fanaticism!

The natural sciences have a right to ascend to the first causes of creation. This is

no arrogance, no ungodly assumption on their part. It is no rebellion of the human
intellect to exert itself in comprehending the wonders of the Deity; it would, on the

contrary, be despotism and short-sighted tyranny on the part of the theological sciences,

if they dictated to physical researches arbitrary limits— if they pemiitted to the latter

the analysis of that which exists, but decried the enquiry into its origin and its
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probable future development. If the human mind can, in the world of thought, pene-

trate through endless regions of time and space, why should it, in the material world,

be fettered to actual appearances? Why should it not, in the realm of the sciences,

also be able to ascend from effects to causes, or to descend from means to ends? It is,

on the other hand, no derogation to the natural sciences that they have often been

convicted of fallacies and eiToneous conclusions; or that one hypothesis is frequently

opposed by another perfectly contrary theorj-.

We are here reminded of the beautiful words of Socrates, who, in Plato's Phaedon,

when new and apparently unanswerable objections were raised against his proofs of

the immortality of the soul, said: "First of all, we must beware, lest we meet with

that great mischance to become haters of reasoning as some become haters of men

(misanthropes); for no greater evil can happen to anyone than to hate reasoning.

But hatred of reasoning and hatred of mankind both spring from the same source.

For the latter is produced in us, from having placed too great reliance on some one

without sufficient knowledge of him, and from having considered him to be a man

altogether true, sincere, and faithful; and then, after a little while, finding him de-

praved and unfaithful, and after him another; and when a man has often experienced

this, he at last hates all men, and thinks that there is no excellence at all in mankind.

And yet he attempts to deal with men without sufficient knowledge of human nature,

since he is unable to discern between the good and the bad. Just so a man who has

discovered the fallacy of one argument after another, after having some time relied on

their soundness, at last distrusts all argument, and becomes a hater of reasoning

though he ought to accuse his own shortsightedness, or unskilfulness." It seems to

be the task and mission of the intellect to advance by labour and exertion, and often

to arrive at truth only by the long and wearisome circuits of error. But though the

natural sciences may have occasion to retract many of the theories at present pre-

vailing, they have succeeded in establishing so many fundamental truths, that their

organic development towards the highest aim is for ever secured; and as we have, in the

preceding remarks, based our arguments on those incontroverted facts only, we con-

sider the results which we have derived from them, on the whole, beyond dispute,

although we shall always be willing to modify some of the details whenever their inac-

curacv may be demonstrated. We, for our own part, have the unshaken, deeply-

rooted conviction, that every earnest exertion of the human mind necessarily leads

to an increased and purer fear of God; and even if the abundance of light which

science suddenly pours forth, should at first dazzle the eye— even if reason, surprised

and amazed at its own power and glory, should for a time walk its own path, apparently

independent and free from the control of the Universal Mind, the excess of light will

gradually subside into a serene brightness, and reason will, in more perfect harmony,

ally itself to Him, of whom it is a part. Only let the research be calm and unpreju-

diced, humble and modest—only let " the axe not boast itself against Ilim who works

with it."

The Pentateuch has a three-fold end; it is intended to show, first, God as the

Creator and Ruler of the World; secondly, to define the position of Israel among the

nations of the earth; and, thirdly, to explain the organization of the Hebrews as a

theocratical monarchy after their conquest of Palestine. Such is the aim; such arc the

leading ideas of the Books of iloses. These principles they unfold and carry out

with minute consistency, whilst all other portions are only introduced to throw

light upon them. They constitute the essence of the Mosaic dispensation; they arc

its exclusive characteristics, which are found in no other work which man possesses.

The Scriptures proclaimed those spiritual and moral truths, which will be acknow-

ledged in all ages; and they proclaimed them at a time when the whole earth was

shrouded in mental darkness. But it is quite different with the scientific truths. The
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people of Israel, although favoured as the inediuin of higher religious enlightenment,

remained, in all respects, a common member in the family of nations, subject to

the same laws of progress, left to the same exertions, adiieriiig to their former notions

and habits of thought, rectified by their faith only in so far as to harmonise with the

pure doctrine of monotheism and the absolute rule of a just Providence. Hence, for

instance, Moses did not abolish the "avenge of blood," although he materially modi-
fied it; nor did he command monogamy, although he evidently cncoinaged it; he
retained the phylacteries, which he, however, divested of all superstitious elements;

and he ordained, in common with ahnost all heathen legislators, the saiictification of

all first-born of men and animals, and all first-fruits, although he made this law sub-

servient to tlie purposes of iiis theocracy. But the law is inexorable in punishing

witchcraft, necromancy, divination, enchantment, or any other appeal to the power of

spirits, because tliis would have endangered the principal idea of the legislation ; it

would have defiled the purity of monotheism.

The Bible was not even intended to supersede science, but oidy to control it; faith

should not awe reason, but guide it, and protect its daring flight from degrading

aberrations. The Israelites were to enter the lists with all other nations in every

worliUy progress, in sciences and discoveries; they were to exert their intellects; thev

were "to study day and night": far from imagining that they had, by an act of grace

and without their co-operation, received all the treasures of thought from God, they

were to strive and " to dig for wisdom and knowledge more than for riches." If the

minds were to be shielded against stagnation, new channels of mental activity were to

be opened to them after they had been set at rest about the great and mysterious

problems of the creating and ruling power of the Universe. Therefore we constantly

lind, both in the Old and the New Testament, in worldly and scientific matters, a very

close analogy to the ideas of the respective times and nations; the Biblical writers

adopt, in these respects, not only the ordinary phraseology, but they can express but

the general notions, of those whose religious conduct they intended to regulate or to

correct. The Hebrews had, indeed, no predilection (or positive sciences; they were of

a reflective, intuitive nature; they delighted in religious speculation; external observa-

tion and scientific combination were not in their mental disposition. At no period,

therefore, did the natural sciences flourish among them; and though they excelled all

nations in sublimity of thought, they were inferior to all in practical studies; their

life was too much directed to the higher aims of tnith, to leave much leisure for curi-

osity or expediency; and if they obtained some scanty scientific results, they soon forced

them under the dominion of religion, and made them assume an unsccular character.

The accoimt of the Creation is not introduced in order to afiord information on physical

problems, but to form a basis for the institution of the Sabbath; and as the Sabbath

is a chief foundation for the whole La\v, so the Creation is the basis of the whole system

of Biblical histor\'. This constitutes one of the most essential differences between the

Hebrew and other cosmogonies. The Scriptures have, from their beginning, a fixed

spiritual end; the narrative has an ideal tendency; it is not inserted for its own sake,

but to prove a great tnith, and to support a sublime precept; it is represented as histo-

rical, but it has a philosophical back-ground; its interpretation must be literal, but it

yet boiTows some celestial light from the great source of eternal truth.

If the Scriptures imply, that they contain the complete system of theology necessary

to the soul of man, they never intimate, that they embrace all the sciences accessible to

his mind; they leave to the latter an infinite extent and surface beyond their pages;

they allow to the intellect endless scope for labour, and research, and progress,— but

they have, in some measure, reserved to themselves the test of truth and error, and

have assigned to the human understanding the boundary, beyond which it is not per--

niittcd to travel.
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Now, the results of the physical sciences regarding the Creation have not to fear that

test', they have not trespassed that boundary. They do net in the least contradict the

three chief principles of tlic Pentateuch; they have, in fact, only reference to the first

of them, to God as Creator and Ruler of the World. But they are so far from weaken-

in"- this truth, that they have, indeed, become one of its most powerful and most sub-

stantial supports. Every inch which the geologist descends into the depth of the earth,

proclaims to the astonished eye the secret working of an omnipotent Creator; every

st.ar wliich the magic power of the telescope reveals to the astronomer in the realms of

space, preaches with overwhelming eloquence tlie unspeakable glory of an all-wise

Governor. Docs it derogate from the grandeur of the Eternal, if He has watched over

the progress of our planet for millions of years instead of a few millenniums? or, if

our earth is only as a sand-corn among the numberless worlds which His power has

created ? The oldest and the youngest of the natural sciences, astronomy .nnd geology,

so far from being dangerous to the notion of a Universal Mind, are peculiarly calculated

to lead back the wandering intellect to religious emotions ; they spontaneously assume the

dignity of sacred sciences; the student rises from them hallowed and elevated ;
they seem,

indeed, providentially destined to engage the present century so powerfully, that the

ideal majesty of infinite time and endless space might counteract that low and narrow

materialism which threatens to bury all the sublimest aspirations of our divine nature in

the common gulph of selfishness and worldliness, and which prompts man, " the feeble

tenant of an hour," to regard himself, in the pride of his property or the vanity of his

knowledge, as the master of creation; though—
" Man's noisy years seem moments in the being

Of the eternal silence."

'

And it is the duty of Biblical interpretation, with a vigilant and prospective eye,

" Heart within, and God o'erhead," to watch over those precious boons, and, for their

defence, to borrow weapons from every accessible store-house.

We have thus shown, by positive argument, that a conciliation between the Bible and

the natural sciences is impossible: but, in order to give another proof that we are per-

fectly impartial, that we have no other end but the truth; and that we have considered

this important subjcctin all its bearings, we deem it necessary to conclude with a review

of the chief attempts which have been made to eftl-ct that harmony, and to show that

all these efforts have signally failed. This negative part will complete our task, and

will, wc trust, remove every uncertainty which might still linger in the reader's mind^

and might cause him to hesitate as to his final judgment. For we shall prove, that

some of those attempts are specious, others futile, but all utterly untenable.

Vni.—REVIEW OF CONCILIATIONS HITHERTO ATTEMPTED.

We may be permitted to pass over the strangely sceptical, but perfectly ungrounded,

opinions, that our present knowledge of the Hebrew language is insufficient for an

accurate understanding of the Biblical narrative;* or that the Hebrew text is grossly

corrupted by several erroneous and absurd glosses, which by mistake have, in the

course of transcription, been inserted in the Biblical narrative by ancient copyists.^

These opinions evade the question rather than solve it; and we proceed to mention

the following more positive interpretations:—
1. The world was really and literally created in six days. This opinion is, -we

believe, sufficiently refuted by the preceding remarks ;» it is made absolutely impossible

by the indisputable i-esults of all the combined natural sciences. The attempt to raise

that opinion to a dogma would totally estrange all reflective minds and the men of

' Wordsworth. * Granville Penn and others.

' Thus, for instance, Babbage. • rp.6— 13.
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science from the Biblical records; it Avould compel tlicm to a decision liy no means
Aivourablc to tiie authority of the Scriptures; and would for ever destroy that moral

influence which tliey are so eminently calculated to exercise. It is, therefore, unne-

cessary to urge minor difficulties; for instance, how vegetation could thrive before the

existence of the sun ;
^ how we can reconcile the established fact, that both plants, and

fishes, and other animals are, in consequence of their peculiar structure and entire ana-

tomy, confined within precise geograiihical boundaries, beyond which they cannot live,

^
with the statement tiiat all trees and all animals were combined in Paradise;* and how
these beings could afterwards find their way to the different, and often very distant, zones

and climes adapted to their various organisms. These and many ether difficulties, to

which we have already alluded, prove undeniably that the literal acceptation of the

text is incompatible with the fundamental results of the natural sciences.

3. In order to gain scope for the geological epochs, many critics have proposed to

mterpvct the term " day " as a period, or an indefinite epoch. But this is equally

inadmissible. In our plain, purely historical, and calm narrative, this metaphorical

use of tlie word is rendered impossible by the repeated phrase—"And evening

was, and morning was," both forming one natural day. Nor can the circumstance,

th.at on the fourth day only the sun was created to divide the day from the night,^

prove that the word " day " denotes, in the preceding verses at least, an unlimited

time; if it means day in one verse, it has the same signification throughout the whole

narrative, or we should be obliged to take the day of Sabbath* likewise as "a period

of rest." This has, indeed, sometimes been done, even in recent works. It is main-

tained that the work of Redemption is the work of God's Sabbath-day, and that the

Sabbath of man is a miniature imitation of this seventh period, just as a map may be

a faithful, though small copy of the countries represented. But if the "rest" of God is

intended as the type of the human Sabbath, it must in every way be adapted to man's

capability and condition; it is a mere fiction, to say, that" the work of Redemption" is,

in the Old Testament, represented as " the work of God's Sabbath"; and what, we ask,

will become of Biblical interpretation, if such rules are unhesitatingly applied, which,

in the exposition of any other book, would be denounced as preposterous, or dismissed

with a smile— if the word "day" is interpreted to mean four-and-twenty hours, and

in the very same verse is made to signify a hundred thousand years? The poetical

sentence, "A thousand years are, in the eyes of God, as one day,"^ describes simply

the eternity of God, which knows no time and has no limit; and its metaphorical

character is unmistakeably expressed in the parallel passage— " One day is with the

Lord as a thousand years." '" We speak, indeed, of the " morning" or " evening " of life,

but such figurative expressions prove as little for the ordinary usage of the word "day,"

as those Biblical metaphors, " the day of perdition," " " of darkness," '* or " of distress ;"''

the " day of revenge," '* or " of Divine wrath ;" '* the " day of war," '* " of help and

rescue;"" or the frequent phrase, "in that day."'* All these terms occur only in

poetical or prophetic portions, where a misconception is entirely impossible. The
" day of tlie departure from Egypt," '^ or " the day of Egypt," ^^ means strictly the day

of the exodus itself, which was the time of Israel's greatest glory, or the time when God

' vers. 11, 12, 16. Mi. 9, 19,0. '^ Lament, ii. 1,21, 22; Zeph.i. 18, ii. 3.

' ver. U. * ii. 2, 3. '^ Hos. x. 14; Amos i. 14; Zech. xiv. 3;
» Ps. xc. 4. '" 2 Pet. iii. 8. Job xxxviii. 23.

" Deut. xxxii. 35 ; Jer. xlvi. 21; comp, " Isa. xlix. 8.

Ps. cxxxvii. 7.
'* Isa. xxiii. 15; xxvii. 12, 13; Jer iv.

'•* Job XV. 23; Ps. xxvii. 5. 9, etc.

'3 Gen. XXXV. 3; Ps. xx. 3.
''^ Deut. xvi. 3. Comp. Exod. xii. 51,

''
I.-^a. xxxiv. 8, Ixiii. 4; Jer. xvii. 18; xiii. 4; Jer. vii. 2.2.

Joel i. 15, ii. 1.
=" Ezek. xxx. 9

D 2
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smote all the firstborn of tlic Egyptians.' In a similar in;\iiner, a great iiunibcr of

analt>"'oiis passages, where the word day occurs, are to be explained.* The first creative

act of God was the production of matter; a word, a thought sufficed; it was the in-

troductory work of the first day; and the command that light should appear was pro-

UDUiiced in a subsequent part of the same day. As the end of the creation was order,

life, and beautv, the production of the chaos did not occupy a day for itself, but formed

the starting-point from which the cosmogony at once passed to the origin of universal

liijlu. "Whatever eftbrts have been made to prove that the days here represent periods,

the advocates of this opinion have not been able to bring forward one single plau-

sible argument; unless it bo considered in harmony with the Biblical notions of

Divine omnipotence, that God created the light, or the heaven, or the dry land, in a

period of 50,000 or 100,000 years; of that Omnipotence which " commands, and it

exi>ts." The term "evening and morning" describes indisputably the lapse of one

complete day, or of foiir-and-twenty hours and this cycle of hours elapses, even if

there were no sun to mark it. Sun and moon do not vuike the day; they only govern

it.' And as there were days ami nights before the creation of the sun and the moon,

so there will be, at the end of time, light without the luminaries which diffuse it; as

is distinctly stated, both in the Old and the New Testament,

3, Hugh ililler once believed that the " six days " were ordinary days of twenty-four

hours each, and that the latest of the geologic ages was separated by a great chaotic gap

from our own. But at that time his labours as a practical geologist had been restricted

ro the palaeozoic and Secondary Rocks; later, however, he directed his attention to the

more recent formations also, and studied their peculiar organisms; and his unavoidable

conclusions Avcre, that " for many ages ere man was ushered into being, not a few of

his humble contemporaries of the fields and woods enjoyed life in their present haunts,

and that fur thousands of years anterior to even their appearance, many of the existing

molluscs lived in our seas;" and, consequently, he since then accepted the six days of

creation as vastly extended periods, lyerhaps "millenniums of centuries."^ We have

introduced this opinion as a type of many similar views. It is perfectly unworthy of

Biblical science, constantly to modify the interpretation according to the successive

and varying results of other sciences, just as if the Biblical text were composed of in-

definite and vague hieroglyphics, capable of every possible construction; it is a most

objectionable practice to make the Hebrew narrative subservient to all the fluctuating

movements of heterogeneous studies, which are based upon premises perfectly difl^erent

from the Biblical notions, and which, as systematic sciences, neither derive support

from them, nor require their authority and sanction. Scientific honesty and manly

firmness prescribe a far diftei'ent conduct, at once more simple and more decided.

Let the true and authentic sense of the Biblical narrative be ascertained with all pos-

sible assistance of learning and philological knowledge : indejiendently of this, let the

other sciences bearing on the subject be zealously studied; and then let the results of

both researches be compared, without bias and without anxious timidity. If careful

geological studies press upon the mind the conviction, that even the present epoch

commenced many ages before the appearance of man on earth; let it be admitted,

without unavailing reluctance, that the Mosaic record speaks of a creation in six days,

which is irreconcilable with those investigations, since it is philologically impossible to

understand the word "day " in this section in any other sense but a period of twenty-

four hours. Thus geology preserves its legitimate freedom, and the Bible is liberated

from the trammels of an irrational mode of interpretation. That this conflict does not

' Num. iii. 13, viii. 17. * Isa. Ix. 19; Revel. xxi. 23.

*
1 Sam. XV. 35, xx-vii. 1; Ps. Ixxviii. * See Testimony of the Rocks, x. xi.

42; Isa. xiii.6,9, etc. ' i. IG. 121,122.
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iillcct the luoial uiid ivligiuus tuiichiiig of" tlic Scriptures, has iilrcudy been urged and

explained.

4. But tlic device that the days denote epochs, is not only arbitrary, but ineffective;

for tlic six " epochs" of the Mosaic creation correspond in no manner with the gradual

formation of the cosmos. More than one attempt has, however, been made to show

this agreement; but they crumble into nothing at the slightest touch. Geologists and

astronomers have divided the six days between themselves, and both of them have

limited themselves to those tliree days, which, they thought, alone fell within their pro-

vince. The same distinguished geologist to whom we have already alluded, found himself

called upon only to account for the third, fifth, and sixth day of the creative weeii.

They corresi>ond, in his opinion, with the three great divisions of the geological strata,

in such manner that the oldest, or palaeozoic division, is identical with the third day,

or the period of plants; the middle, or Secondary series, with the fifth day, or the

ei)0ch of the great sea monsters and whale-like reptiles ; and the later, or Tertiary

fossiliferous beds, with the sixth day, or the age of the beasts of the field and of man.^

This view might, at first glance, appear in\'iting; it captivates by an apparently remark-

able coincidence. But the resemblance is deceptive; it is limited to the mere outlines

and general characteristics, and ceases entirely in the more detailed application. The
objections which a more careful consideration brings to light are insurmountable. That

view is based upon the erroneous assumption, that the " days" of creation are periods of

v;vst duration; it violently dismembers the six days into two unconnected periods;

whereas the astronomical and geological days belong inseparably together, since the

earth is an integral part of the astral systems; and it cimfounds the predominant or

prominent organic creatures with the origin of the otlier, though perhaps less numerous,

species; for there existed shells, fishes, and reptiles long before the period of the plants

which we find compressed in the Carboniferous beds; and yet, according to the Biblical

record, the fishes and reptiles were created on the fifth and sixth, the plants on the third,

day. This circumstance is fatal to the view in question, M'hich, indeed, stands in a de-

cided conflict with the spirit of our narrative; for the Bible lays the principal stress, not

upon "the amazing development of the plants during the protracted cpois of the Car-

boniferous period," but upon the order in which the plants, the fishes, and the other

animals were successively produced; the first and smallest " creeping thing that creeps

upon the earth" was brought forth later than tliose huge and enormous trees, whose

gigantic structure fills us with astonishment. This is the doctrine of the Bible, which

can never be argued awa}- by any geological theory.

5. But, according to that explanation, it remained to account for the astronomical

part of the first chapter. In order to effect this, the same scholar has not only revived,

but developed with greater copiousness, a conjecture v.hich we had hoped was at last

numbered among the errors of the past. It is asserted, that the sun, moon, and stars

may have been created long before, though it was not until the fourth period of crea-

tion that they became visible from the earth's surface; since the Bible describes, "not
what was, but what seemed to be, and what optically appeared." For it is further main-

tained, that the description of the first chapter is the result of actual optical vision

;

that, in the same manner as Moses was shown the pattern of the holy Tabernacle and

its vessels,^ he saw " by vision the pattern of those successive pre-Adamic creatures,

animal and vegetable, through which our world was fitted up as a place of human
habitation"; it is believed that " the drama of creation has been optically described,

because it was in reality visionalhj revealed"; and that this was done because the Com-

munication of the correct scientific theory of Galileo and Newton would have been

® See Hugh Miller, Testimony of the ' Compare Exod. xxiv. 9, 40: xxvi. 30;
Rocks, 1.35—152, 159—169; see, also xxvii.18.

McCdHsland, Sermons in Stones, pp. 92
— 200.
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disbelieved or rejected, as contradictory to the evidence of tlie senses.—What a com-

plicated tissue of conjectures and assunijitions! It is, indeed, very difficult to conceive

bv what miracle Moses could have enjoyed that extraordinary privilege which this

theory claims for him; it is beyond the capability of man to inquire how Moses could

aciually, standing on some elevation above our planet, have seen, " in a great air-

drawn panorama," the creation of light, of the firmament, of the sun and ihc stars, of

tlic earth itself, with its successive strata and its numberless tenants; and in what

manner he knew how many thousand years each " tableau" comprised: such ideas lie

so entirely beyond the intellect and experience of man, and are so utterly destitute of

every, the faintest and remotest, Biblicalfoundation, that we should reproach ourselves

with levity if we attempted to enter fully into these subjects. Those who think this re-

mark too decided, may read the pages in which that imaginary vision is described ; they

will scarcely believe that they are on the sober ground of science; they will think

themselves floating in the aerial spheres of fiction: they see themselves at once intro-

duced into an untroden recess of the Midian desert; here they behold Moses; a great

and terrible darkness falls upon the prophet; he sees the Divine spirit moving on the

waters; he hears the words: "In the beginning God created the heavens and the

earth"; unreckoned ages pass on; he hears again the creative voice: "Let there be

light"; myriads of heavy, sunless days elapse; the dim light sinks beneath the un-

defined horizon; it again brightens; Moses sees that the lower stratum of the heavens,

occupied in the previous vision by seething steam, is clear and transparent, and only

in an upper region do the clouds appear. Darkness descends for a third time upon

the seer; but again the light rises, and there is no longer an unbroken expanse of sea.

" The white surf breaks, at the distant horizon, on an insulated reef, formed, mayhap,

by the Silurian or Old Red coral zoophytes ages before, during the bygone yester-

day." ' And in this manner, the author, though with a rare charm of fascinating

eloquence, carries out the visions of the six days. Do such soaring flights of fiction

demand refutation? They lie beyond the pale both of science and of criticism, in a

sphere where reason willingly resigns the sceptre to fancy. And yet it is of this

"panorama of creation" that the author contends, with a strange assurance: " I know

not a single scientific truth that militates against even the minutest or least prominent

of its details": though he admits, in another place, that "the Scriptures have never

yet revealed a single scientific truth";^ and describes those who defend the plain,

literal, and exclusively correct acceptation of the text, as men who labour to " pledge

revelation to an astronomy as false as that of the Buddhist, Hindu, or Old Teuton."^ Tiie

few arguments which are scantily interspersed in these poetical descriptions, vanish

before the slightest examination. The Bible contains notions and miracles far more

incomprehensible to the human intellect than the systems of Copernicus, Kepler, and

Newton, or the discoveries of geologists; and yet it did not hesitate to proclaim them,

because it believed them to be true.—A prophetic vision which reveals past events is

without example or analogy in the whole range of the Biblical records.—Wherever

the Scriptures intend to describe visions, they are careful to introduce them in a man-

ner that they ai'C clearly distinguishable as such, and can never be confounded with

plain history. The prophecies of Ezekiel off'er so numerous instances of such visions,

that it suffices simply to refer to that part of the Old Testament. The concession

which has been made, that, in the lapse of time, the prophetic framework of the nar-

rative may have been lost or forgotten, shows the extreme weakness of the whole

theory.—How could the plants of the third " period" have grown and pros[)ered, if

the sun obtained his power on the earth in the fourth only? And to what extravagant

' Hugh Miller, loc. cit., pp. 135—152,1.59— 169, 187—191.
* P. 265. 3 P. 369.
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conclusions will, nt hist, that objectionable mode of interpretation lead? The Biblical

records are written in the ordinary style of luinian composition, for they were intended

for the perusal and study of man. This ancient and orthodox jirinciple must remain

our supreme rule and guide. Wherever we swerve from it we are hopelessly tossed on
the endless waves of unprofitable and often dangerous speculation; we sow the seeds

of interminable dissensions; and wc contribute to make that book, which was designed

to unite mankind, the badge of separation and animosity. By a simple and judicious

system of inter|)retation, in which calm common sense presides, we might hope to see

the infinite variety of sects diminished, and to promote the reign of love and concord.

The first chapter of Genesis is, therefore, not a " creative picture," but a creative

history; it presents not ;t series of" prophetic visions or tableaux," but of acts and
events; it is neither "mythic poetiy," nor " a hieroglyph," nor an " apologue"; but,

what it has always struck every plain and unprejudiced reader to be, a simple prose

narraiive, though sometimes rising to the boundaries of the majestic and the

sublime.

©. From very early times, it has been justly supposed, that the first verse of our

Book describes the creation of matter, or of the universe in general; whilst the follow-

ing part of the chapter treats of the an-angement and distribution of matter, of the

formation of the earth, and of the beings which people it. This opinion was entertained

by many of the early fathers of the church; and has been adopted by many later

theologians and critics. Now, most of the modem followers of this opinion, believe

that an infinite interval of time elapsed between the creation of matter recorded in the

first verse, and the formation of the universe in its present admirable order, a period

sufiiciently extensive to account for the various and repeated changes, both in the con-

dition of the earth, and the sidereal systems; so that, in fact, the first chapter of Genesis

docs not fix the antiquity of the globe at all. But this supposition is absolutely un-

tenable, from the following reasons:— 1. The second verse, beginning with and or but

the earth, stands evidently in a very close connection with the preceding verse

the contents of which it qualifies and defines, describing the state of the earth in its

chaotic confusion, and leaving the " heaven " (that is, all the stellar hosts) to a later

consideration. The connecting particle and expresses here, necessarily, immediate

sequence; it is inadmissible to translate: '• But afterwards the earth became waste and
desolate"; it is, in a word, utterly impossible to separate the two first verses, and to

suppose between them an immense interval of time; this acceptation would not only

mock all sound principles of interpretation; but it would, 2ndly, be in direct opposition

with Exodus XX. 11 :
" For in six days the Lord made the heaven and the earth, the sea

and all that is in them." 3. In the New Testament (Matth. xix. 4), man is said to

have been created "in the beginning"; the work of the sixth day was, therefore, be-

lieved to be coeval with the time specified in the first verse. 4. This theory is of no

avail unless it prove the possibility of the vegetable life found within the earth in a

fossil state. But the light was only produced in the first, and the sun on the fourth day

of the creative week,— and not within that indefinite space which preceded the latest

creation;—how can we, therefore, account for the organic remains existing in almost

all the secondary and tertiary strata of the earth ? The earth could not have been

called " dreary and empty" if it teemed with life and vegetation long before its pre-

sent state, and was, then also, though in an inferior degree, full of harmony, order, and

beauty. Immediately before the appearance of man, there was not even one of those

transitory chaotic periods which generally accompany the geological revolutions; for

many inammiferous animals, as the badger, the goat, and the wild cat, which were the

contemporaries of the extinct mammoth, the bulky northern hippopotamus and rhino-

ceros, or the massive northern elephant and tiger, still live in our forests; and by far

the greatest part of the shells of that period still people our waters.
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' ». Another expedient, equally inefficient, has been attempted, by tlie assertion, that

the Bible never endeavonra to teach that which the human mind is by itself able to

discover; that it, therefore, in no way intended to give itifomiation on the origin of

the world, since the natural sciences could, by due exertion, without extraneous aid,

furnish the necessaiy knowledge. But to what consequences does this principle lead?

Many parts— nay, by far the greatest portion—of the moral precepts of the Bible have

been independently discovered and enforced by the heathen sages also. Even the

Decalogue contains, in its second part at least, commandments which are inherent in

the nature of man, and which have been acknowledged as the standard of virtue even

by savage tribes. It is not difficult to adduce from the literature of the Greeks and

Romans, or the Hindoos and Persians, many, often literal, analogies with very im-

portant ethical injunctions. And yet the moral doctrines avowedly constitute the

characteristic portion of the Scriptures. Why were they, then, embodied in the

Bible, since they have been found in anotlier way also? Or are they to be regarded as

accessory and unessential, because they have thus been discovered? This nobody has

had the courage to assert. But the Bible is not silent on the Creation; it attempts,

indeed, to furnish its history; but in this account it expresses facts which the researches

of science cannot sanction, and which were the common errors of tlie ancient world.

The Bible intended to give a complete system of moridity; and, therefore, inserted

even those truths which were not new, but were extensively acknowledged by other

nations. In the same manner it furnishes a history of creation, such as it was able to

give, without regard to the possible future discoveries of the physical sciences.

8. It is maintained, that the lower strata of the earth were formed in the time from

the beginning to the deluge, whilst the higher beds of the Tertiary system are the

result of the post-diluvian ages. But a host of facts rises to overthrow this opinion.

The period from the creation to the deluge comprised, according to Biblical Chrono-

logy, not more than 1656 years. This space of time is utterly insufficient to explain the

formation of the different lower strata, one or two of which alone required a period

incomparably more extended. Since the deluge more than four thousand years have

elapsed, and yet within this epoch scarcely more than the alluvial drifts have been

formed. The lower strata contain no traces of human bones or human works; the

earth was then, indeed, unfit for human habitation ; it could not possibly contain a

Paradise such as the Scriptures describe, with its luxuriant vegetation and its perfect

animal creation. The various beds are the result of violent revolutions of the earth's

surface, and yet the Bible makes no mention of them; since even the Noachian deluge

caused no material cliange of our planet; the waters, wliich covered for a short time

its surface, subsided and retired, after which the earth assumed its former state and

aspect. We consider it unnecessary here to multiply the reasons against that suppo-

sition, as they are partly apparent from our preceding observations, and will partly be

supplied in the remarks on the Deluge.

Some other modes of conciliation, not more successful than those here reviewed,

have been noticed in the larger edition of this work.

FINAL RESULT,

We believe we have indisputably demonstrated, both by positive and negative proofs,

that, with regard to astronomy and geology, the Biblical records are, in many essential

points, utterly and irreconcilably at variance with the established results of modern

researches. We must acquiesce in the conviction, that, at the time of the composition

of the Pentateuch, the natural sciences were still in their infancy, and that the Hebrews

were in those branches not materially in advance of the other ancient nations. But,

on the other hand, they succeeded completely in removing, even from their physical
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conceptions, every superstitious and idolatrous clement. It will be the task of the fol-

lowing; notes on the first chapters to prove this i>roposition. We have cleared the way
for a plain and unsophisticated interpretation. We are fettered by no preconceived

dogmatical views. We shall be enabled to attempt a conscientious penetration into

the notions of the Hebrew historian; and shall in no instauce be induced to force upon

his words, by a contorting and delusive mode of exposition, our modern systems of

philosophy. Thus may we hope to secure a positive advantage for Biblical science.

GENESIS I.

Summary.—God created the matter of which heaven and earth consist (ver.l); He
brought the chaotic mass into shape and order; in six days He produced succes-

sively light, the heaven, the seas, the dry land and vegetation; the celestial orbs;

the fishes and birds; the beasts and man (ver. 2—30). He approved of His works,

both individually and collectively (ver. 31). He rested on the seventh day, and

blessed and sanctified it (ii. I— 3).

1. In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth.

1. The very opening sentence of Ge-

nesis manifests the infinite superiority of

the Mosaic notions over all the systems of

antiquity; it separates distinctly mono-

theism from the blind rule of physical

powers, and from that dualism which re-

cognises a good and an evil principle in

the creation of the world; it marks the

eternal division between Mosaism and

paganism, between God and Nature; for

it evidently represents God as the Creator

and primary Cause of the Universe; per-

haps in intentional opposition to the very

far-spread ancient theory of an original

matter, out of which the world was sup-

posed to have been framed, or of the eter-

nity of heaven and earth. The world, with

its objects, is generated; it is neither iden-

tical with God; nor a part of His sub-

stance; nor the product of chance or of

stem fate; nor the result of an internal

or external necessity, " as though God

needed anything"; it is the free emanation

of the will of God; it is the spontaneous

work of His love. He alone was before all

time, from all eternity; "before the moun-

tains were broug'.it forth, and before the

earth and the world were formed." But

yet. He is not a lifeless abstraction of

Time, as the Zeruane Akerene of the Per-

sians, who neither animates man's hopes

nor cheers him in his despair; who neither

feels nor rouses sympathy ; who is a shadow

rather than a personal spirit; and who, in

order to be accessible to the human capa-

cities, is compelled to produce the two

inimical deities Ormuzd and Ahriman,

who, similar to the Osiris and Typhou of

the Egyptians, dispute with each other the

government of the world, and thus pei'-

petuate on earth the din and fury of in-

testine war.

The Creator of the world is also its

Ruler; for to Him alone belongs all

power from eternity to eternity. The Bible

does not, like the systems of philosophy,

commence with a laborious proof of the

existence of a Creator; this truth is the

very foundation on which it rests; it is as-

sumed as undisputed, and requires no de-

monstration: the HQhxQV! cosmogffny alone

is not preceded by a theogony. It is a fal-

lacy to think, that the Egyi>tian cosmogony

is essentially similar to tliat of Moses, who

is still too often repi'csented as nothing

more than the expounder of the ordinary

Egyptian wisdom. It is true, that in a

most interesting Egyptian document, the

celebrated Book of the Dead, Osiris is

described as the creator of the world and

of mankind; as the preserver of all crea-

tures; as the eternal ruler and judge of
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'the universe; and the holy avenger of

every crime and impiety; but that Osiris

is far from being an immaterial deity ; he

is the sun and his liglit; he produces,

therefore, first the other seven great pla-

netary gods; then the twelve minor deities

who represent the twelve parts of the

Zodiac, and who, in their turn, produce

the twenty-eight gods who preside over

the stations of the moon, the seventy-two

companions of the sun, and other deities.

Osiris is, hence, denominated the creator

and king of the gods; and, if he is called

"light of the world," this is no figurative,

but a strictly literal expression. It is,

therefore, incorrect to infer that, in the

belief of the Egyptians, God created the

world out of nothing; that there was no

chaos; and that He was from eternity.

—But, further, Osiris is, in the later mytho-

logy of the Egyptians only, the creator

of the world, and the highest god; in the

earlier myths this was Kneph who pro-

duced the germ of the world from his

mouth; or Phtha, corresponding witli the

Greek Vulcan; or Pan; or Amraon, who
represents the productive power of the sun

(Ra), who is most frequently called the

creator of the universe, who was worship-

ped throughout all Egypt, but had his chief

temple in Heliopolis or On (light), and

who was, from the earliest times, viewed

as a trinity of gods, consisting of Ammon
Ea (the creator), Osiris Ra (the fructify-

ing power), and Horus Ra (the dispenser

of light). And ancient Greek writers

give a very different account of the Egyp-
tian cosmogony; they affirm expressly,

that the ancient inhabitants of Egypt,

when they looked with astonishment at

the wonders of creation, were induced to

the belief that there are two eternal gods,

the authors of all things; namely, the sun

and the moon, or Osiris and Isis; thev in-

troduce a complete theogony, and narrate

how Phtha (Vulcan), the inventor of the

fire, was succeeded by Saturn, who begat,

with Rhea, the principal deities, Osiris and

Isis, Typhon and Nephytis ; they relate, tliat

the wicked Typhon attempted to destroy

Osiris, who had undertaken a distant ex-

pedition to all the countries between the

Nile and the Indus; that he forced him

into a chest, and brought it to the river,

from whence it was carried into the sea;

that, however, Isis, the faithful wife of

Osiris, contrived to recover the chest; but

that Typhon found it again, and cut

the body into many pieces which he scat-

tered over the land, but which Isis buried

wherever she found them, except one

member which the fishes had eaten, and

in honour of which an annual festival was

celebrated: at last Osiris returned from

the lower world, and instructed his son

Horns to avenge him; Typhon was now
attacked, and perfectly defeated. In what-

ever way these myths maybe interpreted,

whether Osiris and Isis are regarded as

the sun and moon; or as the Nile and the

earth ; or as the representatives of the e.irly

civilisation of Egypt,which was from thence

spread over the whole ancient world, whilst

Typhon is the symbol of the destructive

hot wind (samoom); or of the tyrannical

winter; or of dark ignorance: it is evident

that all these conceptions lie entirely with-

in the circle of paganism, and that they

were no more the source of the Mosaic

doctrine than any other eastern tradition.

For, the God of Moses is not only all-

powerful and all-wise, which qualities even

rude and barbarous tribes have bestowed

upon their deities, but He is also all-loving;

independent ofany other existence,creating

all. Himself not created; and, therefore,

unchangeable; a free and absolute Being,

because subject to no necessity; omni-

present, because He watches with provi-

dent care over His works. He is at once

the most perfect Ideal, and the completest

Reality; His thoughts are creations: —
thus, the very beginning of the Biblical

canon reveals the highest, the most sublime

attributes of God; it contains, as it were,

the leading principle on which the whole

Scriptural system is based, the vigorous

root from which the imperishable stem of

religious truth has sprung.

God is the author not only of matter

(ver. 1), but of its wise and wonderful

distribution in heaven and earth (ver. 2 et

se(].). He called the universe into being out

of nothing, not out of formless matter
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2. And the earth was dreariness and emptiness, and

darkness was upon the face of the deep. And the spirit

of God hovered over the face of the waters.

co-cval in existence with Himself. He

alone is the fountain and the origin of the

world. Nor did lie resign his power as

Creator after having produced matter

with its eternal attrilmtes. The same will

wliich has created the universe, suffices to

reduce it into absolute nothing, or to sus-

pend its laws, and temporarily to change

its course, that is, to perform miracles.

2. Matter was created, but it was a

shapeless mass; the elements \vere mixed

in irregular confusion; it was a chaos.

This gloomy state of things prevailed

through the whole universe, both in

that part which later formed the heaven

and in that wluch was to constitute

the earth. But the framing of the latter

is the tirst object of our text; the arrange-

ment of the heaven is reserved to a later

act of creation (vers. 6—8, 14— 19).

—

This elementary state of nature is thus

described by Ovid (Metam. i. 6— 9)—
" One was the face of Nature, if a face;

Rather a rude and indigested mass,

A lifeless lump, unfashioued and un-
framed.

Of jarring seeds, and justly chaos
named."

The chief characteristic of the indistinct

and dreary chaos is darkness; matter

was still deprived of the rays of light,

which can alone manifest order and

beauty.

" No Sun was lighted up, the world to

view

;

No Moon did yet her blunted horns
renew."

It is true, that heathen writers introduce

the same feature; the Orvhic songs de-

scribe chaos as a black rjght, enveloping

everyobject with its gloomy wings; they

state, that at first, primeval night reigned

supreme; and sometimes they even men-

tion night as the mother of the gods, and

of men. The chaos of the Biljle produced,

by the word of God, this beautiful

world of order and blessing; what did

tlie primeval night of the classical Greeks

generate? It brouglit forth cruel fate,

terrible necessity, and death; it engen-

dered mocking Momus and woeful care,

the ruthless Parcas and terrible Nemesis,

and fraud, and criminal love, and strife;

it was the parent of labour and trouble—
of tearful sorrow, and struggle, and death

— of famine, war, and carnage— of false-

hood, perjury, and contempt of the laws

— and of every crime. The Greek gods

produce evil out of evil; to the God of

the Hebrews there exists no evil, for He
has created all things for the purposes of

His wisdom, and He converts confusion

into harmony.—The Chaldeans believed

that during the chaos all was darkness

and water, peopled by mis-shapen mon-

sters; the Egyptians express it by a con-

fusion of the limbs and parts of various

animals; and the Phoenicians describe it

as boundless, through many ages, and

pervaded 1)y a wind of black air, and

dark as hell.

The ancient and purer Hindoo religion,

as expounded in the Vedas and in the laws

of Manu, teaches that originally the uni-

verse was involved in darkness; there wa.s

no visible trace of a world, or of water, or

sky, nor aught above it; all was imper-

ceptible, destitute of every distinct attri-

bute, neither accessible to reason nor to

the senses, and entirely immersed in sleep;

that, however, after the expiration of a

day of Brahman, which is equivalent to

4320 millions of human years, the great

That, existing through itself, immaterial,

and undistinguishable by mortal eyes,

breathing without afflation, infinite and

eternal, the soul of all beings and the

mystery of all understandings, felt a de-

sire in his mind which became the original

productive seed; he dispersed the dark-

ness; removed the husk in which the

universe was enveloped; and, by the

power of contemplation, made visible the
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world, with its five elements and other

imncij-lcs, so that it shone in resplendent

T)riliiancy and purity. The Hindoo le-

gends approach, indeed, the Mosaic nar-

rative perhaps more nearly than any other

Eastern tradition; for they further nar-

rate, that the original soul of the universe

thought: "I will create worlds;" and

water was called into existence; into its

floods the spirit deposited a germ, which

developed itself into an egg of beautiful

lustre; and in this egg Brahman, or the

Supreme Being, created himself; the

waters bore the appellation, Spirit of God

(Nara) ; and as they were his first place of

motion (or^?/ana),heis designated "mov-

ing on the waters" (or Narayana). These

striking analogies remind us that, even

with regard to the highest religious ideas,

the historical student is justified in search-

ing for their common national source, and

that it is the philosopher's task to investi-

gate psychologically their common mental

origin. But we must not suppose that the

Hebrew writings lose by such comparisons;

they easily maintain their indisputable su-

periority: for in the Hindoo cosmogony,

the great invisible God produced Brahman,

and it was Brahman only who became

the parent of all rational beings and of

the cosmos: the Supreme Spirit and the

Creator are two distinct persons. Thus

the purity of the conception is destroyed

;

a leaning towards pantheism is the per-

vading principle ; the highest god created

also a number of inferior deities (^devas),

with divine attributes and pure souls,

bearing, like man, the divine image, mor-

tal like him, and dependent on human

actions; and a host of invisible genii

{sadyas). And the Creator, how dif-

ferent is he from the God of Moses!

He did not only produce the founders

of the four principal Hindoo castes

from his mouth, his arm, his thigh,

and his foot, respectively; not only did

the sun spring from his eye, the moon
from his mind, the air from his ear, and

fire from his mouth—so that every ele-

ment was, in a grossly pantheistic man-

ner, considered as himself, or as a part of

his existence: but he divided his body,

into two parts, a male and a female half,

and begat thus the divine Viradj, calletl

"I"; who, on his part, through himself,

by a rigid devotion, and by also dividing

himself into two moieties, produced Mann;

the latter, in the same manner, called the

ten great saints (^tnaharshis) into exist-

ence; who.underManu's direction, created

again seven other Manns, the gods, and a

great nimiber of powerful saints, the

gnomes, giants, vampyres, a great variety

of other creatures, the celestial phe-

nomena, and mankind. Thus the

direct sovereignty and majesty of the

great Spirit is entirely lost by the vast

number of intermediate agencies; the

Creator and the creatures are not discri-

minated; a hundred and one gods as-

sisted in framing the imiverse ; the prayers

of the Vedas teem with mythological

allusions to the personified elements and

planets; and many gods are subsequent

to the production of the world.

Now Brahman is indeed defined as

That whence all beings arc produced, by

which they live, and towards which tliey

all tend; but even wise and holy men

were uncertain whether this That was

food, or life, or intellect, or happiness.

Brahman is further, indeed, the great in-

telligence, the lord of creatures; but the

gods are likewise he, and so are the five

primary elements ; ho is only the first-born

;

he shares his divine nature with the sun,

the moon, the air, and the water. It is,

therefore, scarcely more than an isolated

and transitory conception, if Brahman is

occasionally described with the purest

and sublimest attributes: none can com-

prehend him; his glory is so great that

no image can express it; he pervades all

regions; he is tlie immortal soul, eternally

merged in profound contemplation; he is

imperishable, incorporeal, and invisible,

without form and quality, unaffected by

worldly passions, unchangeable and omni-

present; in him the universe perpetually

exists; in him this world is absorbed; he

alone knows the mystery of creation, pre-

servation, and destruction; he is the pro-

vidence which governs all worlds. But

these elevated notions are iuccssantlv
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mixed with the grossest superstitions and

the must palpably pantheistic views: the

Hindoo reli<rion has a tendency to the

highest truth, ])ut it has not sufficient

energy to follow that difficult patli with

undeviating attention; it stops ami hesi-

tates at every cross-way, and not unfre-

quently goes astray into barren deserts,

or dark, entangled forests. Again, it is

admitted even by philosophical inquirers

into the literature of the Hindoos, that

tliosc abstract ideas do not represent the

popular views, but are the speculations of

some gifted sages, who strove to rise

above the degrading materialism of tlie

multitude. This remark holds true to

such a degree, that Brahman never be-

came the god of the people ; that he never

obtained a public worship; and that no

temples were erected to his honour. -He

was exclusively the god of the priests and

of the theologians, who from him as-

sumed the name of Brahmans. How dif-

ferent is all this from the God of the

Hebrews, and His relation to people and

priests!— But we remark further, with

peculiar emphasis, that, according to a be-

lief of the Hindoo philosophers, the whole

creation was not the result of spontaneous

love, but of a momentary forget/ulness of

the Supreme Spirit, who once accidentally

was stirred from his usual motionless rest

and sleep-like contemplation: the world

is the result of a mistake, which can only

be corrected by its destruction ; the things

are but created in order to perish. This

tragical and gloomy idea pervades the

whole life of the Hindoos ; its first conse-

quence was the notion of the transmigra-

tion of souls ; for as the latter are ultimate-

ly to be swallowed up in Brahman, who,

however, receives them only when they

have attained a state of moral perfection,

they again and again enter a material

form, until they are entirely purified ; but

even these renewed attempts at a higher

moral state are a vain and hopeless cftbrt;

for it is taught, that with the same immu-

table necessity as the same seasons always

produce the like kind of vegetation, the

souls spontaneously follow, at each suc-

cessive return on earth, the same course

which nt their original creation was as-

signed to them, whether tliis be malice or

kindness, virtue or vice, noble veracity

or base falsehood. Thus man is the

victim of the most oppressive fatalism.

And just as tlie world has been created

bj- accident, so it will be dissolved, when
the Great Soul falls asleep and rests in

profound slumber; until having gathered

in again all elementary principles, it enters

into a vegetable or animal seed, assumes a

new form, awakes again, and after the ex-

piration of 4320 millions of years, or one

day of Brahman, reproduces the world,

whicli is thus altern.ately brought forth and

destroyed, according to the condition

and nature of the Supreme Spirit: but

after the lapse of a hundred years, con-

sisting each of 360 days of Brahman, the

universal destruction takes place, and

Brahman himself will cease to exist.

Whereas, therefore, in the Bible, the

world, and everything that is created, is

by God Himself declared to be perfect

and excellent, in the laws of Manu the

world is called a horrible creation, which

unavoidably and incessantly works its

own destniction.

We cannot, therefore, be surprised to

find in the later Hindoo literature the

most extravagant notions as the natural

development of such cosmogonic theories;

the world Wiis believed to owe its origin

to the desire of the deity " to diversify

himself; or it was thought that man
and the universe were nothing but the

mockery of a dream; idle shadows,

which disturb the serenity of god;

his ideal delusions, or Mayas, and des-

tined to exist only so long as he is in a

state of reverie. The later Buddhists

regarded as the Creator Tao, or the im-

measurable Space, which produced one;

after which one produced two, and two

three, till three brought forth all beings:

this Tao is without action, and without

thought; calm and self-subsistent. Such a

motionless creating principle leads natu-

rally to the inactive quietism which is

the ideal of Buddhist felicity and perfec-

tion, but which is the reverse of that life

of useful but unselfish activity which the
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God of the Bible demands. "The spirit

that moved on the waters" {Naraynna),

whose attributes had never been under-

stood or acknowledged by the people,

was deprived of its originally pure cha-

racter, and converted into a separate god

Vishnu. It was believed that the latter

assumed nine successive incarnations; that

he offered himself up as a sacrifice, in

order to create the world; and that he

resigned his divine nature, and came

down upon earth in human form, in order

to deliver the world from evil. Besides

Vishnu, Siva was added to Brahman, as

a principal god; first both were equal, and

then even superior to his power; these

three, together with their wives, form

the trinity, or trimurtis, representing the

Creation, Preservation, and Destruction

of the World. The old cosmogony of

the Hindoos is, indeed, so indistinct and

ambiguous, that it left ample scope for the

most diverging interpretations; very dif-

ferent, and almost opposite, schools have

founded their systems on the same texts.

The Vedas and the Book of Manu, those

ancient sources of Hindoo literature, gave

rise and support, on the one hand, to the

Puranas, with their gross and material

idolatry; and, on the other hand, to the

Vedantas, with their subliraizing and

spiritualizing speculations. From the

four Vedas alone eleven hundred different

schools derived their tenets; and much

disagreement and confusion exist in

the Hindoo theology with regard to

the gradation of persons intervening

between the Supreme Being and the

created world. No distinct system of

tlieology is derivable from the Vedas;

in one place, Indra is the most powerful

and the first of all gods; in another the

sun : now three deities, the earth, the air,

and the heaven, are mentioned, as equally

potent and primeval, and now it is the

great Spirit which is the soul of all beings;

and often very different attributes are

ascribed to the same deity. This vague-

ness of conception prevailing in the an-

cient religious books of the Hindoos, is

acknowledged as a fundamental defect,

even by the most profound students and

the most zealous admirers of Hindoo

literature. No aberration of this kind

could happen with regard to the Hebrew

cosmogony. The first chapter of Genesis

is, in spite of its sublimity and grandeur,

so plain and simple, so calm and un-

equivocal, that a fanciful exposition is

utterly impossible, and can only be at-

tempted by those who defy all reason-

aide rules of a sound intcriirctation. If

Mosaism has even been derived from the

same soil as many other Eastern religions,

the germs developed themselves freely

and independently, and reached a degree

of loftiness and vigour which they at-

tained in no other creed.

The vast matter of the earth was

covered with water, " as with a garment."

But over this shapeless chaos works, in

mysterious majesty, the spirit of God; He
hovers over the waters; He is not identical

with matter, but its Lord, whose will stirs

the stagnant mass; the chaos is no cause,

not even a secondary one, of the world;

and the infinitude of His wisdom and His

love jj^'cpares a creation of order and

beauty. The Cosmos is about to be

framed.

If we were not accustomed to the most

phantastical contortions of the Hebrew

text, we should express our utter astonish-

ment at the opinion, that between the first

and second verse lie the fall of the angels,

and the warfare of Satan, not mentioned

for some recondite reason ; that the con-

sequence of this rebellion was the trans-

formation of the originally beautiful world

into a fathomless abyss, the government

of Satan — but that hell and Satan

were ultimately conquered by the spirit of

God that watched over this desolation,

so, however, that many beautiful parts of

nature have been disfigured by the diabo-

lical poN\ers, and show no longer the pure

work of God; or that " the first creation,

which arose and perished thousands and,

perhaps, millions of years before the ap-

pearance of man, was a failure, an ungodly

perversion, in consequence of the inter-

position of Satan and his powers." The

aberrations of profound minds, if they

unfortunately indulge in mystic spe-
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3. And God said, Light be : and light Avas. 4. And
God saw the light, that it was good: and God divided

cuLuions, arc more dangerous, ami often

more absurd, than the empty superficia-

lity of shallow rcasoners. We suppress,

therefore, the almost endless reveries wliich

have been based on the simple grandeur

of our chapter; incredible theories have

been deduced from it; ingenuity and

sophistry have been equally busy; truth

and error have been mixed; almost all

metaphysical theories of heathen and

Christian philosophers have been dis-

covered in our text by far-sighted thinkers

;

— till, at last, the quiet, impartial critic,

astonished and bewildered, sees himself

launched on an infinite sea of mysticism,

and needs all the energj' of his mind to

reach again the safe shores of common
sense. Will our readers blame us, if wc

do not notice this wild, and often unintel-

ligible, jargon? We, for our own part,

confess, that nothing but the sense of the

importance of our subject has armed us

with the necessary patience and courage.

First Day. Lig

The dreary, shapeless matter of the

earth was sufficiently prepared for assum-

ing order and organisation; God's loving

care had begun to spiritualise the in-

ert mass by bringing its elements into

motion. But as long as it was enclosed

in darkness, it had, practically, no exis-

tence; in order to call it positively and

virtually into being, it was necessary

to make it visible — and, therefore,

the first Divine act was the creation of

Light; or rather its separation from the

obscurer elements in which it had been

enveloped (ver. 4). It will not be neces-

sary to enter deeply into the long-disputed

question, how light was possible before

the formation of the celestial bodies from

which it emanates (ver. 14— 19). It will

suffice to remind the reader, that ancient,

and even more recent philosophers sup-

pose, beyond the sphere of the most distant

stars, a region entirely luminous, an em-

pyrean heaven; and they believe, that the

nebula; arc this bright region seen

Wc resign with reluctance, from want of

space, the very interesting task of making

a systematic comi)arison between the

Mosaic and the otlier ancient cosmogo-

nies. The analogies are both surprising

and instructive. At every step we meet

with familiar features. But the Biblical

account combines and concentrates the

valuable elements which are scattered in

all, whilst it is absolutely free from the

perverse and often absurdly phantastical

traits which disfigure the rest. It has a

unity of principle prevading tiie whole,

which we elsewhere seek in vain; and

that principle, too, is at once sini])le,

sublime, and eternal. The materials for

sucii comparison are spread in numerous

ancient works. We have, however, in

the notes on the first chapters, tried to

point out the similarity or divergence,

wherever this was feasible in a brief

compass.

HT. Vek. 3—5.

through an opening. Anaxagoras main-

tained, that the upper or ethereal world is

filled with fire. Seneca observed, that,

occasionally, apertures are formed in

the heavens through which we' perceive

the flame occupying the background.

Huygens, in his description of the nebuke

of Orion, remarks: "One would say, that

the celestial vault, being rent in that i)art,

allows us to see the more luminous regions

beyond"; and Ilalley writes, with regaul

to the nebulae of Orion and Andromeda:
" In reality, these spots are nothing else

than the light coming from the regions of

the ether filled with a diffuse and in-

herently luminous matter"; and the same

astronomer, by no means orthodox in his

theological views, remarks, with reference

to our question: "These nebula; reply

fully to the difficulty which has been raised

against the Mosaic description of creation,

in asserting that light could be generated

without the sun. Nebulae manifestly prove

the contrary; several, in effect, offer no
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between the light and between the darkness. 5. And God

called the light Day, and the darkness He called Night.

And it was evening, and it was morning; one day.

6. And God said. Let there be an expanse in the midst

of the waters, and let it be a division between the waters

trace of a star at their centre." Whether

the Hebrew writer, in supposing that light

existed independently of the sun, intended

to convey a similar idea, it is difficult to

decide; he nowhere makes a distinct al-

lusion to this theory ; he seems, more pro-

bably, to hold, that on the first day the

luminous matter was created, spreading

through infinite space in its rarified state;

but that, on the fourth day, it was con-

densed into the light-giving bodies for

the benefit and advantage of the earth.

Thus, we have another instance of the

two chief acts of Divine creation; first,

the production of matter, and then its ar-

rangement and organization; it was ne-

cessary to point out, that light did not

exist before the world ; that man does not

owe it to the sun or the moon, which it is,

therefore, a criminal folly to worship

;

that it was not the primary matter of the

universe, as Ileraclitus and Empedocles

maintained; but that it sprang into being

by God's will and command. That, in-

deed, according to modern theories, lumi-

nous nebulaj are the first materials of the

world, if we go back to the origin of all

things; that the sun is in itself no bright

orb, but that its brilliancy is emitted from

a highly luminous atmosphere which sur-

rounds it, and which does not prevent the

body itself from being inhabited; that the

appearance of the zodiacal light or the

aurora borealis seems to prove the existence

of luminous matter besides the sun; and

that light, like heat, exists in a latent or

concealed state in every object of nature:

— these suppositions affect in no manner

the Biblical naiTative, neither where they

are in harmony, nor where they are in

antagonism with it; they concern us as

little as the ludicrous query, whether God
had, before tlie creation of liglit, been in

darkness; or the still more absurd ques-

tion, how God passed His time before tlie

Creation; and we leave these improprie-

ties to the well-known severe and ironical

strictures of St. Augustin and Luther.

We might compare the results of our scien-

tific researches with the notions of anti-

quity; this is a task both important and

interesting ; but we must not expect to

find the former identical with the latter;

we cannot wish, that the human mind

should have made no progress in the lapse

of three millenniums: we cannot desire,

that so much intense mental labour, so

much earnest perseverance, should be

wholly unrewarded. The human race is

not, as heathen poets sang in gloomy des-

pondency, doomed to the fruitless eftbrts

of the Danaids, incessantly toiling, and

never advancing ; mankind has made pro-

gress in the knowledge of God; their in-

tellects have penetrated deeper into the

mysteries of His works ;—let us hope, that

their Aearis have equally progressed in love

and purity ; that the increased light was

attended by an increased warmth.

With striking sublimity the first Divine

creation is introduced: "And God said.

Light be, and Light was." " God speaks,

and it exists, He commands, and it stands

there"; the words of God imply behests;

they are not mere sounds ; they are things,

they are essential objects; even heathen

philosophers quoted our verse as an exam-

ple of sublime diction; and the Hebrew

language is peculiarly adapted for brief,

pithy, and majestic exclamation; it is as

lofty as it is concise; it is the language of

religion, and the fit garment of those

ideas, which were destined to humanize

the world.

Light and darkness were mixed in

the chaos; both are now separated, to

form the distinction between day and

night. But the darkness of night is

widely different from the darkness

of chaos; tlie former stands under the
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and the waters. 7. And God made the expanse, and

divided between the waters which ivere under the expanse,

and between the waters wliich ivere above the expanse:

and it was so. 8. And God called the expanse Heaven.

And it was evening, and it was morning; a second day.

influence of universal light; the latter

prevailed before the separation of the ele-

ments, an impenetrable gloom. The

Persians counted, therefore, the night

among the beneficial and celestial things,

though no religion attached such holiness

to light as that of Zoroaster, and tliough

Ahriman, the evil principle, was the prince

of darkness, who had even maliciously

attempted to corrupt the pure and brilliant

ligiit of Ormuzd, but was by this god

hurled back into his abodes of dark-

ness. We need not urge, that the astro-

nomical or sidereal day was impossible

before the existence of the sun; the ex-

pression, "evening and morning, one

day," denotes merely the space of time

equivalent to our twenty- four hours,

the civil or calendar day, for which the

Hebrew language has no proper term.

Other cosmogonies, also, introduce light

before the sun; the Great Spirit of tlie

Hindoos dispelled the gloom eve<n before

the creation of the water; Ormuzd dwelt

from the beginning on a throne of light;

Indra, the god of light, was born before

all other immortal deities; and the root

which in many of the Indo- Germanic

languages signifies god, denotes the bril-

liant or light-spreading Being. The
gods of light and fire, of the air and the

morning-dawn, are in the system of the

Vcdas among the earliest gods. That

the Israelites, and many other ancient

nations, counted their days from even-

ing to evening is universally known.

Some tribes numbered the time ordinarily

after nights; ns, for instance, the Salii;

and the English expressions, sennight

(seven-night), fortnight (fourteen-night),

etc., remind us of the same usage. But

the origin of this custom is scarcely to be

traced back to the reminiscence of the first

day of creation, when a night of chaotic

darkness was followed by a day of light

;

but it is to be referred to the Zwnar months

and lunai j-ears which formed the basis of

chronology among many nations. In fact,

in other countries the days were differently

computed ; the Indians and the later Ba-

bylonians reckoned them from one sunrise

to the next; the Umbrians from noon

to noon; the Roman priests, and the civil

authorities, the Egyptians, and others,

like ourselves, from midnight to mid-

night.

Second Day. Heaven. Ver. 6—8.

The original matter called into exist-

ence by Divine omnipotence (ver. 1)

partly consisted of, and partly was covered

by, water (ver. 2); this chaotic mixture,

at first involved in darkness, had been

Burrounded with light (vers. 3—5); but it

formed still one undivided mass, without

sliape or proportion ; it was, therefore, the

next act of the celestial will to separate

it into t^vo well-balanced parts, which

might individually be made the basis

of further creations. The firmament, or

expanse of heaven (ver.8) was framed.

The clear blue sky became visible. It

consists of the condensed clouds, and

assumes thus the appearance of a firm and

solid substance. Thus the waters were

partly congregated above this firmament,

partly beneath it: the conglomerated

matter was divided into heaven and earth,

and the firmament marks the separation.

The waters above it are reserved as the

stores of rain; those beneath it form

partly tlic vapours of the air, and partly

the seas, streams, and fountains of the

earth.—God calls the firmament heaven

(ver.8); it is, tlierefore, perfectly appro-

priate, if the regions above the firmament

E
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9. And God said, Let the waters under the heaven be

gathered to one place, and let the dry land appear : and it

was so. 10. And God called the dry land Earth; and

the gathering of the waters He called Seas : and God saw

that it was good.—11. And God said. Let the earth bring

forth vegetation, the herb yielding seed, and the fruit tree

yielding fruit after its kind, whose seed is in itself, upon

the earth: and it was so. 12. And the earth brought

forth vegetation, the herb yielding seed after its kind, and

the tree yielding fruit, whose seed is in itself, after its

kind: and God saw that it icas good. 13. And it was

evening, and it was morning; a third day.

are designated as " heaven of heavens,"'

or if the birds, which soar up towards

that upper region, are called " the birds

of heaven."

Third Day. Dry Land and Seas; Vegetation. Ver. 9— 13.

The earth, illumined by all-pervading

light, was freed from the encumbering

mass of water; an adequate portion was

congregated in immeasurable distance

above it, beyond a solid expanse intended

to mark this eternal division between

heaven and earth. But still the terrestial

body was, on its entire surface, covered with

the fluid element; still the earth offered

the appearance of one vast dreary water-

desert, without variety, without life, with-

out beauty. God had not employed His

omnipotence to no purpose; another act

of His wisdom and power was necessary,

to render the creations of the preceding

days effective and useful. Variety was

produced in the monotony of the chaotic

waters by collecting them on certain

places, and by making, on others, the

dry land visible; and life and beauty

were called forth by clothing the dry land

with verdure— with the endless forms of

the vegetable world. This was the work

of the third day. It will, therefore, not

appear an irregularity, but an admirable

economy in the history of creation, that

those two acts were combined on the

Bame day. By the mere division of the

dry land from the water, our cosmogony

would practically have made no material

advance; instead of the lifeless and uni-

form waters, there would have existed a

lifeless and unprofitable alternation of

water and land ; the aspect of our globe

would have undergone a change, but no

essential improvement. We have, there-

fore, no right to ask how vegetation could

exist and thrive before the creation of the

sun; according to the Biblical statement,

the world and its endless contents were mi-

raculously formed by the will of God; they

are not the result of mere natural laws

;

and that order of the days seems just

designed and intended to teach that the

vegetation was called forth by the omni-

potence of God, and not by the ijifluenco

of the solar rays. The same Power which

had filled the womb of the earth with the

seeds of vegetable life, made them appear

and spread above its surface.—The for-

mation of the continents, as described in

our text, agrees but very remotely with

that made probable by the geological

researches. For whilst the latter teach

us, that the same part of the globe was

many times alternately water and dry land,

and that volcanic eruptions were one

of the chief agencies of these changes,

our text declares, that at the begin-

ning of time the will of God made,

once for all, the permanent division be-

tween seas and continents; there was no
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14. And God said, Let there be luminaries in the

expanse of the heaven, to divide between the day and
between the night; and let them be for signs and for

seasons, and for days and years: 15. And let them be

for luminaries in the expanse of the heaven, to give light

upon the earth: and it was so. 16. And God made the

two great luminaries— the greater luminary to rule the

day, and the lesser luminary to rule the night— and the

stars. 17. And God placed them in the expanse of

the heaven to give light upon the earth, 18. And to rule

over the day and over the night, and to divide between

the lio^ht and between the darkness : and God saw that it

upheaving of the land, but only a concen-

tration of the floods to certain parts : not

even the doctrines of the Neptunists are

here expressed. Nor does the poetical

and more copious paraphrase of our text

in Ps. civ. 6—9, imply a greater harmony

with the modem results; the retreat of

the waters reveals the unevenness of the

eartli's surface; mountains and valleys

appear; and the floods are enclosed within

strict boundaries. This does not explain

the formation of the strata, nor of the

fossil remains of vegetables and animals

— which, according to the Bible, did not

yet exist in the interior of the earth— nor

any of the wonders which make geology

one of the most interesting and absorbing

sciences. But we have willingly renounced

the attempt to discover that harmony; and
both science and Biblical exposition will

gain by this candid understanding.

FouBTH Day. The Celestial Orbs. Ver. U— 19.

The first part of the creation is finished;

the framework of the universe is made, it

only remains to be completed; the outlines

are drawn, they need only to be filled up;

the design is manifested, the execution

follows of necessity. The works of the

three first days point to those which await

the creating power of God on the three

following days; the labour of the fourth

day has not so much reference to that of

the third or fifth, but to that of the first

day; the luminaries which are now called

into existence, point to the light, which

was the first of the Divine works ; they are

not considered as animated bodies, occu-

pying an intermediate place between the

vegetable and animal kingdoms; their mo-

tions involve no free activity; they follow

the laws of a prescribed necessity ; they are

held in their unchangeable orbits. These

luminaries are divided into three classes,

the sun, the moon, and the stars; and

their service is threefold : to mark the dif-

ference between day and night, to note

the various seasons of the year, and to

illumine the earth. They were, therefore,

necessary even after the creation of light;

the latter could not indicate the various

changes in the aspect and condition of the

earth; it was unable to guide and to direct

the labours of man. But tlie use of the

luminaries is entirely limited to the planet

which we inhabit; the earth is the centre

of the universe, and the hosts of heaven

are intended for its service; they are the

only infallible measure of time, for which

man can devise but imperfect substitutes;

both the sun and the moon were necessary

for the computation of time; the months

were determined by the latter, but the

seasons and years were regulated by the

former.—They are fixed in the expanse

which was created on the second day

;

they are, originally, no part of it; they

E 2
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loas good. 19. And it was evening, and it was morning;

a fourth day.

20. And God said, Let the waters teem with abundant

creatures that have life; and fowl may fly above the earth

towards the expanse of heaven. 21. And God created

the great monsters, and every living creature that moveth,

with Avhich the waters teem, after their kind, and every

wincrcd fowl after its kind : and God saw that it was ojood.

are the visible wonders of the heaven: and,

as the earth depends on them for light and

warmth, for cheerfulness and the blessings

of vegetation, they are described as having

dominion over tiie earth ; the sun during

the day, and the moon during the night;

but, since the moon is not always visible,

shice she is not, as she might have been ex-

pected to be, .IS constant a companion of the

night as the sun is of the day, the starry

host has been added to cheer the unfriendly

gloom. Thus, Biblical astronomy is de-

rived from mere optical appearance; the

eye alone is the judge; the moon is re-

presented as the second of the great

heavenly orbs, and as a Inminous body;

the stars are nothing else but her compa-

nions; and their only end is to shed their

chaste lustre on our small planet.

Fifth Day. Fishes and Bikds. Ver. 20—23.

The earth had been adorned with the

gay and variegated luxuriance of vegeta-

tion; but the water and the air were still

empty and dreary; and breathing life was

wanting throughout the globe. In the

same order in which the different parts of

the earth had been created or organized,

they were now peopled with living crea-

tures, not by spontaneous production, but

by the behest of God ; first the two move-

able elements, water and air, and then the

continents; and thus, the fifth day corres-

ponds accurately with the second, and the

sixth with the tliird. It is, therefore, of

little importance to enquire whether, ac-

cording to the Biblical account, the living

beings were created in a steady grada-

tion from the less to the more perfect ; the

great monsters of the sea are, perhaps, as

fully organized as the birds of heaven
;

the works of the three last days do not

succeed each other after an independent

principle; they follow the arrangement of

the three first days; they are their neces-

sary complement. The fishes and the

birds, thei'efore, are not coupled on the

same day, because both are oviparous, or

because both are furnished with peculiar

organs fitting them to move in their re-

spective elements; these are accidental

analogies, not determining the order of

the created beings, but showing still more

powerfully their harmony and symmetry.

But it is to be admitted, that, on the whole,

a gradual progress is observed: first were

produced the cosniical elements; then the

vegetable; then the animal kingdom; and,

at last, man.—The water was filled with

huge fishes, which are mentioned as tiie

majestic representatives of all greater in-

habitants of the sea; and with the living

creatures which abound in that element,

and which comprise all its other tenants.

For, it seems to have been usual to divide

the fishes into two chief classes according

to their size. When the air, also, had been

peopled with living beings, to which, how-

ever, the earth was not entirely denied

(ver. 22); God blessed all these creatures;

He granted them fruitfulness and increase;

for they have not, like the plants, the innate

power of spontaneous propagation. But

they were incapable of receiving a higher

blessing; this was reserved to those more

exalted beings whose animal nature was

ennobled and elevated by the spark of
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22. And God blessed them, saying, Bo fruitful, and mul-

tiply, and lill the waters in the seas, and the fowl may
multiply on the earth. 23. And it was evening, and it

was morning; a fifth day.

24. And God said, Let the earth brins: forth living

creatures after their kind, cattle, and reptiles, and beasts

of the earth, after their kind: and it was so. 25. And
God made the beasts of the earth after their kind, and the

Divine Reason. And cacq the blessing

of the fishes and birds redounds on man

;

for, under his dominion the whole animal

creation was given (ver. 26,28); even it'

he used them for his food, they woidd still

exist in abundance.

Sixth Day. The Animals of tue Earth and Man. Ver. 24 —31.

Still was the richest and most beautiful

part of the globe without its inhabitants;

the ocean was filled with an endless variety

of beings; the air re-echoed with the happy

sounds of the winged tribes; but the

luxurious vegetation bloomed in vain;

and in vain shed the king of the day his

cheerful beams on the lifeless plains and

hills. The earth demanded its tenants;

and they were brought forth on the sixth

day. They were animated beings; they

lent life to the calm and solitude of nature;

they were created in three great classes:

the grass-eating larger quadrupeds, in-

cluding the beasts of burden, and the

cattle; the carnivorous beasts of the forest;

and the worms and reptiles.

And now was the whole earth peopled

with life; all its habitable parts had their

proper occupants, all perfect in their kind

;

but there was no unity among them, no

connecting link; each passed an isolated

existence, without relation to the rest;

—

should the creative energy of God pause

here? Had He called the earth and all

the heavenly hosts into existence, merely

to adorn the former, and to leave it as an

abode or a prey to the brute creation?

God, who had produced the world from

the abundance of His love, required otiier

beings whom He might make the lords of

that wondrous structure; beings more

capable ofcomprehending and enjoying it;

of embracing and understanding it as a

whole ;

" the uniting tic of all creatures"; ap-

proaching nearer to His own spiritual na-

ture; and stamping the creation more visi-

bly as the work of the Infinite Mind. He
decided, after solemn self-deliberation,—
and Man was created. He was endowed

with Divine faculties ; he received a part

of eternal Reason ; he was formed in the

image and likeness of God, which propa-

gated itself through all generations (v. 3)

;

and he was ordained to rule over the

beasts of the field, and the fishes of the

ocean. Even physically, man seems to

concentrate within himself the character-

istic qualities of all other animated beings;

he is the type of all types of the animal

kingdom, and its indisputable head ; and

he is organised to live in almost every

part of the globe.

But which are those Divine faculties of

man? how was he armed to maintain his

superiority over the brute creation? His

intellect penetrates, beyond the sensual

perception, to unseen regions; his imagi-

nation carries him, beyond time and space,

from the real to the ideal, from the finite

to the infinite; his reason explores the

mainspring and hidden connection of ex-

ternal things; his mind is almost bound-

less in device; it makes wonderful dis-

coveries and inventions, either by a flash

of genius, or the patient labours of ex-

perience and induction; he embodies sub-

lime ideas in the form of art, and beauty

becomes the hand-maid of truth ; memorv
stores up the treasures of the i^ast, and
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cattle after their kind, and all the reptiles of the earth

after their kind : and God saw that it was good.

26. And God said, Let us make man in our image,

after our likeness : and let them have dominion over the

fish of the sea, and over the fowl of heaven, and over the

hands them over to reason to argue and

to draw conclusions; he searches the mu-

tual relation between cause and effect, till

he ascends to the First Cause, the Creator

and Governor of the world ; he can trace

back the past history of the planet which

he inhabits through many successive re-

volutions, and he anticipates other stages

of its existence, which silently prepare

themselves in accordance with laws

which his sagacity has discovered; he has

been permitted to find, by mere compu-

tation, the existence and motion of distant

planets; he is capable of communicating,

by the medium of language, his deepest

thoughts, and his innermost feelings; he

may thus either instruct or delight, he

may offer sympathy or implore it ; the

pliant voice assumes the tender tone of

api)robation, or the sterner accent of re-

buke; a radiating smile playing on the

lips betrays the emotions of the soul; and a

sympathetic tear pearling from the eye

bears testimony to the living fountain of

love flowing within the heart; his actions

are regulated after the prudent calculation

of means and end, of direction and aim ; he

distinguishes between the eternal ideas

and their transitory embodiment in the

material world ; he practises virtue with-

out a selfish object; not from fear, but

from love; not from motives of egotism

or pleasure, but from a profound sense of

his dignity; he forgets his own advantage,

and strives nobly for the welfare of his

fellow-men; his heart is kindled for the

great objects of mankind; they are his

own, his dearest interests; he considers it

no sacrifice to seal a life of struggle and

devotion with a death of martyrdom, if

he but promotes the cause of humanity;

he is determined to ])erish rather than to

suffer ignominy, and he sacrifices his ex-

istence for glory and fame; his heart is

open to the lessons of faith; he lives in his

religious convictions, and knows how to

combat for them; he feels gratitude to his

benefactors, and he forgives the injuries of

his enemies; he delights in the sociable

exchange of thoughts and sentiments; and

feels himself a member of a political com-

munity formed to advance his highest aims

and objects; he is privileged to admire the

moral order of the world; he is the in-

strument of God Himself, of whose majesty

he gives witness; his erect form looks up

to heaven; and he feels, that there is the

true home of his soul; he alone enjoys

liberty and free will, whilst the vast side-

real bodies, and even all the other organic

beings, are subject to an immutable ne-

cessity; he is not the slave of a blind in-

stinct, he reflects on himself, and examines

his resolutions and his deeds; he conquers,

by the strength of his mind, temptation

and baseness; his moral energy masters

passion and seduction; conscience, his

monitor and his guide, cheers him with its

applause, and torments him with its sting;

he considers himself responsible for his

deeds before the higher tribunal of his soul

and of his Creator: he might, at least,

strive after all this excellence; but if he

yet totters and falls, he feels, that contri-

tion and repentance will restore him to

mercy; and if he is oppressed by misery

and sin, if he is seized by despondency

and despair, he looks with joyous confi-

dence to a redemption beyond the grave,

and is uplifted by the glorious hope of

immortality. All these priceless privileges

have been allotted to man exclusively;

they constitute his resemblance to God,

and lead him from earth to heaven ; no

animal, however powerfully or perfectly

organized, possesses any of them ; it might

surpass man in strength, in size, in en-

durance, or in courage: man is destined

to rule over it by his reason, by the power

of the mind; he has, thereiorc, to acquire
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cattle, and over all the earth, and over all the reptiles

which creep upon the earth. 27. And God created man
in His image, in the image of God created He him ; male

and female created He them. 28. And God blessed them,

and God said to them. Be fruitful, and multiply, and fill

and to conquer ihut domiuion which is not

granted him without the exertion of his

higher faculties. And this wonderful

greatness and depth of human nature is

our surest proof of an eternal and omni-

potent Creator; it is a surer proof than

even tliat derived from the contemplation

of His marvellous works ; for, it comes not

from without; it is an intuitive conviction

of the mind, that it is a part of a kindred,

though infinitely more perfect Spirit.

It is, at the same time, an irresistible ar-

gument for the doctrine, that man is dif-

ferent from the animals not simply in

degree, but specifically; that he is not

merely a more perfect animal, but forms

another, a higher order of beings. We do

not deny, that animals are gifted with an

instinct often bordering upon mind; that

their ingenuity and skill sometimes demand

our highest admiration; that they are

susceptible of feelings and impressions,

capable of love and hatred, and, sometimes,

ofacting according to the principle ofmeans

and end; but all these facts imply only

anotherproof of the truth, that there exists

a continuous chain in the whole organic

creation ; they arc the points of transition

from the lower to the higher order: but

man possesses, in a great degree of deve-

lopment, powers which are entirely denied

to animals; and which just constitute his

principal characteristics. His physical na-

ture chiefly connects him with the animal

creation; but that is not his dominant, it

is not even his stronger part; it is sub-

ordinated to, and controlled by, his moral

and intellectual powers; if man neglects

his reason, he resembles the beast, he des-

cends from the higher to the lower class

of creatures; the spiritual part is his

guiding principle. This is the Biblical con-

ception with regard to the position of man

;

the Scriptures attribute to him a dignity

"bat little inferior to God Himself "(comp.

iii. 22); we are not seriously concerned if

some natural philosophei's make him the

lineal descendant of the monkey or the

Batrachian,—It is true, man is physically

weak, and frail, and transitory; he is, at

his birth, and in his infoncy, more helpless

than any other creature; and the great

number of his wants render him often the

slave rather than the ruler of nature; he

is beset with infirmity and disease; his

life is frequently a series of sorrows and

sufferings; his Divine nature is seldom

developed, and passion or malice destroy

his own happiness and that of others; the

Scriptures allude to these infirmities and

defects a thousand times in touching

and pathetic terms; but they are never

without hope and consolation ; they do not

abandon man to despair; they leave the

solution of this superhuman mystery to

God, and teach man how to bear for a while

these miseries not only with fortitude, but

with cheerfulness, and how to prepare the

soul, by a life of love and usefulness, for a

more perfect existence. If the scepticism

of the Ecclesiastes, in some features, re-

sembles the gloomy views of Pliny (vii. 1),

or Lucretius (i..22.3), it is, in the final re-

sults, directly opposed to them; it points

to the ever-watchful eye of God, and to

His love, which will dissolve all that ap-

parent discord into endless harmonies.

Even heathens, not unfrequently, ac-

knowledged with astonishment the won-

derful power of man ; they considered

extraordinary accomplishments as the

immediate gifts of the gods, and wor-

shipped the deity in such distinguished

mortals; they erected to them temples,

and assigned to them a place among the

immortal gods. We remind our readers

of that magnificent song in the Antigone

of Sophocles, which commences: "Many
things are mighty, but nought is mightier

than man"; which describes his dominion
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the earth, and subdue it: and have dominion over the

fish of the sea, and over the fowl of heaven, and over

every living thing that moveth upon the earth. 29. And

God said, Behold, I have given to you every herb bearing

seed, which is upon the face of all the earth, and every

over the foaining ocean, the patient earth,

and the wild beasts of the forests; it then

extols the " language and lofty wisdom

of man" ; he has but one unconquerable

enemy, death; but him even he can, if

not baffle, at least retard by his skill of

healing; Virgil describes men as the

masters of the lands and seas; and Ovid

finishes his cosmogony with those re-

markable verses, which possess a striking

resemblance to the Hebrew words:

—

"A creature of a more exalted kind

Was wanting yet, and then was Man
desigu'd:

Conscious of thought, of more capacious

breast.

For empire form'd, and fit to rule the

rest:

Thus, while the whole creation down-
ward bend

Their sight, and to their earthly mother
tend,

Man looks aloft; and, with erected eyes,

Beholds his own hereditary skies."

And he alludes to the divine origin of

man with corresponding terms of ad-

miration :
" "Whether the framer of the

world formed him from divine elements;

or whether the young earth, but lately

divided from the lofty jether, still re-

tained some seeds of its kindred heaven."

Thus Xcnophon observes :
" The soul of

man, and other human qualities, partake

of the nature of the Deity"; Lucretius

exclaims: "We all are born from hea-

venly origin"; and Hipparchus called our

souls " a part of heaven." With still

greater precision, the divine nature of

man has been represented by eastern

nations; the Babylonians maintained,

that a drop of the blood of Baal is

enclosed in, and animates, the body

of man; the Persians were of opinion,

that Ormuzd formed the first man out

of the four elements, to which he ad-

ded an immortal soul; it was a favourite

myth of the Greeks, that Prometheus

shaped a human form out of clay, and

took from heaven the animating spark;

and in the Koran, man is called the

representative of God on earth. In the

Hindoo books, man is also designated

"the guardian of the world"; but his

creation is most curiously related. The

great Spirit drew from the waters a bodily

being; he converted, by contemplation,

its eye into the sun, its breast into the

moon, its nostrils into air, its skin into

herbs, and so forth; and then introduced

all these objects into the human form.

Nowhere has the godlikeness of man been

conceived with such purity and sublimity

as in the Scriptures; the afiinity between

God and man is a purely spiritual one

;

no natural element is mixed with it; God
has no corporeality; He is only to be

conceived with the mind; every image of

God is severely interdicted ; it would, in-

deed, be impossible to represent Him to

the external eye; and if sometimes bodily

terms are used with regard to Him, it is

iu the same manner as when the Bible

speaks of the eyes and wings of the sun,

or of the pinions and eye-lids of the morn-

ing dawn ; if man, tlierefore, has a resem-

blance to God, it can only be that of the

internal faculties, of reason, of imagina-

tion, of love; it Js only by these higher

gifts that he conquers nature, and sways

over the brute creation; the expressions,

" in our image, after our likeness," pre-

suppose no visible form of the Deity;

they are no remnants of heathen notions

among the Hebrews; they do not deserve

the hostile attacks of many modern

critics. It is nothing less than a destruc-

tion of the very foundation of Biblical

theology to attribute to God any qualiry

of corporeity. God governs the world

by His infinite reason; is it astonishing

that those who were, in some degree,
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tree, in which is the fruit of a tree yielding seed ; to you
it shall be for food; 30. And to every beast of the earth,

and to every fowl of heaven, and to every thing that

creepeth upon the earth, wherein there is life^ / have given

every green herb for food: and it was so. 31. And God

destined to be the rulers of the earth,

should resemble Him in that power by

which aloue they can uphold their supe-

riority? And this idea of the god-like

nature of man remained no empty theory

;

it was made the basis of almost all prac-

tical duties, of all obligations of man to-

wards man; murder was a violation of

the image of God; chai'ity was a loan

made to Him; and the whole system of

social life was pervaded by that elevating,

sanctifying principle (see Commentary on

Exod., p. 333).

The lifeless creation was produced for

the li^'ing beings; vegetation was destined

for men and animals; no being "with a

living soul" was originaUy intended as

the food for another living creature ; man
was assigned to eat the seed -giving plants,

and grain, and the fruit of trees; to the

animals were left the grass and the herbs

(vers. 29, 30). Although man was per-

mitted the dominion over the beasts of

the field, the fishes of the water, and the

birds of the air, he was not allowed to

extend that dominion to the destruction

of life; he was the master, not the tyrant,

of the animal kingdom— he might u.se,

but not annihilate it;—

" Heaven's attribute was universal care.

And man's prerogative to rule, but
spare,"

Every living being has a right to exist,

and to enjoy its existence; God had

blessed the animals with fruitfuiness;

man was not allowed to counteract that

blessing by killing them for his sport or

his appetite. God created the world for

peace and concord, no being should rage

against another; the sin of man brought

warfare among the living creatures; the

cries of agony rent the air; man and

beast raged among themselves, and

against each other; the state of inno-

cence was succeeded by the age of passion

and violence; and it was only after the

fall of man that animal food was per-

mitted to him (ix. 3). But in the time of

the Messiah, when sin will again disap-

pear from the world, and innocence will

be restored to all living creatures, vege-

tation alone will furnish the food of the

animal creation; and "the wolf and the

lamb will feed together, and the lion will

eat straw like the bullock, and dust shall

be the sei-pent's food." Almost all nations

have had a golden age; and it is invaria-

bly a principal trait of that happy time

that men abstained from killing animals,

that—

" Content with food which Nature freely
bred,

On wildings and on strawberries they
fed

;

Coniels and bramble -berries gave the
rest,

And falling acorns furnished out a
feast."

It is known that Pythagoras and his fol-

lowers considered it a hideous crime to

kill animals for human food ; they believed

that the earth produced in abundance

vegetable provisions, that man might
avoid the guilt of murdering harmless

creatures, and that he is only entitled to

defend himself against wild beasts which

would be dangerous to his safety. The
exposition of these Pythagorean doctrines

is, perhaps, one of the most masterly

efforts of the genius of Ovid (Metara. xv.

75—142); we wish our space permitted

us to introduce it here; for it is a subject

of absorbing interest, which will, at no
distant period, command the attention of

civilised societies: the arguments have

recently been again surveyed; and new
combats have been fought. It can-

not, indeed, be our intention to enter

into the question of vegetarianism; we
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saw every thing tliat He had made, and, behold, it was

very good. And it was evening, and it was morning; the

sixth day.

shall not stop to enquire to which side

the organisation of the human body

points; our object is distinctly to im-

press that, according to the Bible, man,

in the state of innocence, was commanded

to content himself with vegetable food,

and that it is the aim of mankind to

return to that state. That question,

therefore, may be decided on perfectly

free ground, and on its own merits; it is

in no way prejudiced by Scriptural doc-

trines; and we add the remark, that

Greek poets represent the enmity of the

noxious beasts against man as a conse-

quence of man's sanguinary persecution

of the animals. It is the retaliation of

revenge. It was only in the age of cor-

ruption that " the beasts were caught in

snares, or deceived with bird-lime; that

the spacious lawns were encompassed

with hounds, and the broad rivers were

lashed with nets." The books of Manu
rigorously interdict the Brahmins from

the killing of animals, except for sacri-

fices ; but as these were often used as a

pretext for an unlawful appetite, they

were entirely forbidden. The original

offerings of the Hindoos consisted of the

juice of a certain plant (soma), mixed and

prepared in a peculiar manner, or of

melted butter. It is one of the five great

laws of the Buddhists to destroy no living

creature; and several other Eastern sects

pronounced the same principle.

God had created the world, adorned

and peopled the earth, and placed upon

it as ruler a being cognate with His own

nature; He saw His works, and He ap-

proved of them in their totality; each

individual part contributed to enhance the

harmony of the whole ;
" He rejoiced at

His works"; they were a worthy emanation

of His mind and His will.

Man and woman are introduced

with equal rights; they share the govern-

ment of the eaith; they bear both

the same image of God; they are en-

nobled with the same soul, although it

may, in women, dwell in a weaker frame;

both may claim the same prerogatives;

and if there is a difference, it is in the

beautiful comparison of Luther, that

" man is like the sun of heaven, woman

like the moon ; whilst the animals are the

stars, over which sun and moon rule."

CHAPTER IL

1. Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and

all their host. 2. And on the seventh day God had

finished His work which He made ; and He rested on the

seventh day from all His work which He made. 3. And
1—3. The design of God is executed;

the world is framed, organised, and peo-

pled ; He has placed upon the earth a being

which mirrors, in some degree, His own

Divine nature, which was henceforward

to work and to create on the earth. Man is

the culminating point to wliich the energy

of God had tended; and as he resembles

God in his nature, he should imitate Him

in his activity ; the work of God should

be the example and the type of the work

of man. The Scriptures teach man the

attributes ofGod, only in order to show him

his own ideal aims; and thus they relate,

that God rested after the six days of crea-

tion, to impress ujion man that the end of

all work is rest; that contemplation is

tlie fruit of exertion; that spiritual life is

both the aim and the reward of material

life. The Sabbath of God is the type of
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God blessed the seventh day, and sanctified it : for on it

He rested from all His work which God created and

produced.

the Sabbath of man; it is here introduced

to enforce its paramount lioliness, its

Divine character, and seems designedly

stated with a certain copiousness and

abundance of diction, God did not re-

quire rest: He "is never fatigued nor

weary" (Isa.xL28); He creates by His

mere will, by His thought; He commands,

and it exists; He is always spiritual,

pure, sublime ; He is free from all lower

propensities. But in man, the spiritual

and physical elements are in perpetual

warfare; the victory is often uncertain;

it is not always on the better side ; he has

to make great exertions for small results;

the power is limited; the obstacles are

many, while the aim is distant and the

time brief. Does he not require seasons

for reflection, when the soul takes breath

in the wild race of daily toil? when the

mind surveys the way, comparing that

which has been traversed with what re-

mains to be performed? when the conflict

is silent, and the equipoise is restored?

when man approaches again to that state

of internal harmony which is the centre

of his resemblance to God? The Sab-

bath is, then, a necessary institution; it is

indispensable for a re%io«s life; and that

Book which is intended as the fountain of

religion, places the origin of the Sabbath

at the beginning of its pages; it makes

the Sabbath the corner-stone of the moral

world; and, therefore, leads its first cause

back to the creation of the physical world.

It is impossible to mistake this connec-

tion ; it is implied in the whole tenour of

this section; it is clearly pronounced in

the most solemn part of the Biblical doc-

trines, the Ten Commandments (Exod.

XX. 1 1): the Books of Moses are through-

out pervaded by the same principles ; they

aim, in all parts, at the sanctification of

man, after the prototype of Divine per-

fection.

II.- -PARADISE AND THE FALL.
Chaptebs n. 4, TO ni. 24.

I. GENERAL VIEW.

The Creation was finished. We might imagine we see the blooming meadows, the finny

tribes of the sea, and the numberless beasts of the field ; and in the midst of all this

beauty and life, man with his help-mate, as princes and sovereigns. But more; the

Creation was not only finished, it had been approved of in all its parts; and, as a

symbol of the perfect completion of His task, God was represented to rest, and to bless

that day which marked the conclusion of His labours. But now the narrative seems

not only to pause, but to go back; the grand and powerful climax seems at once broken

oflF, and a languid repetition appears to follow; another cosmogony is introduced,

which, to complete the perplexity, is, in many important features, in direct contradiction

with the first.

It would be dishonesty to conceal these difficulties; it would be weak-mindedness and

cowardice; it would be flight instead of combat; it would be an ignoble retreat instead

of victory;— we confess, there is an apparent dissonance. In the first cosmogony,

vegetation is immediately produced by the will of God ;
' in the second its existence is

made dependent on rain and mists, and the agricultural labours:* in the first, the earth

' i. 11,12. ii. 5, 6.
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'emerges from the waters, and is, therefore, saturated with moisture; in tlie second, it

appears dry, sterile, and sandy: in the first, man and his wife ai'c created together;'

in the second, the wife is formed later, and from a part of man:* in the former, man

bears the image of God, and is made the ruler of the whole earth ;^ in the latter, his

earth-formed body is only animated by the breath of life, and he is placed in Eden to

cultivate and to guard it:'' in the former, the birds and beasts are created before man;^

in the latter, man before birds and beasts.®

Now, it has been tried to reconcile all these differences; many have, by specious

reasons, lygued away their existence altogether; sophistry has attempted bolder feats;

those who dreaded the responsibility, have leaned themselves on some great authority

;

they have taken refuge under the wings of some revered name; others have covered

the weakness of their arguments by copious declamations, or violent remonstrances;

while others have transferred the whole difficulty upon dogmatic ground; they have

made it a question of faith; they have assumed a triumphant air of sanctimony, and

silenced their opponents by branding their names with the epithets of sceptic and infidel.

An abundant number of books has been written on this subject; much sagacity, and

still more learning have been wasted; but it was forgotten, that the Scriptures speak

in the ordinary language of man; that they are profound, but not mysterious; that they

are given to assist, not to obscui'e, the human intellect. We shall, therefore, not attempt

an artificial solution; those differences are too obvious to be overlooked or denied; we
have examined the question with the minuteness and anxiety due to its importance; we

admit freely, that the second account contains some features not in accordance with

the first; and that it is manifestly composed in a different style. We admit this; but

we admit no more. We deny the conclusions which might be drawn from this concession.

The second account is no abrupt fragment; it is not unconnected with the first; it is

no superfluous repetition; it leads, on the contrary, the Biblical ideas a most important

step onwai'd : it introduces new elements of the highest moment for the history of the

whole human race. It is, essentially, a continuation of the first chapter.

It is not difficult to prove this position. Impartiality will lead with safety through

this apparent maze; let us follow its guidance.— The second account contains by no

means a complete cosmogony; it is far from offering a systematic view of the origin

of the world; it is limited to a few particular outlines; namely, the production of

vegetation, the planting and nature of Eden, and the creation of man and beasts.

Why does it not mention the expanse of heaven and the seas, light and the celestial

luminaries? why not even the fishes? If these omissions are arbitrary, and if it could

be proved, that the former objects are aimlessly introduced, it would certainly follow,

that the second account is a fragment superfluously inserted; that the history of crea-

tion is devoid of unity and design; and that the commentator must expound each

section as a separate portion, unconnected with the rest. But this is not the case.

Arbitrariness has nowhere presided in the narrative of the creation. A distinct plan

is manifest both in what is omitted, and in what is introduced. The second section

(which comprises the second and third chapter) describes, not the creation of the world,

but exclusively the fall of man through disobedience. It embodies, therefore, such

traits only as are indispensable for this episode; it systematically excludes all other

subjects. The fall of man took place in the garden* in Eden; therefore, paradise is

described. It was the consequence of the eating of a forbidden fruit; hence, the

creation of the vegetable kingdom is delineated. It was caused by the temptation of

the serpent; and this made the creation of the beasts necessary. Eve, lastly, took a

principal part in the transaction ; therefore, the creation of woman is introduced. So

much was necessary for the clear imderstanding of the momentous event, and not more;

•i. 27. *ii. 21—23. M. 26, 27. "11.7,15.
* i. 20, 24,26. •*

ii. 7,19.
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and just so much liail been repeated, and not one single feature more; all the others are

summarily comprized in the few introductory words—" on the day when the Lord God
made the earth and the heavens" (ver.4). This is, indeed, plan and design; this is

economy and deliberation; this is not accidental, nor in the manner of abrupt frag-

ments. The second account has, then, been composed with clear consciousness after

and with reference to, the first; the author of the Pentateuch added to an ancient do-

cument on the creation, the history of man's disobedience, and its consequences; and,

hence, we can account for the discrepancies above pointed out; it is, in fact, at present

acknowledged by the greater part of even orthodox theologians, that he often consulted

and inserted more ancient materials; like the other Biblical writers, he sometimes mentions

even his sources and authorities; he did not reject indiscriminately all former historical

documents; but he arranged, revised, or completed them. And this was the case in

our instance. The first account was, therefore, composed independently of the second

;

but the second is a distinct and deliberate continuation of the first; it is intended as a

progress in the nan-ative; it is not merely a detailed and specified repetition of the

preceding chapter; it docs not recapitulate, but it introduces new facts, and a new train

of thoughts. The end of this section was different; therefore, the treatment is neces-

avily different.

We shall briefly sketch these new ideas.

In the first account, man is created in the image of God; he is born with the stamp

and seal of the deity; in the second, he acquires this high prerogative only by the

agency of his own will; it was only after the fall, that God exclaimed: "Behold, man
is become as one of us to know good and evil."^ We have here, then, the two eternal

stages in the development of the human mind. First it lives iu unconscious innocence

;

it moves in the prescribed sphere, because it has neither power nor desire to abandon it

;

it enjoys perfect freedom, because, as yet, the voice of an internal tyrant is not heard

;

it beats in peace, which no strife of discordant passions disturbs; it knows no desires

but those wliich the playful hour at once excites and satisfies; it is troubled by no care,

hariissed by no anxiety; it views the world as an abode of happiness; it enjoys the

j)leasure which the fleeting moment furnishes, careless and unconscious of the change-

ful morrow. But it is not only at peace with itself, but with the wliole creation, with

man and beast; it feels no enmity, and knows no enemy. This is the period of the

human paradise. But, alas! it cannot last long. There slumber in man two mortal

enemies, his /)^3/sjca/ and mora/ nature; both are weak in his infancy; their character

is so little marked, that they scarcely seem to obey different laws, or to pursue opposite

directions;— but the war begins the very moment when both are strong enough to take

up arms: then sensuality commences its fierce struggle against duty; and then mo-
rality stands arrayed in brilliant armour against sensuality; but the former is the

bolder of the two opponents; it takes the offensive; the latter, woven of less hardy

substance, is satisfied with the defensive; it offers a resolute resistance; but the weapons

are unequal; reckless cnielty combats against meek humanity; the latter is already

on the point of a fatal flight or an ignominious surrender; then, in the decisive moment

appears a powerful ally, the intellectual power of man; it had been silently reared and

strengthened for this august mission; it sides with the moral faculties; it takes the

office and rank of commander; and both united subdue the tyrannical enemy; and,

though unable to exterminate him entirely, they may, by concordant co-operation,

defeat his malice, and frustrate his rebellion. This is the second period in man's life—
his proper task on earth, tlie end of his pilgrimage, and of his trials. And this is the

kernel ef the Biblical naiTative, which here engages our attention.

The innocence of childhood ceases; the warfare of youth follows; but manhood

iii. 22.
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-restores the peace by a higher unity. Man has lost the unconscious happiness •which

attended the years of his ignorance; he must gain, in its stead, that higher intellectual

felicity which his developed reason prepares for him, and which his knowledge teaches

him to appreciate. The path of life is no more one, and undivided; it separates in

numberless directions; and the pensive wanderer is compelled to choose, and to decide.

Error is no more impossible; the guidance of an unpretending instinct is insufficient;

and reason, often dazzled by its own rays, and still more frequently obscured by the

mists of passion, is liable to go astray. Man is no more a harmless child of nature

;

he begins to feel, that the spirit is above the matter, that the soul is the lord of the

body

—

axiA he is ashamed. But with this consciousness begins his greatness. He
has achieved the boldest deed of his life. He becomes a being endowed with freedom

of will. He rises above the common animal kingdom, and becomes a moral creature.

He exchanges the paradise, in which tlie benign hand of Nature had placed him, for

another paradise, which he owes to his own moral exertions; he can no longer endure

a life of passive indolence; he refuses to receive all his wants from the hands of a be-

nevolent father; his energies are aroused, and he feels a delight in exercising them; all

enjoyments are henceforth the fruits of his own efforts; pleasure even assumes a higher

dignity, since he indulges in it as the self-chosen reward of useful activity. He is no

more like the stars of heaven, which move in majestic but compulsory orbits; he walks

on the road of virtue not by necessity, but by free choice; he is not the slave and au-

tomaton of blind and irrational meclianism; he follows no influence but his own; he

takes the impulses for all his actions from his own mind ; he renders himself responsible

to no tribunal but that of his own conscience; he may, in a word, convert his original

passive " image of God" into an active likeness with Him, "to know good and evil."

This is the progress in the two first sections of Genesis.

But this change in man is a fall as well as an elevation. The conflict includes the

possibility of defeat; the wild combat of life may overwhelm the still feeble power

of the intellect; the path of moral liberty is steep, and beset with dangers; the way
is long and unknown; if actions assume the importance of duties, sin may be com-

mitted by their neglect; the acquaintance with the evil is a great step nearer

transgression; if man becomes conscious of his double nature, his better part

no more bears undivided sway; the moral evil is possible, although by this means only

the moral good can be worked; the struggle against passion absorbs a vast proportion

of his strength and his attention: but another warfare has also commenced, that against

the beasts of the earth, and often, alas ! against his own fellow-men ; hatred lurks in the

bosom and blood stains the hand; the eye flashes with rage, and the features breathe

malice and destruction;— he has to encounter the serpent of the field; and often fears

still more the serpent in his neighbour's heart. His enhanced ingenuity may delight

him; it may secure to him dominion over the stronger denizens of the desert and the

forest; but his skill may tempt him, and make him a sanguinary persecutor of his own
race. He may cultivate and develop his intellectual powers, but he has to exert all his

energy to maintain his moral purity; he may " know," and yet not act; he may
reflect sublimely, but feel basely. "He who increases knowledge increases soitow";

this elegiac doctrine of the later Hebrew sage is foreshadowed in the beginning of uni-

versal history. Guilt has succeeded innocence. Inseparable from the greatest blessing

of man is his greatest evil. The dawn of intellect concludes the paradise of his child-

hood. Labour, and care, and sorrow commence. The struggle ends only with the

last breath.

Such are the principal ideas embodied in the Mosaic narrative. The ideas are ex-

clusively those of the Hebrew writer; but the /orm coincides in many respects with

cosmogonies of other Eastern nations. It would be impossible to deny the resemblance;

but it is far from diminishing our just admiration for the profound philosophy of the
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Hebrew author. Those coincidences affect the originality of the Hebrew writings as

little as the frequent resemblance of Mosaic and heathen laws; old and familiar forms

were judiciously chosen to fill them with perfectly new contents; and the dry bones

of the old materials have been animated by the infusion of an exalted spirit. But

tliose analogies are neither accidental nor unimportant. They teach us, that all such

narratives have a common source; that they are reminiscences of primeval traditions,

modified by the different nations in accordance with their individual culture. But,

what is more important, they teach us to separate, in the Mosaic narrative, what is es-

sential from what is accessor)', the substance from the garment; and, thus, to avoid

many dangerous rocks, which threaten the interpretation of this important section.

AVe shall, therefore, briefly introduce some of these analogous tales.

We begin with the most remarkable of all, that of the Persians, as related in their

sacred books.

The first couple, the parents of the human race (Meshia and Mesliiane), lived origi-

nally in purity and innocence. Perpetual happiness was promised to them by Ormuzd,

the creator of every good gift, if they persevered in their virtue. But an evil demon

{Dev) was sent to them by Ahriman,the representative of everything noxious and sinful;

he appeared unexpectedly in the form of a serpent; he gave them the fruit of a won-

derful tree, Horn, which imparted immortality, and had the power of restoring the dead

to life. Thus, evil inclinations entered their hearts; all their moral excellence was

destroyed; Ahriman appeared himself under the form of the same reptile, and com-

pleted the work of seduction; they acknowledged him, instead of Ormuzd, as the

creator of eveiything good; and the consequence was, that they forfeited, for ever, the

internal happiness for which they were destined. They killed beasts, and clothed

themselves in their skins; they built houses, but paid not their debt of gratitude to the

Deity. The evil demons thus obtained still more perfect power over their minds, and

called forth envy, hatred, discord, and rebellion, which raged in the bosom of the

families.

It is unnecessary to point out the parallel features of this legend with the Mosaic

narrative; it contains almost all materials of the latter; the remarkable tree, the

serpent, the degradation, and fall of man. It is, then, evident, that all these traits are

not specifically Mosaic; they belonged to the common traditionary lore of the Asiatic

nations; they cannot, therefore, be essential in the system of Mosaic theology; they

serve to represent the ideas, but are not indispensable for them; they are the vehicle

used to convey certain truths, but these truths might have been expressed in thousand

other shapes; the truths are unchangeable and necessary, the form is indifferent and ac-

cidental. Thus, we exclude at once many irrational explanations, and numerous ab-

surdities with which expositors have disgraced this profound and beautiful tale. We
need not to enquire, how the serpent could speak; or whether the faculty of language

was, in Paradise, extended to all animals; how many feet this creature originally

possessed; and whether "sin disfigured the body as well as the soul"; we need

not to ascertain whether the forbidden fruit was a grape, or a fig, or an apple.

We find similar features in all traditions, from the Ganges to the Nile. But, in

conceding that analogy, we emphatically deny an identity. The resemblance

touches merely the form; the spirit of the two narratives is as different as light

and darkness, as Mosaism and paganism. In Genesis, the serpent is a real " beast

of the field";' in the Persian myth it is the incarnation of an evil spirit, or of the

evil principle itself; in our narrative, therefore, the serpent stands under the domi-

nion of God, and is unable to avert the curse; in the Zend-avesta, Ahriman is a power-

ful opponent of Ormuzd; he tries to seduce man, who is the creation of the latter, and

' See notes on iii. 1, 4.
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he prevails. In Genesis, the combat between good and evil is fought exclusively in the

heart of man, whereas God governs in undisturbed majesty and unaltered goodness:

in the Persian legend, the conflict existed before the creation of man, and it rages in

the Deity itself; for, Ahriman is inimical to man because he is the adversary of Ormuzd

:

man has to resist the incessant attacks of an all-powerful spirit of malice, who fights

with the dire weapons of disease, and poverty, and disaster ; who clouds man's reason,

ensnares his foot, and becomes invincible after the first triumphs. But, in the Bible, man is

permitted full liberty to choose between good and evil; he has no enemy among spirits

or demons; the only resistance rises in his own breast; he is sufficiently armed for

victory; and, if he sins, if he forgets his Creator in the din and turmoil of life, no

heavenly being exults at his fall, and uses it as a welcome instrument of his destruction

;

but a merciful God accepts the contrition of his heart as an efficient atonement, and

receives him again into grace. And, lastly, the eating of the forbidden fruit causes,

in the Persian myth, all the evils which infest the peace of man, and destroy his hap-

piness, without one blessing to compensate for this curse. But in our narrative, man

forfeits, indeed, the easy life of Paradise; he is doomed, henceforth, to work with

laborious exertion; but this physical evil disappears before the spiritual glory which he

has gained; he has risen above the earth; he has become like God, to distinguish, by

his reason, between good and evil.—It will, we hope, be admitted, that the difference

between the Mosaic and Persian narratives is greater than their resemblance ; both are

constructed from the same materials ; but in the hands of the Hebrew author they were

spiritualized, and made subservient to a sublime idea. We need, then, not to be afraid

to acknowledge in the Pentateuch certain analogies with other ancient accounts. The

Bible, whilst apparently accommodating itself to prevalent notions, creates new and

momentous truths.

It will now suffice briefly to allude to some other similar traditions on the fall of man.

The Tibetans and Mongolians believed, that the earliest human beings, though mortal,

resembled the perfection of the gods; but they began soon to become covetous of pro-

perty; the earth, therefore, produced a certain sweet herb; they tasted it, and all the

lower appetites were aroused in them ; spiritual nourishment was no longer sufficient

for them; to satisfy their hunger, they were compelled to cultivate the earth; by tliese

wearisome occupations they lost then- former ethereal appearance; the brilliancy of

their faces vanished; they were deprived of their wings; the j^ears of their lives were

shortened to their present limited number, and their brief existence was filled with

deeds of iniquity and violence. Very similar is the tradition of the Cingalese : insatiable

and unlawful desire of property was among them also the origin of degradation, of

the forfeiture of that immortality for which they were destined, and of the partly

incorporeal existence which they at first enjoyed.

The Hindoos distinguish four ages of the world. In the first, justice, in the form

of a bull, kept herself firm on her four feet; virtue reigned; no good which the mortals

possessed was mixed with baseness; and man, free from diseases, saw all his

wishes accomplished, and attained an age of four hundred years. But in the following

epochs, and in consequence of an unlimited acquisition of wealth and knowledge, justice

successively lost one foot; all the honest qualities, repressed and replaced by theft,

falsehood and fraud, gradually vanished by one fourth ; and tlie duration of life was at

last reduced to one hundred j^ears. It is interesting to add, that, in their opinion, each

age has its peculiar or predominant virtue; in the first reigned austerity; in the second,

the divine science; in the third, the offering of sacrifices; and in the fourth, liberalitv

alone is left on earth.

The later literature of the Indians retained but few traits of these legends, but in-

troduced other familiar elements. Krishna, who is the incarnation of Vishnu, is

represented now as treading on the biiiised head of a conquered serpent, and now us

entwined by it, and stung in the heel.
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The Chinese, also, have their age of virtue, when nature furnished abundant food to

the happy men, who lived peacefully surrounded by the i)easts, exercised virtue with-

out the assistance of science, and did not yet know what it meant to do good or evil.

The physical desires were perfectly subordinate to the divine spirit in man,\\ho had all

heavenly, and no earthly dispositions; disease and death never approached him ; but

partly an undue thirst for knowledge, partly increasing sensuality, and the seduction

of women, were his perdition; all moderation was lost, passion and lust ruled in the

human mind; the war with the animals began; and all nature stood ininiicallv arrayed

against him.

We conclude with the Greek myth of Pandora, calculated to serve as a suitabb' tran-

sition to a very important Biblical feature, which has found no place in the preceding

remarks.

The first men passed sunny days in undisturbed happiness. No labour, no care

weighed upon them ; their welfare was not interrupted by weakness or disease. But

they could not long remain in a state of inactivity. They felt an internal impulse to

search for occupation. Then Prometheus shaped a human form out of clay; in order

to animate it, he stole the fire from heaven; this audacity excited the severe anger of

Jupiter; he wished to punish him, and ordered Vulcan to make the first woman out

of earth, who should, by her charms as well as by her faults, inflict wretchedness upon

man. Thus, Pandora was produced. All the gods and goddesses adorned her with

fatal gifts to ensnare the hearts of man. She received also a box, containing all ima-

ginable evils which might make man miserable. She presented it to Epimetheus, the

brother of Prometheus, who had forgotten to warn him. He opened the box; the evi!s

were scattered all over the earth, and have ever since tormented the wretched genera-

tions of mankind. Thus, the anger of Jupiter was appeased. The god was revenged.

And in this sense, Pandora is sometimes described as a horrible, infernal divinity, and

classed together with Hecate and the Erinnys.

It is evident, that this myth intends, like the Mosaic nan-ative, to explain the origin

of misery among mankind, the loss of their paradise, and the beginning of exhausting

labour. The resemblance goes one step further; that, in both instances, the aspiration

for divine gifts is the cause of their misery; for, fire is the symbol of wisdom and

knowledge. But here the analogy ceases, and the two relations diverge as totally as

the similarity of materials possibly admits.

Adam had been placed in the happiest spot on earth ; surrounded by every blessing,

he seemed only created for enjoyment ; nothing appeared to have been forgotten to

secure his felicity; his enchanted senses revelled in unbroken delights. But in the

midst of all this abundance his heart felt an inexplicable void; the beauty of Paradise

seemed a monotonous solitude; he searched in vain after sympathetic beings; the cold

majesty of nature and her objects excited his astonishment, his admiration ; but when
his bosom was elevated with the grandeur of the azure vault of heaven, and the mag-

nificent orb which travels through it in lordly calmness: his eyes strayed in vain around

for creatures capable of understanding, and reciprocating his delight. He saw the

animals which God had created; his nature felt interested in them; they possessed life

and feeling like himself; they also seemed to enjoy the refreshing and fragrant breeze

of the zephyr after the burning rays of the day. He gathered them closer round him-

self; he called them by name; their lively play enhanced his own happiness: but

the longing of his heart remained unsatisfied; he found "no help for himself." A
certain indescribable feeling lingered at the innermost depths of his heart; a power

which he could not control fettered the energies of his soul; he felt that there existed

a spell which might silence that turbulent craving. He was in this state of mind

when God brought Eve before him. At once he had found what he had long sought;

he felt his pulse beat quicker; and in an unknown transport of happiness he exclaimed

:

F
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" This time it is bone of my bone, and flesh of my flesh: she shall be called Woman,

because she was taken out of Man." And as a further consequence, the thoughtful

author adds: " Therefore shall a man leave his father and his mother, and cling to his

wife; and they shall be one flesh."'

This, then, is the place which the Mosaic records assign to the first woman. She

was produced to complete the happiness of man; without her, even Paradise was a

dungeon and a desert.

But what was Pandora? She was inflicted upon man as a punishment; her charms

do not soothe the heart of man, but torment it, fury-like; the aflection which she

excites is not his happiness, but his ruin; physically, she resembles man; she is, like

him, formed of clay; but her qualities are widely different from his own; they have

only been chosen to infatuate and to dement men. She is not the longed-for partner

of life: Jupiter did not send her of his own free determination; she was the chas-

tisement for the daring boldness of man. She did not come to share the happiness of

the other sex, but to destroy it at once, and to bring upon earth, in its stead, misery,

and grief, and vexation unknown before. Love was thus impossible; the two sexes

remained separated and in antagonism; they could not coalesce to "one flesh."

Does, then, the Hebrew narrative resemble the Greek myth? It knows nothing of

the revenge of God; it introduces a far higher object as the result of man's aspiration,

namely, liberty and intelligence. That Eve was first tempted by the serpent, expresses

merely the truth, that woman is more accessible to persuasion than man; that she is

more credulous, because, in her, sentiment prevails over reflection, and confiding kind-

ness over rigid discrimination, Eve is not the cause, but the sharer of the sin ; she bears

not merely the "indirect image of God"; she participates in man's weakness as in his

greatness; she is in all respects his absolute equal. So infinitely are even the pro-

foundest heathen allegories inferior to the Biblical views.—According to the principle

above laid do^vn, we must not urge how Eve could be created out of a rib ; nor is it

of any interest to know, with Targum Jonathan, that it was " the tliuteenth rib of the

right side"; or, with a modern theologian, that it was the lowest rib, since in this part

of the body " the principal organs of the life of the soul are situated"; or that, per-

haps, the great distance between the last rib and the thigh-bone gave rise to our nar-

rative. Similar notions are found in other oriental tales. The Hindoo law-giver

teaches, that Brahman created the founders of the four principal castes from his mouth,

his arms, his thigh, and his foot: but, even in this analogy, the Hebrew narrative

maintains its superiority; for it is from the body of the »ia?i that Eve was formed,

whilst, in the Hindoo legend, the persons are parts of the body of the ^oc?. The Green-

landers believed that the first woman was fashioned out of the thumb of man. It is,

therefore, absurd to urge, that the delicate body of woman was not formed out of the

dust of the earth, but of organic matter already purified; or that the rib points to the

heart of man, and his love. The Hebrew historian intended to convey his idea of

the intimate relationship between man and woman, and of the sacredness and indis-

solubility of conjugal life; and he expressed this idea in a form which was familiar to

his contemporaries, and which will, at all times, be acknowledged as a beautiful

and affecting mode of enforcing a moral truth of the highest social importance.

With glowing colours, Greek and Roman poets describe the boundless felicity of the

first and uncorrupted state of mankind; -when they attempt to depict the golden age,

their imagination takes the highest flight, their hearts seem warmed, and their pathos

is the deeper, the greater the contrasts which the misery of their own time furnishes;

their descriptions are the echoes of the past, but they also herald the future; they point

backwards, but they intend to lead forward. They teach what man ought to be, by

' ii. 18—25.
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showing him what he once has been. Every body walked in god- like virtue; laws

were unnecessary; man stood under the immediate dominion of the gods; no tribunal

nor punishment threatened; crimes were unknown; the towns had neither walls nor

mounds; the sound of arms was not heard, and never did war interrupt the universal

peace; all enjoyed health and vigour, and sickness paled no check; all were happy in

their native abodes, and nobody was tempted to trust himself to the treacherous waves

in search of a distant home; an eternal spring matured incessantly fragrant flowers on

blooming meadows; the earth yielded spontaneously abundant fruits; the labours of

agriculture were not required, nor was man compelled or disposed to shed the blood

of animals, either for his food or his safety; the simple produce of vegetation, and the

pure floods of springs, sufficed for their sustenance; the}' were unacquainted with

effeminating dainties; inventions were yet unnecessary; fire, and houses, and gar-

ments, were not known; the earth was the common property of all, and it was not yet

marked out with the strict boundaiies of individual possession. But this beatitude was

lost by contumacy and wantonness; the races degenerated; the gods withdrew to their

celestial abodes, and left man to his struggles, his violence, and his wretchedness.

Thus the heathen myths abandon him, as an abject being, to the severity of fiite. But

the Hebrew writer, in destroying his external Eden, arms him with a power to create

a new paradise in his heart ; and although dooming him to the toil of a slave, he

adorns him with the faculties of a God.

The heathen writers place the golden age exclusively in the remote past ; its happi-

ness is for ever forfeited, for ever irrecoverable; the world grows worse and worse; the

sons constantly surpass their fathers in wickedness; till at last the excess of depravity

will cause the unavoidable destruction of the race. But the Bible, though acknowledg-

ing the evil propensities of man, affords him the hope of regaining virtue and internal

peace, by obedience to the precepts which it enjoins; it has furnished the means by

which each succeeding generation may excel the former in piety and goodness; till, in

the Messianic time, in a happy future, the reign of unceasing bliss will unite all man-

kind, freed at once from the drudgery of laboui' and the degradation of sin.

n. THE SITE OF PARADISE.

n. 10—14.

Scarcely any part of the habitable globe has remained without the honour of being

regarded the happy abode of our first parents. Let us briefly examine the Biblical

statements.

Eastward in Eden was a garden, in which man was placed (ver. 8). This garden

was watered by a river which came forth from EJen, and which parted itself, in the

garden, in four aims: the Pison, the Gihon, the Hiddekel, and the Euphrates. AVe

shall try to ascertain the identity of these streams. But in order to gain a basis

for this investigation, we commence with those parts of the description about which no

uncertainty exists.

1. The third river is the Hiddekel, the position of which is described in connec-

tion with Assyria. Now there is no reasonable ground to doubt that Hiddekel is the

Tigris. This river has nearly the same name in the Aramaean languages and in

Arabic ; and signifies a sharp or swift arrow, which appellation it deserves, on account

of the rapidity of its course.

2. The fourth river is simply called Ecphrates. It required no further descrip-

tion; it was universally known to the Hebrews. It was called the " great river,"

or " the river" par excellence.

3. The Pison. It is described with greater copiousness than the three otJjer rivers:

it was evidentlv supposed to be as little familiar to the readers as the Euphrates was

E 2
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well known to tlicm; we can, therefore, not be astonished at the variety of conjectures

proposed with regard to it. But the river Pison is further described as encom-

passing the whole land of Havilah. This country is mentioned as bordering, in the

east, towards Assyria, both on the territories of the Ishmaelites, and of the Amalekites,

It is enumerated both among the countries of the Cushitcs, together with provinces on

the Arabian Gulf, and among the countries of the Shemitic Juktanites, together with

tracts adjoining the Persian Gulf. But in the former statement, nations inhabiting the

regions of the Persian, and in the latter, those occupying the provinces near the Arabian

Gulf, are intei'mixed. It follows, therefore, that, iu both instances, Havilah designates

the same country, extending, at least, from the Persian to the Arabian Gulf, and, on

account of its vast extent, easily divided into two distinct parts.

The Pison is, therefore, a river which encircles the territory between the Persian and

Arabian Gulf. But there exists no river which takes such a remarkably circuitous course.

It is, therefore, natural that many expositors should have resorted to the expedient of

taking the word "river" here in a more general signification as sea, or more par-

ticularly, the sea-coast, and to explain Pison as all the floods which wash the shores of

the whole of Arabia, from the Persian to the Arabian Gulf. If this interpretation really

met the difficulty, it might be readily embraced as sufficiently satisfactory, especially as,

on the other hand, the word " sea " is, in Hebrew, not limited to oceans. But it is

far from settling the question. For the river Pison must join its floods with those of

the Euphrates and Tigris in the garden of Eden itself; it is one of the four arms pro-

ccediu'T from the common great stream; and this cannot be said of the two gulfs en-

compassing Arabia. We are compelled to insist upon this point; for the author

evidently contemplated to furnish an exact geographical description of Eden; he

nowhere shows the intention to conceal its real site; he mentions two rivers which

were universally known, and whose course could easily be traced; he describes the two

others more circumstantially, and alludes to Asshur and Cush, two well-known coun-

tries; he <nves no partial and national, but a truthful, historical account; he does not,

like most of the other ancient writers, proudly place the origin of nations in his own

land, but in a far distant eastern region, which, indeed, all repeated researches confirm

to have been the birthplace of mankind. We cannot, therefore, be satisfied with some

indistinct conception regarding Pison ; we are obliged to take it, also, as a river, or an

arm of the great stream : this was evidently the meaning of the Hebrew writer. But

we delay to decide for one particular river, till we have considered the fourth stream

flowing through Eden, namely—
4. The GinoN. It is described "as compassing the whole land of Cush." There

can be little doubt with regard to this statement. Cush includes the southern

countries which came within the geographical knowledge of the Hebrews; it em-

braces all provinces between Arabia and the Nile, and the desert tracts beyond it,

and between the Mediterranean and the most southern regions of Africa, to the ftirthest

border of the earth. The only river which can be said to embrace this whole territorial

extent is the Nile. We believe, therefore, that it is impossible to question the identity

of the Glhon and the great river of Egypt. And the support which tradition gives

to this opinion establishes it almost as a certainty.

But it will be asked, How is it possible to consider the Nile as an arm of the same

river which sends forth the Euphrates and the Tigris? They flow iu opposite direc-

tions and are separated by seas and mountains. However, here we must again refer

to a principle urged in a former part of this volume, namely, that the Israelites did

not surpass the other Eastern nations in secular knowledge; they participated iu their

progress as they shared their errors; they were not more advanced in geography than

the extent of their travels, conquests, and researches permitted them to be. If, there-

fore, it can be proved that these notions, however strange they may appear to us, and
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however far they are from trutli, were entertained by other ancient nations, we must

cease to wonder if we should find them among the Hebrews also. Now it is un-

doubted, that they were popular even among nations far more zealous in scientific

pursuits than the Hebrews, and even in much later times.

It was generally believed that Arabia, India, and the eastern part of Africa, were

connected by a continent in sucli a manner that the great ocean bordering on those

countries formed one unbroken plain of waves. It was through that continent that

the Indus was thought to take its way to Africa, and to appear there as the Nile. The
circumnavigation of Africa under Pharaoh Necho (about u.c. 600), had, indeed,

acfjuaintcd the Egyptians with the true extent of Africa; but it failed to eradicate a

popular belief which seems to have taken too deep a root. When Alexander the

Great saw crocodiles in the Indus, and Egyptian peas on the banks of the over-

flowing river Acesinus, "he thought he had found the origin of the Nile, which

he believed to rise in this part of India, and after flowing througli vast deserted

regions, to lose the name of Indus; for when it reaches again inhabited land, the

Ethiopians and Egyptians call it Nile, and thus it falls at last into the Mediterra-

nean Sea." Others maintained, in nearly the same manner, the identity of the Euphrates

and the Nile. However curious this opinion of the ancient writers is, it is not

much at variance with the assumptions of the Greek authors. The Ionian philo-

sophers believed the earth to be a disc, encircled by the ocean, and bending

down towards the south, on account of the weight of the tropical vegetation. The
geographical notions prevalent even so late as the fourteenth century of the present

era, were so crude, that we find it difficult now to enter into them. On one of the

maps published by Vicomte de Santarem, and dating from that time (1370), are re-

presented from north to south successively Media, Troy, Antiochia, Damascus, and

Babylonia. The monk Cosmas, the geographer of the church, represented tlie earth

as a plain, in the form of a parallelogram, twice longer than broad, indented with the

inland seas,— the Mediterranean, the Caspian, the Red Sea, and the Persian Gulf,

—

and encompassed by a rectangular trench occupied by the oceans; the heavens are

represented as a semi-circular tent, supported by perpendicular walls; beyond the

great sea rose a high mountain, behind which the sun was believed to be hidden during

the night, and from which it was supposed to emerge again in the morning. And so

late as 1486, the clerical council, assembled at Salamanca, denounced the views of

Columbus as grosslj' heterodox; they declared it to be perverse heresy, opposed not

only to the doctrines of the Fathers of the Church, but to Scripture itself, to believe

that by sailing westwards the eastern parts of the earth could be reached; or tliat the

earth was round, and not flat; or that there wei'e antipodes.

We shall, therefore, not hesitate to ascribe to the Hebrews similar notions. It is

true that u-e, with our modern geographical knowledge, must find them very strange;

and some scholars, determined at any price to find in the Bible geographical truth

also, have known no other remedy than to assert, that the verses describing the four

rivers, are a spurious interpolation; that they obviously bear the character "of the

surcharge of the gloss or note of a later age, founded upon the fanciful traditions then

prevailing with respect to the situation of the ancient Paradise." But it is obvious

that such a device, dictated merely by embarrassment and perplexity, is unwarranted

as it is objectionable in principle. Even Josephus mentions the Ganges and Nile as

arms of the same river; we are indeed compelled, by the explicit statements of our text,

to adopt this suggestion ; this seems the only method of obtaining the four converging

rivers of Eden. We consider, therefore, the Pison as the Indus, and the Gihon as the

Nile. The Indus might, indeed, be said to border the land of Havilah in the east; and

if the author describes it as " compassing " this country, he seems to have believed

th.it it bends considerably westward, so as to come within the region of the Eupliralcs
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and the Tigris. In a similar manner the Gihon "compasses" Ethiopia; it embraces

a large portion of it, and forms one of its most remarkable features.

And now we may hope to gain a clear and intelligible view of the four rivers of Eden.

This favoured abode is evidently represented as the centre of that part of the earth

which was destined for the habitation of man. The rivers are everywhere considered

as the veins of the land. A country without a river is a dreary and uninhabitable

desert. Now Eden, as the centre, sends forth four arms to the four principal parts

of the globe,—the Indus to the east, the Nile to the south, the Tigris to the north, and

the Euphrates to the west. Thus in the Chinese traditions four rivers flow from the

mountain Kucn-lun to the four quarters of the world; and in the sacred books of the

Persians, the fountain Anduisur, which rises in the holy mountain Albordsh, is said to

diffuse its waters over tlie whole earth by many canals. The very countries with

which the rivers of Paradise have been connected in the Biblical description, represent

distinctly the different regions of the earth; for Havilah is, in the Old Testament,

regarded as comprising the remotest lands in the east, Cush, those in the south, and As-

syria is contantly the northern land. Thus Eden remains no isolated spot; it sends

forth its fertilising floods to all parts of the earth; it is the veiy heart of the globe, and

•spreads refreshing life over its surface.

But Eden is also described as the cradle of mankind, as the birthplace of the human

families. Here the first men enjoyed their happy, though brief, existence of childlike

innocence. They were expelled eastward. But we find the first patriarch of the

Hebrews again in the land between the Euphrates and Tigris. From here he emi-

grates into the land of Canaan ; and when his descendants recall to their memory the

history of their pious ancestor, the founder of their enlightened faith, they find it con-

nected with the same rivers which form an essential feature in the scenery of the

primary abodes of man.

Eden comprised that tract of land where the Euphrates and Tigris separate;

from that spot the "garden in Eden" cannot be distant. Let it suffice that we know

its general position; but we are not permitted to penetrate within, as if the angel %vith

the flaming sword forbade the access.

The Piu-adise is no exclusive feature of the earliest history of the Hebrews; most of

the ancient nations have similar narratives about a happy abode, which care does not

approach, and which re-echoes with the sounds of the purest bliss. The Greeks be-

lieved, that at an immense distance, beyond the pillars of Hercules, on the borders of

the earth, were the islands of the Blessed, the Elysium, abounding in every charm of

life, and the garden of the Hesperides, with their golden apples, guarded by an ever-

watchful serpent (Ladon). But still more analogous is the legend of the Hindoos, that

in the sacred mountain Meru, which is perpetually clothed in the golden rays of the

sun, and whose lofty summit reaches into heaven, no sinful man can exist; that it is

guarded by dreadful dragons; that it is adorned with many celestial plants and trees,

and is watered by four rivers, which thence separate, and flow to the four chief direc-

tions. Equally striking is the resemblance to the belief of the Persians, who sup-

pose, that a region of bliss and delight, the town Eriene Vedsho or Heden, more

beautiful than the whole rest of the world, traversed by a mighty river, was the original

abode of the first men before they were tempted by Ahriman, in the shape of a serpent,

to partake of the wonderful fruit of the forbidden tree Hom. And the books of the

Chinese describe a garden near the gate of heaven where a perpetual zephir breathes;

it is irrigated by abundant springs, the noblest of which is the " fountain of life"; and

abounds in delightful trees, one of which bears fruits which have the power of pre-

servmg and prolonging the existence of man.

These and other analogies warn us not to lay too much stress upon the external

{letail of the Biblical description of Eden, nor to reduce it to a mere " hieroglyphic,"
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copied from, or composed after, .in Egyptian picture; it is to be regarded as the form
for the embodiment of momentous ideas: let us try to imbibe their refreshing spirit;

but let us not cavil about " the letter that killeth."

In the larger edition, the principal remaining opinions proposed about the site of

Paradise have been examined.

CHAPTER II. 4 TO III. 24.

Summary.—Some features of another cosmogony arc inserted: a mist watered and
fructiticd the surface of the earth (ver. 6); God formed a man from the dust of the

ground, and animated him by the breath of life (ver. 7); He placed him in a

beautiful garden in Eden, which was traversed by a stream branching into four

arms; which abounded in every delightful fruit and herb; and in tlie midst

of which stood two wonderful trees, the tree of knowledge and the tree of life

(vers. 8—15). All the vegetable productions of this paradise were allowed to

man; the tree of knowledge alone was interdicted to him; and the transgression

of this command was threatened with man's forfeiture of a deathless existence,

for which he was originally destined (vers. 16, 17). God then created all the

animals, and brought them before the man, who gave appropriate names to all

(vers. 19, 20). From one of his ribs a woman was formed, whom he accepted as

his spouse and help-meet; whence man and wife are united by an inseparable

bond (vers. 18, 21—24). Both lived in child-like, unconscious innocence (ver. 25;)

but the serpent tempted the woman to eat of the forbidden fruit, assuring her that

she would thereby attain the intellect and reason of God. She was persuaded

and gave her husband also of the fruit (iii.1— 6). They became at once aware of

the state of nature in which they lived; they knew that they were naked; and

when they heard the approach of God, they hid themselves in shame (vers. 7, 8).

After interrogating them upon the reason of their concealment (vers. 9 — 13), God
pronounced a severe curse against the serpent (vers. 14, 15), the woman (ver. 16),

and the man (vers.l7— 19),decreeing perpetual enmity between that animal and the

human race, degradation of the former, and pain and toil of the latter.—The
woman received the significant name of Eve (ver. 20). God Himself provided

clothes for the human couple (ver. 21). But lest they should eat of the tree of

life also, they were expelled from the garden of Eden; and cherubs, with flaming

swords, were placed at its entrance, to guard the access to that marvellous tree

(vers. 22—24).

4. These are the generations of the heaven and of the

earth when they were created. In the day when the

Lord God made earth and heaven : 5. No plant of the

field was yet on the earth, and no herb of the field did

4—«. The end of the following narra- rises from the earth, descends in the

live is the fall of man, the origin of sin shape of rain (ver. 5), and waters the

and of misery; the author approaches, whole ground (ver. 6). According to

therefore, this subject directly, without the Lamaic (a Buddhist) creed, golden

circuitous additions: nothing is super- clouds sent down, in primeval time, an

fluous, nothing idle embellishment. The immense quantity of water, which in-

fall of man is occasioned by the fruit of creased to a mighty sea; a foam appeared

the tree of knowledge. It was, therefore, on it in the course of centuries, and from

necessary to premise the origin of vege- this foam, man and all living creatures

tation. It is produced by a mist, which came forth; and from man came the gods
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yet sprout forth : for the Lord God had not caused it to

rain upon the earth, nor tvas ther^e a man to till the

ground. 6. And there rose a mist from the earth, and

watered the whole surface of the ground. 7. And the

Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground, and

Thus tlic earth, and the beings that peo-

ple it, existed before the gods; tlie uni-

verse is but the result of chance; not

moral but physical laws were the creating

agencies.

The name of God was, in the preceding

section, invariably Elohini; in this part

it is almost as constantly Jehovah Elohim.

This combination seems to imply that

Jehovah is the Elohim who created the

world; that both words designate the same

Being; and although they express different

attributes of His nature, He is one, and

the only framer of the universe. Thus the

compound term Jehovah Elohim is far

from indicating a spirit antagonistic to

that of the first chapter ; on the contrary,

it confirms and strengthens it; it re-

moves the possible misconception, that not

Jehovah, as the God of Israel (Exod. vi. 3),

but the universal Lord, Elohim, has pro-

duced the world. By the use of the name

Jehovah, the narrative advances a very

important step towards the peculiar theo-

cratical character of the Pentateuch; but

by combining it with Elohim, it reminds,

also, of the Omnipotent Creator. The

God of the Universe is the God of Israel;

but the God of Israel is, at the same

lime, Governor of the whole world. In

the first chapter, the mere external act of

the creation of man was narrated; it was,

therefore, sufficient to designate God as

the all-powerful Being, as the God of

gods, or Elohim ; l)ut the following section

describes an internal change in the heart

of man; it delineates how sin took the

place of innocence, and how misery suc-

ceeded happiness; it was, therefore, de-

sirable to introduce God by a name,

which implies holiness, which, by its

mysterious signification, awes the heart,

but which yet shows this Being as the

Creator, and thereforeJehovah Elohim was

L'Uiployod. Tiiat this was really tiio

idea of the Hebrew writer is e^'ident

from the striking fact that in the whole

conversation with the serpent, not Jehovah

Elohim, but simply Elohim, is used (iii.

1— 5); it would have been a profanation

to put the holy name of God in the

tempter's mouth, or to pronounce it before

his ears. Thus the identity of Elohim and

Jehovah having once been impressed, it

was not necessary to repeat this compo-

sition later, except on peculiar occasions.

Wherever it is subsequently employed, it

adds pathos and emphasis to the ideas;

but the nature of this emphasis is always

coloured by the context in which it

occurs; it is not necessarily the same as

that obvious in this our passage.

7. The earth filled itself, by spontaneous

growth, with herbs and trees; a fertilising

rain supported the productive strength of

the virgin soil; and the surface of the

globe stood adorned by the benignant

care of the Creator. But all this luxu-

riance of vegetation was not destined to

bloom merely as a gay ornament ; it was

ordained to serve the purposes of a higher

being; and tlveugh the animals might

always find in abundance the freely-

growing herbs, which sufficed for their

food, their future rulers were to owe their

subsistence to their own exertion; they

were intended to " till the ground." It

was. then, the will of God, that His re-

presentatives on earth should learn early

the dignity of work; they should imitate

Him in His unceasing activity also; unlike

the golden age of the heathens, the state

of Paradise, even, should be exalted by

the energy of labour; the Eden, even,

should be guarded and cultivated by man
(vcr. 15) : the genius of nations is mirrored

in their gods; the deities of the Olympus
are " living without duty and care ";

but tlie God of Israel " does not sleep

and does not slumber." In this zeal
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breathed into his nostrils the breath of life ; and man be-

came a living being.—8. And the Lord God planted a gar-

den in Eden eastward ; and there He placed the man whom
He had formed. 9. And the Lord God caused to grow out
of the ground every tree that is pleasant to the sight and

man might still resemble Him; but God
"does not weary, and is not fatigued";

this great privilege was forfeited by man
through his fall; he was doomed thence-

forth to " eat his bread in the sweat of

his brow" (iii. 19).

Thus God formed man of the dust of

the earth. Though bearing the seal of

the Most High, he is like "a transitory

shadow," like a "vessel in the potter's

hand." He might harbour a noble

pride, but he must temper it with fear

and humility; a consciousness of his

Divine origin might fill him with lofty

aspirations, but the recollection of his

frailty must teach him lowly resignation

to a higher «-ill; he might sow for eter-

nity, but he must be prepared to leave the

harvest to other reapers. He combines

earth and heaven, mind and matter,

animal and Divine life, nothingness and

infinity. And the great reconciler of all

these conflicting antagonisms is God, who

has framed the body in the darkness of

the earth, but granted the soul from the

spheres of eternal light. The origin of

man from the earth is a notion extensively

adopted; it was prevalent not only among
the Greeks and Romans, but among the

Peruvians, who believed that the world was

peopled by four men and four women;

and that whilst the soul is immortal, the

body consists of clay, " because it becomes

again earth," among the Collas, the Car-

ribbees, and the North American Indians,

who maintain that man lived long in the

interior of the earth, till an egress to the

surface Avas discovered, where they were

tempted to remain by the abundance of

excellent game. It was familiar to the

ancient Egyptians, who considered man
to have l)e'en formed from the slime of the

Nile; to the Hindoos, who think the

human body either composed of five ele-

ments, or consisting of earth alone; to the

Chinese, who believe that man was shaped
from yellow clay; and to several other an-

cient tribes. Others derive the origin of

man as confidently from the water (as the

Lamas), or from a mixture of earth and
blood (as the Chaldeans) ; whilst the Per-

sians are convinced that a certain tree

(Reivas), produced by the seed of the

man-bull Kaiomorts, was animated by
Ormuzd, and transformed into the first

human pair: and few nations only avow
their ignorance with regard to this mys-
terious question (comp. notes on i. 24

—

31).

In the classical writings we find many
analogous passages regarding the nature

of man. Euripides says: " The body re-

turns to the earth, from whence it was
framed, and the spirit ascends to the

ether"; and still more distinctly Lucretius:

"The earth is justly called our mother:

that which first arose from the earth, re-

turns back into the earth; and that which

was sent down from the regions of the

sky, the regions of the sky again receive

when carried back to them." Similar sen-

timents are found in other Greek and

Roman authors.

S, O. The first man was placed in

Eden, in order to enjoy undisturbed

peace and felicity. A description of this

happy abode was therefore necessary.

It abounded in every production wJiich

delights the senses; ornament and utility

were equally provided for; but in the

midst of it, and forming its very heart,

were two wonderful trees, bearing more
precious fniit than the rest; they did not

aflTord a merely momentary enjoyment;

their eflTects were as lasting as they Avere

miraculous; the one secured eternal life;

the other roused the slumbering intellect;

it taught reason to reflect; and enabled

the judgment to distinguish between moral

good and moral evil. Man was then still
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20od for food, and the tree of life in the midst of the

garden, and the tree of knowledge of good and evil.

10. And a river goeth out of Eden to water the garden

;

and from thence it parteth itself, and becometh to four arras.

11. The name of the first is Pison: that is it which com-

passeth the whole land of Havilah, where there is the

gold; 12. And the gold of that land is good: there is

the bdellium and the onyx stone. 13. And the name of

undiscerning, and, therefore, irresponsible

and guiltless; he was in the state of

harmless childhood; he was not yet called

upon "to reject the evil and to choose

the good," or to pursue, with self-con-

scious energy, the way of virtue and glory.

The " knowledge of good and evil " does

not, therefore, merely apply to the external

senses, nor to the perception of decorum

in dress and manners ; it includes all the

nobler faculties of man, which distinguish

him, and permit him to claim relationship

with the Creator Himself. And around

these trees centres the interest of our nar-

rative. The tree of life has analogies in

the " king of trees," Horn (or Gokenen),

which the Persians believed to grow at

the spring Arduisur, issuing from the

throne of Ormuzd ; and in the tall Kal-

paurksham (or pilpel) of the Indians, to

which was also ascribed the power of secur-

ing immortality, and every other blessing.

But the tree of knowledge may be com-

pared with the well of wisdom in northern

mythology, from which even the great

god Odin drinks, and which gives know-

ledge-even to the wise Miraer.

The garden was planted in the east,

in tlie region of light, where the sun sends

his first and purest rays; in that region

with which the notions of joy and splen-

dour were naturally associated.

lO—14. The Eden is geographically

described in a manner which leaves no

doubt, that a distinct locality was before

the mind of the author, and which enables

us to fix its general position with some

probability. A river went out of Eden to

water the garden; it is by no means said

to have had its source there ; it branched

ouf'from thence," that is, evidently, from

the garden, or, at least, from Eden, in

those four streams which were chiefly im-

portant to the Israelites. In the same

manner, the Persians traced the origin of

all the streams of the earth to the fountain

Ardcchsur.

This principal river divided into four

heads, that is, arms; for, after the parting

only, the stream can be said to send forth

arms.

TheJour rivers diverge to the four parts

of the earth, embellishing and fructifying

the countries. Beyond this obvious sense,

we must not seek any hidden symbolical

meaning in the number four; for instance,

as typifying proportion and order; or the

four cardinal virtues; or prophetically

foreshadowing the four great monarchies

(Daniel vii.).

The first arm, Pison, traversed the land

of Havilah, which is distinguished by three

productions: 1. Gold, which is described

as good, that is, pure.—2. Bedolah, which

is, probably, bdellium, the gum of a tree

growing in Arabia, India, and Babylon,

whitish, resinous, and pellucid, and nearly

the colour of frankincense; when broken

it appears the colour of wax, with grains

like frankincense, but larger.—The third

production was the onyx-stone, about

which we refer to our Commentary on

Exodus, p. 409.

It might be supposed, that the four

rivers which proceeded from Eden, and

then fertilized the principal parts of the

whole earth, were distinguished by their

extraordinary qualities; and this is, indeed

the case. The Indus was famous as the

holy river of some of the mightiest and
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the second river is Gilion : tliat is it which compasseth

the whole land of Gush. 14. And the name of the third

river is Hiddckel : that is it which floweth before As-

syria. And the fourth river, that is Euphrates.— 15. And
the Lord God took the man, and brought him into the

erarden of Eden to till it and to oruard it. 16. And the

Lord God commanded the man, saying. Of every tree of

the garden thou mayest freely eat : 17. But of the tree of

most ancient nations; the Tigris was re-

markable for its uncommon swiftness; and

the Nile and Euphrates for the sweetness

and excellence of their water.

15. Eden was prepared for the re-

ception of man; its locality has, byway

of parenthesis, been described; the text

returns now to a former statement (ver. 8),

and repeats, that Paradise was assigned

to man as his delightful abode ; but it adds

significantly, that it became the duty of

man "to cultivate and to guard it"; he

should not only protect it against the in-

roads of the animals which were to be

created, but maintain, by his own labour,

its primitive beauty; thus only would the

fruits remain delightful to his sight, and

refreshing to his taste (ver. 9). But we

do not see in these words any resemblance

to the Persian myth, that Ormuzd com-

manded the first man to guard the Para-

dise against the power of the evil genius

which had penetrated into the world,

especially against snow, and frost, and

sterility. How could man prevent this?

If Ormuzd is powerless against Ahriman,

how should a mortal prevail? But no such

warfare was necessary. The universe had

just been finished, and declared perfect.

—

The Hebrew writer manifests his genius

often by using and modifying the common
eastern traditions,— but much more fre-

quently by rejecting them, where they

would either fail to enhance, or where they

would destroy, the purity of his concep-

tions.

lO, 17. The important command which

occasions the catastrophe in the history of

man is given ; all the trees of Paradise are

dedicated to his enjoyment; the tree of

knowledge alone is forbidden; and a par-

ticipation of its fruits is threatened with

death. Adam was originally designed by

God for perpetual life; he was destined

for unceasing happiness in childlike sim-

plicity; but he should not, like God, com-

bine eternal life with discerning wisdom;

it was so ordained, not from any motive of

envy on the part of the Deity, but for his

own felicity. Though he was, therefore,

permitted to eat of the tree of life, he was

severely forbidden to taste of the fruits of

the tree of knowledge. But he was dis-

obedient; he acquired the Divine intelli-

gence by tasting of the former (iii. 22);

and he thus called death upon himself; and,

lest he should eat again of the latter, and

thus counteract and frustrate the Divine

punishment, he was excluded from the

garden where it grew; for, after his dis-

obedience, any previous participation of

the tree of life, was without eftect. This

is evidentlv the train of thought delineated

in the Biblical narrative. The historian

was deeply engaged with the problem why
death was necessary in the human race;

why God impresses man with His own
image, if He so soon destroys him. This

question was especially important to the

Israelite, who so eminently valued a long

life in the land which the Lord had pro-

mised. Many later writers, indeed, found

death a jarring discord in the universal

harmony; and if they regarded the world

as perfect, they did not forget to point to

death as the only great and awful evil.

The Hebrew writer intended to solve this

problem; and he teaches us, that this dis-

cord was not designed by God, that tliis

evil was not intended by the benign Cre-
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the knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt not eat of it

:

for when thou eatest thereof thou must surely die.

—

18. And the Lord God said. It is not good that the man

should be alone; I will make him a help meet for him.

19. And the Lord God formed out of the ground every

beast of the field, and every fowl of the air; and brought

ator; it was man alone " by whose sin

Death entered the world"; it was his dis-

obedience which destroyed the beautiful

harmony that originally pervaded the

creation. But God is loving even while

He chastises. Man lost a great boon by

his levity, but God granted him a greater

gift in its stead ; He bestowed upon him

that intelligence which raises him to the

dignity of the self conscious master of the

earth. Man forfeited the easy material

existence of Paradise; but he attained in

its place a spiritual life which breaks

through all earthly limits ; which conquers

time, and reaches with its thoughts and its

deeds to the gates of eternity.—It has fre-

quently been asserted, that the Pentateuch

never alludes to the question of immor-

tality. It treats it, in its innermost bear-

ings, at the very beginning of Genesis.

IS—20. The writer's end is the history

of man's fall; the serpent occasions, the

wife shares it; it is, therefore, necessary

to introduce the creation of the animals,

and of woman. This is done in a manner

which touches a deep chord in the nature

of man, his sociable disposition; he feels

the necessity of bestowing and receiving

affection ; his heart requires feeling beings

to respond to his emotions, and his intel-

lect demands minds by the contact with

which the spark of thought may be

kindled :
" it is not good that man should

be alone." God determined, therefore, to

fui-nish him " a help at his side." He,

accordingly, created first the animals,

all the beasts of the field, and the birds

of the air. They were, indeed, " a help"

to man. They enlivened his solitude;

they increased his happiness by showing

their susceptibility to the bounties of

nature spread around them; and as no

enmity existed yet among their tribes; as

they did not yet prey upon each other,

and the herb of the field sufficed for their

food: they did not disturb the universal

peace which pervaded the creation, nor

did thej' force man to a sanguinary self-

defence. The general clemency, we may
say sympathy, with which the animals are

provided for in the Pentateuch, removes

every surprise at the close relation which

they are here made to occupy with regard

to man; and this will appear the more

appropriate, if we consider that the man
of Paradise, with his intellect yet un-

awakened, and uncontrolled instinct as

his safe but only guide, stood, indeed,

much nearer to the general animal king-

dom ; the creation of man and of the beasts

is narrated in exactly the same terms;

both are " formed out of earth" (ver. 7, and

ver. 19); and both have "the breath of

life" (vi. 7; vii. 22): though bearing the

seal and image of God, man was uncon-

scious of his superiority.

But a greater proximity between man
and animals must not be sought; we
must not find here a perfect equality of

both; the tenour of our text is far from

coinciding with the belief of the Moham-
medans, that all creatures have immortal

souls, and participate in the resurrection;

or with that of the Hindoos, that all souls

come from Brahman; or of the Buddhists,

that every breath of life is indestructible;

or of the Egyptians, that the soul of no

animal is lost, but enters the body of

another creature ; or of the North Ame-
rican Indians, that in the other world all

souls will meet, but with the same dis-

tinctions under which they existed on

earth. All this is against the spirit of

the Old Testament; such notions are the

result of morbid speculations; and tliey

are in the Book of Ecclesiastes passingly
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them to the man to see how he would call them: and
whatsoever the man called every living creature, that icas

its name. 20. And the man gave names to all cattle, and
to tlie fowl of the air, and to every beast of the field; but

for the man he did not find a help meet for himself.

—

21. And the Lord God caused a sleep to fall upon the

allmleil to, only in order to be distinctly

and emphatically denied (iii. 20,21; xii. 8).

Man was certainly the superior master

of nature. This is evident from the next

feature which our text mentions. God
brouglit the animals which He had created

to man, to " sec what he would call them";

and the names chosen by man were to re-

main to them for ever. This is the first

act by which man exercised his sovereignty

;

and although his intellect was not yet

roused, he was sufSciently endowed for

that task; for he had been capable of un-

derstanding the Divine command and of

representing to himself death. In the first

cosmogony, God Himself fixed the names

of the objects which He had called into

existence; He determined the appellations

of Day and Night, of Heaven, and Sea,

and Dry Land. Here He cedes this right

to man, whom He has ordained " to have

dominion over all the earth," The name
was, according to Hebrew and Eastern

writers in general, an integral part of the

object itself; it was not deemed indifferent;

it was no conventional sign; it was an

essential attribute. When God revealed

Himself to Moses in the burning bush,

the latter hastened to enquire under what

name He wished to be announced to the

Israelites. When a crisis in the life of an

individual was imminent, or had been

successfully overcome, his name was

changed into another one expressive of

that event. Kings, at their elevation to

the throne, assumed another name. To
" know the name of God" was identical

with knowing His internal nature, and even

with piously walking in His precepts. The
right, therefore, of determining the names

includes authority and dominion; but man
did not perform this act of his own accord

;

he did not vet feel his exalted rank; but

God, by inviting him to perform it, made
him govern over the works of His hands,

and placed all under his feet (Ps. viii. 7).

It has been frequently observed, that our

text explains the origin of language, and

attributes its invention solely to man.

Language is, indeed, a spontaneous ema-

nation of the human mind; it is implanted

in its nature; in furnishing man, besides

his external organisation, with reason and
imagination, God bestowed upon him the

principal elements for coranuinication by

speech; it is as natural a function of

his intellect as reflection; intelligent

speech is one of the chief characteristics of

man; hence the ancient Greek poets call

men simply the " speech-gifted"; the germ
was bestowed by God; man had to do no

more than to cultivate it. But our author

does not enter upon this abstinise question

at all ; it is of no practical importance for

religious truth; it must have appeared

superfluous to one who knows God as the

Creator and Framer of all, as the Bestower

of every gift, as Him who " hath made
man's mouth, and who maketh dumb"
(Exod. iv. 11).— Pythagoras, and other

ancient philosophers, justly considered

the invention of names for objects an act

of the highest human wisdom; and the

Chinese ascribed it to their first and most

honoured sovereign Fo-hi, who performed

this task so well, that "by naming the

things their very nature was made
known."

31—44. As the names are not given

at random, but are chosen with care-

ful regard to the nature of the objects,

Adam was led to examine the animals

congregated around him; he felt them,

indeed, in some respects kindred to him-

self, as "living creatures" (ver. 19); they

were, in ceitain regards, a help to him.
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man, and he slept: and He took one of his ribs, and

closed up the flesh in its place; 22. And the Lord God

formed the rib, which He had taken from the man, into a

woman, and brought her to the man. 23. And the man

said. This time it is bone of my bones, and flesh of my

but not such a help as is meet for man

(ver. 20), for a human soul—a help which

satisfies the longing heart and calms the

craving mind. And God created woman.

We have above pointed out the extreme

beauty of the following naiTative, and

have alluded to the sublime truths which

it implies regarding the dignity of woman
and the sacredness of matrimony. Strong

and mighty indeed must that tie be, for

whose sake man resigns all the fond asso-

ciations of childhood; fervent must that

love be which gains the ascendancj- over

the affection for father and mother. If

the parents consider the son as the gift

of God (Ps. cxxvii. 3), the son receives

his wife as a special Divine gift (ver. 22).

Many parents love their children more

than all the world ; the youth lavishes the

whole wealth of his affections on her who

sways his heart. The highest ideas of

love, which are generally represented as

the exclusive result of modern civilisation,

are plainly expressed in the affecting nar-

ration of these two verses; they are not

obscurelyorvaguely hinted at; the Hebrew

writer unfolds them with an emphasis

which shows his earnestness, his decision.

Greek and Koman philosophers have in-

vented many a myth, to explain the

origin of conjugal life. But woman oc-

cupies in those tales generally either an

invidious or a despicable position (see

p. 65). There is one, however, which

assigns to her a less inferior rank, but

which is, on the other hand, so grotesque

and extravagant, that it embodies no

useful lesson, and is, practically, of very

subordinate value. Aristophanes says, in

the Banquet of Plato, that there existed

originally a class of human beings, tlie

offspring of the moon, who were at the

same time male and female. These

"men-women" had four hands and legs,

and two faces upon a circular neck. But

they were terrible in strength, and made

an attempt against the gods. To weaken

and to punish them, Jupiter divided them

into two human beings, walking upon two

legs, with the menace, that if they would

still behave licentiously, he would again

divide them, " so that they should go upon

one leg, hopping," and " with their noses

split down." Since this time, each half

seeks with desire the other part of itself,

and both long to grow again together;

and if they see each other, they are struck

with a wondrous kind of friendship, and

are uuwiUing ever to be separated. And
the cause is not sensual pleasure ;

" but

the soul of each is evidently desirous of

something else, which it is unable to tell."

—We have omitted many frivolous fea-

tures interspersed in this theory of Aris-

tophanes; and its only point of contact

with the Biblical nan-ative is the longing

" to become one flesh."

25. One bold stroke is sufficient for a

master-hand to stamp a character upon a

picture. The state of childlike, uncon-

scious innocence was to be described. It

is a wide and great subject. The artistic

genius of our author fully fixes it by the

one remark, " that man and liis wife were

naked, and were not ashamed." They

were still true children of nature. Sin

was unknown to them; therefore they

required no precaution to keep it afar.

Passion did not attack their hearts; they

needed, therefore, no arms to oppose and

to crush it. Good and evil were notions

not yet clearly defined ; the strife of con-

flicting emotions and thoughts had not

yet commenced; they inhabited the Para-

dise, " clothed in their innocence alone."

Instinct followed its own concordant laws

;

and shame, the daughter of nicely-dis-

criminating conscience, slumbered in the

vacant mind. Diodorus Sicilus and Plato

also mention nakedness as a feature of
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flesh : SHE shall be called Woman, because she was taken

out of Man. 24. Therefore sliall a man leave his father

and his mother, and shall cling to his wife : and they

shall become one flesh.—25. And they were both naked,

the man and his wife; and they were not ashamed.

the golden age. But it is, in itself, no

sign of innocence; many savage nations

have retained that custom to periods

when the purity of manners had long

passed away; they see no impropriety in

nakedness; the maidens of Biasso and

the Caribbees, the inhabitants of the coast

of Guinea, and many races in the Indian

Archipelago, despise clothes, as the Pe-

ruvians did before the time of Manco
Capac. It is only in times when clothes

have become customary, that nakedness

and shame are coupled.

CHAPTER III.

1. Now the serpent was subtle, more than any beast of

1. Almost throughout the East, the

serpent was used as an emblem of the

evil principle, of the spirit of disobedience

andcontumacy. A few exceptions only can

be discovered. The Phoenicians adored

that animal as a beneficent genius; and

the Chinese consider it as a symbol of

superior wisdom and power, and ascribe

to the kings of heaven (^tien-hoangs)

bodies of serpents. Some other nations

fluctuated in their conceptions regarding

the serpent. The Egyptians represented

the eternal spirit Kneph, the author of

all good, under the mythic form of that

reptile; they understood the art of taming

it, and embalmed it after death; but they

applied the same symbol for the god of

revenge and punishment (Tithrambo),

and for Typhon, the author of all moral

and physical evil; and in the Egyptian

symbolical alphabet the serpent represents

subtlety and cunning, lust and sensual

pleasure. In Greek mythology, it is cer-

tainly, on the one hand, the attribute of

Ceres, of Mercury, and of JEsculapiiis,

in their most beneficent qualities; but it

forms, on the other hand, a part of the

terrible Furies or Eumenides: it appears,

in the form of Python, as a fearful

monster, which the arrows of a god only

were able to destroy; and it is the most

hideous and most formidable part of the

impious giants who despise and blaspheme

the power of heaven. The Indians, like

the savage tribes of Africa and America,

suflfer and nourish, indeed, serpents in

their temples, and even in their houses;

they believe that they bring happiness to

the places which they inhabit; they wor-

ship them as the symbols of eternity; but

they regard them also as evil genii, or as

the inimical powers of nature which is

gradually depraved by them, as the

enemies of the gods, who either tear

them to pieces, or tread their venomous

head under their all-conquering feet. So

contradictory is all animal worship. Its

principle is, in some instances, gratitude,

and in others fear; but if a noxious

animal is very dangerous, the fear may
manifest itself in two ways, either by the

resolute desire of extirpating the beast,

or by the wish of averting the conflict

with its superior power: thus the same

fear may, on the one hand, cause fierce en-

mity, and, on the other, submission and

worship. Further, the animals may be

considered either as the creatures of the

powers of nature, or as the productions of

a Divine will; and those religious systems,

therefore, which acknowledge a dualism,

either in nature or in the Deity, or which
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the field which the Lord God had made. And it said to

the woman : Hath indeed God said, You shall not eat of

any tree of the garden? 2 And the woman said to the

serpent, We may eat of the fruit of the trees of the

garden: 3. But of the fruit of the tree which is in the

midst of the garden, God hath said, You shall not eat of

it, nor shall you touch it, lest you die. 4. And tlie ser-

admit the antagonism between God and

nature, must almost unavoidably regard

the same animals now as objects of horror,

and now of veneration. From all these

aberrations, Mosaism was preserved by its

fundamental principle of tlie one and

indivisible God, in whose hands is nature

with all its hosts, and to whose wise and

good purposes all creatures are subservient.

Now in the heathen religions, the

demon, represented by the serpent, was

universally considered to possess power

independent of, and inimical to, the might

of the highest god; temples were erected,

and sacrifices offered, in his honour. But,

in the Biblical narrative, the serpent is no

embodiment of an evil genius; it is no

more than a noxious reptile which is the

curse of man, and upon which the exe-

cration of God seems to rest. To explain

the deadly enmity between man and ser-

pent, and to account for the wretclied

existence of the venomous reptile, this is

an accessory end of this episode. The

burning colours of the serpent; the cloven,

vibrating tongue ; the poison-swollen teeth

;

the horrid hissing; the stealthy and tor-

tuous, but dart-Uke motions; the irascible

temper; the contemptible craft; and fre-

quently the bewitching power of the ever-

watchful eyes, make this animal an object

ofhorror and disgust. It was deemed neces-

sary to show that God did not originally

produce such a monstrous creature; He
could not have pronounced a world perfect

which was infested by such a hideous ob-

ject; nor could He have appointed man the

ruler of the earth, if it bred, in secret

ambushes, beasts, which it was difficult

for him to avoid, and almost impossible

to subdue. But tliat tendency is clearly

subordinate to the far more momentous

change in the nature of man ; the serpent

seems, in fact, only introduced to correct

the then too prevalent superstition of " an

evil spirit"; the narrative teaches that

the serpent, whatever might be its pre-

tensions, stands in the power of God, and

resistlessly obeys His will; it avails itself

of the very prejudice in order to eradicate

it. The serpent speaks, because Ahri-

man, appearing under its form, has the

power of language; but yet this serpent

is not Ahriman; it is the voice of seduc-

tion in the heart of man ; it has the ma-

lignant propensity of Ahriman, but not his

power; the human heart combats against

its own happiness, but opposes God only

in so far as it destroys the felicity for which

He designed man; it acts against God
by forgetfiilness or by self-illusion, but

it does not defy Him; it does not aspire

to dispute witli Him the supreme govern-

ment; it considers evil deeds not as

triumphs, but as a degradation full of

shame and disgrace.

The serpent has thus, indeed, a double

purport in our context: it appears first

as the tempter, because he was generally

supposed to assume that shape; but it is,

in reality, only a miserable animal which

God has cursed with the hatred of man.

In the first characteristic, our naiTative

leans to the general Oriental tradition ; in

the second, it is the original conception of

the Hebrew writer; and the point where

both diverge is the absolute sovereignty

with which God pronounces the maledic-

tion on the serpent (ver. 14). This animal

may entertain an external enmity towards

man (ver. 1.5); but it has no power over

his heart, because it is nothing but the

most abject of all the animals of the

desert. It might venture upon war with the
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pent said to the woman, Surely you will not die : 5.

For God knoweth that when you eat thereof, then your

eyes will be opened, and you will be as God, knowing

good and evil. 6. And when the woman saw that the

tree was good for food, and that it teas pleasant to the

eyes, and a tree desirable to behold, she took of its fruit,

and ate, and gave also to her husband with her; and he

human families; but it cannot dare to

oppose God any more than the lowest

and feeblest of His creatures (see note

on vers. 14, 15).

The serpent is not only malicious, but,

like every tempter, astute, cunning, and

bland. It addresses the woman, because

she is more easily persuaded; it does not

abruptly introduce the object of seduction,

but approaches it by an archly devised

circuit; it puts, in fact, the question so

shrewdly, that the woman is the first who
mentions the tree of knowledge; and it is

thus enabled to proceed securely with the

work of mischief.

2—©. For, the seduction docs not come
from without; it has its first source in the

human heart. A will entirely and strongly

imbued with virtue, is inaccessible to the

darts of temptation. The tenth command-

ment forbids covetousness; thus, the De-

calogue concludes with seizing and

destroying the sin as it arises in the

desireful bosom. The evil thought is the

parent of the evil deed. But the pure

heart is free from sinful thoughts. This

purity began to vanish from the breast of

the first pair. A lurking desire to dis-

obej- the Divine command was awaken-

ed; and a conversation with the serpent

commenced. An internal voice, at first

gentle and timid, argued about the justice

of the prohibition;— this is the question

of the serpent, throwing a significant light

upon the previous coloured and partial

statement of Eve. Now, the firs't step

was done; and the following stages of the

sin are more rapid, and more daring.

The answer of the woman bears a certain

vehement character; it is exaggerated ; it

contains the untruth, that God had for-

bidden even to touch the fruit of the tree of

life;—this is the fanaticism of passion and

its self-deception; it revolts against the

laws and restrictions; it considers them

as capricious, conventional fetters, which
• it is meritorious and noble to break. It is

left uncertain whether this untruth was the

fault of the woman, or of Adam, who may
have reported the command so incorrectly

But it certainly furnishes the serpent with

the desired weapon to wield the last stroke;

the unreasonable interdiction not to touch

the wonderful fruits, makes the whimsical

tyranny of the whole injunction manifest

the woman is not bound to bow to so arbi-

trary a behest; the less so as, in fact, that

fruit does not bring death, but God- like

knowledge and wisdom ;— this is the

sophistry of sin; the infatuated intellect

matures the fatal plants which shoot forth

from the deluded heart; the selfi?hness of

the motives which dictated the prohibition

seems evident; envy and jealousy deserve

no respect. The sin is committed; and

as if afraid to bear alone its dire conse-

quences, the sinner induces others to the

same transgression :
" Eve gave also to het

husband with her; and he did eat." The
history of the first sin describes the natiwe

of all human failings in every succeeding

age. The simple narrative embodies truths

which neither philosophy nor experience

have been able to modify or to enlarge.

The text itself explains the words
" your eyes will be opened" (ver. 5), by the

addition: "and you will be as God, know-
ing good and evil"; they refer, therefore,

not to a mere external sense of decorum

;

they point to the opening of tlie mind's

eye, to the discernment of what is morally

eligible and despicable, and to the judg-

ment which considers and argues.—The
woman saw, that the forbidden tree great-

G
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ate.—7. And the eyes of them both were opened, and

they knew that they were naked; and they sewed fig-

leaves together, and made themselves girdles.— 8. And
they heard the voice of the Lord God walking in the

garden in the cool of the day : and Adam and his wife hid

themselves from the Lord God among the trees of the

garden. 9. And the Lord God called to the man, and

said to him, Where art thou? 10. And he said, I heard

Thy voice in the garden, and I was afraid, because I am

ly resembled, in its external appearance,

all the other trees of the garden; it was,,

like them, beautiful and inviting to the

sight, and promised to be as pleasant to

the taste ; it " was a delight to the eyes,

and desirable to behold."

a. The mysterious fruit had been tasted:

the Rubicon in the lives of the first pair

had been passed. The time was gone

when " both were naked, and were not

ashamed" (li. 25); their eyes were opened,

and " they knew that they were naked."

They were no more one with nature.

They felt the necessity of supplying, by

art, a want which they had not known

before; and "they sewed fig-leaves to-

gether." A feeling of shame came over

them. They avoided the presence of God
at first not so much from compunction of

conscience, as from a keen sense of de-

cency (ver. 10). Though they had made
themselves girdles, their feeling of shame

was not conquered ; they still considered

themselves as naked (ver. 10); they were

frightened, and concealed themselves at

the approach of God. Perfect garments

only appeared to suflSce them (ver. 21).

So entirely had they at once passed from

the state of nature to the state of conven-

tionalism: and quite as suddenly, the

transition from boyhood to manhood

takes usually place in every individual man.

But although this bashfulucss happened

to be the first result of their newly ac-

quired judgment, it was neither its only,

nor its most important manifestation.

The power of distinguishing between good

and evil applies to the whole moral and

intellectual world ; it is the faculty which.

more than any other, impresses upon man
the resemblance to God. Therefore, the

first pair could not long remain unconscious

of their disobedience; they must soon feel,

that they had acted against the express will

of their beneficent Creator; that they had

rebelled against His authority; and had

repaid ingratitude for goodness and love.

Therefore, the blush of guilt soon mingled

with that of bashfulness, and the worm of

remorse gnawed at the precocious fruit of

knowledge. The question of God (in the

eleventh verse) marks the transition from

mere shame to consciousness of guilt.—

r

To appear in a state of nudity in the

temple was strictly forbidden, and many
measures of precaution were taken to

prevent it; the construction of the altars,

and the nature of the priestly garments

were regulated after this consideration;

and heathen nations observed the same

customs of decency.

8—13. God was in familiar inter-

com'se mth man in the happy days of his

innocence. He was loved like a father;

fear was unknown; the severe rule, "no-

body beholds God and lives," did not yet

exist. As man was scarcely aware of his

superiority over the animal creation, so

he was hardly impressed with that awe of

God which the consciousness of His

grandeur inspires. His eyes were not

yet opened. He knew neither pride nor

humihty. He walked in simplicity, care-

less, but sure of the right path. But now

he was awakened to a sense of duty. Ho
cannot bear the presence of God; it over-

whelms his spirit. He hears His step;

he hides himself; he answers timidly to
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naked; and I hid myself. 11. And He said, Who told

thee that thou art naked? Hast thou eaten of the tree

whereof I commanded thee that thou shouldest not eat?

12. And the man said, The woman whom Thou gavest

to he with me, she gave me of the tree, and I ate. 13.

And the Lord God said to the woman. What is this that

thou hast done? And the woman said. The serpent be-

guiled me, and I ate.—14. And the Lord God said to

the serpent, Because thou hast done this, thou shalt he

the question of God; he fears His anger;

he tries to avert it, by laying the fault

partly upon his wife, and partly upon God

Himself: " The woman whom Tliou gavest

to be with me, she gave me of the tree,

and I did eat"; and Eve, not less terrified,

accuses the sei-pent as the cause of the

transgression. The voice of conscience

troubled for the first time the internal

peace. The harmony of the mind was

disturbed.—We abstain from developing

the many and important practical truths

contained in this narrative; we cannot

wonder that many have here abandoned

themselves to the strains of the preacher;

it is, indeed, tempting to pursue the in-

imitable and unparalleled description of

the consequences of sin, the uneasiness

and timidity, the cowardice, the internal

wretchedness which, as a last resource,

impeaches even God as the primary cause

of the offence. It is sufiicient for us to

have indicated the general course of ideas

which our section suggests, and to

have pointed out the successive stages of

innocence, temptation and conflict, siu,

remorse, and punishment, which are re-

presented by the Paradise, the serpent, the

forbidden fruit, the concealment, and the

curse.—We remark, therefore, but briefly,

that "the voice of God walking in the

garden" is His foot-step (as in 1 Ki. xiv.

6), not His thunder (Ps. xxix. 3— .5), nor

the whispering voice wliich indicates His

presence (1 Ki. xix. 12); and that the

"wind of the day" is the breeze which, in

the East, generally refreshes the evening

air, and invites the inhabitants to the

walks, or the places of public meeting

(xix. 1 ) ; it describes, therefore, the hours

towards the evening, as " the heat of the

day" designates the time of noon. Those

only who wish to kill the spirit by insisting

upon the letter, will take offence at these

familiar expressions with which the Deity

is here mentioned, and will toil to spiri-

tualise and symbolise them. This" sound-

ing footstep of God" reminds us, perhaps,

more stronglj' than any other part of our

narrative, that the form and contents, lan-

guage and thought, must be carefully and

distinctly separated.

1-4, 15. All expressions conspire to

prove, that the serpent is the reptile, not

an evil demon that had assumed its shape;

it is cursed " of all the cattle, and of all

the beasts of the field"; it " goes upon the

belly," " eats dust," and " bruises the

heels" of man. We have already alluded

to this characteristic diS"erence between

the Mosaic and the other Eastern narra-

tives on the fall of man (see on ver. 1).

If the serpent represented Satan, it would

be extremely surprising that the former only

was cursed ; and that the latter is not even

mentioned in this chastising judgment of

God, It would, indeed, be entirely at

variance with the Divine justice, for

ever to curse the animal whose shape it

had pleased the evil one to assume. But

it is most remarkable to add, that later

Hebrew writers also speak of this serpent

as the Satan; thus we read, in the Wisdom
of Solomon (ii. 23, 24): "For God has

created man for im])erishable existence,

and made Him after the image of His

own being. But by the envy of Satan

death came into the world ; and it befalls

G 2
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cursed among all cattle, and among every beast of the

field ; upon thy belly shalt thou go, and dust shalt thou

eat all the days of thy life: 15. And I will put enmity

between tliee and the woman, and between thy seed and

all those who belong to him." Satan is

frequently called " the first serpent"

;

the Samaritan text reads here liar instead

oi serpent; and the same notion occurs I'C-

peatedly in the New Testament (so dis-

tinctly in John viii. 44; Revel, xii. 9; xx.

2), and in later Jewish writings. Thus,

while the common oriental tradition con-

cerning the tempter was designedly

abandoned in the Pentateiich, it was re-

sumed in later times, and seems to have

passed into a general belief. But this

apparently strange fact offers no real

difficulty; it involves no retrogressive step

in the religious notions. The Satan of

the later Biblical and apocryphal writers

is not identical with the Ahriman of the

Persians; the latter is frequently, b)' way

of adaptation, designated by the former

name; but this proves no internal iden-

tity of both. Ahriman is the enemy of a

rival god, Orrauzd; Satan is only the

tempter of man; the former is the creator

of evil, the latter merely the embodiment

of the evil propensities lurking in the

human heart; the former is a deity, the

latter only an instrument of the Divine

will; from Ahriman proceed all the irre-

gularities in nature; the hurricane, the

earthquake, and the fatal comet, the blast

which destroys the crops, and the terrible

wind which spreads pestilence, are all

his creatures ; but the God of Israel rules

in the hurricane as in the zephyr; He
sends famine and plenty, blessing and

curse, according to His wisdom; and

whatever He sends is the emanation of

His love; and " all discord is harmony

not understood." Equally striking is the

difference between Satan and the evil de-

mons of other Eastern religions. If Satan,

therefore, is represented as having caused

the fall of man, this is no step towards

heathen notions; but is only the embo-

diment of the former ideas in their natural

development. This embodiment would

have been dangerous in the earlier times,

when the Israelites were still wavering in

their faith, when the separation of mono-

theism from paganism was still weak and

recent, and tlie serpent Satan might have

been by many identified with the serpent

Ahriman: therefore the Pentateuch did

not introduce Satan. But this could not

be injurious in periods when paganism had

been long and completely extirpated, and

when no danger of a relapse into dualistic

systems could be apprehended : therefore

later writers had no reason to avoid men-

tioning Satan, whose perfect subordination

to the omnipotent will of God was a deep

and universal conviction (sec Job i. 12;

ii.6).

God announces with rigour the punish-

ment of the serpent, which, by cunning

temptation, had roused and instigated

man to be disobedient to God (ver. IS).

Eirst a general malediction is pronounced

:

the serpent shall be cursed alone of all

the beasts. While the other animals re-

mained in the same state in which they

had lived in Paradise, the serpent was

doomed to suffer a degradation and

wretchedness which should make it a

horror and a warning to the whole crea-

tion. For three other maledictions are

added: the serpent shall go upon the

belly, shall eat dust, and shall live in per-

petual and deadly enmity with the seed

of woman, whose happiness it had just

wickedly destroyed. We must, therefore,

suppose that our author represented to

himself, previous to the curse, a time

when the serpent was not affected with

those debasing qualities; and the pro-

phets declare that, in the time of the

Messiah, when concord will be restored be-

tween man and beast, " the only food of

the serpent will be dust" (Isai. Ixv. 25). It

was then believed, that in a remote future

the nature of the reptile would again be

changed, but only in so far as not to
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her seed ; it shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise

its heel.— 16. To the woman He said, I will indeed mul-

tiply thy pain and thy eonception; in pain shalt thou

bring forth children, but thy desire shall be to thy hus-

destroy the general peace in nature, and

the undisturbed happiness of man; just

as even the wolf would then no more tear

the iamb, and the lion would cat straw

like the ox ; the beasts of prey would as-

sume a harmless and unsanguinary dis-

position : but as the serpent was the cause

of its own degradation, as it sinned before

man, it was deemed but just that it should

retain a mark of its humiliation, even

after the restoration of the bliss of Para-

dise. We need, therefore, here not sup-

pose an allusion to the fable of the

infernal dragon of the ancient Persians,

the impure Asmogh, which was repre-

sented with two feet; or to the winged

gryph of the Indians, which was used as

a sacred emblem.—The great scantiness

of food on which the serpents can subsist,

gave rise to the belief entertained by

many Eastern nations, and referred to in

several Biblical allusions, that they eat

dust; whilst the Indians believed them to

feed upon wind. In many Eastern reli-

gions the extirpation of the reptiles, and

especially of the serpents, was enjoined as

an important duty; among the Persians it

was considered as equivalent to the war

for Ormnzd, and against Ahriman; and

the most sacred festival was consecrated to

this "destruction of evil"; the Hindoos

celebrated similar great feasts for the

same purpose; and in Cashmere solemn

sacrifices were offered for the annihilation

of the serpents. Thus the open " enmity

between man and serpent" recurs in the

whole Orient; it is everywhere impressed

with a religious character; it bears a

bidden symbolical meaning; it is the

combat cither against the tempter, or

against the prince of evil. The propriety

of selecting just that reptile for such pur-

pose has been made more manifest by the

scientific study of zoology. It is agreed

that the organism of the serpents is one of

extreme degradation; their bodies arc

lengthened out by the mere vegetative

repetitions of the vertebrae; like the

worms, they advance only by the ring-like

scutoe of the abdomen, without fore or

hinder limbs; though they belong to the

latest creatures of the animal kingdom,

they represent a decided retrogression in

in the scale of beings.

The Chaldee version of the Pentateuch,

known under the name of Targum Jona-

than, renders the fifteenth verse thus : "And
I shall put enmity between thee and be-

tween the woman, between thy seed and

her seed ; and it will be, when the children

of the woman observe the commandments

of the Law, that they will (read thee on

thy head, and when they forsake the

commandments of the Law, thou wilt be

able to bite them in their heels; but they

will be healed, and thou wilt not be

healed; and they will, in the days of the

Messiah, be able to make a bruise with the

heel." The Targum Jerusalem offers a

similar paraphrase. In the New Testa-

ment this symbolical interpretation is re-

peatedly given. Christ is the " seed of

woman" (Gal. iv. 4); the serpent is the

devil, or the sinful works perpetrated

through him (1 John iii. 8) ; in the fulness

of time, God sends forth Christ (Gal. iv.

4), " to destroy, by his death, the devil,

who had the power of death " (Heb. ii.

14), or "to braise Satan under the feet"

(Rom. xvi. 20).— Our passage is hence

called the " first promise," or " prot-

evangelium."

lO. As the woman sinned before man,

jiulgment was pronounced over her first.

She also suffers a threefold curse: ago-

nising pain in her travail, yet the conti-

nued desire to her husband; and subordi-

nation under his will and his authority. The
two first imprecations, considered in con-

nection, might indeed be called a curse.

Why should the woman, after the first

sad experience, so eagerly wish to renew
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band, and he shall rule over thee.—17. And to the man
He said^ Because thou hast hearkened to the voice of thy

wife, and hast eaten of the tree of which I commanded
thee, saying, Thou shalt not eat of it: cursed he the

ground for thy sake; in pain shalt thou eat of it all the

the acute torments of parturition?

Nature must have implanted in her a

desire stronger than the vehemence of

pain. It is tliis strange airangcment of

nature which occupied the reflection of

many ancient writers ; and our text re-

presents it as the consequence of dis-

obedience, and as a puni shment. Sensuality

is the beginning of sin, and the increased

violence of the passion is its chastisement.

—Although, in general, childbirth is, in

the East, and especially for women who
woik much in the open air, considerably

easier than in more northern climes, it is

frequently most painful, and not seldom

fatal, so that a heart-rending cry of de-

spair and anguish is, in Biblical language,

compared with the cry of a woman in

travail. The third punishment of wo-

man is her subjection under the will

of her husband, who shall be "her mas-

ter," and who shall " rule over her."

She had before been his equal, she was a

part of him; but she became the cause of his

fall ; she was, therefore,doomed to obey him,

since she had disobeyed God. That this

dependence of the woman was, among the

Hebrews, never of a degrading or rigor-

ous character, we have attempted more

fully to prove in another place (see note

on Exod. pp. 279—281). But exactly the

same notions are theoretically enjoined in

the New Testament. The wives are em-

phatically commanded " to submit them-

selves under their husbands, as to the

Lord ; for the husband is the head of the

wife" (Ephes. v. 22, 23); the woman was

created for the man (I Corinth, xi. 9);

she is commanded to be under obedience

(1 Corinth, xiv. 34). The New Testa-

ment is, perhaps, even more rigorous

than the Old; for whilst it commands

the woman " to learn in silence with all

subjection, but not to teach, nor to usurp

authority over the man, but to be in

silence" (1 Timoth. ii. 11, 12), she was,

in the Old Testament, admitted to the

highest oflice of teaching, that of pro-

phets, as Miriam, Deborah, and Huldah.

Our text is, therefore, far from making

man the tj'rant of his wife, but designs

him as her protector and superior adviser.

1*—lo. Man was from the beginning

intended to work; he was placed in Pa-

radise to keep and to cultivate it: but the

toil and exhaustion of labour were the

baneful consequences of man's sin ; he was

doomed to eat its produce with pain ; or-

dinary attention was now no more suffi-

cient. The great physical difiScultiea

diminished his spiritual dignity. His time

and his strength were henceforth, in a

great measure, absorbed by the material

cares of a toilsome life. His mind was

curbed under the weight of bodily fatigue.

The serene calmness of his soul was

clouded by slavish hardship. He had at-

tained the Divine faculty, but the drudgery

of his life prevented him either from en-

joying or from developing it. This is the

curse of laboui*. And it seems to be re-

peated with emphasis: "thou art dust,"

not a god as thou hadst vainly hoped to

become (ver. 19); the body is dissolved,

though the imperishable spirit soars up to

Him who has given it. Thus, our narra-

tive explains or accounts for the difficulties

of agriculture, which make life a perpetual

struggle with repugnant elements: "In

the sweat of thy face thou shalt eat

bread," not " thi/ bread" ; for, hitherto, man
had, without care and without trouble,

lived on the beautiful fruits of Eden.

Frequently, all the laborious exertions of

the husbandman are lost; his anxiety is

repaid with disappointment; he hopes

that " his vineyard will bring forth

grapes, and it produces wild grapes," and

often even "briers and thorns" (Isai. v. 2,

6); his field bears "thistles instead of
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days of thy life; 18. And thorns and thistles shall it

bring forth to thee ; and thou shalt eat the herb of the

field; 19. In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread,

till thou returnest to the ground; for out of it wast thou

taken: for dust thou art^ and to dust thou shalt return

—

wheat, and cockle instead of barley" (Job

xxxii. 40);— iu a word, the curse of God

rests on the earth (comp. Sirach, vii. 16).

Instead of eating the more nutritious pro-

duce of the corn-crops, he will often be

compelled to be satisfied with " the herb

of the field"; this alone will remain to him

from the former blessing, as obtainable

with less toil and exertion (i. 29); nor will

he, expelled from the garden, find so many

fruit-trees furnishing a delicious and abun-

dant food. It was only by the proclama-

tion of the fourth commandment that the

panting exertion was partially relieved; it

limited labour to six days of the week

;

the seventh day was restored to perfect

rest ; it recalls the pure happiness of Pa-

radise; it does not share the curse of the

working days; it is devoted to the mind and

its elevation. The Decalogue is an eman-

ation of love as well as of wisdom; it is a

harbinger both of truth and of peace.

—

The life of the man is one of "pain,"

like that of woman (ver. 16); their

punishment is equal in intensity; but

it is very widely different, in character,

from that of the serpent. And this leads

us to the principal idea of our section,

which has now been developed in almost

its whole extent. The serpent was de-

graded, the human pair was ennobled by

the glory of intelligence ; the former was

pressed down nearer to the earth, it was

condemned to go upon the belly ; the latter

rose heavenwards on the youthful wings

of the mind; the one eats dust, the other

became capable of imbibing the dew of

eternal truth. Thus, man has made a gi-

gantic step beyond the limited sphere of

his primitive existence. But, although he

has not actually lost his innocence, he has

ventured upon a path where it is difficult

and almost impossible not to risk it. He
has gained the Uberty of choice, but that

choice may be fatal; he has become the

master of his destiny, but he may there-

by become the author of his destruction.

This is the danger and the curse. But

even heathen authors had at least a

dim notion of the dignity of labour

;

they understood, that work exercises

the mind, and leads to inventions;

that it engages the thoaghts, and

shields them against idle reveries; that

it invigorates the heart, and keeps it

aloof from corruption and effeminacy.

Thus is just the punishment of sin, a

weapon against it; labour was the conse-

quence of past transgression, but it was

destined to avert it for the future: wisdom

had been acquired ; and purity might be

preserved by submitting to the price for

which it was obtained. The wound had be-

come necessary by man's disobedience; but

it is a wound which restores better health.

These are, with a beautiful expression of

Gregory the Great, "the bitter arrows

from the gentle hand of God."— But our

passage teaches us further, that man,

though destined to rule over nature, must

yet humble himself before God ; that he at

once commands and obeys ; and that in the

feeling of the governor he must not forget

the submissiveuess of the child. This is

another side of his twofold character.

3«. The very curse which God had

pronounced against the woman reminded

Adam that she was dear to him in more

than one respect. She was not only his

companion, the partner of his life, but she

was destined to become the mother of his

children, in whom he would feel his own
existence renewed, who would bear his

likeness, and be the links which were to

connect him with the remotest posterity.

She was to him, at first, only " a woman"

or part of man; now he was induced to

change this general appellative designa-

tion for the significant and more specific

name, "the mother of all living." Thus,
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20. And the man called his wife's name Eve; for she

became the mother of all living.—21. And the Lord God

made to the man and to his wife garments of skins, and

clothed them.—22. And the Lord God said, Behold, the

man is become as one of us, to know good and evil : and

now, lest he put forth his hand, and take also of the tree

a double bond of affection tied him to

his wife ; she was the solace of the pre-

sent, and the pledge of the future. The

fall had not weakened but strengthened

their conjugal love. The wife was, indeed,

the only treasure which Adam took with

him from Paradise into the desert of life,

to remind him of a more than earthly

happiness. Although she had just been

the cause of death, he called her the "life-

giving;" for through her the genera-

tions of man arc eternal, although the in-

dividuals pass away. He had given her a

name; and thus claimed and manifested

his superiority over her.

31. Since garments had now become

necessary by the aroused feeling of shame,

God Himself prepared them, and clothed

the first parents. Although He was forced

to punish them, His love had not ceased.

His paternal care accompanied them to

the tumultuous arena of worldly strife.

Scarcely any primitive nation has failed

to use the skins of animals for the

earliest clothing, and none was long defi-

cient in the art of preparing them skil-

fully for convenience and neatness; the

Phoenicians ascribed this invention to

Usous, and the Samojedes, Esquimaux,

and North American Indians areatpresent

famous for their skill in preparing furs.

—

If any proof were necessary, that animals

were believed to have, in Paradise also,

been subject to death, those "skins" would

be sufficient. Many and laborious have

been the arguments to show that death

came into the world only after the fall;

this doctrine has been considered one of

the strongest pillars of religion, and the

necessary basis of every true science. If

such an opinion were enforced by the Bible,

a new breach between faith and science

would be caused, as great and insuperable

as any other hitherto discussed. For, the

innumerable petrifactions in the interior of

the earth preach with a thousand tongues

that organic life was, by myriads of my-

riads, destroyed during immeasurable ages

before the existence ofman ; and we know

that the eating even of vegetable food is

inseparable from a vast destruction of

small living beings. But this difficulty

does not exist. The Bible nowhere asserts,

that the sin of Adam brought death upon

the animals, but only upon the human

race. The strictest comparison of all

analogous passages renders this indisput-

able. The animals were, according to the

Bible also, never exempt from death. It

nowhere teaches clearly that the organiza-

tion of the animals, like that of man, has

been altered and depraved by the fall;

though we must admit that it sometimes

acknowledges a parallel or corresponding

change in men and beasts (see vi. 12, 13);

but we need certainly not to have recourse

to the monstrous conjectures that the pe-

trified animals in the earth never enjoyed

real life ; that their existence was only an

appearance or a dream; and that they

passed through a merely somnolent state!

So far may piety stray from common sense,

if it defies science; if it allows no scope to

the intellect; if it thinks to feed one hu-

man faculty on the destruction of all the

rest (see note on ix. 1^-4).

SB-J—34. By a guilty act had man at-

tained the godlike knowledge of good and

evil ; he had thereby forfeited the privilege

of eternal life originally designed for him.

But Paradise, the abode of perfect bliss,

could not resound with the agony of death.

It was, therefore, necessary, that man
should be expelled from thence for ever.

If he remained in Eden, he might eat of

the fruit of life, and thus remove the

mortal condition which was now his fate.

As he was created immortal, the partici-
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of life, and eat, and live for ever: ... 23. Therefore the

Lord God sent him away from the garden of Eden, to till

the ground whence he had been taken. 24. So He ex-

pelled the man; and He placed in the east of the garden
of Eden the Cherubim, with the flame of the coruscant

sword, to guard the way of the tree of life.

pation of the tree of life before the fall

had no material influence; it gave only

that with which he was already furnished.

But when his sin had brought mortality

upon him, it was important, that he should

be exiled from the vicinity of that tree; for

its fruit would have been effective in im-

parting to him that which he no longer pos-

sessed. Man had purchased knowledge at

the expense of his eternity; both are united

in God alone. But his expulsion was ne-

cessary for another reason also. The earth

was cursed on account of man; thorns and

thistles were to spring up in the places of

his labour; the sphere of his activity must,

therefore, be without the Paradise; this

glorious abode could not be converted

into fields disgraced by weeds and noxious

herbs. Paradise, the easy existence of

peace and delight, was for ever beyond the

scope and grasp of man. By sin, man
had been deprived of many of his former

privileges; he had, above all, forfeited

life; and even if he had already tasted

of the tree of life, he would not have

thereby conquered death ; but, in order to

make this impossible for the future, he

was withdrawn from the sphere where it

bloomed, and matured its tempting fruits

(see on ii. 16, 17).— Man was not born

without intelligence; even in his infancy

he was infinitely superior to the rest of

creation; he had the power of examining

the individual character of all animals,

and of fixing their names ; he was even then

the image of God; he was not without
" knowledge," but he had not the " know-
ledge of good and evil"; he possessed the

instinct of reason, but not the habit and

energy of discernment; the germ had
not yet emerged; the blade was yet un-

sheathed.

So entirely did God exclude the first

couple from the garden of Eden, that He
placed the cherubim in the east of it to

guard its entrance; a flaming sword shines

in their hands. The tree of life is the

object of their care. Wonderful as the

treasure, are the beings that watch over it.

They are symbols of the presence of God.

They were, in the Tabernacle, represented

on the mercy-seat, and God throned be-

tween them. Here the blood of atone-

ment was sprinkled, and here God com-

muned with the priests, the instruments

of His revelation. They witnessed the

expiation of sin, and looked down upon

the ark, which contained the tablets of

the covenant between God and mankind.

Mysterious, as in the Holy of Holies, is

their presence before the garden of Eden.

They guard, in both cases, an inesti-

mable boon; they are types of the pro-

vidence and proximity of God; and

they are necessary, on account of the

sin of man. But the Cherubim of the

Paradise are the eff'ects of the alienation

of men from God; those on the mercy-

seat symbolise their conciliation; the

former guard a treasure which is for ever

denied to man, the latter one which was

proclaimed to all nations as their common
inheritance; the former are, therefore,

armed with a fearful weapon, resembling

the terrific flashes of lightning, the others

look lovingly down upon the ark, over-

shadowing it with their protecting wings;

the one typify a covenant destroyed, the

others a covenant concluded ; and instead

of the tree of life, of which the one de-

prives the human families, the others point

to a treasure which is also "a tree of life

to those who cling to it" ; and instead of

the life on earth, which was lost, a spiritual

life, beautifying the heart and gladdening

the soul, is promised and granted.
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III.—THE GENERATIONS BETWEEN ADxVM
AND NOAH.

Chaptek IV. 1. TO V. 32.

CHAPTER IV.

SnMMART.—Adam and Eve begat two sons, Cain and Abel. Tlie former became a

- husbandman, the other a shepherd. Both offered, after a certain time, the firstlings

of their labour; but God rejected the gift of Cain, whilst He accepted that of

Abel. Cain's jealousy was, by this mortification, enhanced into glowing hatred

against his brother; God saw his sinister schemes, and forewarned him that offer-

ings are not accepted unless they are accompanied by a benevolent and loving heart.

The tumult in Cain's breast was temporarily silenced; but when he was alone with

Abel in the field, his rankling envy overpowered him, and he killed his inno-

cent brother (vers. 1—8). The justice of God was not slow in visiting this atro-

cious deed ; Cain was declared an exile on the earth ; the soil which it would be his

lot to cultivate would be sterile and reluctant; he should not even have the conso-

lation of an early death ; and a mark was given to him, that nobody might kill him

(vers. 9— 15). He settled in the east of Eden, in the land of Nod, where he built

a town, and called it Enoch, after his son (vers. 16, 17). The heads of the follow-

ing generations are Irad, Mehujael, and Lamech. The latter took two wives,

Adah and Zillah; by the former he became the father of Jabal, who was a

breeder of cattle, and of Jubal, who was the inventor of musical instruments; and

Zillah bare to him a daughter, Naamah, and a son Tubal-cain, who was skilled in

the manufacture of implements of iron and brass. In that age the arts of peace

began to flourish, and agriculture was improved (vers. 18—22). A personal incident

concerning Lamech, one of great importance for the laws of the avenging of blood,

is inserted (vers. 23, 24). Eve also bore another son, Seth; he became the father

of Enos, in whose time religious worship assumed a higher and purer form (vers.

25, 26).

1. And Adam knew Eve his wife; and she conceived,

1. Adam and Eve shared faithfully the gave to the child expressed well the mani-

miseries of exile; their mutual love was fold emotions of her soul: her son was

the only reminiscence of the happy not, like herself and her husband, the di-

days of Eden ; a son was the first offspring rect creation of God Himself; nor did

of their affection ; the delighted mother he see the light of day without His omni-

exclaimed with mingled feelings of grati- potent help— for who understands the

tude and pride : " I have acquired secret development of the slumbering

a son with the Lord," and called him embryo?—he was, indeed, her son; she

Cain, The " mother of all living " had was conscious of it with a certain legiti-

begun to justify her name; she had added mate dignity; but she acknowledged with

a link to the chain of human generations; humility, that, without the assistance of

the first germ for the perpetuity of man- God, her strength would have been of no

kind was sown. This son belonged to her; avail; the chief glory belongs to Him
he was the first-born of her pains ; she who shields the mother, and protects the

had borne him long under her heart, and offspring.—When Seth, the ancestor of

had in tender hopes watched the mystery the pious Noah, was born (v. 3), it is ex-

of his birth; it was, therefore, from her, pressly added, that Adam begat him

that he received his name ; she had oh- " in his own likeness, after his image,"

tained this right from her greater anxieties, that he, therefore, bore the seal and im-

her fonder cares; and the name which she press of God Himself. It would have
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and bore Cain, and said, I have acquired a man with the

Lord.—2. And she bore further his brother Abel. And
Abel was a keeper of sheep, but Cain was a tiller of the

ground.—3. And in the process of time it came to pass,

been a profanation to ascribe this Divine

resemblance to Cain the fratricide, who
soon forgot his higher origin, sank into

a fearful abyss of degeneracy, and even

destroyed wantonly an " image of God."

But, although the heavenly outlines were

obliterated in the vicious mind of Cain,

they had originally existed there; he also

had inherited the Divine likeness; every

human being, however base and abject, is

a work of the holy Creator; although

Cain, therefore, had a large portion of the

weakness of the woman, although he suc-

cumbed under the temptation, like his

mother Eve, and although he was, like

her, the cause of premature death: he

possessed a Divine spark which could not

entirely be extinguished, which was even

capable of being rekindled to feelings

of repentance and atonement; and justly,

therefore, might Eve impart to him a

name which describes his double descent

both from her, and from God.

The principal stress in the words of Eve

lies on: "I have acquired," not on "a
man." Although the Hebrew families

exulted with greater joy at the birth of a

son than of a daughter, since sons preserve

the name of the father, propagate his race,

and promise naturally a more powerful

support to the parents: the mother alludes

here rejoicingly to the birth of a child in

general, an offspring of her womb, and a

gift of God; she calls this child Cain, or

Acquisition; the name expresses merely

gratitude and satisfaction ; it contains no

allusion whatever to the sex of the child;

when her next son, Seth, intended to re-

place Abel,was born, it is simply stated that

Adam became father, and the following

name only shows the sex of the cliild : the

joy of Eve may have been enhanced by the

circumstance that she had given birth to a

son ; but both in her heart and in her words

that feeling was overbalanced by the more

universal delight of having become a

mother. The privilege of naming the

child was, by the Hebrews, often yielded

to the wife; the offspring to which she

gave birth renewed and strengthened the

affection of her husband ; it was for her a

time of pride and gratification: and this

is another proof of the respect with which

the Hebrew women were treated.

3. Labour had commenced. It was

necessary to cultivate nature with exertion,

and to subdue the animal creation in order

to obtain a sufficient sustenance. The

treasures of the earth were ransacked, and

the tribes of the plains and forests were

subjected. Agriculture and breeding of

cattle were the earliest occupations which

necessity dictated. Man was taught the

former by nature herself which, in autumn,

casts numberless seeds upon the fields, in

orderto revive them in the following spring

as plants of beauty or utility : and in the

latter he was his own instructor ; he felt

his superiority over many animals; he

conquered them easily, attached them to

himself, and made them serve his use.

First he subjected the weaker and tamer

animals; Abel was a "keeper of sheep";

he was, no doubt, for a considerable time

satisfied with their milk and their wool;

much later only he found their flesh taste-

ful and healthy; he learnt to prepare it;

and deemed it a fit and worthy offering

of gratitude which he owed to the Deity.

The eldest son of the first human pair

followed the occupation of his father; he

was, Uke him, guided by the example of

nature; he was a husbandman. The se-

cond son advanced an important step; he

began to submit to his authority a part of

the animate creation; he commenced to

prove, that man is not only the possessor,

but the ruler of the earth ; and he became

a herdsman.

3—8. God blessed the activity of both

brothers; they knew that He alone is the

source of success and prosperity; and
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that Cain brought of the fruit of the grouud an offering

to the Lord. 4. And Abel, he also brought of the first-

linos of his flock, and of their fat. And the Lord had

regard for Abel and for his offering: 5. But for Cain

they felt the desire of acknowledging His

sovereignty by presenting to Him the best

part of their property. The first sacri-

fices were offered. They were not com-

manded, but spontaneous gifts ; they

were dictated by no other sentiment

but that of gratitude, in which a feeling

of humble dependence, and, perhaps, the

wish of further success secretly mingled.

Thus far, both brothers were equally

righteous and equally pious. But yet

God accepted Abel's offering only, whilst

He rejected that of Cain. Why was

this the case? The text gives no direct

clue; and conjecture has been busy to

discover a reason. At present, it is

customary to say that God intended to

show that He preferred the magnificent

animal sacrifices to the comparatively

poor vegetable offerings; or that the

Hebrew writer wished to sanction his

system of sacrificial laws by a striking

instance taken from the history of the

earliest generations. But supposing even

that God feels that preference, where

did He intimate it to the first men? If

Cain offered his first-fruits with the same

cheerful good-will as Abel brought the

firstlings of his flock and their fat, why
should his gifts be less acceptable? "Does

God delight in burnt-offerings and sacri-

fices so much as in obedience? Is not

obedience better than sacrifice, and atten-

tion to His will better than the fat of

rams"? (1 Sam. xv. 22). And should not

God look even with greater benevolence

upon a vegetable offering, produced with

sweat and toil from the stubborn earth,

which had just been laden with the curse

of sterility, than upon the Brstlings of the

flock, which were bred in a life of ease

and leisure; for which "man had neither

toiled, nor which he had reared"?—Or

should Cain alone bear the malediction

laid upon the soil on account of his

parents' sin? Did he not, on the con-

trary, deserve higher praise, since he did

not try to evade, but to counterbalance

and alleviate its effect? We can, therefore,

find the reason of the rejection of Cain's

offering neither in its objects nor in his

own vocation as agriculturist. And yet

we must expect impartial justice in the

Divine acts. And this justice will be

manifest, if we but correctly understand

the words which God addressed to Cain,

when He perceived his anger and om-

inous despondency: "If thou doest well,

wilt thou not find acceptance? But if thou

doest not well, sin lieth at the door." It is,

then, evident that the heart of Cain had no

more been pure; that it had been imbued

with a criminal propensity ; that this sin

made the favourable acceptance of his

offering impossible; that his gift would

have been as delightful in the eyes of

God as that of Abel, if it had pro-

ceeded from a mind unstained by vicious

thoughts. But Cain was grateful to God;

he brought Him, as a mark of his grati-

tude, of the produce of his labour; he

valued His applause highly, and His dis-

pleasure shed a gloom of wretchedness

over his souL He must, then, have sinned,

not against God, but against man. And
here the supposition is obvious, that envy

and jealousy had long filled the heart of

Cain, when he contrasted his laborious

and toilsome life with the pleasant and

easy existence of his brother Abel. With

incessant exertion, tormented by anxiety,

and helplessly dependent on the uncer-

tainty of the skies, he forced a scanty

subsistence out of the womb of the re-

pugnant soil ; whilst his brother enjoyed

a life of security and abundance, in the

midst of rich valleys, beautiful hills, and

charming rural scenes. And while he

envied Abel's prosperity, he despised his

idleness, which was indebted for the ne-

cessaries of life to the liberality of nature,

rather than to personal exertions. Thus
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and for his offering lie liad no regard. And Cain was

very angry, and his countenance fell. 6. And the Lord
said to Cain, Why art thou angry? and why is thy coun-

tenance fallen? 7. If thou doest well, 2cUt tliou not find

liatred and jealousy took root in Cain's

heart. lie beheld the happiness of his bro-

ther with the feelings of an enemy. The
joy at the success of his own labours was

embittered by the aspect of his brother's

greater affluence. How could God look

with delight upon an offering which the

offerer himself did not regard with un-

alloyed satisfaction? How could He en-

courage by His applause a man whose

heart was poisoned by the mean and

miserable passion of envy? Is not jea-

lousy a sure indication of a dissatisfied

mind? Could, then, the gratitude which

Cain owed to God be pure and noble,

when it was contaminated by the sickly

hue of rancour? It was from this reason

that God said to Cain: "If thou doest

well, wilt thou not find acceptance?"

The rejection of his offering was, there-

fore, a proof of Cain's sinful disjiosition.

But it was more; it was an admonition

to banish low sentiments from his heart;

it was a warning, that if iniquity was not

eradicated from the bosom in the veiy

germ, it would, with its luxuriant weeds,

soon destroy all its health and vigour.

God's answer contained the grave lesson,

that one evil deed is always the parent of

other and greater sins; that it is ex-

tremely difficult to arrest the demoniac

power of wickedness in its baneful

career :
" if thou doest not well, sin lieth

at the door." Envy ended with murder;

the noxious root had matured a poisonous

fruit; moral disease finished with moral

death. It impressed the momentous truth,

that sin has the irresistible propensity of

attacking and tempting the heart of

man; that an eternal warfare is roused

in his bosom from the moment that

sin first enters it; "that its desire is to

him." But since every human heart

encloses the seed of evil, this struggle

agitates, though in very various forms,

every man ; it is tlie main element of his

internal life; it is the principal task of

his spiritual existence to proceed as con-

queror out of these severe combats ; there-

fore God said, in conclusion, to Cain, more

as an encouragement than a reproach:

"but thou shalt rule over it"; it was

still in his power to obtain a triumph; if

he was unable to destroy the enemy, he

might, at least, disarm him ; if he coidd

not expel him entirely, he might, at least,

prevent his progress.

These serious and emphatic warnings

seemed to have produced the desired

effect upon Cain's mind. He spoke in a

friendly and benevolent tone to his more

favoured brother; he silenced, for a mo-

ment, the turbulent voice of hatred; and

both turned reconciled to their occupations

" in the field." But when, there, Cain again

saw his brother, perhaps, cheerfully repose

in the shadow of a fai"-spreading tree, his

flock pasturing calmly and peacefully

around him, wliilsthe himself toiled, with

his imperfect instruments, either to "sow

the seeds with tears," or to gather in the

scanty crop with sorrow; the old feelings

of bitterness were revived; the Divine

admonitions were effaced; sin attacked

him anew; its "desire was upon him";

and, in a moment of infatuation, he

killed him whom Providence had destined

to teach him new feelings of tenderness,

and whose love ought to have been to

him the best and earliest school of hu-

manity.

This appears to be the internal meaning

of our narrative; and, thus understood,

it offers a very appropriate connection

with the preceding section. The last

chapters described the origin of sin ; our

narrative develops its progress. Eve was

tempted by an external object of pleasure,

Cain allowed his heart to be impregnated

with the poison of jealousy; the mother

was disobedient in the hope of obtaining a

high intellectual boon, the son sinned
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acceptance? and if thou doest not well, sin lieth at the

door, and to thee is its desire ; but thou shalt rule over it.

8. And Cain spoke with Abel his brother. And it came to

pass, when they were in the field, that Cain rose against

Abel his brother, and slew him.—9. And the Lord said

to Cain, Wliere is Abel thy brother? And he said, I

know not: Am I my brother's keeper? 10. And He said.

merely to destroy the happiness ofanother

without thereby increasing his own; the

former brought death into the world, the

latter murder. The sin of Eve marked

the period when the innocence of child-

hood is endangered by the consciousness

of good and evil, and when the first act

of free-will is also the first error; the deed

of Cain describes the more advanced epoch

of manhood when the strife and struggle

with practical life is hottest; when the

heart is assailed by numberless perils and

collisions; when ambition excites the

imagination ; and the warfare of competi-

tion taxes and stimulates all the energies

of man. The first sin was against God; the

second both against God, and a brother.

But the source of either was the covetous

desire of the heart. The Bible reminds

man incessantly, that within himself is the

spring of life and death.

The first death was a premature

one; Abel was taken from the earth

at an early period of his life; his

very name expresses his short and

fleeting existence; his sinful parents and

the fratricide Cain survived him for a con-

siderable period. Bat the early death of

Abel could be no punishment ; he seemed,

in fact, to enjoy the particular favour of

God; hisoff'ering was graciously accepted.

We find, therefore, in our narrative the

great and beautiful thought, that life is

not the highest boon; that the pious find

a better existence, and a more blissful re-

ward in another and purer sphere; but

that crime and guilt are the greatest evils,

that they are punished by a long, weari-

some life, full of fear and care, and com-

punctions of conscience. Innocence is

more precious than many years, and to

suffer is better than to domineer.

We may notice the fact, that in our

narrative a particular stress seems to be

laid upon the word brother. A certain em-

phasis is evidently intended by this striking

repetition; it implies the soul- stiri'ing anti-

thesis, that the brother, the best and most

faithful companion of life, was the first

who succumbed to the murderous weapon

;

that the ties which nature had lovingly

woven were wantonly torn by nature her-

self; that the two chief occupations of

rural tribes which ought to complete and

to assist each other, like the helping hands

of brothers, were from the beginning

doomed to mutual jealousy and to san-

guinary hatred. If the flocks, by chance,

strayed upon the cultivated ground of the

husbandman, a deadly strife commenced,

and the shepherd as well as the flock were

frequently the victims of the hardy la-

bourer, whose soul easily lost its native

gentleness by continuous and wearisome

labour, and by the permanent struggle

with the sterile or weed-covered soil.

O—13. The earth had, for the first

time, been stained with human blood.

An image of God had been destroyed.

A feeling of horror and detestation moves

the historian. Nowhere does he rise to

a more powerful emphasis than when de-

nouncing the nefariousness of murder.

It is an impious attack against the sacred-

ness of God Himself. The voice of the

blood cries up to heaven, and demands

expiation. The earth has opened her

womb to receive the body of a brother.

The punishment of Cain is pronounced

with an energy which overwhelms even

his obdurate mind. He feels the weiglit

of his sin, and the magnitude of the suftcr-

ings which he has deseiwed ; and he regains

his tranquillity only by a re-assuring sign
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What hast thou done ? The voice of thy brother's blood

crieth to Me from the ground. 11. And now art thou

cursed from the ground, which hath opened its mouth to

receive thy brother's blood from thy hand. 12. When
thou tillest the ground, it shall no more yield to thee its

strength ; a fugitive and a vagabond shalt thou be on the

earth.— 13. And Cain said to the Lord, ^\j punishment

of God.—The earth was now burthened

with a double curse. It was overspread with

thorns and thistles, and was polluted by

the blood of a pious relative; it had hither-

to only been repugnant, it now became im-

pure; and, instead of a nutritive grain, it

had received a destroyed human life.

Blood had been sown, and misery in

abundance was the melancholy harvest.

The crime must be avenged. God
Himself appears to perform this unwel-

come act of justice. At first, the mur-

derer, impelled by cowardice and fear,

attempts to evade the Divine retribution.

He aftects innocence. The first sinners

"were ashamed" after their disobedience;

they liid themselves, and evaded the pre-

sence of God. But Cain met the voice of

God with barefaced boldness: "Am I

my brother's keeper?" The monster, Sin,

had advanced a significant step. But

God, without stopping to reproach him

with this new offence, states his crime in

terms of unmitigated severity. He de-

scribes it as an act of the utmost atrocity,

horrifying even inanimate nature. And
He proceeds at once to name the well-

merited punishment. Cain shall be exiled

from the land of his parents; he shall

wander through the earth without ever

finding abodes entirely to his satisfaction

;

he, the agriculturist, who, above all other

men, requires fixed and settled habitations

for the success of his labours, shall be

doomed to roam over spacious tracts for

the pursuit of his occupation. To remain

on the spot where the nefarious deed of

fratricide had been committed, would

have been impossible. Could he be hap-

py on the scene of his degeneracy? or

could tlie soil which had been polluted

with human blood yield its strength to

the murderer? The land which witnesses

the abomination of bloodshed " vomits

out" its inhabitants (see note on ix. 5— 7).

Cain is, therefore, "cursed awayfrom the

land which had opened its mouth to re-

ceive his brother's blood ;" he shall wan-

der as a homeless vagabond, an object

both of aversion and of pity. Hence the

meaning of the much-disputed words:

" cursed art thou from the land," is clear;

they imply the beautiful idea,that the sad re-

miniscences of guilt banish the sinner away

even from the dear scenes of childhood;

that the never-slumbering associations of

crime persecute the miserable sinner who

flies from land to land, vainly hoping to

escape the scourges of a burthened con-

science. The connection between a man
and the spot in which he abandoned him-

self to wickedness is for ever severed.

Such a place scarcely can endure,

much less support or cheer him. And
thus was Cain compelled to leave the

house of his parents, because his crime

had spread grief among them, and had

stained the soil on which they dwelt;

just as Israel was later banished from the

Holy Land, because it had beheld their

e^'il deeds, and was defiled with the blood

of civil wars.

13—IG. Cain is threatened with flight

and exile. He cannot bear the idea of a

roaming life. He feels that he is, as it

were, banished from the presence of God;

for he has forfeited His favour. Thus,

after the Divine punishment has been

pronounced, rises within him that senti-

ment of shame, which his parents had

experienced and evinced immediately

after their sin, and he exclaims: "I must

hide myself before Thy face." But fear

mingles with the gloomy anticipation of
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is greater than I can bear. 14. Behold, Thou drivest me
out this day from the land; and from Thy face must I

hide myself; and I shall be a fugitive and a vagabond on

a toilsome existence; he apprehends the

revenge of those to whom the memory of

his innocent brother is dearer than his

own disgraceful existence; he clings to

life with all the tenacity of a worldling

;

and, in utter despondency, he cries :
" my

punishment is too great to be borne."

God relented, therefore, from the rigor of

the avenging of blood, gave him a sign,

which assured him that nobody should

attack his life, and threatened a severe

punishment against those who would lay

hand on Cain. We may ask, with some

degree of surprise, why God granted this

uncommon indulgence to a murderer, who
had insidiously killed his own brother?

Did not God Himself give the distinct

precept :
" He who sheddeth man's blood,

by man shall his blood be shed"? Why
was it necessary to take such anxious

precautions to save a life forfeited accord-

ing to human and Divine rights? We
hesitate to speak with decision where

the text is entirely silent. But we may
venture the supposition, that if Cain's

blood was to be " shed by man," it would

also have been by the hand of a brother,

for no other men existed ; the firstborn of

Adam's strength, and the pride of his

mother, would have perished by a cold

law of retaliation; the avenging of the

crime would, in the result, have been as

honible as the crime itself; and the

human family, just called into being,

would have perpetrated self-destruction

in its first generations. It was thus

necessary that God should Himself exer-

cise the duty of punishment, and dis-

pense a chastisement commensurate with

the unnatural and fatal offence. A long,

laborious life in exile, with the fear of

sanguinary retribution perpetually im-

pending, was deemed equivalent to death;

and the lamentations of Cain, when he

heard the verdict of his flight, prove the

bitterness of his pangs. And this is the

other side of a profound Biblical idea

which we have above pointed out. As

the early death of Abel was no curse, so

was the long life of Cain no blessing.

He was permitted to protract an existence,

veiled by the gloom of the past, and un-

cheered by any hope of the future. No
earthly boon, not even long life, the

greatest of all, is, in itself, either a pledge

of happiness, or a mark of the Divine

favour. The great questions which are

discussed in the book of Job are, in their

deepest essence, practically embodied in

the history of the first brothers. Jehovah

does not, like the Persian Ormuzd, gua-

rantee all temporal blessings also; these

are shadows without substance; they are,

in a great measure, left to the prudence

and personal exertion of man. It was

impossible, that, among the Hebrews, the

priests could obtain that power which,

for instance, the Lamaic faith permits

them, not only of deciding the spiritual

welfare of the people, but of distributing

the goods of this world. The external

prosperity of man is not, as among the

Hindoos, considered as the reward of the

virtue displayed in some fancied previous

state of existence; nor are his sufferings

deemed the punishments for crimes

there performed ; the rich and happy are

regarded without envy, and the poor and

wretched without contempt; pride is

excluded in the one, and self-respect is

upheld in the other. This earth is the

sphere of action allotted to man; but the

designs of God reach beyond the limits

of time into the abyss of eternity.

The chief punishment of Cain was his

expulsion from the land of his birth; if

the words of God (vers. 10—12) left any

doubt in this respect, it would be removed

by the unequivocal reply of Cain, who
lays a powerful stress upon the roaming

and outcast life to which he is condemn-

ed; and if any other thought occupied

him besides, it was the fear with which

the enormity of his crime overwhelmed

him, or the just apprehensions inspired by

the consciousness of a moral order ruling
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the earth; and it shall come to pass, that every one that

iindeth me shall slay me. 15. And the Lord said

to him, Therefore, whosoever slayeth Cain, vengeance

the affairs of the world, and swaying as the

nemesis of iniquit}'; a consciousness in-

extinguishable even in the breast of the

most degenerate criminal. But with no

word did he allude to tlie sterility of the

soil which he would have to cultivate in

his new abodes. Not the earth, in general,

will cease to give to Ciiin its strengtli, but

only that part of it which " had opened

its mouth to receive tlic blood of his

brother"; the regions "in the east of the

Eden," to which he was banished, are by

no means remarkable for barrenness; the

eastern part of Asia contains, on the con-

trary, some of the most blooming and

most fertile tracts of the habitable globe.

This circumstance is of great importance

in the just estimation of the punishment

decreed against Cain. He suffered, in

reality, nothing but the curse of Adam,

though in a more intense degree. He was,

like him, expelled from the dwelling-place

of his earlier years, and he became, like

him, from that day liable to death; for

the father became mortal by his dis-

obedience; and the son lived after his

crime in constant fear of the avenger of

blood. Tluis the curse of Cain contains

no new element; the anger of God had

exhausted itself in the punishment of the

first parents; but the endless variety of

crimes is attended by tortures of con-

science of endless degrees and forms.

The soil, and tlie occupations of agricul-

ture, were already so heavily laden with

the Divine malediction, that they were

scarcely capable of a severer execration.

Cain continued, but did not then com-

mence the struggle with the hardships

and difficulties of the caith. This toil

forms, therefore, no part in the despon-

dency of his complaint.

The estrangement of Cain's heart from

God was the cause of his exile; he had

thereby forfeited His benevolence and

His grace; he was obliged "tohide himself

before His face"; guilt produced shame;

God would not any longer " lift up His

countenance upon him," because He could

not smile with delight upon the merciless

sinner. This is the true sense of the

words, " from Tliy face shall I hide my-

self"; they do not imply the almost

heathen idea, that the presence of God is

bound to a certain spot, whioli He has

chosen for His residence, or the sphere of

His activity; that He remained in the

abode of Adam and his wife, but was not

in the land of Cain's exile. It would, in-

deed, be a superfluous task to prove that

the doctrine of the omnipresence of God
is one of the great fundamental Biblical

truths ; such phrases as, " he fled before

God" (Jon. i. .3, 10), express mere-

ly the desperate intention of escaping

the decree, or avoiding a commission, of

God; and the concluding words of our

passage: "Cain went out from the pre-

sence of the Lord," are strictly parallel

with the passage in Job: "And Satan

went out from the presence of God" (i.

12; ii. 7); they signify that Cain's inter-

view with God was finished; and that he

prepared himself to emigrate from the

abode of his youth. It is more than sur-

prising, it is almost incredible, that many
modern critics ascribe to God that narrow

limitation of His presence; it is nothing

less than a total destruction of Biblical

theology to enclose God, the Ruler of the

universe,whom the heaven and the heaven

of heavens do not contain, in a circum-

scribed place, which He changes whenever

His favoured people change their abodes.

The heathens invented different deities

for the different elements. These modern

notions would degrade the God of the

Bible to a local deity, without even the

dignity of a permanent attribute!

God gave a sign to Cain, continues our

text, lest he should be killed by any one

Avho found him. We do not know, nor is

it important to enquire, in what that sign

consisted. But it is evident, that it was

necessarily of a permanent character,

visible not onl}- momentarily to Cain

H
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shall be taken for him sevenfold. And the Lord

gave a sign to Cain, lest any one finding him should

kill him.—16. And Cain went from the presence of the

alone, but duriug his life-time to all other

men; for, thus only would it have the

effect of preventing his assassination by

a future avenger of blood. An evanescent

sign or miracle was not sufficient; this

would, on the one hand, have afforded to

Cain no material safety; and might, on

the other hand, fuinish to other murder-

ers a welcome opportunity of cunningly

evading the punishment merited at human

hands. Such transitory signs were appro-

priately given where merely belief in some

future or unexpected event was to be en-

forced. Moses was assured of his future

success before Pharaoh by the miracles of

the rod and the leprous hand. Hezekiah

was convinced of his deliverance from the

enemy by the retrogressive movement of

the sun-dial; and sometimes even the

promise of a future sign sufficed for

an event which was to occur in a still

later period. But, in our case, not

merely belief, and a sense of security

on the part of Cain, were the end of the

Divine sign; this was but one of the pur-

poses which it was to serve ; another as

important object was, to enable his fellow-

men to know and to avoid him, God might,

indeed, have protected him in some super-

natural manner; but this lie did not do;

He left the possibility of his becoming the

victim of human revenge; and this is evi-

dent from the menace which God added:

" Whosoever slayeth Cain, vengeance shall

be taken for him (Cain) sevenfold": if

the sign was not unmistakeably visible to

all, Cain was neither sufficiently shielded,

nor could so severe a punishment have

been pronounced against him who might

kill him. Whether, then, the author believ-

ed, that such a sign was attached to Cain's

person, is not certain ; but it is not im-

probable. Marks of ignominy for degrad-

ing conduct were common among the

eastern nations ; and the Hebrew servant

who disdained the supreme boon of liberty

after six years of bondage, suffered pub-

4ic perforation of his ears, both as a sign

of his baseness, and as an indisputable

mark of his identity. We may, therefore,

find, in this part of our narrative, the im-

portant practical and philosophical truth,

that the traces of crime are indelibly vi-

sible in the person of the criminal; the

" human form divine" is degraded and

corrupted by vice; it loses that sublime

dignity with which a pure and noble soul

never fliils to impress it; the shy look, the

uncertain step, the sinister reserve, the

lurking passion, these and many other

symptoms of the highest interest for the

physiognomist,mark the outcast of society,

and make the man conspicuous upon

whose conscience weighs the burden of an

enormous misdeed.

Cain settled " in the land of Nod, in

the east of Eden." It is evident, that

the name Nod expresses the nature and

character of the locality; it signifies flight

or exile; and the same root means some-

times, grief and mourning. Nod is, there-

fore, the land of misery and exile. But,

although this appellative signification of

Nod is clear, it is not less certain, that the

historian intended to describe thereby a

distinct country ; he designates its position

in the east of Eden ; and he mentions a

town which Cain built in that land of

flight. Nod is, therefore, as little as Eden

itself, a mere abstraction, or a fictitious

name, invented for the embodiment of a

myth. But, as it is only described by its rela-

tive position to Eden, its situation is, natu-

rally, as disputed as that of Paradise itself.

It has been placed in Susiana, Lydia, and

Arabia, in Nysa and China ; in the

mountains of the Caucasus and the

vast steppes in the east of Cashmere; in

Tartary, in Parthia, or any part of India.

However, it appears that the whole ex-

tent of Asia eastward of Eden, was com-

prised under the name of Nod ; Cain was

expelled to the east of Paradise, where

the Cherubim with their flaming swords

for ever prevented the access; we are,

thus, expressly reminded, that the mur-
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Lord, and dwelt in the land of Nod, in the east of Eden.

—

17. And Cain knew liis wife; and she conceived, and

bore Enoch ; and he built a city, and called the name of

derer, who with one audacious step as-

cended the whole climax of crime, was

removed f;ir from tho seat of blessedness

and innocence; and it is natural, that his

numerous descendants spread further and

further in the same eastern direction, till

they were believed to occupy the whole

vast territory beyond the Indus, which, as

we have shown, is the most eastern river

mentioned in the description of Paradise.

Nor do we believe this opinion to be de-

void of a fruitful idea. The intercourse

and commerce of the Israelites seldom

extended beyond the Tigris, and scarcely

ever beyond the Indus. The nations, there-

fore, which lived to the east of this river,

were of no historical or social interest to

the Hebrews. They were excluded from

every contact with the people of God. It

is, therefore, natural, that they should have

been considered less favoured; that their

agricultural pursuits, far from the great

and exciting political life of the west,

should be regarded as the effect of Divine

displeasure; the " land of exile" embracing

all those tribes which were unconnected, by

any internal or external link, with the

chosen people, lay, as it were, under the

curse of banishment, far from the selected

land of Divine gloiy. Thus, the repeated

lamentations of Cain, regarding his flight,

receive new vigour and emphasis.

From the " garden of delight," a part

of the young human family was removed

into the " land of flight " within one sin-

gle generation; the fall by disobedience

was too soon followed by degeneracy and

violence; the newly acquired gift of know-

ledge led, in its first exercise, to error and

to crime; reason, too weak to nile, was

ovei-powered by passion; the spiritual

part succumbed, and the earthly elements

obtained a fatal ascendancy.

1*. Cain was soon domiciledr'in the

land of Nod, for his vocation as husband-

man forced him to seek settled abodes;

he had taken his wife with him from the

paternal house; she was evidently his

sister, since Adam and Eve are repre-

sented as the only primitive human pair.

Such alliances were, even in much later

times, and among very civilised nations,

not considered incestuous; the Atlieiiiau

law made it compulsory to marry the

sister, if she had not found a husband at

a certain age; Abraham married his half-

sister, Sarah; and the legislator Moses

himself was the offspring of a matrimony

which he later interdicted as unholy

(Exod. ii. 1, vi. 20). The great and im-

portant principle of the unity of the

human race was to be proclaimed and

enforced; one couple were, therefore, made
the progenitors of the whole human fami-

ly; all other considerations were deemed

of minor importance compared with that

momentous doctrine which twines a tie

of brotherhood around all nations and all

ages; a plurality of first couples would

have prevented marriages which were

later justly regarded with abomination,

but it would have destroyed a funda-

mental truth, which is the germ of noble

social virtues, and which sheds brilliant

rays of hope over the confusion of na-

tional strife and warfare.

Cain became the father of a son; he

called him Enoch. This name cannot

be without meaning, for Cain soon

afterwards built a town, which he call-

ed Enoch after his son. The Hebrew

root to which it belongs has two prin-

cipal significations: to teach, and to

consecrate. The name of Cain's son

seems to point to the former, that of

the town to the latter meaning. Cain

had felt the curse of impiousness; he

could not master his vices or his passions;

although he struggled against them, he

fell and succumbed; he began the resist-

ance when the enemy in his heart had

gained too much power; even the solemn

warning of God, that he ouglit manfully

to oppose his evil disposition, was of no

avail. He wished that his son, at least,

should reap the benefit of his own mourn-

H 2
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the city, after the name of liis son, Enoch.— 18. And to

Enoch was born Irad : and Irad begat Mehnjael : and

Mehujael begat Methusael: and Methusael begat Lamech.

fill experience; he intended to instruct

him from his early years in the duties of

virtue, and he called him hy a name

which involuntarily reminds of the

maxim: "Train a child in the way he

should go; even when he is old, he will

not depart from it." And when he later

built the first city, and called it " conse-

cration," he meant to intimate that the

firstling of his social prosperity belongs to

God, for he had learnt to appreciate the

value of His l)lessing; and, at the same

time, he perpetuated the name of his son,

in whom all his hope and all his joy were

centred.

It was a very decided step towards

civilisation, when the idea of building a

city was first conceived and realised. The

roaming life of the homeless savage was

abandoned; social ties were formed;

families joined familios, and exchanged

in friendly intercourse their experience

and observations; communities arose, and

submitted to the rule of self-imposed

laws; the individuals resigned the un-

checked liberty of the beasts of the

forest, and felt the delight of being

subservient links in the universal chain.

Social and personal excellence depend

on, and strengthen each other. There-

fore, when the first communities were

organised, the way to a steadj' and con-

tinuous progress was paved, and the first

beams of dawning humanity trembled

over the night of barbarism and ferocity.

It is a deep trait in the Biblical account

to ascribe the origin of cities to none but

the agriculturist. Unlike the nomad,
who changes his temporary tents when-

ever the state of the pasture requires it,

the husbandman is bound to the glebe

which he cultivates; the soil to wliich he

devotes his strength and his anxieties

becomes dear to him; that part of the

earth to which he owes his sustenance

assumes a character of holiness in his

eyes; and if, besides, pledges of conjugal

love have grown up in that spot, he is

more strongly still tied to it; he fixes

there his permanent abode, and considers

its loss a curse of God. Thus, even in

the "land of flight," the agriculturist

Cain was compelled to build houses and

to form a city. Many inventions of me-

chanical skill are inseparable from the

building of towns; ingenuity was aroused

and exercised; and whilst engaged in

satisfying the moral desire of sociability,

man brought many of his intellectual

powers into efficient operation. Necessity

suggested, and perseverance executed,

inventions which safety or comfort re-

quired ; and when man left the caverns

which nature had beneficently provided

for his dwelling-places, to inhabit the

houses which his own hands had built,

he entered them with that legitimate pride

which the consciousness of superior skill

begets, and with the consoling conviction,

that although God had doomed him, on

account of his own and his ancestors' sins,

to a life full of fatigue and struggles, He
had graciously furnished him with a spark

of that heavenly fire which strengthens

him to endure and to conquer.

Greek mythology also attributes to the

agricultural tribes the first building of

houses and cities. Ceres, aided by all

the gods and goddesses, erected the walls

and finished the roofs; she herself taught

the first citizens the rudiments of a social

legislation, and united solemnly a young

couple in the sacred bond of matrimony.

In the Hebrew records, this progress is

both more moral and more rapid. The

first parents already formed a united

household; the example of a social life

under the authority of a chief was given

;

and in the next generation a man of ener-

gy and influence might already establish

himself as the head of a well-regulated

community.

We have above attempted to explain

the meaning of the name of the town

Enoch. But to deline its position is an

impossibility. It lies " in the land of
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19. And Lainecli took two Avives: the name of the one

was Adah, and the name of the other Zillah. 20. And
Adah bore Jabal : he was the father of those who dwell in

Nod," which is itself not described by

any more distinct criterion than that it is

situated " in the east of Eden." If the

position of the latter should be settled

beyond dispute, it will be time to search

for a distinct locality both of Nod and

Enoch. If the land of Nod is, at least,

to be determined as. the whole region of

Asia to the east of the Tigris, it would

be preposterous to fix in this vast terri-

tory upon a sjjot for the town of Enoch.

Vague resemblances with later Greek or

Eastern names have here also been the

only guides of those who think it either

necessary or possible to settle every

minute detail of Biblical antitpiities.

It is an essential part of every sci-

ence to distinguish and to acknowledge

what it is impossible to know. And a

certain subdued light, a chiaroscuro,

is well befitting the earliest deeds and

sufierings of mankind. The progress

from the delightful innocence of child-

hood (Eden), through the struggle and

guilt of the awakening physical and

moral strength (Nod), back to the con-

scious virtue by training and instruction

(Enoch), is a type more to be conceived

by the internal eye than to be palpably

constructed for the senses.

IS—a*. The historian passes rapidly

over the next four generations. After the

first formation of towns, and the organi-

sation of communities, there is necessarily

a long pause before any decided ad-

vance is made in social life. Numberless

claims are to be adjusted, endless conflicts

to be settled; and experience suggests

a thousand improvements in the instilu-

tions and all external arrangements.

Centuries elapse before the political life

admits of, or urges on to, a further pro-

gress. This important step was reserved

to the fifth generation. One of Lamcch's

sons was Jubal. He was the inventor of

musical instruments. Necessity had

been the mother of the first disco-

veries, and had prompted to the earliest

exercise of the moral energies. A cer-

tain simple comfort was the consequence

of this activity; and security and ease

gave leisure and cheerfulness for the cul-

tivation of the fine arts. The bare and rude

wants were supplied; and the mind was

sufficiently vacant to desire beauty. The

toilsome existence was ennobled by tlie

admixture of a higher element. The in-

exorable necessaries ol' daily life absorbed

no more the whole attention or the entire

strength; the soul and the heart also, de-

manded and obtained tiieir food and nur-

ture ; Lamech was the first poet( vers.23,24),

and his son the first musician; the "sweat

of the brow" ^vas temporarily dried by the

heavenly sunshine of art; the curse of

Adam was, in a great measure, conquered

by the perseverance and the gentleness of

his descendants. Everybody will readily

admit, that this was a most important step

in the advancement of society; for, mate-

rialism with its degrading tendencies of

cold expediency was, in some measure,

dethroned; it became a co-ordinate part

of a higher striving, which found its re-

ward, not in selfish utility, but in a free

and elevating recreation. It is true, that

most of the ancient nations ascribed the

invention of musical instruments to their

deities: the Egyptians believed thatThot,

the god of wisdom and knowledge, the

friend of Osiris, invented the three-

stringed lyre; the Greeks represented

Pan or Mercury as the first artists on

the flute; and music was generally con-

sidered a divine gift, and an immediate

communication from the gods. But our

context describes the invention of these

instruments in a far deeper manner; it

embodies it organically in the history of

the human families, and assigns to it that

significant place which its internal clia-

racter demands.

It is not an accidental fact, that the lyre

and the flute were introduced by the brother

ofanomadic herdsman (Jal)a]). It is in the

happy leisure of this occupation, that mu-
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tentBj and of those who have csLttle. 21. And liis brother's

name ivas Jubal : he was the father of all such as use the

tyre and the flute. 22. And Zillah, she also bore Tubal-

cain, a sharpener of all instruments of brass and iron:

and the sister of Tubal-cain ivas Naamah. 23. And
Lamech said to his wives,

sic is generally first exercised and appre-

ciated,and the idyllic tunes of the shepherd

find their way, either with his simple in-

struments, or after the invention of others

of a more developed description, into the

house of the citizen, and the palace of the

monarch. — But we must not be surprised

to find here Jabal described as " the father

of those who dwell in tents, and of those

who have cattle" (ver. 20), although Abel

had already followed the same pursuits

(ver. 2). Every single remark pi-oves the

depth of thought, and the comprehensive-

ness of the views of the Hebrew writer.

Abel had been murdered, most probably

without leaving children; yet, his occu-

pation could not die out with him ; breed-

ing of cattle is a calling too necessary, and

at the same time too inviting, not to be

resumed by some later-bora individual.

But in the family of Cain rested the curse

of blood-shed; the crime was to be ex-

piated by severe labour; in the fourth ge-

neration it was atoned for (Exod. xx. 5);

and now were the Cainites permitted to

indulge extensively in the easy life of

herdsmen; the blood of Abel was avenged,

and with the restored guiltlessness re-

turned affluence, and— mirth, which is

aptly symbolized by the invention of

music.

Jabal and Jubal were Lamech's sons

with Adah ; but he had another wife, Zil-

lah, who bore him also a son, Tubal-cain.

He was a " sharpener of all instruments of

brass and iron"; and this seems to imply,

that he continued the ancestral pursuit of

agriculture, but that he also improved the

necessary implements; he invented the

practical arts of whetting ploughs, and of

making, by the aid of fire, other instru-

ments materially mitigating the toil and

hardship which the cultivation of the soil

imposes upon the laborious countryman.

And are we not justified in finding in this

alleviation of the manual labour also, a

relaxation of the severe curse pronounced

against his ancestor Cain?

Daughters are not usually mentioned in

genealogical lists, except where in later his-

tory they obtain some individual distinc-

tion. We shall, however, not urge too much

the question, why Naamah is here intro-

duced, as the only female descendant of

Caiu? And, since the name alone is

mentioned, it can be our only guide in

attempting a reply; but, considering the

general significance of the names, we

shall scarcely go astray in following that

trace. Naamah signifies, the lovely,

beautiful woman; whilst the wife of

the first man was simply Eve, the life-

giving. Who does not see the obvious

progress in the intervening generations?

It is the same remarkable change in wo-

men, as we have just pointed out in men.

The women were, in the age of Lamech,"

no more regarded merely as the propaga-

tors of the human family; beauty and

gracefulness began to command homage;

the woman was no more merely the

"help" of the husband, but his most

beautiful ornament ; if the eye finds an

independent delight in lovely appearance,

gross materialism is conquered ; and man
has entered the period of art, which con-

sists essentially in the spiritualisation of

the sensual conceptions. Even the wives

of Lamech manifest the transition into

this epoch of beauty; for, whilst one wife,

Zillah, reminds still of assistance and pro-

tection, the other, Adah, bears a name

almost synonymous with Naamah, and,

likewise, signifying ornament and loveli-

ness.—We may add, that the son of the

former (Tubal-cain) was the inventor of
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24.

Adah and Zillah, hear my voice,

Ye wives of Laraech, listen to my speech

;

For I have slain a man for my wound,

And a youth for my bruise

:

Yet Cain shall be avenged sevenfold.

But Lamech seventy and sevenfold.

practical and mechanical improvements,

whil^it the son of the latter (Jubal) was

the inventor of tlie adorning instruments

of music. — Thus, we may, with duo

energy, strike the living water of thought

even out of the apparently rocky soil of

dry names.

Two verses (the 23rd and 24th) are in-

serted as a poetical episode which seems,

both in its form, and in its contents, to be

unconnected with the main thread of our

historical narrative. But they are by no

means so obscure as they have often been

represented to be. Lamech had been eitlier

insidiously attacked or wantonly provoked

by a young man; he had, in this in-

voluntary encounter, even received a se-

rious wound and other injury; he was,

therefore, obliged to prepare himself for

resistance; and in this act of legitimate

self-defence he had the misfortune of kill-

ing his assailant. Lamech, though la-

menting this melancholy issue, was con-

scious and certain of his innocence; and

partly in order not to risk the affection of

his wives if they should hear of this san-

guinary deed, and partly in order to

satisfy them that his personal safety

stood in no danger from the avenger of

blood, he informed them of the whole in-

cident in a solemn address. Although he

confessed the deed, he was sure that

nobody could, with any legal or moral

right, seek his life, since he had not offered

but repelled violence. And in this fact

consists the chief difference between his

deed and that of Cain ; for, the latter had

maliciously and nefariously murdered a

brother, incited by no other motive than

vile jealousy. And yet had God guaranteed

to Cain his lite; lie had set an awful curse

upon any future aggressor; " whosoever

Blayeth Cain, vengeance shall be taken on

him sevenfold." Lamech, therefore, whom
the duty of self-preservation had reluc-

tantly forced to bloodshed, might be in-

finitely more satisfied that he had not

forfeited his life; he was even confident,

that he had committed no crime; and he

could exclaim with emphasis: "If Cain

shall be avenged sevenfold, truly Lamech
seventy and sevenfold"; in which sentence

the numbers are all expressive of intense

and rigid punishment. It is obvious, that

iu this address of Lamech, a new political

and social law of the greatest importance

is proclaimed. The eastern custom of

avenge of blood was often so sanguiuary,

as to cause endless persecution, hatred, and

murder. Blind passion alone regulated the

conduct; and base vindictiveness was hal-

lowed with the virtuous names of affection

and duty. At a later time, Moses restricted

by a series of efficient laws, that perni-

cious custom within salutary limits; but

already the history of Lamech teaches dis-

tinctly, that the avenging of blood must not

be continued to an interminable extent;

that a murder caused in the necessity of

self-defence is not liable to the persecution

of the blood-avenger; and that so far from

this being an act of duty, honor, or justice,

it is visited with the most rigorous Divine

punishments.— This appears to us the

general sense of these two verses; they are

no fragment, but are complete and intelli-

gible ; they contain a clear and appropriate

idea, in perfect harmony with the whole

tenour of our chapter, which describes, in

the form of a genealogical list, the gradual

social progress of the human family.

—

And let us observe, in addition, that, whilst

poetry is attributed to the father, tlie in-

vention of music is ascribed to the son.

Poetry and music are, in the ancient world,

almost inseparable; but poetry is unques-
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25. And Adam knew his wife again, and she bore a

son, and called his name Seth: For God, said she^ hath

given me another seed instead of Abel; for Cain hath

tionably the more primitive and funda-

mental art ; for, solemnity ofdisposition and

emotion, or elevation ofthought, lead natu-

rally to poetical diction; it is even main-

tained, that all the first written composi-

tions were in poetry, not in prose. Music

formed, generally, but the accompaniment

of poetry, enhancing the effect of its re-

cital ; the latter is not rarely identified with

prophecy itself; it was considered as the

effusion of direct inspiration ; and even in

the "singers" or " seers," the sublime con-

tents and the poetical beauty of the words

were of higher moment than the charm of

the accompanying musical performance.

Words convey ideas with greater distinct-

ness and precision than the most descrip-

tive music; and if those words are, besides,

accompanied by the harmony of sounds,

both the mind and the heart are touched

and moved by an in-esistible power.

35, a©. The history of Cain and his

descendants is finished. It is never re-

sumed in any later portion. Tlie Caiuites,

though known to the Hebrews, did not

enter into any internal connection with

them ; they were the nations of the distant

East, famous by the mighty polities they

formed, powerful by their inventions, and

though disposed to deeds of sanguinary

violence, yet not inaccessible to the soften-

ing influence of mental culture and civi-

lisation. This nan-ative is clearly a con-

tinuation of the preceding chapters; for

it contains both the progress of the human

mind and of sin. But it introduces, also,

the succeeding genealogy.

The premature death ofAbel had thrown

the first parents into grief and sadness;

the circle which had just been formed was

already broken ; their habitation appeared

to them desolate, and their hearts longed

for those objects of love which they had

so fondly cherished. For the murder of

Abel had deprived them of both their

children ; Cain was not only removed from

their vicinity, but he was alienated from

their affections; they could not, with

pleasure, think of the destroyer of a sacred

life; nor could they, with satisfaction, re-

present to themselves the miserable life

which his own guilt had prepared for him:

all their sentiments were as painfully

moved by the remembrance of their dead,

as of their living son. But the Divine

mercy compensated them for their loss,

and consoled their affliction. Eve bore

a son whom she called Seth for " God,

said she, has given me another seed

instead of Abel; for Cain slew him."

This son became the ancestor of Noah,

and, through him, of Abraham, and of the

chosen people of Israel. On him and his

progeny, therefore, the whole attention of

the historian is henceforth concentrated

;

with him we approach nearer. the imme-

diate end and purport of the Pentateuch.

And even the very first generation after

him, gives a striking proof of the altered

direction which the path of mankind then

took. The son of Seth was Enos, and it

is added, that in his time " men began to

invoke the name of God." We cannot re-

press a feeling of astonishment, that these

simple and clear words should have suf-

fered so many forced and often most

strange interpretations; since we need

only take them in their obvious sense

in order to arrive at a perfectly satisfac-

tory idea. The first, and perhaps most

material mode of Divine worship is by

means of offerings and sacrifices. Kings

were honoured with gifts ; little cultivated

nations naturally believed, therefore, that

the King of kings would be pleased or

propitiated by their most precious property.

This feeling of devotion, loyalty, and self-

denial, is certainly truly religious and

commendable; it is a perfect justification

for the offering of sacrifices, which, there-

fore, were even later not only maintained

in the Mosaic legislation, but developed

into a magnificent system. But God is a

spirit; His worship is, therefore, the more
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slain him. 20. And to Seth, to liiin also there was born

a son ; and he called his name Enos : then began men to

invoke the name of the Lord.

perfect, the more it is internal and spiri-

tual in character. The elevation of the

heart to God, whether accompanied by

ofTerings or not, is, therefore, a higher,

and, no doubt, a more refined waj of Di-

vine adoration than the mere killing of

animals, or the mere oblation of vegetable

gifts. Prayer, in itself a noble mode of

worship, enhances and dignifies the sacri-

fices. The first generation after Adam,

represented by Cain and Abel, displayed

its gratitude to God by offerings; the se-

cond manifested it by prayers; in the time

of Seth, " men began to invoke the name

of the Lord," either in private prayer or

in public supplication. We are, thus, at

once transported to another, and purer,

sphere; we move in a more spiritual

world; the descendants of Cain exercise

their ingenuity by mechanical or social

inventions of every kind; they try cither

to facilitate or to adorn the external life

:

tlie first descendant of Seth advances a de-

cided and a bold step towards tlie realm

of spirituality ; his thoughts are directed to

the inner man, and to internal life; he is

destined to be the ancestor of the propa-

gators of religious truth; and he hastens

to open the portals of the purest religion.

CHAPTER V.

ScMMARY.—The descendants of Adam, v,ho represent the ten successive generations
down to Noah, are enumerated with some prominent chronological dates regarding
the history of their lives. Adam was created in the image of God, which was inhe-
rited by his progeny (vers. 1—8). But as the numbers given in the Samaritan
text and the Greek translation do not agree with those stated in the Hebrew
original, we sulijoin a tabular view of their various statements, but add distinctlv

that both the Samaritan and Greek variations contain internal evidence of beiniy

systematic corruptions of the Hebrew text.

Hebrew Text. Samaritan Text. Septuagint Vers.

Patriabchs. Years
before
birth of

son.

Rest of

life.

Extent
of whole

life.

Years
before

birth of

son.

Kest of
life.

Extent
of whole

life.

Years
liefore

birth of

son.

Rest of

life.

Extent
of whole

Ufa.

1. Adam
2 Seth

130
105

90
70
65

162

65

187
182
500

800
807
815
840
830
800
300
782
595

930
912
905
910
895
962
365
969
777
950

130
105

90
70
65
62

65
67

53

500

800
807
815
840
830
785
300
653
600

930
912
905
910
895
847
365
720
653
950

230
205
190

170
165
162

165

187

188

500

700
707
715
740
730
800
200
782

565

930
912

3. Enos 905
4. Cainan .

5. Mahalaleel

6. -Tared

7. Enoch
8. Methuselah ..

9. Lamech
10. Noah

910
895
962
365
969
753
950

1. This is the book of the generations of man. When
God created man, He made hiin in the likeness of God

;

1—'JO. The creation of heaven and

earth has been described ; man, the ruler

of the earth, had rapidly passed through

the paradise of cliildhood ; his happiness

vanished with his innocence; sin engen-

dered death, and death matured murder;

the earth had been cursed by God, and

defiled by man with fraternal blood; sin
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2. Male and female created He them, and blessed them,

and called their name man, when they were created.

—

3. And Adam lived a hundred and thirty years, and he

begat a son in his own likeness, after his own image ; and

called his name Seth : 4. And the daj^s of Adam, after he

had begotten Seth, were eight hundred years: and he

had made gigantic strides among the ge-

nerations of man; but the corruption of

the heart did not long fetter the activity

of the mind; manifold inventions were

made; great and extensive tribes set-

tled in the vast tracts of eastern Asia;

they filled the earth with the din and tu-

mult of their ai-ms; whilst they endea-

voured to soften the stern reality of life

by the arts which please, and the accom-

plishments which adorn. But who occupied

the west? How were the nations which

inhabited the more central parts of the

ancient world connected with the first

parents of mankind? This question was

of the greatest practical importance; it

was of immediate interest; for it implied

the origin and infancy of the holy nation

itself; it approaches neai'er to the end and

purport of Biblical history; it introduces

that for which the whole preceding nai'-

rative was inserted. And this question is

treated in the portion to which we now

advance. Biblical historiography is truly

pragmatical; it is nowhere abrupt; it de-

duces the single facts organically from

their higher source ; but whilst it is grand

and rapid in its outlines, it is minute in

its details ; the execution is as careful as

the conception is lofty; genius and in-

dustry are surprisingly blended ; and if,

sometimes, an individual trait seems to

disturb the harmony of the whole, a more

careful inspection will show that harmony

in still stronger light. The chronological

list contained in our chapter specifies the

generations between Adam and Noah,

between the first and the second father of

the human families; between the uncon-

scious innocence of infancj"-, and the self-

acquired intellectual righteousness of

manhood (vi. 9; vii. 1); between the cre-

ation of the earth, and its all but total

destruction; between the Divine love

which called man into existence, and the

Divine justice which, with grief and re-

luctance, was compelled to annihilate him

(vi. 6, 13). This list comprises, therefore,

all the outlines of the possible history of

the earth, and of man; it includes a per-

fect cycle of events, partly returning to

the begiiming, and partly commencing a

new era ; it is, therefore, a complete whole

;

and, hence, the number of the generations

is thatofcoTn/j/e^eness; ten bears through-

out the Old Testament this character of

entireness and perfection; the Ten Com-
mandments are the complete code of fun-

damental laws ; and the ten plagues in-

flicted upon Pharaoh represent the idea,

that all the terrors of nature were exhaust-

ed against the refractory tyrant. Tlius,

the ten generations are perfectly Biblical

;

even later, the same notions were enter-

tained; the book of Enoch knows ten pe-

riods of the world, and the Cabbalists ten

Sephiroth or emanations which complete

the idea of the Divine nature. It is scarcely

necessary to recur to the numerous analogies

among other eastern traditions, although

they assist and confirm the Biblical nar-

rative; but we may add, that the Hindoos

believed in ten great saints, or maharshis,

the ofi'spring of Manu, and in ten different

personifications of the god Vishnu; that

the Egyptians knew ten mighty heroes,

the Chaldeans ten kings before the flood,

and the Assyrians ten kings from Ham
to Ninyas, and as many from Japhet to

Aram ; and that the Book of Enoch enume-

rates ten periods, each comprising seven

generations, from Adam to the Messiah. In

this, as in all similar instances, the facts

borrowed from general cuiTcnt traditions

were, by the Hebrew writer, organically

embodied in his own original system; in
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begat sons and daughters: 5. And all the days that

Adam lived were nine hundred and thirty years : and he

died.—6. And Seth lived a hundred and five years, and

begat Enos: 7. And Seth lived after he begat Enos

eight hundred and seven years, and begat sons and

daughters: 8. And all the days of Seth were nine

his hands they were purified from the

alloy of their primitive character; and

they lost the trace of their origin.

But a systematic order, similar to that

represented by ten generations between

Adam and Noah, is discoverable in the

list of the Cainites also; it embodies, also,

an idea of tlie liighest interest and moment,

an idea which alone throws a proper light

upon the genealogy of the Sethites, and

which explains the fact of the two lists

succeeding each order. From Adam to

Lamech, the Cainite, are seven genera-

tions, which, with his three sons, Jabal,

Jubal, and Tubal-cain, make the number

of ten names in that list also. We need

not to remind our readers of the signifi-

cance of the number seven. But, whilst

ten signifies completeness, seven typifies

the striving after perfection; ten is, there-

fore, used whenever God acts, whilst seven

i'* applied when man endeavours to per-

form holy deeds; God created the world

by ten commands, as even the Rabbins

deduced from the first chapter, wliilst all

the festivals, that is, the days of mental

elevation on the part of man, are connected

with the number seven; except the holiest

of all, the day of atonement, which is on

the tenth day of the seventh month, thus

combining the human craving with the

Divine mercy which graciously satisfies it:

ten symbolizes the descending of God to

man ; seven denotes the aspiration of man
up to God; the former number represents,

therefore, revelation, the latter natural

ineti/; and, whilst ten bears, in Mosaism

exclusively, the highest character of sanc-

tity, seven is the common sacred number

of most of the other religions. This ob-

vious and striking difference between the

numbers seven and ten, will be more fully

explained in its due jdacc; it receives,

however, a full corroboration from the two

genealogical lists, the examination of

which has given rise to these remarks.

The seven generations from Adam to Cain

arrived, by their own human exertions, at

beauty; the ten generations from Adam
to Noah reached, witli the aid of Divine

guidance, to truth ; the Cainites rose to the

cultivation of art ; the Sethites proceeded

to the knowledge and practice of religion;

human reason and energy, so teaches the

Bible, may be able to facilitate our ex-

ternal existence; but it is by Divine assist-

ance alone, that the internal life ofman can

be reformed and humanized ; the Cainites

remained idolaters and heathens, in spite

of their artistic refinement; the Sethites

became, according to the Pentateuch, the

possessors and guardians of a pure mono-

theism by their immediate connection with

God. According to the Biblical notions,

it is impossible for the unaided human
mind to ascend higher than to the culti-

vation of the arts; when, therefore, the

Cainites had reached this aim, they had

completed the possible circle of their ac-

tivity; they had fulfilled their mission;

and no further stage of development was
left to them. They were, therefore, swept

away by the deluge ; no member of their

race was spared to hand down the expe-

rience they had gathered to future gene-

rations, because no new element of import-

ance could be added. But Noah, the des-

cendant of the truth-seeking, religious,

divinely assisted race, was rescued in the

general destruction, to become the ancestor

of Abraliam, and of the favoured people

destined to receive and to spread the fidl

knowledge of God. Thus, tlie double list

is not only justified, but includes ideas

in every respect worthy of the great his-

torian's wisdom.
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hundred and twelve years: and he died.—9. And Enos

lived ninety years, and begat Cainan : 10. And Enos

lived after he begat Cainan eight hundred and fifteen

years, and begat sons and daughters : 11. And all the

days of Enos were nine hundred and five years : and he

died.— 12. And Cainan lived seventy years, and begat

Mahalaleel: 13. And Cainan lived after he begat Maha-

But with regard to the chronological

statements of our chapter, there re-

mains a question to be discussed, which

has often been disputed with a zeal

exceeding even its importance; namely,

about the extraordinary ages of the patri-

archs. Adam was 130 years old when his

son Seth was born ; he lived after his birth

800 years more; he attained, therefore, the

marvellous age of 930 years. A similar

longevity is ascribed, with one exception, to

the other members of this genealogy, and

Methuselah is stated to have reached the

age of 969 years. It is well known, how

many and how arbitrary expedients have

been resorted to for the explanation of this

vitality, incomprehensible in our ages.,

Josephus, who, in more than one passage,

attempts rationalistic explanations of

miracles, defends here the literal ac-

ceptation of the Scriptural text; he con-

siders these high numbers as perfectly

correct ; the patriarchs, he says, were be-

loved by God; man, but lately foi'med by

the Divine hands, was more vigorous in

strength ; his food was more appropriate

;

God granted him a longer life on account

of his virtue ; He wished to enable

him to make astronomical and geome-

trical discoveries ; for the Great Year is

completed in six hundred years; He af-

forded him, therefore, a life extending,

at least, to this duration; and, besides,

there is the testimony of many ancient

writers, who all relate, that men lived a

thousand years; and although Josephus

concludes with the ambiguous words:

"but as to these matters, let every one look

upon them as he tliinks fit"; it is certain

that he regarded those numbers as histo-

rical; and that, in his opinion, a long life

was a particular favour of God granted to

the earlier generations for their greater

piety. But this view, which is at present

chiefly prevalent among critics, is not in

harmony with the Biblical narrative.

These generations were by no means

distinguished for their piety; on the con-

trary, their iniquity rendered the destruc-

tion of the whole human race indispen-

sable, with one solitary exception. We
attempt, therefore, another explanation.

Man was originally intended for an

immortal existence; sin brought death

upon him; every progress in the career

of sin caused a new reduction in the

years of his life; toil increased, and the

years were again curtailed; the greater

the interval which separated man from

the happy days of Paradise, the shorter

grew his life, till it was at last contracted

to its present narrow limit.-i, and became

comparable to the " shadow that passes,"

the "cloud that vanishes," or " the dream

that disappears." The unbounded strength

with which the nature of man was origin-

ally furnished, and which made unending

life a physical possibility, gradually ex-

hausted itself; the next generation in-

herited but a part of the paternal vigour;

tlie heroic forms and the iron limbs of the

ancestors were thus imperceptibly weak-

ened, till they reached that transitory con-

dition the origin of which is by the Bible

ascribed to the sin of man. Thus Noah

reached an age of 950 years; Abraham

of 175; Jacob lived 147 years; Moses,

120; Joshua, 110; whilst David was

decrepit in his seventieth year; and the

Psalmist represents the usual extent of

life as seventy years, and one of eighty

as a rare and exceptional occurrence

(Ps. xc. 10). Only when a new heaven

and a new earth Avill be created, when
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laleel eight hundred and forty years, and begat sons and

daughters: 14. And all the days of Cainan were nine

hundred and ten years: and he died.— 15. And Mahala-

leel lived sixty-live years, and begat Jared: 16. And
Mahalaleel lived after he begat Jared eight hundred and

thirty years, and begat sons and daughters : 17. And all

the days of Mahalaleel were eight hundred and ninety-five

nature will be entirely regeneratoil, the

life of man will again be prolonged; a

death at the age of a hundred years will

be considered the death of a youth; the

human frame, though not destined to re-

gain immortality, will receive back its

pristine strength; for sin and rapine will

cease, and a state very similar to the hap-

piness of Paradise will be restored (Isai.

Ixv.l7—25). Another circumstance com-

pels us to renounce the exi>lanation, tliat,

as those early generations were regarded

as more pioiis and more favoureil by God,

a longer ITe was attributed to tliem. We
haveshown by several instances, that a long

life was, in itsclf.deemed neither a happiness

nor a mark of Divine favour. This might

liave been a common prejudice and mis-

take among the Hebrews; but the wise

author of the Pentateuch did not share it;

he endeavoured to correct it by repeated

allusions; it is manifestly disregarded in

the long life of the wicked Cain, and the

short existence of the pious Abel; and

the genealogy of this chapter contains a

still more striking instance, which re-

moves every doubt. Enoch walked with

God; he was, among all the Sethites

before Noah, the most virtuous, the most

upright man; he was the especial favourite

of God; and he was ordained to leave

this earth when he had scarcely com-

pleted half the number of years allotted

to his less meritorious, less beloved kins-

men. We must, therefore, acquit the

Bible of those external notions of hap-

piness which have been too long unjustly

imputed to it; it is true, that " the fear of

God increases the days" (Prov. x. 27;

Exod. XX. 12); but this prolongation is,

in fact, desirable only in so far as it is

accompanied with "fear of God": it is

true that " the years of the sinner are

shortened"; but this brevity of life is a

curse only when it is the effect and

punishment of wickedness; longevity

with crime is a still greater punishment,

whilst paucity of years with virtue may
be the lot of those upon whom God
would bestow His best and choicest re-

wards. It may also have been afar-spread

prejudice, that a sudden death is a sign

of Divine anger, and a fearful visitation

(Ps. xxxvii. 36); but this error is com-

bated by the sudden disappearance of the

pious and God-favoured Enoch. And
both doctrines are expressly enjoined in

the Book of Wisdom, with immediate

reference to the example of Enoch :
" The

righteous, even if he dies early, is in

peace. For a happy old age is not mea-

sured by the number of years, but by a

spotless life. Because Enoch loved God,

He took him away, for he lived among
sinners, lest malice should pervert his mind,

or falsehood stain hissour(iv.7— 15). The
insertion of the history and destiny of

Enoch is, therefore, alone suificient to

destroy the supposition, that the Hebrew
historian, in stating those high numbers,

merely copied the fabulous traditions of

other ancient nations, which ascribe to the

earlier and happier generations, among
other great blessings and privileges, the

high boon of a ver}"^ extended life. And
although Josephus, in the passage above

quoted, speaks of persons reported to

have lived a thousand years; although

Hesiod and Diodorus Siculus, Hero-

dotus and Pliny, have made similar state-

ments; although, according to the Lamaic

creed, the first men lived 60,000 years;

and although the Indian traditions,

those most important analogies for Bib-
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years: and he died.— 18.

and sixty-two years, and

Jared lived after he begat

And Jared lived a hundred

he begat Enoch: 19. And
Enoch eight hundred years,

lical antiquities, speak of four epochs,

dining which the extent of human life

gradually sank from 400 to 100 years

(see p. 64) : the resemblance of the He-
brew narrative to these legends is merely

an external one; the fact is partially re-

tained, but the explanation is completely

changed; the highest bliss is, with the

Hebrew writer, not worldly enjoyment,

but a spiritual life in God; the aim of

human existence is perfectly difl'erent;

not the duration, but the holiness of life

is of essential import: time thus becomes

a mere vessel, indifferent in itself, and

deriving its value only from the contents

with which it is filled by the conduct of

man. And thus we naturally arrive at

the only possible explanation of the lon-

gevity of the patriarchs; we find ourselves

again in the same sphere and circle of

notions, into which we were brought by the

creation of the six days, by the seduction

of the serpent, by the forbidden tree, and

the loss of Paradise; we have here, also,

a common Oriental, or rather ancient tra-

dition, received by the Hebrew writer, as

it would, indeed, have been impossible to

ignore or to repudiate it, but ennobled

and purified by him, and endowed with a

new idea, of the higliest moral and prac-

tical interest.

We trust, therefore, that it will suflSce

briefly to allude to the former opinions on

this question of patriarchal longevity;

namely, that the atmosphere was, in the

times before the flood, more salubrious (at

present, even under every the most favour-

able circumstance of climate, health, and

mode of life, an age above 200 years is

declared by physiologists a physical im-

possibility) ; or, that every name represents

a whole tribe, and the number comprises

all its ramifications; or, that the years

mean only months; or, that from Adam
to Abraham the year had three months,

from Abraham to Joseph eight, and from

Joseph's time only twelve months; or, that

several generations have been omitted in

our list, and that yet the number of years

was attributed to the remaining few.

These and several other still more hazard-

ous conjectures are mere inventions with-

out any fact or argument to support them;

they either suppose a vast corruption ofthe

Hebrew text merely for the sake of prov-

ing a pre-conceived theory; or they force

upon the words fictitious significations;

or they create even greater difficulties tlian

those which they intend to remove; as, for

instance, Enoch would have been taken to

heaven with his wholefamily ; or, Cainan

would have become a father at the age of

six, and Enoch of about five years, sup-

posing the years were months.

31—3-4. The six generations from Seth

to Jared are rapidly passed over; they com-

prise a period of nearly seven hundred

years; during this time, the human family

grew in numbers and in sin ; in the gene-

ration of Seth, the name of God was in-

voked in prayer (iv. 26); but it was for-

gotten and profaned in the increase of toil

;

wickedness and violence began to fill the

earth; and piety was a stranger in the

turbulence of passion. In such an epoch,

and among such men, Enoch was born,

" the seventh from Adam." His mind was

pure; his spirit rose above the turmoil of

worldliness; he delighted in calm commu-
nion with God ; once more the familiar

intercourse between God and man, which

had existed in the time of Paradise, was

restored; the path commenced by Seth

was continued by Enoch; the former ad-

dressed God by the medium of the word;

the latter approached Him by the still

more spiritual medium of thought: the

highest form of religious life was gained:

but, unfortunately, Enoch alone " walked

with God"; his contemporaries were sunk

in iniquity and depravation; but the mea-

sure of their wickedness was not yet

complete: three generations more were

required to mature their destmction; and
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and begat sons and daughters: 20. And all the days of

Jared were nine hundred and sixty-two years: and he

died.—21. And Enoch lived sixty-five years, and begat

Gotl, in order to rescue Enoch, took him

to Himself, delivering him from the con-

tamination of his time at a comparatively

early period of his life. Was this early

death a punishment? But the piety of

Enoch is repeatedly stated. Was it a

misfortune? It was this as little, as the

full length of Noah's life; both cases were

analogous; in the one, the pious man left

the wicked generation; in the other, he

was, by a catastrophe, freed from it ; and

in both instances, the deliverance was mi-

raculous and supernatural, by the imme-

diate agency of God. If this is the clear

internal meaning of Enoch's history, who

can doubt that he was called away from

the earth, not to cease his life abruptly,

but to continue it in a better sphere, and

in still more perfect virtue? We are

convinced, that the "taking away" of

Enoch is one of the strongest proofs of the

belief in a future state prevailing among

the Hebrews; without this belief, the his-

tory of Enoch is a perfect mystery, a liie-

roglyph without a clue, a commencement

without an end. If, then, pious men could

hope to continue a brighter existence after

their transitory sojourn upon earth, the

books of the Old Testament are not envel-

oped in the gloomy clouds of despair; they

radiate in the beams of hope ; and, if a long

life on earth was also gratefully accepted

as a high, though not the highest, boon, this

may have sprung from the just feeling, that

man is born to enjoy and to work, to re-

ceive much and to give more; and that

he does not deserve the blessing of eternal

rest before he has toiled to extend the em-

pireoftruthandpiety(comp.Sap.iv.7— 10).

God " took Enoch," as He " took" Eli-

jah (2 Kings ii. 9), or, " he was translated

by faith, that he should not see death, and

was not found, because God had trans-

lated him" ( Hebr. xi. 5) . The notion seems

to be, that Enoch passed from eartli to

heaven without the intermediate state of

decrepitadeand dissolution ; he suffered no

bodily infirmity; "his eye grew not dim,

nor did his natural strength abate," as it is

stated witli regard to Moses, who also dis-

appeared so that no mortal knew his grave.

For the pious Enoch, death lost its pang

and its sting; though the descendant of a

sinful race, he was delivered from the real

punishment which sin inflicted upon the

human family; his existence was unintei*-

rupted ; he was undj'ing, as man was ori-

ginally intended to be; for he passed ft-om

this life into a future state, both without

fear, and without struggle. God took him

as a loving father to His eternal home.

Tlie iiistory of Enoch has ever been re-

garded as eml)odying profound truths;

and, we think, there are few so strongly

affecting the very root of religious life as

tliose which we have just briefly indicated.

And, as the virtuous are thus translated

into heaven, the wicked are devoured alive

in the gulf of the earth (Num. xvi.). It

is known, that the classical writers also

mention such translations into heaven;

they assign this distinction among others to

Hercules, to Ganymede, and to Romulus.

But it was awarded to them either for their

valour, or for mere physical beauty, which

advantages, though valued among the

Hebrews, were not considered by them as

sublime or godlike; a pious and religious

life alone deserved and obtained the cro^vn

ofimmortal glory. In no single feature can

the Scriptures conceal their high spiritual

character. However, the idea of a trans-

lation to heaven is not limited to the

old world; it was familiar to the tribes of

Central America; the chronicles of Guate-

mala record four progenitors of mankind

who were suddenly raised to heaven;

and the documents add, that those first

men came to Guatemala from the other

side of the sea, from the east. This is,

then, apparently, a rather remarkable con-

nection of the primitive traditions of the

most different nations. These chronicles

also contain a history of the creation,
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Methuselah: 22. And Enoch walked with God after he

begat Methuselah three hundred years, and begat sons

which, though replete with pagan elements,

and disfigured by more than one grossly

extravagant notion, is, at least, a thought-

ful attempt at solving the mystery of the

genesis of the universe.

Later legends have busily adorned and

amplified the history of Enoch; an apo-

cryphal book, probably composed about

a hundred years before Christ, and from

which St. Jude quotes (vers. 14, 15), was

ascribed to him, or rather wintten under

his name; this production collected and

arranged all the traditions which tlie lapse

of time had accumulated about that extra-

ordinary man ; he foresaw, in a prophetic

vision, the destruction of the human race

by the deluge; he exhorted his son Me-
thuselah, and all his contemporaries, to

reform their evil ways ; but he penetrated

with his prophetic eye into the remotest

future; he delineated the ten periods of

the world from Adam down to the time

of the Messiah ; he explored all the mys-

teries of the earth and of the heavens;

angels guided him, and taught his eager

spirit every hidden knowledge, which he

revealed to mankind to strengtlien it in

faith and hope; he explored also the secret

working of nature, and the marvels of

the celestial orbs, and he deduced there-

from new doctrines regarding the wisdom

and grandeur of God; after the birth of

his eldest son, he passed a retired life in

intercourse with the angels, and in medi-

tation on Divine matters; and, while he

had before received revelations in dreams

or visions only, like other prophets, he was

henceforth in immediate connection with

the world of spirits, till he was translated

to heaven, in order to reappear in the time

of the Messiah, leaving behind him a

number of writings on subjects of morality

and religious truth. Enoch is, therefore,

the great teacher; he is the " scribe," or

the "scribe of justice"; he pointed out the

way of virtue, both by his word, and his

writings; he was the inventor of letters,

and the protector of all sciences.

But the legends did not stop here; tliey

developed the old traditions more and

more; the Book of Jubilees relates, that

he was carried into Paradise, where he

writes down the judgment of all men,

their wickedness, and eternal punishment;

and Rabbinical authors give him, not only

the rank of the great scribe of God, but

they assert that he promulgated during his

life many important laws which he had

read in the heavenly books, and which

were afterwards embodied in the Law of

Moses. Even Arabic writers have treated

of Enoch's history; Elmacin ascribes to

him a code of laws; and Beidhawi speaks

of thirty books which God had sent down

to him from heaven.

All these traditions are a proof of the

reverence with which the person of Enoch

was regarded to the latest times; but not

less remarkable than his person is the

book which bears his name; it is of pe-

culiar importance; it embodies several of

the leading ideas of the New Testament

in a most distinct manner, and forms a

welcome historical link between the other

apocryphal works and the writings of the

apostles. The book of Enoch insists,

with the earnestness of the old prophets,

upon the renewal and restoration of the

pure Biblical faitii ; it combats with equal

energy against the corruptions of Rab-

binical interpretation, and the inroads of

Greek philosophy— against superstition

and paganism; the author deduces all his

truths from no other source but the written

holy books, and rejects traditional exagge-

rations and embellishments; he gives en-

thusiastic descriptions of the world of

angels; he delineates their respective rank

and glory; he introduces men into the

abode of these pure spirits, and elevates

them to their light, and peace, and wis-

dom; he furnishes the most copious and

most detailed descriptions of the future

life in such completeness, that no later

time has been able to enlarge them; he

gives a clear picture of the Sheol, its
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and daughters: 23. And all the days of Enoch were

three hundred and sixty-five years: 24. And Enoch

different divisions, and the preliminary

judgment there held—of the hell (gehen-

na), where the wicked are doomed to

receive their punishment— of the place

where the fallen angels and contuma-

cious powers of nature are fettered; he

describes, in full outlines, the resurrection

of the dead, and the Messianic judgment

over the dead and the living. But one of

the most remarkable features of the book

ofEnoch is its very elaborate and clear de-

scription of the person and the times of the

Messiah. It does not only comprise the

scattered allusions of the Old Testament

in one grand picture of unspeakable

bliss, unalloyed virtue, and unlimited

knowledge; it represents the Messiah

not only as the King, but the Judge of

the world, who has the decision over

everything on earth and in heaA'cn ; for the

Messiah is " the Son of man, who pos-

sesses justice, since the God of all spi-

rits has elected him, and since he has

conquered all by justice in eternity";

but he is also the " Son of God," the

Elected One, the Prince of Justice; he

is gifted with that wisdom which knows

all secret things; the spirit in all its ful-

ness is poured out on him ; his glory

lasts to all eternity; he shares the throne

of God's majesty; kings and princes will

worship him, and invoke his mercy; he

pre-existed before all time; "before the

sun and the signs were made, and the

stars of heaven were created, his name

was already proclaimed before the Lord

of all spirits"; "before the creation of

the world he was elected"; and, although

still unknown to the children of the world,

he is already revealed to the pious by

prophecy, and is praised by the angels in

heaven. Even the dogma of the Trinity

is implied in the book; it is formed by

the Lord of the spirits, the Elected, and

the Divine power; they partake both of

the name and of the omnipotence of

God. The doctrine of incarnation alone

was reserved for the New Testament,

as the last completion of the Mes-

sianic notions. It is, for the present

purpose, unnecessary to enter into the

component parts of the book, and to en-

quire into the .age when each was written.

On these points, there exists a vast differ-

ence of opinion, the discussion of which

lies entirely beyond the limits of this

volume. But thus much we may observe,

as an indisputable fact, that the book of

Enoch, in its present form, was composed

before the canon of the New Testament;

and that its chief portions, at least, were

written hy a Jew of Palestine, in the

Hebreio language, more than a hundred

years before the birth of Christ. We
may add, with regard to the history of

this extraordinary book, that, when it

appeared, it was evidently received and

reail with eager interest; that it was soon

translated into Greek, and from this lan-

guage into the Ethiopian dialect; that

not only the later apocryphal writings,

as, for instance, the Book of the Jubi-

lees, and the " Testament of the Twelve

Patriarchs," but most of the Fatlicrs of

the Church, down to the time of Au-
gus'in and Jerome, used and quoted it;

that, however, from this period, it fell into

almost entire oblivion, and was, with the

exception of a few fragments of tlie

learned monk Synccllu?, at the end of

the eighth century, and some allusions in

Rabbinical writers, totally forgotten; the

manuscript which Augustus Mai de-

posited in the library of the Vatican

remained unnoticed; but the celebrated

traveller, James Bruce, brought, in 1773,

three copies of the Ethiopian version

to Europe; and since this time several

translations and valuable commentaries

have been published. This remarkable

apocryphal production, which, if we are

not mistaken, will one day be employed

as a most important witness in the his-

tory of religious dogmas, deserves the

most careful study, and it is accessible to

the EnHish reader in the editions of
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walked with God : and he was no more, for God had taken

him away. — 25. And Methuselah lived a hundred and

eighty- seven years, and begat Lamech: 26. And Methu-

selah lived after he begat Lamech seven hundred and

eighty-two years, and begat sons and daughters: 27. And
all the days of Methuselah were nine hundred and sixty-

nine years: and he died. — 28. And Lamech lived a

hundred and eighty-two years, and begat a son : 29. And

Bishop Lawrence, whose interesting "Pre-

liminary Dissertation" commands espe-

cial attention.

25—21. To Enoch, the pious, was al-

lotted the shortest life; to his son, Me-

thuselah, the longest. The latter reached

the high age of 969 j-ears; he exceeded

even the duration of Adam's life, who

died 930 years old; he seems not only to

have renewed, but considerably surpassed

the primeval strength granted to man;—
does he then, indeed, mark a retrogression

in the history of the human generations?

But Methuselah's longevity seems in-

tended as a compensation for Enocli's

short life: even if the pious leaves this

world early, his race flourishes; his name

lives in his progeny; his example en-

nobles and guides their conduct,—but

although his righteousness spreads bles-

sings over thousands after him, it is, of

itself and unaccompanied by the piety of

the descendants, unable to avert or to

retard their doom. Such is the Biblical

doctrine; and this important truth is, in

more than one instance, enforced in the

history of the earliest patriarchs.

28—31. Noah, the tenth descendant

from Adam, was destined to form a very

important link in the chain of successive

generations, to commence a new era in the

history of sin, and to modify essentially

the relation between God and man. It is,

therefore, natural that his very birth should

be introduced with a certain emphasis;

that he should receive a significant name;

and his name, even, be expressive of his

future mission on earth. Lamech begat

a son (ver. 28), and he called him Noah
exclaiming; "This one shall comfort us

from our labour, and from the toil of our

hands; from the earth which the Lord

hath cursed." The name of Noah, then,

implies a prophetic anticipation; it refers

to a characteristic crisis in his subsequent

life; and its explanation must, therefore,

be sought in a later event. And the cir-

cumstance to which it alludes cannot be

doubtful, although many strange opinions

have been advanced. The produce of

the earth had been assigned to man as

his only food (i. 29). But the earth was

laden with the curse of the Divine anger

(iii. 17— 19). Man was doomed to force,

with "labour and with toil," a scanty

sustenance from the barren and stubborn

soil. His life was one of perpetual

struggle, of incessant anxiety. In the

time of Noah he was, in a great measure,

relieved from this curse of the earth, for

God permitted him to eat the flesh of

animals also (ix. 3). He was no more

entirely dependent on the uncertainty of

the skies, or the " strength" of the earth;

he found rest from the uninterrupted

fatigues of agriculture, and was partially

consoled for the Divine curse which was

inflicted on the earth. We find, there-

fore, in the very name of Noah an indi-

cation of a grand and fundamental change

which concerned the whole human race,

and which we shall more fully develop in

the ensuing chapters. And thus only we

can understand why the father said, " this

one will comfort us from our labour."

Not Lamech, but all the future genera-

tions, enjoyed the relief granted to his

son Noah.

34. When Noah was five hundred

years old, he had three sons, Shem, Ham.
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he called his name Noah^ saying, This one will relieve us

from our work and the toil of our hands, from the ground

which the Lord hath cursed. 30. And Lamech lived

after he begat Noah five hundred and ninety-five years,

and begat sons and daughters: 31. And all the days of

Lamech were seven hundred and seventy-seven years : and

he died. 32. And Noah was five hundred years old : and

Noah begat Shem, Ham, and Japheth.

and Japhctli; they are all mentioned, not indispensable; their names alone are suf-

the eldest son alone, as in the other gene- ficient to prepare us for the extraordinary-

rations, because they became individually incidents tliat follow; and to indicate that

the ancestors of many important nations; the calm genealogical narrative is inter-

they are the regenerators of the human rupted, and that events of universal in-

race, when its destruction had become terest and importance will be disclosed.

IV.—THE DELUGE.
Chapters VI. to IX.

ScMMABT.—When the human families had vastly increased upon the earth, they sank

into wickedness and crime, still more enhanced by the " sons of God," who asso-

ciated themselves with the daughters of man (vi. 1—4). God resolved, therefore,

to exterminate every living being from the earth, and to save Noah alone, who

had remained in the path of piety (vi. 5—8). Once more is the fearful depravity

of man described; and God announces to Noah the approach of an all-destroying

deluge. He ordered him to build an ark of huge dimensions, for himself, his wife,

his three sons, Shem, Ham, and Japheth, and their wives, and for one pair of

every living creatui-e (except the fishes), which were to be preserved alive, and to

gather food for all this immense number of animals. Noah executed the Divine

commands (vi. 9—22); he was then ordered to enter the ark; but his former in-

structions were so modified, that he was to take witli him seven pairs of every

clean species of animals, and one pair of every unclean species (vii. 1—5). In

the six hundredth year of Noah's life the flood began; the fountains of the deep

and the flood-gates of heaven were opened; forty days and forty nights the

waters continued to break forth upon the earth; the waves rose fifteen cubits

above the peaks of the highest mountains; every living soul expired on the earth;

the ark and its inmates alone were safely carried along the flood; and after the

end of one hundred and fifty days, the waters decreased, and the ark rested over

the mountains of Ararat (vii. 6—viii. 5). The floods gradually retired; the tops

of the mountains became visible; Noah sent out first a raven, then a dove, to learn

the state of the earth ; the second time the dove returned with a fresh olive-leaf in

her mouth, and the third time she returned no more. After a complete year and

ten days, the earth was again perfectly dry (viii. 6—14). By the command of

God, Noah left the ark, with all living beings tliat were with him. God blessed

the animals; and Noah, to show his gratitude, built an altar, and oftered a grand

sacrifice to God, who graciously promised to send no other deluge to destroy the

earth, and to look with mercy upon tlie weakness of the human mind (viii. 15—22).

God renewed the dominion of man over the brute creation; permitted him, also,

I 2
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the flesh of the animals, but interdicted their blood, which is their soul. Murder
committed against a fellow-man was to be punished with death (ix. 1—7). He
concluded a perpetual covenant with man and all living creatures; and appointed

the rainbow as the sign of this covenant of peace and reconciliation (ix. 8— 18).

—

Noah began now again to cultivate the ground; he planted a vineyard; and when
he once was in a state of intoxication, his youngest son, Ham, committed an act

of disrespect and indecency, for which he and his son Canaan were laden with the

curse of servitude ; whilst his two elder brothers, Shem and Japheth, who had shown
due fiUal reverence, received the richest blessings as the future masters of Ham
(ix. 19—27).—Three hundred and fifty years after the deluge, in the nine hun-

dred and fiftieth year of his life, Noah died (ix. 28, 29).

CHAPTER VI.

1. And it came to pass, when men began to multiply

on the face of the earth, and daughters were born to them,

1—S. Universal history describes the

progress of polities, and the relation be-

tween nation and nation ; Biblical history

teaches chiefly the internal progi-ess of the

individual, and the relation between God
and the nations of the earth; the former

deduces all events from human agencies;

the latter traces them to Divine interpo-

sition; the former is pragmatical if it

demonstrates cause and effect, or means

and end, in the external events ; the latter,

if it deduces the events from causes con-

nected with the internal life; the end of

the former is instruction by experience;

the aim of the latter, reformation by truth

;

in the former, the facts are individual ; in

the latter, they conceal a general idea.

Results not produced by human efforts

find no place in the former ; and all that

has no reference to the Divine sovereignty

has no place in the latter. The powers

and terrors of nature, therefore, are of

very subordinate moment in universal

history ; but they are regarded as most

significant Divine instruments in the

Biblical narrative; the former records

them only in so far as they affect or

change the material condition of countries

or nations; the latter uses them to illus-

trate the supreme doctrine of the just

providence of God. Now, there exist

numerous traditions of a deluge among

most of the ancient nations, as we shall

specify in its due place; but they arc but

imperfectly alluded to in the earlier histo-

rical works; whilst the Pentateuch treats

them with evident care; it dwells upon

the history of the deluge with a minute-

ness which indicates its importance; and

it unfolds a picture at once interesting

and instructive, elaborate and powerful.

In reading, therefore, the eventful life of

Noah, our principal attention must be

directed to the spiritual lessons it contains;

to the progress which it delineates with

regard to the relation between God and

mankind, and with regard to the religious

aspirations of the human mind. We sliall

find our narrative of the utmost interest

with reference to these momentous points

;

it will allow us a deeper insight into the

history of salvation than was opened to us

even by the pi'eceding remarkable por-

tions; and these sublime and exclusively

Biblical ideas will, we hope, relieve us

from all pusillanimous apprehensions if

we find, that the Mosaic deluge resembles,

in the form, many similar Eastern narra-

tives; that it shares with them even many
prominent details; and that, indeed, the

viaterial of this portion also was the

common property of all Eastern lite-

ratures.

The very commencement of the narrative

contains a notion, which cannot be ex-

])lained from the Bible, but which is in-

disputably borrowed from foreign, heathen

sources. The " sons of God" descended

to the beautiful "daughters of man."

They deserted their pure and ethereal
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2. That the sons of God saw the daughters of men, that

they icere beautiful; and they took for themselves wives

of all whom they chose. 3. A.nd the Lord said, My spirit

shall not always preside in man, while he is also flesh

:

nature, and abandoned themselves to de-

spicable depravities; they left the heaven,

in order to corrupt the eartli and them-

selves; and it is but natural, that their

wicked sons, excluded from the abodes in

heaven which their fathers had enjoyed,

should attempt to force access to it by a

desperate and flagitious assault. This is

the story of the Titans storming the hea-

vens; it is a tradition which recurs, in

many modified forms, among most of the

ancient nations; the giants are, in the

mythology of the Hindoos, the enemies of

the gods who pollute the holiest sacrifices;

some are a sort of wild beasts, or of vam-

pires, eager for blood and human flesh,

haunting the forests and the cemeteries;

pious hermits are incessantly compelled to

invoke against them the assistance of in-

trepid heroes; they belong to the highest

order of the beings of darkness; their

number is incalculable; and, as the soul

of a criminal is frequently condemned to

enter the body of a giant, they will always

exist in undiminished numbers. In the

mythology of the Chinese, the giants are

the originators of crime and rebellion, who

long waged a successful war against the

virtuous kings; and in the northern and

western legends, they are enormous beings,

with the power, and sometimes the dispo-

sition, of doing mischief. We need not

say, that all these traditions concerning

the giants are fabulous; Strabo already

ridiculed the fictions of strange creatures

mentioned by older writers, of persons

with long heads, with one eye, or with

their eyes in their breasts; or of beings

half men, half dogs; men of such extra-

uidinary size seem never to have lived;

the human race has remained essen-

tially the same in its physical propor-

tions ever since the historical time; the

large bones which have occasionally been

found, as, for instance, the skeleton of a

head twelve palms in circumference (dis

covered in Africa in 1559), or the tooth

"as big as a fist" (found in Mexico in

1586), are tlie remains of huge antedilu-

vian animals, not of human beings; and

the men who have been mentioned in his-

tory for their size, as being eight or nine

feet high, as Gabbaras, in the reign of

Claudius, or the emperor Maximinus, and

the cases which Pliny adduces (vii. 1 6), are

as rare exceptions as the men " with six fin-

gers on everj- hand, and with six toes on

every foot"(2 Sam. xxi.20), and are no proof

of a time when whole races of such men
existed. How, then, are we to understand

the Biblical narrative under consideration ?

Who are the " sons of God"? When were

they called into existence, and for what

purpose? We have seen, that they are

nowhere introduced in the history of the

creation ; were they, then, a later thought

of the Divine Framer, after " the heaven

and the earth and all their hosts were

finished"? And, if they are "sons of

God," have they canial desires? Are the

angels subject to all the deplorable ab-

errations of human nature? Although

God finds off"ence even in His angels (Job

iv. 18),they are always, in purity, infinitely

superior to man. The " sons of God" can-

not, therefore, here be identical with the

angels, or the sons of God mentioned in

other parts of the Scriptures; they are not

of Hebrew, but of general Eastern origin.

And these notions were gradually more
and more amplified; they were enlarged

from other heathen sources, or from the

fictions of imagination ; and the Book of

Enoch already shows, that the cliief of

these sons of heaven, Semjaza, at first

opposed their wicked design; but they

pledged themselves by awful oaths and

imprecations to execute it ; they descended,

two hundred in number, to mount Hermon

;

they chose wives; taught them sorcery

and conjuration ; introduced ornaments of

vanity and luxury, bracelets and trinkets,
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but his days shall be a hundred and twenty years.

4. The giants were on the earth in those days; and also

afterwards, when the sons of God came to the daughters

of men, they bore children to them : these are the heroes

who were of old men of renown.—5. And God saw that

paints and costly stuffs; giants, three

thousand cubits high, were the offspring

of these alliances; they first consumed all

the produce of the earth; then they de-

voured all the animals, and afterwards

began to turn against the men ; the cries

of the earth rose up to heaven ; the angels

Michael and Gabriel, Surjan and Urgan

brought the complaint before the throne

of God ; He precipitated Azazel, the most

wicked of the " sons of God," into a dark

cavern, where he lies in fetters, and

covered with rough pointed stones, in

order to be thrown into the burning pool

on the great day ofjudgment. He inspired

the progeny of these unnatural unions

with fierce rage ; and the consequence was,

that they destroyed each other in mutual

murder, after which they were tied to sub-

terranean hills to remain there for seventy

generations, and then to be for ever hurled

into the fiery abyss : but He assured the

son of Lamech, that an approaching de-

luge would spare him and his children to

become the ancestors of better generations.

Who recognizes in these fables the spirit

of the Old Testament? And yet, they

develop only the statement concerning the

sons of God, who took the beautiful

daughters of men to wives, and begat the

giants (ver. 4). Do they not rather remind

us of the Persian myths, which relate,

that Ahriman and his evil spirits entered

the creation, mixed with it, and corrupted

its purity; that they defiled nature, de-

formed its beauty, and debased its mo-

rality, till the whole earth was filled with

black crime, and venomous reptiles ?

Greek mythology, also, sings of the loves

between the gods and the beautiful daugh-

ters of the earth ; and the Hindoos mention

marriages between n)'mphs and Divine

heroes. But why has this heathen element

been retained in the Mosaic narrative?

We ai'e accustomed, not to find a blind or

heedless imitation, but a bold modification,

not so much in the form as in the ideas

with which the materials are ennobled.

The wickedness which caused universal

destruction was not commenced by man;

the sons of God came down to the earth,

and gave the pernicious example; man
unfortunately imitated it; for, "every

cogitation of the thoughts of his heart was

evil continually" (ver. 5) ; he was power-

less to resist the allurement of temptation.

Noah was saved from the first generations

of mankind ; but his descendants are not

endowed with a more perfect nature; their

hearts, also, are filled with evil imagina-

tions from their youth (viii. 21); the only

difference is, that the extent of their lives

is limited to a hundred and twenty years;

they cannot sin as long as their ancestors,

but they may sin as much; their crimes

may be more frequent, and more atrocious;

but the dejjraved " sons of God" are de-

stroyed; their iniquitous progeny is re-

moved; the earth is delivered from all

impiety which is daringly ascribed to

heaven; henceforth, man can no more

plead the seduction of supei'ior beings to

palliate his own misdeeds; there is no

other evil demon but man's own passion;

his heart is weak, but the temptation pro-

ceeds entirely from himself; " wickedness

doth not come from heaven"; for, the

whole race of heavenly seducers is anni-

hilated ; those " sons of God," who were

celebrated in ancient songs and traditions,

are, if they ever existed, extirpated with

all their infamous progeny ; the messengers

of God in heaven are incorruptible angels;

they give to man the example of virtue,

not of vice; from them no evil can pro-

ceed. Thus, the Hebrew historian admits,

for one moment, the existence of a super-

stition, in order for ever to subvert and to

eradicate it.

God had breathed His spirit into man
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the wickedness of man icas great on the earth, and that

every cogitation of the thoughts of his heart 2vas only evil

continually : 6. And the Lord repented that He had made
the man on the earth, and He was grieved in His heart.

7. And the Lord said, I will blot out the man whom I

(ii. 7); it was, then, originally pure and

undefiled; but it was gradually corrupted

by the weak frame with which it was

coupled; it was depraved by the allure-

ments of the flesh; and, the longer the

spirit was the tenant of the body, the more

did it lose its pristine brightness, and the

greater was the danger of its becoming

entirely covered with the rust of passion.

God determined, therefore, that His spirit

should not animate the human frame for

so extended a period ; it should leave the

flesh after a hundred and twenty years,

to renew and to continue its existence in

a purer world, free from the fetters of the

dust, and no more a slave to the baneful

propensities of the flesh.

It is true, that to Noah and most of his

immediate descendants are attributed ages

far exceeding the period of 120 years;

Abraham is stated to have reached the age

of 175, Isaac of 180, and Jacob of 147

years; whilst to Araram even a life of 137

years is assigned (Exod. vi. 20). But it

seems, that, in the time of Moses, an age

of 120 years was deemed the utmost ex-

tent of human life; that later this point

was rarely surpassed, whilst it was, in most

cases, not attained; and seventy to eighty

years were the average duration of man's

existence on earth (Ps. xc. 10). But, if the

age of hundred and twenty years was to

become customary in the time of Moses

only, why was it announced so many

centuries before in a manner which seems

distinctly to imply, that it was to be the

rule in the generations immediately fol-

lowing? We cannot suppose so obvious a

rontradiction. The decrease of human

vitality was decreed in the time of Noah

;

it tended, indeed, to the restricted number

of 120 years; but the change was permitted

to be gradual; the lives of the individuals

had been regulated after the measure of a

much more extensive existence; all their

plans and undertakings, their domestic

and social arrangements, were based upon

it; a sudden diminution from nine hundred

to a hundred and twenty years would have

disturbed all their relations; they would

have been unable either to realize their

hopes, or to limit them. Besides, as we
have explained above (p. 108), the innate

strength of man was but imperceptibly

worn away ; the following generation was

but little inferior to the preceding one;

they might arrive to a very limited amount

of years, but only very gradually; and,

in the first ages after the renewal of the

world by the deluge, the depravation of

the Divine spirit in the flesh was less to be

apprehended.—This appears to have been

the conception of the Hebrew historian.

Other ancient writers also mention the

age of 120 years as that ordinarily reached

during a long period; we may add, that

120 was, indeed, an astrological num-
ber of great significance, expressing an

important epoch; and, thus, the state-

ment of our text will receive additional

light, and will cause less surprise.—
The fall of the human families in the

time of Noah was, therefore, punished in

an analogous manner to the fall of Adam.
In both cases, the duration of life was

shortened; and in both, the earth also

suff'ered for the crime of man. But, whilst

the descendants of Adam shared the curse

of his transgression, in the time of Noah
the sinners alone perished, and his des-

cendants commenced a new era under the

sunshine ofDivine mercy, which graciously

remembers the innate human weakness

andfrailty ; the wicked race was destroyed,

and the world was renewed from the seed

of the pious.

The renowned children of the sons of

God mixed with the violent tribes then

peopling the earth (ver. 4); universal

corruption was the consequence of this
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Lave created from the face of the earth; both man, and

beast, and reptile, and the fowls of the air; for I repent

that I have made them. 8. But Noah found grace in the

eyes of the Lord.

9. These are the generations of Noah: Noah was a

righteous man, and perfect in his generations; with God
baneful intercourse; the heart of man,

which— this is the doctrine of the Bible

—

by nature inclines to evil (viii. 21), was,

by the power of the pernicious example,

fearfully depraved in all its propensities

(ver. 5); God was grieved to see the pride

and crown of His creation fallen so deeply

;

He foresaw, that man would ever sin on

earth; He regretted, therefore, that He
had called him into existence (ver. 6) ; and

His justice compelled Him to destroy the

the race of the sinners. This awful neces-

eity filled God with pain ; and the text ex-

presses well this feeling by repeating His

determination with a certain melancholy

earnestness (vers. 6, 7). But, lest the pious

perish with the wicked, Noah was saved in

the universal ruin ; his piety secured him

the Divine grace (ver. 8). The deliverance

of Noah implies the grand and fruitful

truth, that, though the generations of man
may seem to decline and to become worse,

a better race invariably rises on the ruins

of^the past; the old follies and vices are

the groundwork, on -which wisdom and

virtue erect their magnificent structure.

Most appropriately, therefore, did some of

the Fathers of the Church compare the

effects of the deluge with those of rege-

nerative baptism.

Here concludes the introduction to the

grand tragedy, which the Hebrew writer,

conscious of its thrilling interest, unfolds

with a warmth and pathos, not unfre-

quently rising to the subhme.

O—13. We have just been informed of

the cause of the universal degeneracy on

earth; the " sons of God" spread immo-
rality among the children of Adam; their

pernicious example seduced the impres-

sionable heart of man. This account is

followed by another shorter record, which

repeats some features, and omits others

(see note on vii. I— 10). The latter states

simply, that the earth became depraved,

and was replete with deeds of violence

(ver. 11); that God saw the iniquity of

all flesh (ver. 12), and that He deter-

mined, therefore, the destruction of man
with the earth (ver. 13). The author be-

gins, therefore, this important section

with a new heading :
" These are the

generations of Noah", and connects with

it at once the praise of the only man who
remained "righteous and perfect" in his

own and the preceding criminal genera-

tions; who reached even the exalted de-

gree of Enoch's piety, for he also " walked

with God"; and was, therefore, like him,

worthy of being exempted from the ge-

neral fate of his contemporaries.

But although God repented that He
had made man, and resolved the destruc-

tion of all flesh with the earth. He did not

execute His design; He annihilated the

sinners, but left on earth the germ of fu-

ture generations; He seemed anxious that

no species of the former creatures should

perish in the impending visitation; He
was evidently averse, both to rejecting His

old creation, and to producing a new one;

the propensity ofman was bad all his days,

yet God did not create a rational being

more worthy to bear His image. The ani-

mals, also, had depraved their way
;
yet he

refrained from their entire destruction.

And here we have an apt illustration of

the Biblical words: " God is not a son of

man, that He should repent." He had

endowed man with a nature capable both

of high internal purity, of which Enoch

and Noah were examples, and of fearful

depravity, which lowered him to the level

of the animal creation (ver. 7). Ten
generations had passed, and wickedness

preponderated fearfully over virtue. His

justice demanded an example of the most

ignominious punishment; for man is not
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•walked Noab. 10. And Noah begat three sons, Shem^

Ham, and Japheth. 11. And the earth was corrupted

before God, and the earth was filled with violence. 12.

And God looked upon the eartli, and behold, it was cor-

rupted; for all flesh had corrupted its way upon the earth.

13. And God said to Noah, The end of all flesh is come

necessarily bad; his nature does not com-

pel him to wickedness; that piety which

was attainable by two men within three

generations, is not beyond the possibility

of mankind in general: the evil had been

done; and the infliction of punishment was

inevitable. But should similar universal

chastisements be periodically repeated?

The example of that visitation alone

would not be sufficient to counteract the

evil propensities of man. Under these

circumstances, a double course was possi-

ble. Either God might create a new and

more perfect human race, which was,

from its nature, not so liable to sin and

impiety ; or He might henceforth apply a

more lenient test for the trausgressions of

man. God chose the latter alternative.

The God of Justice became a God of

Mercy; the severity of the Judge was

changed to the love of the Father. Thus

piety is still a glorious victory, and sin,

though an ignominy, is regarded with

compassion ; the reward of the former is

infinite, and the punishment of the latter

less overwhelming. A new covenant was

concluded between God and man (ix.

9— 17). The descendants of Noah are

regarded by God in another light, as the

immediate progeny of Adam. The ul-

timate consequences of the first fall are

widely different from those of the second

falL The former ends in the expulsion

from the primitive happy abode, in an

alienation from God, and in a sad and

severe curse; the latter results in assu-

rances of happiness and blessing, in pro-

spects of the undisturbed sovereignty of

man upon earth, and in a return to a

more intimate relation between God and

man. But let it be clearly remembered,

that the latter blessings were not due to

the greater piety of man, but to the un-

bounded mercy of God alone. 5Ian does

not prevail by his own righteousness, but

owes peace and pardon to Divine mercy.

—These are some of the principal ideas

embodied in the history of the Flood.

We were compelled to anticipate them

here, in order to render the text more ac-

curately intelligible.

The earth was corrupted, and full of

violence, and all flesh had depraved its

way upon the earth; therefore the end of

all flesh was resolved, together with the

earth. The earth is, in the Bible, not

considered as a mere passive object; it

is the habitation of man; it beholds

his deeds of virtue and of baseness;

it is, therefore, like the eternal hea-

vens, invoked as a witness in solemn

exhortations ; it cries up to heaven if

it is soiled with blood ; it " vomits out"

the wicked inhabitants. But the earth

has also furnished the matter from which

man was framed; there is, therefore, a

certain mutual relation between both; if

man is corrupted, the earth shares his

degradation; if the one is exterminated,

the other participates in the ruin; Sodom

and Gomorrah were destroyed together

with their impious inhabitants; the Is-

raelites were threatened, that when they

should be led away as captives for their

iniquity, their once blooming land would

be converted into a dreary desert of

thorns and thistles; whilst, at the return

of the pious and penitent into their land,

even the inhospitable M'ilderness would

be changed into beautiful gardens and

proud cedar-forests; and just as the first

parents were, after their fall, doomed

to exhaust their strength on a curse-

laden soil; thus the generation of Noah

was annihilated, together with the earth

which had seen and suffered their ini-

quity. The Persian faith teaches, that

in whatever country the sacicdncss of
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before Me; for the earth is filled with violence through

them ; and, behold, I will destroy them with the earth.

—

14. Make for thyself an ark of gopher wood ; in cells slialt

thou make the ark, and shalt pitch it within and without

with pitch. 15. And this is the mode in which thou shalt

make it: The length of the ark shall be three hundred

cubits, its breadth fifty cubits, and its height thirty

cubits. 16. Light shalt thou provide for the ark, and by

the cubit shalt thou finish it above ; and the door of the

ark shalt thou make at its side; with lower, second, and

third stories shalt thou make it. 17. For behold, I will

bring a flood of water upon the earth, to destroy all flesh,

wherein is the breath of life, from under the heaven;

matrimony is violated, that country-

perishes, together with its inhabitants.

The nearer man is to the state of nature,

the more mysterious and inseparable ap-

pears to him his connection with the

earth and its silently-working powers;

the earth is the "great mother" of all

men, who produces, nourishes, and may

destroy them; and the heathen nations

have based upon these conceptions

many of their most beautiful myths, too

universally known to require a detailed

allusion.— But the animals must pe-

rish, because they had also beheld the

iniquity of man; e\erj witness of the

degradation was to be removed ; the his-

tory of man should commence a new epoch.

If crimes were committed through the in-

strumentality of animals, the latter were

also killed; an ox which had caused the

death of a man, was destroyed; if a He-

brew town adopted idolatrous worship, its

inhabitants were destroyed with their

cattle; whilst piety and faith were at-

tended by prosperity among the beasts;

the avarice of Achan was punished by

death, and the destruction of his family

and his property; when the Amalekites

•were to be extirpated, the animals were

included in the fatal decree; and when

the Ninevites did penance by fasting and

humiliation, the beasts shared the same

acts of external grief. The horror against

bloodshed was so intense, that every re-

miniscence of it was to be eradicated;

some Indian tribes pursue with their united

force the wild beast which has killed a

man, and the family of the murdered is

an abomination and a disgrace till they

have killed that or another beast of the

same species; and other ancient nations

went a step still farther, and doomed even

inanimate objects (as an axe) with which

a crime had been perpetrated to ignorai-

nous treatment, if the author of the mis-

deed could not be discovered (see notes on

Exod. xxi. 28—32); and if, among the

Hindoos, a man is killed by an acci-

dental fall from a tree, all his relations

assemble, cut it down, and reduce it to

chips which they scatter to the winds.

14—33. God had hitherto pronounced,

in general terms only, His determination

to annihilate the earth and its inhabitants.

He now reveals to Noah the nature of the

punishment; He states, that a universal

flood shall destroy " all flesh which pos-

sesses the breath of life," so that " all that

is on earth shall die." But Noah, his three

sons, and their wives, should escape the

general destruction; and, lest the living-

creation perish, which the love of God had

but lately produced, Noah was ordered to

gather a pair, male and female, of each

species of the birds, the beasts, and rep-

tiles, and to provide food sufiicient for the

time of the deluge. Now, for his own

reception, and that of the animals, he was
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every thing that is on the earth shall die. 18. But I

establish My covenant with thee; and thou shalt come

into the ark, thou, and tliy sons, and thy wife, and thy

sons' wives with thee : 19. And of every living being, of all

flesh, two of every sort shalt thou bring into the ark, to

preserve them alive with thee; they shall be male and

female. 20. Of the fowls after their kind, and of the

cattle after their kind, of every reptile of the earth after

its kind, two of every sort shall come to thee, to preserve

thf^m alive. 21. And take thou to thyself of all food that

is eaten, and thou shalt gather it to thee ; and it shall be

for food for thyself and for them. 22. And Noah did

according to all that God commanded him; so he did.

commanded to make an ark of cypress

•wood, three stories high, and to divide

its interior into cells. To protect it against

the influx of water, it was to be daubed

with pitch from within and from without.

It was to be provided with a door at the

side, and with windows in the upper part,

or the roof. So far, the construction of

the ark offers no difficulties. But its

size is of such enonnous dimensions,

that the technical obstructions seem

insuperable. It was to be three hundred

cubits long, fifty cubits broad, and thirty

cubits high—or 450,000 cubits in con-

tents. Now, the cubit is the length of the

fore-arm, or from the elbow to the ex-

tremity of the longest finger; it is no-

where used of a shorter measure, as has

been arbitrarily maintained; and it has

been proved, that, in an architectural point

of view, such a vessel, which would be

equivalent, "in capacity or stowage, to

eighteen of the largest ships in present

use," is impossible; as, indeed, an ark con-

structed, in the beginning of the seven-

teenth century, by the Dutch Mennonite,

Janson, after the stated dimensions, broke

into pieces before it was completed ; though

a ship built in the same proportions, but

much smaller dimensions (120 feet long,

20 feet wide, and 12 feet high), proved

successful. We must confess, that the

size of the ark forms one of those difficul-

ties in the history of the deluge which

assist ns in arriving at a clear historical

view concerning its character, and which

we shall soon consider in their systematic

connection (see the treatise after the

eighth chapter).

CHAPTER VII.

1. And the Lord said to Noah, Come thou and all thy

house into the ark; for thee have I seen righteous before

1—lO. The commands of God con-

cerning the approaching deluge seem

complete; its cause, the corruj)tion of the

human race, has been clearly stated (vi.

9—13); Noah was ordered to build an

ark after prescribed proportions (vi. 14

—

16); to take into it specimens of all

animals, and every necessary provision

(vi. 19—21); and to enter it with his

family (vi. 18). But after it had even

been mentioned, that Noah had executed

all that God had commanded him (vi.22),

the text not only repeats, in the first ten

verses of the seventh chapter, several of

the statements already distinctly made

(vii. 1, 5, 9), but, what is more important,
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]Me in this generation. 2. Of every clean beast thou shalt

take to thyself by sevens, the male and its female : and of

the beasts which are not clean, by two, the male and its

female. 3. Also of fowls of the air by sevens, the male

and the female; to preserve the seed alive upon the face

of all the earth. 4. For in yet seven days I shall cause it

to rain upon the earth forty days and forty nights ; and I

shall destroy every living being which I have made from

the face of the earth. 5. And Noah did according to all

it is in one point irreconcilable with the

preceding narrative. Noah was com-

manded to take into the ark seven pair of

all clean, and one pair of all unclean

animals (vii. 2, 3); whereas he had before

been ordered to take one pair of every

species (vi. 19, 20), no distinction what-

ever between clean and unclean animals

having there been made. All the at-

temjJts at arguing away this discrepancy

have been utterly unsuccessful. The dif-

ficulty is so obvious, that the most des-

perate efforts have been made. Some

regard the second and third verses as the

later addition of a pious Israelite; while

Rabbinical writers maintain that six pairs

were taken by Noah, but one pair came

to him spontaneously ! Is it necessary to

refute such opinions? The explanation

at present generally given is, that the be-

ginning of the seventh chapter is merely

a more definite or specified repetition of

the precedmg account. But let us see if

this view is tenable. In the first com-

mand of God, we read: "And of every

living being, of all flesh, two of every

sort shalt thou bring into the ark, to pre-

serve them alive with thee; they shall be

male and female: of the fowls after their

kind, and of the cattle after their kind,

of every reptile of the earth after its kind,

two of every sort shall come to thee, to

preserve them alive" (vi. 19,20). Can

there be any doubt regarding this state-

ment? It says, as distinctly as language

can express, that Noah was to bring into

the ark two animals of every species,

male and female. And which is the

second command of God addressed to

Noah? " Of every clean beast thou shalt

take to thyself by sevens, the male and

its female; and of the beasts that are not

clean by two, the male and its female.

Also of fowls of the air by sevens, the

male and the female; to preserve the

seed alive upon the face of all the earth"

(vii. 2, 3). Is there anj' doubt or indis-

tinctness about this injunction? Not two

promiscuously of all beasts, but of the

unclean species only were to be collected,

whilst of every clean species seven pairs

were to be taken. Who, then, can de-

clare these two conflicting statements

to be identical? or regard the one simply

as a detailed explanation of the other?

or consider a reconciliation possible?

We appeal to every unbiassed under-

standing. The Bible cannot be abused

to defy common sense, to foster sophistry

and perverse reasoning, to cloud the in-

tellect, or to poison the heart with the

rank weeds of insincerity; nothing but the

despair of perplexity could lead men to

declare, with an affected humility, that the

exposition of the books written for man is

beyond the reach of the human intellect.

We do not hesitate to acknowledge here

the manifest contradiction, as we have

avowed it in the history of the Creation.

And we explain it here on the same un-

objectionable principle which we have

found efiicient in the former instance.

The author of the Pentateuch, or tlie

Jehovist, used, among other materi.als,

especially an old and venerable document,

or that of the Elohist (see p. 61), and he

based his immortal work upon it; but he

enlarged it, wherever he believed that the
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tliat the Lord commanded him. 6. And Noah was six

liundred years old when the flood of water was upon the

earth.—7. And Noah, and his sons, and his wife, and his

sons' wives with him, went into the ark, on account of the

water of the flood. 8. Of clean beasts, and of beasts

which are not clean, and of fowls, and of every thing that

creepeth upon the earth, 9. There went in two and two

to Noah into the ark, the male and the female, as God had

commanded Noah. 10. xVnd it came to pass after seven

context required an amplification, and he

inserted ftvcts and reflections derived from

his own experience and wisdom. Now,

the beginning of the seventh chapter is

such a supplementary addition of tlie Je-

hovist. In the time of the earlier Elohist

the system of sacrifices was not yet de-

veloped, nor were the animals fit for an

otlering distinguished from those which

were an abomination to the Lord ; the dif-

ference between clean and unclean ani-

mals was not yet established. The Elohist

was, therefore, satisfied with one pair of

every species; his only end was the pre-

servation of the animal kingdom; and a

greater number of animals than that ab-

solutely necessary for this pui-pose would

have been a superfluous burthen to the

ark. But the Jehovist deemed a thank-

offering after the flood indispensable; the

pious and God-beloved Noah could not

be indifferent at the time of his miraculous

and merciful deliverance; he built an

altar, and brought to God an offering

" of all the clean beasts and all the clean

birds" (viii, 20); this ofl'ering was to be

provided for; one pair of every clean

species was now no more suflScient; and

the Jehovist, therefore, prudently intro-

duced the significant number of seven

pairs. But he himself neither tiiought, nor

did he in an}' way intend to be, in oppo-

sition to the statement of the Elohist ; ho

understood the two animals which Noah
was to bring, as merely signifying that

always male and female were to be cliosen,

that they were to be paim, without the

number of these pairs being stated ; for he

writes: "Two and two went in to Noah

into the ark, male and female, as Elohim

had commanded Noah" (ver. 9). This is

the only rational solution possible; but

we add distinctly, that our narrative is in

no other point contradictory; it contains

repetitions, but no further discrepancy;

the Jehovist designed full harmony with

the Elohist, and he has preserved it in all

other respects; he has so closely inter-

woven his additions with the former do-

cument, that it is now impossible and

perfectly inadmissible to separate both,

and to dismember the narrative. The
portions of the Elohist seem, indeed, to

form a complete whole in themselves.

The earth is corrupted, its annihilation is

resolved upon, the ark is constructed, and

the animals are collected in it (vi. 9—22).

The deluge begins, increases, diminishes,

and ceases; all living things are des-

troyed; Noah, with his family and the

animals in the ark, are alone saved ; he

leaves the ark, and the blessing of God is

pronounced over the animals (vii. 1 1

—

viii. 19). But God concludes a new co-

venant with Noah, enforces certain pri-

mary laws, promises never to send anotlicr

deluge, and appoints the rainbow as the

sign of His pledge (ix. 1—17). The state-

ment of Noali's age concludes and com-
pletes the narrative (ix. 28, 29). No link is

wanting to form a well-connected chain

of facts. We have a perfect history of

the deluge. But the Scriptures do not

intend to give mere history. They desire

to make the facts subservient to ideas, to

render the events practically profitable

by reflections, to teach, in an individual

occurrence, a general rule, and thus to
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days, that the water of the flood was upon the earth.

—

11. In the six hundredth year of Noah's life, in the

second month, the seventeenth day of the month, on the

same day, were all the fountains of the great deep broken

up, and the windows of heaven were opened. 12. And

the rain was upon the earth forty days and forty nights.

1 3. On the selfsame day entered Noah, and Shem, and

Ham, and Japheth, the sons of Noah, and Noah's wife,

and the three wives of his sons with them, into the ark

;

14. They, and every beast after its kind, and the cattle

after their kind, and every reptile that creepeth upon the

earth after its kind, and every fowl after its kind,

every bird, every winged creature. 15. And they went

spiritualise the facts. And this task is

frequently performed by the Jehovist.

He converts information into instruction,

and instruction into education. He treats

the events as a base for a spiritual edifice.

He infuses into the mute materials the

living breath of religion. And this is

the advance which the Pentateuch shows

within its own pages. Scripture is so far

from excluding the idea of development,

that it offers itself the most remarkable

example of progress. It is no dead letter;

it admits of a more and more spiritual

acceptation. It is no stngnant river, but

a well of refreshing floods. Let but nar-

row-mindedness shake off the chains of

the letter, and let apathy but hasten to

the reviving waves.

11—-J*. The description of the flood

itself is now introduced in plain, but vi-

gorous, and often poetical language.

Eepetitions and synonyms are skilfully

employed ; but, so far from weakening the

force of the ideas, they add powerfully to

their emphasis; they express the unspeak-

able misery that befell the earth ; the com-

passion of the writer seems inexhaustible;

he dwells again and again on the destruc-

tion of every living soul ; he was compelled

to unfold that awful picture of distress,

because he intended to use it as a means

of con-ection, as the text for eternal les-

sons, as the basis for a new and better

creation.

We can here be brief in the exposition

of the narrative ; for we have more fully

treated its internal difiiculties in a supple-

mentary treatise at the end of the eighth

chapter; we have there examined the evi-

dences of history, and the natural sciences,

especially geology, concerning a universal

deluge ; and have unreservedly stated our

opinion on this subject, which is, next to

the Creation, perhaps the most important

portion of Genesis for forming a true

estimate of the nature and composition of

the Pentateuch.—The flood began on the

seventeenth day of the second month,

which was later called Jar; it corresponds

with April or May; it is not the Marhesh-

van, or October, which is never designated

as the second, but the eighth month; for

the year is, throughout the Bible, counted

from Nisan, not from Tishri (see note on

Exod. xii. 2). The numbers introduced

in the histoiy of the deluge, are, witli the

few exceptions already stated, not signifi-

cant; they cannot be explained symboli-

cally; they were evidently considered, by

the author, as historical; and we must,

therefore, abstain from forcing upon them,

either individually, or in their aggregate

amount, any mystic meaning, either reli-

gious or astronomical.

The waters of the oceans, and the tor-

rents of rain combined to inundate the

earth ; the " fountains of the deep," and the

" windows of the heaven," were opened to-
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in to Xoah into the ark, two and two of all flesh, wherein

is the breath of life. 16. And those that went in, went

in male and female of all flesh, as God had commanded
him. And the Lord closed behind him.— 17. And the

flood was forty da}'s upon the earth; and the waters

increased, and bore up the ark, and it rose above the

earth. 18. And the waters prevailed, and increased

greatly upon the earth; and the ark floated along

upon the face of the waters. 19. And the waters pre-

vailed exceedingly upon the earth; and all the high

mountains which are under the whole heaven, were

covered. 20. Fifteen cubits above them prevailed the water,

and the mountains were covered. 21. And all flesh died

gelher, and both poured forth their endless

floods; for, when the chaos was, by the

Divine will, brought into order and har-

mony, a part of the primitive water re-

mained below, to form the seas, and the

foundation of the earth; whilst the rest

was gathered in heaven, above the firma-

ment, to serve as the stores of the future

rain, which is sent upon the earth

through windows, or doors. It was, there-

fore, not rain alone that caused the de-

luge ; God unfettered the watery element

wherever it was kept by His omnipotence;

it was not a deluge of rain, but simply a

" deluge of water."

Eight human beings entered the ark,

Noah with his wife, and his three sons

with their three wives (ver. 13); in the

pious family of Noah, monogamy was still

strictly observed, as it was originally in-

stituted; whilst the Cainite, Lamech, in

the seventh generation from Adam, had

two wives (iv. 23); the domestic virtues,

the basis of which is the sacredness of

matrimony, are the surest test of social

and public excellence.— Together with

Noah, all the animals were brought into

the ark ; they came in pairs, two of each

species (ver. 15; for this portion belongs

to the Elohist); they did not fly sponta-

neously into the vessel, " from the innate

instinct which teaches them the approach

of a danger," which curious opinion was

advanced to evade the miracle, that Noah

could know and seize all the animals;

but it would require, indeed, a much

greater miracle, to suppose, that all the

animals, from every zone and clime,

hastened just to the spot where the ark

was standing.—The enumeration is not

only complete, it is also rhetorical; the

words, " every fowl, every bird, every

winged creature" (ver. 14), are, however,

no idle synonyms; they embrace the three

chief classes of winged beings, the eatable

species, the birds which people the air,

and enliven it by the sounds of their me-

lodies, and the endless swarms of insects,

the greatest part of which possess neither

the utility of the former, nor the beauty

of the latter.

Noah, with his family, and all the ani-

mals, were in the ark; God Himself

closed it, as a proof that He would pro-

tect it against all danger, and watch over

it in the midst of the towering waves

(ver. 16); and the deluge commenced.

The floods rushed on for forty days; the

waters increased and rose: but they did

not sink the ponderous ark; on the con-

trary, they raised it above the earth, in

opposition to the ordinary physical laws

(ver. 17). And, although the waters grew

higher and higher, the ark was safely borne

along on the surface of the waves (ver. 18).

But the floods continued to swell irresisti-

bly ; no obstacle ofnat ure.no work ofhuman

hands could stay them; the highest moun-
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that moved upon the earth, both of fowl, and of cattle,

and of beast, and of every reptile that creepeth upon the

earth, and every man: 22. All in whose nostrils was the

breath of the spirit of life, of all that was on the dry

land, died. 23. And He blotted out every living being

that was upon the face of the ground, both man, and

cattle, and reptiles, and the fowl of the heaven; and

they were destroyed from the earth: and Noah only

remained, and those that were with him in the ark. 24.

And the waters prevailed upon the earth a hundred and

fifty days.

tains of the earth were immersed (ver.l9),

and the water exceeded hj fifteen cubits

their highest peaks (ver. 20; comp. viii. 5).

All animals died, and every man (ver.21).

The unchecked power of the waves reigned

for a hundred and fifty days (ver. 24).

Every sound of life was silenced on the

wide surface of the earth ; the breath of

joy was hushed in the air; the gloomy

wings of death were spread over the globe

;

the abode of universal life was converted

into a universal grave. The occupants of

the ark alone were left as the witnesses of

of an annihilated creation; and none but

Noah and his family were spared to mourn

over the misery and devastation that filled

the world.

The Hebrew text breathes, in this de-

scription, a majestic power; it is pervaded

by a tender sympathy, nor does it fail

to arouse it in the reader's mind;—

a

master's hand has sketched a great theme

;

and a few strokes sufficed for him to ex-

haust it.

CHAPTER VIII.

1. And God remembered Noah, and every living thing,

and all the cattle that ivas with him in the ark : and God

1—4. The love of God watched even

while His justice punished ; nor did His an-

ger last longer than His wisdom demanded.

When the wicked had received the reward

of their iniquity, it was time to remember

the piety of Noah, and to rescue him

among the ruins of a desolated earth..

The animals which had witnessed the

atrocious crimes of a depraved generation,

had shared the destruction of those to

whom dominion was given over them;

but it was not in the plan of the Deity to

produce a new creation; the world had

been pronounced perfect; it might be re-

generated, but its plan and design could

not be modified; it was the emanation of

the combined omnipotence, wisdom, and

goodness of God; and it was, therefore,

incajiubleof higher excellence; the Framer

of the Universe does not superfluously

lavish His creative power; therefore. He
saved, in the general deluge, specimens of

the animals which He had produced; and

He applied, for the cessation of the flood,

the natural agency of a dry wind ; He had

endowed the powers of nature from the

beginning with extraordinary attributes;

the Creation is the miracle of miracles; it

involves all future wonders; and, when-

ever His wrath or His affection wished to

produce marvellous effects, He merely sent

the " winds as His messengers, and as His

servants the flaming fire" (Ps. civ. 4); ex-

cept in a few grand visitations, when His

omnipotence deemed it necessary to sus-

pend the ordinary laws, either creating a

dry path in the turbulent sea, or arresting

cplpstial orbs in their etemal course. This
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caused a wind to pass over tlie earth; and the waters sub-

sided. 2. And tlie fountains of the deep and the windows
of heaven were ch)sed, and the rain from iieaven was

is the Biblical doctrine. It is, therefore,

scarcely a poetical metaphor if the text

adds, that the fountains of the deep and the

windows of heaven were closed ; the waters

ceased to flow from the two so\n-ces which

liad contributed their stores for the catas-

trophe; and a hundred and fifty ilays after

the coinmcnccmeut of the flood, the billows

began to retire from the eartli. Exactly

after five months, the ark of Noah

grounded '^ on the mountains of Ararat."

If tradition is at all received as a histo-

rical witness, the situation of the country,

and of the famous mountains of Ararat,

is indisputably certain; they form a part

of Armenia ; for Ararat was used as

synonymous with the whole of that

country. It is situated between the

Araxes and the lakes of Van and Ormiah.

The vegetation of Armenia is beautiful

and abun<laut: its pastures rival the re-

nowned fields of Media, and render it one

ofthemost fertilecountriesoftheearth. But

the whole land is intersected by extensive

tracts of high and naked table-lands; the

peaks are generally not of very great ele-

vation, but they are, even in the warmest

season, not freed from the snow which

perpetually envelopes them. But, in the

province of Erivan, which formerly be-

longed to Persia, but was, in 1828, ceded

to Russia, is an extensive plateau which

ascends 2,740 feet above the level of the

sea; there, about .seven geographical miles

to the south of the town of Erivan, on the

right side of the river Araxes, nearly equi-

distant from the Black and Caspian Seas,

rises a gigantic peak, clad in eternal ice,

overtopping tlie whole region in solitary

and gloomy grandeur, and hitherto ))ut

rarJy trod by human feet; " a giant who
ri.ses to spread terror." This is the moun-

tain to which all but universal tradition

has given the name of Mount Ararat.

And here the second father of mankind

is sai<l to have landed when the waters (;f

the flood began to subside.

The Ararat consists of two unequal

peaks, both of which disappear in the

clouds; the loftier summit is 16,254 I'ari-

sian feet high, whilst the other north-

western pinnacle rises to the elevation of

12,284 Parisian feet above the level of the

sea. Both arc 12,000 yards distant from

each other. According to the Treaty of

Turkomanshcc (concluded in 1828), tli«

boundary limit between the empires of

Russia, Turkey, and Persia passes over

the summit of the Little Ararat. The

north-eastern declivity of the whole moun-

tain is about 20 versts iu length, its north-

western, 30. The region around the

mountain makes the impression of a dreary,

devastated wilderness; it is haunted by

bears, small tigers, lynxes, and lions, and

is infested by large and extremely veno-

mous serpents, which frequently impede

tlie progress of caravans; and great num-

bers of wild boars live in the swamps

which abound on the banks of the Araxes,

and the foot of tlie Ararat. At a little

distance, the summit does not appear par-

ticularly imposing; for numerous lower

mountains obstruct the view; and the

plateau itself on which it rises, is of con-

siderable height. But, viewed from the

vast plain which skirts its base, it appears

" as if the hugest mountains of the world

had been piled upon each other to forni

this one sublime immensity of earth, and

rock, and snow." Here the aspect is over-

powering; it awes the mind with the stu-

pendous power of the Creator; the peaks

seem to reach into the very heart of hea-

ven; and the sides disappear diuily in the

endless horizon. All the surrounding

mountains sink into insignificance. Its

shape is almost regular; it is not deformed

by any unusual prominence; the slope to-

wards the summit is at first gradual; but

becomes abrupt when it reaches the region

of snow. If the rays of the sun fall upon

it, it shines in indc.«ciibable splendour.

The shape of the Little Ararat is almost

K
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stopped; 3. And the waters retired from the earth more

and more : and at the end of a hundred and fifty

a perfect cone, only marked by numerous

small furrows radialing from the summit;

but seen from the top of the Great Ararat,

its head appears like the section of a

square truncated pyramid, with rocky

elevations on the edges and in the middle.

Around are situated the monuments of

fearful volcanic eruptions ; calcined stones,

and masses of cinders give witness of the

destructive powers which mysteriously

work in the interior of the mountain; m
1783, a devastating eruption is recorded to

have taken place ; so late as in the year

1840, huge rocks were hurled down by a

volcanic earthquake, destroyed many lives,

and buried whole villages, and their in-

habitants; 3,000 houses were thrown down

in the district of Sharur alone; and the

havoc was greater still in other parts; tlie

banks of the Araxes gaped in cracks 10

to 12 feet wide, and threw out water

and great quantities of sand; while the

river itself was in many parts quite dry,

and in others was in a boiling agitation;

the monastery of St. James, and the vil-

lage Arghuri were among the first places

destroyed by the earthquake; they were

overwhelmed by the ruins from the moun-

tain; streams of melted snow, ejected from

the raging chasm, covered the fields and

gardens around; the wide plains of the

Araxes bear still witness of the calamity;

deep fissures have been left in the surface

of the earth; and these awful convulsions

lasted more than two months. The vol-

canic productions which are found at the

southern side of the Caucasus, a distance

of 220 versts, are probably violent ejec-

tions once borne thitlier from the Ararat

in a formidable explosion. The mound,

which evidently once was a volcano, and

which is obviously different in its nature

from the main body, rises to the height of

an imposing mountain. The two peaks

of the Ararat are separated by a wild and

dark chasm, cutting deeply into the inte-

rior of the mountain, filling the spectator

with horror and shuddering, containing

in its innermost recesses immense masses

of never melting ice of the dimensions of

enormous towers. And this stupendous

and fearful abyss is probably the exhausted

crater of the Ararat, become wider than

ever since the eruption of 1840, and, since

that catastrophe, exposing on its upper

sides the white, yellow, and vitreous

feldspars of which the mountain con-

sists. Pious hermits seem, in that fear-

ful precipice, to have sought refuge

from the cares and vanities of the world

;

but robbers and outlaws also have

here found almost impregnable strong-

holds, powerful enough to defy the arm of

justice. The vegetation on the sides of

the mountain is extremely scanty; stones,

sand, and lava form their mass. Eagles

and hawks soar round its majestic sum-

mits. In the hottest season only, the snow

melts on the peak of the Little Ararat;

and this event is used as a kind of calendar

by the agriculturists in the surrounding

villages. In September and October it is

generally free of its hoary crust. But the

Great Ararat is, for about three miles from

the summit, in an oblique direction, covered

with eternal snow and ice, and, for the

greater part of the year, gloomily shrouded

in dense and heavy clouds. The summit

of this noble mountain forms a slightly

convex, almost circular platform, about

two hundred paces in circuit. Tlie per-

petual ice is unbrolv^ by rock or stone.

The prospect from this awful spot is

boundless, l)ut desolate; the whole valley

of the Araxes seems covered with a grey

mist; the town of Erivan is scarcely dis-

cernible by the black kernel which it forms;

the view to the south is somewhat more

distinct; on the western and south-eastern

sides appear a great number of mountains

with conical summits, and with hollows

which indicate their volcanic nature; but

it is remarkable, that the Lake Goktschai

is visible behind the lofty chain of moun-

tains which enclose it on the south; and

lie before the eye like a beautiful dark-

blue plain. At the margin, the summit

slopes off precipitously, especially on the
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days the waters decreased. 4. And the ark rested, in the

seventh month, on the seventeenth day of the month, over

north-eastern and south-cnstern sides. A
gentle depression connects this j)iiinai-le

with a somewhat lower eminence at a dis-

tance of 397 yards. Here it is believed

that the ark of Noah rested.

The perils and fatigues of the ascent of

this mountain arc so considerable, that it

was several times unsuccessfully attempt-

ed. The rarefaction of the air in the up-

per part causes violent oppressions of the

chest; detaclied masses of ice and snow

frequently roll down, to tlic greatest dan-

ger of the travellers; and huge stones

threaten at every moment to crush them

;

steps must be cut in the ice, and hewn in

the rocks of the precipices ; and the chasms

and abysses, the steepness of some of the

rocky tracts, the deep cracks occasionally

dividing the ice, and the smoothness of

the glaciers, make the experiment one of

tlie utmost risk. The French traveller,

Tournefort, undertook the ascent with the

same inauspicious result in 1700, as the

bashaw of Bayazeed in the beginning of

the present century. These disappoint-

ments rejoiced the hearts of the Armenians.

For, they considered, that the sanctity of

the mountain would lose, if its heights

were searched by the curiosity of man.

It is almost an article of faith with them,

that the summit of the Mount Ararat is

inaccessible; and the_v firmly believe, that

the ark of Noah still exists on that solemn

peak. These convictions have been

strengthened by ancient legends, busily

spread and confirmed by the Church.

It is reported, that the monk James, who
was later patriarch of Nisibis, a contem-

poraiy of St. Gregory, wished to see, with

his own eyes, the sacred ark; he tried an

ascent; from exhaustion he frequently

fell asleep; and when he awoke, he in-

variably found, that he liad slipped Ijack

to the point from whence lie had started.

A vision in a dream at last informed him

of the impossibility of his purpose; but,

as a reward for his zeal, God sent him
down a piece of the ark, which is pre-

served, by the Armenians, as their most

precious relic, in the cathedral of Etch-

miadzen.— However, in spite of this ve-

nerable tradition, the German traveller,

Dr. Parrot, after two fruitless attempts,

etl'ected an indisputable ascent of the i^um-

mit of the Greater Ararat, on the 9th of

October, 1829; and, five years later, in

August, 1834, the traces of Dr. Parrot

were followed, and his accounts verified,,

by the Russian traveller Antornomoft".

It is, indeed, not the fault of these two

intrepid men, if their reports are disdain-

fully rejected by the pious Armenians as

barefaced impositions. The latest success-

ful ascent was made in the course of 1856,

by five English travellers (Maj.Rob. Stuart,

Maj. Fraser, Rev. Walter Thursby, Mr.

Tiieobald, and Mr. Evans), who have con-

siderably enriched our knowledge of these

interesting regions. They saw uninjured

the oak cross which Professor Abich had,

in 1845, fixed about 1,200 feet below the

peak of the cone, and the Russian in-

scription on it was still perfectly legible.

But the fact, that the ark was not found

on the summit, caused serious uneasi-

ness, even to European scholars; they

though t this a very untoward circumstance

;

and at last entirely renounced the idea,

that the ark landed on Mount Ararat;

they now firmly assert, that it happened

to float merely in its neighbourhood at the

end of the 150 days, but that it was then

slowly carried along in an eastward direc-

tion (comp. xi. 2) ; and that the real place

of its concealment is entirely withdrawn

from human knowledge.— But the words,

"the ark rested over the mountains of

Ararat," exclude this conception; and

admit of no other interpretation but that

of actual cessation of floating. Nor need

we despondingly ask, how Noah, his family,

and the numberless animals preserved in tlie

ark, were able to efl'ect the dangerous de-

scent, utterly difBcult as it proved for manj-

centuries later to persons furnished with

all serviceable auxiliaries and implements;

the supposition of a miracle is not even

necessary; for, according to the text, they

K 2
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the mountains of Ararat. 5. And tlie waters decreased

continually until the tenth month : in the tenth 7no7ith, on

the first dai/ of the month, appeared the tops of the moun-

tains.— 6. And it came to pass, at the end of forty days,

that Noah opened the window of the ark which he had

made: 7. And he sent out the raven; and it went to

and fro, until the waters were dried up from the earth.

8. And he sent out the dove from him, to see if the waters

had abated from the face of the ground; 9. But the dove

left the ark only after it had reached the

ground u-ith the graduaUy svhsidinq

waters.

5. The ark had been raised and borne

up above the level of the earth as the

waters increased (vii.17); it had been car-

ried along the surface of the waves as long

as they were augmenting in quantity (vii.

18); but it ceased to float as soon as the

infusion of new waters ceased to agitate

the current of tlie floods; it rested, in the

seventh month, over the mountains of

Ararat (viii. 4); it gradually descended

as the waters subsided; and, on the first

day of the tenth month, it grounded on

the peaks of Ararat (viii. 5). The highest

points of the mountains, which the waves

had overtopped by fifteen cubits (vii. 20),

now became visible amidst the dreariness

of the universal sea (viii. 5), and afforded

a resting-place to the only structure then

enclosing living creatures.

G—1-t. From this lofty elevation, Noah
enjoyed a distant prospect over the ad-

jacent countries; for forty days more he

saw nothing but endless waves around,

and a misty sky, enveloped in grey va-

pours, above; then, at last, he thought it

time to test the condition of the earth ; he

sent out a raven, which, though delighting

in the humid atmosphere, returned pe-

riodically to the ark to take its food; but

this confirmed to him only that the higher

regions were free from the immersing

floods; he desired to learn howfar the

water had subsided, and whether it wr.s

already lower over the earth (ver. 8);

he therefore sent out the dove, probably

seven days after the raven; but that more

delicate bird found nowhere a resting-

place; the whole surface of the earth was

still covered with water; no trace of vege-

tation or animal life was visible; and the

faithfully-guiding instinct led the dove

soon back to Noah, who received it again

in the ark. The waters were, however,

manifestly decreasing; after other seven

days the dove was again despatched; it

could now stay out nearly a whole day;

but towards the evening it returned with a

fresh olive-leaf in its mouth, as a cheering

proof that the tops, at least, of the trees

had emerged from the floods, although

the return itself of the freedom-loving

bird satisfied him that the eaith was not

sufiSciently restored to its normal condi-

tion to yield the necessary food. Another

week was enough to work this long-

desired eSiect. The dove was sent out a

third time, and returned no more. Not

many days later, in the beginning of the

first month, the surface of the earth was

free from the waters (ver. 13), and on the

twenty-seventh day of the second month,

the ground itself was perfectly dry ( ver.

14), so that God could now command
Noah to leave the ark with all those who
had been saved in it.—This is the con-

nection of the narrative; thus understood

it is not only clear, but logical and for-

cible in the highest degree.—It is usual to

conceive the raven here as the bird which

easily discovers, and greedily feeds on

carrion; and to understand the dove and

the olive-leaf, as harbingers of restored

peace. But this is to be taken with a

certain neccssar}- limitation. The raven,

the name of which signifies the black
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found no rest for the sole of her foot, and she returned to

him into the ark, for the waters were still on the face of

the wliole earth : and he stretched out his hand, and took

lier, and broua;ht her back to himself into the ark. 10.

And he waited yet other seven days^ and again he sent

out the dove from the ark; 1 1. And the dove came back

to him in the evening; and, behold, in her mouth was a

fresh olive-leaf: and Noah knew that the waters had

abated from the earth. 12. And he waited yet other seven

bird, or the bird of night, is generally

used as a creature of mysterious, if not

awful qualities; it belongs, with its whole

species, to the unclean and forbidden

birds; it fills the air with wild shrieks

when it despairingly searches for its

scanty food; but was just for this reason

employed to convey miraculous and

plentiful food to the prophet; it is cold

and loveless to its young; and though it

may not, as the ancients believed, for-

sake its white offspring immediately after

their birth, it certainly expels them from

the nest, and even from the surrounding

places, as soon as they are able to fly,

though they may still be too helpless to

find their own food; it inhabits the places

of the most dreary devastation; it is es-

sential to complete the picture of awful

desolation, and it is, in this sense, men-

tioned together with the pelican, the

urchin, and the heron, the jackal and the

ostrich, the dragon and the vulture. It

indeed preys upon putrifying corpses; and

is especially eager to pick out the eyes

of the dead; it attacks sometimes even the

eyes of the living; but our context seems

to imply, that the raven sent out by Noah
regularly returned for its food to the ai k,

till the waters had entirely abated.—The
dove is, in almost all respects, regarded

in a perfectly opposite light. It is lovely

[o the eye by the silvery brightness of its

wings; it is a clean bird, and the only

one which was fit for sacrifices, especially

for burnt and expiatory offerings. Tliis

was, perhaps, intended to counteract the

general superstition of the Syrians, Phoe-

nicians, and others, who considered the

dove as a holy bird, which it was crimi-

nal to kill, or to cat. Its plaintive notes

move the softest chords of the heart ; and

the very grief which they express is sooth-

ing to the afflicted soul; it is far from

aggressive; it is the type of suff'ering

innocence, and of that Divine wisdom

which enlightens while it purifies; it is

frightened from its resting place and
pursued; its wings are its only protec-

tion; and it seeks refuge from the viru-

lence of the persecutor in the rocks of

the mountains, and the clefts of the de-

sert; it is faithful and affectionate, and
serves, therefore, to express the fond-

est love; it is the most endearing, most

caressing term for tender and fervent

attachment; the most beautiful part

of the human face, and that most betray-

ing the passion which burns in the soul,

the eye, is compared to doves hovering

over water-brooks and bathed in milk;

"my sister, my friend, my dove, my vir-

tuous bride," is the effusion of a devoted

lover's heart; and the people of Israel it-

self has no more beautiful name, than

"the turtle-dove of God."— Hence, it

is manifest how appropriately the raven,

on the one hand, remained without as the

inauspicious witness of solitude and deatli

;

while the dove, on the other hand, an-

nounced the regeneration of nature, and

the animating spirit of life which began

again to pervade the general silence. But

we have no scriptural evidence for the

oi)inion that the ancient Hebrews re-

garded olive branches as a symbol of

peace and joy; though it is generally

known that the classical nations cou-
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days; and sent out the dove; and she returned not again

to him any more.— 13. And it came to pass in the six

hundredth and first year, in the first mo?ith, on the first

day of the month, that the waters were dried up from the

earth : and Noah removed the covering of the ark, and

looked, and, behold, the face of the ground was dry. 14.

And in the second month, on the seven and twentieth day

of the month, was the earth perfectly dry 15. And God

nected with them those ideas ; and

though it appears that the later Jews

adopted from the Greeks these notions,

among many others. And yet we cannot

deny that the olive-tree bore a sacred

character in the eyes of the early Israel-

ites; the holy oil used in the Tabernacle

and the Temple, was carefully prepared

of the fruit of the olive, and every other

fuel for the sacred lamps was rigorously

interdicted. It is, besides, a familiar fact,

that the olive-tree grows even under the

water; the greater was, therefore, the

propriety of introducing a branch of that

tree as the first indication of the abating

floods; and it may be finally remarked,

that according to a very ancient notion,

the olive-tree was regarded as a type of

fertility; for Herodotus relates, that the

Epidaurians, at a time of barrenness

of their soil, were commanded by Apollo

to erect statues to Damia and Auxesia

(that is, Demeter and Persephone), not

of brass or stone, but " of the wood of

cultivated olive." The great amount of

time and care which the restoration of

olive plantations requires after a hostile

invasion, or agricultural neglect, is stated

among the causes of its selection as an

emblem of peace. The earth had been

destroyed; desolation prevailed through-

out the globe as a consequence of the

iniquity of man ; what messenger of re-

turning happiness could be more appro

-

pi'iate than a dove, the lovely type of

purity and atonement through the spirit

of God, offering an olive-leaf, the symbol

of the renewed fruitfulness of the earth?

In this one feature alone we see the

whole end of the fearful visitation of the

deluge, the relief of man from his in-

ternal and external misery; he feels his

connection with God as a forgiving father

strengthened, and receives the promise

of an easier existence; both the sin of

Adam, and the awful curse which it had

called forth, are to a certain degree re-

moved, or, at least, miiigated. We have

given a description of the olive-tree in

the commentary on Exodus, p. 370, to

which we refer. That the olive-tree grows

in Armenia is proved by unquestionable

testimony.

15—33.The waters had been withdra^vn

within their banks and shores; the earth

had resumed, in many respects, its former

appearance; its surface was no more en-

tirely destitute of vegetable life ; the trees

put forth their foliage, and the valleys

their verdure; the earth was no longer to

bear the aspect of desolation and confusion

;

nowhere was the eye struck by awful indi-

cationsof a sudden convulsive destruction;

the punishment had been suffered, and

mercy obliterated the traces of the crime.

The globe was ready to receive again its

master, and to nourish him, and the num-
berless tribes of the animal creation.

On the command of God, Noah and his

family left the ark, together with all the

living beings which had been preserved

by him to secure new tribes of occupants

of the air, the fields, and the forests.

All the species of animals were restored

to the earth; " every beast, every creeping

thing, and every fowl" left the ark, that

none of the creatures which were once

formed by the Divine will, might be want-

ing; the deluge was not to inteiTupt the

main course of universal historj^j all the

generations, from the beginning to the

latest ages, were to be connected by one
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spoke to Noah, saying, IG. Go out of the ark, thou, and

thy wife, and thy sons, and thy sons' wives with thee.

17. Bring out with thee every living creature that is with

thee, of all flesh, both of fowl, and of cattle, and of every

reptile that creepeth upon the earth; that they may in-

crease abundantly on the earth, and be fruitful, and mul-

tiply upon the eartli. 18. And Noah went out, and his

sons, and his wife, and his sons' wives with him

:

unbroken chain: the tree of time was

temporarily stripped of its brandies and

leaves; but its stem was neither felled nor

injured ; it was full of its native strength,

and destined soon to bloom again in all its

former richness and beauty. But yet, a

new order of things was to begin; there-

fore, God again blessed the animals with

the promise of fruitfulness, desiring them

to spread on the earth, which He delights

to see replete with life, and to echo with

the sound of joy. The renewal of the

dominion of man over nature was reserved

to a still more solemn moment. For, the

j'ious Noah, who was deeply impressed

with the miracle of his deliverance in the

midst of the ruin of the globe, felt the ir-

resistible desire of manifesting his grati-

tude to the Lord of life and death. He built,

and consecrated to His name, an altar, and

sacrificed upon it burnt-ofierings "of every

clean beast, and every clean fowl." A more

magnificent animal oflTering was never be-

fore nor after brought to God. The whole

creation contributed to it whatever species

was acceptable to Him.—When Noah left

the ark, he found that the variety of the

animal creatures was in no way smaller

than when he had entered it; they were

preserved by the love and wisdom of God

;

and they had even been blessed anew to

spread and to multiply; he felt, with all

the intensity of a susceptible mind, the

overwhelming debt which he owed to God.

Ilis sacrifices were, therefore, essentially

thank-offerings. But he was too clearly

aware of his own unworthiness of those

infinite benefits; he knew, that the hand

of destruction had smitten his fellow-men

on account of their iniquity; and he was

conscious that the evil propensities of the

human heart are too strong to withstand

the temptation (ver. 21): therefore, these

sacrifices partook, likewise, of the cha-

racter of siu-offeriiigs. They were, then,

offered in that most sacred condition of

mind, inexplicably uniting joy and fear,

elevation of the soul and contrition of the

heart, noble self- consciousness and trem-

bling humility. The strength and the

weakness of the human heart are never so

wonderfully blended; man sees the light

and the shadow of his nature; he attempts

the upward flight, but is reminded of his

limits. And God accepted the offering of

Noah; "He sraelled the sweet odour";

and was gratified. Will any one repeat

the old objection, that such expressions of

external gratification are unworthy of the

Deity ? If they were of a material or sen-

suous character, then they would, indeed,

be used nowhere with greater impropriety

than in this most solemn passage, which

forms the connecting link between the

world of Adam and that of Noah. But

they are far from implying such per-

verse notions. Their primary meaning

might, indeed, have been tinctured by the

superstition of the time to which their

origin belongs. But, at the period of the

Pentateuch, they had lost every idolatrous

element which might formerly have at-

tached to them. The refinement of the

language had kept, in general, pace with

the intellectual and moral progress of the

nation; but not always were the words

altered when the ideas which they express

had undergone a change; they assumed

gradually, and almost imperceptibly, a

nobler and more spiritual meaning; they

were not brought into disuse, but accom-

modated to the new notions; they were
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19. Every beast, every reptile, and every fowl, and what-

soever creepeth upon the earth, after their families, went

out of the ark.—20. And Noah built an altar to the Lord

;

and took of every clean beast, and of every clean fowl,

and offered burnt offerings on the altar. 21. And the

Lord smelled the sweet odour; and the Lord said in His

not replaced by other words, but filled

with another meaning. A misunder-

standing was the less possible, the deeper

the purer ideas had penetrated into the

heart of the people. Among the many

phrases which have thus been internally

metamorphosed, that which occurs in our

text is one of the most striking instances.

The Hebrews might certainly, in the time

of their physical and mental degradation,

have shared the universal superstition of

the heathen world, that the deities "smell

the sweet odour" of the sacrifices, and

find their delight in it. But when the

multitude of gods gave way, in their

convictions, to the One invisible and

incorporeal God, who includes them all,

the "sweet odour" received a dill'erent

meaning; it was used as perfectly iden-

tical in meaning with delight or pleasure;

this is plain beyond controversy from se-

veral later passages. The natural vigour

of the language applied easily external

functions of the senses to abstract notions

and to operations of the mind. It would

be bold, indeed, to assert, that the Penta-

teuch which enforces, with all the energy

of which language is capable, the incor-

poreality and spirituahty of God, should

attribute to Him qualities of the grossest

and most sensuous nature; the theology of

the Pentateuch forms a consistent system

in which one part cannot be in direct op-

])ositiou with another; but the nature of

God is the foundation of the whole system

;

we cannot doubt the one without destroy-

ing the other. The " sweet odour" of the

incense or the bm^nt sacrificeswas ihQspii it

of God which hovered round the offerings,

as a messenger of rest and peace, and which

was hoped to be won or conciliated by the

humble piety which had prompted the

gift. It is the spirit of God which brought

the chaosofmatter into orderand harmony

;

which fills and animates His prophets, and

which revives the desi)ondency of an err-

ing heart, or the dry bones of a sunken

nation. Nor did the New Testament

reject that phrase, even in reference to its

most sacred idea; for, it says: "Christ

has given himself for us as an offering

and a sacrifice to God for a sweet-smelling

savour" (Ephes.v. 2). Thus, the Divine

presence graciously accepted the grand

sacrifice of Noah ; He saw with delight the

piety of the only family which had escaped

the universal calamity ; and He determined

never again to expose the earth to so fear-

ful a destruction, but to be mindful of

the weakness of the human heart, which,

though capable of godlike purity, falls an

easy prey to the numberless allurements

that surround it. He received the sin-

offering of Noah as an atonement for the

wickedness of the former generations; the

sinofman wasnomore to be measured after

the test of justice, but after that of mercy.

God had, during several centuries, judged

him after his innate Divine attributes;

He now intended to view him with due re-

gard to his human imperfections; He was

aware, that though the spirit is willing,

the flesh is weak. God proclaimed, that

man cannot gain salvation by his own
righteousness, but by Divine mercy. By
this new and all- important doctrine, the

love of God shines in higher splendour;

but man sinks into deeper dependence;

he lives henceforth not in virtue of his

own moral excellence, but in consequence

of Divine favour. The intellectual emi-

nence which man had attained by partak-

ing of the fruit of knowledge, was far

from securing to him " to be like God "

;

he might, with his reason, penetrate into

the mysteries of creation, but his heart is
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heart: I will not again curse the ground any more for

man's sake: for the oofritation of man's heart is evil from

his youth ; nor will I again smite any more every living

being, as I have done. 22. While the earth remaineth,

seed^/;??e and harvest, and cold and heat, and summer and

winter, and day and night shall not cease.

feeble and insufficient, and requires tlie

merciful assi>tance of God. However,

this very weakness was destined in fu-

ture to form man's most powerful pro-

tection. For God proclaimed, that al-

though He does not eradicate sin from

the heart of man. He regards it not with

the severity of a judge, who demands

perfect rectitude, but with the love of a

father, who indulgently overlooks many

offences springing from innate weakness.

The deluge had, thus, been necessary, it

was indispensable to serve an important

end in the government of the moral world

;

and, though God regretted that it was

necessary, He did not "repent" having

inflicted it. The fall ended with a curse

on the earth, the deluge with the cheering

prospect, that it should no more suffer for

the sin of man (ver. 21); and if, later,

Sodom and Gomorrah were converted into

dreary deserts, and Palestine was menaced

with fearful desolation for the iniquity of

its inhabitants, these visitations did not

befall the whole globe, but only certain

limited parts or districts.

As long as the earth stands, that is, in

eternity, the regular change of the seasons

shall not again be suspended, as had been

the casein theyear of the deluge; seedtime

shall duly alternate with harvest, cold with

heat, summer with winter, and day with

night. It is evident, that these words ex-

press merely the general idea of the future

preservation of a regular order in nature

;

they do not exactly enumerate all the

usual changes which the inhabitants of

our planet experience; they do not even

distinctly specify the four seasons of the

year; and still less six pai'ts, as the Per-

sian and Hindoo legends count; for, sum-

mer and winter only are clearly mentioned,

and although the " seedtime" might cor-

respond with autumn, the "harvest" is

certainly not the spring, but the summer.

Hereto are joined the general terms of

" cold and heat," and, in order to complete

the picture of regular succession, " day and
night" are added, from which words we are,

therefore, not justified in inferring, that, in

the author's opinion, during the year of

the flood, the light of the sun was either

entirely or generally in-i-isible. The year

is, in western Asia, indeed, composed only

of two markedly different seasons; the

autumn, or rainy season, belongs to the

winter; and the spring, or the months of

the ripening corn, is reckoned with the

summer (see notes on xxvii. 27—29).

SCIENCE AND THE NOACHIAN DELUGE.
StJPPLEltENTAKY NOTE ON ClIAPTEKS VI. TO VIU.

We have completed the verbal explanation ofthe deluge, and endeavoured to elucidate

the single facts and ideas which it contains; but this subject is too important not to claim

a general consideration as a whole, and too complicated not to require it. Eeligion,

history, and natural philosophy, are equally interested in it; but they are here not

allies, but apparently rivals; they seem nut to support, but to contradict each other;

they attempt individually to usurp the victory over the rest; and there is scarcely a
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reflecting mind that has not taken part in favour of the one or the other of the claim-

ants. It is our anxious desire to enable our readers to form an independent opinion.

We shall allow each of the three parties to state its own case; we ask but two things,

attention to the facts, and impartiality in the decision. We introduce, therefore,

I.—THE HEATHEN TRADITIONS CONCERNING A UNIVERSAL FLOOD.

1. Chaldean Tradition.— The representative of the tenth generation after the

first man was Xisuthrus (the son of Otiartes or Ardates), a pious and wise monarch.

The god Chronos (or Belus) revealed to him that continual rains, commencing on a

certain day, the fifteenth of the month Dcesius, would cause a general deluge, by

which mankind would be destroyed. On the command of the deity, Xisuthrus built

an immense ship, 3,000 feet in length, and 1,200 feet in breadth; ascended it witli his

fiimily, his friends, and every species of quadrupeds, birds, and reptiles, after having

loaded it with every possible provision, and sailed towards Armenia. When the rain

ceased, he sent out birds to satisfy himself about the condition of the earth. They

returned twice, but the second time they had mud on their feet; and the third time

they returned to him no more. Xisuthrus, who had by this time grounded upon the

side of some Armenian mountain, left the ship, accompanied only by his wife, his

daughter, and the pilot. They erected an altar, and offered sacrifices to the gods; but

were soon raised to heaven, on account of their exemplary piety. Those who had

remained in the ship now left it, also, with many lamentations; but they believed

they heard the voice of Xisuthrus admonishing them to persevere in the fear of the gods;

after which they settled again in Babylon, from whence they had started, and became

the ancestors of a new human population. The ship was thought to be preserved in

the highland of Armenia, in the mountain of the Cordyasans; and pieces of bitumen and

timber, ostensibly taken from it, were, in later times, used chiefly as amulets. We
here select those features principally which offer a resemblance to the Biblical nar-

rative; but the analogies themselves are so obvious, that the attentive reader will at

once make in his mind instructive comparisons.

2. Indian Tradition.—The seventh king of the Hindoos was Satyavrata, who

reigned in Dravira, a country washed by the waves of the sea. During his reign, an

evil demon (Hayagriva) furtively appropriated to himself the holy books (Vedas),

which the first Manu had received from Brahman; and the consequence was, that the

whole human race sank into a fearful degeneracy, with the exception of the seven

saints and the virtuous king, Satyavrata. The divine spirit, "Vishnu, once appeared to

him in the shape of a fish, and addressed him thus: " In seven days, all the creatures

which have offended against me shall be destroyed by a deluge ; thou alone shalt be saved

in a capacious vessel, miraculously constructed. Take, therefore, all kinds of useful herbs,

and of esculent grain for food, and one pair of each animal ; take also the seven holy

men with thee, and your wives. Go into the ark without fear; then thou shalt see

god face to face, and all thy questions shall be answered." After seven days, inces-

sant torrents of rain descended, and the ocean gave forth its waves beyond the wonted

shores. Satyavrata, trembling for his imminent destruction, yet piously confiding in

the promises of the god, and meditating on his attributes, saw a huge boat floating to

the shore on the waters. He entered it with the saints, after having executed the

divine instructions. Vishnu himself appeared, in the shape of a vast horned fish, and

tied the vessel with a great sea-serpent, as with a cable, to his huge horn. He drew

it for many years, and landed it, at last, on the highest peak of Mount Himavan. The

flood ceased; Vishnu slew the demon, and received the Vedas back; instructed

Satyavrata in all heavenly sciences, and appointed him the seventh Manu, under the

name of Vaivaswata. From this Manu, the second population of the earth descended

in a supernatural manner, and hence man is called manudsha (bora of Ma.uu, Menscli).
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The Hindoo legeiul concludes, moreover, with an episode resembling, in almost every

particular, that wliich resulted iu the curse of II:im by his father Noah.

3. Greek Traditions.—The whole human race was corrujitcd; violence and

imi>iety prevailed; oaths were broken; the sacredness of hospitality was shame-

lessly violated ; suppliants were abused, or murdered; and the gods mocked and in-

sulted. Infamy and nefariousness were the delight of the degenerated tribes. Jupiter

resolved, therefore, to destroy the whole human race, as far as the earth extends and

Poseidon encircles it with the girdle of the waves. Tlie earth opened all her secret

springs, the ocean sent forth its floods, and the skies poured down their endless tor-

rcuts. All creatures were immersed in the waves, and perished. Deucalion alone,

and his wife Pyrrha, both distinguished by their piety, were, in a small boat, which

Deucalion had constructed by the advice of his father, Prometheus, carried to the

lofty peaks of mount Parnassus, which alone stood out of the floods. They were

saved. The waters subsided. The surviving pair sacrificed to Jupiter the flight-

giving, and consulted the gods, who again, through them, populated the earth by an

extraordinary miracle. This tradition appears in a still more developed form in

Lucian. There was a very old temple in Hieropolis, which was universally asserted

to have been built by Deucalion, the Scythian, when he had been rescued from the

general deluge. For it is related that enormous crimes, prevalent through the whole

human race, had provoked the wrath of Jupiter, and caused the destruction of man.

Deucalion alone was found wise and pious. He built a large chest, and brought into

it his wives and children; and when he was about to enter it, boars, lions, serpents,

and all other animals came to him by pairs. Jupiter removed all hostile propensities

from their breasts, and they lived together in miraculous concord. The waves carried

the chest along till they subsided. After this, an immense gulf opened itself, which

only closed after ha>'ing totally absorbed the waters. This wonderful incident hap-

pened in the territory of Hieropolis; and above this gulf, Deucalion erected that

ancient temple, after having offered many sacrifices on temporary altars. In com-

memoration of these events, twice every year water is brought into the temple, not

only by the priests, but by a large concourse of strangers fi'om Syria, Arabia, and the

countries of the Jordan. This water is fetched from the sea, and then poured out in

the temple in such a manner that it descends into the gulf.— The same tradition as-

sumed, indeed, under different hands, a different local character; Hyginus mentions the

iEtua, in Sicily, as the mountain where Deucalion grounded; the Phrygians relate

that the wise Anakos prophesied concerning the approaching flood; and some

coins struck under the emperor Septimius Severus, and some of his successors in

Apamea, and declared genuine by all authorities in numismatics, represent a chest,

or ark, floating on the waves, and containing a man and a woman. On the ark a bird

is perched, and another is seen approaching, holding a twig vritb its feet. The same

human pair is figured on the dry land, with up-lifted hands; and on several of those

pieces even the name NO (NQ), is clearly visible.—A legend, perhaps, as old as that

of Deucalion, though neither so far spread, nor so developed, is that of Ogyges, who is

mostly called a Boeotian autochthon, and the first ruler of the territory of Thebes,

called after him Ogygia. In his time, the waters of the lake Copais are said to have

risen in so unusual a degree, that they at last covered the whole surface of the earth,

and that Ogyges himself directed his vessel on the waves through the air.—Even the

dove of Noah bears an analogy to the dove which Deucalion is reported to have dis-

patched from his ark, which returned the first time, thus indicating that the stores of

rain were not yet exhausted, but which did not come back the second time, and

thereby gave proof that the skies had resumed their usual serenity.

4. Ajierican and otuer Traditions. — Humboldt found the tradition of a

general deluge vividly entertained among the wild races peopling the regions of the
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'Orinoco; it belongs to the historical reminiscences of almost all the tribes of the

Indians of the North-American lakes, and of the inhabitants of Tahiti; but the legends

of the Tamanacs are peculiarly interesting. They relate that a man and a woman
saved themselves in that fearful catasti-ophe; they took refuge on a high mountain;

and wlien, after the floods had subsided, they wished to re-people the earth, they cast

behind them, over their heads, the fruits of tlic Mauritia palm-tree, from tlie seeds of

which men and women were produced. The analogy to the Greek myth is obvious.

On the other hand, the traditions of the Peruvians, Brazilians, Mexicans, Cubans, and

others, are so evidently traceable to the Mosaic narrative, or are so entirely fabulous,

that, though interesting in themselves, they do not contribute to illustrate our text in

any material way; whilst the allusions found in the sacred books of the Chinese and

Persians are too indistinct, or unauthentic, to offer any clear parallel; and the

Egyptian traditions speak only of repeated calamities inflicted upon the earth by fire

and water.

It is unnecessary to observe, that there is scarcely a single feature in the Biblical

account which is not discovered in one, or several of the heathen traditions. And the

coincidences are not limited to desultory details; they extend to the whole outlines,

and the very tenor and spirit of the narrative; it is almost everywhere the sin of man
which renders the determination of the all-just judge irrevocable; one pious man is

saved, with his family, to form the nucleus of a new population; an ark is introduced,

and pairs of the whole animal creation are collected; birds are sent out to ascertain

the condition of the earth ; an altar is built, and sacrifices are offered. And yet it is

certain that none of these accounts are derived from the pages of the Bible; they

are independent of each other; their differences are as striking and characteristic as

their analogies; they are echoes of a sound which had long vanished away. It would

be miraculous to suppose that such a remarkable concurrence is accidental; tlie

legends of the Chaldeans and the Mosaic narrative, bear not only a family likeness,

but they have the very appearance of twins. There must indisputably have been a

common basis, a universal source. And this source is the general tradition of primi-

tive generations. The harmony between all these accounts is an undeniable guarantee

that the tradition is no idle invention; a fiction is individual, not universal; that

tradition has, therefore, a historical foundation; it is the result of an event whicli

really happened in the ages of the childhood of mankind; it was altered, adorned, and

it may be magnified, by the dissemination; it was tinctured with a specifically national

colouring by the diff'erent nations; it borrowed some characteristic traits from every

country in which it was diff"used; it assumed the reflex of the various religious

systems; but though the features were modified, the general character was indestruct-

ible, and remained strikingly visible. But in order to arrive at a well-established

result, we must examine the testimony of geology, a science which stands in imme-

diate connection with our subject. We return, therefore, once more to that rich and

interesting field, every stone of which is a silent witness of millenniums, and an

eloquent preceptor of wisdom.

II.—GEOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS.

We shall, in the precisest form possible, state the results of modern geology bearing

upon the question of a universal deluge, about 1,600 years after the birth of the first

human pair.

1. The surface of the earth is, in many vast tracts, covered with accumulations of

soil, sand, and gravel; they have no connection with the rock foi'mations of the former

ages; and are generally known under the name of diluvium, since they are believed to

be the result of some vast flood. But these aggregations were indisputably produced

by many currents of different force, and from diff'erent directions; they are the result
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of different ages, and arc all of a local extent; they have, in some cases, been waslieil

away by some new current; they are, in other instances, overlaicl by more recent drifts;

they are produced by the long action of the floods working from deep waters, by cur-

rents, eddies, ami tides; they are, in fact, nothing but a part of the ordinary and un-

i;iterrui>ted process by whicli the continents have gradually formed and been elevated

during nnnnmbered ages.—There is, therefore, no probability whatever that this dilu-

vium is the result of a transitory and general deluge.

a. Cuvier, indeed, agreed with Deluc and Dolmieu, that the surface of our globe

nnderwent a great and sudden revolution, the date of which he referred to a period

not much earlier than five or six thousand years ago; he considered the deposits of

the diluvium and alluvium, as the complctcst proof, to the senses, of that inundation;

though he Wiis convinced, that this sudden catastrophe was not universal. Other

geologists adopted the same opinion; they identified the last geological revolution with

the deluge of Genesis; and explained all phenomena on this hypothesis. But, the

most distinguished of these scholirs, and Buckland foremost among them, later re-

tracted this opinion as absolutely untenable, and as perfectly irreconcilcable with obvious

facts. A temporary deluge could never have produced the geological changes observ-

able in the superficial deposits. The animals whose remains have been discovered in

the "mamnialiferous crag," not only of Great Britain, but of Northern Siberia, the

elephant, the rhinoceri, the hippopotamus, the hyenas and tigers, cannot have been

transported thither by the Flood from the intertropical regions; this is not merely «m-

probable on account of the vast distance of four to five thousand miles whicli separates

those respective lands; or on account of the great numbers in which they are found in

the same localities; or on account of the remarkable circumstance, that the sAeJ antlers

of the great Irish elk, which exceeded, in bulk and size, the largest horses, and mea-

sured upwards of ten feet in height, occur everywhere, and mostly in an uninjured

stale, together with the bones and skeletons of that animal : but it is rendered impossible

by the facts, that they are extant in beds of various ages; and still more by the obser-

vations of comparative anatomy; for, the latter has shown, beyond a doubt, tliat those

northern animals were very widely diflerent, in their internal structure, and their ex-

ternal provisions, from the same species now living in the southern climes ; the difference

is greater than between an ass and a horse, or between the dog and the wolf; and it is

certain beyond contradiction, that those animals lived and died in the northern countries

in which their remains have been found.—It is known, that the cavern of Kirkdalc, in

Yorkshire, contains the bones and remains of twenty -four species of animals, from the

pigeon and the mouse, to the hyena, the hippopotamus, and rhinoceros. But the

opening of the cavern is not larger than four feet; the huge bones cannot, therefore,

have been washed thither by the tropical vvaves; they are, besides, almost all of them

gnawed, and show the clear marks of teeth, especially of hyenas, which in that haunt

probably devoured their prey.

.3. The violent irruptions of water, and the up-heavings proceeding from the interior

of the earth, have alternately, and an indefinite number of limes, immersed and elevated

the same tract of land; every new geological period is marked by such an event; the

same part of the earth's surface was more than once sea and dry land; but the last

revolution of this kind occurred before the existence of man on earth; in no stratum

of the earth, not even the very highest tertiary beds, have remains of human bodies

or of human works been discovered ; they occur only in the loose sand and gravel

which cover the surface. It has, indeed, been alleged, that human bones have been

found in earlier rocks. But those instances arc uncertain; and have been declared in-

conclusive by almost all geological authorities. Man was called into being after the

earth had carried its development forward to its present state. No deluge destroyed,

therefore, a wicked and disobedient race of men.
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. 4. The Biblical narrative relates, that all the species of animals were preserved by

Noah, and that they later propagated themselves; it implies, that the deluge was no

violent convulsion or catastrophe, tliat it did not change the aspect of nature; although

it destroyed the living beings on the earth, it left no trace of its existence on the sur-

face or in the interior; it was an event of the existing creation; the vegetable king-

dom remained, essentially, uninjured; and the soil was soon afterwards fit for culti-

vation.

An attempt has, indeed, been made to represent the Deluge as an event of the greatest

importance for the geological structure of the earth. For, the following theory has

been proposed and extensively adopted. The primitive rocks were formed on the first

day of Creation, by means of the "light," which is considered equivalent with fire;

the deposits of marine animals and shell-fish were formed during the 1,650 years

which intervened between the Creation and the deluge; hut all the other geological revo-

lutions and layers are the consequences of the Flood; the different formations of the

stratified rocks of immense thickness and very great variety are the results o( successive

smaller convulsions, both volcanic and aquatic, which took place during the year of the

deluge.— But the deluge is, in no part of the Biblical narrative, desci-ibed as having

been attended by " tremendous convulsions," volcanic eruptions, electric agencies, or

violent up-heavings. The vegetable and animal life alone was destroyed upon the

earth; but the general surface of the latter remained unaltered; and a very short time

sufficed to restore, in every respect, the former order of things; the annihilation of the

organic creatures did not materially or lastingly affect the nature of the inorganic part

of our globe.

But the theory in question is preposterous in a geological point of view also. For, the

fossil remains preserved in these successive stratifications include animals which had

enjoyed life during a long series of years; they contain trees, the concentric rings of

which indicate the number of years which they had required for their growth; the

chemical causes, together with the " volcanic, voltaic, and electric action" to which

those marvellous results are ascribed, are not only an arbitrary assumption against the

clear statements of the text; but would certainly have succeeded each other in such

fearful rapidity and violence, that the preservation of Noah's ark, under such circum-

stances, would be the most extraordinary miracle which ever suspended the course of

nature; the tertiary layers alone are irresistible witnesses of their slow origin and their

overwhelming age, and overthrow at offce that unnatural and artificial edifice which

prejudice and weakness have erected. If it is averred, that all those convulsions were

designedly produced by the immediate direction of the Divine omnipotence, we are

justified to ask, what was the end and the use of those awful destructions? Why were

myriads of majestic animals created, only to be annihilated in terrific haste? Why
are no human bones found in the lower strata? Noah took specimens of all animals

existing in his time into the ark, for the express purpose of securing the continuance

of their species ; and yet, the various layers enclose many species which are at present

extinct: for, the opinion, that they ceased to exist after the Noachian deluge, is equally

against the tenor of the Bible. It is, therefore, but a fanciful conception to suppose,

that the continents of the earth were depressed to the depth of the present ocean's bed;

that, after the deluge, a new bed was sunk for the ocean; whilst the former bed

of the sea, either wholly or partially, constitutes the present continents and islands.

The Noachian flood was intended to annihilate the human race, not to mark a

new epoch in the geological history of our planet. All those conjectures are merely in-

vented in order to prove, at all hazards, a preconceived opinion, both against the clear

words of the Scriptures, and the fiicts of the positive sciences.— It is painful to see

how even sober minds throw themselves into a hopeless struggle; they attempt to com-
bine what judgment and reason will never be able to unite; they will not consent to
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yield, even if concession after concession .should lie wrested from them ; they prefer

to defy reason with narrow-minded obstinacy; and weave a tissnc of contradictions,

alike incapable to support tlic truth of relijxion, and to elevate the dignity of science.

S. The older lateral cones of Mount JEina are, after a moderate computation, at least

twelve thousand years old; they are composed of the ordinary incoherent materials;

and yet, they show in no part marks of denudation; they retain in integrity their

original shape; a devastating deluge cannot, therefore, have passed over them within

that period.

O. In the centre of France, in the provinces of Auvergne and Languedoc, are still

the remains of several hundred volcanic hills and mountains. The craters, some of

which are higher than that of the Vesuvius, ejected immense masses of lava to the

heights of fifty, one hundred, and many more feet, and spreading over many miles of

area. Distant periods separate the different eruptions. Distinct mineral formations,

and an abundance of petrified vegetable and animal life, bespeak an epoch far anterior

to the present condition of our planet. And yet, since these volcanoes ceased to flow,

rivers have worked their way through that vast depth of lava; they have penetrated

through basalt rocks one hundred and fifty feet in height, and have even considerably

entered into the granite rocks beneath. The time required for such operation is im-

measurably slow. Centuries are required to mark the least perceptible progress. The

whole period -which was necessary for the rivers to overcome that hard and compact mass,

is large almost beyond the conception of man; all our measures of chronology are insuf-

ficient; and the mind stands amazed at the notion of eternal time. That extraordinary

region contains rocks, consisting of laminated formations of siliceous deposits : one of the

rocks is sixty feet in thickness; and a moderate calculation shows, that at least 18,000

years were required to produce that single pile. All these formations, therefore, are

far more remote than the date of the Noachian flood; they show not the slightest trace

of having been aff'ected or disturbed by any general deluge; their progress has been

slow, but uninterrupted ; even the pumice-stone, and other loose and light substances,

with which many of those hills and the cones of the volcanic craters are covered, and

which would have been washed away by the action of a flood, have remained entirely

untouched.

Geological evidence denies, therefore, the possibility of a universal deluge, both in

general, and especially within the last five thousand years. But we have seen above,

that an historical tradition must necessarily be acknowledged as the basis of our nar-

rative; the unanimity in the legends of the most diff"erent nations demands that suppo-

sition; and we do not see that geology excludes it. Though human bones have not

been excavated in the stratified beds, those which occur in the alluvial sands are suffi-

cient to show the possibility of a revolution on the earth's surface during the existence

of man. It is in no way improbable to conjecture, that during the limited number of

millenniums during which man inhabits the earth, its surface suffered one of those

changes which havC; in former periods, been repeated innumerable times, and which

are imperceptibly preparing themselves in the silent womb of time. A local deluge

may have swept away the inhabitants of a large district; this territory was, perhaps,

believed to have been the only one yet peopled on the surface of the globe; a few only

survived; and the persons so providentially delivered from a general ruin preserved

the memory of the event, which the innate religious sentiment of man soon ennobled

with higher motives, and rendered subservient to fruitful lessons of virtue and

morality.

But in advocating the originally local character of the tradition, we are far from

maintaining that the Bible represents it as such. Some interpreters have, indeed,

forced the Hebrew narrative into this meaning. They have thereby violated all the

rules of a sound philology. They have distorted the spirit of the language, and disr
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'regarded tlie dictates of common sense. It is impossible to read the narrative of our

chapter without being irresistibly impressed that the tvkole earth was destined for

destruction. This is so evident throughout the whole of the description, that it is un-

necessary to adduce single instances. Such expressions as, " all the mountains were

covered by the floods," are asserted to mean a great part of them. But all the pas-

sages which have been collected to prove that application of the term all in Hebrew,

are far from being conclusive analogies. In our case, the universality does not lie in

the words merely, but in the tenor of the whole narrative. All flesh had corrupted its

way before the Lord upon the earth ; therefore the whole human race was to be destroyed

with the earth. We need not even urge the reasons adduced by others, that if the flood

had been local, it would have been imnecessary to encumber the ark with birds so

widely diffused as the raven and the dove; or that, if the waters rose fifteen cubits above

the highest mountains of the then inhabited countries, their level would have been sufS-

cient to give universality to the deluge. These arguments, whether borne out by the

natural sciences or not, are unnecessary. The text admits of no other acceptation, but

a universal flood. It is difficialt to know to what extent the earth was at the time of the

deluge inhabited by man; whether the population was limited, and whether the prevail-

ing violence and warfare had incessantly tended to diminish it. The text speaks of the

whole earth, and of all creation. It evidently pre-supposes that the whole of its surface

was peopled by human beings; for God intended to destroy the whole earth on account

of man's iniquity. The supposition of the local character of the Noachian deluge, is

analogous to the preposterous assertion, that the first chapters of Genesis do not treat

of the creation of heaven and earth, but of the formation of some limited district by

an internal convailsion of our planet. Thus tlie Creation and the deluge would belong

to almost the same class of geological events; for the submergence of the dry land,

and the rise of the floods, stand in the relation of cause and eftect; a creation and a

deluge are inseparable occurrences. Nothing but utter perplexity could have brought

intelligent minds to maintain such untenable views. For we find among its supporters

a Matthew Poole, a Stillingfleet, and a Le Clerc; and J. Pye Smith, Hitchcock, Hugh
Miller, and others, have followed in their deceptive traces. It required, on the part of

the advocates of a local deluge, but one hazardous step more, actually to assign for

it a precise region, either in the southern part of Western Asia, or in the plains of

Annenia, or in a "treuch-like strip of country that communicated between the

Caspian and the Gulf of Finland."

The question then stands thus: Geology teaches the impossibility of a universal

deluge since the last 6,000 years, but does not exclude a partial destruction of the

earth's surface within that period. The Biblical text, on the other hand, demands the

supposition of a universal deluge, and absolutely excludes a partial flood. How is

this difficulty to be reconciled? The only solution possible is by consistently carrying

out the principle of Biblical interpretation, Avhich has hitherto guided us. We
acknowledge the historical connection between the Hebrews and the other eastern

nations. We admit an analogy between the writings of the former and the traditions of

the latter; but we distinguish between the form and the spirit; between the materials and

the ideas, for the embodiment of which they were employed. The Old Testament does

not show the ancient Hebrews as superior to their contemporaries in secular knowledge.

They were not above them in the physical sciences; they shared, in positive learning,

nearly all their notions, and a great portion of their errors. But they surpassed

them infinitely in religious contemplation ; they alone shook oflf the fetters of super-

stition; they conquered idolatry, and rose to the purest notions concerning the attri-

butes of God and the duties of man. The religious lessons, therefore, which the

history of the Noachian deluge discloses, are its chief value, and form its only

remarkable difl^erence from the many similar traditions of ancient tribes; and
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they are by no means aflFccted by the question, whether the dehige was partial

or universal. The Biblical narrative is based upon a historical fact. But this

fact was, in the course of time, amplified and adorned, till it was, in the period of the

author of the Pentateuch, generally augmented into a universal flood ; he employed

the materials in the form in which they had become the common legendary property

of nations; but, with his usual wisdom and comprehensiveness of mind, he worked

them out into a powerful link of his grand religious system; they became, in his hand,

the foundation of a new covenant between God and man.

m.—GENERAL DIFFICULTIES.

But the literal interpretation of the Biblical narrative presents other and great difficul-

ties, which have not been urged by sceptics alone; nor are they of recent date; tliey

have, at a very early period, been acknowledged, not without anxiety and sorrow, by

btrong pillars of the Church; they have sometimes been argued away by every effort

of pious ingenuity, but they have as frequently been abandoned aa insolvable mys-

teries. We shall mention the chief of those difficulties.

1. The waters are represented to have covered the earth to the height of fifteen cubits

above the tops of the mountains (vii. 20; viii. 5). This would require, at least, eight

times the aggregate quantity of water contained in all the seas and oceans of the earth.

But the rain can, even if the clouds at once discharge all their stores, cause a water-sheet

of only a few inches in thickness; and the sea might spread its floods over the earth,

but it does not thereby increase the actual amount of water. It has, indeed, been

replied to this objection, that the water of the oceans, even independently of the rain,

was sufficient to immerse the highest mountains; for it is said that the antediluvian

peaks were not by far so high as those of tlie present era, and that the tremendous

convulsions of the deluge were the originating causes of the highest mountains, as

the Chimborazo, Hecla, and the Himalayan range. But the total erroneousness of this

opinion has above been proved.

2. The sudden addition of so great a mass of water would materially change the

action of gravity upon the earth ; the nutation of the axis would be varied ; and not

only the orbit of our planet, but the whole solar system must be deranged.

3. The ark was to contain one pair of every species of unclean animals, and seven

pairs of every clean species. Now there are already known upwards of 1,600 species

of Mammalia, 6,200 of birds, 600 of reptiles, 5,000 of conchylia, besides the almost

endless number of insects, vermes, and infusoria. The ark, though of large dimen-

sions, even granted that Noah was able to build it, and that the animals did not

multiply during the deluge, was far from being capacious enough to receive all those

creatures, together with the enormous quantity of food necessary for the extent of a

whole year. It has been maintained, that the Biblical text speaks only of a limited

number of useful and domesticated animals, which lived in the immediate vicinity of

Noah, or in the small district then inhabited by man. But this assertion forms a part

of that unwarranted opinion concerning a local deluge, which we have above

attempted to refute,

4. Most animals can live in a certain zone only ; they perish if suddenly transported

into an ungenial climate. It would imply a perversion of all laws of physiology, to

suppose that the thousands of animals coming from remote regions, could be pre-

served in the ark without injury to life or vigour. Many of the insects have no wings;

many live but a few days, or even a few hours after they have obtained their wings; it is

beyond our comprehension how they could, after the flood, have reached the distant

clime suitable to their existence. The original centres of distribution were necessarily

more than one, since every great continent has its own peculiar fauna, which occupied

L
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the circles round those centres in ages long anterior to the deluge. But the miracles

required to produce all tliose wonderful effects are a gratuitous supposition.

5. It is a matter of great difficulty to understand how the large quantity of meat

necessary for the subsistence of so manj' flesh-eating animals could be preserved for a

twelvemonth. To obviate this objection, another miracle has been invented on which the

Bible is perfectly silent, namely, that those animals, during this time, entirely changed

their nature, and were satisfied with vegetable food. But even the herbivorous animals,

in many instances, live onl}- on a restricted number of plants, which again occur only

in limited, and often remote localities.

©. A very great part of the fishes, which are never mentioned in our narrative,

because they were believed to have remained uninjured by the deluge, could not live

in the water, the nature of which was so materially altered by the enormous mixture

of rain and sea-floods. Salt water, if suddenly introduced into fresh, destroys the

inhabitants of the latter, and many of the marine fishes and moUusks can only live in

salt water. It ht;s been conjectured, that the spawn of the fishes might have been

preserved even if the living individuals perished; but the spawn would, in a universal

deluge, have lost its vitality, or have been developed into fishes long before the expi-

ration of the year; so that these individuals also would have perished.

7. There are trees still existing older than the date of the Noachian dehige. If

they had been submersed in water, they would scarcely, even had they outlived that

catastrophe, have maintained the strength necessary to carry their existence

through so many millenniums. Of the hundred thousand species of known plants,

very few would survive submersion for a whole year; at least three-fourths of them

would necessarily have perished in a universal deluge. It is agreed by all botanical

authorities, that though partial inundations of rivers do not long, or materially change

the vegetation of a region, the infusion of great quantities of salt-water destroys it

entirely for long periods. But the earth produced the olive-tree and the vine imme-

diately after the cessation of the deluge.

We have faithfully stated some of the obvious diflaculties, omitting the great number

of minor objections which have been raised from the time of Origen; we search after

truth, and are determined to examine without pi-ejudice. We now entreat our readers

to weigh calmly the arguments and facts here produced; the general tradition of all

nations proves the historical character of a deluge, but geology denies its univer-

sality; this circumstance, added to the combined weight of the internal and unanswer-

able discrepancies, makes it manifest that the Biblical narrative, with regai'd to the

facts, is to be estimated like other analogous traditions of the ancient writers; though

the religious truths which it contains, belong to the most important parts of the Biblical

canon.

CHAPTER IX.

1. And God blessed Noah and his sons, and said to

them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and fill the earth. 2. And
X—4. The animal creation had received henceforth to hold precedence over iron-

the Divine blessing; the stability of the handed justice; and the mercy of God
earth had been guaranteed; it now re- shone upon him and his house. The his-

mained to pronounce a benediction over toryofmanstartswith Noah from a second

them for whose sake both the animal tribes beginning; it was, therefore, necessary to

and the earth had been preserved. Noah renew his dominion over the brute creation;

had proved himself worthy of the Divine and this is done in almost the same, but

love, which, moreover, was promised rather more energetic terms, than those
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the fear of you and the dread of you shall be upon every

beast of the earth, and upon every fowl of the air, on all

that moveth upon the earth, and on all the fishes of the

applied in the corresponding act at the

time of Adam (i. 28). The fear and teiTor

of man shall be upon the beasts and fowls,

and the fishes shall be delivered up into

his hands. These strong expressions easily

prepare us for tlic very striking change

which now takes place in the relation be-

tween men and beasts. Hitherto, man
had been ordained to rule over the animals,

and to apply them for his use; but he had no

authority over their lives, except for sacri-

fices, and, of course, if he was forced to

repel their attacks; he was assigned to live

exclusively on the vegetable produce, al-

though he was thereby exposed to a per-

petual struggle mth the reluctant soil.

It was, however, believed, that the Adam-
ites in their universal degeneracy were not

satisfied to use the milk, or the wool, or

the labour of the animals; they longed

after their flesh also: and how sliould ge-

nerations, among which the murder of

fellow-men was a familiar crime, refrain

from killing those beings over which they

believed themselves to possess an unlimited

right ? This appetite, once awakened, could

not easily be eradicated; the custom had,

through many centuries, taken too deep

a root; it was, therefore, again an act of

Divine compassion over human weakness,

legally to allow animal food, the enjoyment

of which would, without this sanction, for

ever have been a crime. Thus, the per-

mission to kill animals has remained

as a standing monument of the inveterate

depravity of the antediluvian generations;

it is a concession made to man, because

" the cogitation of his heart is e-vil from

his youth"; it is the inheritance from an

age of violence; and, though violence can,

in itself, never assume the character of in-

nocence, it ceases, according to our passage,

at least to be a sin against the Divine wilL

However, we are here also not left with-

out an allusion to disclose to us the true

meaning of that permission. Every living

creature was allowed for food, like the

herbs in former times (see L 29); but

—

the flesh with its soul, that is, its blood,

shall not be eaten (ver. 4). The animals

are not unrestrictedly permitted like ve-

getable food; they are not considered as

mere objects; they are living beings, en-

dowed with a soul which is to be respected,

and which is holy, since it proceeds from

God; and, as the blood was considered to

contain the principle of life, it was rigo-

rously forbidden on penalty of death;

which prohibition is repeated in the New
Testament among the essential laws.

The eating of the blood of animals

was, indeed, considered equivalent to

murder, and was visited with the most

awful Divine judgments. Thus, at least

one faint reminiscence was left to recall

the original inviolability of every animal

life ; it is the glimmering spark which may
once be rekindled to a full flume ; and this

will take place in the Messianic times,

when even the beasts of prey will cease to

feed by murder, but will eat grass like the

ox and the lamb.

Originally, when the fruits and herbs

were destined for the food of man, the

grass was left for the subsistence of the

animals (i. 29, 30). But, while it is related,

that later, as a consequence of increasing

degeneracy, man consumed the flesh of

animals also, and that this change was

confirmed by God; the author is entirely

silent with regard to the period when, in

his opinion, the animals ceased to content

themselves with vegetable productions,

and began to devour the flesh of other

animals. This is the only deficiency in

this part of his composition, otherwise so

complete. Many have thought themselves

at liberty to conjecture, that he considered

the sanguinary nature of the animals to

have been a consequence of the fall of man.

But, though this opinion is not against

the spu-it of the Old Testament, we must

repeat, that the remotest allusion is want-

ing to prove it. It would, moreover,

L 2
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sea; into your hand are they delivered. 3. Every moving

thing that liveth shall be to you for food; as the green

herb I give you all things. 4. Only flesh with its soul,

compel us to the supposition, that the

organisation of the carnivorous animals

was, before the fall, widely different

from that which they at present possess;

a supposition against which the natural

sciences would rise with a unanimous pro-

test. The account of the Creation once

finished, the Bible pursues exclusively the

history of man ; and the animals, for their

own sake, engage its attention again, only

when it pourtrays the ideal future, with

its universal peace and perfect happiness.

We may add the doctrine of the Zend

Books, that, at the end of time, men will

cease to eat meat; they will live upon

fruit and milk alone ; after a short period,

they will exchange milk for water; till,

at last, they will require no physical food

whatever. This analogy is interesting in

more than one respect.

As Moses expressly permitted the flesh

of animals, we are justified in seeking, in

this ordinance, a practical religious idea;

his laws are almost invariably enjoined in

clear and conscious opposition to pagan

abuses; his precepts, besides their positive

value, are arrows directed against super-

stition. A chief reason of animal worship

among the Egyptians, and later among the

Pythagoreans, was the belief of the trans-

migration of souls, which, it was supposed,

pass into the bodies of animals, and are,

after the lapse of many years only, per-

mitted to re-enter a human form; hence,

it was an abomination to kill animals,

and to eat their flesh; and, hence, the most

scrupulous attention was bestowed upon

them; and, though in Egypt not all ani-

mals were sacred in the same district, yet

there was scarcely an animal which was

not worshipped in some part of the country.

Astrology, also, was connected with ani-

mal-worship ; for, to each planet an animal

was dedicated, which was considered to be

chiefly connected with that heavenly body;

and the veneration for animals thus be-

came still more intense, dangerous, and

fanatical. — Nor are the other reasons,

wliich ancient writers assign for animal-

worship, less absurd and objectionable;

one, which seems to have obtained great

currency, was, that the gods, when once

compelled to flee before the attack of the

giants, assumed the forms of vai'ious ani-

mals, and that gratitude induced them,

later, to command their veneration and

worship.— If some animals are of spe-

cial service and utility to some countries;

if, for instance, the ibis kills the winged

serpents, and the ichneumon destroys

the eggs of the crocodile : the Bible

denies that this gives man a right to de-

clare them as Divine beings; to assign

whole provinces for their sustenance; to

offer to them voluntary gifts in gold and

silver; to collect alms for them; to bathe

and to anoint them; to cover them with

rich garments, and to place them on luxu-

rious cushions; to erect for them magni-

ficent temples, and to scent the air which

they inhale with the most costly perfumes;

to bewail their death more than that of a

man; to punish those who kill them as im-

pious murderers, and to visit even their

undesigned destruction; to embalm their

bodies, and to entomb them in beautiful sar-

cophagi with lavish expence. The beasts

are, according to the Mosaic doctrine,

beings that owe the breath of their life to

the omnipotence of God; to Him they are

indebted for all their instincts; and, if

these serve the use and advantage of man,

they fulfil merely their natural destiny;

and the honour belongs to Him alone who

has endowed them with those wonderful

powers.—It was necessary, to eradicate the

obnoxious superstition of animal-worship,

which had spread in many repulsive forms

;

and to impress upon the Hebrews, that

the soul of man, whose prototype is God
Himself, can never be so degraded as to

dwell in the body of an animal ; that it re-

turns to God who has given it; and that,

therefore, for such reason, the animals
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ivhich is its blood, you shall not eat.—5. And surely your

blood for your lives shall I require ; at the hand of every

beast shall I require it, and at the hand of man; at the

deserve no rccard. The desire of enjoin-

ing this important doctrine, may have in-

duced the prndent legishitur to yield the

more readily to the encroaching custom of

eating animal food.—The very command,

that man should subject the animals to

himself, and rule over them (i. 28), ex-

cludes the idea of animal-worship; the

lords cannot lower themselves to be

slaves; those who decide over the destiny

of the beasts, cannot expect from them

their fate; and, in order to be humane

to animals, it is not necessary to raise

them to the rank of gods. Thus, the

creation offers other collateral truths of

the highest importance; the earth, the

water, the sun, and the stars are all created

things, called into being by the sole com-

mand and will of God; it was, therefore,

impossible to deify or to worship them.

S—7. But though God declared man
the ruler over the animals, he did not

allow him dominion over his fellow-

creatures. He did not sanction any form

of slavery; "Man over man he made
not lord: such title to Himself reserving,

human left from human free." If, there-

fore, bloodshed practised against animals

was permitted on account of human
" hard-heartedness," the whole severity

of the Divine wrath was poured out against

him who kills a fellow-man. The blood

of a human being cries for revenge to

heaven; the soul of the slain raises its

voice; the blood of the innocent victim

hangs at the skirts of the murderer's

garments ; the blood is identical with the

life of the individual itself. This view

was not unfamiliar to other ancient na-

tions; for in the Egyptian hieroglyphics,

the hawk, which was believed to feed

upon blood alone, represents the human
soul; Aristotle considered the blood as

the seat of the soul; whilst Empedocles

limited it to the blood of the heart; Vir-

gil speaks of an effusion of the " purple

soul" ; it was the doctrine of Critias, that

blood is the soul ; and of Pythagoras, that

the soul is nourished by the blood. The
vital principle, or the soul lies in an un-

substantial breath; it is invisible; and

moves the organism after laws which will

eternally remain a secret, known to the

Creator alone: but as its visible represen-

tative, the blood was considered, in which

the physical power is concentrated : for a

diminution of blood is attended with a

decrease of the vital powers, and at last

with dissolution and death. The breath

is purely spiritual, and comes from God

;

the blood is a physical element, of earthly

material; the former is indestructible,

and escapes, when the latter " is shed
;"

but as it has once been the medium
through which the vigour of the soul

manifested itself, it is an object of sacred-

ness, and is, not inappropriately, itself

called the soul. But it is remarkable,

that the Bible never attributes to the blood

a higher mental power, nor does it ever

identify the blood with the spirit, but

invariably represents it as the principle of

physical life. Blood would defile the earth

if it remained unpunished; not only a

man who has murdered must suffer death,

but a beast also, which in the fury of its

nature has shed human blood, must be

removed from the earth ; the principle, that

" he who sheddeth man's blood, by man
shall his blood be shed," is of universal

application, and admits of no exception

;

for the murder of a man is the destruc-

tion of one who bears the Divine image:

it is a crime against the majesty of God
Himself. This is the inexorable retalia-

tion of the Mosaic law. It was dictated

both by justice and necessity; and this

severity was, in the age of Noah, the

more indispensable for the safety of the

human race, as in general the exercise of

mercy had been proclaimed by God. But

let us pursue that ordinance more deeply,

and try to seize its internal motive.

The criminal code of Moses knew only
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han^ of the brother of every one shall I require the life

of man. 6. Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall

his blood be shed : for in the image of God made He man.

7. And you, be fruitful and multiply; increase abun-

two principal modes of punishment, a

pecuniary fine and capital punishment:

imprisonment, with or without hard la-

bour, was never resorted to. Prisons for

public offenders were nowhere ordered

by Moses, though they were, in later

periods, introduced by the arbitrariness of

the kings; and detention of an accused

till the judicial decision was pro-

nounced, is once mentioned in the Pen-

tateuch. In so primitive a legislation

as that of Moses, the complicated and

expensive system of incarceration could

find no place; the maintenance of prisons

would have required a pei-fectly different

organization ; they were utterly impossi-

ble in the forty years of the wandering

life in the desert; and the example of

Moses was in this, as in many other re-

spects, the guiding principle for succeed-

ing generations. Now, the punishment of

murder by a pecuniary fine, which is ad-

mitted by the Mohammedan law, would not

only be revolting to all feelings of justice,

but it would be extremely dangerous for

the safety of society, it would destroy the

equality of the rich and the poor before

the law, and would necessarily lead to

a fatal deterioration of public morality.

The stability of the state demands that

an insidious murderer should be removed

and made innoxious; it would be a fatal

offence against the first elements of civil

government, not to prevent so dangerous

a criminal to repeat his nefarious violence.

But since a pecuniary fine is utterly objec-

tionable, there remained, for the Mosaic

system, no other altei-native but death.

But the principles pervading the Law are

not rigid and inflexible; they were ap-

plied after their spirit rather than their

letter, and they were adapted to the

nature of the individual cases. A few

observations will raise this opinion beyond

a doubt. Strict measure for measure is

the fundamental idea of the penal code of

the Pentateuch; and yet it is certain that

the law of " eye for eye, tooth for tooth,"

etc., was clearly understood to mean, that

liecuniary compensation was exacted for

the mutilation of a member. Involuntary

homicide was not punished with death,

as among the Arabs; here the severe rule,

" he who sheddeth man's blood, by man
shall his blood be shed," found no appli-

cation; a safe flight was pei-mitted to the

cities of refuge, which approach, indeed,

in their nature, the nearest to imprison-

ment, although the stay in those cities

was not deemed ignominious, but the

effect of an inscrutable Divine decree. It

is, therefore, perfectly in accordance with

the spirit of the Mosaic law, to sujjpose

that capital punishment would have been

changed into some other mode of remov-

ing the criminal from society, if such

expedient had existed, or had been in

harmony with the popular notions. For

we must remind the reader, that the ci\il

laws of Moses generally reform old in-

stitutions, rather than create new ones.

It is, for instance, unquestionable, that

although Moses was strongly averse to

the barbarous custom of revenge of blood,

he did not deem it possible to abolish it,

but was contented with bringing it into

reasonable limits. Sometimes he exer-

cised this principle of conformation even

in purely moral laws, as, for instance, by

not interdicting polygamy, though clearly

and emphatically representing monoga-

my as the highest form of matrimony.

Further, the Mosaic laws, though severe

in punishing, never intend to take re-

venge. Hence it follows, that though

the introduction of imprisonment, which

had been so hateful to them in the Egyp-

tian legislation, would have been ab-

horrent to their national sentiments, it

would in every respect have been efll-

cicnt. For it frees the citizens from the

dangerous presence of u felon, and is a
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clantly on the earth, and multiply thereon.—8. And God
spoke to Noah, and to his sons with him, saying, 9. And,

behold, I establish My covenant with you, and with your

seed after you ; 10. And with every living creature that

continued and deterring punishment for

an atrocious crime. Excluded from tbo

contact with the world, toiling in un-

ceasing fatigues, which perpetually re-

mind him of his misdeed, and clearly

conscious of the horror with which his

name is regarded, the imprisoned mur-

derer suffers greater torments than an

instantaneous death, necessarily facilitated

by the progress of humanity, can possibly

inflict. Nor is the retaliation wanting

which is certainly expressed in our text

(ver. 6). Liberty is, according to the

Mosaic conceptions, the seal of our

Divine nature; to serve no other master

b;it God alone, was the glory of the

Hebrew citizen; those who preferred

slavery were branded with a mark of

ignominy; they lost, thereby, that Divine

stamp; they were degraded and deprived

of every higher claim. Slavish impri-

sonment, therefore, is essentially also a

forfeiture of the Divine image, and would

be an equivalent and appropriate punish-

ment of the offender, who by malice and

violence has destroyed the Divine image

in a fellow-man.

We have proposed this opinion after

carefully weighing its detads ; for no more

important legal question agitates the pre-

sent generation than that regarding capital

punishment; and we leave it to the re-

flecting reader to judge how far, according

the arguments here brought forward, the

Mosaic law is decisive for or against it.

The stress of the prohibition expressed in

our text seems to lie on quite a different

point. In many ancient polities, the pu-

nishment for murder was left to the ven-

geance of the kinsmen of the victim, be-

cause their zeal was supposed to be more

efficient than any vigilance on the part of

the state could be. But, the relatives

might, in some instances, be base, or

indifferent, or bribed by the assassin; in

such cases, even the authorities had no

right to take cognisance of the crime; and

the murdei'er remained unpunished and

unmolested. Moses wished to prevent

such enormities; he proclaimed as a de-

cided principle, that every murder must

be avenged; that no blood must remain

unatoned; the murderer must, in all cases,

suffer the deserved punishment, whether

the relatives take the initiative or not.

—

After the diminution of the human race

by murderous atrocity has been inter-

dicted in the most solemn terms, as it

would counteract the Divine blessing, the

promise of a rapid increase is repeated

with an abundance of synonymous ex-

pressions (ver. 7); which "covenant" was

not forgotten in later times (Lev.xx\a.9).

8—Hr. The last traces of the universal

flood had disappeared; Noah had testified

his piety and gratitude by a magnificent

sacrifice, which God had accepted with

benevolence; solemn blessings had been

pronounced upon the animal ci cation and

upon the human race, and sacred duties

were enforced as the first conditions for

the permanence and happiness of regene-

rated society. God had even promised,

that He would never again punish the

earth with a similar calamity, but that

henceforward the regular course of nature

should be uninterruptedly preserved (viii,

21,22). The covenant between God and

man was thus concluded; and nothing

was left but to ratify it. This gracious act

is now performed with repeated and heart-

cheering promises; and the Divine love,

which is in future to preside over hu-

man destinies, sends its first genial rays.

The animals are naturally included in this

beautiful deed of conciliation; they had

also been smitten by God's anger; they are

now to share His mercy : the earth, man,

and animals, are bound together in a mys-

terious but indestructible tie. But it might

seem, that a covenant is reciprocal; that,

therefore, God giauted these promises only
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is with you, of the fowl, of the cattle, and of every beast

of the earth with you ; from all that go out of the ark, to

every living being of the earth. 11. And I shall establish

My covenant with you; and no more shall all flesh be

annihilated by the waters of a flood; nor shall there

any more be a flood to destroy the earth. 12. And God

said, This is the sign of the covenant which I give between

Me and you, and every living creature that is with you,

in return for certain pledges on the part of

the human family; and it has been as-

serted, that the laws just enjoined, re-

garding the blood of animals, and

murder, form the duties of man, the

observance of which alone secures the

perpetuity of the covenant. But this opi-

nion rests on a misconception of the spirit

of this section. The great principle which

it teaches is, that God's mercy watches

benignly over human affairs; that it

gives all blessings, although man may not

deserve them on account of his sins; His

justice has been merged in His love ; He
knows the weakness of human nature, and

is, therefore, aware how little He can ex-

pect from its energy ; but He is also con-

scious of its Divine longings, and does not

fear any more an unnatural or permanent

aberration from the path of rectitude. He
confides in the power of the human mind,

and has compassion with the frailty of the

human heart, which He knows cannot

long revolt against the gently commanding

voice of virtue. Individuals may dege-

nerate into monsters, but mankind in ge-

neral cannot obliterate the Divine image

impressed on every countenance. God,

therefore, demanded no counter-promise

or pledge when He concluded, through

Noah, His covenant with the zvhole human

race; although He made His covenant

with individuals or single nations strictly

dependent on their piety and obedience.

This distinction is clear in itself, and is

obvious in many Biblical passages. Wlaen

the prophet Isaiah dilates upon God's un-

ceasing mercy towards Israel, and promises

its final redemption, he continues: "For

this is as the waters of Noah to mc; for, as

I have sworn that the waters of Noah shall

no more come over the earth, so have I

sworn no more to be angry or wroth with

thee." God extends here to Israel the

same unlimited grace which He had gua-

ranteed to mankind in general, in the

confident hope, that His people would no

more forget Him and His Law. For,

their land had been converted into a de-

sert, and the people had been carried into

captivity, because they had neglected His

precepts, or " destroyed the eternal cove-

nant," which they hadmade with God when

He revealed, and they had promised to keep,

the Law, or the " Book of the Covenant."

In this alliance between God and Israel

there was, indeed, reciprocity; and it was

dissolved as soon as the latter ceased to

walk in the ways of piety.— The " cove-

nant" of God is frequently only the kind-

ness which He bestows; thus, when He
intended to destroy the earth by water,

He " made a covenant with Noah"(vi.]8),

which implied a promise of deliverance

from the floods; and, in our passage, God
does not only make a covenant with the

human family, but also " with every living

creature, of the fowl, of the cattle, and of

every beast of the earth" (ver. 10), a suf-

ficient proof, that the promises of the

Noachic covenant were not reciprocal.

It is, then, not only eternal (viii. 22), but

imiversal; it applies to the whole earth; it

is made with all living beings; some parts

of this planet's surface may be desolated

by the Divine anger; tribes may be extir-

pated, and nations be dispersed; but "all

flesh shall no more be destroyed" (vers. 11,

16,17).

And tlic rainbow shall serve as the
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for eternal generations: 13. I have set My bow in the

clouds, and it shall be for a sign of a covenant between

Me and the earth. 14. And it shall come to pass, when
I bring clouds over the earth, and the bow is seen in the

clouds: 15. I shall remember My covenant, which is

between Me and you and every living creature of all flesh;

and the water shall no more become a flood to destroy all

flesh. 16. And if the bow is in the clouds, I shall look

sign of this perpetual covenant. Well

might a reflecting mind look with won-

der at the marvellous arch, which in

magic swiftness, and in more magic

colours, encompasses the still cloud-

covered part of heaven; whilst the ra-

diant sun sends his glorious beams from

the other part, already restored to its

usual serenity. Its beauty delights the

eye, whilst its grandeur elevates the

mind; it teaches the omnipotence of

God, but still more His love; when the

flashes of lightning have ceased, and the

roaring of the tempest is silent, its chaste

brilliancy falls like morning dew on the

desponding heart; admiration and grati-

tude mingle in the breast; and when the

pearly bow then appears, like an eternal

bridge, to connect heaven and earth, the

soul rises on the soft wings of veneration,

disturbed by no doubt, and awed by no

fear, to those regions where love and

beauty never cease.—Almost all ancient

nations, therefore, have connected reli-

gious ideas with the appearance of the

rainbow. The Greeks considered it gene-

rally as the path on which Iris, the mes-

senger of the king and queen of Olympus,

travelled from heaven to earth; Homer
describes it as fixed in the clouds to be a

sign to man, either of war or of icy winter.

But Iris herself was very frequently iden-

tified with the rainbow, and she was con-

sidered to be the daughter of Thaumas
(TFoHr/er) by Electra {Brightness), the

daughter of Oceanus, which parentage

describes appropriately the nature and

origin of the rainbow. Her usual epi-

thets are "swift-footed," and "gold-

winged"; and the ]irob;ible utymolugy of

her name points either to the external,

or, perhaps, to the internal connection

between earth and heaven, between man
and the deity; and thus she is the con-

ciliating, the peace-restoring goddess, and

is represented with the herald-staff in her

left hand.—The Persians seem likewise

to have connected the ofiace of divine mes-

senger with that phenomenon ; for an old

picture represents a winged boy on a rain-

bow, and before him kneels an old man
in a posture of worship. The Hindoos

describe the rainbow as a weapon in the

hands of Indras, with which he hurls

flashing darts upon the impious giants,

and the Chinese consider it as foreboding

troubles and misfortunes on earth; but

the former regard it as also the symbol of

peace, which appears to man when the

combat of the heavens is silenced. These

analogies are sufficient to prove the gene-

rality with which higher notions were at-

tached to the rainbow; they account for its

application in the Pentateuch to a very

remarkable purpose; they explain why
the New Testament represented the rain-

bow as an attribute of the Divine throne

(Revel, iv. 3), or of angels sent as mes-

sengers upon the earth (Revel, x.l); but

they are likewise clear enough to manifest

in this point also the great sui)eriority of

Biblical conceptions. In the Mosaic nar-

rative every superstitious element is ba-

nished; it serves no other end but to

remind God of His merciful promise

never again to destroy the earth and its

inhabitants; it is indeed appointed more

for God than for the sake of man ; God
sees it, and remembers thus the ever-

lasting covenant with the earth; and if
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upon it, to remember the eternal covenant between God
and every living creature of all flesh that is upon the

earth. 17. And God said to Noah, This is the sign of the

covenant which I have established between ]\Je and all

flesh that is upon the earth.—18. And the sons of Noah,

who went out of the ark, were Shem, and Ilarn, and

Japheth : and Ham is the father of Canaan. 19. These

are the three sons of Noah : and of them was the whole

the men are rejoiced at the sight of that

beautiful plienomenon, it is merely be-

cause it gives them the certainty that the

covenant is not forgotten; when torrents

of rain begin to inundate the earth, and

the thunder rolls througli the heavy air,

when lowering clouds conceal the light

of the orb of day, and the heart of man
begins to despond and to tremble, the

rainbow appears suddenly like a thought

from a better world; it announces the

peace of nature, and the renewal of the

eternal promise. And this implies another

proof tliat the Noachian covenant im-

posed no obligations upon man, and that

it was a pure act of mercy.—The words,"/

have given my bow in the cloud," seem to

imply that the rainbow existed before the

time of Noah, but that it was then insti-

tuted to serve as a mark of Divine pro-

mise; the beautiful phenomenon was en-

dowed with a new meaning; the wond-

rous enigma received a solution satis-

factory to the Hebrew mind; and the

sterile admiration for a marvel of nature

was converted into a deep religioTis senti-

ment, combining the three heavenly sis-

ters, faith and love and hope.

1*

—

'£7. Scarcely had the remnants of

the human race received the promises of

peace and mercy, when the weakness of

the human mind again broke out into sin

and revolt; the conciliation between God
and man was but of short duration; and

the blessing was too soon succeeded by a

severe curse. The piety of Noah was not

inherited by the youngest of his three

sons. Ham, the father of Canaan, was of

a frivolous and impure disposition; his

heart was indifterent to the first dictates

of morality, and he defied the holy laws

of filial reverence. His two elder brothers,

Shem and Japheth, felt a profound horror

against this unnatural impiety; and with-

out inveighing against their degenerate

brother, they performed, with a conside-

rate regard, the duty which filial respect

imposed. Divine justice demanded the

punishment of the wicked son ; and Noah,

filled with the spirit of God, pronounced

a lasting malediction against Ham. De-

gradation and servitude should be the lot

of his descendants, whilst the progeny of

his vu'tuous brothers should share the

government over them.

These are the outlines of this strange

episode full of historical interest. The
principal question of importance is, in

what sense, and when, have the prophe-

cies of Noah been fulfilled? It strikes

the mind at first sight, that although Ham
committed the crime, the curse fell upon

his son Canaan, and upon Canaan alone.

Why do the descendants suffer for the

transgressions of the sire? And if this

principle is acted upon, why are not the

other Hamites also— for instance, the

Egyptians, Babylonians, and Assyrians

—

included in the imprecation? The only

satisfactory answer to these questions,

from the Biblical point of view, can be

derived from the correct understanding

of that important phrase in the second

commandment, that God visits the ini-

quity of the fathers on the children to the

tliird and fourth generation, to those

WHO HATE nm (comp. notes on Exod.

XX. 4—6). Hence it follows, that the

Canaanites alone, of all the Hamites, were

considered impious and wicked ; that their
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eartli overspread.—20. And Noah began to he a husband-

man, and he planted a vineyard: 21. And he drank of

the wine, and was drunken ; and he was uncovered within

his tent. 22. And Ham, the father of Canaan, saw the

nakedness of his father, and told it his two brothers

without. 23. And Sheni and Japheth took a garment,

and laid it upon both their shoulders, and went backward,

and covered the nakedness of their father : and their faces

destmction was decreed as soon as " the

measure of their iniquity was full "; and

that tliey suffered both for their own sin,

and that of the founder of their race.

And the long-suffering of God did not

hasten their perdition ; He allowed them to

growand to prosper during the ten genera-

tions fromXoah to Abraham, and the five

following centuries, from Abraham to

Joshua; their fields and ^-ineyards yielded

abundant harvests, and their land was full

of strong and populous cities; but their

evil deeds accumulated, and they forfeited

the land which their vices had contaminat-

ed. The other descendants of Ham, though

sunk in idolatrous worship, and blind to

the knowledge of God, were believed less

criminally guilty of violence and misdeeds

against their fellow-men; their social and

poliiical life was deemed less perverse;

and, indeed, they mostly outlived the ex-

istence of the Hebrew monarchy. Even

so, not all the Shemites, but only the

Hebrews, were included in the blessing of

Noah.

But Canaan should not only fall into

the hands of Shem, that is, the people of

Israel, but also into those of Japheth

(ver. 27). The earlier history of northern

and western Asia has been preserved to

ud in too fragmentary a state to enable us

to point to the exact allusion of our text.

But it seems to us, that vigorous Ar-

menian tribes came down from their

mountainous tracts in search of more

genial abodes, or were perhaps compelled

to leave their land by foreign invasions;

and as they were, in the south, opposed by

the formidable arms of the Babylonians

or Assyrians, they turned to the south-

west, immigrated into Canaan, where they

met with less powerful resistance from the

weaker and less warlike tribes, made

themselves masters of that part of the

country which the Israelites had not oc-

cupied, and lived in peace and harmony

with the Hebrew conquerors, with whom
they were united by the common interest

of keeping the dissatisfied Canaanites in

obedience. At what period this happened

it is impossible to decide: but there is no

reason to doubt that the subjugation of

Canaan by the Israelites here referred to,

is that effected by Joshua and his imme-

diate successors; it is, however, not less

certain that the conquest of Canaan by

the Israelites was never complete; that

heathens remained scattered through the

land, sufBcient in number to offer fre-

quent and powerful resistance to the He-

brews; and the history of the -Judges, as

well as that of the kings, is full of ob-

stinate struggles with the remnants of the

Canaanites; and nothing is more probable

than that the northern and eastern parts

of Palestine were occupied by East-

Asiatic conquerors, or Japhethites, against

whom the Hebrews felt no national ani-

mosity, whose courage inspired them with

respect, and with whom they lived, there-

tore, in peace and concord. Thus, both

the blessing and the curse which Noah

pronounced find their easy explanation.

Some see in our verses nothing less

than the prediction of the Messianic

time, when the descendants of Japheth

would join the Israelites in the worship of

the Eternal, and when both would equally

consider Jerusalem as their spiritual

centre; but in the connection of our nai-
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were backward, and they did not see their father's naked-

ness. 24. And when Koah awoke from his wine, he learnt

what his younger son had done to him. 25. And he said,

Cursed be Canaan;

A servant of servants shall he be to his brethren.

26. And he said,

Blessed he the Lord God of Shem

;

rative, this beautiful idea, which forms one

of the loftiest conceptions of the prophets,

would be deprived of its essential grandeur

;

in the times of the Messiah, no people

will be excluded from the knowledge of

God ; all the nations of the earth will flock

to Zion, all will there bow down before

the Lord ; and all the families of the earth

will acknowledge His dominion; it will

be a glorious time, when God will exclaim:

"Blessed is my people Egypt, and the work

of my hands Assyria, and my inheritance

Israel"; all thraldom will be removed;

and a curse, like that here pronounced

against Canaan, will weigh upon no nation.

The words of Noah are, then, indeed in-

troduced as prophetic; but, as far as they

regard Japhcth, they have no reference to

religious, but to temporal blessings. This

will be still more apparent, if we make
one remark more upon this poition of

our chapter. It proceeds evidently from

the pen of the Jehovist; it is inserted by

him to prepare the reader here already for

the future glory of Israel; he approaches

nearer to one of the chief ends of the

Pentateuch; and he proves, that the origin

of Isratl's ascendancy, and of Canaan's

degradation dates so far back as the family

of the second founder of the human race.

The antiquity of this event is calculated

to add a powerful weight to the claims of

the Hebrews, which it was deemed neces-

sary to urge, even at this early stage of

the earth's regeneration. Thus, this epi-

sode is in perfect harmony with the suc-

ceeding portions of the Pentateuch; but

it is, also, in complete accordance with the

preceding sections; though it presupposes

the history of the flood (ver. 20), it in no

way modifies it; there are no difficulties

to be removed, nor contradictious to be

reconciled. And if the spirit of this nar-

rative is considered more severe; if here

the most rigorous justice reigns instead of

the indulgent mercy, which refreshingly

breathes through the history of the

Noachian covenant: we must remember,

that the real destinies of the Canaanites

were scarcely less rigid than the curses

here pronounced against them ; that pro-

phecy embodies fore-shadowed history;

and that the one necessarily bears the cha-

racter of the other. This narrative is

conceived in the same spirit wliich dictated

the history of the expulsion of Ishmaol,

and the transfer of the birthright from

Esau to Jacob; and it is a fore-runner of

the more distinct and specified promises

which God made to Abraham, Isaac, and

Jacob, concerning the possession of Ca-

naan by their descendants, and of the

grand blessings which Balaam was forced

to proclaim upon Israel. It is true, that

this portion is exclusively national; for

even the descendants of Japheth are

here not treated with the same free

benevolence as the Israelites; only the

God who blesses Israel is called Jehovah,

whilst the protector of the Japhethites is

Elohim (_\ei: 27); the idolators were not

deemed worthy of the guardianship of the

former; it is only the God of gods, not

the Holy One who watches over tliem;

just as the name of Jehovah was scru-

pulously avoided in the mouth of the

serpent. But nobody can justly urge

this narrower character of the episode as

a reproach; the Israelites were clearly

conscious of the infinite superiority of an

ardent belief in one eternal God over

the perverse veneration of a multitude

of mute and powerless idols; we cannot

brand this vivid conviction with the
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And Canaan shall be his servant.

27. God will enlarge Japheth;

And he will dwell in the tents of Shem

;

And Canaan shall be his servant.

—

28. And Noah lived after the flood three hundred and

fifty years. 29. And all the days of Noah were nine

hundred and fifty years: and he died.

names of haughtiness or sclf-suflBciency;

if the Bible commands man " to know

his God," it teaches, at the same

time, not only to despise, but to abhor

the "nonentities" which the heathens

call gods. Idolators may attain the same

degree of external prosperity as the wor-

shippers of the true God ; their territories

may be extended, and their commerce

flourish; but the latter only will enjoy

tiiat happy peace of mind, and that com-

munion with the eternal Spirit, which

raises human felicity above the fluctuations

of chance and fortune.—And let us here

observe against the thousand modem mis-

conceptions, that the God of Moses also is

tolerant, and not exclusive; He is the God
of mankind as well as of Israel; He is not

"an idol which forbids other idols" (!);

He is the Lord, not of a family, nor a

nation, but of the world; all men are His

children, one couple are the ancestors

of all races and tribes; all are equally ac-

ceptable to Him, as long as they remain

faithful to His service. But this principle

could not be abandoned ; tolerance, if

carried further, is indifference; the per-

mission, which the doctrine of the Hindoos

gives, of serving any idol, is not love, but

weakness; he who values truth, must dis-

dain falsehood. It is, indeed, philoso-

phically true, that whatever image or idol

a man may worship, it is the great God
who inspires him with that faith, and to

whom thus indirectly the devotion is offer-

ed; but it is practically perverse to ad-

mit this as a religions principle ; it destroys,

in fact, every system of faith, and is power-

less to exclude the grossest abuses. It is

enough, if the gates of truth are opened

for all nations; the sanctuary of the Old

Testament is cajjacious enough for ul! the

children of men; whoever is thirsty is in-

vited to hasten to the fountain, and to re-

fresh himself (Isai.lv. 1). But God does

not condemn the erring souls; He pities

their weakness; He does not, like the

Persian Ormuzd, hate all strangers as

creatures and instruments of the evil spi-

rits; He does not regard them as impure

ahominat\ons(^or kharfesters); He does not

consider the whole world as infested with

devs or infernal demons in human form,

who swarm over the earth, and fill every

crevice like water, lie in wait to harm the

believer, to ensnare his soul, and to tempt

him to perdition. Even the heathens bear

the image of the one good God ; they have

gone astray, but they are no seducers;

even in their deepest depravity, there re-

mains in them a trace of their heavenly

origin; God certainly chose Israel as His

inheritance, but the whole world belongs

to Him (Exod. xix. 5); and all nations

will one day join Israel in the worship of

God. These are the doctrines of the Old

Testament.

2S, 40. The two last verses, stating

the age which Noah attained, complete

the genealogy of the fifth chapter, and

form the conclusion of the first great

epoch of Biblical history.
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v.—THE GENEALOGY OF NATIONS.
Chapter X.

Summary.—The descendants of Noah spread on the surface of the earth, and became

the ancestors of nations, or the founders of empires. For the reader's greater

convenience, we give here a synoptic view of the results to which we have arrived

concerning the geographical or ethnographic meanings of the names.

I. JAPHETH, representing the nations of the north and west.

I. GoMER—The Bactriuns; Mountain nations.

1. Ashkenaz

—

Rhagae, in Great Media.

2. Riphath

—

RJiipcEan mountains.

3. Toi^armah

—

Taurica (Crimea).

II. Magog—The Scythians,

III. Madai—The Medes.

IV. Javan— Greece; Maritime Countries.

1. Elishah—i^e/Zas.

2. Tarshish— TarfessMS, in Spain.

3. Kitlim

—

Cyprus.
4. Dodanim—The Daunians, in Italy.

V. TDBAL-The Tibareni 1
j^ Northern Armenia.

VI. IMeshech—The Moscni,i

VII. TiRAS—The Chain of the Taurus.

II. IIAM, including the nations of the south.

I. CusH—Tribes of Southern Africa and Arabia.

1. Seba

—

Meroe, in Ethiopia.

2. Havilah

—

Near the Arabian Gulf.

3. Sabtah—The Astabori, near the river Tacazze.

4. Raamah—Rcgma, in Arabia.

o) Sheba— Saba, in Ai-abia Felix.

b) Dedan—On the north-west coast of the Arabian Gulf and near tlie

Persian Gulf
5. Sabtechah

—

In Ethiopia; perhaps Nigritia.

6. Babel

—

Babylon.

7. Erech

—

Orchoe, on the Euphrates.

8. Accad

—

Tel Nimroud, or Akker-Kuf, near Baghdad.
9. Calneh—A town in Chalonitis (perhaps Ctesiplion), on the Tigris.

10. Nineveh

—

Nineveh, on the Tigris.

11. Rehoboth Ir—Probably on the eastern banks of the Euphrates.

12. Calah—isTr/Za^ 5'/ier5f/2af, fifty-five miles south of Mosid.

13. Resen

—

Nimroud, seventeen miles south of Mosul.

II. MizRAiM

—

Egypt.

1. Ludim

—

Letus, or Letopolis, in Lower Egypt.

2. Anamim—Perhaps Cynopolis, the town of Aiiubis, in Middle Egypt.
3. Lehabim—The Libyans.

4. Naphtuhim

—

Napata, in the north of Meroe.

5. Pathrusim

—

Upper Egypt, or Thebais.

6. Casluhim

—

Chemnis, or Panopolis.

a) Philistim

—

Philistines.

7. Caphtorim

—

Coptos, in the Upper Thebaid.

III. Phut—Phaiat, or Libya, near Egypt; or, perhaps, Buto, in the Delta.

IV. Canaan—Syria, Phoenicia, and Palestine.

1. Sidon

—

Sidon. in Phoenicia.

2. Heth—The Hittites, near Hebron, Bethel, etc.

3. The Jebusite—In and around Jerusalem.

4. The Amorite—On both sides of the Jordan.

.5. The Girgasite—In the centre of Palestine.

6. The Hivite—In Shechem and Gibeon, and near the Herman.
7. Tlie Arkite

—

Area, in Phoenicia, at the north-west foot of the Lebanon.
8. The kSinite

—

Sinvas, near Area.

9. The Arvadite—The island Aradus, at the northern coast of Phoenicia.
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10. The Zommkc— Simi/ra, twenty-four miles south-cast of Antaiailus.

11. Tlie Hamathite

—

Epiphania, in Syria.

III. SlIEM, representing the central parts of the ancient world.

I. Elam—Elymais, in Persia.

II. AssHUK

—

Assyria.

III. Akphaxad—Avrhaphachitis, in North Assyria.

1. Salah—Along the eastern hanks of the Tigris.

2. Eber—In the west o/ the Tigris ami Euphrates.

o) Peleg—In various parts of Arabia Deserta.

b) Joktan

—

Kachtan, in the north of Ncdsheran.

1. Almodad—In Arabia Deserta.

2. Shek'iih—The Salapeni, in Arabia Felix.

3. liazarmaveth

—

H<i<lramaut, in the South of Arahia.

4. Jerah—The coast anO. mountain of the Mouii, nanr Iladramaiit.

5. Hadoram—Likewise adjoining Hadramaut, on the coast.

6. Uzal

—

Sanaa, the capital of Yemen.
7. Diklah

f
8. Obal > Uncertain.

9. Abimael

)

10. Sheba—The Sabaeans, in the eastern parts of Arabia.

1 1. Ojihir—On the southern or south-eastern coast oj" Arabia.

12. Havilah—Near the Persian Gulf.

13. Jobab—In Arabia Deserta,

IV. LirD^The Lydians, originally living in the highlands of Armenia.

V. Arasi.—Aramcea, including Northern Mesopotamia, Syria, and districts of

Arabia.

1. Uz

—

Ausitis, in the northern parts of Arabia Deserta.

2. Hul—Perhaps Golan, in the east of the Jordan.

3. Getlier— Perhaps Geshur, on the Orontes.

4. Mash—The Mysians.

We now insert at once the translation of the whole chapter, in order to be enabled to

give the general exposition of this important section in a more convenient form.

CHAPTER X.

1. Now these are the generations of the sons of Noah;

Shem, Ham, and Japheth : and to them were sons born

after the flood.

2. The sons of Japheth : Goraer, and Magog, and Madai,

and Javan, and Tubal, and Meshech, and Tiras.—3. And

the sons of Gomer: Ashkenaz, and Riphath, and Togar-

mah. 4. And the sons of Javan : EUshah, and Tarshish,

Kittim, and Dodanim.—5. By these the isles of the nations

were spread in their lands; every one after its tongue,

after their families, in their nations.

6. And the sons of Ham: Gush, and Mizraim, and

Phut, and Canaan.—7. And the sons of Gush: Seba, and

Havilah, and Sabtah, and Raamah, and Sabtechah. And

the sons of Raamah: Sheba, and Dedan. 8. And Gush

begat Nimrod ; he began to be a mighty man on the earth.

9. He was also a mighty hunter before the Lord : there-
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fore it is said, Like Nimrod the mighty hunter before the

Lord. 10. And the besjinnino; of his kincidom was Babel,

and Erech, and Accad, and Cahieh, in the land of Shinar.

IL Out of that land he went forth to Asshur, and built

Nineveh, and Rehoboth Ir, and Calah, 12. And Resen
between Nineveh and Calah; that is the great city.

—

13. And Mizraim begat Ludim, and Anamim, and Leha-

bim, and Naphtuhim, 14. And Pathrusim, and Cas-

luhim (out of whom came Philistira), and Caphtorim.

— 15. And Canaan begat Sidon his firstborn, and Heth,

16. And the Jebusite, and the Amorite, and the Girgasite,

17. And the Hivite, and the Arkite, and the Sinite, 18.

And the Arvadite, and the Zemarite, and the Hamathite

:

and afterwards were the families of the Canaanites spread

abroad. 1 9. And the border of the Canaanites was from

Sidon towards Gerar to Gaza; towards Sodom, and

Gomorrah, and Admah, and Zeboim, to Lasha. 20. These

are the sons of Ham, after their families, after their

tongues,in their countries, and in their nations.

21. To Shem also, the father of all the children of Eber,

the elder brother of Japheth, were children born. 22. The
children of Shem are : Elam, and Asshur, and Arphaxad,

Lud, and Aram.—23. And the children of Aram : Uz,

and Hul, and Gether, and Mash.—24. And Arphaxad
begat Salah; and Salah begat Eber. 25. And to Eber

two sons were born : the name of the one was Peleg, for

in his days the earth was divided; and his brother's name
icas Joktan. 26. And Joktan begat Almodad, and She-

leph, and Hazarmaveth, and Jerah, 27. And Hadoram,
and Uzal, and Diklah, 28. And Obal, and Abimael,

and Sheba, 29. And Ophir, and Havilah, and Jobab: all

these were the sons of Joktan. 30. And their abode was
from Mesha towards Sephar, to the mount of the east

31. These ai^e the sons of Shem, after their families, after

their tongues, in their lands, after their nations.

32. These are the families of the sons of Noah, after

their generations, in their nations : and by these were the

nations spread on the earth after the flood.
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One couple had been the origin of tlie human limiilics; one family was preserved to

people the earth anew, wlien tiie former inhaliitants were destroyed; and all the various

nations which live scattered in the difterent parts of the globe, are the descendants of

that one family. It was impossible to point with greater force to the beautiful doctrine

of the unity of mankind; but such stress was necessary for the injunction of the all-

important principle of universal love; the more so, as this principle stands in direct

antagonism with the notions then prevailing among heathens; it destroys at once the

fables regarding numberless autochthonic tribes, the direct ofFsi)ring of their native

soil, and regarding each other with pride, contempt, or enmity. According to the

Bible, the inhabitants of the different zones form one large family; tiiey are tlie children

of the same patriarch: "These are the generations of the sons of Noah, Shcm, Ham,

and Japhcth, and sons were born to them after the tlood." They proceeded all from

the same centre, whence they spread over tlie surface of the earth; and for a long time

they were, moreover, united by the powerful bond of one universal language (xi. 1).

Even the curse of Canaan seems here forgotten; no word reminds the reader, that he

was a rejected member in the family of nations; on the contrary, no other tribe is

described with such complete detail as that of Canaan (vers. 15— 19): nothing dis-

turbs the harmony of this grand genealogy. The division into the descendants of the

three sons of Noah cannot, therefore, allude to three chief races of mankind, traceable

to a dift'ei'ent origin; nor even to the obvious variety of colour (black, red, and

white or yellow), since the Ethiopians and Assyrians, for instance, are represented a?'

descending from the same branch; it expresses the fact, that although there always re-

main indications of the common origin of the human family, the various members

formed, at their propagation, thi'ce great groups of nations, more closely connected with

each other by more contiguous abodes, and greater similarity of language; but that tliis

separation is not so complete or decided, that an ultimate re-nnion of all nations should

l)e impossible. In this one idea alone, the genealogy of our chapter bears tlie proof of

its genuine and independent Hebrew cliaracter; it is not borrowed from other his-

torical documents, because the history of no other nation has so distinctly united the

beginning and end of human destinies; and because the entire arrangement is so

thoroughly systematic, that it is evidently adapted to the context in which it is introduced.

It is true, the Hindoos also connected all the nations of which they had the least know-

ledge, with their own history; but they traced the other nations to illegitimate alliances

between different castes, and regarded them all as impure rebels and abominations.

Indeed, this list is without a parallel in the whole range of ancient literature. It may
be interesting to examine, from what sources the Hebrews derived such extensive geo-

graphical knowledge as that embodied in this remarkable list. But this question forms

part of a far more comprehensive enquiry on the sources of the Pentateuch, which we
must postpone to a future occasion. It is, perhaps, one of the surest signs and of the

greatest prerogatives of genius, to be able to combine large philosophical views with

completeness and accuracy of detail, and to furnish the proof, that the free creations of

the intellect are neither fettered nor impeded by the persevering efforts of industry.

The author of the Pentateuch pi-oposed to himself the solution of more than one

great philosophical and moral problem; but he felt, that abstract truths, expressed in

an abstruse form, would fail to sink deeply into the minds of those whom it was his

desire to enlighten ; and the more he was penetrated with the importance of an idea,

the greater must naturally have been his anxiety to surrcund it with a distinct and

concrete form, by developing it into the fullest possible detail. Now, the Pentateuch

is so designed, that, although tending to describe the history and the laws of the He-
brews, it does not exclude the origin of the other nations, nor does it forget to assign

to them their relative position in the history of the world; for tl lis reason partly, it

U
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commences with a cosmogony, and hence it enumerates the whole circle of the nations

known or important at that time. However, the form, of this composition is again

kindred with that employed by other ancient nations for similar ends. The earliest

historiography consists almost entirely of genealogies; they are most frequently the

medium of explaining the connection and descent of tribes and nations; an an-

cestor is made tlie founder of a town, or an empire, and his sons represent the later

colonies or depending countries of that power; the first part of Greek history is based

upon these principles, and the Hindoo traditions derive from them a great part of their

precision. The Dorians and ^olians, the lonians and Ach;eans, are traced back to a

Dorus and -lEolus, an Ion and Achajus; the town of Memphis to a daughter of the

Nile bearing that name, the wife of Epaphus; and Libya to her daughter. It may be

questioned, whether a son of Canaan was called Sidon (ver. 15); but it is certain, that

our author considered the Sidonians as a younger branch of the Canaanites. It is

necessary to bear in mind this circumstance ; for we see simple proper nouns mixed with

collective nouns; the sons of Javan, for instance, were "Elishah and Tarshish, the

Kittim and Dodanim" (ver. 4); and we find that names, invariably applied as countries,

are here introduced as names of persons; as, Havilah and Ophir (ver. 29).

This list forms an organic part of the composition of Genesis; it is a direct con-

tinuation of the preceding section; it alludes repeatedly to the deluge which had just

takeu place;' and, thus, impresses effectually, that all the present inhabitants of the

earth are born under the covenant of grace which God had concluded with Noah for

all generations,

I—THE JAPHETHITES. Vers, 2—5.

Although Japheth is the youngest son of Noah, his descendants are introduced first,

in order to pass from the genealogy of the eldest son, Shem, at once to the patriarchs

who lead to Abraham, the first great founder of monotheism. The three sons are, in

all other passages, enumerated in the order of Shem, Ham, and Japheth; and Shem

is distinctly called the elder brother of Japheth.* The authentic abodes of the

Japhethites are, according to the names mentioned in our verses, in the northern and

western parts of the ancient world, comprising the countries from the Mediterranean

Sea and the European coasts to northern Asia beyond the Taurus.

I. GoMEH. Its general position is perfectly certain; for EzekieP remarks that

the allies of the mighty northern king Gog included Gomer and Togarmah, " at

the sides of the north," and our chapter'' mentions Togarmah among the sons of

Gomer. We may conclude, from these ciixumstances, that his descendants dwelt in

the most distant northern regions kno%vi^ to the ancient Hebrews; and we may infer

from the first place which Gomer occupies in this list, that they were considered as

one of the most ancient nations of the north. These conditions are realised if we
identify them with the Ckomari, a nation in Bactriana, near the Oxus, mentioned by

Ptolemy. Bactria is one of the oldest countries which progressed towards a regular

political organization; Bactra, its chief town, was generally regarded as one of the

oldest cities in the world, and the town Balkh, which is supposed to occupy its site, is

still called by the Orientals, " the mother of cities"; it was at an early period known

even to distant countries ; and Bacchus is said to have visited it ; Bactria was, both

by the prowess of its inhabitants, and its numerous mountain fastnesses, long pro-

tected against subjugation ; and repeated attacks of the mighty kings of Babylon and

Assyria were fruitless. Even under the Persian kings, Bactria formed an important

satrapy, and always distinguished itself by its excellent cavalry. If we consider that

not even the earlier Assyrian monarchs proceeded farther to the north than Bactria,

we shall find it but natural that in this first ethnographic attempt of the Hebrews,

' vers. 1, 5, 25, 32. * ver. 21; comp, ix. 26, 27, ^ xxxviii. 6, • ver. 3,
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it is enumerated among the most novtlicrn countries, especially as its dominions ex-

tended beyond the range of the Paropamisus or Hindoo Coosh.

1. Ashkenaz. As this tribe is' coupled with Ararat and Minni, who were to join

an alliance for the destruction of Babylon, we must seek Ashkenaz in the neigh-

bourhood of the Caspian sea; and as Josephus identifies its inhabitants with

the liheyines, we have no hesitation iu declaring Ashkenaz identical with the great

and ancient town Rhagac, one day's journey to the south of the Caspian sea, in the

eastern part of Great Media. This situation of Ashkenaz seems, indeed, to have

been preserved as a tradition, since the Arabian translator explains, in the passage of

Jeremiah, " those who live near the Caspian sea," and Jonathan renders Adiabene,

the Assyrian province. The name itself seems to be of Assyrian origin. Tiic whole

territory round Kaghae is extremely high and cold; and the elevations extend almost

without interruption to Matiane and Armenia, although the valleys are here remark-

ably fertile and blooming. The aspect of this part of Asia is, therefore, very analogous

to that of Pai-thia, which we have identified with Gomer; and we are, therefore, of

opinion that the descendants of Gomer were regarded strictly as the inhabitants of the

mountain lands; and were, as such, considered peculiarly warlike, brave, and hardy;

they ai'e, in fact, scarcely mentioned in any other but military connection. Rhagae

was several times destroyed, but successively I'ebuilt by Greek and later kings; and

at present its ruins are still extant at Khey, not far from Teheran, and have attracted

the attention of many modern travellers.

2. Riphath. The Rhipaean mountains were considered by the ancient geo-

graphers as forming the extreme northern border of the earth, covered with

eternal snow, containing the caverns from which the icy northern blasts issue, and

belonging to the land of the Hyperboreans. But they extend southward to the Caspian

sea, run towards the chain of the Caucasus, and are most probably that western

branch of the Ural mountains in which the Don (Tanais) rises. The knowledge of

the ancients with regard to the extreme boundaries of the earth was very limited ; in the

want of accurate and scientific researches, they exerted their imagination; and fictions

were circulated instead of facts; the columns of Hercules and the gardens of the

Hesperides in the far west, the Hyperboreans in the north, and the Anthropophagi in

the south, are some features of their fabulous geography. Though Bactria was

historically and distinctly known to the Hebrews as the most northern country, they

were but dimly acquainted with the Ural mountains by vague traditions and inaccurate

accounts of some enterprising travellers who had ventured into those uninviting tracts.

If, therefore, Gomer is Bactria, it is more tlian probable that Riphath designates those

regions of the Rhipaean mountains, the inhabitants of which were regarded as

colonists of tlie powerful Bactrian empire. Thus we have again mountain tribes as

the descendants of Gomer.

3. Togarmah. To the north and west of the Caspian Sea lived the wild and

warlike Sarmatian tribes; they extended their incurs>ions frequently as far as the

coast of the Black Sea and the Sea of Asov, but were, on the frontiers of the Tauric

Peninsula (the Crimea), bravely opposed by a nation which had from very early times

held possession of that region, and who are known under the name of the Tauri, a

Scythian tribe. With this Tauric Peninsula we identify the Togarmah of our

text. Except in the corresponding list of the Book of Chronicles, it occurs only in

two other passages throughout tlie Old Testament, but both are so characteristic that

they permit distinct inferences and conclusions. It is, on the one hand, mentioned as a

well-ai'med and military nation of the distant north, ready and prepared to join

Gomer and other valiant nations in the expeditions of Gog;* and it appears, on the

other hand, as a peaceful agricultural tribe, breeding noble horses and mules, and

* In Jereni. li. 27. ® Ezek. xxxviii. 6.

M 2
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sending them to the T3 rian niarket, then the great centre of commerce.' Now we

have the testhuony of Strabo, that the inhabitants of the Tauric peninsula were divided

into two very dittereut classes; the more northern part was nomadic; disposed to war,

though not to robbery; averse to the cultivation of the soil, and therefore letting

ont its territory for a settled, but moderate tribute. The southern population, on

the contrary, was almost exclusively engaged in husbandry; they were considered more

civilized and mild, but addicted to gain; they navigated the sea, but did not abstain

from piracy, nor from other acts of injustice and rapacity. It is obvious from these

notices that the nomadic Taurians, though wild and rude, were regarded as honest

and just, whilst the agriculturists and merchants were morally not viewed in so favour-

able a light. The same difference is transparent in the two passages of Ezekiel; not

without a certain pointed slight ai'e the nations coupled with Togarmah called

" traders in human souls and brazen wares";' and the nations which by their commerce

contributed to the greatness of Tyre, are prophetically included in the ruin which

awaited the proud city.^ The Tauric peninsula further abounded in horses, which,

though small, were very spirited, and not easily broken; the northern nomadic tribes

even lived chiefly upon the flesh of horses and cheese of mares' milk; and wild asses

were plentiful in the plains. And if we hereto add, that the land, though in the

south full of fertile valleys, yielding thirty-fold even without great agricultural skill,

-and allowing the exportation of enormous supplies of corn to various parts of Asia

and of Greece, was yet regarded as rugged and mountainous, and indeed is so in a

peculiar degi'ee in the northern part; that the Taurians were early known to the

Asiatic nations, either by their military invasions or their commerce; and that the

descendants of Japheth comprise both the north and the west, and therefore unite

Asia and Europe: we can neither be surprised that the Taurians should be con-

sidered as akin with the Bactrians, nor doubt that Togarmah is identical with the

peninsula which they cliiefly inhabited. Already in the time of the Trojan war, a

temple dedicated to a goddess corresponding to the Greek Diana was celebrated in

tliis peninsula; and it was to these shores that Iphigeuia was carried when on the

point of being sacrificed to the goddess.

II. Magog. The prophet Ezekiel speaks of the people of Magog with an em-

phasis and copiousness which prove at once its importance, and the vastness of its

dominions. Its tributaries are, Rosh, Meshech, and Tubal; and its allies, the Persians,

Ethiopians and Libyans, Gomer and Togarmah, nations brave and mighty; but ilagog

surpasses them all.^ The prophet predicted, that Gog, the king of Magog, would, from

his northern habitation, march down to the land of Israel; his enormous troops

would inundate the plains, and occupy the mountains; like a tempest and a cloud,

they would come over the land. Their avaricious desire would be directed against the

treasures of the rich; booty would be their aim, and with barbarous violence would

they satisfy their thirst of gold and silver.* But God would declare a fearful judgment

against them; the earth would tremble, the mountains be destroyed, and the walls over-

thrown; the sword of the friend would rage against the friend; pestilence, torrents of

rain, hail, and fire would spread dismay and havoc among the people of Gog, and all

the nations which serve his pride.® Then the birds and beasts of prey would come

and feast upon their carcases, eating their flesh, and drinking their blood ; devouring

the horses, the heroes, and the princes till they were surfeited.' And the Israelites

woidd come out, and burn the weapons of the impious heathens, their shields and

bucklers, their bows and arrows; for seven years they would be occupied in destroying

them, and would, during all this time, require no wood of the field or of the forest for

' Ezek. xxvii. 14. * Ezek. xxxviii. 7— 1.3.

* /A. xxvii. 13. 3 ver. 27. * //». 14—23.
* lb. xxxviii. 1— 6. 7 /i. xxxix. 1—8, 17'^20.
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tlii'ir dumestic use.' Then tliey woiikl bury the stupeiulous piles of corpses; seven

months would hardly suffice; and whole valleys on the east side of the Lake of Gene-

zaieth would be tilled with the graves of Magog.^ Then the land would be purified,

and Israel be restored to its pristine peace and glory.— It is obvious, that this is an

ideal prophecy; it refers to events which have, in their literal sense, not been fulfilled;

indeed, the text itself places their occurrence in the "latter days";* it describes them

as having, in a similar manner, been predicted by preceding projihets;^ and, in the Re-

velation of St. John, their realization is fixed at that distant future when Satan, after

having been bound for a thousand years, is again let loose from his infernal pit.* But

yet, ideal prophecies occurring in the Bible have invariably u historical basis; there

arc real events which occasioned, and serve to illustrate, the distant occurrences. It

is, therefore, beforehand an obvious conjecture, that Magog are the Sci/tkians, of whose

aggressive invasions ancient writers relate chiefly the following facts. Whilst Cyaxares,

the king of Media, grand-son of Dejoces, was besieging Nineveh,^ the Scythians,

pursuing the Cimmerians, had entered Asia, and devastated the territories of the

Medes; Cyaxares hastened to oppose them, but was completely defeated, and the

Scythians became masters of Asia. They proceeded through Palestine towards Egypt,

but the king Psammctichus'' prevailed upon them, by lich presents, to advance no fur-

ther. They returned to Ascalon, where they pillaged the most ancient temple of the

Celestial Venus. They governed over Asia during twenty-eight years, "everything

was overthrown by their licentiousness and neglect"; they exacted an enormous tribute,

•and plundered the wealth of their victims. Inebriated by these successes, they aban-

doned themselves to luxury and revelry, and were thus defeated by Cyaxares in a fear-

ful carnage, and expelled from Asia.* These facts are, we believe, a sufficient basis

for the grand prophecies of Ezekiel ; the descriptions of Magog, their armies, their

allies, their avarice, and their ultimate destruction, are clearly the magnifying mirror

of these Scythian events. It is, indeed, remarkable, that these wild hordes did not in-

flict upon Palestine the devastations universally anticipated with horror; if they were

induced by presents to keep away from Egypt, what withheld them from satisfying their

rapacity in the feeble and exhausted land of Israel? This was deemed an obvious act of

Divine mercy; and the almost miraculous exemption from the destructive sword forms

the foundation of the prophet's enthusiastic hopes. It is the sagacious conjecture of a

modern critic, that the Scythians were, by the eclipse of the moon which terrified Asia

in the year 621,^ induced to leave Palestine from superstitious fear; and that several

exhortations of the prophet Jeremiah, not to be afraid of the signs of heaven,'" refer

to this phenomenon. However this may be, the deliverance of the Israelites was na-

turally ascribed to the direct interference of God ; although the Biblical historians en-

tirely pass over the invasion of the Scythians, prophets and poets availed themselves

of the terror which their formidable presence inspired, to kindle the reUgious fire of

their indolent compatriots into a purer flame; they described their invasion as a threa-

tening scourge which might be averted by a complete return to the God of Israel. A
higher religious sentiment seems, indeed, to have, in these times of consternation, per-

vaded the people; and the reforms of the pious king Josiah were its noble first-fruits."

Nor did the Scythian hosts quit Palestine without leaving a trace of their superiority.

The large and ancient town Bethshean, situated in the west of the Jordan, at the south-

eastern extremity of the plain Esdraelon, received the name of Scythopolis; because, as

Pliny remarks, "a Scythian colony was established here"; and was to later times

' Ezek. xxxix. 9. 10. « 76.11—16. ' b.c. 656—611.
' 76. xxxviii. 16,8. » About B.C. 600.
* lb. 17. » On the 22nd of April.
* Revel. XX. 8. "> Jer. x. 2.

' In B.C. 624, during the reign of Josiah, " Jcrem. iii.— vi.; Ps. xxxiii.
king of Judah.
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inhabited by a mixed population of Hebrews and heathens. All circnmstances con-

spire, therefore, to render the identification of Magog with the Scythians probable.

And this probability is almost raised to a certainty by the traditions of the ancient

writers. But Magog seems to have been used in the same extensive sense as the

Greek Scythia, and to have, like the latter, embraced most of the various nomadic

nations which inhabited the regions beyond Media and the Caucasian Mountains,

indefinitely to the north and east; and which, because individually little known, were

comprised in one general term; it is, therefore, very hazardous to specify one people

as the Magog of our text.— The king of Magog is generally called Gog, which seems

to have been an appellative name, like Pharaoh, Caesar, and similar titles. But, in later

periods, Gog was coupled as a wa^ion with Magog; and so it occurs in the New Testament.

in. Madai. These are unquestionably the Medi, or inhabitants of Media, which

signifies, perhaps, the empire of the middle, because it was believed to be situated

in the centre of Asia. The extent of Media is very uncertain; ancient writers com-

prise under this name frequently all the countries in the east of the Tigris along the

Caspian Sea to Ariana and Bactriana. But sometimes the boundaries of Media are

more restricted, and Media Magna alone is considered as the territory of the Medi.

They were during a long period subject to the Assyrian empire; in fact, their first

mention in the Bible shows them as forming a satrapy of Shalmaneser; but they felt

the ignominy of the hateful yoke, for they are described as having originally been a

high-spirited people, skilled in the use of the bow, delighting in warfare, and famous

for their horsemanship; they broke out in an open revolt, and proclaimed their inde-

pendence. According to Herodotus, their first chosen king was Dejoces, who was

followed by Phraortes and Cyaxares; the latter, after having repelled the invasion

of the Scythians, destroyed Nineveh; but under his successor, Astyages, the su-

premacy was transferred to the Persians under Cyrus the Great; the Medes were

incorporated in the Persian empire; and the name Madai was, therefore, from this

time, frequently used instead of Persia; or both names are mentioned together, some-

times Persia and sometimes Media occupying the first place.

IV. Iavan denotes properly Ionia, the celebrated Greek colony in Asia Minor,

and is, in this limited sense, used in several passages of the Old Testament.

Tlie lonians engaged in extensive commercial undertakings, and frequented the

markets of Tyre; but in later times Hebrew captives were by Assyrian kings sold

into Ionia, where they seem, however, to have been so degradingly treated, that tlie

prophet Zechariah announced the approaching day of revenge. But the name of

lonians was very generally given to all the Greeks, not by the Hebrews only, but

also by most of the other Asiatics, who naturally identified the Asiatic colony with the

more distant mother country. But in our passage, Javan is used in a still more ex-

tensive sense, embracing all the western islands of the Mediterranean sea; this accep-

tation is evident from the abodes of the younger branches enumerated in the fourth

verse. For the descendants of Javan are :

—

1. EUshah. It is certain, almost beyond a doubt, that this is the Hebrew name

for Hellas. If Javan is the generic name for all Greeks, it is natural that the

European Hellens should be mentioned in the first place among Javan's progeny, al-

though the Greek legends make Ion the descendant of Hellen. In Ezekiel, Elishah is

introduced as an island from which purple stuflTswere imported into Phoenicia; and we

possess the testimony of ancient writers, that on the coasts of Peloponnesus, and of

many Greek islands, the shell-fish, the juice of which yielded the much valued purple

colours, were most abundantly found. This is another reason for explaining Elishali

for Greece and her islands generally, instead of limiting it to the province of Elis, as

several critics have done. Phanician inscriptions which have been found in Athens

prove an early commercial intercourse between the Greeks and the Syrian coasts.
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2. Tarshish was a rich country, governed by its own kings, and able to send valua-

ble presents; abounding especially in silver, iron, tin, and lead; a precious stone,

probably the chrysolite, chiefly found in those districts, bears the name of Tarshisli;

it was situated near other renowned islands, and was itself washed by the waves of the

sea; it was therefore accessible by navigation, which was extensively carried on by the

rhojnicians and other nations in large famous ships, which were the models for the

vessels of commerce in general, and were therefore known under the name of " vessels

of Tarshish;" the port from which they started was Joppa, on the coast of Palestine.

It requires only some comparison with the accounts which Greek writers furnish

about the Spanish Tartcssus, to perceive its identity with Tarshish. It is uni-

versally known that the Phoenicians entertained a lively commerce with Spain,

whence they imported a large amount of gold, silver, lead, and iron; but no part of

the peninsula was more famous for its opulence than Tartessus, the wealth of which

))assed into a proverb. The exact site of Tartessus was, however, unknown even in

the time of Strabo, who states the then general belief that it was situated on

that piece of land between the two outlets of the river Guadalquiver (Baetis), which

bore also the name of the " silver-bedded Tartessus." In fact, the whole district of

Andalusia, which the Turdeiani then inhabited, was called Tartessus, and it is most

probable that the Tarshish of our text is intended to denote the whole of Spain so far

as it was known to the Hebrews, just as Javan is used to designate all the Greeks.

3. Kittim. One of the most ancient towns on the island of Cyprus was Citium;

it was situated on the south-eastern coast of the island, possessed a harbour which

could be closed, and ruins of its walls and houses,, and of an extensive theatre,

are still extant in the neighbourhood of Larnika; and on examination of these

remains, copious Phoenician inscriptions have been discovered on the foundation

stones. Thus, it is at once evident that Citium, like Amathus, and other Cyprian

towns, was a Phoenician colony; as indeed Herodotus mentions among the very

mixed population of C}T)nis, the Phoenicians also; and it is inteUigible why it is

here introduced immediately after Tartessus, with which it bears more than one

analogy. It furnished to the Tyrians, on the one hand, very valuable articles of im-

port, especially timber for the construction of ships ; the Cyprian copper had attained

a general reputation; the mines yielded gold and silver, and among the precious stones

for which that rich island was celebrated, were the smaragd and emerald, the red jasper

and agate, and perhaps the diamond; and it abounded also in oil, wine and honey.

But Cyprus was, on the other hand, a convenient station for the Phoenicians in their

more distant western expeditions; just as Spain was the station for their excursions to

the Britannic islands, from whence they shipped tin (stannum). The inhabitants of

Citium are called by the Romans Citiiei, by the Greek writers Itittsei, and are

evidently identical with our Ivittim. But it is certain that in later periods the term

Kittim was extended to many islands and shores of the Mediterranean, as Rhodes,

Greece, and Sicily, to Italy, and even to Macedonia; it is, therefore, most probable

that it is to be taken here generally for the island of Cyprus, which, both by its pro-

ducts and by its natural position, was of paramount importance to the Phoenicians,

but, as a western island, is here also comprised among the possessions of the Javanites.

In later periods, the intercourse between Cyprus and Greece was most active ; the Greeks

occupied a great portion of the soil and adopted many of its religious rites, whilst the

dependence of the island upon Phcsnicia seems to date from a very early time; in

fact both the character of the inhabitants, and the nature of their Divine worship, as the

orgiastic adoration of Astarte, bore entirely the eastern, and more especially the

Phoenician stamp.

4. The Dodanim are the last descendants of Javan here mentioned. If this

genealogical list, which has been acknowledged as one of the most important do-
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cuments of ancient geography, has the least claim to completeness or order, it will be

at once granted, that Italy cannot be omitted among the countries assigned to the Ja-

vanites. If Greece and Spain are distinctly mentioned in Elishah and Tarshish, if the

inlands of the Mediterranean Sea are represented by Kittim, the Dodanim are, in our

opinion, no others than the Daunii, who formed the most ancient population of Apulia,

and who were, therefore, by ancient geographers used to designate, like the lapygians,

the whole south-eastern portion of Italy, including Calabria. The Daunians were, like

many other inhabitants of southern Italy, a Pelasgian race; they preserved long among
themselves Greek customs and arts; their coins bear pure Greek inscriptions, and

their bronzes and painted vases betray Greek imitation; this historical fact was em-

bodied in the early legend of the settlement of Diomedes in these regions; and it is

certain, that they occupied chiefly the great plains on the coast of Apulia; here

they founded a great number of cities, built harbours, and, probably, carried on both

piracy and sea-commerce; they cultivated the soil, on which, in spite of the extreme

aridity of its pastures in summer, they grew wheat and olives with eminent success

;

they, further, reared horses and sheep; and the wool of the latter was celebrated for

its peculiar fineness, and formed an important article of commerce. If we assume,

therefore, here also one portion of the peninsula to denote its whole extent, and take

Daunia for Italy, we have an appropriate explanation of the tenitory of Dodanim, which

must be regarded as peopled by Greek settlements, and must be situated on the shores

of the Western Sea.

V. and VI, Tcbal and !Meshech are frequently mentioned together in the Old

Testament, either as warlike nations, destined to be the terror of the world, or as the

tributaries of the mighty king of the Scythians, Magog, whose chief pride and support

the)- formed. They must, therefore, like the latter, be northern tribes, whose renown

was magnified by the distance of their abodes. Tubal is, indeed, introduced as a

remote nation to which the fame of Israel's glory has never reached. Now, as Meshech

has been identified with the Moschi, a Colchian tribe, extending along the south-eastern

shores of the Black Sea, between the sources of the Phasis and those of the Cyrus, and

bordered on the south by the lofty and wood-covered chain of the Armenian mountains,

now called Tchildir; and as the Moschi were, at least during the Persian epoch, in a

military and political respect, united with the Tibareni, a tribe likennse in the south-east

of the Euxine Sea, and between the Chalybes and Trebizond: it was natural to find in

the Tibareni the descendants of Tubal. Tubal and Meshech are, further, mentioned

by the prophet Ezekiel, as providing the Tyrian market with copper and with slaves.

Now, copper is most abundant in the mountains of northern Armenia; and the fine

tribes of the Pontus and Cappadocia, as at present those of Georgia and Mingrelia,

furnished the Asiatic markets and the harems with the most beautiful slaves. Nor have

those races changed the wildness and rapacity of their character; and, as the Psalmist

deeply commiserated the destiny of those who have the misfortune to dwell as strangers

or captives among these barbarous hordes, just so might modern travellers dread the

contact of people " whose greatest ambition it is to be deemed the most cunning and

most distinguished robbers."

VII. The last branch of the Japhethites is Tiras, a name which occurs in no other

passage. The context requires a land not distant from Armenia; and nothing is

more natural than to identify Tiras with the great Asiatic mountain-chain of Taurus.

The Moschian mountains extend south-west tiU they join to the chain of the Anti-

Taurus. Separated from the latter only by the plains of Cappadocia and Lycaonia,

rises the Taurus, in ancient geography considered so important that it formed the chief

division of Asia into the countries north and south of it. It extends from the extremi-

ties of Pamphylia as far eastward as the Bay of Bengal, where the Indians and the

neighbouring Scythians lived ; but it lost the name Taurus in the region where it reaches
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the Armenian mountains, which continue their eastward course under different appel-

lations. Nu\v, it is our opinion, that Tiras comprises all those Asiatic tribes the terri-

tory of which is traversed by the Taurus Proper; and that it includes, therefore, Cilicia

and Pamphylia, Pisidia and Lycia, and, with an extension usual in almost all the names

of the Japhcthitcs, embracing, likewise, most of tlie nations of Asia Minor, and of the

interior. It is dear, that thus only the diliusion of the Japhethites is completed;

they extended, therefore, from Bactria and the Imaus, almost in a straight line west-

ward, to the Taurus and Asia Minor; and from there, again almost westward, to the

shores and islands of the Mediterranean Sea, including Greece, Italy, and Spain; whilst

they occupied, in the north, the vast but indefinite tracts of Scythia, from the Black and

Caspian Seas up to the fabulous regions of the Khipcean mountains, and of the Hyper-

boreans.

The enumeration of the Japhethites is summed up with the remark, that the names

mentioned include only the principal nations, but that there exist other tribes descend-

ing from Japheth, whicli it was, however, not deemed necessary to introduce (ver. 5).

There are. especially, many " islands" and maritime countries, which became later of

great renown and importance, and the origin of which must be traced to the lands here

specified. By the extensive meaning which we have assigned to Javan and the Javau-

ites, we have prepared the reader for this notion.

II.—THE HAMITES. Vers. 6—20.

Ham is the ancestor of all the southern nations of the globe. His descendants

are :
—

I. CfSH. We have above (p. 69) alluded to a very curious geographical no-

tion, extensively entertained by the ancients, concerning the existence of a vast conti-

nent uniting the eastern parts of Africa, Arabia, and India; we have observed, that

hence their strange belief of the connection between the Indus and the Nile may have

arisen; and that, therefore, India and Egypt even were not unfrequently confounded.

Nothing is, therefore, more probable than that the Cushites, whose chief habitations

were in the wide tracts of Ethiopia, in the south of Egypt, beyond Syene, were, like-

wise, believed to have spread in the Arabian peninsula, and here to have become the

founders of mighty and populous tribes (ver. 8). A careful comparison of the various

Biblical passages and allusions raises this double settlement of the Cushites beyond a

doubt. It is as erroneous to limit them to Arabia alone, as to assign to them exclu-

sively the south of Africa. Their connection with Egypt is, indeed, more clearly defined;

Ethiopian emigrants peopled, if they did not civilize, Egypt; Ethiopia was, at some
periods, partly subjected to Egypt, at others prescribed to the Upper Egyptians their

laws, and gave them their kings ; now received the Egyptian wamors, who left Egypt

in the reign of Psammetichus, and founded an independent state; and now were in

alliance with the Egyptians and Libyans. But, the derivation of Arabic tribes from

Cush; the notice, that the river Gihon, coming from the region of the Euphrates, en-

compasses the whole land of Cush (ii. 13); and the "topaz of Cush," which points

either to the shores of Arabia, or to the small island Topazos in the Red Sea, are

proofs that the term Cush comprised at least the tracts on the shore of southern Arabia

also, an extension of the name, employed by Syrian writers even of a very late period.

It will be our task, in every individual passage, to determine the exact locality which

is intended by Cush. It was sufficient to have briefly described the general compre-

hensiveness of the term ; it would lead us to large digressions were we to attempt to

exhaust the subject here. Cush's eldest son

—

1. Seba is, in the Old Testament, mentioned as a nation in the distant south,

of nearly the same importance as Egypt and Ethiopia themselves; it is an extensive

and mighty pcojilc, of undaunted strength, and, like the Macrobii of Herodotus, of
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imposing stature; their land is intersected by streams; and it will be the greatest

triumph for Israel and their God, if Seba is subdued and enslaved. Now, Josephus

informs us, that Seba, the royal city of Ethiopia, was, by Cambyses, called Meroe,

after the name of his own sister. It would be arbitrary to reject unconditionally the

decided statement of Josephus, especially as it is confirmed by Strabo; and is, in a

somewhat modified form, repeated by Diodorus. And Meroe answers, indeed,

all the conditions required for the identification of Seba. It is, by ancient geo-

graphers, frequently described as an island, but it is, in fact, a tract of land, 375

miles in circumference, enclosed by the I'ivers Astapus (Bahr el Asrak) and Asta-

buras (Tacazze), and extending to the narrow tract where the latter river joins the

Kile. In the east and west it is bounded, respectively, by Abyssinia and Libya, whilst

its extreme southern frontier lies 873 miles from Syene. The fertility and wealth of

this district of Meroe are testified by all ancient authorities; it boasted of mines of

gold, iron, copper, and salt; it had large woods of date-palm, almond-trees, and ilex,

sufficiently productive to allow extensive exports; the forests abounded in game which

served for food ; the meadows produced double harvests of millet, and the pastures

were covered with fine herds of cattle ; in the north, where rain but seldom falls, care-

ful irrigation is necessary; but less art and labour are required for the fertilization in

the south, and in the valley of Astaboras. Agriculturists, shepherds, and huntsmen

divided these territories among themselves. The town Meroe was situated about 90

miles (700 stadia) south of the junction of the Nile and Astaboras; extensive ruins of it

have been discovered, about twenty miles north-east of the Nubian town Shendy; and

among them are (at Naga-gebel-ardan) those of four temples, the largest of which was

dedicated to Ammon, an edifice in which the principal portico is detached from the

main building; it is adorned with an avenue of sphinxes, and with historical sculptures.

But many other remains in the east and west of the Astapus, for instance at Woad
Naja and El Mesaourat, and especially the many pyramids scattered over the plains or

combined in groups, though a great part of them may not be of a very remote

antiquity, prove the former existence of large and numerous cities. These were evi-

dently the centres of a very lively commerce ; they were traversed by the caravans from

Libya and the Ked Sea, from Egypt and Ethiopia; and they received or exchanged

many of the most valued articles of ancient trade. Whatever may have been the

origin of this prosperity, whether it was the result of the energy and intelligence of

native tribes, or of superior and more enterprising conquerors ; whether Meroe borrowed

its institutions from, or gave them to, Egypt; whether it was occupied by the warriors

who emigrated under the reign of Psammetichus, or remained under its own rulers:

it is certain, that it belonged, at an early time, to the most flourishing districts of Africa,

important enough to be regarded as the settlement of the first-born son of Gush, and

to be included in the most emphatic predictions of the Hebrew prophets.

2. Havilah, which embraced the whole eastern portion of the ancient world (ii. 11),

is not only mentioned among the Cushites, but also, later, among the descendants of

Joktan or Shem (ver. 29). We have above (p. 68), and in the concluding remarks on

the present chapter, attempted to account for the apparent discrepancy of the Biblical

statements.

3. Sabtah is explained, by Josephus, as the Astabori, or the tribes inhabiting the

territory near the stream Astaboras (Tacazze), which forms the eastern river of the

land Meroe. We see no reason for deviating from this view, since it is in perfect

harmony with the place occupied by Sabtah in our list. There existed, perhaps, for-

merly, in the plains of Meroe, a town Sabtah, which might, like many others, have

fallen into ruins, since the tropical rains easily destroy edifices built only of palm-

branches and sun-dried bricks.

4. The situation of Eaamah cannot, on the whole, be doubtful, on account of its
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dependencies, Shclm and Dednn, and its connection with Slicba, as carrying to Tyre

exports ill spices, gold, and precious stones. Kaamah must, ihcrclure, be sought for in

Arabia, in a district rich in those valued products; and hei'e otl'crs itself almost spon-

taneously the town Ecgma, situated on the Arabian shore of the Persian gulf, included,

by Ptolemy, in the country of the Nariti, and still existing in his time. Raamah was

the founder of two other tribes.

a. Sheba is Saba, the famous and principal city of Yemen, or Arabia Felix.

Sabjea enjoyed an early civilisation; it possessed a political gcrt'crument, perhaps re-

gulated by sacerdotal influence; at its head stood a king, jealously watched iu his palace,

and never allowed to leave its precincts. The first child, either son or daughter, born

in certain noble families after his accession, was the heir presumptive. The character

of the Sabffians was less ungovernable and reckless than that of many inland tribes of

Arabia. They were reputed as men of a lofty stature, flourishing health, and manly

beauty; they formed constantly increasing communities, since whole families from the

barren northern districts joined them; and so extended was their race, that they formed

many colonies, not only in almost all parts of the peninsula, but in distant northern

localities. It is, therefore, a matter of much difficulty to define the exact boundaries

of their land, especially as the ancient writers diti'er, both among themselves, and with

the Biblical statements. An attentive comparison, however, of the passages in Era-

tosthenes and Ptolemy, Strabo and Pliny, leaves no doubt, that it was bordered in the

west by the Arabic Gulf, reached in the south to the Indian Ocean, and to the north

nearly to the territory of the Iduma:;ans, whilst its extent to the east seems to have

varied in ditlercnt periods, now running even to the shores of the Persian Gulf, and

now pressed back into narrower limits by enterprising and warlike neighbouring tribes.

It was long considered as the most southern country of the habitable earth; it was, there-

fore, called Yemen, or the land to the " right hand" (that is, the south), or the " distant"

country. But, referring to our genealogy, we have here a similar instance to that of

Havilah; for, Sheba is again mentioned, in ver.28, among the descendants of Joktan;

it was, therefore, regarded as peopled both by Cushites and by Shemites; and we must

suppose, that the former occupied the south-western part of Arabia, adjoining Africa;

whilst the latter were spread to the east and north, and might, partly, have consisted of

diflerent tribes. We cannot wonder, that the Sabasans, in consequence of their early

and lively intercourse with the Indians, adopted many usages, and, perhaps, some reli-

gious notions from the latter more civilised people; that they understood, and some-

times even wrote in their language; and that they imitated some of their social institu-

tions ; especially as it is probable, that many Indian traders settled here as agents of their

native commerce: but it is certain, that, in this genealogy at least, they are not repre-

sented as Indian colonists; nor are the proofs, which have been advanced in support of

their Indian origin, in any way conclusive; they are either general and distant ana-

logies, or they refer to so recent times, that they cannot, with propriety, be applied to

the original Sabteaus, whom Arabic traditions generally describe as Shemites, and who,

most probably, stood in earlier commercial and social relations with Africa than with

India.— The natural productions of Sheba were a source of abundance and wealth;

its fertility was, according to Arabic writers, enhanced by majestic works of irrigation

which imparted to the numberless gardens and fields a most blooming appearance;

it brings forth not only delicious fruits, and many useful animals, especially fine horses;

but it yields frankincense and aroraatics, with which it supplied Egypt and Syria, by

way of caravan trade, althougli not in so fabulous a quantity as the exaggerations of

ancient writers would lead us to believe ; for they assert, that the odour of Sabtea's spice-

woods is so powerful that the inhabitants were liable to apoplexies, and that they were

obliged to counteract these noxious perfumes by the ill odours of burnt goats'-hair and

asphaltite; whereas the authentic observations of modern travellers inform us, that the
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frankincense of Saba-a is ncitlicr peculiarly iibundant nor of a qualify in any way coni-

jiarablc with tluit of Sumatra, Siam, and Java. It has rich copper-mines, in the district

of Saade, which arc still worked; and, most likely, formerly possessed the precious

metals also, which ancient historians and poets state to have been so common, tluit

tlic decorations of the houses, the furniture, and even the domestic utensils of the

Sabicans were of gold and silver. These extravagant accounts find, however, their

explanation in tlic fact, tliat the Sabajans were, for a very long time, almost the sole

agents of the most extensive and lucrative trade between India and Egypt, and between

Egypt and Pha>niciaor Syria; and when, later, Egyptian kings founded the emporiums

ofArsinoe and Coptos, the Sabaaans were wealthy enough to carry on a most lively trade

with India on their own account; their ships, which were of unusually large dimensions,

and manned with sailors famous for their skill and intrepidity, proceeded along the

coast of Gedrosia, so far as Ceylon, and the Malabar coast; and in the time of the

lioman Emperors, they gained immense riches from their importations of silk and aro-

matics. The chief centre of their splendour was their capital, Sabas or Mariaba, si-

tuated on a lofty, wooded hill, the richest and most beautiful town of Arabia, and adorned

by an artificial land-sea, enclosed with gigantic structures, and formed from the water

of the mountains. We cannot be astonished, that this enormous wealth gradually tended

to enervate the energy, and to relax the industry of the Sabceans, who are, by the Roman
writers, mentioned with surnames indicative of deep social and domestic degradation.

b. Dedan is sufficiently defined by the Biblical allusions, both with regard to

its geographical situation and its internal condition. It was a commercial nation of

Arabia, which traversed the deserts with their goods; their exports consisted espe-

cially of ivory and ebony, which they carried to the markets of Tyre; and their trade

resembled in extensiveness and importance that of Sabaea and Tartessus. They are

sometimes described as the immediate neighbours of the Idumseans, whose territory is

stated to have extended between Theman and Dedan ; but in other passages they are

called the inhabitants of an island, and are therefore coupled with Tartessus and

Greece, and other islands. It is, therefore, evident that the tribes of Dedan settled in

two different regions; partly on the north-western coast of the Arabian Gulf, and partly

nearer the motherland, Eaamah, perhaps on the island Dciden, in the Persian Gulf,

from whence they took part in tlie trade from India and Central Asia; the intercourse

between both colonies was entertained by their lively commerce, and, perhaps, by various

intermediate stations along the northern part of the Arabian peninsula; they might,

therefore, have been regarded as one country; but it is not impossible that the inha-

bitants of that island were later either subdued by, or, at least, greatly intermixed with,

emigrants from other tribes; and hence it may be explained, that Dedan is in our list

reckoned with the Cushites, whilst it is in another passage ranged among the

Shemites.

5, Sabtechah, the last son of Cush, seems to have been the founder of an Ethio-

pian tribe, the proper abodes of which we have no means to determine; it is no-

where mentioned, except in the parallel passage of the Book of Chronicles; but its

obvious resemblance with the Ethiopian name, Subatok, discovered on Egyptian

monuments, renders its position in Arabia, or at the Persian Gulf, improbable.

Cush was, then, strictly the southern zone; it comprised the known counti'ies of the

south, both in Africa and Arabia; in the former part, it is bounded by Meroe; in the

latter, by Sabaea; and whenever the nations inhabiting these districts, extended be-

yond the southern regions, either to settle in more eastern or in more northern parts, they

were separated from the stem of Cush, and associated with different branches of Shem;

we have noticed this feature in the cases of Ilavilah, Sheba, and Dedan. Only, if

the ethnographical relation was quite undisputed, as, for instance, with Eaamah, even

a more eastern nation was acknowledged as descending from Cush. This part of our
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list admits tlicn a historical fact of the lii-^liost importance, namely the early connec-

tion between the tribes of Arabia and those of Africa, a connection guaranteed, not

only by the Arabic character of the Abyssinian language, but by the similarity of the

names of towns on both sides of the Arabic Gulf. It is the task of the general

historian to pursue further this fiiiitful subject; unfettered liy dop;matic consi-

deralions, he will trace the mutual influence of both countries: whether Africans

settled in Arabia; or Arabic tribes founded new' colonics on the shores, and in the

plains of Africa.

But the migrations of Ciish did not cease here ; another movement of his descendants

is recordeil, far more momentous than all preceding settlements (vers. 8—12),forit con-

cerns the mighty nations destined to be the formidable lords of the world. The districts

round the Euphrates and Tigris must, at a very early period of man's history, have

been occupied and cultivated; the fertility of the soil, the salubrity of the elime, and

the advantages of position, tempted both the husbandman and the merchant; and the

affluence and ease, tlio rewards of moderate industry, allured from every part new

settlers, who readily found abodes and subsistence, and who, far from exhausting,

contributed to increase, the resources of the opulent country. This historical view is

fully confirmed by the Biblical narrative. The cradle of mankind is, by the author of

Genesis, placed near the region where the Euphrates and Tigris join; and the ark

which saved the restorer of the human race, ten generations later, grounded near the

mountains from which those rivers take their origin. It was, therefore, his opinion

that the plains of Mesopotamia were first peopled by immigrants from the north; that

here cities were built and fields cultivated; that commerce began to flourish, and the

pursuits of peace to be developed. But the arts of war were neglected ; the security

of life, and the abundance of property, made the happy tribes forget the dangers that

threatened them from envy and covetousness ; they had applied all their energy to

the acquisition of wealth, and had reserved none for its protection. And from no side

were the apiirehensions of invasion greater than from the vast and dreary tracts of

deserted Arabia, extending, with a fe^v interruptions, from the coast of the Erythraean

Sea, to the very borders of Babylonia. The active tribes, stimulated to energy alike by

inclination and necessity, too impatient for the tardy rewards of agriculture, and too

independent for the shrewd calculations of commerce, accustomed to fight for their

lives with the lion, and to prey upon the wealth of the passing carsivans, had, in their

daily encounters and risks, learnt to despise danger, and, trained in combat and

warfare, they thought that courage and fortitude were entitled to rule over inglorious

idleness, or toilsome obscurity. The representative of these formidable adventm'ers

is, in the Pentateuch, named Nimrod; he was the first mighty hero on the earth

(ver. 8); he was invincible in battle, but proved the infallibility of his spear in the

chase also; long were his feats in the forest remembered, and his skill and intrepidity

as a huntsman passed into a proverb (ver. 9). But the limits of the sandy wilderness

were too narrow for the exuberance of his spirits and the dauntlessness of his strength

;

he roamed northwards, where he found the large and prosperous town of Babylon;

and he discovered other well-cultivated districts in the land of Shinar. These provinces

were famous for their fertility; the annual inundations of the two rivei's which enclose

them secure plentiful haiTCsts, by means of partly navigable canals, and of aqueducts;

even in later times they supported the King of Persia, his army, and his whole estab-

lishment, for four months of tlie year; they fed 800 stallions and 16,000 mares, and

yielded more than the fomth part of the vast dominions of the Persian king; the

climate is mild and salubrious; the majestic date-palms furnish excellent wine and

honey, and a nutrititms bread, whilst the barley of the liabylonian plains excels

that of all tiie other countries; their amazing fertility is jecorded even b}^ modern

travellers; their corn produces two and three hundred fold; the blades of wheat reach
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a breadth of full four fingers; the millet, and sesama yielding abundant oil, grow to a

height incredible to Europeans, except ej'C-witnesses. All this wealth was doubly-

fatal to the iidiabitants,for it blunted their energy, and invited the marauding aggressor;

they fell unresistingly into Nimrod's hands, who here established the first strongholds

of his great empire so firmly, that Babylon was henceforth called the "land of

Nimrod." But not yet was either his ambition satisfied, or his strength exhausted

;

he made from Babylon an expedition into the country which was, from the son of

Shem, called Asshur; here he founded on the inviting banks of the Tigris, perhaps

opposite the spot of the present Mosul, a town, Nineveh, destined to play a promi-

nent part in the history of the ancient world, but in its commencement small and

unimportant, and eclipsed in magnitude and celebrity by the great town Resen,

which, however, fell gradually into such permanent insignificance, that its name
was for millenniums forgotten, and the ruins of its once stately walls and magni-

ficent palaces have, in our days only, come again to light. Now, what is the value

and historical meaning of this account? It was a general conviction among the

Israelites, that the tribes of AssjTia were kindred with those of Aramrea, from which

Abraham, the ancestor of the Hebrew nation, had sprung; they were, therefore, neces-

sarily included among the progeny of Shem. Nevertheless the language of the

later Assyrians and Babylonians was strange and unintelligible to the Hebrews; it was

to them a barbarian tongue, without sense or meaning, a stammering speech, discordant

to their ears; further, the history of the Israelites teaches, that they had no more

powerful or more deadly foes than the kings of Assyria and Babylon ; they were in

almost constant conflict with, and in perpetual dread of, those insatiable princes; they

entertained, therefore, towards them feelmgs far from fraternal; they believed that

this antipathy was explicable only on the supposition that the original inhabitants of

the countries near the Euphrates and Tigris had, at an early period, been subdued or

expelled by bold invaders from the south, descended from the hateful stem of the

Hamites, who included all the national enemies of the Hebrews. How far this sup-

position is justified either bj- the traditions of the Asiatics, or the statements of

other ancient historians, or the testimony of the sculptural relics, must be left to

future discussion; but it may at once be stated, that Babylon is indeed considerably

older than Nineveh, for a dynasty of the former dates, at least, from b.c. 2200, whilst

the kings of the latter do not reach higher than B.C. 1300; that Assyria, though long

mistress of Babylonia, owed to the latter a great part of her culture; that the

names of the very earliest kings of Babylon have the termination Khak, which is pro-

bably identical with the hak, or hyc of the Egyptian shepherds, M'ho are of Arabic

descent; and that there were Cushite tribes in Babylon termed " the Black," in con-

tradistinction to the red inhabitants, who were Shemites; that according to an old

Babylonian legend, the powerful Oannes, came from the Erythra;an sea on ships

to the land of the Babylonians to teach them wisdom, and to fix their laws; that the

worship of Bel, in Babylon, is traced to the adoration of Amum, in Meroe, and the

Babylonian astrology to Egyptian teaching. So valuable are the ethnographic allu-

sions which our list implies. But they must be understood in their own grand spirit;

prejudice must not contract their scope, nor sophistiy force their meaning; they \\ere

WTitten in characters which will ever be a mysteiy to the mere philologist, and a danger-

ous ignis fatuus to the historian unimbued with the style and spirit of the Bible. Thus

the whole import of this interesting passage has been perverted and contorted; the

" hero" Nimrod has been transformed not only into a giant, a tyrant, and a ravager,

but into a rebel against the authority of God ; into a proclaimer of wicked principles,

teacliing the docile people that they owe all their happiness to their own virtue and

exertion, and not to the power or goodness of God; that the Divine rule was an

intolerable tyranny, which had inflicted a general fiood, but which they could fur the
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future escape by gathering round one great centre, the tower of Babel; he was

regarded as a hunter of men as well as of wild beasts; his very name has been

believed to imply impious revolt; he has been identified with the fearful monster

Orion, chained on the expanse of heaven with indestructible tetters, to warn and to

terrify; he was among the later Arabic writers, the subject of incredible fables, which

it is asserted are hinted at in our verses. And all this because Nimrod is here called a

" hero," and a " mighty huntsman" ! If the word hero has, in some passages,

the invidious meaning of oppressor and despot, it does not follow that it has the same

exceptional meaning everjrwhere; and if it is believed that the praise of a valiant

and skilful hunter is in itself too insignificant to be mentioned, we have tlie analogy of

many powerful kings who valued themselves eminently upon that manly accomplish-

ment, who desired to outshine in it all their subjects, and who ordered it to be specially

extolled on their epitaphs; even to the heroes and demi-gods of mythology, it was

described as one of their essential distinctions; and on the most elaborate sculptures of

the Assyrian palaces, the great king himself is frequently represented levelling his spear

against the bull, or directing the arrow upon the infuriated lion; prowess in war, and

intrepidity in the chase, were celebrated as merits almost equally honourable. Mere

physical strength was, indeed, not very highly esteemed among the Hebrews; they

respected power of mind, and especially piety of conduct; we have already com-

pared the history of the Cainites with that of the Sethites, as manifesting the contrast

between an external and internal life, between practical activity and religious eleva-

tion; we shall find a frequent repetition of this contrast, in Ishmael and Isaac, in Esau

and Jacob, and strikingly in Goliath and David, who met his strong-limbed and un-

wieldy enemy with words pithily expressing that national difference. It was not

deemed the characteristic of a religious mind to trust to bow and spear; nor was it re-

garded as a peculiar glory to be distinguished by feats of bodily strength : but more than

this incidental and comparative opinion must not be sought in the remark regarding

Nimrod's eminence in warfare and in the chase; he looked for worldly power, but he

attained it by energy and boldness; if his aims were not tlie highest, his means were,

at least, honest and brave; he was a heathen, ignorant of the true ends of life, but

zealously pursuing those which he had proposed to himself; and his character, though

devoid of nobler and spiritual aspirations, commanded and deserved respect. Nor are

we compelled to suppose that he cunningly prepared himself for his meditated wars

by apparently harmless chases; that he thus gathered round himself a number of

valiant men, and then treacherously employed them for invasion and plunder. Who
would find this idea in our verses, except those who are determined to explain them

by the light of later fabulous traditions?

6. The origin of Babylon is, in the following chapter, described with a certain

copiousness, since it is connected with events of the highest interest for the human

family; the more appropriate place for that section would, therefore, have been before

our list, which order is, indeed, observed by Josephus in his narrative; but it was

considered preferable to enumerate the various tribes of the earth, before explaining

the cause of their dispersion; and the remark, that there was but one language on the

whole earth, would have been strange immediately after the account that eight

persons, the members of the same family, formed the only inhabitants of the globe.

—

Babylon was, in early periods, probably a place of no great importance; it was not the

residence of the first Chaldean kings, who had their palaces in Mugeyr (Ur) and

Wurka (Ereeh), or in Senkereh and Niffer; it was only about B.C. 1100, that Birs

Kimroud (Borsippa, or Babylon) was adorned with the magnificent " temple of the

planets of the seven spheres;" and since that time it gradually increased, and assumed

at last an extent which we should consider mcredible in any other but an eastern

capital. It stood, according to Herodotus, in a spacious plain, intersected by the
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Euphrates, was quadrangular, and had 480 stadia, or about 55 English miles, in

circumference, with a hundred brazen gates; it was surrounded by a deep trench

filled with water; on the western side, perhaps, with artificial marshes; and by a wall

of fifty royal cubits in breadth, two hundred in height, and so wide, that after

buildings of one story each had been erected at the edges, fronting each other, thuy

left a space suflScient to turn a chariot with four horses; the breadth of the wall

was, therefore, double that of Nineveh. Edifices three and four stories high formed

many regular streets, at the end of each ofwhich was a little brazen gate, opened in the

wall, and leading to the river. Within the great wall ran another narrower one, not

much inferior to the former in strength. The principal edifices were the royal palace,

and the temple of Jupiter Belus, a square building of two stadia on every side, with eight

towers, piled one upon the other. Later writers add, that Semiramis built a bridge

across the Euphrates, five stadia long; and a palace at each end of the bridge, with

towers, embellished with animated paintings of hunting scenes; the western castle

being especially magnificent. The area which ancient Babylon occupied, seems to

have been not less than 225 square miles; so that when the extreme part of the town

was taken by Cyrus, the inhabitants of the central portions were quite unaware of it,

and continued the festive rejoicings in which they were indulging; this extent will

appear in its due importance, if we consider that London and its environs cover

only 114 square miles; but it will be regarded as less extraordinary, if it is remembered

that Babylon contained within its walls extensive gardens and fields, the produce of

which was said to have, in times of sieges, sufficed for the maintenance of the garri-

son, Nebuchadnezzar, probably, built chiefly the eastern part of the town, and

added a second citadel, or palace, whilst Nabonidus fortified the walls towards the

river. In the later Biblical prophecies, the extent and pomp of the world-renowned

city are described with a powerful emphasis; and profane writers speak with glowing

colours of the hanging gardens, as one of the most extraordinary achievements of

antiquity. The Babylonians were, in the period of their prosperity, celebrated for

their manufacture of costly stuffs and splendid carpets; but they occupied also a great

portion of the Asiatic commerce, carried on both by land and by water as far as

India, importing as well as exporting, aud especially entertaining a lively intercourse

with the northern countries.—Babylon remained in this grandeur and magnificence,

which were, however, accompanied by an unbridled licentiousness, till it was, after

a long and difScult siege, taken by Cyrus, who, however, far from destroying it,

made it his residence during seven months of the year, and only pulled down a part of

the walls, if he damaged them at all; but a revolt under Darius, the son of Hystaspes,

induced this king to demolish the gates aud the fortified walls; and Xerxes

plundered, and, perhaps, destroyed the temple of Belus. Babylon was the chief city

of the empire even in the time of Alexander, who attempted in vain to restore the

temple of Belus, then a gigantic mass of ruins; but when Seleucus Nicator built

Seleucia, and transferred to it the seat of government, Babylon gradually lost its

ancient importance ; it was neglected, and decreased in population ; Demetrius Polior-

cetes found there but two fortresses; Evemerus, king of Parthia, burnt many of its

temples, and the best part of the houses (b.c. 127); in the time of Augustus, by far

the larger part of the city was added to the fields; and Strabo describes it as a vast

desert. Its vicinity became the stronghold of robbers and highwaymen; it was
avoided both by natives and by strangers; in the time of Jerome its area was, perhaps,

used by the kings of Persia as a park for hunting; but in the fifth century of the

present era, the soil had become almost one large marsh, since the canals drawn from the

Euphrates had been filled up; only some Jewish families, with the tenacity belonging

to their race, occupied some wretched and scattered houses, whilst even the Euphrates

had long changed its course; in the tenth century hardly any remains of the town

1
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were left; and in the twelfth, according to Benjamin of Tudela, huge ruins only of

the temple of Nebuchadnezzar were visible; but the serpents and scorpions which had

selected them for their retreat, rendered the attempt of approaching them an impossi-

l)ility. Tluis was the proud city, from the abode of the masters of the world, fallen

into a den for beasts of prey and reptiles; into a confused quarry, which yielded

stones for obscure villages, and for the repair of shattered huts. The most vehement

predictions of the Hebrew prophets have been literally realized. For many cen-

turies, these heaps of rocks and sand were regarded by the straying traveller with

mingled horror and humiliation ; but, at last the awakening spirit of historical investiga-

tion made them the object of persevering and intelligent enquiry; the veil which hid

the ancient glories was lifted; the earth gave back the treasures which it had devoured;

and Time, which had once destroyed, has now abundantly, though tardily restored.

We have, in the larger edition of this work, added an appendix to the tenth chapter,

embodying a brief sketch of the excavations and their results: we have tried to pro-

duce before the reader a summary of the labours of Rich and Botta, of Layard and

Rawlinson, and of those energetic explorers who were besides them occupied on the

banks of the Euphrates and Tigris. The names of these men will ever be illustrious

in the history of antiquarian learning; for they will be associated with empires tiie

astonisiiment and the terror of the ancient world.

7. Besides Babel, several other towns or provinces M-ere subdued by Nimrod; they

were, therefore, considered as the seats of an early civilisation or commerce, and worthy

of being mentioned in connection with Babel. The first of these towns is Erech,

There is at present no doubt, that it is identical with Orchoe of Ptolemy, within the

marshes formed by the canals of the Euphrates, in the direction of Arabia Dcserta;

and that it corresponds with the little place Wurka. It is situated 82 miles south, and

43 miles east from Babylon, on the Euphrates; its vicinity is covered with a vast mound,

called El Assagah (the place of pclibles), or Irka and Irak, clearly echoing the old name

Erech. It seems to have been a holy city, consecrated to the Moon ; for, many of the

bricks that have been examined bear a monogram of that deity. It was, further, un-

doubtedly a burial-town or necropolis; for an almost unlimited number of tombs and

coffins has here been found, whilst they have never been met with in any part of Assyria.

" Here, probably, arc to be sought the ruins of the tombs of the old Assyrian kings,

which were an object of curiosity to Alexander, and which are laid down in that exact

locality in the old monkish map, usually called Peutingerian tables." The names of

the Greek kings, Seleucus and Antiochus, occurring in cuneiform characters, on tablets

found in Wurka, prove that it existed to a late period when many of the larger towns

had long disappeared. The inhabitants of Orclioe were, most likely, those Orcheni,

whom Strabo describes as an astronomical sect of Chaldeans, near Babylon; and

Pliny as agriculturists who banked up the waters of the Euphrates, and compelled

them to flow into the Tigris; but whom Ptolemy designates an Arabian people near

the Persian Gulf. In this double statement, we may find a trace of the Cushite origin

of the inhabitants of Erech, whilst the astronomical skill which is attributed to them
may countenance the opinion regarding its sacred connection with the moon. The
Orcheni were, at a very early period, governed by kings of the Chaldean race.

8. Accad, about the site of which even modern writers believed it impossible to give

any decisive opinion, is, by recent researches, indisputably identified; and the

various readings of Archad and Accur, which are given by Greek and Syriac transla-

tors, and which have misled former expositors into vague conjectures, are, by the same
discoveries, sufficiently accounted for. About 58 miles north, and 13 miles east of

Babel, is a large mound, about 400 feet in circumference, and rising to the height of

125 feet; on it stands a tower, or an irregular pyramid, almost entirely decayed, and
constantly increasing the crumbling rubbish of the basis on which it rises. This mound

N
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is still called, by the Arabs and Turks, "the Hill of Nimrod" (Tel Nimroud, and Nim-

roLid Tepasse); and here, near Baghdad, is a little place, now called Akker-Kiif, Akari

Nimi'oud, or Akari Babel;— the scanty vestiges of a town once undoubtedly great

and powerful, and, perhaps, strongly fortified.

9. Calneh is a town of the ancient province Chalonitis, probably CtestpJton,

on the Tigris, opposite Seleucia, about eighteen miles below the present Baghdad. The

town itself may formerly have borne the same name, Calneh, which was only later

changed by the Parthian king Pacorus, when it was much enlarged, became a royal

residence, and one of the most important towns. The prophet Amos already mentions

it as a powerful citadel. In the time of Tacitus it was still a noble city, the emperor

Severus carried off from thence 100,000 captives; and Odenathus was unable to destroy

its walls. Later, the two royal toivns (Ctesiphon and Seleucia) were comprised under

one name, Al Madain; and at present, the ruins of Taki Kesra, with the Arch of

Chosroes, perhaps belonging to the once famous White Temple of the Persian kings,

ai'e alone left to indicate their former site.

The four towns. Babel, Erech, Accad, and Calneh, are said to have been situated in

the land of Shinar. If the position of these towns is, in the preceding remarks,

correctly assumed, it is evident that Shinar corresponds with Babylonia itself; it is,

not only in our passage, but in Isaiah, distinguished from Assyria; it is, further,

different from Mesopotamia; but yet, it had its defined boundaries, and was governed

by kings; it is not only in the Old Testament clearly used for Babylon, but the

Se])tuagint renders it so in several passages; ancient writers identify both names;

and even later Syriac historians call the region round Baghdad the land of Shinar, and

explain it by Babel. Shinar is, therefore, the southern district of Mesopotamia, from

the Persian Gulf to the so-called Median Wall, which separated it fi'om Mesopotamia

Proper, and which ran from the Tigris, a little north of Sittace, across the plain to the

Euphrates; in the west and south-west, however, Shinar extended beyond the Euphrates

to the tracts of Arabia. These are, therefore, the original boundaries of Babylonia,

or Shinar, or the land of the Chaldees. It is natural that, later, when Babylon became

the mistress of Asia, that name should have comprised by far more extensive territories.

From Shinar, Nimrod continued his expedition into Asshur, and built here Nineveh,

and several other great and important cities. — The original extent of Assyria

or Aturia, was very limited; it consisted merely of a long and narrow tract between

the Tigris and the chain of Mount Zagrus in the east, and reaching northward to the

boundaries of Armenia, or to Mount Niphates ; and it coincided, therefore, as nearly

as possible, with the present Pashalik of Mosul, It is well known that later writers

attributed to it an almost unlimited territory; they identified it with Mesopota-

mia, Babylon, and Chaldea; they included in it Tyre and the Lebanon, Syria,

and sometimes even the tribes of the Pontus Euxinus; whilst the Greeks, with a re-

markable confusion, called the AssjTians and Babylonians together, not unfrcqucntly,

Syrians. The cities which are mentioned in our verses, besides Nineveh, show that

Asshur denotes here, as in ii. 14, a land much more comprehensive than its primitive

extent; but though it includes undoubtedly northern, it certainly does not embrace

southern Mesopotamia, which was expressed by " the land of Shinar."

10. Nineveh was, among the ancient nations, famed for its greatness and magni-

ficence; it was considered larger than Babylon, and was, in fact, the largest town

of antiquity. The prophet Jonah describes it as a city of three days' journey, with

120,000 children, or " individuals that cannot discern between their right hand and their

left hand;" and it must therefore have had a population of at least 600,000 inhabi-

tants; but after its destruction, the imagination of ancient authors was busy in exag-

gei'ating its magnitude, till it was endowed with almost fabulous splendour. But its

growth was very gradual ; in our passage it appears as inferior to Reseu ; the oldest palace,
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or thnt at the north-west siilc of Nimrond, was not erected before r. 0.900; and tho

principal building of Konyunjik, tlie greatest glory of Nincveb, was only founded by

Sennacherib, about B.C. 700. In this time, it is expressly mentioned as the residence

of the Assyrian monarehs; and the prophetic announcements of Assyria's downfall

are henceforth chiefly directed against Nineveh. In this period, the commerce of

Nineveh was of prodigious extent; it commanded not only the trade down the navi-

gable Tigris, and entertained a constant intercourse with all parts of Mesopotamia,

facilitated by the ford of Balad, where the river is passable without a bridge; but its

caravans travelled to the distant east and north; it was the centre of the Asiatic com-

merce, and the connecting point between the east and west; and its merchants, who
formed its wealth and strength, are, by the prophet Naluim, said to have been more

numerous than the stars. But the day when they should pay with their power fur

their growing pride and arrogance did not tarry; Nineveh was, about n.c. 025, by

the united armies of Cyaxarcs, king of ]\Tedia, and of Nabopolassar, king of Babylon,

converted into a heap of stones, which soon lost even the resemblance of a city; for

not more than 200 years later, Xenophon passed these ruins, without knowing that he

Itelicld the remains of the most magnificent city of the ancient world ; and though Alex-

ander the Great was in their vicinity, before the battle of Arbela, none of his historians

mentions their existence; and later writers class Nineveh among the cities which

have tracelessly disappeared. They have, indeed, preserved the traditions concern-

ing the tombs of Ninus and of Sardanapalus; but how vague this information was, is

jirovcd by Ovid, who places the tomb of Ninus near Babylon. Under Claudius and

the succeeding emperors, however, a Roman colony, called Niniva Claudiopolis,

existed either on the site or in the vicinity of ancient Nineveh; the name of the latter

is repeatedly mentioned by the Arabic writers of the middle ages, by Benjamin of

Tudela and Abulftiraj, and frequently by Assemani; and all of them state correctly

its situation on the eastern bank of the Tigris, opposite Mosul, although they write it

sometimes Ninawi, and sometimes Ninuc. The ruins which have attracted the atten-

tion of the travellers at the end of the preceding and the beginning of the present

centuiy, have now been carefully examined ; and palaces have been excavated which,

even in their dilapidated and crumbled state, excite amazement; their designs have

been restored, and the inscriptions partially deciphered. The palace of Kouyunjik,

opposite Mosul, was no doubt the residence of the kings of Assyria; and the area im-

mediately .surrounding it is the site of ancient Nineveh.

11. The situation of Rehoboth Iris uncertain, especially because this was a name
given, like Succoth, to many towns, and occurring in almost every province. The
greatest probability is, however, in favour of tliose extensive ruins on the eastern bank

of the Euphrates, which lie about four miles south-west of the town Mayadin, and

which still bear the name of Rehoboth.

12. But almost unquestionably the town Calah is to be identified with the large

mound KaJah Sherghat, which lies about fifty-five miles south of Mosul, on tlic right

bank of the Tigris. Calah possessed one of the most extensive palaces, and it is, on

the black obelisk of the central palace of Nimroud, several times mentioned as tiio

residence of the king.

1.3. Between Calah and Nineveh, that is, between Kalah Shergat and Kouyunjik,

wn« situated liesen, emphatically and pre-eminently called the great town. It appears

to us undeniable, if reliance is at all to be placed upon the accuracy of the survey recent-

ly made of the mounds and rains of Mesopotamia, that Resen is identical with Nim-
roud, that once magnificent locality, the remains of which still form a parallelogr.am of

about 1,800 feet in length, and 900 in breadth; wliich consists at least of seven diflerent

extensive and noble buildings; and which includes sonic of the earliest monuments of

Assyrian art. It is situated al)out four geographical miles south of Kouyunjik, and
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nine nortli of Kalah Shergat. tlins completely agreeing, in its position, with the Bihlical

description. Ninu-oud seems, then, eitlier not at all, or at least not in early times, to

have belonged to the town of Nineveh; it appears not to have been enclosed within the

same walls with Kouyunjik; and we can only for certain periods,-if at all, admit, that

Nineveh formed a square, the extreme points of which were, Kouyunji!?, Khorsabad, Nim-

roud, and Karauiles.—According to Diodorus, Nineveh consisted of an oblong square,

the two longer sides of which measured 150, the smaller 90 stadia; and had, therefore,

like Babylon, a circumference of 480 stadia, or upwards of .55 miles, which would agree

with the three days' journey of the prophet Jonah. For, from Kouyunjik to Khor-

sabad is about 12 miles; from Khorsabad down to Karamles, 15; and, if from here a

line be drawn to the Tigris, 13 miles long, we have, from this point up to Kouyunjik,

again 15 miles; which four distances, forming almost a complete parallelogram, make

the stated number of 55 miles. Nimroud would then lie 7 miles south of the point of

the Tigris, which formed the south-western boundary of Nineveh.

II, MiZRAiM, that is, Egypt, is the second son of Gush (ver. 6). A considera-

tioTi of the physiognomy and bodily structure of the Egyptians proves, that they

are, with indisputable correctness, derived from the Hamites, provided that this term

be properly understood. It is not necessary to consider all Egyptians as negroes, black

in complexion, and curly-haired; this is contradicted by their mummies, and their

portraits; the former exhibit mostly the osteology, and the latter the physiognomy of

an Asiatic or Arabic race; they show the skull and the facial outline of the Caucasians;

they are, indeed, darker in complexion ; brown, with a tinge of red, and great varieties

in the shades; they have often a fuller lip, and a more elongated, almond-shaped eye,

half-shut and languishing, and turned up at the outer angles; sedate and placid coun-

tenances, round and soft features, and large mouths: but these differences are suffi-

ciently accounted for, partly by the influences of the climate, and partly by the inter-

marriages with the western or Libyan, and the southern or Nubian and Ethiopian

races: the valley of the Nile was, no doubt, very early peopled by tribes emigrating

from the north and east; and this historical fact was preserved by the tradition, that

the Hamites comprise both Arabic and Egyptian nations; although the results of the

comparative study of languages are not yet sufficientlj' established to guarantee a lin-

guistic relationship also. Blumenb.ach discovered three varieties of physiognomy on

the Egyptian paintings and sculptures; and he describes the general or national type

as possessing " a peculiarly turgid habit, flabby cheeks, a short chin, large prominent

eyes, and a plump form of body." The present Copts exhibit further a certain ap-

proximation to the Negro; they have a yellowish, dusky complexion; a puffed face;

swollen eyes; a broad, flat, and short nose, and dilated nostrils; thick lips, a large

month, placed at a considerable distance from the nose; projecting cheek-bones; black

and crisp hair and beard; crooked legs, and long, flat feet: for, the influences above

alluded to, have, in the course of milleniiiutiis, confirmed and increased the modifica-

tions from the original type. The descendants of Mizraim are:—
1. The Ltjdim (ver. 13.) They were a warlike nation, famed for their skill with

the spear and the bow, and therefore sought for as auxiliary troops by the Egyp-
tians and Tyrians. It is cle.ar that we must here understand an African nation, and

that therefore the Lydians of Asia Minor cannot be meant (see on ver. 22). As con-

jecture alone is left in a case where all certain notices or inferences fail, we venture to

identify Lud here with Letopotis, which is, by Stephanus Byzantius, and some ancient

travellers, called Letus. Towns dedicated to the goddess Leto, who is identical with

Athor, one of the eight higher deities of Egypt, were both ancient and numerous, and

later, even a part of Alexandria was called Letoeis. Letopolis, or Letus, was

situated in Lower Egypt, just at the beginning of the Delta, a few miles north of

Memphis, and belonging to this nomos.

J
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2. About the Anamim who aie mentioned in no other part of the Old Testament,

but who, no doubt, likewise represent either an Egyptian or an Eihiopian town, it

is still less pos'Sible to give any Ueeided opinion. It is scarcely profitable to mention the

various suppositious which have been hazarded on so obscure a point. If we were

j)crmitted to increase the number of conjectures, we should point to the similarity of

Anam and Aiiotib, and propose that the Anamim are either the inhabitants of a town

consecrated to the god Anoubis, who corresjionds to the Greek Hermes, and is

represented with the head of a dog, or the worshippers of that deity generally, whose

adoration wus,liowever,chiefly concentrated in the Cynopolite district, a iiunie of Middle

Egypt of the Heptanomis, with the capital CynopoUs But; both in the Delta, and in

other parts of the country, were cities of the same name, proving the great extent of

that religious worship.

3. The Lehabim are undoubtedly the Libyans, who are in other passages, with a

contraction common in Hebrew, called Lubim That name is almost everywhere coupled

with Ethiopia and Egypt; and, in fact, Libya, in ancient geography, where it is not

iguorautly made a part of Asia or Europe, comprises the third large territory which,

together with the former two, constitutes the continent of Africa, It was considered

to be bounded by the Nile in the east, and the Atlantic ocean in the west; it reached,

in the north, to the Mediterranean; but the southern limits were extended with the

progress of geographical knowledge. The existence, and vast extent of Libya, Mere

known to the Hebrews through the Plioenicians, who explored and colonised it at an

early period, though they took every possible precaution not to admit others into this

new field of enterprize and wealth, which yielded them gold and precious stones,

ivory and aromatics. A more careful investigation of the interior of Africa was

reserved to our own age, and it has been commenced with encouraging results. Men
who will be immortal in the history of geography, have risked their lives in the ardent

pursuit of knowledge.

4. We take the Naphtuhim for the inhabitants of the Libyan town Napata, in the

north of the province of Meroe, probably at tlie eastern extremity of that curve

of the Nile which skirts the desert of Buhiouda. It was the capital of an Ethiopian

kingdom, and a royal residence, and belonged to the richest and most magnificent

towns of Africa. Its connection with Egypt is proved by the character of the monu-

ments preserved among its ruins. A temple dedicated to Osiris, and another sacred

to Ammon, both on the western bank of the Nile, contain religious sculptmes of ad-

mirable execution; they are built after the plan of the great Egyptian temples, and

are adorned with avenues of sphinxes. There is, besides, a necropolis, on the gate-

way of which Osiris is represented as receiving gifts as the god of the lower world.

The pyramids, wliich are built of sand-stone, are in a dilapidated state, but are still

infallible witnesses of the wealth and perseverance of their constructors. Two lions

of red granite, of exquisite design and execution, dating from the time of the

eighteenth Egyptian dynasty, the one bearing the name of Amuneph III., the other

tliat of Amuntuonch, were brought to England by Lord Prudhoe. The position of

Napata favoured the enterprising inhaljiiants in their extensive commercial schemes;

it lay within the route of several important caravans; it connected Arabia

and Libya, and interchanged their respective products. This city was, theie-

forc, important enough to claim, in the genealogical list, a place among the

dependencies of Egypt; it flourished through many centuries, till it was (in b.c. 22),

under Augustus taken and plundered by Petronius; after which time it rapidly declined,

and soon entirely disappeared.

5. The rathrusim are undoubtedly the land and the people of Upper Eyypt, or

Thebais; for tlie proper noun, Patliros, is an Egyptian name, signifying the aout/ieni

ountry.so that it might possibly include Nubia also; and the district of Thebais is, by
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Roman writers, callcil 7iomus Phaturites. Although the word Mizraim inchided originally

Thebuis, the latter is often expressly added, not only on account of its magnitude and

importance, but of the independent attitude which it frcfjueutly assumed in opposition

to the kings of Memphis; so that it is called by the prophet Ezekiel, the origin of the

Egyptian empire; as it seems, indeed, to have been the first colonized part of the

country, and the earliest birth-place of Egyptian civilization. It is, however, but natural

that, in a geographical list, the part should be subordinated to the whole, though the

former may, chronologically, have been of earlier existence. The extent of Upper
Egypt is almost fixed by natural boundaries; it is a narrowing valley, included be-

tween the islands of Philae and Elephantine in the south, and the apex of the Delta

(near Cercasorum) in the north; this is the primitive land, whilst from thence, north-

wards, begin the alluvial plains which form Lower Egypt, and which are in their

climate, their fauna, and their flora, markedly different from the former. In Upper

Egypt, the sycamore and the acacia arc rarely seen, whilst the palm-tree assumes new

and characteristic forms, and the crocodile and jackal, the hippopotamus and the

byena, occur in greater numbers. Later, that district was subdivided into two parts,

the more northern one, or Middle Egypt (Heptanomis), from the Delta to Hermopolis

Magna; and the southern part, or Upper Egypt Proper (or the Thebaid), from Her-

mopolis to Syenc and Philae. The prophet Isaiah, therefore, appropriately places

Pathros between Mizraim and Gush, or Lower Egypt and Ethiopia.

6. The Casluhim seem to be the inhabitants of the primitive Egyptian town Cliem-

nis, later called Panopolis, which was the capital of one of the principal districts

of the Thebaid, or of Pathros; and belonged to the most ancient settlements of

Egypt. The name of Ham, or Cham, itself, is evidently contained in its appel-

lation, and this town was no doubt holy to Chem, the Egyptian Pan. The Doric

heroes deduced their origin from Chemnis, through Perseus, who was here wor-

shipped, probably as Pthah or Vulcan, in a magnificent temple, fortified by a

strong wall, surrounded by a plantation of date-trees, and adorned by colossal

statues; and if the Greek tribes had a tradition of their origin from Chemnis, it is

certainly permitted to suppose that the earliest colonisers of Philistia emigrated

from the same once powerful and populous district; but as they are, in some passages,

represented as settlers from the Caphtorim, who are next mentioned in our text, they

may have been increased from that source ; and Caphtor may, for some time, have been

the abode of Casluhim also, who later joined their kinsmen in Philistia, when the

latter had here acquired territory and power.

7. About the Philistim see Commentary on Exodus, pp. 230 and 273, Their

power, and the light in which they were regarded by the Israelites, may be inferred

from the vehement prophecies pronounced against them.

8. We identify Ca/)/i<or with Coptos, a chief city in the Upper Thebaid, a few miles

north of Thebes, and at present called Kouft, or Keft. The Coptites carried on

an extensive caravan trade between Libya and Egypt, and Arabia and India; in

their immediate neighbourhood were the great porpliyry-quai'riesj and the ad-

joining hills yielded emeralds and other precious stones. The city remained

long in a flourishing state, and was still important in the latest time of Roman
emperors; and that it was of a very early origin, is testified by the ruins still extant

in Kouft, which bear the name of Thothmes HI., the same whom some authors

declare to have been the Pharaoh at the time of the Exodus. It is natural that

a people so habitually engaged in distant commercial journeys, should be easily tempted

to emigration; a considerable number left Coptos and joined the Casluhim, in the

southern plains of the coast of Canaan, where, after having subdued and extirpated

the tribes which had before occupied those tracts, they either assumed, or received

the uame of the "emigrants"; but so that Philistia itself was sometimes called the
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maritime country of Caphtor, and tliat they obtained, either by their number or by

their courage, the ascendancy over tlie former kindred settlers, who were later no more

mentioned among the po])ulation of Philistia. And if we, besides, suppose that the

district of Chemniis comprised originally Coptos also, as there are, indeed, traces of

a much higher antiquity of the former, and that from thence the first emigrants pro-

ceeded to Philistia; whilst later, when the population of Coptos grew, otlicr colonists

followed: we shall have another reason why the Philistines are here represented as

settlers from tlie Casluhim, and later from the Caphtorim.

III. Phut is, in the Old Testament, either coupled with Cush and Lud, or

the Ludim, or with Cush and Persia; the former connection desciibes it as an African

nation; the latter as a warhke, well-armed tribe, desired as allies, and dreaded as

enemies. We may explain Phut by Buto, or Butos, the capital town of the Delta of the

Nile, on its Sebcnuytic arm, and the southern shore of the Butic lake. A city famous

for tiic temples and oracle of the goddess Buto (the Greek Leto), of Horus (Apollo),

and Bubastis (Artemis), is still traceable in the modern Kem Kasir. As it is

more than improbable that in the whole genealogy of Ham, there should not be one

representative of the people of Lower Egypt, which became of such painful interest to

the Hebrews, the almost perfect resemblance of the names of Put and Buto, may not

improperly lead us to suppose their actual identity.

IV. The youngest son of Ham is Canaan. The descendants here ascribed to

him (vers. 15—19), fix the extent of the land which bears his name, from the boun-

daries of Syria in the north, to Gaza, or almost the Egyptian frontier, in the south,

including Phojnicia, and those parts of the southern coast which were not inhabited by

the Philistines, whilst it is in the east bounded by the Jordan, although its more power-

ful tribes manifested a tendency to spread beyond its banks, in the tempting districts of

Gilead. If we allow tlie author of the Pentateuch any geographical knowledge at

all, we must admit him to have been familiar with the inhabitants of Canaan, their

character and their origin; and if he distinctly represents them as belonging to the

race of Ham, it is bold, indeed, on the part of some critics, to transform them into

Shcmites; for which dictatorial assertion, the only alleged reasons are, that the kings

of the Philistines had the Shemitic name, Abimelech; that the five Philistine towns

also have Shemitic appellations, and the Hebrews apparently understood the language

of the Philistines; whilst they were unable to converse with the Egyptians. Now it is,

in the first place, obvious, that in these arguments the Philistines are tacitly substituted

for the Canaanites, whilst both are in our list represented as different nations. Further,

there scarcely exists a more precarious support than that derived from linguistic infer-

ences; modern studies in comparative philology have shown the relationship of the prin-

cipal Asiatic and African languages, and have proved especially the general analogy in

the primitive, or fundamental notions. That many Hebrews should, in the course of

time, have learnt to understand the idioms of the Philistines and Canaanites, is but

natural, if we consider their constant intercourse, the vicinity of their domiciles, and

their frequent, though unlawful, intermarriages, none of which circumstances assisted

them in acquiring the language of the Egyptians. Nor can it be surprising that after

the Hebrews had been for many centuries the chief occupants of Canaan, their lan-

guage should have been called the " tongue of Canaan," whereas we have positive

pri>ofs that the Hebrews did not even generall}- understand the Araraoean language, of

Avhich the Canaanitish idiom is said to be a dialect. If the candid student is, indeed,

willing to penetrate into the spirit of the Biblical records, he must perceive the direct

opjiosition which prevails throughout between the Canaanites and the Hebrews; in

their religious notions and their social organisation; in their ultimate aims and their

ordinary pursuits. The former emigrated into the land from the south, the others from

the east; the one transplanted into their new abodes all the superstitions and abomiua-
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tions which they had inherited from theif race, whilst the first settler of the others was

a believer in the one Almighty God, the possessor of heaven and earth ; the one were

scattered into many isolated tribes, each ruled by its own sovereign, and following its

own policy, and not unfrequently raging in internecine wars, whilst the Hebrews per-

petually strove to effect, and ultimately succeeded in obtaining, a political unity under

one common head; if worldly splendour, or military renown, formed the highest ambi-

tion of the Canaanites, the constant aim of the Israelites was the amelioration of their

morals, and the strengthening of their religion; and if the one were reputed as a

nation of traders, the others were intended as a kingdom of priests, and a holy

nation. It is impossible to conceive a greater national difference than that which

existed both in the feelings and the life of the two nations ; and the war of destruction

Cixrried on between them with almost unparalleled virulence, proves that the internal

antagonism was so vehement that not even centuries could remove it. But if it is

objected that Canaan must, by its position, necessarily be a Shemitic country, we remind

the reader that the Canaanites were as little as the Hebrews regarded as indigenous;

that Hamites and Shemites lived promiscuously both in Arabia and Mesopotamia; and

that if the former inhabited Egypt far beyond the Delta, there is no reason why they

should not have spread a little more northward into the plains of Canaan. There is,

indeed, a variety of ancient authorities in support of the origin of the Phoenicians

from the shores of the Persian Gulf and the southern parts of Arabia, and the

objections of recent writers are insufBcient to overthrow their statements.

1. Sidon was the first-born son of Canaan; and this name includes here Tyre and

the other Phoenician towns in Canaan also. Phoenicia was that nan"ow slip of land,

scarcely twelve miles broad, between the Mediterranean Sea and Mount Lebanon, ex-

tending about 120 miles from north to south, between Aradus and the river Chorseas

or Crocodilon. Sidon was situated on the Mediterranean Sea, four hundred stadia

south of Berytus, in a plain scarcely one Roman mile in extent, with a double harbour,

the inner one serving as a shelter for the vessels dui'ing the winter. It was built on a

rising mound, protected by the sea on the north and west, whilst the bed of a river

formed a natural fosse to the south, and the high hills shielded it to the east. To its

position as well as to the enterprising character of its inhabitants, Sidon owed, at a very

early period, an exceeding prosperity, so that it was generally considered the chief

town of Phoenicia; was both by Biblical and profane writers used to designate the

whole countiy; received the denomination of " the great city"; and was able to send

out numerous important colonies, not only to the districts in its own vicinity, but

to Cyprus and the coast of Asia Minor, to Rhodes and Crete, to Cilicia and Caria,

and the Cycladic Islands, to Imbros, Lemnos, and especially Thasos, where the gigantic

mining operations caused the astonishment of later travellers ; to the coast of Thrace

and Euboea, and even to some parts of Sicily and the islands which lie between it

and Africa; to Sardinia and Spain, where they founded Gadeira, or Cadiz, at least as

early as B.C. 1100; to the coast of Cornwall and the tin districts, and the Baltic or the

amber shores; to the northern parts of Africa, where Carthage, Utica, Hippo, and other

towns soon obtained wealth and importance; whilst Tyre surpassed all in power, and

was, already in the seventh century before Christ, regarded as the representative of Phoe-

nician greatness; and though here not even mentioned, it was admitted to exercise the so-

vereignty over Sidon, and other towns. The commerce of the Sidonians was lucrative

and extensive, chiefly in their manufactures of glass and excellent linen, in purple

dyes and perfumes, and the numberless valuable articles which they acquired in

their distant journeys and voyages. The)- were also reputed and sought as skilful

builders, and as mariners, who were the first to steer by observation of the stars;

" whilst their gold and silver vessels, trinkets, and works in bronze and ivory, were

esteemed both by Hebrews and Greeks. Although Sidou was, in the ideal distribu-
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tion of Canaan, assigned, by Joshua, to the tribe of Asher. it belonged to those cities

which were never conquered, and it entered even into alliances with the deadliest

foes of the Israelites, and undertook aggressive wars against them, if they did not ac-

tually compel them into temporary submission. Sidon suiTendered itself to Shal-

maneser; but was, both under Assyrian and Chaldean, and Persian dominion, permitted

to choose its own rulers; it retained a considerable fleet, and made, under Artaxerxes

Ochus, a valiant, though unsuccessful, attempt at independence; ahazardous step, which

ended in its capture and destruction. The town wiis rebuilt, and stood thenceforth

successively under the Macedonian and Egyptian, under the Syrian and Roman sceptre.

At present, there is a little town, Saida, somewhat to the west of the ancient Sidon,

belonging to the Turkish Pashalik of Acre, with about 8,000 inhabitants, who seem to

have inherited a part of the commercial spirit of the ancient merchant princes.—The
language of the Phoenicians had, indeed, a remarkable affinity with the Hebrew and

other Shemitic dialects; the testimony of St. Jerome and St. Augustine, the Pcenulus

of Plautus, and the bilingual inscriptions found at Athens, are no more the only proofs

of that relationship; it is irrefragably established by the inscription on the Carthaginian

tablet discovered at Marseilles, and by that on the sarcophagus of king Eshmun-Ezer,

found a few years since; by far the greatest portion of both consists of Hebrew roots.

But yet, if even the Phoenician dialect should not be included in the " language of

Canaan," which Isaiah mentions as a distinct idiom, the Phoenicians were not, at least

in the commencement of their contact with the Hebrew nation, animated with brotherly

feelings towards it; they aimed at its extermination; and it was only in the time

of David, when the Hebrew monarchy began to flourish, that the worldly shrewdness,

for which they were proverbially noted, induced them to cultivate a friendship which

promised, and, indeed, procured them unusual advantages. And if they were, fur-

ther, distinguished by the darker hue of their complexion, their derivation from the

Hamites is the more justified.

2. The Hittites, who sprang from Heth, lived in the southern part of Palestine,

around Hebron and Beersheba; in the mountainous tracts near the Amorites; in Bethel,

and in several other districts; spreading so extensively, that the "land of the Hittites"

was used for Canaan in its widest extent. They inhabited Canaan already in the

time of Abraham; and ranked still among the chief tribes at the period of Joshua's

conquests; but they were made tributary by Solomon, although a part of them re-

mained, even in later centuries, under their own kings, and had not even disappeared

after the exile.

3. The Jebusites had their chief abodes, as is well known, in and around Jeru-

salem, which bore the name Jebns; but they lived also in the mountains of Judah,

which they shared with the Hittites and the Amorites. Though defeated by Joshua,

they remained the masters of their town Jebus, which was unsuccessfully attacked by

the tribe of Judah; assailed, with the same unfavourable result, by the Benjamites, at a

later period ; and conquered only by the valour and perseverance of David ; after which

time it became the centre of the Hebrew monarchy. The Jebusites, however, who are

still mentioned after the exile, were never entirely extirpated; Solomon made a por-

tion of them tributary; but the rest maintained themselves even in Jerusalem.

4. The Amorites seem to have been the most powerful acid the most numerous tribe

among the Canaanites; they are frequently taken as denoting the inhabitants of the

whole land, and as representing the multifarious forms of their idolatry; they lived not

only in the west of the Jordan, in the mountains of Judah, but also in the east between

the rivers Amon and Jabbok, and, perhaps, northward to Mount Hernion; and they

formed on both sides powerful kingdoms, five on the westera, and two on the eastern

side (Hcshbon and Bashan), all distinguished by tluir military fame and their wealth.

Though subdued by Moses, and deprived by himof their transjordauic possessions, which
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were assigned to Kcuben, Gad, and a part of Manasseli, and tliougli, in the west abo,

conquered by Joshua, they wore far from being annihihited; they vexed the Israelites

fretjuently during tlie whole period of the Judges; but they were subdued by Solomon,

and remained in submission till after the exile.

5. The habitations of the Girgasites are nowhere clearly alluded to in the Old

Testament; they are, however, mentioned in a connection which places them, with

some probability, in the middle part of western Palestine.

6. The Hivites, who apparently lived for a long time under a republican form of go-

vernment, gathered round two chief centres; first, in the middle of Palestine, in Shechem

aud Gibeon, and secondly, in the north, near the foot of Hermon and Lebanon. But, as

they did not belong to the more powerful tribes, they were often included under the name
of the Amorites; the princes of Shechem, as well as the inhabitants of Gibeon, are alter-

nately called Hivites and Amorites; it is, therefore, unnecessary to suppose, that they

gradually extended northward, and conquered a part of the territory of the Amorites.

They were defeated by Joshua in the great battle against the united Canaanites; but

were, perhaps, only compelled to retire westward; for, in the time of David even

they still inhabited their own to^vns; and Solomon, unable to extenninate them,

imposed upon them a tribute.

7. The Arkites are, as Josephus states with great probability, the inhabitants

of Area or Arce, a Phoenician town at the north-western foot of the Lebanon,

between Tripolis and Antaradus, one parasang from the sea. Here an early and

famous worship of Astarte (Venus) was established; the town was flourishing in the

time of Alexander the Great, to whom a temple was here erected; it preserved its im-

portance under the Roman emperors; here Alexander Severus was born; but it bore

the name of Csesarea (Libani) already before this event. It is later very frequently

mentioned by Arabic writers; but, although it successfully resisted a long siege of the

first Crusaders, and preserved its prosperity even after its capture under the reign of

Baldwin I., it fell a prey to the unrelenting ravages of the Mamlooks. Its ruins are

still extant at Tel Arka, four miles south of the Nahr-el-Kebir.

8. In the immediate neighbourhood of Arka stood a mountain fortress of the name

SiMwas, chiefly inhabited by the marauders who infested the Lebanon; and, though

it was destroyed after various sieges and wars, the site preserved the name of Sini;

and a little village, called Syn, at a small distance from the river Area, existed still in

the fifteenth century. This is, no doubt, the locality of the Siuites,

9. The Arvadites are unquestionably the inhabitants of the celebrated little

island Aradus, on the northern coast of Phoenicia, about two miles from the continent,

opposite Antaradus. It is no more than seven stadia in circumference, and is, there-

fore, described, by Strabo, as a rock rising from the midst of the waves; it is elevated

in the centre, and steep at the sides. Sidonian exiles first peopled this uninviting

place, which, however, soon grew one of the most flourishing settlements, in wealth

and importance only inferior to Sidon and Tyre; and was itself enabled to send out

colonies, for instance, to Tarsus. After having been ruled by its own kings for many

centuries, it was compelled to yield, first to the authority of the Persians, and then to

the })Ower of Alexander the Great, and of Ptolemy Soter. But, far from declining,

it then rose to still greater prosperity; it was declared a city of refuge, by which right

its wealth was greatly increased; it, probably, regained its independence, issued again

its own coins, many of which are still extant; and, not long after, we find it offering

alliance and support to Antiochus the Great. But, from the time of Antiochus Epi-

phancs, the town was exposed to many and violent vicissitudes ; it passed into the

hands of Syria, Annenia, and Rome; and, in the reign of Constans, it was destroyed,

to be rebuilt no more. The island itself is still inhabited by about 3,000 persons, living

on fishery and navigation, and preserving the traditional skill of drawing fresh water
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from submarine sources ; wliilst the name of tlie village Ituad recalls the orifjinal name,

anil the niiissivc PhaMiician walls, partly prescrvcil in ilitfercnt })oints, bespeak its ancient

power anil magnificence.— The propiict Ezckiel mentions the men of Aradtis with

great enii)hasis, both as experienced mariners, anil brave scjldiers, in both which capa-

cities tliey rendered substantial service to Tvre, when in the zenith of its glory.

10. The connexion in which the Zemarites are here introduced, demands a loca-

lity either in Phoenicia or Syria; and, accordingly, the town Simyra, mentioned

by Strabo and other ancient geographers, has with almost universal consent been fixed

upon. Namely, about 24 miles soutii-east of Antaradus or Tortosa, near the river

Eleutherus, are considerable ruins, surrounded by rich plantations of mulberry and

other fruit-trees, and bearing the name of Sumrah. This is, probably, the site of the

ancient Simyra, which was, at certain times, under the dominion of the Anulians.

11. The Syrian town Hamath, called Epiphania by the Greeks and llomans,

on both sides of the river Orontcs, between Arethusa and Apamca, has become more

familiar to us by the recent discovery and explanation of the Assyrian inscriptions;

it occurs several times on the black pyramid, from which source we learn that it was,

like most of the other Syrian towns, attacked by the kings of Asshur, sought protection

in an alliance with neighbouring cities, and was several times defeated w ithout being

materially weakened; it even organised, under tlie King Arhulcna, an expedition

against the mighty king of Nineveh; but, according to the Assyrian monuments, it

Wiis subdued, together with its allies; though we find it, later, once more at war against

King Shalmaneser. It is, indeed, in the Old Testament, designated " the great

"

town, for it had extended its possessions far beyond its original limits; " a land of

llamath" is, therefore, sometimes mentioned, including the town Riblah, and the

extreme northern frontier of Palestine; whence it could, in our passage, be included

among the descendants of Canaan; and St. Jerome states, that, in his time, even

Antiochia, which is 101 miles north of Epiphania, was comprised under the name of

Hamath; it stood under its own king, and was, in the time of David, in alliance with

the Israelites; and though subdued in the reign of Jeroboam II,, the son of Joash,

it preserved a certain independent position, till it tempted the irresistible arms of the

Assyrian despots, who, when at last succeeding in conquering it, did not cease to

glory in this achievement with particidar pride. Its prosperity, however, was only

interrupted, not destroyed; it developed itself anew under the sovereignty of the

Syrians, rose to higher political importance in the middle ages, and is still one of the

most prosperous towns of Syria, with a very large population, and with the celebrated

immense Persian wheels, seventy or eighty feet in diameter, driven by force of the

current, for raising water to the upper town. A lofty mound marks the site of the

former castle.

These are the descendants of Canaan, who, though originally forming one great

family, spread through the wide extent of the country reaching from Sidon in

the north down to Gaza and Gerar in the south, and to the Dead Sea and the Jordan

in the east (vers. 19, 20), comprising also the territory of the aborigines and of the

Philistines. For to the districts of the latter belonged

Gerar, which was situated in a valley (perhaps the Vadi cl Scheria), in the south

of Palestine, near Beersheba, between Kadesh and Shur, and was inhabited chiefly

by a pastoral population; it was already, in the time of Abraham, presided over by

its own kings, and may, in those early ages, have exercised a political influence over

other parts of Philistia also. Its remains arc, perhaps, still extant in the ruins of

the old town Kbribet-el-Gerar, three leagues south-cast of Gaza, between this place

and Elusa.

The position and history of the strongly fortified Philistine town, Gaza, which

was, perhaps, the capital of the province, arc too indisputably known to require
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imore than a brief notice. It was situated on a lofty mound between Kaphia and

Ascalou, in tlie caravan and military road to Egypt, about 20 stadia from the Medi-

terranean Sea, where it conmianded the stormy harbour Majuiuas, later, in the reign of

Constantius, for a short time detached from it, under the name of Constantia. It

may, originally, like the whole district, have been inhabited by the Avim, till the latter

were from thence expelled by the immigrating Capthoiim, or Philistines. Although

Gaza was assigned to the men of Judah, and was, indeed, conquered by them, it

soon gained, and almost uninterruptedly maintained, its independence, except tliaf,

during a short time, it was subjected by the Egyptians, and, perhaps, by the King
Ilczekiah. Alexander the Great, astonished at the massiveness of its spacious walls,

and seriously humiliated by the resistance which he experienced, took it only after

a contest of five months, and after having erected the battering engines on an arti-

ficial mound 250 feet high, and a quarter of a mile in width ; however, he did not

destroy it; it played a prominent part in the subsequent wars; and seems, in the

limes of the Maccabees, to have recovered its ancient power. Destroyed by the king

Alexander Jannreus (b.c. 96), and rebuilt by the Eoman general Gabinius, it

belonged, first to Herod, then to the Roman province of Syria, and continued to be

an influential and independent town. Plutarch calls it the greatest city of Syria; it

had a senate, of five hundred members, and enjoyed a democratical govern-

ment; it struck its own coins, many of which are preserved, and prove that

it was a sacred city, and enjoyed the right of asylum, and that it was, at that time,

chiefly peopled by Greeks; for they bear the images of the principal Grecian deities,

and the inscriptions of Minos, and of Marna, who is the Cretan Jupiter; whilst the

fair which Hadrian here held for the sale of the captured Israelites, and to which it

owed for many centuries the name of Forum Hadi'iani, shows its commercial reputa-

tion. Although the inhabitants clung long with a rare tenacity to their pagan tradi-

tions, it became one of the earliest episcopal sees; and it is not inconsiderably mixed
up with many important events of the middle ages. A town in a rather neglected

state, but with more than 10,000 inhabitants, bears still the ancient name, Azzah,

the principal part of which is situated on a hill rising between 50 and 60 feet above

the surrounding plain, covered with gardens and orchards, whilst two suburbs stretch

out on the eastern and northern sides.

About Sodom, Gomorrah, Admah, and Zeboim, see the notes on xix. 4—25.

As our text evidently describes the boundary lines of the land of Canaan, i-unniug

from Sidon southward to Gaza, and thence eastward to the Dead Sea, to Sodom and

Gomorrah; it follows, that Lasha, the last town here mentioned, must be situated

beyond the Dead Sea, forming the utmost point to which Canaan was believed

to extend in the east. The position of Callirrhoe, therefore, which place is, by Jerome

and several ancient translators, understood to be Lasha, has every probability ; and it is

as unnecessary as it is fruitless to insist upon other conjectures. Whether a town was

ever founded near the celebrated hot sulphureous springs of the river Callin-hoe, has

been made doubtful by the recent examination of its valley, which is too narrow to

allow of the erection of extensive buildings ; but houses were here undoubtedly built for

the reception of the invalids who, like Herod, availed themselves ofthese salutary waters

;

the fragments of tiles and pottery still found at the principal spring, about one hour

and a half east of the Dead Sea, and the ancient (Roman) copper medals here discovered,

prove that this part was not uninhabited; and the limited extent of the place was suifi-

ciently overbalanced by its natural importance and its renown, to be employed, in our

passage, for the description of Canaan's eastern boundary. The river Callirrhoe, to which

the sulphur deposited on it imparts a brilliant yellow colour, precipitates itself, from rocks

between 80 and 150 feet high, forming a chasm 122 feet wide, into the plain; its

original hot stream is, within the space of half a mile, increased from four sources of
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an equal tpniperntun- (iibont 94^); and it rushes, in a southerly (lirection, with extreme

velocity into the Dead Sea. The valley itself, in which, during the summer, an op-

pressive temperature prevails, is densely covered with canes, aspens, and palm-trees.

III.—THE SIIE^^TES. Vekr. 21—31.

Our list passes, lastly, over to those branches of the human fimiily, which form the

chief interest of the Biblical narrative, and for whose sake principally this elaborate

pedigree has been inserted. That this was the clearly defined end of the author, is

obvious from the introductory remark, that Shem was " the father of all the children of

Eber"; he now hastens, with an almost impatient step, to the glorious ancestors of the

Hebrews, after having assigned to them their accurate position among the other nations

of the earth. Siicm is significantly called the elder brother of Japheth, not of Ham,
because he shoulil not even be compared with the curse-laden and frivolous man; and

although it was a historical fact, too generally adopted to be concealed, that the southern

regions of the globe were peopled before the northern and western parts, and that the

Hamites were more primitive than the Japhethites: the highest antiquity was, with

universal consent and great probability, ascribed to the central districts inhabited

by Shem.

I. Ei.AM not improperly occupies the first place among the Shemites. He repre-

sents the vast district of Elymais, which long maintained a respectable position by

the side of Assyria and Media, though it temporarily obeyed the former, and Baby-

lonia; it was govemeil by its own kings, and formed a most powerful commonwealth;

it was the only nation which, far from being subdued by the Parthians, imposed a tri-

bute upon them; it is, both by Biblical and profane writers, celebrated for its prowess

in battle and its skill in archery, though it was neither deficient in the ability nor the

perseverance for husbandry; and it was even in the time of the Persian empire so

jMjwerful, that the whole countrj* bore the name of Elam, and the capital, Susa, be-

longed to its territory. It is difficult to fix its exact boundaries, especially as the various

cliissical writers differ wideh' in their statements; no doubt, because the extent of the

district changed in diHerent times, according to the success of their arms, or the in-

vasions of mightier conquerors. In our passage, where it is distinguished from Assyria

as well as froju iledia (ver. 2), it most probably embraces the c6untries in the soutli

and east of these two empires, down to and along the Persian Gulf, and, no doubt,

comprising the territory of the later kingdom of Persia, which name is not mentioned

iu our list, and which Elara here represents. That it, however, does not include Ba-

iiyloiiia, needs scarcely to be remarked.

II. About AssHDR see pp. 178 and 174; from the remarks at the latter place, it will

be understood with what justice or propriety Asshur was included among the Shem-

ites, whilst its principal towns were peopled by Hamites (vers. 11, 12).

HI. Arphaxad is here evidently also intended as the representative of a nation, not

as a mere mythic person, denoting some abstract hist(jrical fact, as, for instance, the

" point of separation of the languages." In connection with Elam and Asshur,

nothing is more natural than to point to the northern district of Assyria, Arrhaphachilis,

which adjoins Media, and extends chiefly on the southern side of the Gordya;an moun-
tains.

The direct descendants of Arjjhaxad are the children of Eber, or the Hebrews, who
is the father of Peleg, but between the two former intervenes Salah as the connecting

link. We have here the only instance of a genealogical descent to the fourth genera-

tion; but it is enough to trace the apparent course of the progeny of Arphaxad. From
the boundaries of Armenia, his immediate descendants, the Salahites. spread along

the eastern side of the Tigris, and in the mountains of the Median highlands; a part

of their population gradually wandered and settled beyond the Tigris and Euphrates,
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whilst the chief stock of the Inttcr, in their turn, no donbt urged on, nnd accompanied

by, a general coniinotion of nations, was the origin of extensive and distant colonies

in the wide tracts of Arabia, to the Indian Ocean in the south, and the Mediterranean

Sea in the west. This progress of nations is so natural, that we feel no hesitation

whatever to declare the names of our verses as those of authentic historical tribes,

in the sense, however, explained in the introductory remarks to this chapter; they

were intended, and, at least, believed as such by the author of our list.

The name, "the children of Eber," is here attributed to all those who crossed

the rivers of Mesopotamia, and thence proceeded westward or southward; it was,

therefore, originally not limited to the Israelites, who were, indeed, in their inter-

course with foreign nations, invariably called Hebrews, that is, those who came

from the other side of the river Euphrates, but who properly boi-e this name only

as members of a larger family of nations; whilst they applied to themselves the

distinctive, or theocratic, appellation of Israelites. However, the usage of their idiom

gradually restricted the word Hebrews also to their tribes alone, a change easily

explained by their isolation from kindred nations; and hence the name of Hebrews

is, in the Old Testament, applied to no other people.

The younger brother of Ebcr is Joktan, the reputed ancestor of Arabic tribes oc-

cupying large districts. Although the extent of the territory peopled by his descend-

ants is stated with some accuracy (ver. 20), it is only to the attention ofmodern travellers

that we owe the information, that, about a three days' journey north of Ncdsheran, are

a province and a town of Kachtan, which is the ancient Arabic name for Joktan. It

is no matter of surprise, that the zeal of the Arabians was busy to fix and to enlarge the

traditions concerning the ancestor of their chief tribes. They assert, with confidence,

that Kachtan is the father of all the pure and genuine Arabians of Yemen, through his

eldest son Jareb, whose grandson, Saba, gave birth to the future founders of the various

noble communities, whilst they derive from Adnan the origin of the mixed, or later

tribes.

1. About the eldest son of Joktan, Almodad, it is impossible to give any decided

opinion, although the word itself betrays its origin bj* the Arabic article.

2. Sheleph represents, perhaps, the Salapeni, mentioned b}' Ptolemy as an inland

tribe of Arabia Felix, in the south-east of the present Medina.

3 and 5. Hazarmaveth and Hadoram, appear to belong to the same district; the

former is the ancestor of those Chairamotitae, who settled in the south of Arabia,

near the Arabian Gulf; here incense and myrrh grow in luxurious abundance; and

the capital, Sabotah, was the general market for these precious products. The in-

habitants gradually acquired considerable wealth, and they were reckoned among

the four most important nations of Arabia. There is still a fertile district, the extent

of which is differently stated, of the name of Hadramaut. The inhabitants, who are

of a very active disposition, carry on a lively commerce in frankincense, m^'rrh,

gum, and other products; their language is a dialect materially different from that

spoken in Yemen. The Adramitae, or descendants of Hadoram, inhabited a part of

the same province, especially on the coast, and participated in the same lucrative

spice- trade.

4. As Jerah is mentioned between the two last territories, it must undoubtedly be

situated in their vicinity; and we, therefore, readily adopt the opinion that Jerah (sig-

nifying the Moon) is the coast and mountain of the Moon, in the neighbourhood

of Hadramaut. If the Hebrew word is a translation of the Arabic name, or if, per-

haps, the reverse is the case, this is no more than almost all languages have done in

similar instances.

6. The name Uzal, as SaJiaa, the capital of Yemen, was originally called— and,

perhaps, still traceable in its present suburb Oseir, chiefly occupied by about 2,000
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Jews—was in use till tit least the sixth century of the present era. It was one of the

oUiest commercial districts of Arabia, and the natives themselves attribute to Sanaa an

almost fabulous antiquity. It stood in lively intercourse with Tyre, and had, jierhaps,

its own port, Javan. In this ease, it is more than probable that they extended their

maritime expeditions to India; from whence they exported cinnamon, cassia, and

perhaps manufactured iron, although they appear to have excelled themselves in the

last named article. Sanaa is situated on a jilateau 4.000 feet above the level of the

sea; the air is most salubrious, and an almost equal temperature pervades during

summer and winter; the rain, which falls within the months from June to August,

descends generally during the night; but the district not unfrcquently suffers from

protracted draughts, and, in consequence, from fearful famines. The inhabitants

arc still celebrated for the manufacture of certain beautiful stuffs.

7, 8, 9. Diklah, Ohal, and Abimael, are no more to be ascertained with any dcgi'ce of

certainty; although Diklah has conjecturally been taken for the Minaci (near Mecca),

a region rich in palm-trees, or, with scarcely any probability, for the tribes at the

mouth of the Tigris; Obal for the Avalites, on the eastern coast of Africa, near Bab-

el-Mandeb; and Abimael for the Mali, whose veiy name is doubtful. The frequently

shifting tribes of Arabia defy our idcTitification, the more as they seldom leave lasting

monuments of their stay, and their earliest written documents which have reached us

are considerably later than the beginning of the Christian era.

10. About the Sabceans, see p. 171.

11. The incredible fluctuations which have prevailed, and still exist, concerning the

locality of Ophir, arc indeed astonishing, if we consider the copious and almost

uiimistakeable Biblical statements. Our present passage alone is sufficient to decide its

general situation. It cannot be sought in any other country but in Arabia; for the

tribes of Joktan are, without any exception, Arabians, and the boundaries within

which they lived are distinctly stated (in ver. 30); if Tarshish lies beyond Greece, and

Babylon beyond Cush, their distant position is sufficiently clear from the context;

whereas, both in the notions and the language of the ancients, Joktanites and Arabians

were synonymous. Ophir is here mentioned between Sheba and Havilah. the situation

of which, in Arabia, is undisputed ; all difficulties which have been found in the Arabic

ptosition of Ophir are artificial or trifling; the goods which King Solomon, assisted by

theTyrian monarch, Hiram, and his famous mariners, imported from Ophir, and which

consisted of gold and silver, of precious stones, ivory, and sandal-wood, of apes and

peacocks, were cither native products of eastern Arabia, or were, from India, brought

to those parts, either by an active caravan or coast trade, to be carried to Egypt or

Syria; and Arabians as well as Phoenicians engaged in these remunerative pursuits. It

at present these districts do not yield the precious metals, because the mines are either

exhausted or neglected, it would be arbitrary and fanciful to oppose a mere denial to

the unanimous testimony of profane and sacred writers concerning their former abun-

dance in Arabia; the gold of Ophir was particularly plentiful; it was so much
esteemed, that the word Ophir alone gradually assumed the meaning of purest gold;

and the prodigious wealth of Solomon was chiefly derived from that source; the name
itself is Arabic, and signifies the opulent country; and the existence of peacocks there

cannot be disproved; and although ivoiy and sandal-wood were chiefly, if not exclu-

sively, found in India, they were at least equally accessible from Ophir; the notice in

the Books of Kings and of Chronicles, that the ships of Solomon went to Ophir every

three years, can by no means be used as an argument against so neighbouring a land

as Arabia; for it is not even neccssar}' to point to the extreme slowness of ancient na-

vigation along the coast, especially in the dangerous waters of the Arabic Gulf, or

to the incessant winds which, in the northern part of the Red Sea, blow nine months

almost constantly downwards, and, in the southern part, as long upwards, whilst they
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are changeable in the middle; or to suppose, that the ships of Solomon had to wait in

Ophir for fresh arrivals of cargo from India: those passages in the historical books state

simpl}-, that between one vo)-age and the other intervened a period of three years; how
long the ships i-emained in the port of Eziongeber to be refitted, and, perhaps, to be

filled with export goods, it was unnecessary to add; and we have other notices which

seem to prove an annual journey to Ophir and back. It is, therefore, undoubted that

Ophir was an Arabian district, either on the southern or south-eastern coast.

12. About Havilah, see p. 170.

13. Jvbub is, according to the etymology, a district in Arabia Deserta; but more

than this we are unable to ascertain.

The Hebrew author is not satisfied with enumerating the brotherly tribes of the Jok-

lanites individually and separately; he cannot dismiss them without describing their

abodes as a whole, and as a continuous country ; and he does this with an accuracy

which is a new proof of his extensive information, as well as his carefulness. The
Arabians are said to have dwelt " from Mesha towards Sephar to the mountain of

the east." We are, foi'tunately, at present enabled to fix these three localities with

a probability almost amounting to certainty. Before the Tigris discharges its floods

into the Persian Gulf, it divides itself, at the confluence of the Karun (Pasitigris) and

the Shat-al-Arab, into two branches, and forms the island Mesene, at once a river- and

a sea-island. This is the Mesha of our text. It had its own rulers, and was even, in

later times, not without political influence. It was of great importance for the com-

merce of the Euphrates and of the Persian Gulf, and for the possession of the coast-

districts. The boundaries of Arabia extend, then, from the extreme north-western

point of the Persian Gulf towards Sephar. Between the port of Mirbat and cape

Sadjir, and belonging to the province of Hadramaut, along the coast of the Indian ocean,

and a little inland, are a number of villages called Tsafar, or, by the natives, Isfar;

and near one of them, in Belid or Harikam, are the magnificent ruins of the ancient

Sephar, once the seat of Himyaritic kings, and boasting primeval antiquity. Tlie

line indicated by our text runs, therefore, from north to south and south-west, till it

reaches " the mountains of the east," that is, that range of peaks which is known

under the name of the mountains of Nedshd, and which intersects central Arabia,

in an almost unbroken line, from the vicinity of Mecca and Medinah, to the Persian

Gulf. Tliese limits are comprehensive enough to include Sheba and Havilah, Uzal

and Ophir.

IV. The fourth son of Shem is Lud. The enumeration of the nations of the Shemites

is evidently more systematic than that of the other great branches of the human family

;

the progress from Elam to Asshur and Arphaxad is geographically so continuous, that

we must suppose a similar regularity in the advance to Lud and Aram. And yet we

can scarcely avoid identifying Lud with the Lydians, who wei'e originally called Ludi.

But Lydia lies in the distant west; there is, therefore, a sudden and unprepared

step over the whole of Asia west of the Tigris, as far as the jEgean sea. But the history

of Asia Minor is hei'e suflScient to remove the difficulty and to decide the dilemma. The

tract of land between the rivers Hermus and Mreander, which formed later the chief

])art of Lydia, was originally peopled by a Tyrrhenian or Pelasgian race, the

McEonians, under which name alone its inhabitants are mentioned by Homer. In

the eighth century before Christ, however, a tribe which ancient writers describe as

wholly diflferent in descent, invaded the land from the east, and subdued the

Maeonians. These were the Lydians. For some time after this conquest, both nations

are mentioned promiscuously; but the governing race of the Lydians obtained

gradually the preponderance so completely, that the land was called Lydia instead of

Mieonia, and its original inhabitants eitlier merged in the strangers, or retired tu

the northern parts of the river Hermus, where, even in later times, they formed dit^tinct
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communities. The original abode of tlic Lydians cannot, therefore, on the whole be held

to be doubtful; no tradition represents them as invaders from the sea; their lantjuage

was totally diflferent from that of the Greeks, who called it like that of their kinsmen,

the Carians, a barbarous tongue; and the earliest historical reminiscences connect

even the first Mieonian dynasty with Assyria. They were, then, from choice or

necessity, induced to leave the southern parts of the highlands of Armenia to find new

homes by force of arms; for the ancient Lydians were an extremely brave and war-

like nation, renowned especially for their excellent cavalry, before the despotic and

infamous policy of Cyrus converted a nation of warriors into a tribe of dancers and

singers; but even under the Persian dominion they formed the most important satrapy

of Asia Minor; and the fertility of their plains, and the excellence of their climate,

secured ease to their lives, and cheerfulness to their character.

V. The Aramaeans, or the descendants of Aram, as distinguished both from

the Babylonians and Assyrians, were supposed to have chiefly inhabited the northern

part of Mesopotamia, which was, accordingly, called " Aram of the two rivers," above

the Median Wall; further, the districts westward as far as Syria, which, thence, bore the

name of "Aram of Damascus," though this appellation was originally only upi)lied

to the immediate territory around that town; they spread, also, beyond the Euphrates,

in many parts of Arabia Deserta, and we find their traces in Aram-Maachah, in the

east of the Jordan, near Bashan; in Aram-Betli-Rechob, near Lachish, or Dan, in

northern Palestine; and besides various other towns, in the mighty commonwealth of

Aram-Zoba, probably between the Euphrates and Orontes, north-east of Damascus.

Aramsca was, therefore, understood to comprise the wide territories between the Tigris

and the Syrian coast of the Mediterranean, and from the Taurus, indefinitely southward

down to the Arabian tribes. But frequently even the southern districts of Mesopotamia

are included in that designation, which, indeed, in accordance with its etymological

meaning of high-land, was variously attributed to different mountainous or hilly regions,

in opposition either to the low-lands of Canaan, or to the plains or fields of Aram,
wluch were other names for Mesopotamia. In our list, therefore, not the whole of this

country is assigned to the Aramaeans; for, whilst the southern districts were inhabited

by Cushite settlers, the northern parts were peopled by tribes which had probably immi-

grated from the north, and whose language and notions proved them to be original kins-

men of the Israelites. The Aramaic idioms, the Chaldee and Syriac, belong to the stem

of the Shemitic languages, and the variations which they show from the Hebrew, imply

dialectic rather than fundamental differences, sufliciently accounted for by the climatical

and social conditions, and by the foreign influences to which Aramica was exposed;

at a later period, Hebrew received no inconsiderable Aramaic tincture; the Aramsean
language was even spoken by Assyrian officers; and it was used by the Persian kings

in public documents. Nor did the political relations between the Hebrews and Ara-
maeans show protracted national animosity; for, although David combated against,

and defeated the powerful king Hadadcser of Aram-Zoba, his successor entertained

friendly connections with the growing commonwealth of Damascus; till both were
forced under the Assyrian yoke. The sons of Aram are : —

1. Uz. The position of the land of Uz, which is immortalized by the Book of

Job, may, with some accuracy, be determined from the following facts. It lies in the

vicinity of the nomadic Sabseans, of the marauding Chaldeans, and of the Idumaean
town Teman, about five miles from Pctra, the birth-place or residence of the chief

friend of Job, but yet not belonging to the district of Idumasa, although Edomites
later conquered, or, at least, inhabited it. It occupied, therefore, a tract of the Deserted

Arabia, between the territories of the Idumseans and the Euphrates. That a country

lying so far to the south, should be brought into genealogical connection with Aram,
will not surprise those who consider the great, and, to the south, almost indefinite, ex-

O
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tent of the Aramreans. Some valuable hints concerning the life and the social rela-

tions of the people of Uz may be gathered from the opening chapters of the Book of

Job, whilst we learn from Jeremiah (xxv.20), that they possessed a monarchical form

of goverament.

2. 3. Hul and Gcther are uncertain. Hul may be the pro^-ince of Golan or

Gulan, in the cast of the Jordan, extending from the Sea of Galilee to the

sources of that river, and to the roots of the Lebanon and Hermon, where the Syrian

language was spoken, where still in Jerome's time a populous town flourished, and
where even now are fertile plains, bearing the name of Dshaulan ; Mhilst Gether may
be identical with the kingdom of Geshur, to which Absolom fled, which is ex-

pressly stated to have belonged to Aramisa, and was situated on the banks of the

Orontes.

4. There are reasons to identify 3fash with the Mysians, and to suppose that the latter

immigrated, like the Lydians, from the eastern districts, either compelled by the same

necessity, or tempted by the success which the Lydians obtained in their new homes, or,

which is most probable, urged on by both causes, since they appear, indeed, to have been

a people of less ancient origin. Now, there is an important chain of mountains, form-

ing the northern boundary of Mesopotamia, called 3Iasius, and extending from the

Tigris, between Nisibis and Tigranocerta, M'estward to the Euphrates. This mountain

has, by some, been considered to be the Mash of our text, an opinion sufficiently pro-

bable, but deriving still greater consistency, if we suppose, that the tribes inhabiting

Mount Masius emigrated to Asia Minor, where they received, with a slight modifi-

cation, the name Mysians, as, in fact, ancient writers assert, that Mysia and Moesia

are only dialectic varieties of the same name.

We cannot conclude these remarks without a few final observations upon the whole

of this unparalleled list, the combined result of reflection and deep research, and

no less valuable as a historical document, than as a lasting proof of the brilliant

capacity of the Hebrew mind. The arrangement of the diff"erent nations is as much
local as genealogical ; their abodes are as decisive for their place in the list as their

descent; therefore the names of Sheba and Dedan recur several times, now among the

Cushites and now among the Shemites, because their domiciles were so extensive that

they could be reckoned both with the southern and the eastern nations, and because

the Arabian peninsula, which is geographically in the middle between both, appeared

to belong to either of those great branches. Hence, also, Tartessus (Tarshish) and

Cyprus (Kittim), settlements of the Phoenicians, are classed among the Japhethites,

although the Phcenicians themselves are numbered among the Hamites. The Medes

are separated as Japhethites from the Assyrians and Elymaeans, because their territory

was supposed to extend indefinitely to the north. Further, the names of this table

generally represent tribes, but they sometimes denote countries, as Mizraim and Canaan.

Now it might happen, that a tribe spread beyond the country wliich originally bore its

name: in this case, the same tribe is again mentioned among the population of its new

abodes; and, if it was powerful and numerous, it was gradually identified with the

whole combined tract of land; this was especially the case with the tribe of Havilah;

for although we can no more determine whether it first occupied a Shemitic or

Hamitic territory, it certainly later comprised parts of both; and although the land of

Havilah was then considered as one connected whole (ii. 11), its inhabitants were

classed partly among the Hamites and partly among the Shemites. An admixture of

the subdued population, which no doubt remained in the newly acquired territories,

justified the geographer the more in including them in the other race also. That which

the list thus loses, perhaps, in ethnographic accuracy, it fully gains in purely geo-
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graphical interest, without, however, denying us many important, and for the most part

safe cUics in the former respect also. We believe that these distinctions tend to

remove a difliculty which has long engaged the attention of Biblical scholars.

Total ditlerence of languages and manners in adjoining districts could only be ac-

counted for by immigration; thus the division of Mesopotamia among the Cushite

Babylonians and Shemitic Arama;ans, was explained by the immigration of Nimrod
from the south ; and the possession of the Hamitic land, Canaan, by the Hebrews,

could only be explained by the arrival of the latter from the east. But blind national

antipathies have nowhere influenced the framing of this list, as we have endeavoured

to prove.

VI. THE TOWER OF BABEL AND THE
DISPERSION.
Chapter XI. 1—9.

S0MMART.—The progeny of Noah left the regions where the ark had landed

after the deluge, and they arrived in a plain of the land of Shinar. As they

foresaw the great future increase of the human race, they determined to build

a town with a prodigiously high tower as a centre of unity. Hitherto they

had all spoken the same language, and derived from this common medium of

intercourse a great part of their strength. But lest they should proceed still fartlier

in their arrogance and vanity, God divided their languages, so that they did not

understand one another; they were by this confusion compelled to leave the lower

and the town unfinished, which hence received the name of Babel. From here they

were spread over aH parts of the globe.—The text then enumerates the representa-

tives of the ten generations between Noah and Abraham, with similar chrono-

logical data to those given in the fifth chapter; after which the history passes over to

the family of Terah. He had three sons, Abram, Nahor, and Haran; the latter

died before his father, but left a son. Lot. Abram's wife was Sarai, who bore

him no children ; and Nahor's wife was Milcah, the daughter of Haran. Terah
intended to emigrate with his family from Mesopotamia to Canaan; but he went
only to Haran, where he settled, and, after a longer sojourn, died.

CHAPTER XL
1. And the whole earth was of one language, and of

one speech. 2. And it came to pass, as they journeyed

1—9. The members of Noah's family they settled, and began to form a great

had, after the deluge, landed in a cer- fraternal community. Having all grown

tain region, in the highlands of Armenia; out of the same parental house, they spoke

here they were believed to have become the same language and shared the same

the parents of the future founders of cm- notions (ver. 1). Now, as these were

pires and nations, and to have dwelt and the views regarding the origin of the

spread for an indefinable period. But human families, it could indeed be easily

they were tempted by more beautiful and explained how, in the course of time,

more fertile districts; they migrated all their increase must have caused them to

southwards as one enlarged family, till spread beyond that centre, to occupy even

they reached the plains of Shinar. Here distant countries, and to establish many
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ill the cast, that they found a plain in the land of Shinar;

and they dwelt there. 3. And they said one to another,

Come, let us make bricks, and burn them thoroughly.

states and commouwealths. This seemed

so probable, that the early generations are

represented as having clearly foreseen

it (ver. 4). But growth of population

alone, even if added to the external in-

fluences of different climes, was not suffi-

cient to account for the astonishing variety

of speech and thought which divided, and

mostly placed in direct antagonism, the

various nations, once the members of the

same primitive family. This new problem

necessarily forced itself upon reflecting

minds. But it could naturally occupy

those only who rejected the idea of

aboriginal races, the offspring of the

soil of the individual countries; it could,

therefore, but cursorily engage the atten-

tion of the ancient nations in general.

Plato, indeed, mentions the myth that the

languages were divided because men ar-

rogantly asked of the gods immortality

and eternal youth; there are, besides,

some later similar legends, though per-

haps tinctured by the Scriptural account:

but this question forms no integral part

of ancient history or philosophy; whereas

it is an essential consequence of the great

and fundamental Biblical doctrine con-

cerning the original unity of the human
race. The Hebrew writer could neither

forget nor avoid it; he was too deeply

impressed with the paramount moral im-

portance of the doctrine, to endanger it

by any doubts arising from the problem

of the difference of languages. But

another weighty reason urged him to

introduce this subject. Most of the

ancient nations possessed myths con-

cerning impious giants who attempted

to storm heaven, either to share it with the

immortal gods, or to expel them from it.

In some of these fables, the confusion of

tongues is represented as the punish-

ment inflicted by the deities for such

wickedness ; the tower by which the rebel-

lious offenders intended to ascend up to

heaven, was overthrown by a mighty tem-

pest; they were scattered into various

regions, and thenceforth spoke difierent

languages. It was necessary to eradicate

such heathen fables, inconsistent with the

purer ideas of the nature of the deity : and

with the same admirable wisdom which

we have already pointed out in several

preceding instances, the Hebrew historian

converted that veiy legend into a medium
for solving a great and important problem.

Nothing was retained but the building

of the tower; and this edifice was only in •

tended to reach a great and commanding

height; the tradition that it extended up

"to heaven" is taken in a figurative sense;

no attack against the Divine abodes is

contemplated: for the sin which caused,

as a deplorable consequence, the estrang-

ing variety of tongues, is represented to

have been of a perfectly different charac-

ter. The nature of that offence again

reveals the totally spuritual tendency of

the Bible. It consists in the immoderate

desire for worldly greatness; in the

vain longing for fame and glory on earth,

and in the proud delusion that a name i.s,

by gigixntic monuments, for ever secured

from oblivion (ver. 4). The people as-

pired to that perilous fame which, ob-

tained by conquest and inseparable from

violence, averts the mind from its better

ends and its purer bliss; a fame, which

was the characteristic of those " men of

renown," whose impietj'^ and pride caused

the universal destniction of the deluge

(vi 4). It is the same appetite for ex-

ternal distinction which was alluded to

in the character of Nimrod, the ruler of

Babylon, a town which, owing its origin

to vanity, and governed by pride, was at

last to be the victim of its haughtiness.

This future character of the overbear-

ing city is clearly mirrored in the his-

tory of its beginning; the same boast-

ful spirit which the prophet Isaiah

chastises in the Babylonian prince, "who
speaks in his heart, ' I will ascend up to
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And they had brick lor stone, and bitumen had they for

mortar. 4. And they said, Come, let us build for our-

selves a city, and a tower whose top may reach to heaven,

heaven, above the stars of God will I

erect my throne' " (Isai. xiv. 13), prompts

here the exclamation :
" let us build a

city and a tower, whose top may reach to

heaven"; but just as there the arrogance

is crushed by the words: "but thou de-

scendest into the grave, and into the

deepest pit" (ver. 15), it is here checked

by the simple, but emphatic remark:

' and they left off to build the city"

(ver. 8).

Millenniums have passed since the

splendour of ancient Bvbylon was buried

under mouldering ruins; the very site of

the tower and town was a perplexing

mystery; they had indeed been swept

away by the "besom of destruction";—it

was reserved for our age to dispel the

uncertainty, and to produce the authentic

proofs of a once stupendous power.

On the banks of the Euphrates, about

forty miles south-west of Baghdad, lies

the town Hillah, which, though next to

Baghdad and Basra the greatest in the

Pashahk, is meanly and irregularly built,

narrow and dirty, with dilapidated mosques

and public baths; but it is enclosed by a

strong wall, and well protected by a gar-

rison, towers and a battery, and contains

a population of about 10,000 Jews and

Arabs, carrying on a rather animated

commerce on the Euphrates. This town

is in almost all directions surrounded by

immense ruins, appearing the work of

nature rather than of men; shapeless

heaps of rubbish ; lofty banks of ancient

canals; fragments of glass, marble, pot-

tery, and bricks, mingled with a nitrous

soil which imjiedes all vegetation, and

renders the neighbourhood " a naked and

hideous waste," re-echoing only the dismal

.-ounds of the owl and jackal, of the hyena

and the lawless robber. These piles

mark the area once occupied by the mis-

tress of the ancient world. Tliey com-

mence eight miles north of Ililkli, where

the ruins of the Mujclibeh, still called

Babel by the Arabs, indicate the northern

extremity, or division, of ancient Babylon.

The excavations here instituted have, be-

sides several objects of a later period, only

uncovered eight or ten piers, several wails

branching out in various directions, bricks

inscribed with the name of Nebuchadnez-

zar, and cemented together with bitumen:

but no sculptured stone or painted plaster

whatever, has been found in the enormous

mass of loose rubbish.—The ruins spread

from there in many irregular heaps

southward along the eastern side of the

Euphrates, which breaks the gloomy

monotony of the region by the beautiful

date-groves lining its banks; they are

most probably the remains of the thou-

sands of houses which formed the exten-

sive streets of Babylon; they are, for

nearly three miles, scattered in low

mounds over the plain, and are enclosed

by earthen ramparts, showing the traces

of an old line of walls. Then follow, in

a southern direction, successively, the

ruins of the Kasr, and of the Araran,

large and imposing masses. But about

six miles south-west of Hillah, at a

place at present called Birs-Nimroud,

and corresponding with the ancient Bor-

sippa, lies a group of ruins peculiarly

prominent by its colossal height and ex-

tent, standing on the edge of the vast

marsh formed by the Hindiyah canal and

the inundations of the Euplirates: a

dreary pile, unrelieved by a blade of

grass, or a single herb.

The huge heap, in which bricks, stone,

marble, and basalt are irregularly mixed,

covers a square-supei-ficies of 49,000 feet;

whilst the chief mound is nearly 300 feet

high, and from 200 to 400 feet in width,

commanding an extensive view over a

country of utter desolation. These are

the remains of the far-famed " Temple of

the Seven Spheres," most probably the

" Temple of Jupiter Bclus" of the classical

writers, and the " Tower of Babel" of our
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and by which we may make us a name
; for we might per-

haps be scattered upon the face ofthe whole earth. 5. And
the Lord came down to see the city and the tower, which

text. It consisted of seven distinct stages

or square platforms, built of kiln-burnt

bricks, each about 20 feet high, gradually

dimiuishing in diameter, and forming an

oblique pyramid. The upper part of the

brick-work has a vitrified appearance,

and large fragments of such calcined

materials are also intermixed ^"ith the

rubbish at the base, which circum-

stance might have given rise to, or at

least countenanced the legend of, the de-

struction of the Tower by heavenly fire,

stiU extensively adopted among the

Arabians. The terraces were devoted to

the planets, and were differently coloured,

in accordance with the notions of Sabsean

astrology; namely, the lowest stage was

dedicated to Saturn, and was stained black

;

the second to Jupiter, and had an orange

hue; the third was constructed in honour

of Mars, and bore a red colour; the fourth

belonged to the Sun, and shone in a golden

yellow, imitating the solar rays ; the fifth

terrace was white, and sacred to Venus;

the sixth blue, and consecrated to Mercury

;

whilst the highest stage was that of the

Moon, and was painted in a silvery green.

The earliest record of this temple dates

back to B.C. 1100, when Merodach-adan-

akhi, a contemporary of Tiglath Pilesar I.,

is stated to have erected it. "WTiether he

continued a building pre^'iously com-

menced, or whether another edifice existed

before on the same spot, we have, at pre-

sent, no means of ascertaining. It is, how-

ever, certain, that he did not finish the

temple, and that the parts completed by

him were, by the neglect of his successors,

allowed to fall into decay. More than

five hundred years elapsed before his

grand designs were resumed and carried

out.

Among the many works by which

Nebucliadnezzar desired to immortalise

his name, was the repair and completion

of this stupendous edifice. He left a part

of its history on the two cylinders which

have lately been excavated on the spot,

and on which we read, according to Kaw-
linson's translation: "The building,named
the Planisphere, which was the wonder of

Babylon, I have made and finished.

With bricks enriched with lapis lazuli, I

have exalted its head. Behold now, the

building named the Stages of the Seven

Spheres, which was the wonder of Bor-

sippa, had been built by a former king.

He had completed 42 cubits of height, but

he did not finish its head. From the lapse

of time, it had become ruined; they had

not taken care of the exit of the waters;

so the rain and wet had penetrated into

the brickwork. The casing of burnt brick

had bulged out, and the terraces of crude

brick lay scattered in heaps; then Mero-

dach, my great Lord, inclined my heart to

repair the building. I did not change its

site, nor did I destroy its foundation plat-

form ; but in a fortunate month, and upon

an auspicious day, I undertook the building

of the crude brick terraces, and the burnt

brick casing of the temple. I strengthened

its foundation, and I placed a titular re-

cord on the part I had rebuilt. I set my
hand to build it up, and to exalt its summit.

As it had been in ancient times, so I built

up its structure; as it had been in former

days, thus I exalted its head." The in-

scription concludes with an invocation to

the gods, that this work "may be estab-

lished for ever, and last through the seven

ages," and that the king's throne and em-

pire "may continue to the end of time";

and adds, that Nebuchadnezzar restored

the building .504 years after the original

foundation by Tiglath Pilesar I.

But Birs-Nimroud, called Boursa by the

Arabs, probably formed no part of Baby-

lon itself; it was a separate temple in its

vicinity, in the town Borsippa, to which

Nabonidus fled when Babylon was taken

by Cyras; to which Alexander repaired

when one of the Magi warned him not to

enter Babylon a second time; which ap-
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the children of men built. 6. And the Lord said, Behold,

the people is one, and they have all one language; and

this they begin to do; and now they will be restrained

pears on the Black Obelisk, and several

other Assyrian monuments, as a town of

Shinar; and which Strabo mentions as a

Babylonian town, sacred to Diana and

Apollo, and renowned for its linen

manufactories. — The temple of Jupiter

Bolus with its tower, constructed of kiln-

burnt bricks cemented with bitumen,

was regarded as one of the most gi-

gantic works of antiquity, and attracted

the curiosity of travellers from every

country. Herodotus, who saw it him-

self, dwells upon it with emphasis. He
describes it as a square building, ex-

tending two stadia on every side; the

tower was one stadium in length, and one

in breadth. On this tower, another was

erected, which again bore another, and so

on to the number of eight. They were

ascended from the outside, by a way run-

ning spirally round them, and provided,

in the middle, with convenient resting-

places.— In the uppermost story, which

formed the adytum, was a spacious temple

with a golden table for lectisternia; it was,

perhaps, also used for astronomical pur-

poses; for the astronomers of Borsippa

formed a separate sect ; and other planetary

gods,besides Jupiter,were here worshipped.

—It was partially destroyed by Xerxes,

when he returned from Greece (b.c. 490),

upon which the fraudulent priests appro-

priated to themselves the lands and enorm-

ous revenues attached to it; and secin,

from this reason, to have been averse to

its restoration. A part of this mag-

nificent edifice existed still more than

five centuries later; but the other part

was, in the time of Alexander the Great,

a vast heap of ruins; the ambitious Mace-

donian determined to rebuild it: he issued

the orders accordingly ; and when the work

did not proceed with the vigour and result

which he had anticipated, he resolved to

undertake it himself with his whole army

;

he lacked, however, the perseverance of

the oriental despots; for, when 10,000

workmen were unable to remove the rub-

bish within two months, he abandoned

his pretentious designs. However, the

portion of the structure which was in

existence in Pliny's time, was imposing

enough to be still called the temple of

Belus; and Benjamin of Tudela, in the

twelfth century, described it as a brick-

building, the base measuring two miles,

and the breadth 240 yards; he added, that

a spiral passage, built round the tower, in

stages often yards each, led up to the sum-

mit, which allows a wide prospect over an

almost perfectly level country; and con-

cluded with the old tradition, that the

heavenly fire which struck the tower, split

it to its very foundation.

More than six hundred years, the ruins

of Birs-Nimroud remained unnoticed and

unknown; they were first re-discovered

by Niebuhr, in 1756; then more accu-

lately described by Ker Porter, Rich,

Buckingham, and the other eminent tra-

vellers, who inaugurated a new era in the

history of East-Asiatic antiquities; but

their examination, and the discovery of

some of the monumental records they

contain, were reserved to the last de-

cennium. They consist of two dis-

tinct parts, but enclosed by the same

wall. The western mound, though lower,

is larger; it is more than 1,200 feet in

diameter, is traversed by ravines and

water-courses, and, though composed of

loose accumulations of dust, has upon its

summit two small mosques, to which the

Mohammedans attach pious legends con-

nected with the history of Abraham and

Nimrod. It is supposed to represent the

treasure-house, the dwellings of the

priests, and the temple with the great

altar of Belus, where, according to

Herodotus, full-grown sheep only were

sacrificed; where, on the great annual

festival, frankincense to the amount of a

thousand talents was burnt; and near

which stood a statue of the god, of solid
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from nothing which they imagine to do. 7. Come, let us

go down, and there confound their language, that they

may not understand one another's speech. 8. So the Lord

gold, twelve cubits higli, coveted by

Darius, and taken away by Xerxes, after

killing the priest who opposed him. The

higher raoiind, though at present possess-

ing scarcely more than half its original

elevation, rises abruptly on the western

face, amazing the eye by its gigantic

proportions; but ascends on the other

side by a series of gradations, which,

though much obliterated by violent rains,

creeks, and fissures, have been recognised

by accurate observers as the sides of

several distinct stages or terraces (pro-

bably for many periods the usual type of

sacred architecture in Mesopotamia),

which evidently represent the seven

"spheres" above mentioned, and which

some conjectured to have served for va-

rious astronomical purposes. The walls

are of enormous thickness, and allow, at

about half their height, an easy circuit

round the ruins, as on broad steps; the

bricks of the exterior structure, except a

part of the eastern side, are kiln-burnt,

whilst those of the interior are sun-dried,

mixed with chopped straw; and the

whole mass is pierced with square holes,

probably to admit air through the build-

ing. A large number and variety of

gems, intaglios, amulets, and other valua-

ble objects, have been found in the rub-

bish, both by natives and travellers, and

many of them have been deposited in

European museums. The uppermost

part is a solid piece of masonry, twenty-

eight feet broad and thirty-five feet high,

one of the most beautiful examples of

Babylonian architecture, so compact that

no stone can be loosened from it, appa-

rently indestructible, and, though split

from one end to the other by some un-

known catastrophe, still standing erect,

with its bricks elegant and perfect. The

view from this spot is vast and desolate

beyond description ; it includes not only

the numerous other mounds scattered

around the principal group, but the cele-

l^ratod grave of the prophet Ezekiel, and

ruins considerably beyond it.

But although the tower was reared to

an immense altitude; the town itself was

not completed; the men ceased to build it;

and the vast circumference of Babylon's

walls without a proportionate number of

streets and houses, and with spacious

fields and gardens within its precincts,

might have given to the stranger the idea

of an unfinished city, especially if Bor-

sippa, where the tower of Belus stood,

was considered a part of Babylon, as is

the case in our text, and seems frequently

to have been done by ancient writers, in

consequence of the magnificence and pro-

minent importance of that building.

The infinite variety of languages, which

so much impedes and incommodes the

general intercourse of nations, which is

itself both the cause and the consequence

of conflicting ideas and conceptions, and

which may have been especially striking

and bewildering in the plains of Mesopo-

tamia, where the commerce of the east

and the west met, and the tongues of all

nations perplexed and confused the ear:

—

this antagonism of languages is, then, re-

presented as the result of the arrogant

aspirations of the human families, and as

a wholesome check to their growing pride.

Their unity had imparted to them a

strength and a tenacity of purpose, which

threatened to forget all human limits, and

to banish that humility which is the root

of practical piety. The sin in Paradise

consisted in grasping after a spiritual ad-

vantage which was withheld for inscruta-

ble reasons; the off'ence at Babel was the

vain longing after external and perishable

goods which poison the heart. The curse of

exhausting physical labour was the punish-

ment of the former, dispersion and mutual

estrangement that of the latter; and in

both instances, God Himself stopped the

further progress in the same blameable

direction by contrasting the past conduct
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scattered them abroad from thence upon the face of all

the earth : and they left off to build the city. 9. There-

fore is its name called Babel; for there the Lord con-

with the possible future consequences

(ver. 6, and iii. 22); but in the happy times

of the Messiah, when the knowledge of

God will be universal and perfect, and

when all the nations of the earth will

again, like one loving family, congregate

round one centre, not the temple of an

idol, but of the Lord of hosts, the dif-

ference of the languages will cease, and

as God will be one, so His name will be

one (Zech. xiv. 10). Such is the spirit of

our narrative ; but the form, as we have

observed, was borrowed in part from a

general and prevailing ancient tradition.

It is marked by many of the peculiarities

of the early Hebrew style; it does not

avoid human expressions in reference to

the Deity; God is represented as living on

high; He descends from heaven to see the

town and the tower; He reflects and soli-

loquizes; He seems, though without jea-

lousy or en vj', to fear the too great approach

of mankind to His power, as formerly to

His wisdom ; He takes a resolution, and

executes it. But this simplicity of lan-

guage, which produces sublime and ab-

stract thoughts in a familiar form, has

ceased to appear objectionable to our

more discriminating age; it is distinctly

separated from the ideas which it embodies,

and is but rarclj' and unsuccessfully used

to traduce the Biblical notions.

The linguistic researches of modern

times have more and more confirmed the

theory of one primitive Asiatic language,

gradually developed into the various mo-

difications by external agencies and influ-

ences. Formerly, the Hebrew tongue was,

by many scholars, advocated as the original

idiom; for it was maintained both by early

Jewish and Christian authorities, that as

the race of Shem were no partners in the

impious work of the Tower, they remained

in possession ofthe first language,which the

fathers of the earliest age had left to Noah

;

1
but this view, like the more recent one,

that a child if left alone without human

society would speak Hebrew, is now classed

among the popular errors. At present,

the scale of probability inclines more to

the Sanscrit, although the disquisition is

far from being concluded or settled.

We must, however, warn against an in-

ference which has been drawn in favour

of the Babylonian cuneiform language

from the circumstance, that those charac-

ters are found on the bricks forming the

foundation of Birs-Nimroud, the supposed

Tower of Babel. That temple, in its ex-

isting ruins and relics, does not date, at

the utmost, earlier than the twelfth century

before the present era ; and cannot, there-

fore, in any way be employed in deter-

mining the question concerning the one

primitive language.

The materials generally used for the

construction of Babylonian buildings are

here most faithfully described (ver. 3).

As in Egypt, the edifices of Mesopotamia

consisted of sun-dried, but often also of

burnt bricks, baked of the purest clay, and

sometimes mixed with chopped straw,

which materially enhances their compact-

ness and hardness; these bricks were

generally covered with inscriptions, pro-

mising to prove of the greatest historical

value. But instead of mortar, the Babj'-

lonians used as a cement that celebrated

asphalt or bitumen, which is nowhere

found in such excellence and abundance

as in the neighbourhood of Babylon.

We refer, for further details, to our notes

on Exodus, i. 14, ii. 3, and v. 7. One of

the most gifted of the modern explorers

declared the ruins of Birs-Nimroud a spe-

cimen of the perfection of Babylonian

masonry, and remarked, "that the cement

by which the bricks were united is of so

tenacious a quality, that it is almost im-

possible to detach one from the mass

entire" {Layard, Nineveh and Babylon,

p. 499).

Nothing but the violence of a fearful

conflagration, the ravages of which are
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founded the language of all the earth ; and from thence

did the Lord scatter them abroad upon the face of all the

earth.

manifest in the ruins of Birs-Nimroud,

would have been able to annihilate a

building which appeared to be beyond

the destructive power of time.

God is stated to have frustrated the

ambitious schemes of men by miraculous

interference : it is, therefore, futile to guess

whether flashes of lightning converted

their speech into an unintelligible stam-

mei-ing, or whether a temporary suspen-

sion of the intellectual faculties changed

the thought into absurdity. But the

words of our text do certainly not imply

that God destroyed by lightning the

upper part of the building; "He de-

scended" merely to confound the speech

of the builders; and it is inadmissible to

base the interpretation of this passage on

the circumstance, that the higher portions

of the temple of Belus present a glazed,

fused, or burnt appearance; for this de-

struction, by whatever agency it might

have been worked, did not take place

till considerably after the time of Nebu-

chadnezzar.

VIL—THE GENERATIONS BETWEEN NOAH
AND ABRAHAM.

Chapter XI. 10—32.

10. These are the generations of Shem: Shem 7uas a.

hundred years old, and begat Arphaxad two years after

the flood: 11. And Shem lived after he begat Arphaxad

five hundred years, and begat sons and daughters.

—

12. And Arphaxad lived thirty-five years, and begat

lO—38. Thegenealogy of Shem, which

forms the contents of this section, is the

immediate continuation of the table of the

Adamites contained in the fifth chapter;

and both are parallel in every respect.

Both consist of ten generations; and

both end with the individual selected to

glorify and to propagate his race; the one

with Noah, the other with Abram. In

both lists nearly the same chronological

dates are inserted, and both are therefore

equally intended to serve for historical

computations. But there is one great

difference between both. Whilst the list

of the Adamites contains individuals,

that of the Shemites enumerates, at least

partly, representatives of nations. We
know from the preceding chapter, that

Arphaxad and Salah, Eber and Peleg,

were the founders of tribes; but the

difficulty consists in ascertaining where

here the real individuals begin. It may,

perhaps, not be impossible to find nations

whose names have some resemblance

with Reu and Serug; but it is undoubted

that the three last names of our list,

Nahor, Terah, and Abram, are intended

as individuals; and although the uncer-

tainty concerning Reu and Serug, de-

prives us of an interesting addition to

our knowledge of ancient geography, their

connection with Eber proves, at least, to

which part of the Shemitic branches they

belonged; and if they indeed represent

cities or tribes, we must seek them in the

neighbourhood of the Euphrates. But

the general historical meaning of this ge-

nealogy is as certain as it is important.
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Salah: 13. And Arphaxad lived after he begat Salah

four hundred and three years, and begat sons and

daughters.—14. And Salah lived thirty years, and begat

Eber: 15. And Salah lived after he begat Eber four

hundred and three years, and begat sons and daughters.

—16. And Eber lived thirty-five years, and begat Peleg:

17. And Eber lived after he begat Peleg four hundred

and thirty years, and begat sons and daughters—18. And
Peleg lived thirty years, and begat Reu: 19. And Peleg

lived after he begat Reu two hundred and nine years, and

begat sons and daughters.—20. And Reu lived thirty-two

years, and begat Serug: 21. And Reu lived after he

That branch of the Shemites which in-

habited Arphaxad or northern Assyria,

after having increased and crossed the

Euphrates, was divided into several tribes,

no doubt on both sides of the river, till

the descendants, in the fourth generation,

migrated westward to Canaan (see p. 189).

Thus the descent and the journeys of

Abraham and of his progeny are traced

with an accuracy which will guide our

judgment regarding the other geographi-

cal allusions of this passage. Terah and

Abraham are stated to have been born in

" Ur of the Chaldees" ; they intended to

exchange their native abodes with those

of Canaan; and on their way to this

land they stayed in Haran. The iden-

tity of the last-mentioned town with

Carrhae of the classical writers, is un-

disputed. It was situated on the river

Balissus, 20 miles south-east of Edessa, in

a country destitute of water and of trees,

to which circumstance it may owe its

name, which means a " dry or parched

place"; surrounded by mountains, though

itself built in a large plain. It was the

point whence several caravan roads issued,

one over Nisibis to the Tigris, another

southward to the Euphrates, to Circesium

and Babylon; and another south-west to

Syria and Talestine. It belonged to the

chief towns forced by Sennacherib's pre-

decessors under the Assyrian sceptre;

and stood with Tyre in commercial

relations naturally favoured by its po-

sition; it was, after the time of Alexander

the Great, peopled with Macedonians;

offered efficient assistance to Pompey,

who here stationed a Roman garrison;

but became chiefly famous by the death

and total defeat which Crassus suffered

in its vicinity from the Parthians(E.c. 53);

it preserved a faithful attachment to the

Romans, who therefore made it the first

Roman colony in Mesopotamia, and raised

it to the metropolis of the country (165

A.c); it was further renowned by its

oracles, and its mysterious worship devo-

ted to the moon-goddess, and shared by

the Roman emperors, Caracalla and Juli-

anus ; it became the frontier town of the

Byzantine empire, wherefore Justinianus

fortified its walls; it is mentioned by

Arabic writers as a principal town of Sa-

baean worshippers, who here possessed an

oratory ascribed toAbraham ; it was.there-

fore, by Syrian authors contemptuously

called the " heathen town," in contra-

distinction to the Christian city, Edessa,

and asserted to have been the centre from

which idolatry spread over the whole

earth; it was, in the twelfth century still

inhabited by some Jewish families, which

stated that their synagogue was built by

Ezra, and pointed out the site where the

house of Abraham was said to have stood,

where no other building was allowed to be

constructed, and which the Mohammedans

also held in high veneration. But already

in the thirteenth century, Haran was
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begat Serug two hundred and seven years, and begat

sons and daughters.—22. And Serug lived thirty years,

and begat Nahor : 23. And Serug lived after he begat

Nahor two hundred years, and begat sons and daughters.

— 24. And Nahor lived twenty-nine years, and begat

Terah: 25. And Nahor lived after he begat Terah a

hundred and nineteen years^ and begat sons and daughters.

—26. And Terah lived seventy years, and begat Abram,

Nahor, and Haran.

27. Now these are the generations of Terah: Terah

begat Abram, Nahor, and Haran; and Haran begat Lot.

28. And Haran died before his father Terah, in the land

quoted as an extinct town. At present it

lies mostly in ruins, though some towers

are left, and is still A'isited by pious pil-

grims, as a spot hallowed by its connec-

tion with the patriarch Abraham. From
the situation of Haran above described,

the general position of Ur of the Chal-

dees cannot be doubtful.

It appears that Ur is rather the name

of a province than a town; and that

Haran also belonged to it. For when

Abraham was living in this town, God
said to him :

" Go out of thy country

and the place of thy birth .... to the

land which I shall show thee" (xii. 1).

—

The reason why Terah resolved to leave

his home, is not stated; we may, how-

ever, suppose that the increasing popula-

tion, and, perhaps, the growing numbers

of his flocks and herds, induced him to

seek richer pasturage and a less occupied

soil; he began his journey in the direction

towards Canaan, but found already in the

important town of Haran the object of

his migration realised ; here he settled, and

stayed for a considerable time; for here

his family acquired wealth and numerous

servants (xii. 5). The distance from the

original dwelling-place of Terah to Haran

might, therefore, not have been very great

;

and this determines sufficiently the posi-

tion of the district of Ur.

Terah the idolater intended, of his own
accord, to leave Mesopotamia, and to settle

in Canaan. His son, Abraham, received

from God only the same command ; and

yet his obedience was regarded as the first

great proof of his faith (Hebr. xi. 8).

But the great difference is this, that whilst

Terah's emigration was only the conse-

quence of an external necessity or desire,

that of Abraham had a spiritual or reli-

gious motive; so far from suffering want

in Haran, Abraham had there risen to a

state of flourishing prosperity; that

country had, therefore, became to him en-

deared by all human ties; and God Him-
self seems with emphasis to have pointed

to this happy abode, in addressing him:
" go from thy country, and from the place

of thy birth, and from thy father's house";

— but Abraham brought the sacrifice with-

out murmuring or reluctance; he felt that

tlie formation of a pure religious centre

required the perfect separation from the

pagan country, v/here the bonds of rela-

tionship or of patriotism might retard or

check theprogress ofthe new doctrines ; and

he, therefore, disregarded his worldly ad-

vantages, and conquered his prepossessions

to secure the higher privileges of religion.

Terah's wish for emigration was a matter

of expediency, and he changed his plans

at the first place which promised him the

desired benefits; he stayed and died at

Haran; but the unaltered end of Abra-

ham's journey was Canaan (xii. 5); and

he proceeded thither even during his

father's life-time.

Although the usual period of man's life
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of his nativity, in Ur of the Chaldees. 29. And Abram
and Nahor took wives to themselves : the name of Abram's

wife was Sarai; and the name of Nahor's wife, Milcah,

the daughter of liaran, the father of Milcah, and the

father of Iscah. 30. But Sarai was barren ; she had no
child. 31. And Terah took Abram liis son, and Lot the

son of Haran, liis son's son, and Sarai his daughter-in-Jaw,

his son Abram's wife; and they went with each other

from Ur of the Chaldees, to go into the land of Canaan

;

and they came to Haran, and dwelt there. 32. And the

days of Terah were two hundred and five years: and
Terah died in Haran.

had, by God, been fixed not to exceed the matrimonial alliances were, therefore,

120 years (vi. 3), the ages in the genera- formed within the same family; acircum-

tions between Shcm and Terah arc still stancewhichwill later recur with increased

considerably higher; but they show a de- emphasis. Nahor had eight sons by

cided tendency towards that limit, and in- l^Iilcah, and four by a second wife Re-

dicate that the mighty strength originally iimah (xxii. 20—24); but Sarai had no

granted to the human frame, was rapidly children ; this fact, which will fonn so pro-

decreasing (see p. 108). minent a part in the succeeding portions,

Terah had three sons, Abram, Nahor, is here significantly anticipated (ver. 30).

and Haran; the third son, ITaran, died The present part of our chapter is, there-

early in Ur before his father; but he left fore, throughout a systematic introduction

one son. Lot, and two daughters, Milcah to tlie subsequent naiTative; it guarantees

and Iscah; Abram married Sarai, his half- consistency and unity of design; and
sister (xx. 12); and Nahor took for his fragmentary notices can nowhere be sus-

wife Milcah, his brother Haran's daughter

:

pected.

XL

THE HISTORY OF THE HEBREW PATRIARCHS.
CHAPTERS XII. TO L.

I.—THE HISTORY OF ABRAHAM AND LOT.
Chapters XII. 1 to XXV. 11.

CHAPTER XII.
ScMMARY.—On the command of God, and encouraged by the promise of a blessed

future, Abraham emigrated, in the seventy-fifth year of his life, from Mesopotamia
into Canaan; stayed near Shechem, at the celebrated oak of Moreh ; and after hav-
ing received the Divine assurance that his descendants should possess the land, he
built an altar, journeyed to the neighbourhood of Beth-el, where he likewise
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erected an altar, and then proceeded southward.—A famine compelled him to

journey to Egypt; and fearing the licentiousness of the inhabitants, he represented

his wife, Sarai, to be his sister. But wlien the king took her into his house, he was

visited with severe plagues, which made him conscious of his guilt. Abraham,

re-united with his wife, left Egypt, enriched by the many and valuable presents.

1 . And the Lord said to Abram, Go out of thy country,

and from the place of thy birth, and from thy father's

The historian has reached the end of

the first chief portion of his narrative;

he has completed the introductory section

of his grand composition; he has shown

the origin of the world through the omnipo-

tence of God, and the descent of the nations

of the earth from one common ancestor

;

he has, by a universal pedigree, disclosed

the beautiful hope that, however dispersed

and inimical to each other the nations may
be, they will, in a happier future, be re-

united in brotherhood;— but before the

human family reaches this aim, it has to

pass through a long and wearisome career:

during unnumbered ages the various

tribes will continue in hostility and war-

fare; for unmeasured periods the omni-

potent Creator will be forgotten, and

darkness will shroud the earth. In one

tribe alone the spark of truth will be

preserved, and through that tribe " all

the families of the earth will be blessed"

(xii. 3). In Abraham's race lives the

hope of the world. This is the Hebrew

writer's avowed principle; and hence-

forth he devotes his narrative exclusively

to the destinies of that race. Abraham's

descendants begin to form the centre from

which the history of all nations is viewed

;

they are the heart from which life issues

in every direction, and to which life and

strength stream back; they are the only

cultivated spot in the vast dreariness of

mankind; their love is indeed ready

to pour forth the waters of life, which

convert the wilderness into a garden;

they cast the seeds, and teach, and advise;

but they remain long alone and solitary,

despised and misunderstood, and but too

often in a desperate warfare against their

own levity and inconstancy. They have

to educate themselves before they are ca-

pable and worthy of commencing their

great mission ; if the branches shall flourish,

the root and the stem must be strength-

ened l)eyond the power of the tempests.

The law of Moses shows the self-instruc-

ting tendency of Israel; whilst the prophets

begin the work of universal education, to

be continued till all unite in the know-

ledge of God, and to be completed in " the

latter days" (comp. Gal.iii.8; Actsiii.25;

Eom.iv. 13, 16).

Up to this point our narrative has shown

very numerous similarities with the intro-

ductory history of most of the ancient na-

tions, though the resemblance of the form is

almost everywhere accompanied by a fun-

damental difference in the spirit; we have

hitherto trod on universal ground, though

the peculiar impress of the Hebrew writer

can nowhere be mistaken ; every trace of

heathen elements is effaced: though al-

most all nations possess traditions con-

cerning the Creation, a Paradise, and the

origin of sin; concerning a deluge, a

dispersion, and confusion of languages;

the Hebi'ews alone purified and ennobled

them ; they used them as appropriate vehi-

cles for important truths and lessons. But

here their national history begins; every

material resemblance, even in the form,

ceases, and the Abrahamites pursue their

own path; we shall but seldom be

able to point out parallels with other

nations, from which they are henceforth

separated; but we shall the more highly

admire their own special development; in

faithfully following the progress of our

narrative, we shall find that it nowhere

deviates from the aim which it proposed

to itself, and to which we have alluded;

and we shall be led to acknowledge the

same comprehensiveness and skill in the

history of a family growing into a nation,

as were displayed in delineating the ad-

vance from the birth of one couple to the

population of the earth.
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house, into the land that I shall show thee : 2. And I

will make of thee a great nation, and I will bless thee, and

make thy name great; and thou slialt be a blessing:

1—O. For Abraham is the type of the

Israelites as a nation. In his character

and his destinies, their future history is

faithfully mirrored. Abraham descended

from an idolatrous family, and was born

in a land of heathens; and Israel grew

into a nation, in a country abounding

in all the abominations of superstition.

Abraham left a domicile which yielded

him every material prosperity, and was

dear to him by many social ties; and the

Israelites, laden with treasures, quitted a

land in which they had long found a

hospitable reception, where their external

necessities were so well provided for that

they frequently remembered it with long-

ing, and where they had formed the most

intimate social connections. Abraham

followed, by faith, the guidance of God

into an unknown land which He would

show him; and Israel went, with reliance

and devotion, " after God into a desert

which is not sown," into a wilderness

of sterility and horror. A covenant was

concluded with Abraham as with Israel,

and both covenants were ratified by a sign

;

both had the power of blessing or curse

over others; their friends should prosper,

their enemies perish; both received the

promise of a numerous progeny, through

which the nations of the earth should be

blessed, but both saw all earthly probabi-

lity of a fulfilment disappear; for Abra-

ham was denied a son from his lawful wife,

and the Israelites were not only in Egypt

diminished by the cruelty of her rulers, but

in the desert by famine, war, and pesti-

lence: but at this point the character of

Abraham diverges from that of Israel;

henceforth the former shines as the model

which the latter were unable to imitate;

and the history of Abraham becomes the

instructor of Israel. For whilst the former

exliibitcd an unshaken courage and faith

through all the severest trials, the latter

wavered in temptations, and despaired in

ditficulties; the former believed in a dis-

tant promise, the latter did not believe

the visible messenger of God, sent to effect

their immediate rescue, and even that

messenger himself succumbed in moments
of despondency : the former entered Ca-

naan, where he could not claim one foot

of land, for it was in the hands of hostile

tribes, whose valour he saw, and whose
cities he visited; but he placed his trust

in the love and omnipotence of God, and
built an altar at the place where the pro-

mise was made to him ; the latter trembled

at the mere report ofthe power of Canaan's

tribes, gave up all hope of possession, and

pusillanimously lamented the credulity

which had induced them to rely on extra-

vagant assurances. When famine com-

pelled Abraham to seek shelter in foreign

countries, he emigrated with a heart full

of confidence, certain that God would lead

him back, in due season, for the realization

of His promises ; whereas a trifling defeat or

national misfortune was sufficient to cause

Israel meanly to apprehend, that God had

abandoned and forgotten them. The life

of Abraham was one of piety and religious

contemplation; this was the model after

which the Israelites had to strive, and

which is delineated in their laws, and in

their prophecies; Abraham, the peaceful,

benevolent, ever-contented emir, is the

direct contrast to the conquering, ambi-

tious, and warlike Nimrod. So was the

people of Israel intended to distinguish

itself from the other nations by its purer

life, and its nobler aims. But, as Abraham
could exchange the nomad's staff for the

hero's sword where right and justice

demanded, so should Israel be ready

to fight the battles of God, trusting

in His invisible aid against the chariots

and the horsemen of the oppressing

heathens. Obedience was the innermost

centre of Abraham's character; it culmin-

ated in his readiness to sacrifice that son

through whom alone the future glories

could be fulfilled; thus should Israel,
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3. And I will bless tliem that bless tliee, and curse him

that curseth thee: and in thee shall all families of the

earth be blessed.—4. So Abram departed, as the Lord

with an unlimited submission, rely on

the Divine promises, even if kings and

nations appeared to scheme their in-

evitable destruction. We shall not here

pursue the parallel further; but it is a

general historical truth, that the character

and pursuits of the nations are reflected

in those of their patriarchs and heroes;

from this principle, the history of Abra-

ham gains a wider scope and a higher

interest; and we are justified in interpret-

ing it from that enlarged point of view.

We shall see, in the prophet Abraham,

the germ of the future nation of priests;

in the constructor of altars, the builders

of the Tabernacle and the Temple; in the

worshipper of the Creator of heaven and

earth, the future preachers of the univer-

sal God of all nations. The struggle of

Israel for reaching their ideal, was intense

and protracted; it was often necessary to

remind them of the " rock from which they

were hewn," and to elevate them by the

example of their '• father Abraham, who

was once called out to be blessed and in-

creased" ; but the goal was fixed ; leaders

were not wanting to guide their wander-

ing steps; and the happiness proposed as

their reward, encouraged and stimulated.

With the emigration of Abraham from

Haran begins also, in the system of the

Old Testament, a new epoch in the rela-

tion between God and mankind. By the

sin in Paradise, man forfeited God's im-

mediate and paternal intercourse; and

God, retiring to immeasurable distance

above thehuman peiwersities, dictated, as a

severe judge, the awful curse deemed an

equivalent punishment for the enormous

transgression. Ten generations lived and

toiled under the influence of that fatal

judgment; but human nature proved too

weak for such rigid standard; sin and

crime multiplied on the earth; seduction

increased the natural wickedness; and the

justice of God required a total destruction

oi' the human race. But, as the Creator

cannot annihilate, He preserved one fa-

mily for the renewal of mankind; and as

the Framer of man cannot change his

nature, He altered the character of His

own government. Since man is apt to sin

from his youth, God concluded with him,

for all eternity, the covenant of mercy, and

sealed it with a heavenly sign; thence-

forth, no more the austere measure of

justice, but the indulgence of grace should

preside over human actions. However, few

generations only passed before it became

evident, that the obstinacy of the human
mind despises even that gentle guidance

of God; that it boastingly exults in its

own strength, and believes it to be self-

sufiicient for its existence and glory: it

was, therefore, necessary to leave the re-

fractory spirits to their own heedless for-

getfulness; they were not rejected or de-

stroyed— because the mercy of God had

promised to be eternal,—but they were

severed from the alliance which united

them with the Fatlier, no more acknow-

ledged by them. But twenty generations

could not have lived in vain; nor could

the designs which God had formed with

regard to the creatures of His own image,

be annulled. He selected, therefore, one fa-

mily on which He lavished all His love,and

with which He entered into a connection,

stronger and closer even than that which

had bound him to the first human pair; for

the alliance between Abraham's family

and God was a reciprocal covenant, based

on self-conscious duties; it was an alliance

not concluded with beings of slumbering

intellects, but of awakened minds, matured

by the s'icissitudes of life, and the reflec-

tions enforced by varied experience.

While the curse against Adam and the

promise of Noah were pronounced to the

whole human race; from the time of

Abraham, promises and communications

were addressed and restricted to one fii-

mily or one people:— but, as God could

not cease to love all His children, He in-
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had spoken to him: and Lot went with him. And Abram
was seventy-five years old when he departed from Haran.

5. And Abram took Sarai his wife, and Lot his brother's

eluded them disUuitly and indirectly in

the blessings; tlie obedience of Abraham's

race was intended to counteract the dis-

obedience of Adam, and to effect, in the

progress of ages, a re-union of all na-

tions to be interrupted or broken no

more.

There is scarcely any feature in the

history of Abraham which is not intended

to illustrate one of the two great objects

to which we have alluded: the incidents

either point to the future destinies of

Israel, or to the advance of religious truth

among the heathens; that which has no

reference to either, was deemed unim-

portant, and omitted We have here,

therefore, no complete biography of Abra-

ham, which was neither intended, nor

would have been in accordance with the

spiritual tendency of the Pentateuch; it

would have caused the introduction of

extraneous matter, in no way beaiing

upon universal theocracy, which was re-

garded as the final aim of universal history.

But the consistency of the facts narrated

is so complete, tiiat abruptness or deficiency

are utterly excluded; the narrative dis-

plays even a certain abundance and co-

piousness; and the eliief ideas are some-

times emphatically repeated under modi-

fied forms. The Hebrew historian clearly

considered ail those facts and incidents as

possessing full objective truth ; and though

we must, in this part also, occasionally

admit an analogy with the poetical or

ide dizing form of ancient liistoriography,

I

it is just this independent elaboration of

the form which constitutes the chief value

of the narrative, since it converts barren

vents into truths and lessons. Abraiiam

. an historical person; but, like almost all

IJiblical individuals, he represents a reli-

-iv>us idea also; and as the former is often

cessarily subordinate to the latter, wc

e not always allowed pcfiantieally to iu-

>t upon the external details; as in the

i.arrative itself, so in the interpretation,

the s])irit must decidedly predominate

over the letter.

When Abraham, not by human interests

but by a Divine call, and even with an

effort to overcome the struggling sympa-

thies of his heart, left the paternal house

and his aged father, he was encouraged,

not by promises of personal wealth and
glory, but of a blessing which would ulti-

mately prove the benediction of the human
family. Abraham's emigration was a saci'i-

fioe unhesitatingly brought for an end con-

cealed in an indefinite future, and scarcely

fully understood by himself. Whilst the

address of God was explicit and emphatic

in describing the domestic felicity which

he was commanded to renounce (ver. 1);

it did not point out the least social com-

pensation which he might expect in the

strange land (vers. 2, 3). No allusion

was made to the possession of Canaan;

it was only after he had reached the aim

of his long journey, that God for the first

time promised it to his dexrendants (ver.7);

whilst Abraham liimself, seeing it was in

the hands of mighty heathen tribes (ver. 6),

could during his life call no part of it his

own, and was obliged to secure, by a

heavy sum, a resting-place after his death.

This was the first deed of Abraham's

pious obedience. The a.ssurance of a

powerful progeny enjoying the undisputed

possession of the whole land, was given

to Abraham only when in the midst of

wan<ieringsand privations; when it scarce-

ly promised a rational realization.

Although Lot accompanied Abraham
into the unknown land (ver. 4), he fol-

lowed him merely as his protector, just as

Sarah and the members of his household

were "taken" by him (vcnS); he was

not included in the command of God
(ver. 1); nor was his sacrifice comparable

with that of Abraham, since his father

had died long since in Ur. It is, perhaj s,

for this purpose of showing the less

degree of meritoriousness of Lot's emi-
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son, and all their property wliich they had gathered, and

the souls that they had acquired in Haran, and they

went out to go into the land of Canaan ; and they came

gration, that the notice of Haran's death

was inserted in the text, the economy of

which scarcely permits the mention of any

irrelevant fact. But thejourney of Lotwas

necessary, not only on account of his con-

nection with the awful fate of Sodora and

Gomorrah, but on account of the etlmo-

graphic relation in which his descendants,

the Ammonites and Moabites, stand with

Mesopotamia.

The first place in Canaan where Abra-

ham halted with his family and his house-

hold, was at Sheckem, near a celebrated

oak-tree. As we might have expected,

the first recorded encampment of the

patriarch is not without significance.

Shechem is situated in the very centre of

Palestine; it is in the Bible even called

the "navel of the land," and was the

natural place of assembly for all the tribes

of the country; the oak was, in the time

of the Judges, still famous under the

name of"oak of sorcerers," and near it was

a rich temple of the idol Baal-Berith; but

the region in and around Shechem was even

at that time still partly occupied by the hea-

thens. Only by remembering these facts,

our text will appear in its full and deep

meaning. Abraham proceeded at once

to the central town of the land intended

as the future habitation of his descend-

ants; a town obriously too important

by its position to be left in the hands

of the enemies; and there that pro-

mise of the land was for the first time

made (ver. 7). The place of the ancient

tree, which so long witnessed superstitious

and cruel rites, was hallowed by a Divine

vision, and converted into a sacred spot;

and at the side of the idolatrous temple

rose an altar dedicated to the God of

heaven and earth. Thus the facts related

obtain a prospective and didactic force for

which we have prepared the reader by

some of the preceding remarks.—Shechem

,

perhaps one of the oldest towns of Pa-

lestine, and in early times inhabited by

the Hivites, is situated in a nan-ow but

beautiful valley, between 1,200 to 1,600

feet wide, seven miles south of Samaria,

not far from the confines of the ancient

provinces of Ephraim and Manasseh, and

in the range of the mountains of Ephraim,

at the foot both of Mount Ebal and

Gerizim, which enclose it north and south,

which were themselves famous by early

altars and sanctuaries, and were of the

highest religious interest by the blessing

and the curse proclaimed on them for the

observance or the neglect of the Law. The

town was not only important in the his-

tory of the patriarchs, but in the theocra-

tical and political history of the Israelites;

it was a city of refuge and a Levitical

town; here Joshua delivered his last so-

lemn address to all the tribes of Israel;

it was, in the time of the Judges, the

principal town of Abimelech's king-

dom; here Rehoboam was proclaimed

king, and promulgated to the delegates

of the people his insulting policy; and

when the ten tribes declared their indepen-

dence of his despotic rule, it became the

residence of the new empire. It was not

unimportant in the time ofthe captivity, and

became after its expiration the celebrated

centre of the Samaritan worship, whose

temple was only destroyed by John Hyr-

canus (B.C. 129). In the first century of

the Christian era it lay in ruins; but on

its ancient site, or in its immediate vicinity,

a new, though smaller town, Neapolis,

was built, probably by ria\'ius Vespa-

sianus; it was the birth-place of Justin

Martyr, and the seat of Christian bishops;

although captured by the Moslems and

the Crusaders, it suffered but little, or

temporarily; after several -sacissitudes,

which could not annihilate its prosperity,

it fell finally into the hands of the Turks

(1242 A.c), and the present Nablous,

though enclosed by no walls, counting

only about 8,000 inhabitants, and contain-

ing no more than fifteen to twenty Sama-
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into the land of Canaan.—G. And Abram passed through

the land to the place of Shechem, to the oak of Moreh.

And the Canaanite was then in the land. 7. And the

ritan families, " the oMest and the smallest

sect," carries on a not inconsiderable

commerce, is celebrated for the manufac-

ture of soap, and maintains a spirit of

independence against the Egyptian go-

vernment. Its neighbourhood, highly pic-

turesque by its position, and abundantly

watered by fountains, rills, and water-

courses, is distinguished by beautiful olive-

groves, a blooming vegetation, and a care-

fully cultivated soil; tlie delight and the

praise of all modern travellers. About

two miles east of Shechem lies the little

village Abulnita, and here in an enclosure

of plastered walls, without roof, the grave

of Joshua is believed to be; and at a little

distance south-east from there " the well of

Jacob" is pointed out. celebrated by an in-

cident in the New Testament. The few

Samaritan Jews at present inhabiting Na-

blous,are marked for "their noble physiog-

nomy and stately appearance." They boast

the possession of some very ancient manu-
scriptsand commentaries ofthe Pentateuch.

When, a few years since. Abbe Barges

on the spot enquired about the date of

the celebrated scroll shown to him, he

received the rei)ly, that "it was copied at

the door of the Tabernacle, on the skin of

a lamb killed for a peace-offering by

Abishua, the son of Phinchas, the son of

Elcazar, the son ofAaron, in the thirteenth

year after the settlement of the Israel-

ites in Canaan"! They have some other

works on the history of the Jews, and

ascribe especial authority to a " Book of

Joshua," mostly composed in a highly

legendary style. But they admit that the

race of the priests descending direct from

Aaron is extinct since more than ."iOO

yeau>; and the present ecclesiastical chief,

S'lalmah ben Tobiah, traces his origin to

Izzicl, the son of Kohath and grandson

of Levi! Inoffensive and peaceful as they

are, they were made the objects of civil and

religious oppressions, which in 1842 they

unsuccessfully attempted to alleviate Ijy

an appeal to the government of France.

About .'iO years since the}' were forbid-

den access to Mount Gerizim, on \\ hich

they centre all their religious emotions

and sacred reminiscences; which is hal-

lowed by traditions of millenniums; where

are pointed out the still considerable

remains of the great Samaritan temple,

the ten or twelve stones, the erection of

which they ascribe either to Joshua or to

the twelve tribes, and the famous rock on

which they maintain the ark rested, Abra-

ham tied his son for the sacrifice, and Jacob

saw in his dreams the angels and tlie

mystic ladder; where they assert the holy

Tabernacle is hidden, and the pontifical

robes of the last High-priest before the

captivity are deposited in a cave, together

with the treasures of their temple, which

in the 'time of Pontius Pilate (36 A.c.)

became the cause of a great carnage and

of the deposition of that governor. Be-

fore the prohibitory decree was issued,

they offered on the mountain their sacri-

fices, and observed the other rites of their

worship; the paschal lamb especially was

killed with great solemnity, and on the

seventh day of Passover an imposing

service was there performed: at present

the altar and the sanctuary are a heap of

stones, the ambush of reptiles and wild

beasts; and the paschal sacrifice is the

only one they now offer, but they kill it

in the town itself. Their little synagogue,

which contains their literary treasures, is

situated at the foot of the mountain. The

heights of Gerizimcommandamagnificent

view in the four directions, to the valley of

the Jordan and the waves of the Mediter-

ranean, to the mountains of .Judah and of

Galilee: a circumstance which contriinited

notalittle to render the mountain dearand

imirortiint to the Israelites.—Nablousshows

still the portal of its ancient cathedral; and

many fragments of marbles, columns, and

other remains bespeak the threefold domi-

nion successively exercised by the He-

p 2
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Lord appeared to Abram, and said. To thy seed shall

J give this land. And lie built there an altar to the

Lord who appeared to him.— 8. And he removed from

thence to the mountain in the east of Beth-el, and pitched

brews, the Romans, and Moliammedans.

Christianity is at present there repre-

sented hy about 120 taxable indivi(bials;

and ?)y a school recently established by

the Church Missionary Society.

The great age which oak-trees attain

makes them appropriate mediums for the

description of localities, especially in dis-

tricts which offer few other peculiarities;

and the more so, as oaks are by no means

frequent in Palestine except in hilly re-

gions; they were generally designated

after the name of the individual on whose

property they stood; and thus we read

of the " oak of Tabor," and in our passage

of the " oak of Moreh," which is elsewhere

also called " the oak which is in Shechem,"

or, as we have above observed, " the oak

of sorcerers." But though the neighbour-

hood of Shechcm might have boasted of

one majestic oak of peculiar grandeur and

celebrity, it possessed many specimens of

the kind, and we read of the " oaks or

grove of Moreh"; as in the vicinity of

Hebron were the " oaks of Mamre." The

high antiquity of the trees was alone suf-

ficient to endow them, in the eyes of the

Orientals, with a considerable degree of

sanctity; they were distinguished by ap-

pellative names; and in the time of Jose-

phus there was near Hebron a terebinth

which was believed to date back to the

creation of the world. It is therefore na-

tural that they should have been sclcded

tor solemn purposes; great national meet-

ings were held near them; the dead were

buried under their branches; prophets pro-

nounced here their advice and their ex-

hortations; temples and altars were

erected, and incense and sacrifices offered,

under their mysterious shade; and the

hymns, which celebrated the deities, not

seldom included the praise of the re-

freshing places of their worship; rea-

sons enough why the "oak of Moreh"

should be the spot for Abraham's first

altar, as it was the place where Joshua

erected the sacred monument intended

for ever to remind the Israelites of their

pledges of obedience and piety. The oak

forests of the mountains of Bashan were

particularly cclebrateil; they furnished the

materials for the rudders of the Tyrians,

and the idols of the Canaanites. At pre-

sent also those elevated parts, more than

the other districts, are distinguished

by noble oaks, "scattered like orchards

upon the hills, much like the olive-trees

on the west of the Jordan"; though even

there the finest species (Quercus robur)

does not appear, and the trees seldom

attain the imposing dimensions which

sometimes astonish us in our northern

forests. They occur, however, in various

other' species, in the slopes of the Leba-

non, near the sources of the Jordan, and

along its eastern side so far south af3 the

territory of the ancient Ammonites; their

leaves, often broader than those of our

oaks, afford a grateful shade, and their

branches are frequently used for the con-

struction of the flat roofs of houses. On
the hills of southern Judaea, about He-

bron, they are seen in great quantities,

although they have here more the appear-

ance of shrubs than of trees ; but they are

finer the more we proceed northwai'd,

between Samaria and Mount Carmel, on

the banks of the Kishon, on Mount

Tabor and its valleys, and beyond the

plain of Acre.

From Shcchem, Abraham proceeded

towards Bethel, situated in the direct

thoroughfare of Palestine. The text does

not allude to the cause which induced or

compelled him to resume his wandei'ings;

but it is evident, from the aim andpurport

of this portion of Genesis, that Abraham

is here designedly described as migrating

through the land without finding a perma-

nent or convenient resting-place. He had

checrfullv left the rich pastures and the
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his tent, having Betli-cl in the west, and Hui in the east:

and there lie built im altar to the Lord, and invoked the

name of the Lord. 9. And Abram journeyed farther and

farther toward the south.

domestic comforts of Ilaraii to be a stranger

in a distant land, satisfied by building'

altars on his journeys, to leave the traces

of his piety as marks and admonitions

for his descendants. These anticipations

are, with regard to Bethel, even more

distinct than with reference to Shechem;

and they must be considered the more

decisive, as Jacob also experienced here

occurrences of the most extraordinary

nature. In the period of the Judges, the

Ark and the holy Tabernacle were, for

a time, in Bethel; and Samuel chose it as

one of the (owns which he annually visited

for the decision of litigations. But the

sacred character which Bethel thus gained

was, in the time of the Kings, converted

into a perfect abomination; for Jeroboam

made it the centre of the idolatrous wor-

ship of Apis, introduced by him, in oppo-

sition to that of the temple of Jerusalem;

his successors preserved his arrangements

;

and it was oidy in the time of Josiah that

the town was purified from its pagan rites.

The consequence of that perversion was a

vehement abliorrence against Bethel on

the part of the earlier propliets; and " the

house of God" was called "the house of

iniquity." The altar which Abraham here

erected, and the prayers which he here

offered up to God; are a rebuke and a re-

proach for the heedless iniquity which so

long prevailed in Bethel.— The original

name of the town Bethel was, however,

Luz; the former appellation was intro-

duced by Jacob after the extraordinary

dream which there occurred to him; but,

as Luz and Bethel were later distin-

gulslied as two different localities, we

must suppose that the sanctuary of Luz,

pel haps surrounded by other build-

ings, stood on a hill in its vicinity; this

was the holy place, and was called Beth-

el (•' the house of God"); the latter name

was gradually attributed to the town

also; tliongli both were inaccurate or

geographical descriptions, sc])arated (rum

each other. This explanation is not only

borne out, but required, by the various

passages in which both names occur.

The place " between Bethel in the west,

and Hai in the east" may be that very

elevation near Luz which was properly

called Bethel.— In the time of Joshua,

Bethel was a royal town of the Canaan

-

itcs; it was, however, conquered and

fixed as the frontier town between Ben-

janiiu and Ephraim ; although it was, by

Joshua, assigned to the former, it was, in

the period of the divided empire, in pos-

session of the latter tribe, which perpe-

trated the desecration of the holy place to

which we have alluded. But after the

captivity, it belonged to Benjamin ; in the

time of the Maccabees, it was fortified by

the Syrian king; and was conquered by

Vespasian, in the Roman war. Since that

time it is seldom mentioned, and but very

recently traces of its existence have been

ascertained in the little place Beitin, in

the mountain of Eplu-aim, between the

heads of two shallow brooks, twelve Ro-

man miles from Jerusalem; the greater

part of the considerable ruins are on the top

of a low hill, which is in accordance witli

the supposition above ventured; and the

massive fragments of walls, of a large

square tower, of a very extensive water

reservoir, and of several churches, indicate

its existence and importance down to the

middle ages.

Hai, likewise a royal town of the Ca-

naanites, in the east of Bethel (ver. 8).

was among the first towns which Joshua

took and destroyed; but later it was re-

built, and was, after the exile, inh.il)ited

by the Benjamites. The ruins which were,

already in Jerome's time, inconsiderable,

are, by Robinson, believed still to exist

south of Deir Diwan, one hour of Beitin

or Bethel.

lO—iO. Abraham continued his aim-
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10. And there was a famine in the land : and Abram
went down into Egypt to sojourn there; for the famine

icas severe in the land. 11. And it came to pass, when

he was come near to enter into Egypt, that he said to

Sarai his wife, Behold, I pray, I know that thou art a

woman beautiful in appearance : 1 2. Therefore it will

come to pass, when the Egyptians will see thee, that they

will say, This 25 his wife : and they will kill me, but they

less wanderings. From Bethel he mi-

grated southwards, a distant and pro-

tracted journey; but so far from find-

ing there a permanent abode, he was,

by an extraordinary calamity, compelled

to proceed even beyond the boundaries

of the land. As if to try his resigna-

tion, and to prove to him that the terri-

tory just promised to his seed was, more

than neighbouring countries, subject to

the curse which human sin had brought

over the earth, God sent a famine, which

left him no other alternative but to seek

refuge in a kingdom whose licentiousness

was too well known, and whose aversion to

strangers foreboded to him no benevolent

reception. But here it appeared that even

Abraham, if left to his own determina-

tion, was liable to gi'eat mistakes and

aberrations. For the first time, God did

not guide and advise him, and he heaped

upon liimself the guilt of desponding

doubt, of mental reserve, if not untruth,

and of a fatal want of moral courage,

which threatened to contaminate the

purity of his conjugal relations, and for

ever to blight his domestic happiness.

His conduct was exemplary wherever the

path was clear, or wherever it was prescrib-

ed to him ; all his greatness consisted in his

obedience; it was the tendency of this

naiTative to show, tliat where he was

beset by difficulties without being aided

by the immediate guidance of God, he

was subject to the common errors of hu-

manity ; and that, as the eternal standard of

virtue and moral action—theLaw,wasnot

yet revealed, the personal direction of

God was necessary in every individual in-

stance. We see such assistance, indeed, in-

variably extended to His favourites down

to Moses; after this time he sent prophets,

not to give new precepts, but to enforce

those proclaimed before, deemed all-suffi-

cient if correctl}- understood, and afford-

ing Divine advice for every complication

of life. It would, therefore, be a perfect

mistake to attempt a reconciliation of

Abraham's conduct in Egypt with the

precepts of morality not yet known to

him. Just as he saw no crime in marrying

his sister, the daughter of the same father,

so he was not aware of the sinfulness of

the expedients in which his despondency

took refuge with regard to his wife. The

education of Israel was not finished with

Abraham ; he was indeed the unapproach-

ed model of submission to the Divine

will ; but later that will was more clearly

and more comprehensively expressed in a

code of laws comprising all the relations

of human existence; the Israelites were

exhorted to obey those systematic pre-

cepts as readily and heartily as Abraham
followed the occasional commands with

which God favoured him; but we cannot

expect him to act with faultless perfec-

tion when those commands ceased, and

he was merely the son of Terah. Careful

regard to this jirinciple precludes many
errors in the interpretation of Abraham's

history, and that of the other patriarchs.

The same occurrence which forms tlic

contents of the second part of this chap-

ter, is related with inconsiderable modifi-

cations, on two other occasions (chap.xx.

and xxvi.). In all these three cases the

beauty of the wife, and the reputed lasci-

viousness of the heathens, rendered it ad-

visable to represent her as the sister; she

was in the two foi'mer instances cond uctcd

into the Iiousc or harem of the pagan
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Avlll let thee live. 13. Say, I pray thee, thou art my
sister; that it may be well with me for thy sake; and my
soul may live because of thee.— 14. And it came to pass,

that, when Abram was come into Egypt, the Egyptians

beheld the woman that she was very beautiful. 15. And
the princes of Pharaoh saw her, and praised her before

Pharaoh : and the woman was taken into Pharaoh's house.

16. And he treated Abram well for her sake; and he had

kings, and wa.s,in the tliird, exposed to the

danger of falling a victim to the general

immorality; but, by Divine interference,

she escaped the pollution, and the event,

so far from inflicting injury or ignominy

upon the patriarchs, invariably ended in a

vast accession to their wealth, and re-

dounded to their glorification. This being

the close analogy between the three nar-

ratives, we are justified in illustrating

them by each other; and especially to

conclude, that, in our instance also, Sarah

left the house of the Egyptian monarch

undefiled; the nineteenth verse must,

therefore, either be translated as in the

English version: "Why didst thou say,

She is my sister? so / might have taken

her to me to wife," or if we render the

last words: "/ took her to me to wife," we

must qualify them by the remark: " but

he did not approach her" (xx. 4); for our

narrative is, in general, briefer than that

of the twentieth chapter; it omits further

, to state the manner in which the king

learnt the conjugal connection between

Abraham and Sarah, whilst later it was

revealed to him by a vision in a dream

(xx. 3). The providential protection of

Sarah's purity is, in fact, the very centre

of the threefold tale, a repetition which

would scarcely be explicable for a less

important purpose. The sanctity of ma-

trimony, that corner-stone of the whole

social fabric, was intended to form a pro-

minent and noLle characteristic of the He-

brew community; it pervades, as a great

principle, the whole of the Old Testament;

itisinits full depth involved in the account

of the creation of woman, and in the attri-

butes which arc there given to the wife;

next to the reverence due to human life,

it forms the most important of the duties

embodied in the Decalogue; it is, in the

Mosaic legislation, enjoined with a force

and an emphasis proving that it was re-

garded as a primary and fundamental

obligation; the dire consequences of its

violation are, in the historical books, un-

folded in grand and awful pictures of

misery, ofwhich the overwhelming calami-

ties of David, after his crime against Uriah,

are among the most striking instances;

and when the prophets saw with sorrow

that their admonitions were fruitless, they

foretold in anger Israel's irrevocable an-

nihilation. It is the end of our narrative,

to prove that God watches with care over

conjugal alliances, and that Ho visits

their desecration with disastrous punish-

ments; the plagues inflicted on the king

are a warning and an exhortation ; and

the indulgence extended to Abraham for

his culpable abandonment of his wife, is

no less an act of Divine mercy, than the

intact preservation of Sarah amidst her

imminent dangers.

Considering this high tendency of our

section, it would be futile indeed to insist

upon some formal objections to which it

is open, as, for instance, that Sarah, who
was at the time of these events between

sixty-five and ninety years, who had

even called herself old, and had ceased to

be " after the manner of women" (.xviii.

11, 13), should still have possessed such

rare beauty as to be desired for a wife by

voluptuous kings; or that the same inci-

dent should happen three times almost in

the same manner ; or that Abraham was not

sufficiently warned by the first occurrence

to avoid the same imprudence n second

time. These and similar dilliculties, urged
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sheep, and oxen, and lie-asses, and men-servants, and

maid-servants, and slie-asses, and camels. 17. And the

Lord plagued Pharaoh and his house with great plagues

on account of Sarai, Abram's wife. 18. And Pharaoh

called Abram, and said. What is this that thou hast done

to me? Why didst thou not tell me that she was thy

with a triumphant confidence by those

who deny to the Bible every higher value,

occurred to the mind of the Hebrew writer

as little as the discrepancies obvious in

the history of the Creation and the

Deluge; nor did he think of such things

as " the brighter Asiatic complexion of

Sarah," which attracted the notice of the

Egyptians; or her " barrenness," which

had preserved her beauty; or other in-

genious devices of a similar kind. In

his hands, the focts are subordinated to

ideas ; he is as little an ordinary historian

or biographer as he can be expected to be

a geologist or an astronomer; the material

world is made subservient to his reli-

gious doctrines, and the actual events

are employed to illustrate his notions

concerning the Divine government of the

world. We cannot too often enforce this

principle, which alone permits an intelli-

gent penetration into the text, unbiassed

and undisturbed by considerations which

were never intended by the Hebrew wri-

ter as essential or independent points

of his composition.

Although Canaan, if cultivated witli

some care, yields abundant harvests, it is

not exempted from sterility; the history

of Israel records more than one instance

of distressing famine; and the anticipa-

tion of failing crops is, by some anti-

quarians, assigned even as one of the rea-

sons for the institution of periodical Sab-

bath-years, which compelled the Israelites

to lay up stores of corn during six suc-

cessive years, sufficient to shield them

against the most pressing emergencies.

Scanty harvests were threatened in the

Pentateuch as the punishment for national

impiety; just as a plentiful produce was

deemed the result of the Divine blessing

attending righteousness. We may thus

understand how prophets could speak of

an " ignominy of famine," to be removed

as soon as the land is cleared from its

idolatrous impurities. Now Canaan was,

within a brief period, visited by several

successive and fearful famines, which the

text does not fail to mention and to describe

as important incidents in the history of

the patriarchs. This circumstance cannot,

therefore, be insignificant. And, indeed,

the Divine scourges happening so imme-

diately after Abraham had received the

promise of the land, were the first sign of

the realization of this assurance; for they

showed that the time was approaching

when "the measure of the sin of the

Amorites would be full," and when " the

land would vomit out its wicked inhabit-

ants." The close connection into which

the Providence of God brings the deeds

of man with his destinies and those of his

land, proved to Abraham the inevitable

ruin of the Canaanites, whilst he himself

should experience the truth that the pious

do not suffer with the wicked, but that

" they are not ashamed in the time of

evil, and in the days of famine they are

satisfied"; for Abraham grew richer in

every kind of valuable property. But in

such public calamities Egypt was tlie usual,

though not the only refuge of the inlia-

bitants of Palestine; the fertility of that

country, guaranteed by the alm.ost regular

inundations of the beneficent Nile, and

secured by a complicated net-work of

canals and trenches for the purposes of

irrigation, was proverbial in antiquity,

and though not entirely exempt from the

possibility of faihng crops, it afforded, in

times of want, succour and help even to dis-

tant nations ; into which subject a later por-

tion of this book will oblige us more fully

to enter.—Now the famine which befell
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wife? 19. Why didst thou, say, She is my sister? so I

might have taken her to me to wife : and now be-

hold thy wife; take hc)\ and go thy way. 20. And Pha-

raoh gave men commands concerning him : and they sent

him away, and his wife, and all that he had.

Canaan in the time of Abraham, and

which is designedly characterised as

heaft/ or severe, compelled him to seek

rdief in the same land; but the text

is careful in describing this emigration

only as " a temporary sojourn," not as an

intended settlement; however inviting

the abundance of Egypt might have been

to the rich nomad chief, it did not tempt

him to despise, or permanently to leave

the less favoured land of promise; al-

though Canaan was granted only to his

descendants, he felt himself intimately

bound to it; for he lived more in the future

than in the present; he viewed himself

as the first link of a great cliain; he was

the root which could not be torn from the

soil in which the branches were designed

to flourish. Nor did the better part of

his descendants ever divest themselves of

this feeling. Althougli for four centuries

transplanted into Egypt, they always re-

garded themselves as strangers; they

said likewise that they only " sojourned"

in that land, and did not rest till their de-

sire of returning to Canaan was satisfied.

Thus we have another analogy between

Abraham and Israel.

CHAPTER XIII.

Summary.—Abraham returned to the place near Bethel, where he had before offered up

his prayers and built an altar. His own flocks, and those of Lot, had, in the mean
time, become so numerous, that they could not be maintained at the same place.

Abraham, therefore, in order to avoid contentions, asked Lot to choose whatever

p.art of the land he most preferred; he would himself settle in the opposite direc-

tion. Lot selected the blooming districts of the Jordan, down to Sodom, w^hose in-

habitants were sunk in immorality. God appeared to Abraham, promised him a

numberless progeny, and to the latter the possession of the whole land. — The

patriarch pitched his tent in the oak-groves of Mamre, near Hebron, and built

there an altar.

1. And Abram went up out of Egypt, he, and his wife,

and all that he had, and Lot with him, into the south of

Canaan. 2. And Abram was very rich in cattle, in silver,

and in gold. 3. And on his journeys from the south he

1—-4. Not longer than iirgent neces-

sity required and compelled, did Abraham

remain in the land destined to become of

a deep but melancholy interest to his

descendants. He was, like theiS, led into

that country by a famine; both were there

injured in their most sacred rights, though

from different reasons; and in both ca.ses

was the monarch, by the supernatural

plagues he suffered, compelled to accele-

rate rather than to retard their departure.

Like the Israelites, Abraham left Egypt

not only enriched with herds and flocks,

the usual property of the Bedouin, but

with " silver and gold," as the text dis-

tinctly remarks (ver. 2; xii. 16); it is un-

doubted that this species of wealth is

intended to describe a higher social scale

to which the patriarch had risen, and

which significantly points to a future more

settled state, when the bare necessities of

life would be adorned by comforts and

cheered by embellisliments. With his re-

gained wife and with Lot, who, as his
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went to Bc'tli-el, to the place where his tent had been at

the beginning, between Beth-el and Hai; 4. To the place

of the altar which he had made there at the first: and

there Abram invoked the name of the Lord.— 5. And Lot

also, who went with Abram, had flocks, and herds, and

tents. 6. And the land did not bear them, that they

might dwell together: for their property was great, so

that they could not dwell together. 7. And there was a

strife between the herdsmen of Abram's cattle and the

herdsmen of Lot's cattle: and the Canaanite and the

Perizzite dwelt then in the land. 8. And Abram said to

Lot, Let there be no strife, I pray thee, between me and

thee, and between my herdsmen and thy herdsmen; for we

are kinsmen. 9. Is not the whole land before thee?

younger relative, had accompanied liim

on his journeys, he proceeded to the south

of Canaan. But his migrations were no

longer so entirely erratic as they had

hitherto been. Tiie land was no more a

vast tract, equally indifferent to him in

all parts; it possessed some spots dear

and sacred to his pious heart; and when,

hy the assistance of God, he had escaped

the double danger of famine and disgrace,

he advanced in regular and fixed journeys

to that place near the town Bethel where

he had before erected the altar; and here

offered up thanksgivings to his almighty

Protector. It is evident from the tenour

of tlie text, that Abraham's premeditated

aim was the service which he intended to

solemnize; and the words: "he invoked

the name of the Lord," imply a more pro-

found devotion than an ordinary prayer;

they are hence used only on certain pro-

minent occasions, and tend here to prove

that Abraham returned from the land of

multifarious idolatry, in which his pro-

geny lost and forgot the true faith, as a

pure and believing servant of the Creator.

5—l.t. Lot was, on Abi-aham's ac-

count, " with whom he went," likewise

blessed with wealth; the herds of both

were so numerous, that the same district

did not afford sufhcient pasture, especial-

ly as " the Canaanite aud the Perizzite

dwelt also in the land" (ver.7), and natu-

rally occupied the better and greater

part of the available soil. The con-

tentions which thus arose between the

herdsmen of both were abhorred by the

peaceful patriarch, the more so as they

threatened to sow enmity between him

and his near kinsman; a separation was

necessary; and with a disinterestedness

which, next to his resigning obedience,

was his brightest characteristic, he al-

lowed to his younger and therefore

subordinate relative unlimited choice with

regard to his future abode. Lot did not

delay to avail himself of this liberty; he

selected that part of the land which he

considered as by far the most blooming and

fertile, the district of the Jordan, which

at that time was teeming with luxurious

vegetation, comparable only with the de-

lightful Paradise, the garden of God, or

with the famous corn-fields of Egypt, the

envy of ancient nations ; he occupied " the

whole district of the Jordan," and spread

his tents so far southward as Sodom, re-

gardless of the dangerous contact into

which he was thus brought with a people

"wicked and sinful before the Lord ex-

ceedingly" (ver. 13). It is unnecessary to

point out with greater distinctness the con-

trast between the conduct of Abraham and

Lot.— The Cauaauitcs and the Perizzites
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Separate thyself, I pray thee, from me : if tlioii wilt take

the left hand, then I shall go to the right ; or if thou depart

to the right liand, then I shall go to the left. 10. And
Lot lifted up his eyes, and beheld all the district of the

Jordan, that it was all well watered, before the Lord

destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah, like the garden of the

Lord, like the land of Egypt, towards Zoar. 11. And
Lot chose for himself the district of the Jordan; and Lot

journeyed in the east : and they separated themselves the

one from the other. 12. Abrara dwelt in the land of

Canaan, and Lot dwelt in the cities of the district, and

pitched his tents as far as Sodom. 13. But the men of

Sodom were wicked, and sinners before the Lord exceed-

ingly.— 14. And the Lord said to Abram, after Lot was

arc here, and in some other passages, syno-

nymous with all the inhabitants of Canaan.

Now the etymology of the word Perizzite

proves, that they were the inhabitants of

open towns and villages; it is clearly ex-

plained by the prophet Ezekiel, to denote

the population of jdaces " without walls and

bars and gates"; and it is, in the book of

Esther, similarly used for the unfenced

cities, in contradistinction to the metro-

polis, or royal residence. The two names

of the Canaanites and the Perizzitcs, if so

coupled, designate, therefore, both the in-

habitants of the walled towns and of tlie

oj)en country; and describe, with a cer-

tain emphasis, the two chief portions of

the population: which is peculiarly ap-

projiriate in our passage, where the nar-

rowness of the land is urged.—Hence it

is explicable that we find Perizzites men-

tioned in almost every part of Canaan, as

inhabiting the mountains, and the forest

l>lains; in Judah and Ephraim; near Beth-

el and near Shechem.

14—1!>*. By the departure of Lot, the

land was divided into two parts; the

district of the Jordan was separated from

tlie rest of Canaan, and formed a distinct

territory. Henceforth, the history of the

former was unconnected with that of the

latter, except by a tic of relationship soon

to be severed by the guilt of Lot's imme-

diate offspring, when the very existence

of that district was blotted out. Our

narrative tends to this point with a steady

progress. It was already alluded to in

tlie express remark regarding the extreme

impiety of the inhabitants; and it is

more decidedly approached by the follow-

ing renewed promise made to Abraham.

The latter was now the only Hebrew in

the land Canaan, properly so called ; and

to his descendants alone it was now again

guaranteed. The family of Lot could not

remain so closely associated with the house

of Abraham without seriously endanger-

ing its development; the separation of

both removed a difficulty which had clouded

the future prospects of Abraliam's seed;

and it was, therefore, important, that these

prospects should now be clearly repeated.

But they are not only renewed, but ex-

panded and enlarged. Abraham was in-

vited to look around in all directions;

the whole land was to belong to his seed

;

it was to be their inheritance " for ever";

and that seed was to be endless, " like the

dust of the earth which no man can num-

ber." So much grander and more com-

prehensive was this pledge tlian the first

simple promise: " To thy seed will I give

this land" (xii. 7). Eternity and infinitude

were granted, notions that lie above the

stretch of luiuian capacity; hopes that
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separated from him, Lift up now thy eyes, and look from

the place where thou art northward, and southward, and

eastward, and westward: 15. For all the land which

thou seest, to thee shall I give it, and to thy seed for ever,

16. And I shall make thy seed as the dust of the earth:

so that if a man can number the dust of the earth, then

reach beyond a natural realisation. The

new promise was, therefore, intended as a

prophecy; and if we look upon the fulfil-

ment, we must acknowledge in it the same

ideal yearnings, which form the genial

sun-beams of the Old Testament; the

seed of Abraham comprises not merely his

bodily descendants, but all the heirs of that

faith, which it was hoped would in time em-

brace the universe, not to cease in all eter-

nit)'.—Abraham was further commanded,

confidently to pass through the land in

its length and its breadth; and wherever

he set his foot, the ten-itory was marked

as his possession. The migrations of the

patriarch are, therefore, not indifferent or

unimportant; they hallow the soil and

determine the boundaries of the future

empire ; they are deeds both to guide and

to encourage his progeny. Hence, even

his journey to Egypt must have an im-

portance from this point of view also; it

fijreshadows the future extent of the

Hebrew land down "to the river of Egypt,"

as indeed the Euphrates, from which

Abraham's wanderings began, was named

as the utmost eastern limit of the promised

empire.

From Bethel, Abraham travelled south-

ward till he pitched his tents in the oak-

grove of ^lamre, at Hebron, situated in a

cool and elevated region, and command-

ing a fertile valley; about twenty-two

Roman miles south of Jenisalem, and be-

longing to the later territory of Judah.

Hebron was one of the oldest towns of

Palestine; it was built seven years before

Tanis in Egypt; and was early the resi-

dence of a heathen king. However, it

was, by Joshua, appointed as one of the

cities of refuge, and assigned to the Le-

vites; it thus assumed the character of a

holy town where xows, were taken and

performed; and David chose it as his

abode when he was king of Judah, during

seven years and a half. Tlicse circum-

stances suffice to explain the interest

evinced for Hebron in the history of the

patriarchs; Abraham resided here when
the angels made him the happy announce-

ment of the birth of a son; here he ac-

quired the first territorial property in

Canaan; and here was the burial-place of

himself, of Isaac, and of Jacob, of Sarah,

Rebekah, and Leah. The town was, there-

fore, appropriately distinguished by the

erection of an altar (ver. 18). Later, it

was fortified by Rehoboam among many
other cities; it is still mentioned after

the exile; it then belonged to the Idu-

means, who were, however, expelled from

it by Judas Maecabaeus; in the Roman
war, it was captured and burnt by the

enemies,wiihout, however, being destroyed.

In the period of the Crusades, after hav-

ing, for a time, suffered from heavy at-

tacks, it was made the seat of the bishop-

ric of St. Abraham (in 1 167), but returned

already in 1187 into the possession of tlie

Moslems, who have ever since retained it.

though it was several times assailed and

plundered by rebellious pashas or law-

less chiefs. In the fifteenth century, it

was distinguished by a magnificent hos-

pital and general charity for the distri-

bution of bread and other necessaries

to strangers. The present Hebron is a

large village rather than a town; it counts

among its inhabitants about a hundred

Jewish families, living together in a se-

parate quarter; as, in fact, Jews, though

often ill-treated, oppressed, and insulted,

seem always to have lived in the town,

with few interruptions; but it is not unim-

portant in its commerce ; though it is chiefly

celebrated for its glass-works, which f\jrui
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tliy seed shall also be numbered. 17. Arise, pass through

the land in its length and in its breadth; for to thee I

shall give it. 18. And Abram pitched his tents, and came

;Hid dwelt in the oak-grove of ]\Iamre, which is at Hebron,

and built there an altar to the Lord.

the principal articles of export. It is peans to enter. The town itself was, from

siirroumlcd by elevations, containing the that structure, calleil the Castle of Abra-

lii^hest peaks in the range of the moun- ham, and received, therefore, from the

tains of Judah. Its blooming vicinity, Mohammedans the name offie< £/-^//a/i7,

with its vine-yards and orchards, its wells, that is, the House of the "Friend of

its rich pastures and numerons flocks and God," which is the honorary title given

herds, is one of the proofs, that the care to Abraham by the Arabians. The cave

of the agriculturist may still convert Pa- itself is, at present, no more permit-

Icstinc'sdesolation into smiling prosperity. ted to be seen, except so far as the light

The tombs of the patriarchs and of their of the lamp allows, which is suspended

wivcs.situatcd at thccastern end of Hebron in a small opening on the top; though it

on the slope of a ravine, attracted conti- was. in the twelfth century, still accessible

nually the visits of travellers; over the to Jews; and Benjamin of Tudela found

cave of Machpelah, called Al Magr by the here tubs filled with the bones of his co-

Arabians, and surrounded by a high and religionists. The mosque contains, in imi-

strong wall, a mosque was erected which tation of the sarcophagi below, six coffins

the Sloslcnis regard as one of the four with pyramidal tops, each of them sur-

holiest sanctuaries of the world, from rounded by small structures, with awindow

whicli Christians are excluded, and which on each side, and folding-doors in front,

stratagem only has enabled a few Euro- It is jealously watched by the Moslems.

CHAPTER XIV.
SrMMART.—Four eastern kings invaded the land of Palestine, in order to exact tribute

from the five monarchs of Sodom, Gomorrah, Admah, Zoar, and of the Zeboiim.

They marched victoriously along the eastern districts of the Jordan, defeating the

Rcphaim, Zuzim, and Emim ; passed round the Dead Sea, subduing the Horites and

Edomites, as far as the borders of the desert of Shur or Dshofar; returned south-

ward, and beat the Amalekites and the Amorites in Hazezon-Tamar (vers.

1—7). The five monarchs met them in the valley of Siddim, or the Salt Sea;

l)ut they were entirel}- defeated ; and ail, except those who escaped into the moun-
tain, were carried away by the conquerors, with the rest of the population and their

wealth. When Abraham heard that Lot also was among the captives, he went out

with his three hundred and eighteen slaves, assisted by Mamre, and his brothers

Eshcol and Aner, reached the enemies at Dan, attacked them, put them to flight,

and pursued them to Hobah, in the north of Damascus. When he returned with

all the men and the boot\% he was met in the north of Jerusalem, in the valley of

Shaveh, by the king of Sodom, and by Melchizedek, at once king and high-priest

of Salem, serving the God of heaven and earth. He blessed Abraham, who, re-

ceiving the benediction with submission, gave him the tenth part of the propert}*.

But the patriarch declined for himself every share in the spoil, only reserving the

rights of his allies, and asking to be indemnified for the provision which his

men had consumed (vers. 8—24).

1. And it came to pass in the days of Amraphel king

i—11. The calm narrative of Abra- interrupted by a gr.ind political event, in

liani's pirrsoml and domestic affairs is here which kings stand arrayed against kings;
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of Shinar, Arioch king of EUasar, Chedorlaomer king of

Elam, and Tidal king of nations; 2. That these made war

with Bera king of Sodom, and with Birsha king of Go-

morrah, Shinab king of Admah, and Shemeber king of

the voice of prophecy is drowned in the

clatter of arms; the hopes are forgotten

in the threatening dangers; and, for a

moment, tlic spiritual hue which hovers

over the pages of the narrative, seems to

be overshadowed by the dark clouds which

envelope the destructive thunderbolt, or

hide the fierce god of battles. It is im-

possible to read tlie liistory of this war of

" four kings against five," without feeling

a different atmosphere, a strange scene, a

foreign spirit. The world with its strife

and ambition, its selfishness and conflict-

ing interests, is substituted for the mind

with its noble aspirations, and its distant

longings; and man leads instead of fol-

lowing, acts instead of resigning. Let

us, with a quick step, pursue the rapid

course of events which the text unfolds

with a steady hand. An eastern conqueror,

Chedorlaomer, the king of Elam, had sub-

dued the important district along the val-

ley of the Jordan, which secures the con-

nection between the Euphrates and the

Nile, which guarantees the commerce

between the Mediterranean Sea and Ara-

bia, and between Arabia and eastern Asia,

which forms the military road leading to

the west and the south, and which extends

the empires of the Euphrates and Tigris

beyond the trackless Arabian Desert down

to the wealthy provinces of the Arabian

Gulf. At that time, there existed in the

valley five chief towns (Pentapolis) which,

by their power and position, commanded

almost exclusively all those important ad-

vantages. They had been made tributary

by the king of Elam ; during twelve years

they bore the yoke; in the thirteenth they

revolted; and, in the fourteenth, their

mighty oppressor, supported by three

powerful kings, marched out with a vast

army, to chastize their disobedience, and

to renew their fetters. The progress of

the united hosts was one of irresistible

violence; they curbed and enslaved all the

tribes they encountered. From the l:)ank3

of the Euphrates, they proceeded on the

great military road, south-westward ; but,

in order not to retard their progress by a

long siege, the}^ passed at once to the south

of Damascus, no doubt reserving their

attack upon the fortified town till after

their return (ver. 15). They marched as

conquerors through the territory of those

formidable giants, the Rephaim, and took

their principal town, Ashtcroth Karaaim,

in the district of Bashan; they swept

along southward through the land of the

Amorites, where they defeated the fear-

ful Zuzira in Ham ; they crossed the Arnon,

and continued their ravages and destruc-

tions in the province of the Moabitcs,

where the Emim, "the terrible people,"

succumbed to their arms in Shaveh Ki-

riathaim; but, as if certain of their prey,

they did not at once attack the five cities

against which their expedition had ori-

ginally been undertaken; they passed

proudly beyond it, despising the advan-

tages which a sudden assault would have

afforded them; they advanced into the

abodes of the Idumeans; they attacked

and defeated the ancient Horites in their

strong mountain-fastnesses of the range

of Seir; they ventured, in presumptuous

boldness, westward even to the very border

of the dreary wilderness which separates

Arabia from Egjqjt, and carried desolation

so far as the oasis of Paran. But now

they remembered the real object of their

long campaign; they returned to terrify

the cities of the Jordan, not, however,

without on their way subduing and crush-

ing miglity nations; they reached the

frontiers of Idumea, and conquered Ka-

desh ; they invaded the land of the Ama-

lekites, and subjected it in its whole ex-

tent; they defeated the mighty Amorites,

and advanced to their important town,

Engedi, or Hazezon-Tamar; and thus,

from the south-west, approached the region
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Zeboiim, and the king of Bela, that is Zoar. 3. All these

joined in the vale of Siddim, that is the Salt Sea. 4.

Twelve years they served Chedorlaomcr, and in the tliir-

teenth year they rebelled. 5. And in the fourteenth

of the Dead Sea (vcr. 7). The kings of

the five towns saw with consternation the

advance of their powerful adversaries;

the wanton expedition of tlic latter far to

the south, had, indeed, allowed tiicm more

time for their armament and tlie matur-

ing of strategic plans; they went out to en-

counter the enemy with a strong army ; they

offered them battle in a valley, in the dan-

gerous bitumen-pits of which tliey hoped

to ensnare the strangers;— but they were

overpowered by the number and the valour

of the inimical hosts; they suffered a fear-

ful defeat; a part perished in those very

pits which they had hoped would be fatal

to their enemies, and a part, in irregular

fligiit, sought the eastern mountains. All

the wealth of tlie five towns, their provi-

sions, their men and their women, fell into

the hands of tlie East-Asiatic conquerors,

who commenced tlieir triumphant return

in a north-eastern direction.

This is the general picture which tlio

text offers regarding the impetuous expe-

dition, and in which no trait is wanting,

as none is superfluous.—We shall now
consider the instructive statements in

detail.

The principal king interested in the

war of conquest was Chedorlaomer, the

ruler ofElam ; it was his sceptre to which the

Pentapolis of the Dead Sea had been sub-

mitted, and under which he intended again

to force it; the other three kings were,

therefore, only his confederates; and in

the history of the expedition itself, his

name occupies the first place. The ter-

ritory of Elymais, over which he ruled,

is sufficiently known (see p. 189); but the

opinions concerning his person are merely

conjectural.

The allies of the mighty king of

Elymais, who at this period had extended

the boundaries of his empire as far as

Canaan, were:— 1. Amraphel, king of

Shinar; about whose dominion wc must

be contented to know that he governed

in the southern part of Mesopotamia, in

the Bal)ylonian provinces (see p. 178).

—

2. Ariock, king of Ellamir. The identity

of this latter locality has always been

the subject of the most conflicting con-

jectures. The recent study of Assyrian

inscriptions has, however, led to the

decipherment of a name Larsa, or Lar-

cha, supposed to be the Ellasar of our

chapter. Josephus introduces here the

Assyrians; and we see no improbability

in this opinion: for as the king of Elymais

was able to carry his arms westward

beyond the territory of Shinar, or southern

Mesopotamia; he seems to have been un-

molested by his northern neighbours; the

more so as our text supposes a friendly

relation between the kings of Central

Asia. In Daniel (ii. 14) Arioch occurs

as the name of a high Babylonian official,

which seems to prove, what is indeed

clear from our context, that in fixing the

situation of Ellasar, we are scarcely per-

mitted to go beyond the districts of the

Euphrates and Tigris (comp. Judith i. 6).

— 3 Tidal, king of 7iations, the third ally,

was no doubt the ruler over several

smaller districts or tribes, so gradually

subjugated, that it was impossible to

describe him briefly with any degree of

accuracy.

These four kings undertook an ag-

gressive campaign against the five prin-

cipal towns of the district of the Jordan,

among which Sodom seems to have oc-

cupied the first rank. The Sodomites

were the richest, as they were the most

wicked, of the inliabitants; and the pro-

sperity which had caused their moral ruin,

was now on the point of effecting their

political destruction. The mission assigned

to the Hebrew patriarch with regard to

that part of Canaan's population will soon

become manifest.

The allied kings defeated:— 1. Tlie
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year came Chedorlaomer, and the kings that were with

liini, and smote the Rephaim in Ashteroth Karnaim, and

the Zuzini in Ham, and the Emim in Shaveh Kiriathaiin,

6. And the Horites in their Mount Seir, to the oak of Paran,

which is by the wilderness. 7. And they returned, and

Rephaim. These were a giant race of

astounding stature and strength; the

iron bed of their last King Og, in

Bashan, measured nine yards in length,

and four in breadth; they were indeed

regarded as the representatives of all for-

midable gigantic tribes, as the Emim and

Anakini. On the eastern side of the Jor-

dan they spread from the foot of Mount

Ilermon far southward; and though they

were later pressed back by the Moabites

and Ammonites, the territory of Og yet

extended down to Heshbon, and included

sixty fortified cities. In the west of the

Jordan they occupied some central parts

of Palestine, and that extensive and fer-

tile plain in the south-west of Jerusalem,

which received from them the name of

" the valley of Rephaim." In their east-

ern habitations, they were extirpated at an

early period, and their last remains were

destroyed by Closes; but in the west they

continued long to terrify the Hebrews,

and in the time of David even it was

necessary to oppose their insulting arro-

gance. The Rephaim, like some of the

other extraordinary tribes which we shall

presently mention, seem to have formed

a part of the primeval or original popula-

tion of the land; but they were gradually

diminished, repressed and extirpated by

the immigrating Canaanites. The ques-

tion to which branch of the Noachic

family those nations belonged cannot be

answered from the Pentateuch; they are

not embodied in the universal list; and

we are here, in fact, taken by surprise by

their introduction. These facts lead to the

important conclusion, that the genealogy

of nations is the result of a grand idea

of the Hebrew writer ; that he intended

to enjoin the unity of the human race; that

alihough many other triljes existed at liis

time, or had llourislieil before, lie deemed

it unimportant to insert them, contented

to have laid down the general principle,

and preferring to leave to man its appli-

cation to individual cases; this was a part

of the plan of education which his book

was intended to serve. However, if we

remember the enmity which prevailed

between the Rephaim and the other giant

tribes on the one hand, and both the

Canaanites and the Hebrews on the other,

we are induced to think, that they were

regarded neither as Hamites nor Shem-

ites, but as Japhethites, who, as we have

noticed, comprised especially the inhabit-

ants of tlie coast and islands; the original

abodes of the Rephaim seem, indeed, to

have been on the Mediterranean coast of

Canaan, where their last remnants still

lingered in the time of David.— The

principal town of the Rephaim at the

time of tlie eastern invasion was Askterolh

Karnaim, that is, the town dedicated to

the homed Ashtoreth, (the Moon and Ve-

nus), and was hence called "the house

of Ashtarte." It was situated in the

district of Bashan, about six Roman
miles from Edrei ; after it had been con-

quered by the Hebrews, it was assigned

to the tribe of Manasseh, and was later

selected as one of the Levitical towns. It

is still mentioned as a strongly fortified

town in the books of the iMaccabees, under

the names of Karnain and Karnion,

containing a celebrated temple of the

goddess.

2. The next tribe which succumbed to

the arms of the Asiatic invaders is that

of the Zuzim. They belonged to the

same class of the population as the Re-

phaim; were a wild and ferocious people,

occupying the districts between the rivers

Arnon and Jabbok; but were later extir-

pated by the Ammonites, in whose lan-

guage they were called Za»i2«?«//u'w(Dc at.
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came to En-mishpat, that is Kadesh, and smote all the

territory of the Amalekites, and even the Amorites who
dwelt in Hazezon-tamar.—8. And there went out the

king of Sodom, and the king of Gomorrah, and the king

of Admah, and the king of Zeboiim, and the king of Bela,

ii.20,21). Their principal town seems to

have been Ham, about the position ofwhich

it is impossible to venture a conjecture.

3. The Emim, a mighty and a nume-

rous giant race whose very name signi-

fies terror, inhabited partly the territory

south of the Amon; but they were al-

ready before iloses' time either expelled

from there, or annihilated by the Moabites.

But their chief abodes were in the vallei/

of Kiriathaim, which was also called

the valley of Shaveh (ver. 17). It was

situated in the district later allotted to

the tribe of Reuben; but was, before the

exile, again in the hands of the Moabites.

In the time ofJerome it was a village hear-

ing the name of Kariatha, and almost

exclusively inhabited by a Cliristian popu-

lation, about ten Roman miles west of

Medeba.

4. The Ilorites are " the inhabitants of

caverns," who spread especially in the

mountains of Seir or Edom. It is gene-

rally known that caverns were among the

earliest human habitations, which nature

herself seemed to have provided; that in

later periods, also, they were applied for

very various purposes; for the quarters and

fortresses of armies, and the lurking-places

ofrobbers and outlaws ; for stables and tents

of the nomad and the reaper; for the dwell-

ings of tlie poor and houseless; for graves

and temjdes; for stations of the traveller

and the jtilgrim ; and often for the cells of

the hermit and the recluse. Some caverns,

enlarged and rendered more convenient

by art, were divided into apartments;

and some were capable of containing

many hundred, and sometimes many
thousand individuals. The Troglodytes,

in Africa, were not the only nation which

lived exclusively in caverns. Some
mountainous tracts, if they did not com-

pel, urgently invited, the neighbouring

tribes to select them for their liabitations;

and if some parts of Mount Carmel, or of

the highlands of Galilee, Tradionitis, and

Batanea were adapted, the large and dry

grottoes of Idum.'Ea seemed created, for

human occupation. The mountain of Hor,

on which Aaron died, derived its name

from its numerous natural cavities; and

the native tribes inhabiting them were the

Horites. They enjoyed long the posses-

sion of these districts, and formed many

independent polities, perhaps united by a

federal government, till they were gra-

dually restricted or repressed by the

Edomitcs. If, therefore, the Ilorites are

c;Uled " the sons of Seir," they owe this

name no less to their descent than to

their habitations in the Mount Seir; and

even the Edomites, when they took pos-

session of their territories, and perhaps

intermarried with their families, Avere

designated with the same appellation.

The mountain of Seir begins in the south

of Palestine, not far from the extremity of

the Dead Sea and the land of the Moabites;

runs in a rugged, steep, and woody chain,

dissected, however, by many brooks and

fertile valleys, almost exactly southward,

extends beyond the valley El-Ahsa and

the Wady el Ghuwir down to the head of

tlie Elanitic gulf, and comprises, therefore,

the present mountains of Dshcbal and

El-Shera. The high -land itself spreads,

moreover, westward, to the south-eastern

frontier of Palestine, and to the borders of

the territory of the Amorites and of the

tribe of Judah, so that, according to the

Greek division, it would form a part of

Arabia Pctr^^a. It is, by the prophets,

described as so fertile as to lead to effemi-

nacy and wantonness; the inhabitants

have their secure abodes in the clefts of

the rocks as in natural fortresses, " and

have made their nest high like the eagle."

Q
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that is Zoar; and they joined battle with them in the

vale of Siddim; 9. With Chedorlaomer the king of Elain,

and with Tidal king of nations, and Amraphel king of

Shinar, and Arioch king of Ellasar ; four kings with live.

10. And the vale of Siddim was full of bitumen pits ; and

5. Between the land of Edotn, just

described, and Egypt, lies the desert of

Paran. It begins at no great distance

south of Beer-sheba, and extends, to the

south and south-west, to the desert of

Shur, from which it is a three days' jour-

ney to Mount Sinai; stretches eastward

along the mountain El-Tyh, till it reaches

the territory of the Edomites ; and is, in

the north, bounded by the districts of Ca-

naan, whence it easily afforded David and

his followersa place ofrefuge from the per-

secutions of Saul. The waste and dreary

tract of Paran is intersected by the " river

of Egypt," or the Wady el Arish, which

flows into the MediteiTanean Sea near the

little town Rhinocolura. Where it nearly

reaches northward to the borders of the

wilderness of Judah, was a spot which,

like i\Ioreh and Mamre, was described by

an oak-tree, no doubt well known to those

who travelled in the barren and cheerless

sands of Paran; and the " oak of Paran"

marks in our narrative the most south-

western point to which the allied invaders

proceeded.

6. From here they returned; and if

they marched northward, they arrived in

the desert of Zin, which formed a part of

the great wilderness of Paran. Here lay, on

the frontier of the Idumtean land, the old

province and town of Kadesh or Kadesh-

barnea. It was not distant from the town

Gerar, extended from here to the south-

eastern districts of Canaan, and formed its

southern boundary. Therefore Moses could

from here send the scouts for the explora-

tion of the promised land, and treat with

the king of Edom regarding the transit of

the Hebrew army. The town contained a

celebrated well, which, from an unknown

but, no doubt, important cause, was call-

ed "AVell of Judgment," which more

ancient name later gave way to that of

Kadesh, likewise pointing to the holy cha-

racter of the place. The fountain seems

still to exist, under the name of Kudes, in

the east of the most elevated part of

Dshebel Halal; from there caravan roads

lead both to Petra and to Mount Sinai,

and to the interior of Palestine; and these

circumstances, as well as its position, re-

commend the conjecture of the identity

of this site with that of ancient Kadesh.

7. From this district, the kings continued

their destructive career into the land of the

Amalekites, the principal stock of which

lived between Palestine, Idumea, and

Mount Sinai (see Commentary on Exodus,

p. 230.

8. Emboldened by these successes, the

invaders attacked also the Amorites, the

most powerful tribe of Canaan (see p.

185). They then advanced, with their

characteristic impetuosity, to the very

shores of the Dead Sea, to the town En-

gedi, at that time called Hazezon-tamar,

one of the chief cities of the Amorites.

As its ancient name indicates, it was si-

tuated in a region rich in palm-trees; and

from various Biblical allusions we gather,

that it fell within the circumference of the

Desert of Judah; that it lay on the western

shore of the Dead Sea; that its vicinity

was distinguished by steep rocks and

rugged hills, and cave-like ra\anes and

recesses; but also by beautiful balm-,

wine-, and date-plantations. According

to Josephus, its distance fi'om Jerusalem

was 300 stadia. With this statement agree

the ruins which have but recently been

found at and near Ain Dshiddi, a beauti-

ful fountain lying in a mountainous re-

gion, nearly in the centre of the western

side of the Dead Sea, almost in the same

latitude as Hebron, and forming a small

brook flowing into that sea. A vegetation

of all the luxuriance of the south surrounds
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tlie king of Sodom and that o/Gomorrah fled, and fell there

;

and the rest fled to the mountain. 11. And they took all

the property of Sodom and Gomorrah, and all their

victuals, and departed.—12. And they took Lot, the son of

Abram's brother, and his property, and they departed : for

it; but the palm-plantations have vanished

from its neiiihbourhood, and the fields and

gardens with which the terraces were once

adorned, await the regenerating power of

future indnstry.

Tlie princes of the five towns (Penta-

polis) led forth their armies, to oppose

the enemy, into tlie valley of Siddim,

the position of which, at no great dis-

tance from Engedi, cannot be doubtful,

especially if we consider the further

description of our text, that it was " full

of asphalt-pits" (ver. 10), which leads us

to the neighbourhood of the Dead Sea, a

locality so celebrated for its mineral tliat

the Lake itself is called the Asphalt Sea,

which, it was believed, later covered the

site of the valley (ver. .3), in consequence

of a grand revolution of nature, which

forms a stirring episode in the narrative of

Genesis.—The defeat of the five kings of

the district of the Jordan was decisive;

those who did not perish in the battle, fled

eastward into the mountains which inter-

sect the territoiy of the Lloabites; for

they could not safely escape westward

to the mountains of Judah, from which

direction the enemies victoriously ad-

vanced.

13—lO. Among the captives of war

whom the conquerors had torn from their

homes was Lot, the son of Abraham's

brother; and a part of the spoil which

their rapacity had seized was Lot's wealth.

The narrative, which seemed to have

strayed beyond its orbit, here returns to-

wards its centre ; it becomes at once clear

why the din and tumult of arms had been

carried into the peace and calmness of

reflection ; why the prospect of a brilliant

future had been disturbed by a stormy and

violent present. However, the sanguinary

drama of the war was not concluded; the

most notable feat renaained to be achieved

;

and Abraham himself was destined to

perform it. When a fugitive reported to

him his relative's misfortune, the serene

patriarch, to whose harmonious mind even

the contentions of the shepherds had been

intolerable, was at once converted into a

military hero; the generous glow of his

heart was kindled at the thought of his

kinsman's degrading misery, and heed-

less of the overwhelming multitude of the

proud enemies, he headed the 318 men of

his household,aiid marched out in pursuit of

the pagan hosts. At the northern borders

of the land, in Dan, he overtook them:

he conquered alike by prudence and by

valour, and drove before him the scattered

armies, over a long tract up to Holiah, in

the north of Damascus, far bej'ond the

boundaries of Canaan—a bright example

for his descendants, that the peaceful

duties of faith should not enervate cou-

rage and manly strength; a forcible les-

son, that true power is not in the multitude

of horses and chariots, bat in the invisible

assistance of God; and that the "hosts of

the Lord," the warriors of His faith, must

be ready to establish and to extend His

empire, if occasion requires, by the sword

and the spear. And to Abraham alone

should belong the glory of defeating and

pursuing the powerful princes, who, for-

midable in themselves, seemed invincible

by the long chain of victories they had

just completed. The interest of the pa-

triarch in the land of Canaan had, since

his return from Egypt, become consider-

ably stronger; till then the holy places

alone, which he had dedicated to the pure

worship, had been dear to him; but we

learn now that human ties also bound

him to the inhabitants; he had contracted

friendships and formed alliances; he vvas

no more an entire stranger in a strange

land ; he was soon to be its greatest bene-

Q 2
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Jic was dwelling in Sodom. 13. And there cnmc one of those

that had escaped, and told Abram the Hebrew ; for he was

residing at the oak-grove of Mamre the Amorite, brother of

Eshcol and brother of Aner; and these icere confederate

with Abram. 14. And when Abram heard that his kins-

man was taken captive, he led forth his tried servants^ born

in his own house, three hundred and eighteen, and pursued

them, till Dan. 15. And he divided himself against them

by night, he and his servants, and defeated them, and

factor. Mamrc, the Amorite, anrl his

two brothers, Eshcol and Aner, were

joined with Iiim in confederacy; thej* also

were rich proprietors, and possessed no

doubt man}' men capable of bearing arms;

Abraham did not slum the social or mili-

tary connection with the heathens; for

him none of the reasons existed whicli

later induced zealous prophets to denounce

political alliances with the heathens with ri-

gour and abhorrence ; his firm belief, in spite

of such connections, was above all danger

or temptation; and far from detracting

thereby from the glory of the God of the

Hebrews as the only Rescuer, he strength-

ened the dawning faith in the Creator of

heaven and earth (ver. 19). By associating

Mamre and his two brothers to the expedi-

tion, he neither resigned nor lost the posi-

tion as leader; the alliance did not reduce

him into a relation of inferiority or de-

pendence ; and we hear of the participa-

tion of his confederates in the prizes,

rather than in the labours of the war

(vers. 15, 24). Such being the tr.iin of

ideas which the author intended to em-

body, it would be perverse to argue the

question of the possibility of a few hun-

dred servants destroying the well-disci-

plined armies of four powerful Asiatic

kings. Israel was to learn, " There is no

king saved by the multitude of a host; the

horses are vain for safety; but the eye of

the Lord is upon those who hope in His

mercy" (Ps. xxxiii.16—18). This great

lesson of faith was to be enjoined by the

lirst and only military encounter of the pa-

triarch, who was their example and their

loftiest model; it was done in a form less

astonishing to those who remember that

eastern nomads not unfrequcntly, with

surprising quickness, transform themselves

into military bodies, and seizing the arms

with which they usually arc provided for

such emergencies, courageously march

out either for aggression or defence.

Abraham employed almost the whole of

the simple system of tactics constituting

the art of war of the Hebrews to a late

period. The army was generally divided

into three parts, to attack the enemy

simultaneously in the centre and on the

two wings; the assault was sudden, and

often from an ambush; and the night was

preferred for these stratagems. The He-

brew army consisted for a long ti^ae only

of infantry; it was not before Solomon's

time that a powerful cavalry was added;

and it is natural that Abraham also should

here be represented as undertaking his

expedition with foot-soldiers only.— He
followed the enemy in a north-eastern

direction beyond Damascus to Hobab,

which was, in Euscbius' time, a little vil-

lage, inhabited chiefly by Christians be-

longing to the sect of the Ebionites. The

identifications of this place by modern

travellers are uncertain.

!»—3-1:. When Abraham returned from

the north, laden witli the booty of four

kings, the prince of Sodom met him in the

valley of Shaveh; and to show the high

importance of this victory, it was accom-

panied by a solemnity wliich produces a

greater impression by the mysterious cha-

racter botli of the chief officiating indivi-

dual, and of the act itself. Everything is

here significant, everything typical; and
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pursued them to Ilobah, wliich is on the left liaud ot

Damascus. IG. And he brought back all the property,

and brought also back his kinsman Lot and his property,

and the women also, and the peo[)le.— 17. And the king

of Sodom went out to meet liim after his return from

defeating Chedorlaomer, and the kings who were with him,

at the valley of Shaveh, that is the valley of the king.

18. And Melchizedek, king of Salem, brought out bread

and wine: and he was a priest of the most high God.

it is obvious that the dim background is de-

signed to veil a grand religious and political

future. The king of Salciu, Melchizedek,

also proceeded to meet Abraham ; and he

was "a priest to the most high God."

How did the heathen king arrive at the

knowledge, and how did he persevere in

the worship of the most high God?
Abraham had not long since been ap-

pointed iis the man through whose seed

all the nations should be blessed, and

through whom alone the doctrines of the

pure faith should be spread and acknow-

ledged. We appear, then, suddenly to

find another stem besides tliat ofAbraham,

destined to gather the nations under the

shadow of its branches. But we may sup-

pose that Abraham's exemplary conduct,

the almost ideal purity of his life, and the

magnanimity of his principles, secured to

him, though a stranger, the sympathy of

many Canaanites; and as he obtained tlie

friendship and alliance of Mamre and his

brothers, so his example and influence

gained the mind of the righteous Mel-

chizedek to the true belief. However,

though Melchizedek acknowledged the

same God as Abraham, and called Him
also the "Creator of heaven and earth";

he did not comprehend Him in His pro-

foundest attributes; he knew Him only as

the Almighty, as the Creator and lluler of

the Universe; whilst Abraham worshi]iped

Him as Jehovah, which sublime name he

added before the designation employed

by Melchizedek (comi)are ver. 19 and 22).

Thus the religious enlightenment of the

king of Salem was but a ray of the sun of

Abraham's faith ; and, scarcely sufficient us

it was in itself entirely to dispel the dark-

ness, it could not lie intended to spread a

light to distant regions.—This is another

instance of the extreme carefulness of the

Scriptures in the application of the names

t)f the Deity; the serpent was not allowed

to profane the holy name (iii. I—5);

Japheth, though blessed, stood not under

the direct protection of Jehovah (ix. 27);

and Melchizedek, though a believer in

God, had not entirely understood the God
of the Hebrews.

He united in his person the dignities

of king and priest; a combination of

offices, which, though usual in primieval

communities, was later divided into two

co-ordinate, and often subordinate func-

tions; and yet was it the ideal of a theo-

cracy, that the worldly and spkitual

power should be united in the same

person; therefore it was promised, both

in the Old and New Testament, that the

great king, in whom all tlie glorious hopes

were to be realised, should be a priest

after the order of Melchizedek (Ps. ex. 4;

Heb. V. 6; vi. 20; vii.); and hence a dig-

nitaiy who united these venerable capa-

cities, came forth to bless Abraham at

the momentous period, when he had just

saved the land of Canaan, and had thus,

in a strictly political and worldly sense

also, laid the foundation for his claims to

the possession of that land.—He brought

out to Abraham bread and wine, not to

refresh him or his men; for Abraliam had

among the booty of the enemies seized

their large stores of provisions also (vers.

1 1, 24), l)Ut to perform a symbolical cerc-

monv, in which bread and wine had a
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19. And he blessed bim, and said, Blessed be Abram of

the most high God, Creator of heaven and earth : 20. And
blessed be the most high God, who hath delivered thy

enemies into thy hand. And he gave him tithes of all.

21. And the king of Sodom said to Abram, Give me the

persons, and take the property to thyself. 22. And

typical meaning. For bread represents

the onlinar}- daily food, the necessities of

physical subsistence; whilst the wine

jioints to the cheering delights of life and

to the spiritual cravings of religion, in

the rites of which it formed an import-

ant object. If Melchizedek, therefore,

blessed Abraham with the symbols of

bread and wine, he implored for him and

his descendants both worldly prosperity

and religious purity; and since bread is the

produce of the earth after its curse, and

wine was among the first gifts of bless-

ing after the destruction of the depraved

human race ; both combined, point to the

felicity which man, in spite of the toils of

his material existence, may enjoy through

the truths of religion. And while the

gold and silver acquired by Abraham
besides the herds and flocks (xiii. 2),

foreshadow the future monarchy, the

bread and wine of Melchizedek typify the

future theocracy. The benediction proves

that Abraham owed his victory to that

combination of external prosperity and

religious excellence by which his progeny

was to conquer and to shine. Thus alone

the bread and the wine stand in an inter-

nal connection with the blessing, for the

symbolical illustration of which those

products were offered.

Abraham, who had been blessed by God,

and who had been emphatically promised

to be himself the blessing of all genera-

tions, gratefully received the benediction

of the priest of a heathen nation; he did

not harbour in his mind religious pride,

despising those who were less favoured

than himself with the communion of the

Deity. A universal brotherhood had been

promised, both in social connections, and

religious views ; and Abraham, the Hebrew,

was the first to exhibit that toleration

which is ready to recognize the working

of Divine mercy in every pure mind, and

which is the first step towards the gradual

gathering of all nations under one great

banner of love.—Asa consequence of his

acknowledgement of Melchizedek's legi-

timate dignity, he offered to him, as the

servant of God, the tenth part of all the

wealth which was in his hands; he thereby

spontaneously subordinated himself to his

spiritual authority, and gave to his de-

scendants the example how to honour and

support the priests. That this example,

like most of the patriarch's virtues, is

faithfully reflected in the Law, is not less

certain than the fiict, that in the practical

life of the later Hebrews, it was either part-

ly neglected, or greatly outstepped.

The place of meeting was near the town

Salem. As everything is significant in

this remarkable event, it is impossible to

suppose that the town where Abraham re-

ceived the prophetic blessing, and where

he was to appear in a new and striking

light, should be without its anticipatory

meaning. There is no reason whatever

to understand Salem as any other town

but that which the Old Testament else-

where mentions with the same name, name-

ly Jerusalem; it is called Salem in poetical

diction; and it is an incontroverted fact,

that poetry frequently adopts archaisms

to enhance artistic effect. It is true, that

the ancient name of Jerusalem was Jebus,

so called from the Jebusites, whose chief

town it was ; but we may venture the suppo-

sition, that Melchizedek and the people

overwhom he governed, were not Jebusites

;

his name and that of the town are of purely

Shemitic origin, signifying: "the king of

justice," and "peace"; it is, therefore, not

unlikely that he imm igrated, like Abraham,

from the e^st, but not, like the latter, as a
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Abram said to the king of Sodom, I lift up my hand to

the Lord, the most high God, the Creator of heaven and

earth, 23. Tliat I will not take from a thread even to a

shoe-latchet, and that I will not take any thing that is

thine ; and thou shalt not say, 1 have made Abram rich

:

24. Not I; only that which the young men have eaten,

peaceful nomad, but as a conquering hero;

that he took possession of Jebus, and

changed its name, in accordance with a

verj usual custom, as, in fact, such double

names occur repeatedly in our chapter.

This supposition would, at the same time,

facilitate the explanation of Mclchizedek's

purer religious views, which approach

those of Abraham himself. The reasons

which have been advanced against the

identity of Salem and Jerusalem, are ex-

tremely feeble; the latter is said to have a

position too much southward; but Abra-

ham's route, from Damascus back to He-

bron, led him almost necessarily through

Jerusalem, from wlicre he could easily, on

the ordinary roads, dismiss the captives of

war to their homes in the Pentapolis; it is

nothing but a capricious assumption, that

Salem must be situated more northward;

and it is idle to reject the testimony of

the Psalmist in favour of a much later

conjecture. Now the whole solemn be-

nediction here pronounced upon Abraham
assumes a higher importance, if it pro-

ceeded from the king and high-priest of

that town which was destined to be the

residence of the kings of Abraham's seed,

and which was intended to be the centre

of the worship of Abraham's God. Je-

rusalem is the locality of another great

event, also related in the Book of Genesis

(xxii. 14). The temporal and spiritual

blessing was thus transferred from the

present ruler of the capital to the later de-

soendants of the patriarch; and the pro-

mises of God were prophetically repeated

by the only earthly king who worshipped

Uim. But the realization of these assur-

ances is symbolized by the name " Peace

or Completion," and it was effected in the

'• King of Peace," Solomon, who built the

Temple, and was pie-cmiiicutly distin-

guished by power and wealth. Thus the

combined allusions of this narrative form

a picture surprisingly connecting the pre-

sent with the future, and fully removing

the apparent disharmony to which we have

adverted at the beginning of the chapter.

When the king of Sodom, in grateful

acknowledgment of Abraham's services,

offered to him all the treasures which he

had taken in the expedition, the patriarch

declined them with a vehemence and so-

lemnity which appear almost like indig-

nation and aversion. This must have a

moral cause. Tlie desire of proving Abra-

ham's disinterestedness is alone not suffi-

cient to account for it ; for thus understood,

the emphatic refusal would almost have

the character of boasting and self-conscious

appreciation of his own virtue, and would

deprive it of its peculiar charm and great-

ness. But although Abraham did not

generally refuse presents from heathen

monarehs (xii. 16; xx. 14), he detested the

thought of accepting the property of the

impious men of Sodom; the idea, which

pervades all the later Biblical literature,

that the wealth of the ungodly is cursed,

as the property of Jericho, and all other

idolatrous towns of Canaan, and that it is

devoted to awful destruction : this idea is

here expressed in Abraham's horror of

profiting by the riclies which were so

soon doomed to disappear together with

their nefarious proprietors; his energetic

oath sworn by the holiest name of God
shows, that he considered his safety

and his faith involved in the proposal;

and if this very offer proved the king

of Sodom not destitute of proper sen-

timents, it accounts for Abraham's hope,

that at least ten righteous men would

be found in Sodom (xviii. 32). But the

refusal of a reward neither excluded a
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and the portion of the men who went with me, Aner,

Eshcol, and Mamre, let them take their portion.

restitution of the outlay incuiTed for the whether they wished to exercise the same

maintenance of his men during the expe- magnanimous unselfishness, and equally

dition, nor a protection of the rights of to abstain from the wealth of the wicked;

his allies, to whose option it was left severe to himself, indulgent to others.

CHAPTER XV.

SuMMAKY.—When God appeared to Abraham in a vision, and promised him abundant

rewards, the patriarch despondingly replied, that he was childless, and that he

acquired property to leave it to a stranger and a servant. God promised him

innumerable descendants; and added the assurance, that they would possess the

land of Canaan. Abraham believed the former promise, but asked for a sign of

the realisation of the latter. God granted it in the most imposing forms of a cove-

nant, renewing and enlarging His pledges, and predicting the fate of his progeny

till their occupation of the promised land.

1. After these things, the word of the Lord came to

Abram in a vision, saying, Fear not, Abram: I am thy

shield; thy reward will he very great. 2. And Abram
said. Lord God, what wilt Thou give me, since I go child-

less, and the proprietor of my house, that will he Dammesek
Eliezer? 3. And Abrain said, Behold, to me Thou hast

given no seed : and, behold, a servant born in my house

is my heir. 4. And, behold, the word of the Lord came

1

—

t. Abraham had returned from his a few shepherds the warlike hosts of

successful expedition; he had almost four mighty kings; that He was his

gained a valid claim upon the land of shield, and had delivered up. the ene-

Canaan, which had now no longer to fear mies into his hands ; and that the same

an invasion from the eastern tyrants; but omnipotence could reward his virtue with

when he compared the Divine promises the fulfilment of the great pledges he

with the cheerless solitude of liis house, had received. Abraham, encouraged by

not re-echoing with the mirthful happi- this renewed and spontaneous expression

ness of children, and filled with strangers of Divine mercy, did not withhold the

only and with servants, he might begin to cause of his grief and the alBicting sor-

view his hopes as illusions, and the bless- row of his heart ; he replied, that he passed

ings promised through his seed as phan- a joyless life; the beaming smiles of a son

toms; and, since his advancing age de- did not illumine the gloom and monotony

prived him more and more of the hope of of his days; he toiled for strangers; and

progeny, he might not unreasonably fear, strangers would succeed him. As, there-

that even his worldly wealth would pass fore, the depression of Abraham's mind

into the hands of his slaves. Whilst he seemed to grow so intense, that it threaten-

was engaged in such desponding reflec- ed to destroy his happiness and the calm

tions, God appeared to him in a vision, enjoyment of liis possessions, it was neces-

and silenced his apprehensions. He re- sary not only to repeat the assurances, but

minded him, tliat it was through His mi- to express them in a manner which, by its

raculous aid that he had vanquished with grandeur and sublimity, might at once
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to him. saying, That man shall not be thy heir; but he

that will come forth of thy own strength shall be thy heir.

5. And He brought him forth outside, and said, Look now
toward heaven, and number the stars, if thou be able to

number them: and He said to him, So shall thy seed be.

6. And he believed in the Lord ; and He accounted it to

him for righteousness. 7. And He said to him, I am
the Lord who brought thee out of Ur of the Chaldees, to

give thee this land to inherit it.—8. And he said, Lord

God, whereby shall I know tliat I shall inherit it? 9. And
He said to him. Take for me a heifer three years old,

and a she-goat three years old, and a ram three years old,

efface every doubt, and wing the soul for

a loftier flight. When God h.id appeared

to him after the separation from Lot, He
promised to him " seed like the dust of the

earth" (xiii. 16). But now, He led him

out under the starry vault of heaven; He
pointed to those briglit luminaries which

attract the mind like a beautiful mystery;

whose radiance proclaims the infinite

power of God, and whose unfading, never-

varying purity carries the thought into

eternity ; and He promised to Abraham a

progeny as numerous as these shining orbs.

At once were all his apprehensions scatter-

ed; despondency yielded to a soaring

hope, as endless as it was strong; he for-

got all e.arthly limits, and was entirely

filled with celestial infinitude; nothing ap-

peared impossible to that boundless omni-

potence which had created those wonder-

ful lights; his heart prostrated itself before

that incomprehensible wisdom

—

and he
BELIEVED IN God. For the first time is that

sacred emotion recorded which forms the

centre of religion ; which confides in things

promised but unseen; which conquers

every doubt by reliance and resignation;

which discovers, through the mists of the

present, the sunshine of the future; and

which recognizes in the discordant strife

of the world the traces of the eternal mind
that leads it to an unceasing harmony.

Abraham forgot tlie impossibility which

nature seemed to intei^pose between his

hopes and their fulfilmcut; he rose from

the real into the ideal; and this abandon-

ment of calculating prudence in favour of

confiding faith, was " counted to him as

righteousness," as a merit and a claim;

he thereby became more perfect, and more

deserving of the Divine bounty; and lest

his belief should stray to another imagined

deity, God repeated now, that it was on

His command that he had left the land of

the Chaldees; and that it would be by His

assistance, that he would possess the land

of Canaan.

8—21. However, Abraham's faith was

too young to be unlimited. He believed in

the innumerable seed ; but the address of

God alluded to a new hope, the posses-

sion of the land into which he had immi-

grated as an unknown stranger. Here his

confidence became doubtful; and although

he could not but be conscious that a large

population would be able to subdue

Canaan's tribes, since he had just, with a

few men, defeated powerful conquerors,

he demanded a sign by wliich he might

be the more certain of the attainment of

the distant aim. God heard this request

without the remotest reproach. He was

mindful of the weakness of the human
heart; for the covenant of mercy con-

cluded with Noah for eternity was based

on the recognition of that frailty.—In

order to make the sign more solemn and

more impressive, it was given in the form

of a grand covenant (ver. 18). The wliolc

of this ceremony must appear uuigmatical,
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and a turtle-dove, and a young pigeon. 10. And he took

for Him all these, and divided them in the midst, and laid

the piece of each against its other half: but the birds he

did not divide. 11. And the birds of prey came down

upon the carcases, but Abram scared them away. 12. And

unless it is understood as a symbolical

indication of those future events, concern-

ing which Abraham had desired a pledge

of certainty. Here no less than in the bless-

ing of Melchizedek, is every trait signifi-

cant, and the more so the holierHe is from

whom the blessing here proceeds; and

though we deprecate mysticism and

forced distortions of the text, it would be

superficiality to regard the extraordinary

rites here detailed as unmeaning acts.

—

Abraham was ordered to take a heifer, a

goat, a ram, a turtledove, and a young

pigeon (ver. 9). The sacrifice about to be

performed, comprised, therefore, all the

pure animals ordinarily offered according

to the Mosaic Law, though not so uni-

versal as that of Noah, it was likewise a

general sacrifice; it was typical of the

ofl'erings later presented in the land now

solemnly guaranteed.—The ritual of the

covenant itself is that which was frequently

applied among most of the ancient na-

tions, the Greeks and Romans, the Chal-

deans and the Macedonians. The sacri-

ficial animal was divided into two halves,

between which the contracting parties

passed, thereby intimating that they

would deserve to be so killed if they ven-

tured to violate the agreement. But as, in

fact, the act here described was not strictly

u covenant, but a sign or promise on the

part of God, only given under the form

of a covenant, God alone passed through

tlie dissected parts in the shape of clouds,

smoke, and fire (ver. 17); Abraham was

a passive spectator; and the very begin-

ning of the ceremony points to this fea-

ture; for God commanded Abraham:

"Take for vie a heifer," etc. Wher-

ever a real covenant was intended, it was

customary among the Hebrews also that

both parties should go between the divided

animals (Jcr. xxxiv. 18, 19), and on one

particularly solcum occasion, when a per-

petual alliance between God and Israel

was ratified, the blood of the sacrifices

was partly sprinkled on the altar, which

represents God, and partly upon tlie peo-

ple (see notes on Exod. xxiv. 4— 8). But

several other forms of making agreements

in use among eastern nations, were ex-

cluded either by distinct precepts or by

the spirit of the Mosaic law. Among the

Medes and Lydians the contracting par-

ties " cut their arms to the outer skin and

licked up one another's blood": among

the Armenians they joined their right-

hands, andtied their thumbs together, com-

pressing them into a knot; they then made

the blood flow from their fingers by a punc-

ture and sucked it mutually : among the

Arabians a third person made an incision

with a sharp stone in the palms of their

hands, near the longest finger, after which

he smeared seven stones placed between

them with the blood: and among the

Scythians they mingled wine with their

blood, dipped a scimetar, some arrows,

a hatchet, and a javelin in the vessel,

and then drank the mi-xture, of which

most of the witnesses present partook.

Such rites would have been an abomina-

tion in the eyes of the Hebrews; since

they were not only forbidden to make inci-

sions in the body, because they are a holy

people and a nation of priests whose per-

sons must be kept perfect and faultless;

but they regarded the drinking of human

blood with nameless horror, since even

abstinence from the blood of animals was

among their fundamental laws.

After Abraham had prepared the sacri-

fice, dividing the animals except the

birds, and placing the parts, as well as

the pigeon and turtledove, opposite each

other, unclean birds of prey descended

upon them eager to satisfy their voracity

;

but Abraham drove them away, and thus

rendered by his care the conclusion of
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when the sun was going do^^Ti, sleep fell upon Abram;

and, behold, a terror of great darkness fell upon him.

13. And He said to Abram, Know of a surety that thy

seed will be a stranger in a land that is not theirs—and

will serve them, and they will afflict them—four hundred

the covenant possible. It will be readily

perceived that the vultures wildly endea-

vouring to frustrate the alliance between

God and Israel, symbolise the Egyptians,

in whose impure country, contaminated

by degrading idolatry, the Hebrews were

enslaved and oppressed, almost beyond

the hope of ever entering the promised

land, an'd thus enjoying the realisation of

the sign here granted. And this thraldom

is indeed emphatically predicted; the

meaning of the rapacious birds of prey

falling upon the pure sacrifices conse-

crated to God, is immediately explained;

the descendants of Abraham would be

strangers in another land for several cen-

turies, and pine under the yoke of foreign

tyranny. But as Abraham drove away

the vultures, so his merit would ultimately

avert the destruction of the Israelites.

The Egyptians aimed especially at lessen-

ing the growing nmnbers of the Hebrews;

but Abraham had just proved his faith

by believing in a numerous progeny al-

though he had no earthly prospects of

obtaining it; his faith was counted to him

as righteousness; and by this righteousness

his descendants were saved : if Abraham

was intended as a blessing to remote na-

tions, he was first to be the rescue and the

blessing of his own seed.

A day intervened between the request

of Abraham and the conclusion of the

ceremony. For the vision took place

in the evening when the stars were

shining; the vultures came before sunset

of the next day (ver. 12), and the ratifica-

tion ensued in the darkness of the night

(ver. 17).—Towards the evening when all

preparations for the performance of the

solemn rite were completed, a profound

sleep fell upon Abraham, and when he

awoke he was terrified by the dense dark-

ness which surrounded him (ver. 12). In

tui^ pai't of the narrative the first feature

only has reference to the history of Israel,

whilst the latter is a frequent and charac-

teristic concomitant of solemn and awful

Divine manifestations. The sleep of

Abraham is the other side of the idea

foreshadowed by the descending vultures;

the Israelites themselves nearly destroyed

their own hopes and prospects by their

forgetfulness of the covenant; they follow-

ed the superstitions of the Egyptians and

were thus in danger of forfeiting the re-

wards stipulated by the ancestral covenant.

Whilst the Egyptian servitude ought to

have redoubled their vigilance, it perni-

ciously tended to relax it; though the

voracious birds had fallen upon the sacri-

fice, Abraham allowed himself to be over-

powered by sleep. Four hundred years were

his descendants destined to remain in the

strange land; this round number, appro-

priate in prophetic announcement, is in the

later histoiical account more accurately

stated at 430 years; and this is the period

which elapsed from the immigration un-

der Jacob to the Exodus under Moses.

But their thraldom began only with the

accession of the " new king," who did not

know Joseph and his services, when the

Israelites had already increased to such a

degree as to give alarm to the Egyptian

king. Although, therefore, their sojourn

in the foreign country extended to more

than four centuries, their oppression was

of a much more limited duration, a fact

which is evident from several clear his-

torical indications.—But the people which

loaded upon itself the crimes of cruelty

and inhosi)itality, would also suffer; they

would be visited by the Divine judg-

ments; they would by a series of awful

plagues be brought to feel their heartless

injustice; and then only they would dismiss

the strangers honouring them with wealth

and treasures, and forced to acknowledge

the omuipotcnce and grcatucssof their God.
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years. 14. But that nation also, which they will serve, 1

shall judge : and afterwards they will go out with great

propert3^ 15. But thou shalt come to thy fathers in

peace; thou shalt be buried in a good old age. 16. And

However, the patriarch himself would

be perfectly exempted from those trials;

though, indeed, also compelled by famine

to take up his temporary abode in another

land, he would die happily and peacefully

in Canaan, after having enjoyed a long

and prosperous life (ver. 15). The death

of Abraham is predicted in one of those

remarkable phrases which seem to prove

that the Hebrews were not unacquainted

with the doctrine of immortality. Here

the return of the soul to the eternal abodes

of the fathers is, with some distinctness,

separated from the interment of the body;

that both cannot be identical is evident;

for whilst Abraham was entombed in

Canaan, all his forefathers died and were

buried in Mesopotamia ; and the re-union

of the spirits is, in some passages, ex-

pressed still more clearly by the term of

being "gathered to the fathers"; after the

fact of the death itself had been stated, and

with a separate allusion to the act of sepul-

ture (Gen. XXV. 8, 9 ; xlix. 29, 33 ; Num.xx.

24,26; xxxi.2; Luke xx.37 ; seep. 111).

The " fourth generation" after the set-

tlement of Jacob in Egypt was promised

to be led back to Palestine. Unless we
suppose these words to contain an obvious

discrepancy, the four "generations" must

embrace a period of more than four hun-

dred years; and no alternative is left

but to understand here that term as the

duration of life, which, as a general rule,

was allotted to man after the deluge (vi.3)

;

so that four complete generations would

comprise 480 years; and the end of the

430 years of the Israelites' sojourn iuEgypt

would fall within the fourth.

A reason is added, why it was necessary

to defer the fultilment of the promise to

such a remote future; and that reason is

most significant; it contains a religious

principle inferior to none in importance

and purity in the wliole theology of the

Old Testament; and it destroys at oucc

the cavilling attacks of tiiose who ques-

tion the legitimacy of the claims whicli

the Pentateuch assigns to the Hebrews

for the extirpation of the Canaauites and

the occupation of their land. " The ini-

quity of the Amorites was not yet com-

plete." Before they had thus merited, yea,

rendered inevitable, their destruction, their

existence was prolonged; they could still

return to the path of righteousness, al-

though God's prescience was certain that

their hearts were for ever averted from

virtue. The annihilation of the Canaan-

ites was a grand act of Divine govern-

ment and providence. God allowed

them the possession of a blooming land,

on which His loving eye watches from the

beginning of the year to the end of the

year (Deut. xi. 12); He made them pros-

per in their social and political conditions;

they were numerous and wealthy; they

had fortified cities and towering houses;

they lived in splendour and in plenty:

but the Sodomites were an example how
little they were able to bear this happi-

ness; if they owed their laud to Divine

mercy, they necessarily lost it by Divine

justice; the punishment of the wicked is

as indispensable a part of the moral go-

vernment of the world as the reward

of the pious. Now, it was the plan

of God to educate, in the seed of Abra-

ham, a people through which He might

spread eternal truth among all nations;

and He assigned to them the land which

the Canaanites could no longer maintain

;

because they were like the rotten fruit

flilling from its tree, and devoid of the

germ of life. If we sun-ey, at a glance,

the Biblical system with regard to this

subject, we are surprised by its grandeur

and comprehensiveness. The Canaauites

themselves were not the original inhabit-

ants of the land; they settled there after

having destroyed most of the earlier tribes,

the Eephaim, the Emim, the Anakim, and
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in the fourth generation they shall return hither: for

the iniquity of the Amorites is not yet complete.—
17. And it came to pass, that, when the sun went down,

and it was dense darkness, behold, a smoking furnace, and

others; they ha<\, therefore, had a personal

example how God punishes wantonness

and imjiiety; but they wore not warned by

it; they gradually fell into the same vices

and crimes; and they were doomed to suffer

the same extreme judgment. But whilst

the measure of their iniquity was filling,

God reared in a foreign land the future

occupants of their abodes; the degeneracy

of the Canaanites kept pace with the in-

crease and development of the Israelites;

however great and awful the former might

have been, the God of mercy protracted

and delayed long the day ofjudgment; and

however glorious Abraham's merit was,

on account of which his descendants were

destined to possess Canaan, the God of

justice did not accelerate their deliverance

from the oppression in Egypt, which they

had deserved by their faithlessness. Far

from partiality, God almost inverted His

relation with regard to the heathens and to

the Hebrews; He showed long-suffering

indulgence to the former, and inexorable

severity to the latter; and when Ilis chosen

people followed, in their turn, the evil ways

ofthetribesofCanaan, they were, likethcm,

subjugated, exiled, or killed. The Israel-

ites, regenerated by their trials in the desert,

were the instruments of chastisement to

the Canaanites; as, later, the Assyrians

and Ijabylonians, though unconscious of

their office and mission, were used as the

rod of destruction against the Israelites.

This is the only view in which the

occupation of Palestine by the Hebrews

can be regarded according to the Biblical

allusions. Whatever may be judged of

{ho /net of the occupation itself, the rea-

sons and principles by which the Bible

strives to justify it, are spiritual and

sublime in the highest degree; they arc

the emanations of the purest and grand-

est religious notions; and it is blindness

or fanaticism to disavow or heedlessly to

misconstrue them. A fuller discussion of

this subject is reserved to the passages where

it is more immediately introduced; but we
cannot dismiss it without a few additional

remarks in this place. The conquest of

Canaan by the Hebrews was no wild car-

nage, merely undertaken for the sake of

glory, or from sanguinary cruelty; hence,

peace was offered to all the cities beyond

the limits of Canaan ; hence, the Gibeon-

ites were admitted into confederacy, be-

cause they pretended to come from another

land, and to belong to another people.

The entire extirpation of the Canaanites

was, indeed, commanded; but this was

an imperative necessity, lest the Israelites

should be infected by pernicious example,

and lest they should be continually attack-

ed and disturbed by the remaining heathens.

However, the Israelites had the same

weakness which the pi'esent opponents of

that measure betray; they did not com-

plete their task; they permitted a great

p.art of the heathens to live among them;

thus, their faith was in continual fluctua-

tions, and their political safety in constant

danger. Violence or avarice had no

share in the conquest; for, according

to the Biblical notions, God Himself

gives to every people their land; the Is-

raelites had no human right to the pos-

session of Canaan; it was the gift and

favour of God; if He had deemed that

occupation an injustice, He would have

given to His chosen people another land,

the appropriation of which would not have

come into collision with the lawful inter-

ests of others. However objectionable

theconductof the Hebrews may have been,

the theology of the Pentateuch is pure

and stainless.—Thus, we avoid all unne-

cessary justifications of the alleged " in-

vasion" of the Hebrews; for it is urged,

that Canaan had, by Noah's distril)ution,

fallen to the lot of the Shemitcs, not of

the Hamites; that it belonged, from times

immemorial, to Abraham and his chil-
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a flame of fire that passed between those pieces. 18. On
that day the Lord made a covenant with Abram, saying,

To thy seed have I given this land, from the river of

Egypt to the great river, the river Euphrates, 19. The

dreti, especially by the purchase of the

cave of Machpelah, and of other pro-

perty, whereas, in fact, the Canaanites

undoubtedly possessed it before the pa-

triarch's time; that the rights of property

were, in those early times, not yet strictly

defined, and that the Israelites were, there-

fore, entitled to conquer as much land as

they required; we avoid these and all the

other artificial attempts, which lose their

little degree of probability at a closer

examination.

After the sun had set, the chief part of

the ceremony took place (ver. 17); God

appeared under the attributes which were

generally believed to manifest His presence.

As He intended to give a pledge of the

future, it was necessary that He should

pass through the dissected parts; and He
sent dense smoke and flaming fire. When
the Israelites traversed the dreary wilder-

ness on their way to the land here pro-

mised to them, there was likewise a pillar

of cloud and a pillar of fire to guide them,

and to assure them of the Divine protec-

tion. The sign given for the later posses-

sion of the Holy Land was cheeringly

recalled to the minds of the Hebrews, when

dangers and troubles seemed to destroy

all their hopes.— The promise was now

ratified ; but, in order to enhance its force,

it was repeated with some significant mo-

difications. The extent of the land is here

described as far more comprehensive than

before. In the preceding assurances, the

land of Canaan alone was granted; but

now, the boundaries are promised to reach

in the south to Egypt, and in the east to

Mesopotamia; it was the intention of God,

that the land of the Hebrews should com-

prise all the territories between the Nile

and the Euphrates; and that it should

be a perfect inheritance; and, therefore,

for the first time, ten nations are enu-

merated which they would destroy, and

three of which had never been mentioned

before. "The river of Egypt" is the

Nile, and is to be distinguished from "the

brook of Egypt," or the Wadi el-Arish,

which flows into the Mediterranean where

the coast begins to bend in a western

direction. It is true, the history of Israel

teaches that their land never reached to

the Nile, although it may, at some pe-

riod, have extended to the Euphrates;

but it must be remembered, that the pro-

mise was designed to stimulate and to en-

courage them ; and that it was proposed as

the ideal aim which they might attain by

an undaunted will; whereas, in reality,

they sutfered heathen tribes to occupy even

large portions of Canaan itself.

The Kenites inhabited rocky and moun-

tainous tracts in the south and south-west

of Palestine, near the territory of the Ama-
lekites; they may have spread, in a west-

em direction, to the land of Egypt; so

that, by their expulsion, the frontiers of

the promised land would have nearly

touched the valley of the Nile. They

showed sympathy and friendship to the

Hebrews at the time of the exodus; and

hence, Saul was anxious not to harm them

when he marched against the Amalekites.

It is to these feelings of gratitude that

we must ascribe the fact, that even David,

far from attempting their destruction, en-

tertained friendly relations with them, es-

pecially as Jethro or Hobab, the father-

in-law of Moses, though priest of Midian,

belonged to the tribe of the Kenites. A
part of Jethro's descendants had emi-

grated from the south to northern Pales-

tine, into the province of Naphthali,

and here preserved the old amicable

intercourse with the Hebrews. It is,

therefore, necessary to suppose, that

some branches of the Kenites shared the

hostile sentiments of the Amalekites,

among whom tliey lived ; and that they

were either killed, or expelled from the

southern frontiers; while the rest, like
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Kenites, and the Kenizzites, and the Kadmonites, 20. And
the Hittites, and the Perizzites, and the Rephaim, 21. And
the Amorites, and the Canaanitcs, and the Girgashites,

and the Jebusites.

Jethro himself, acknowledged the great-

ness and omnipotence of God, and could,

thus, not become so dangerous to the

Hebrews by their religious notions.

The Kenizzites are only mentioned

in this passage; and as nothing is stated

but the name, it is impossible to decide

about their abodes.

The Kadmonites are, as their name

indicates, eastern tribes; and they com-

prise, perhaps, all the nations to tha

Euphrates ; so that, in reality, the ten tribes

here enumerated, fill up the territories

between the Euphrates and the Nile. The

localities inhabited by the seven other

nations, have been described before (see

pp.183— 187).

Abraham had readily believed in the

promise of a numerous seed (ver. 6); but

he demanded a sign for the possession of

the land (ver. 9). In this conduct of the

patriarch, the fate of his seed and of the

land is mirrored. Abraham's progeny

seems indestructible and imperishable;

and, though scattered over all the coun-

tries of the earth, it is united by an in-

visible bond of common hopes : thus, the

faith of Abraham is rewarded. But the

land of Canaan was not only lost after a

few centuries of possession, but it was,

in many parts, converted into a dreary

wilderness and a barren waste : thus, the

doubt of Abraham was punished.

CHAPTER XVI.

Summary.—Ten years after Abraham's immigration into Canaan, when Sarah was
still childless, he took, by her desire, her Egyptian maid Hagar, who conceived,

but assumed in consequence such overbearing conduct towards her mistress, that

Abraham, to preserve domestic peace, could not shield her against Sarah's resent-

ment. Hagar escaped, and on her way to Egypt came into the desert, where an

angel appeared to her; commanded her to return and to submit to Sarah's

authority; and promised her a son, whom she should call Ishmael, and through

whom she would become the mother of numberless and far-spreading descendants,

distinguished by undaunted strength and love of liberty. She followed the in-

junction, after having given an appropriate name to the place hallowed by the

vision; and in the eighty-sixth year of Abraham's life she became the mother of

Ishmael.

1 . Now Sarai, Abram's wife, bore hhn no children : and
she had a handmaid, an Egyptian, whose name was Hagar.

1—3. For the third time had the pro-

mise of a numberless progeny been granted

to Abraham; he relied on it without

doubt and hesitation; "against hope he

believed in hope"; and the first great

triumph of faith was achieved. For in

leaving Chaldea to fi^Uow God into a

land unknown to him, he manifested only

a pious obedience, in which he was sup-

ported by experience and possibility ; he

knew that there existed even more fertile

lands than the plains of Mesopotamia,

and that many nomadic chiefs had before

him succeeded in acquiring new and bet-

ter abodes. But it demanded nothing

less than a reversion of the laws of nature

that an aged couple, themselves conscious of

their decrepitude, should be blessed with

offspring; yet Abraham did not doubt tliat

the powers of nature obey the Creator of

heaven and earth. However, if even

Abraham's faith had required a sign for
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2. And Sarai said to Abram, Behold now, the Lord hath

restrained me from bearing : I pray thee, go to my maid

;

I may perhaps obtain children by her. And Abram
listened to the voice of Sarai, 3. And Sarai, Abram's

the possession of Canaan, it cannot be

surprising- that Sarah's confidence was de-

ficient and wavering. She could not ex-

ult herself to the belief in a miraculous

fulfilment of the promise; and she tried to

effect it in a natural manner. This hasty

interference in the Divine plan was the

more excusable, as Sarah had nowhere

been designated as the mother of the future

people; it was even an act of self-denial

to resign all claims to that glory, and to

leave it to one in every way subordinate

to her. She chose for that end an expe-

dient very general in the East under simi-

lar circumstances, and resorted to even

by such nations among which monogamy
is the rule and the law. The Oriental

lives only in his children; he considers his

existence fruitless if he leaves none behind

him to perpetuate his name; he is like a

tree without a root; he withers away and

perishes. This is a purely moral senti-

ment; but it is enhanced by worldly con-

siderations. If the Oriental is insulted,

he looks for his children to protect his

honour; if he is attacked, he confides in

their zeal and love for his revenge ; if he

dies, he knows to whom to leave the pro-

perty for which he has toiled. Since,

therefore, children constituted a chief part

of earthly happiness, it was natural that

they should have been regarded as a reward

of God; whilst barrenness was viewed as

oneof the greatest curses ofheaven. It was

not only pitied as a misfortune, but consi-

dered as a reproach ; it appeared as a pun-

ishment for secret sins; and the couple were

despised by men, because they were be-

lieved to be rejected by God. Now this

is a most dangerous prejudice; it seeks

vainly to penetrate into the mysteries of

Providence; it starts from the obnoxious

principle, that virtue and vice are always

visibly rewarded on earth by external

boons; and it raises the physical nature of

man into a witness fur or against his spi-

tual condition. Such perverse notions could

not be tolerated by the Hebrew writer;

they are based upon most imperfect con-

ceptions concerning God and His govern-

ment; and it was therefore necessary that

they should be eradicated as thoroughly

as the prejudices regarding a short life

and a sudden death, which were shown,

by the history of Abel and Enoch, not

necessarily to be a punishment and a

curse. Hence we see that the wives of

all the three patriarchs, the favourites of

God, were long barren; Sarah bore a

child when she was already past all hope,

Rebekah after she had been married for

twenty years, and Rachel when she seemed

likewise to have already renounced her

fond wishes. Children are indeed " a he-

ritage of God"; but they are, like every

other gift, granted in harmony with His

inscrutable designs; they are like " arrows

in the hand of the mighty hero," either to

defend or to attack, or to rebound upon

himself.—The Hebrews soon emancipated

themselves from those common oriental

views; the purity with which they con-

ceived the idea of matrimony necessarily

influenced their notions concerning its

highest blessing; they found it to consist

in that faithful love which is " as strong

as death" (Cant. viii. 6), and in that

sympathy of souls which is a help and

consolation in the difficulties of life.

Hence we see, that Elkanah preserved his

affection for Hannah unaltered, although

she was barren; he honoured her even

more than her rival, who had blessed him

with children; and when she was grieved

at the insulting language of Peninnah, he

soothed her sorrow by the touching ques-

tion ;
" Am I not better to thee than ten

sons?"(l Sam.i.l—8). We know, further,

that David's heart was so attached to Mi-

chal, that, though she was barren, he re-

claimed her after a forced separation of

many vcars. We miglit, therefore, rea-
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wife, took Hagar her maid, the Egyptian, after Abram
had dwelt ten years in the land of Canaan, and gave her

to her husband Abram to be his wife. 4. And he went
to Hagar, and she conceived : and when she saw that she

dily acknowledge that the birth of a cliild,

and especially of a son, spread joy and ex-

ultation in the ftimily, whilst the death or

the want of oft'spring caused anguish and

lamentation; that sterility and an unmar-

ried state were, especially in women, re-

garded as a serious misfortune; that chil-

dren were a crown and an ornament to

their parents; and that a fruitful wife was

a blessing to herself and to her hus-

band; all these feelings are so natural to

the human mind that no religious system

could deaden or destroy them; and if,

sometimes, indeed, children are repieseut-

ed as a reward, and barrenness as a

punishment, this must be received in the

same light in which the Bil)le regards

every other temporal boon or misery

which God sends to manifest either His

satisfaction or His displeasure. It was

sufficient to be conscious that not in all

instances conjugal happiness allows a con-

clusion to the piety or impiety of the cou-

ple: and this idea is clearly embodied in

the history of the patriarchs.

If a matrimonial alliance remains for

some time without progeny, it is cus-

tomary among many eastern nations,

even those which entertain purer views on

matrimony, that the husband, with the con-

sent of his wife, should take another person

for the only purpose of securing heirs. She

does not share the husband's affection

with the legal wife, to whom she is re-

garded as subordinate, to whom her chil-

dren are considered to belong; and "upon

whose knees she bears" (xxx. 3). Now,

the proposal of seeking posterity in ac-

cordance with this custom proceeded from

Sarah herself, not from Abraham. The
patriarch, although desiring cliildren not

less intensely than Sarah (xv. 2, 3), never

thought of wronging the wife of his youth

and his covenant. In his heart monogamy
was a sacred principle, to which Isaac

also adhered, and which even Jacob ac-

knowledged, althougli the fraud of La-

ban induced him to abandon it. The
object of Sarah in bringing Hagar to

Abraham is distinctly expressed; "per-

haps I may be edified by her"; children

form or build tlie house; they are not

only its pillars and foundations, but the

very materials of which it consists; with-

out them the family must perish. Hence
children and house are used as syno-

nymous terms; building a house is ap-

plied for establishing a family; and the

wives of the patriarchs are said to have

founded the house of Israel.

Hagar was born in Egypt; Sarah's

chief servant belonged to a foreign nation,

as Abraham's principal slave descended

from Damascus; in these facts, the future

subjugation of other powerful countries

is reflected. Sarah may have acquired

Hagar at the sojourn in Egypt during

the first famine {xu. 16); but as her

name is Shemitic, signifying flighty we
must regard it as a later designation de-

rived from her future destinies, as is fre-

quently the case with Biblical names,

while her original Egyptian name is not

mentioned.

4—o. When Sarah disclosed her pro-

posal to Abraham, it might occur to him,

that the promises were only made to him,

and not to Sarah ; and that she had indi-

cated the only reasonable way for obtaining

a descendant through whom the great assu-

rances of God might be fulfilled. It was

in this light that Abraham's conduct was
always viewed by the Hebrews ; and the

prophet Malachi emphatically blamed

those who pretend that they are permitted,

like the patriarch, to take another besides

their legal wife(ii. 15): in them, it would

be treachery, whilst in Abraham it was

faith, "that he might seek a godly seed."

— Not only Hagar, however, but even

Sarah, failed to rise to the purity of Abra-

ham's exalted notions; they saw, in the

R
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had conceived, her mistress was despised in her eyes.

5. And Sarai said to Abram, My wrong he upon thee : I

have given my maid into thy bosom; and when she saw

that she had conceived, I was despised in her eyes : the

Lord may judge between me and thee. 6. But Abram
said to Sarai, Behold, thy maid is in thy hand; do to her

as it pleaseth thee. And when Sarai humiliated her, she

expected child, nothing but an heir; they

regarded each other with the invidious

eyes of rivals; and that which was com-

menced as an act of belief and submission,

ended in bitter envy and strife. The cause

of the contention, however, was the Egyp-

tian maid-servant, who, naturally, was still

less capable of self-control and of religious

sentiments; she despised her mistress. The
latter was mortified. Abraham did not

interfere in their dissensions; his heart

was filled with the great and joyous hope

of an offspring, and he hesitated to rebuke

her to whom he was to owe so much hap-

piness. But this regard roused the whole

anger of Sarah which broke forth in im-

petuous indignation; she considered her-

self wronged both by her husband and her

servant, but more grievously by the former

;

she invoked God as judge of the injustice

she suffered ; and charged Abraham that

he repaid her self-denial with ingratitude.

And now another opportunity was grant-

ed to Abraham to unfold the greatness of

his character; and he proved worthy of

the trial. His answer to Sarah's excited

complaints was not only remarkable for its

calmness and justice; but for the decisive-

ness with which he continued to regard

Sarah as the only mistress of the house

and of his affections, and Hagar only as

her servant, whom she might treat as she

thought fit. But these traits, though laud-

able, are inferior in importance to the

sublime resignation with wliicli he at once

again abandoned his long-cherislied hopes

wlien they seemed so near their realization.

For ho had in his mind connected all his

future happiness with the child of Hagnr

(xvii. 18); but he sacrificed this child to

the peace of Sarah, as he was later ready

to sacrifice the son of Sarah to the will of

God. Thus is the answer of Abraham
the fore-runner of the most glorious act

of his life.

»—13. Hagar intended to return to

Egypt, her native country. Her path led,

therefore, from Hebron through the desert

of Shur, or Dshofar, extending from the

south-west of Palestine down to the head

of the Red Sea, and even considerably

southward on its eastern and western coast.

Whilst in this wilderness, and on the way

to a locality more properly called Shur, she

rested at a fountain. Here an angel of God
appeared to her. Though omniscient, he

asked her, whence she came, and whither

she was bound. And when she had told

him the cause of her flight, she was sur-

prised by the angel's command to return

to her mistress, and patiently to submit to

her vexations. This was not intended as

a retaliation for her overbearing conduct

which had caused so much discord ; but as

an admonition, that she owed all her hap-

piness to her connection with Abraham's

house ; that for his sake only, she was fa-

voured with the great promises in store for

her descendants; and that it was, there-

fore, more glorious for her to be a neglect-

ed servant in the patriarch's house, than a

free woman in the country of superstition

to which she was about to return. Thus

the assurance given to Abraham :
" be a

blessing" (xii. 2), was already twice ful-

filled, once in Lot, and now in Hagar.

—

Then the angel opened to her views a fu-

ture wliich filled her at once with rapture

and amazement. He announced it in

measured solemnity; and passed from a

comprehensive and general prospect to a

detailed and even graphic description.

After having promised her an innumerable

progeny through a son whom she should
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fled from her.—7. And the angel of the Lord found her

by a fountain of water in the wilderness, by the fountain

on tlie way to Shur. 8. And he said, Ilagar, Sarai's

maid, whence didst thou come? and whither wilt thou go?

And she said, I flee from my mistress Sarai. 9. And the

angel of the Lord said to her, Return to thy mistress, and

humble thyself under her hands. 10. And the anijel of

call Islimacl, he continued :
" And he will

be a wild ass of a man; his hand will be

against every man, and every man's hand

against him; and he shall dwell l)efore all

his brethren." The character of the I<h-

maelites, or the Bedouins, could not be

described more aptly or more powerfully.

Against them alone, time seems to have

no sickle, and the conqueror's sword no

edge. They have defied the softening

influence of civilization, and mocked the

attacks of the invader. Ungovernable and

roaming, obeying no law but their spirit

of adventure, regarding all mankind as

their enemies, whom they must either at-

tack with their spears, or elude with their

faithful steeds, and cherishing their deserts

as heartily as they despise the constraint

of towns and communities: the Bedouins

are the outlaws among the nations. Plun-

der is legitimate gain, and daring robbery

is praised as valour. Liberty is the ele-

ment which the Arab breathes; and if he

were thrown into servitude, he would

either break the yoke, or perish in the at-

tempt. He cannot, indeed, be better com-

pared than with a wild ass. This indo-

mitable animal, which defies the swiftness

of the swiftest horse, delights in its na-

tive deserts, easily satisfied with the scant}-

food furnished by those inhospitable re-

gions. It seems to revel in independence;

free from the master's pressing voice, it

scorns the tumidt of the town, and roves

on the parched mountain sides in search

of grass and herbs. Although in the

zones it generally inhabits, water seems

a vital condition, the wild ass can long

exist without it; and its marv'ellous

power of enduring hunger and thirst,

explains its presenation in its arid and

cheerless abodes. But if, by chance,

it meets with plentiful food, it eagerly

seizes it, and sates its whole desire. It

surpasses, in animation, in the propor-

tions of its structure, and in velocity, by

far even the common Oriental ass; it re-

sembles the horse in gracefulness; it bears

an arched neck with a fierce pride; has a

dark, vertical mane, prolonged in a stripe

to the tuft of the tail, whilst its smooth

skin is generally of a silvery colour, with

broad patches of bright bay on the thigh,

shoulder, and neck; it is gregarious, and

one male frequently leads a whole troojj

of females. It is still found in many
steppes from the Caspian Sea eastward to

China, and southward to India, and oc-

curred formerly also in Syria and Asia

Minor. It was, and isstiil, hunted as game,

and its flesh is highly valued by the

Orientals as a peculiar delicacy, though

Europeans have pronounced a very differ-

ent opinion. With such animals are the

Bedouins pointedly compared; to the

latter may be properly applied the words

in Job: "Who hath sent out the wild

ass free? or who has loosed the bands

of the wild ass? Wliose house I have

made the wilderness, and the barren

land its dwellings" (xxxix. 5, 6). They

may be hunted like game, but they

cannot be caught; their wants are few;

they neither covet wealth, nor tempt the

conqueror's avarice; and the waste tracts

shunned by other nations, are their ter-

restrial paradise.—" In the desert, eveiy-

body is everybody's enemy," is their pro-

verbial saying; and they express, there-

fore, only in other words the sense of our

text: "his hand will be against every man,

and eveiy man's hand against him."

Their love of liberty is frequently carried

to the utmost pitch of unbridled ferocity;

R 2
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the Lord said to her, I will multiply thy seed exceedingly,

that it shall not be numbered for multitude. 11. And
the angel of the Lord said to her, Behold, thou art with

child, and wilt bear a son, and thou shalt call his name Ish-

mael; because the Lord hath heard thy affliction. 12. And
he will be a wild ass of a man ; his hand will he against

they seek danger for its own sake ; they de-

light in the excitement of combat and

pursuit; and even among themselves,

sanguinary feuds are often carried on

during centuries; the fearful custom of

avenging of blood has a decided influence

upon their characters; it renders them

suspicious and vindictive; it teaches them

cunning and treachery; and the cruelty and

bloodthirstiness which it engenders, arm

friend against friend, and i-elative against

relative. Thus the prediction of our text

has also its sad application; the Bedouin's

hand is uplifted not only against the un-

wary pilgrim who happens to traverse his

deserts, but against the descendants of his

own tribes, and against those who speak

his own tongue.

The proper abodes of the Ishmaelites

were the districts of Arabia deserta,

which arc at present called Badiah. They

were, therefore, bounded in the east by

Babylonia and the Euphrates, extended

in the north to Syria, spread in the west

to Coelesyria and Palestine, and in the

south indefinitely into the peninsula of

Arabia proper. Tliey lived, therefore,

regularly indeed " to the east" of their

Abrahamic brethren; but they extended

their predator}- excursions to the borders

of all contiguous countries; their erratic

mode of life gave them the character of

ubiquity; they wandered wherever their

wild spirits incited them ; and thus they

might be said to be always " before their

brethren"' ; they restlessly strayed through

the greater part of Arabia Pctra?a and

reached not unfrcquently even the bor-

ders of Egypt. The Bedouins are nomads

and live in tents, and are therefore, by

ancient geographers, called Scenitae. They

were early divided into twelve chief tribes,

each presided over by a Shc'kh or Emir,

and the centres of their dwellings were

tlie wells which they dug or the halting-

places which they appointed. But the pro-

phetic promise of the text has been realized

far beyond its immediate tenour. The chief

importance of the Ishmaelites commenced

only when the kindred nations had either

been expelled or extirpated ; they became

powerful and formidable under the name

of Saracens; they marched out to curb the

world under their dominion, and to force

the nations to their faith; they inundated

Persia, the districts east of the Caspian

Sea, and India; they carried their vic-

torious arms into Syria and Egypt and

the interior of Africa; they occupied

Spain and Portugal, Sicily and Sardinia,

and " have beyond their native tracts

ascended more than a hundred thrones."

But on the other hand, no hero succeeded

in mastering them in their own deserts.

Although they sent voluntary presents

of incense to the great king of Persia, as

they also sent presents of cattle to Jehosha-

phat, king of Judah; they were never

subjected to the Persian empire; they are

expressly mentioned as independent al-

lies; nor had the Asyrian and Babylo-

nian kings more than transitory power

over small portions of their tribes; here

the ambition of Alexander the Great

and of his successors experienced an in-

superable check; a Roman expedition in

the time of Augustus totally failed ; and

the later conquests of the Romans, in the

year 105 of the present era, under Cor-

nelius Palma, when Bostra, one degree

south of Damascus, was made the northern

capital of the province of Arabia extend-

ing to the Red Sea, were unable either to

bend the independence of the inhabitants

or to exercise any influence over tlieir

manners. Modern accounts, both abund-
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every man, and every man's hand against him; and he

shall dwell before all his brethren.—13. And she called

the name of the Lord who spoke to her, Thou art the God

of seeing: for she said. Do I even still see [live] after

seeing [God]? 14. Therefore the well was called Beer-

ant aud delightful, have shown that the

Bedouins have remained essentially un-

altered since the times of the Hebrews

and the Greeks. In bodily form they

arc spare but athletic; in temper, grave

but social; in habits, active and endur-

ing; in strength, almost inexhaustible.

Every addition to our knowledge con-

cerning Arabia and its inhabitants, con-

firms more strongly the Biblical state-

ments, that the Arabs though warlike and

restless carried on commerce with their

cattle which they sent to the neighbour-

ing countries; and that they were engaged

in a regular and active trade between

Syria, Babylonia, and Egypt; but that

they were more formidably known by the

sudden invasions with which they sur-

prised and terrified the adjoining nations.

However, if it served their interests, they

enlisted also in foreign armies ; some tribes

fought, both as foot-soldiers and horsemen,

in the legions of the Syrian kings, and

sided with them in their protracted war

against the Jews; and they had spread

beyond Damascus and the frontiers of

Palestine, when they were repelled under

king Alexander, the Maccabee.

We have, in these remarks, alluded to

the Arabians of the desert only, without

referring to those of Arabia Petraea and

Arabia Felix; this limitation is presciibed

to us not only by our text, but by the

distinction upon which the Arabians them-

selves insist with regard to their popula-

tion. For they strictly separate the de-

scendants of Joktan, whom they call

Kachtan, from the progeny of Ishmacl;

the former are called by them the

pure Arabs (or Arab-el-Araba), while

the latter are designated, with a certain

contempt, the mixed or admitted Arabs

(Mostarabi), because Ishmael's mother,

Hagar, was of Eijyptian descent; and in

this distinction, we may find the germ of

the later division into the chief southern

tribe of the Himyari, and of the principal

northern race of the Korei-h to which

Mohammed belonged ; although the later

Mohammedan fictions, suggested by na-

tional and religious pride, have contributed

to render the ethnographic researches on

Arabia intricate and difiicult.

13—lO. The confidence and distinct-

ness with which the assurances were ex-

pressed, were to Hagar a convincing proof,

that they had been uttered by a super-

human being; the misery to which her

flight had exposed her, had proved a school

of correction for her overbearing character

;

and she confided in the promises she had

just received. Joy and fear, trembling

and gratitude, struggled in her heart.

She believed she had seen that eternal

Being whom, according to a general no-

tion of antiquity, no mortal can behold

without forfeiting his life; yet she was

not only uninjured, but had received the

pledge that she should become the parent

of mighty tribes. She exclaimed, there-

fore, with mingled feelings of exulta-

tion and submission: " Thou art the

God of seeing; for she said, Do I even

still see after seeing"? that is. Thou art

to me a God whom I saw unpunished

;

for, although I saw Thee, I still live

and see the light of the day.—The anyel

proves to be God Himself; this is not

unfrequently the case, and has been ex-

plained elsewhere (see note on Exod. iii.

4). The fountain at which this vision

took place, was, therefore, called "the

well of seeing God and living"; it was

situated south of Kadesh, and between

this town and Bered, which latter place

can, however, no more be identified.

— Hagar returned into the house of

Abraham, to whom she communicated
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laliai-roi [the Avell of seeing God and living] ; behold, it is

between Kadesh and Bered. 15. And Hagar bore to

Abram a son : and Abram called his son's name, whom
Hagar bore, Ishmael. 16. And Abram ivas eighty-six

years old, when Hagar bore Ishmael to Abram.

the Divine apparition; here the pro- through whom he was to be a blessing to

phecy of the angel was realized; she later generations: he was, therefore,

bore a son, who was called Ishmael ; but anxious to mark him as his son ; and he

our text states with a certain distinctness, did this by giving him a name particularly

that she bore this son to Abraham, and adapted to the circumstances; for it may
that Abraham gave him the name Ishmael. be either understood, "God has heard

The patriarch believed, as we have ob- Hagar's affliction" (ver. 11), or " God has

served, that the son of Hagar was the heard Abraham's wish and prayer."

promised and long desired offspring

CHAPTER XVII.

Summary.—God repeated to Abraham the former promises regarding a numerous

progeny and their ultimate conquest of Canaan; concluded a covenant with him,

and appointed as its sign the rite of circumcision, to be performed on Abraham,

his son Ishmael, and all his male servants, and in all future times on every son on

the eighth day from his birth. He further changed the names of Abram and

Sarai into Abraham and Sarah; and assured the patriarch that his race would be

propagated through a son to be bora by Sarah. When Abraham, deeming this

hope improbable, considering his own age and that of his wife, entreated God that

Ishmael onlj' might live, the pledge was renewed to him that the son of Hagar

should be distinguished by worldly power, while the offspring of Sarah would be

the heir of the spiritual covenant. Abraham performed the circumcision in ac-

cordance with the Divine commands. He was at that time ninety-nine, and

his son Ishmael thirteen years old.

1. And when Abram was ninety-nine years old, the

Lord appeared to Abram^ and said to him, I am the

Almighty God; walk before Me, and be perfect. 2. And
1—O. Three times had God appeared to pure act of mercy. But undeserved gifts

Abraham in Canaan, not merely to repeat may appear both incompatible with the

but to enlarge His promises. At first, a justice of God and dangerous to the mora-

brief and simple assurance was deemed lity of man. It was, therefore, necessary to

sufficient (xii. 7); then the progeny of impose upon the favoured indi\-iduals

Abraham was with emphasis compared adequate obligations, and to exact from

with the dust of the earth (xiii. 1 6) ; and at them duties tending to prove their superior

last with the stars of heaven (xv. 5). A merit: it was necessary to conclude a strict

solemn sign accompanied the third vision; covenant. Now, the promises hitherto

it was given under the form, and received clearly made to Abraham's race itself

the name, of a covenant. God guaranteed were a vast increase and the possession

His promises unconditionally, since they of a fertile land. But both are worldly

were the reward of Abraham's faith; He boons, neither constituting nor securing

enforced no corresponding duty on the true greatness. Morepowerfulempireshave
part of the patriarch; He performed a risen and disappeared without enjoying
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I will make My covenant between Me and thee, and will

multiply tliee exceedingly. 3. And Abram fell on his

face : and God spoke to him, saying, 4. As for Me, be-

hold, j\Iy covenant is with thee, and thou shalt be a father

of a multitude of nations. 5. And thy name shall no

more be called Abrara, but thy name shall be Abraham;
for a father of a multitude of nations have I made thee.

6. And I shall make thee exceedingly fruitful, and I shall

make nations of thee, and kings shall issue from thee.

7. And I shall establish My covenant between Me and

thee and thy seed after thee in their generations for an

everlasting covenant, to be a God to thee and to thy seed

after thee. 8. And I shall give to thee and to thy seed

after thee the land wherein thou sojournest as a stranger,

all the land of Canaan, for an everlasting possession, and 1

or spreading happiness. They prospered,

but were not blessed, and in their splen-

dour was hidden the germ of their de-

struction. Individuals also may abound

in temporal advantages, but their souls

may be languid and their hearts may be

withering; for giddy mirth is not joy,

and inactive torpor is not harmony of

mind. Property may, to a certain degree,

be a condition of felicity, but it is no

more; all the rest must be done by man
himself; the former is the gift of Provi-

dence, the latter depends on human ex-

cellence and virtue;—and therefore the

former was promised to Abraham uncon-

ditionally, while the latter was made

dependent on a severe covenant which as

it entailed numerous and difficult duties

could alone secure time and lasting hap-

piness. W^e have, therefore, arrived at a

new momentous era in Abraham's life.

He rises from a servant into a covenantee

of God, and from an instrument into a

free agent; he is taught the true means

aud the only end of happiness. From
these considerations alone, our pas-

sage can be fully understood, God
announces Himself here for the first

time as the Almighty, the all-powerful

Lord, whose awful attributes demand
a severe government. No longer satisfied

with a passive faith. He exhorts Abra-

ham " to walk before Him and to be per-

fect." The patriarch, overpowered by

these majestic manifestations, " fell on

his face" in veneration and submission

(ver. 3). The promises of God are no

more limited to a progeny of kings and

mighty tribes (ver. 6), or to the perpetual

occupation of the land of his sojourn (ver.

8), but they extend to the glorious assur-

ance that He will everlastingly be a God
to him and to his seed after him (ver. 7).

And in order, in the clearest and con-

cisest manner, to indicate the commence-

ment of a new era, distinctly to separate

the past from the future, and to show that

another and a higher element was added

to the life of the patriarch; his name was

changed. This significant alteration was

delayed to the moment when the exist-

ence of Abraham was raised from the

sphere of material to that of spiritual

blessings, when he received the first reli-

gious injunction, and entered into a di-

rect and internal alliance with God. It is

a Biblical maxim, in harmony with the

doctrine of Free Will, that God has spon-

taneously limited His omnipotence in not

interfering with the piety and impiety of

man (Deut. v. 26); in this respect man has

unrestricted scope aud option; he is the
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shall be their God. 9. And God said to Abraham, But as

for thee, thou shalt keep My covenant, thou and thy seed

after thee in their generations.— 10. This is My covenant

responsible agent of his destinies. From

the moment, therefore, that Abraham en-

tered the covenant, he and his seed com-

menced the period of maturity; happiness

and misery were in their own hands.

lo—I*. Circumcision was instituted

as the sign of the covenant between God
and Abraham. It is impossible to arrive

at a clear idea of this remarkable rite, and

of its true meaning in the Mosaic system,

without pursuing its origin and history

more clearly than is generally done. We
distinguish four chief periods.

1. Circumcision seems to have been first

practised by the Ethiopians and other na-

tions of southern Africa. Herodotus even,

whose tendency it was to derive most of

the ancient institutions from the Egyptians,

andwho had made careful enquiries about

the matter, doubted, whether to ascribe

the origin of that custom to the Ethio-

pians or the Egyptians. But it was.

from very ancient times, spread to the

south aad west, far beyond the boundaries

of Meroe ; it was, among some nations,

performed on both sexes, as is still the case

among the Abyssinian Christians; it pre-

vailed among the tribes of the Troglodytes,

one of which, the Kolobi, like the Kreo-

phagi, extended it to perfect mutilation;

it is in use among the Kafir nations of

South Africa, the tribes of Kosa or Ama-

kosa, forming a considerable portion of

the native population of Africa; and it has

been discovered in many southern islands

of the Indian Seas and the Pacific Ocean.

The question arises, what was the origin

of this singular custom ? It must evidently

have a general cause, inherent either in

the human mind, or in the human frame,

since it was in use among so different

nations, possessing no mutual intercourse.

Now, a religious motive seems to be out of

the question ; for some of the nations al-

luded to are not only strangers to all re-

ligious ceremonies, but destitute of all

moral feelings. The Troglodytes, for in-

stance, called the cattle, and not father

and mother, their parents, since, they say,

the former satisfy their wants; they killed

not only the sick and invalid, but all

persons above 60 years, because they

would be burdensome to them on their

nomadic wanderings; both the women
and children belonged to all in common,

and they disposed of their dead in a

revolting manner. There is, therefore,

scarcely a doubt that in those southern

countries the rite of circumcision was in-

troduced from a physical cause. It was

not only a matter of expediency, but, in

some cases, of necessity. Philo distinctly

observes, that it prevents the painful and

often incurable disease of carbuncle; it,

further, obviates some fearful disorders;

modern travellers testify, that it precludes

great physical inconvenience among the

Bushmen ; and the Christian missionaries

who exerted, themselves for its abolition in

Abyssinia, were, by the dangerous physical

consequences, compelled to desist from

their plans. If we hereto add, that among

nearly all those tribes, the operation is

performed not in infancy, but at the ap-

proach of puberty, it becomes evident that

the burning temperature of their southern

climes, in many cases combined with a

peculiar bodily structure of those races,

gave rise to the custom of circumcision.

2. From the south, it spread northward

into Egypt. Many parts of this country

were colonized by emigrants from Ethiopia;

and, thus, many primitive customs of the

south were transplanted into the land of

the Pharaohs. The intercourse w^ith

Ethiopia was both constant and animated.

Now, the same complaints to which we

have referred as frequent in Ethiopia,

may, in many instances, have appeared

in Egypt also; and circumcision may,

therefore, as a matter of precaution,

have been gradually adopted by all

Egyptians, But it recommended itself

to this people from another consideration
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which you shall keep between Me and you and thy seed

after thee: Circumcise every male child among you.

11. And you shall circumcise the flesh of your foreskin;

also, in their views of the highest impor-

tance: that of cleanliness. It is in this

light that it is represented by Herodotus

:

"They are circumcised for the sake of

cleanliness, thinking it better to be clean

than handsome" (ii. 37); he mentions it in

connection with many other customs

adopted for the same end; for instance,

that they drink from cups of brass which

they scour every day; that they wear linen

garments, constantly fresh washed ; that

the priests shave their whole body ever}-

third day, that it may harbour no vermin

;

and that they wash themselves in cold

water twice every day, and twice every

night There is no doubt whatever, that

during many centuries that rite was per-

formed by all classes of the Egyptians,

and by the whole nation. When the Is-

raelites, after their entrance into Canaan

under Joshua, and after a long neglect of

the ordinance of circumcision, had con-

scientiously performed it, they felt that the

" reproach of Egypt" was removed from

them (Josh. v. 9), which could not be said

had it not been universal in Egypt, The

examination of the mummies; the fact

that the Colchians, who were Egyptian

settlers belonging to the army of Sesostris,

performed the ceremony ; and the accounts

of Herodotus and Diodorus Siculus.Philo

and Strabo, concur to prove, that circum-

cision was a general and national institu-

tion among the Egyptians. Now, the great

authority and exceeding reputation for

superior wisdom which they possessed in

the ancient world, induced many nations

to adopt from them, among other institu-

tions, the practice of circumcision also.

Thus, it was performed by the Arabians

and Edomites, by the Ammonites and

Moabites, by the Phajnicians and the Sy-

rians about Tlicrmodon and the river Par-

thenius; and in this instance, not merely

blind veneration but a regard for health

and cleanliness assisted in spreading the

custom.

3. But it was, in the course of time,

observed that many tribes and nations in-

habiting the same zones, remained un-

circumcised without perceptible danger or

inconvenience. That rite was, for instance,

never adopted by the Philistines, nor the

Canaanites,nor many of the Libyan tribes,

nor even some of the Arabians, as the

Midianitcs. Hence it happened that not

only the people of the Edomites neglected

it, but that gradually some classes of the

Egyptians omitted to perform an opera-

tion which, at the more advanced age be-

tween boyhood and youth is extremely

painful; and when, in the time of the

Persian and Greek dominion, the pri-

mitive institutions of Egypt were neg-

lected or underwent important modifi-

ications, circumcision ceased to be a na-

tional custom. The priests alone preserved

it as a mark of their superior purity; they

used it as an additional means of shedding

round their persons the mysterious halo of

elevated sanctity; they insisted upon the

law, that none but circumcised persons

should be initiated in their mysteries, and

they exacted that condition from Pytha-

goras when he desired to be introduced

into their sect; it is even not improbable

that, from the reason alluded to, they dis-

couraged the rite among the people; in

the times of Josephus, it was restricted to

their caste alone, though permitted to the

rest of the nation; and in the age of Ori-

gen and Jerome, it was their exclusive pri-

vilege. It was natural, that the wise men of

Egypt should connect some higher religious

or philosophical notions with the rite of

circumcision, especially since it had become

entirely their own. Now, it is well known,

that a great part of the Egyptian religion

consisted in the deification of the powers

ofnature, and especially of generation ; this

idea is chiefly represented by their two

principal deities, Osiris and Isis, who pre-

sided both over fertility and fruitfulness;

in Egypt, a chief part of the festival of
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and it shall be a sign of the covenant between Me and

you. 12. And every male child, when eight days old, shall

Bacchus was the public procession of the

pliallus, performed in an obscene manner

amidst the wild songs of women; and the

same rites in honour of Bacchus were from

Egypt introduced into Greece. It was

further, generally believed, that circumci-

sion enhances prolificness; and the Egyp-

tians ascribed their increasing population,

in a great measure, to the same custom,

although it was, besides, considered to be

attributable to the purity of tlie air, and

the quality of the water of the Nile. It

seems evident, therefore, that the Egyp-

tian priests connected circumcision with

the very centre of their religion ; that they

regarded it as a part of the system by

which they endeavoured to penetrate into

the secret working of nature; and that, by

dedicating the prepuce to their gods, they

ascribed to them the wonderful powers of

generation.

4. Among the nations which derived

the custom of circumcision from the

Egyptians, were undoubtedly the Hebrews.

We have not only the testimony of Hero-

dotus, that "the Syrians in Palestine"

themselves avow this fact (ii. 104), but the

indirect consent of the Bible itself in that

passage of Joshua (v. 9), above cited for

another purpose; the Egyptians could

scarcely have regarded the uncircumcised

Israelites with contempt and reproach, if

they had themselves only borrowed that

rite from them. But more forcible than

all inferences, the national character of

the Egyptians, their pride and aversion to

all foreigners and foreign customs, exclude

the supposition, that they should have

adopted circumcision from a detested race

of nomads, or, as some scholars assert, from

the Phcenicians, among whom it seems to

have been a sign of consecration to Saturn.

Josephus himself tacitly allows to the

Egyptians the priority with regard to that

practice, and taunts the Egyptian Apion

for having neglected a custom which it

was a peculiar boast of his native country

to have spread among many other nations

(C.Ap., ii.l4).

But did Mosaismblindly adopt aheathen

ceremony? And here wg have arrived at

the culminating point of this deduction.

In no other institution, perhaps, do we see

with greater force and distinctness that

fundamental principle which pervades the

whole legislative part of the Old Testa-

ment, and without regard to which it will

ever be impossible to compreliend its full

spiritual meaning, and to balance its exact

historical value. We have, both in our

Commentary on Exodus, and in the pre-

ceding portions of Genesis, made it our

special task to show that almost every re-

ligious ceremony, perhaps with the only

exception of the Sabbath, was based upon

a prevailing eastern custom or tradition;

but that these common observances or no-

tions were, by Mosaism, not only divested

of their base and superstitious elements,

but that they were converted into new
doctrines, and were used as vehicles of

religious ideas borrowed, in their compre-

hensiveness and purity, from no other

people, but absolutely original in the

Hebrew nation; that, just in this prudent

accommodation to traditionary practices,

the external success of the new religion

was secured, while the transformation of

rotten and idolatrous institutions into laws

of indestructible vitality, constitutes its

indisputable claim to originality, and com-

mands the admiration of all ages. Cii*-

cumcision must, therefore, be viewed in

the same light as the sacrifices and the

ordinance regarding the "red cow," as

the phylacteries and fringes (zizith), as the

dietary laws and the kid which is not to be

seethed in its mother's milk, or, in a word,

as nearly all ceremonial precepts. We
have traced the practice of circumcision

through its first three stages, as a sanitary

measure, as promoting cleanliness, and as

a cosmic rite connected with the secrets of

propagation, and standing in the service

of religion. Now, what were the new

ideas associated by Mosaism with that

ancient custom? We cannot repress our

conviction, that the legislator would scarce-
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be circumcised among you in your generations; he who is

with money, of any strangerborn in the house or bought

ly have retained it, had he not regarded it

either as a physical or religious 7iece.fsi(i/,

especially as, in all other cases, he forbids

with abhorrence every mutilation of the

body, which is holy because framed by God

;

the circumstances, that he neglected the

circumcision of his own son, and allowed

it to be disregarded by the Israelites dur-

ing the forty years of their wanderings,

may be historical facts indicating his per-

sonal views regarding this rite. Nor were,

indeed, the three reasons just mentioned

sufficient to demand, or even to permit, its

preservation. A medical necessity did not

exist, since neither the Philistines, nor the

Canaanites who inhabited Palestine, nor

the Mcsopotamians, felt any inducement

to adopt it; cleanliness, which is, at

present, by most Biblical scholars per-

tinaciously assigned as its only motive,

was viewed very differently among the

Egyptians and the Hebrews; for, whilst

the former shaved not only head and beard

bat the whole body, the latter were care-

ful in the preservation of their hair;

and fruitfulness was so little deemed de-

pendent on circumcision, that Abraham
begat Ishmael thirteen years before he

performed that rite, whilst female rescis-

ion was never introduced among the

Hebrews, though it was customary among
the Arabs, the Abyssinians, and some

other African tribes. Circumcision, fur-

ther, cannot simply represent the idea

connected with it by the Egyptian priests,

namely, that it was a sign of initiation

into a holy community; for it was not

only introduced but generally practised

among the Hebrews when it was still a

national custom in Egypt, and not yet re-

stricted to the caste of the priests. How-
ever, since circumcision was borrowed

from the Egyptians, its meaning must

stand in some internal and organic connec-

tion with that attributed to it by the latter.

This is, indeed, the case; but the con-

nection is not one of imitation, but of

direct opposition. It concerns, in both

religions, the kernel and centre of faith;

and, for this reason, the difference of the

two systems is distinctly reflected by the

difference with which it was viewed among
both nations. The Egyptians regarded na-

ture as the all-powerful parent who pro-

duces from her hidden womb everything

that grows and lives; while the Hebrew
books begin with representing God not only

as the Creator of heaven and earth, but as

the origin of everything which adorns and

fills either. But the former considered man
also as a part ofnature, or as a cosmic being

;

and therefore the organ of generation was

holy, because manifesting a part of the in-

explicable power of production; and Osiris

was both the god of fertility and prolific-

ness. These notions were not peculiar to

the Egyptians alone; they recur wherever

nature is deified ; they are represented by

Baal and Astarte, by Bel and Mylitta;

and they led, in some instances, to the

usage of castration, as among the Galli,the

priests of Cybele, the mother of the gods.

Tliese pernicious and thoroughly idolatrous

ideas were to be opposed and eradicated

by the Hebrew institution of circumcision.

It teaches that, like every human faculty

the power of generation proceeds from

God, and stands under His immediate

control; He might grant and withhold it;

to Him man owes his children; they are

due neither to himself nor to the powers

of nature. The higher the pride was with

which the Israelites were accustomed to

regard a numerous progeny, the greater

was necessity to enforce the feeling of

humility by showing the entire dependence

of man upon the mercy of God both in

begetting descendants and in presei-ving

them. Although Abraham was physically

not incapable of producing children, as the

birth of Ishmael proved, yet Sarah did not

for many years bless him with a progeny,

thus affording proof that not the mere

power of generation, but the grace of God
secures offspring. The pride which Prome-

theus felt in shaping a human being was

among many ancient nations shared by

every father ; aiideveu the first mother, Eve,
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who is not of thy seed. 13. He who is born in thy house,

and he who is bought with thy money, must be circum-

cised : and My covenant shall be on your flesh for an

could not suppress a similar outburst of ex-

ultation when she had born her first son:

" I have acquired a man with God" (iv. 1 ).

By thus connecting the rite ofcircumcision

with the purest ideas of resignation and

piet}', Mosaism laid a sure foundation for

moral conduct; licentiousness, stimulated

by the fiery temperament of the Oriental,

was checked ; the passions were restrained

;

and if sinful desires or vicious imagina-

tions arose within him, he was reminded

by the covenant sealed on his flesh that

he had promised holiness of life and

innocence of the heart. Hence the word
" iincircumcised" was in the Hebrew lan-

guage generally used in a pixrely figu-

rative sense ; and phrases like " uncircum-

cised of heart" or " of ear," prove that the

rite here discussed was indeed conceived

as a type of some of those inward virtnes

which constitute the chief end of religion.

The blood of circumcision confirmed the

personal covenant ; hence the boy was, on

the day when that rite was performed, call-

ed "a bridegroom of blood" (Exod.iv. 25);

and the resected foreskin which was consi-

dered unclean, typified both the abnegation

of lasciviousness, and, like the offering of

the firstlings, the acknowledgment of

God's sovereignty. Thus a custom of the

basest sensuality was converted into a

rite of morality; worship of nature into

reverence of God; and hierarchy into

theocracy. Therefore, to sum up our

opinion on circumcision, Mosaism was

compelled to retain it on account of the

ignominy with which its neglect was

regarded by neighbouring nations, and,

in consequence, by the Hebrews them-

selves ; but it reformed it from a physical

expedient or superstitious rite into a sym-

bol of holiness and of alliance between

God and man.

From these considerations alone all the

precepts regarding circumcision receive

their true light. It was to be performed

on the eighth day, or after seven complete

days, because every action by which man
rises to God and sanctifies himself is

connected with that sacred number; it

toolc place, therefore, at the earliest pe-

riod of the child's existence, when first he

was strong enough to endure tlie pain,

because the whole life should, from its

beginning, be devoted to God, whilst

almost all the other nations practised it at

a much later age (except some tribes of

the Arabs, who postpone it only till

after teething); it was not only to be

performed on the descendants of Abra-

ham, but upon all those servants and

strangers who wished to participate in

their religious privileges (see on Exod.

xii. 43—49), because it represented that

spiritual connection with God, without

which sacred observances are a profana-

tion ; and its neglect was threatened with

extirpation, because it implies a treache-

rous breach of the covenant.—It must fur-

ther be observed that circumcision, as here

commanded to Abraham, exceeds in scope

and meaning by far even its ordinary im-

portance. For it is here not merely a per-

sonal sign for the patriarch; but it implies

also the national covenant with Israel, since

it is connected with the pi'omises regard-

ing the great people which was to descend

from him; and it includes even that pro-

phetic future, when the patriai'ch will be

a universal blessing to all nations; for the

spiritual covenant which it symbolises

reaches to unnumbered generations; it is

the starting-point of an endless career of

love and holiness.— From this point of

view we may explain the extensiveness

with which circumcision is here enjoined,

although it was later, in the Law, mate-

rially restricted. It is to be performed on

every slave that is born in the house or

bought with money, belonging to what-

ever foreign nation (vers. 12, 13); where-

as it was later left to the option of the

servants and the strangers whether they

wished to submit to the rite or not (Exod.
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everlasting covenant. 14. And the uncircumcised male
who is not circumcised on the flesh of his foreskin, that

soul shall be cut off from his people; he has destroyed

xii. 43—49). Here the ideal future is

regarded, when there will be no distinc-

tion between " a stranger of justice" and
" a stranger of the gate," but when all will

form one holy community; whereas the

Law necessarily took regard of existing

circumstances, which though not hopeless

were far from guaranteeing fulfilment.

We conclude with a few miscellaneous

remarks. Originally circumcision was

performed with a stone knife, to prevent

inflammation (see note on Exod. iv.25),

but at present it is safely done with a

steel knife, except on boys who die before

the eighth day from their birth, when the

ancient custom is followed, as is the case

in all instances among the Abyssinian

Christians.—Sons of Hebrew mothers and

heathen fathers were admitted, but not

compelled, to circumcision.—The opera-

tion was generally performed by the father

himself, but any Israelite was allowed to

act in his stead ; heathens alone were ex-

cluded; in cases of emergency women
even were admitted. But as practice is

required to prevent danger, pious per-

sons devoted themselves to that office

which they exercised gratuitously, find-

ing their reward in the consciousness

of having introduced the children into

the holy covenant. — The boy gene-

rally received his name on the day of

circumcision. And hence we may derive

another collateral reason why Abraham's

name was changed when that ceremony

was commanded to him.—There is no

historical difficulty in the supposition that

circumcision was already introduced in

Abraham's time, though it can scarcely

be doubted that it received its deeper and

internal development only since the diffu-

sion of Mosaism; for it was long generally

neglected, and Joshua first carried it

out in its full extent (Josh. v. 2—9);

but from that period it seems, on the

whole, to have been faithfully observed;

the epithet " uncircumcised" was deem-

ed the greatest insult and ignominy;

and the strictures of the prophets are

not directed against its omission, but

against "the uncircumcised circumcised

people" who observe the external ritual

but are nevertlieless " uncircumcised in

heart"; and in this sense, even circum-

cised nations seem sometimes to have

been simply called " uncircumcised ones,"

a proof how clearly the internal purity

was regarded as the only aim of this

rite. Among the Israelites, therefore,

circumcision took, in the course of

time, deeper root, while it gradually fell

into disuse among the Egyptian people;

a natural consequence of the fact proved

above, that the one regarded it as a

matter of religion, the others of expedi-

ency.—Although it was by no means an ex-

clusive characteristic of the Israelites, since

they shared it with many other nations,

and though it was not even original among
them, its sacrcdness was, indeed, peculiar

almost to them alone; and hence heathen

conquerors, as Antiochus Epiphanes and

other enemies, often rigorously interdicted

it as one of the surest means of weaken-

ing among them the faith of their an-

cestors; but they never succeeded; it was

practised in seci'Ct till they were again

permitted to perform it without restric-

tion. On the other hand, the Israelites

never favoured proselytism; they especi-

ally allowed the strangers free choice with

regard to circumcision; and the conduct

of later fanatics who forced subjugated

nations, as the Idumaeans and Ituraeans, to

submit to it against their will, met with the

severest censure on the part of the more

enlightened portions of the community.

—In the Christian church it was, after

serious controversy between the apostles,

remitted to the heathens who embraced

the new doctrines, "in order not to lay

upon them gi-eater burdens than the neces-

sary things" (Acts xv.28; comp.xvi.l—3);

and later only exemption was tacitly ex-
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My covenant.—15. And God said to Abraham, Sarai thy

wife, thou shalt not call her name Sarai, but Sarah shall

her name be. 16. And I shall bless her, and shall also

give thee a son of her : and I shall bless her, and she shall

be a mother of nations; kings of people shall be of her.

17. And Abraham fell upon his face, and laughed, and

thought in his heart. Shall a child be born to one who is a

lumdred years old? and shall Sarah, who is ninety years

old, bear? 18. And Abraham said to God, that Ish-

mael might live before thee! 19. And God said. Indeed,

Sarah thy wife will bear thee a son ; and thou shalt call

his name Isaac : and I shall establish My covenant with

1

tended to Christians of Jewish descent

(comp. Acts xxi. 20—25; Rom. iv.9— 13;

Phil. iii. 3—5).—Through the Mohamme-
dans, circumcision was spread among the

Persians, Turks, and Indians, and is in

many parts performed on both sexes. Tra-

vellers inform us that it was even practised

in Otahiti and among some American

tribes.

1.5—23. In all promises hitherto made

to Abraham, Sarah had never been men-

tioned ; and though the patriarch had, at

first, naturally expected, that the blessings

would be realized through her,he resigned

that hope on Ishmacl's birth, which, in

fact, seemed to imply the fulfilment of the

exact Divine assurances. But this would

neither have caused perfect happiness to

the patriarcl), nor would it have been fully

in harmony with the Divine scheme.

The mother of the great nation which was

to teach His name and to propagate His

glory, could not be a foi'eign bond-maid:

in the eyes of the later Hebrews, such

an alliance was an abomination, and they

would have blushed to acknowledge an

ancestry with which they would have been

perpetually taunted by their enemies.

Therefore, for Abraham's sake as well as

for the honour of God,it was indispensable

that Sarah should become the mother of

the Hebrew nation; and after the spiritual

covenant had been communicated to the

patriarch, he received, as its immediate

consequence, the promise of progeny

through his lawful wife. For, although it

was necessary to teach, by the birth of

Ishmael, that fruitfulness and barrenness

lie in the hands of God, it was as impor-

tant to show, that the pure seed can only

be begotten in purity, and that children

are a true and permanent blessing only if

born and reared in piety. If, therefore, the

change of name was significant in Abra-

ham, it was almost indispensable in Sarah,

since with her a new epoch commenced,

both in a physical and religious respect.

Hence she received a name indicating

that her struggles and her sorrows were

passed, that she would have no longer to

contend with her barrenness, but that

she would be the mother of nations and

princes, and could, therefore, henceforth

be herself regarded as a queen. Before

this time, the names of the husband and

the wife were widely different: while

the former had always been " a father of

elevation," the latter was humbled by her

fruitless efforts against the curse oi sterility.

But now, when the indestructible founda-

tion for a great future was to belaid, their

names became nearly synonymous; "the

father of a great multitude" is equivalent

to the " mother of nations and of kings of

a great people."— But Abraham, who had

but just evinced his pious reverence for

God (ver. 3), now, at this unexpected

renewal of the promise, could not sup-

press the doubt arising in his mind; he

viewed the prospect from its natural pro-
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him for an everlasting covenant, with his seed after him.

20. And as for Ishmael, I have heard thee; behold, I have

blessed him, and I shall make him fruitful, and shall mul-

tiply him exceedingly; twelve princes will he beget, and

I shall make him a great nation. 21. But My covenant I

shall establish with Isaac, whom Sarah will bear to thee

at this season in the next j^ear. 22. And He ceased to

speak to him, and God went up from Abraham.—23. And
Abraham took Ishmael his son, and all who were born in

his house, and all who were bought with his money, every

male among the men of Abraham's house; and circum-

cised the flesh of their foreskin on the same day, as God

bability ; he acted again as a frail mortal

;

he smiled at the idea of progeny at his own
and Sarah's old age; and he uttered the

prayer, that Ishmael might only live and

walk in the ways of God ; he was con-

tented with the sou of Hagar, if he could

but obtain the certainty that this son would,

by his virtuous conduct, be worthy to be

the ancestor of blessed nations and kings.

Abraham himself seems to have felt, that

his doubt was unjustifiable; for he dared

not to express it aloud ; it was a pusillani-

mous thought which arose in his heart; it

was a tribute which the Divine aspirations

within him paid to human weakness.

—

The answer returned by God to Abraham's

prayer regarding Ishmael, was as decided

as it was characteristic. The son of Hagar

should, indeed, be blessed; but with the

blessings of this world; he should grow

into a numerous and powerful nation ; he

should spread over wide territories; twelve

princes should descend from him (xxv. 12

—16): and the dread of his name should

inspire respect and fear. But with the son

of Sarah, God would " establish His cove-

nant for ever" ; by him should Abraham's

seed be called (xxi. 12); he sliould be

blessed with the benedictions of faith and

truth; his greatest glory would not consist

in earthly splendour, or conquest, or a

mighty name; but in that true and un-

ceasing happiness which knowledge and

religion yield, which is above the vicissi-

tudes of fortune, and finds consolation and

hope in the serenity of an exalted mind.

The basis on which the future salvation of

mankind was to be erected, was not the

transitory and cold glitter of worldly

greatness, but the eternal sunshine of

truth.

23

—

•i'3. The great importance of the

" sign of the covenant" induced the histo-

rian to record the execution of the Divine

command with emphatic copiousness. As
the servants purchased from foreign nations

were also subjected to circumcision, it may
be supposed that he regarded this custom

to have spread, through them and their

descendants, among the various tribes to

which they belonged ; and it is, perhaps,

in this way that he accounted for its oc-

currence among nations whichhad nothing

else in common with the Hebrews ; but it

is certain, that he intended to explain the

usage of the Arabians,who circumcise their

males in the thirteenth year, by the cir-

cumstance that Ishmael had then attained

that age. — Although, in the time of the

Hebrew commonwealth, it was left to tlic

option of the strangers whether they would

submit to circumcision or not, tlic patri-

arch's example seems designed to impress

the advisability of its universal adoption by

all those who shared with the Hebre^vs the

abodes in Canaan. The aim of the Mosaic

law was not only to teach monotheism, but

practically to introduce it into thelife of the

Israelites; every pernicious example was,

therefore, to be removed ; even " the strau-
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had said to him. 24. And Abraham was ninety-nine years

old when he was circumcised on the flesh of his foreskin.

25. And Ishmael his son icas thirteen years old when he

was circumcised on the flesh of his foreskin. 26. On the

same day was Abraham circumcised, and Ishmael his son.

27. And all the men of his house, born in the house and

bought with money of the stranger, were circumcised

with him.

1

gers of the gate" were obliged to observe

the " seven laws of Noah," among which

are idolatry, murder, blasphemy and incest

;

and although they enjoyed some social and

legal advantages, they were excluded from

all spiritual privileges, which were secured

only by entering the covenant through

circumcision. As the house of Abraham

formed one harmonious family, so should

the "house of Israel" be united by the

twofold bond of sacred duties and sacred

rights. The isolation of the Hebrews pro-

ceeded not, like that of the Egyptians,

from an unsociable and suspicious dispo-

sition, but from an anxious regard to the

highest boons of man.

CHAPTER XVIII.

Summary.—God and three angels appeared to Abraham, chiefly to renew to Sarah also

the promises before made to the patriarch alone. The angels were hospitably

received and treated. The announcement that she would, within a year, bear a son,

was made to Sarah, who heard it with an incredulous doubt; but God pointed to

His omnipotence, which overrules nature itself. The angels proceeded towards

Sodom; while God communicated to Abraham his intention of destroying that

town and the whole district, on account of the extreme wickedness of the inha-

bitants. The patriarch interceded for them v.'ith persevering fervour, and obtained

from God the promise that He would spare the towns if but ten righteous men

were found in them.

1. And the Lord appeared to him in the oak-grove of

Mamre : and he was sitting in the tent door in the heat of

the day. 2. And he lifted up his eyes and looked, and, be-

1—IG. Sarah had but very gradually

been included in the Divine promises;

and it was only at the last great vision, at

the conclusion of the covenant, that her

name was for the first time connected

with them. But she had herself not yet

been favoured with any personal assurance

from the Deity; it is, therefore, the imme-

diate end of the following beautiful nar-

rative to record that she had indeed

been graced by a distinction, which be-

longed to her, both as the inseparable

partner of the patriarch's destinies, and as

the mother of the holy people. Hence

this apparition is not connected with any

of those awful circumstances which gene-

rally attend such manifestations; it is a

familiar and a domestic meeting, imbued

with all the charms of idyllical tranquil-

lity. God appeared to Abraham whilst

the latter was seeking shelter from the

burning rays of the meridian sun under

the shady oaks of Mamre (ver. 1). Ac-

customed to such gracious proofs of

Diviue love, the patriarch recognised at

once the Judge of the whole earth; he

felt the presence of the Eternal Spirit.

But at the same moment he observed

three figures in human form standing be-

fore him; and after having quickly of-
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hold, three men stood by him : and when ho saw themy lie

ran to meet them from the tent door, and bowed down to

the ground.—3. And he said, Lord, if, 1 pray Thee, I have

found favour in Thy sight, pass not, I pray Thee, by Thy
servant.—4. Let a little water, I pray you, be fetched,

and wash your feet, and recline under the tree: 5. And

fered thcra his civilities, he hastened to

address God, and to entreat Him not to

pass by him without again making him

participant of His glory (vers. 2, 3). He
then turned to the three strangers, and

urged them to recruit themselves under

the shadow of the trees from the fatigues

of their journey, and to partake of the

refreshments he might be able to oflfcr.

The men consented (vers. 4, 5). The pa-

triarch, eager to fulfil the sacred duties of

hospitality, ordered Sarah to prepare

quickly cakes of the finest flour; he se-

lected himself from his folds a calf " ten-

der and good," and commanded to dress

it without delay. Cream and milk were

added to the feast, which was spread un-

der a tree before the tent, and at which

the great emir himself served. The three

men sat down and partook of the food,

while the spirit of God hovered among
the assembly (vers. 6—8). But these

guests were no simple mortals; they were
" messengers" of the Deity, and initiated

in the design and purpose of the Divine

appearance. They inquired, therefore,

after Sarah, for whom particularly that

special honour was intended (ver. 9). She

was immediately behind them in the tent;

female modesty had retained her at a dis-

tance from the strange men; but female

curiosity had brought her to the very door

of the tent, from where she could over-

hear their conversation. The glorious

announcement, however, was not to be

made by the messengers, but by God Him-

self; and He, therefore, repeated, in near-

ly the same terms as before, the assurance

that, in the next year, at the same season,

Sarah would be the mother of a son (vcr.

10). It was not to be expected that Sarah,

the woman, the jealous and spiteful rival

of Hagar, should with greater faith than

Abraham rely upon a promise apparently

defying every human possibility; she felt

that the freshness and bloom of her life

had long faded away, and that, indeed, all

the symptoms of womanly strength had

disappeared: she smiled, therefore, within

herself, like Abraham, who knew that he

had also reached the age of infirmity and

exhaustion (vers. 11, 12). But when God
reiterated with enhanced emphasis the

same promise; when He distinctly urged

that the birth of the son was indeed not

to be expected in the natural way, but

was to be left to the infinite omnipotence

of God, Sarah blushed at her want of

faith; she was ashamed to acknowledge

her doubt; she took refuge in the specious

pretext, that her smile had not risen to

her face, but had only lingered in her

heart; forgetting that the sinful thought

is eqtially culpable before the Divine tri-

bunal. However, God accepted the quick

repentance of Sarah; He counted it to

her as faith (Heb. xi. 11, 12); and He,

who is the source of truth, contented

Himself with merely correcting, without

censuring or punishing, her ambiguous

assertion (vers. 13— 15). When the re-

past was finished, the " men" rose to pro-

ceed towards Sodom (vers. 16,22), where

two of them arrived in the evening, in the

capacity of Divine messengers or angels

(xix. 1); whilst God remained still witli

Abraham, to communicate to him His

schemes regarding tlie destruction of the

wicked inhabitants of the district of the

.Jordan (vers. 17—3-3).

We have premised this analysis of our

chapter, in order to show, in the briefest

po.Tsiijle manner, our views regarding the

extraordinary scene which it describes,

and to obviate at once the various, most

objectionable, and often blaspliemou.?, iu-
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I will fetch a morsel of bread, and you may refresh your

hearts; after which yon may pass on: since you once

passed your servant. And they said, So do, as tliou hast

said. 6. And Abraham hastened into the tent to Sarah,

and said, Make ready quickly three seahs of fine flour,

knead it, and make cakes. 7. And Abraham ran to the

I

terpretations which it has called forth.

But, above all, we have thus avoided im-

puting to the Hebrew writer notions con-

cerning the Deity which would bear a

perfectly heathen character, and would be

in direct and alisolute opposition to the

whole of the Biblical canon. For God

cannot be included in the "three men";

He has no corporeal form, and is visible

only to the mental eye; He can be com-

pared to nothing accessible to the external

senses, not even to angels ; there exists no

object so ethereal, no substance so fine,

either in heaven or on earth, from which

He has borrowed any similitude; and it

is distinctly stated, that when His faithful

servant, Moses, received from Him the

laws of truth, he saw only His glory, but

no material form whatever. It is unne-

cessary to dilate upon the importance of

this doctrine ; it is inferior to none, except

the existence and unity of God; and it

forms, therefore, the contents of the se-

cond of the ten commandments. How can

we, therefore, suppress our astonishment,

that many expositors believed even that

God is here represented as really eating of

the food prepared by Abraham? We do

not, of course, allude to those who have,

with their usual levity, eagerly seized this

narrative, in order to show that Mosaisra

is nothing else but another form of absurd

paganism ; we speak of those pious and

venerable men who, by their authority,

provoked and almost sanctioned such per-

verse profanations; who taxed all their

ingenuit}- to make the act of eating ap-

pear compatible with the attributes of

God; who, like Augustin, contended that

He can take food, although He does not

require it ; that He is like the sun, which

can absorb the water without wanting it,

and not like the earth, which cannot exist

without it: we speak of those who, like

Justin, compared the eating of God with

the devouring power of the fire; and of

those who, starting from the correct maxim,

that God is the unlimited Lord of all

matter, forgot that He Himself, in His

being and His essence, is for ever sepa-

rated from it; that He frames and rules

it, but that it can never constitute a part

of His nature or of His manifestations.

—

But it may be objected, that the same

difficulty remains with regard to the three

angels who ajipear in human form (xix.

1,15), and who are clearly stated to have

eaten (ver. 8). It must, however, be dis-

tinctly observed, that our knowledge con-

cerning the nature and the ofiice of the

angels, from the earlier books of the Old

Testament, is extremely limited; that

there is historical evidence that the doc-

trines regarding these mediators between

God and man were but gradually spread

and developed among the Hebrews; and

that, though some reminiscences of them

may have lemained among the descend-

ants of Abraliara from their original home

ia Chaldea, they received their fuller out-

lines only in those later periods when the

notions of the Hebrews were not immate-

rially influenced by their contact with the

Babylonians. The angels appear, through-

out our section, in every respect as mor-

tals; they wash their feet, recline beneath

a tree, eat, and excite the immoral desire

of the Sodomites (xix. 5) : nothing, in

fact, distinguishes them from human be-

ings except the supernatural mission en-

trusted to them, and manifest only by their

deeds, not their persons.

In order to leave no doubt on this im-

portant subject, it seems expedient briefly

to sketch the notions of the Old Testament

regarding the angels. Whenever God iu-
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herd, and fetched a calf tender and good, and gave it to a

young man; and he hastened to dress it. 8. And lie took

sour milk, and fresh milk, and the calf which he had dressed,

and set it before them : and he stood by them under the tree,

and they ate.—9. And they said to him, Where is Sarah

thy wife? And he said, Behold, in the tent. 10. And

tended to manifest His poioer by visible

acts. He sent His angels. Thus He charged

an angel to redeem the Israelites from the

thraldom of Egypt; and when Elijah, ex-

hausted by hunger, and abandoned in the

desert, prayed to Gotl, an angel appeared,

fed and strengthened him. God charged

an angel, suddenly to destroy the proud

army of Sennacherib ; now to spread, and

now to check, the raging pestilence in

Jerusalem. Hence all the contrasts, which

sometimes seem to amount to contradic-

tions, can be accounted for. The angels

were, on the one hand, identified with

those powers of nature employed by God
either to terrify or to benefit mankind;

and, therefore, the winds, tlie rain, and

the flashes of lightning, are called His an-

gels; or they are, on the other hand, re-

garded as a part of Divine nature itself;

and, therefore, the being originally intro-

duced as an angel of God, ultimately

proves to be God Himself. An angel

rescued, consoled, and advised Hagar;

and commanded Abraham in Moriah to

abstain from killing his son; an angel

instructed Jacob in a dream concerning

the increase of his flock; and addressed

and exhorted Moses from the bush in Ho-

reb: all which functions belong to God

alone, and can by Him only be performed.

Further, sometimes angels are seen with im-

punity, and sometimes they cause the death

of those who behold them with their exter-

nal eyes; sometimes they accept food, and

sometimes they smile at the idea of mor-

tal wants; on one occasion, they enter into

familiar intercourse with man, and on

luiother, they preserve a mysterious supe-

riority; an angel now condescends to

wrestle with Jacob, and now finds it ad-

visable not even to reveal his wonderful

name, since it expresses his incompre-

hensible nature. It is, further, clear

from the principle above proposed, why
sometimes one angel is introduced as com-

prising the whole sum of Divine omni-

potence and love; and sometimes a plura-

lity of angels representing the manifold

emanations of His nature, so that they

form " a camp of God," or are the con-

necting links between heaven and earth,

ascending and descending, according to

the offices assigned to them; again, why
the angels possess now, all the sublime

(jualities of the Deity, and now, are

said not to be pure in the eyes of God.

Since thus the angels represent the infi-

nite manifestations of His will and His

powers, it is natural, that gradually angels

of very various attributes were conceived;

we have a protecting angel, and one

who intercedes Avith God in favour of

man; we have a destroying angel, as

well as a host of evil angels; and since,

indeed, the human mind can under-

stand God in His visible manifesta-

tions, rather than in His unfathomable ab-

stract attributes, we see angels hold an

intermediate station between God and

man: in the time of pestilence, David be-

held the angel of God standing Ijetweea

heaven and earth, with his sword drawn

over Jerusalem— and he fell down and

prayed to Gorf (2 Sam. xxiv. 16). God
speaks to His prophets frequently through

angels; even priests are called angels;

and the utmost degree of human wisdom

is compared to that of an angel of God.

— It is evident from all this, that the

Biblical views regarding the angels, in no

way impair the purity of monotheism;

angels are either the impersonations of

God Himself in His works and deeds, or

they stand under Hia will and control;

they arc divested of everv independent

s2
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JIc said, I shall surely come again to thee at the return of

this season; and, behold, Sarah thy wife will have a son.

And Sarah heard it in the tent door, and she was behind

it. 11. Now Abraham and Sarah ?iT?'(? old (T^zr/ advanced

in age; and it ceased to be with Sarah after the manner

of women. 12. Therefore Sarah laughed within herself,

power; and it is a most interesting task,

wJiich we reserve for a future occasion, to

trace tlie analogy between these concep-

tions of the Hebrews and those of other

nations, and to examine how far the one

are indebted to the other.

Bat we must here at once observe, thai

tlie doctrine of the angels is of no import-

ance in the j\Iosaic system -, angels were

adopted from the general circle of Oriental

ideas; and their nature and offices were

modified only so far, as strictly to har-

monise with the great truths of the Old

Testament, It will, therefore, not even be

necessary, as it would be against the sound

interpretation of the language, to under-

stand, in our passage, the eating of the

angels, as Josephus and othei* ancient and

modern interpreters do, " that they had

the appearance of persons who eat"; for,

if wc attempt to remove every human at-

tribute fioni the nature of the angels, we

totally destroy the character of this nar-

rative. We consider the introduction of

angels in the Pentateuch as belonging to

the form of its composition, which is to

be rcgaj'ded in exactly the same light as

all other eastern writings; and it was suf-

ficient for us to show, that it nowhere in-

terferes with the fundamental idea of Mo-

Ku'sm. Those who have attentively read

our rcmai'ks on Paradise, the Fall, the

Deluge, and the Dispersion, will under-

stand the meaning and scope of this view,

and will require no further exposition.

But there is a peculiar and weighty reason

why the visit of the angels was at all in-

troduced in the text, besides the vision of

God Himself, The holy books of most of

the eastern and ancient nations arc replete

with visits of the gods, appearing in humnn

form; they surprise and try the people;

and enter their houses and cottages, in

order to partake of all tlieir physical en-

joyments. It would be unnecessary to

adduce instances, as the Indian legends

and Greek mythology will easily furnish

them to everybody. Now, such stories

are not only derogatory, but destructive of

Divine majesty; they endanger the notions

regarding the most essential attributes of

God; and it was, therefore, important to

show that whenever God deigns to visit

the house of mortals. He does it through

His messengers, whose compound nature

permits them to join their domestic plea-

sures and recreations.

The beautiful and truly Oriental jncture

of these verses is faithful in every detail;

it has been verified by all successive tra-

vellers, and is pervaded by a glow and

heartiness which touch and purify. In

the favourable season the Bedouins use

their tents chiefly in the evening and the

night. The women alone remain there

in perpetual retirement, while the men
stay during the day before it, either under

a projecting marquee or under a neigh-

bouring tree, where also not unfrecjuently

strangers are invited to rest and to share

the meals. If wanderers wish to enter a

tent, they stand before it till they are

observed. The virtue of hospitality is

one of the great redeemingqualiticsin the

character of the Bedouins, Though no-

thing is too great, and nothing too small

to tempt their rapacity, a stranger is, in

their eyes, a holy person, whom they

shield and honour, and treat with anxious

kindness, and often dismiss with pi'esents.

Thev feel a happiness in finding indivi-

duals on whom to bestow their liberality;

they not seldom look out for strangers;

they do not withhold their last sheep or

goat, even if they know that they will

then themselves be exposed to want ; and
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saying, After I am i'aclccl away sliall I have delight? and

my husband also is old. 13. And the Lord said to Abra-

ham, Why did Sarah laugli, saying, Shall I indeed bear a

child, sinee I am old? 14. Is anything too dillicult for

the Lord? At the appointed time I shall come again to

thee, at the return of this season, and Sarah shall have a

Europeans find their importunity fre-

qliently burdensome. This virtue was,

from the earliest times, invested with a

solemn and religious elmractcr; the stran-

gers stand under the immediate protec-

tion of the deity; fearful judgment is in-

flicted upon the impious who treacherous-

ly abandon a traveller or illtreat a guest;

in the hospitable tent even deadly enmi-

ties are silenced; and the avenger of

blood here spares his mortal foe. Among
the Israelites the same notion prevailed

;

and it is a proof of the great moral im-

portance which was attached to it, that the

virtuous patriarch's example is here con-

spicuously placed before his descendants.

Both in the New Testament and in

the Talmud are the same duties enjoined

with great power, and are regarded as

essential parts of a holy life. The social

organization of the ancient communities

rendered the virtue of hospitality almost

indispensable; no public inns existed to

afford accommodation to travellers; the

roads were difficult and unsafe; and the

cities were often separated by great and

dreary tracts of land. Hence we find it en-

forced and scrupulously practised even

among the most uncivilised nations, while

the Greeks especially devclojied it into a

most affecting and beautiful custom, in

which all the amiable qualities of their

happy character shone forth in their full

grace. But the testimonies of modern

travellers regarding Bedouin hospitality

are so numerous and so uniform that it

would be both impossible and useless to

introduce them. Even at present, tlie

Arabians undertake journeys only if in-

duced by commerce, religion, or necessity;

but very seldom from curiosity, and scarce-

ly ever for the pursuit of pleasure, whicli

would be too dearly purchased by extreme

inconvenience and often inmiincnt dan-

ger. The pilgrim caravans are, therefore,

preceded and followed by considerable

numbers of well-armed men. Tlie journey

from Damascus to Mecca requires 45

days, and is often made with 30,000 to

40,000 camels, and sometimes with

80,000. As the only object of the host

is his own satisfaction, or the performance

of a religious duty, he seldom molests his

guests with questions concerning their

])ersons or the purposes of their journeys

;

or if his solicitude, indeed, urges him to

enquire, he postpones it, at least, till the

strangers have been provided with all

their wants. Thus Abraham urgently

invited the three men, received and

cheerfully treated them, without address-

ing to them any interrogation; it was

their enquiries after Sarah (ver. 9) which

led him to learn both their nature and

their mission.—By none is the comfort of

washing the feet more appreciated than

by the eastern traveller, who makes his

journey through sandy tracts often un-

shod or merely on sandals. The first

attention shown to a stranger is, therefore,

to place water before him for that jiur-

pose.—Abraham promised " a morsel of

bread," but prepared a feast as plentiful and

choice as his benevolence prompted and his

wealth permitted him ; moreover, the chief

meal was generally taken about noon. He
seemed suddenly renewed to youthful vi-

gour; he hastened not only to give orders,

but to perform himself his share of the la-

bour. Not even the mightiest sheikh con-

siders it beneath his dignity to take from

his flocks and herds and to kill tiio beasts

necessary for his domestic wants; nor does

his wife shrink from any of the household

duties. Thus Sarah took three scabs of

the best flour, and (piiekly prepared the
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son. 15. But Sarah denied, saying, I did not laugh;

for she was afraid. And He said. Nay ; thou didst laugh.

16. And the men rose from there, and looked toward

Sodom : and Abraham went with them to bring them on

the way.— 17. And the Lord said. Shall I hide from

Abraham that which I do; 18, Seeing that Abraham

will surely become a great and mighty nation, and all the

nations of the earth will be blessed in him? 19. For I

have chosen him, that he might command his children

and his household after him, that they should keep the

way of the Lord, to do justice and judgment; that the

Lord might bring upon Abraham that which He hath

spoken of him.—20. And the Lord said. The cry of Sodom

and Gomorrah indeed is great, and their sin indeed is

unleavened cakes, which are baked either

on hot coals, or in flat earthen vessels, or

on an iron plate, or round the sides of a

jar (see note on Exod. xii. 39).— The

quantity of flour used by Abraham for

his guests has been deemed excessive ; for

three seahs are exactly an ephah, or about

a bushel (see notes on Exod. xvi. 16, 36);

but he was regarded as very rich in all

earthly property, his means permitted

him to practise the duties of hospitality

to the full desire of his heart; and hosts

showed their respect to guests especially

by regaling them with very great rations

even beyond the possibility of real con-

sumption; large portions were a sign

of the cheerfulness with which the

strangers were treated; and it has, with

some probability, been supposed, that a

part of them was intended to be taken as

provisions on the way. — The animal,

just killed and still warm, is at once

roasted before the fire, a process by which

the meat was considered to be far more

tender and palatable tlian if a longer time

was allowed to elapse between the killing

and the dressing. Be this as it may, such

is still the custom in the east on similar

occasions of unexpected visits.— Tlie

feast consisted, besides the cakes and the

calf, of sour and fresh milk. The former,

known under the name of laben, was al-

ways, and is still, very extensively con-

sumed in the east. Meat is not boiled in

water, but in sour milk. The Arabians

mix it with flour, dry it, and take it with

them on their journeys, dissolving it with

water into a refreshing beverage. — It

would be unnecessary to speak of the

abundance of milk among nomadic tribes;

it is generally preserved in skin bottles,

and belongs to the articles constituting

the comfort and prosperity of individuals

and tribes, since it suggests an estimate of

their wealth in herds and flocks.—Abraham

standing before his guests, served them in

person; for it would have been disgraceful

to permit a slave to perform the honourable

ofBce. And when the repast was finished,

and the strangers resumed their journey,

the patriarch accompanied them some

distance. This is another mode of

showing visitors marked attention and

honour; it symbolises the idea that

though the stranger is compelled to leave

the host, the host is unwilling to part

from the stranger; and this last act of a

hospitable reception was generally ac-

companied with presents and provisions,

according to the entertainer's ability.

l*—33. Whilst Abraham was passing

on with the angels, God is introduced as

deliberating whether it would not be ad-

visable to initiate him in the decree which
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very heavy. 21. I will go down now, and see whether

they have done altogether according to the cry of it,

which is come to me ; and if not, I will take cognizance of

it. 22. And the men turned from there, and went to-

ward Sodom : but Abraham was still standing before the

Lord. 23. And Abraham approached, and said, Wilt

Thou also destroy the righteous with the wicked? 24. Per-

haps there are fifty righteous within the city : wilt Thou
also destroy, and not spare the place for the fifty righteous

that are therein? 25. That be far from Thee to do in

this manner, to slay the righteous with the wicked : and

that the righteous should be as the wicked, that be far

from Thee: Shall not the Judge of all the earth do right?

26. And the Lord said, If I find in Sodom fifty righteous

He had fixed regarding the fate of Sodom
and the other wicked towns. The pa-

triarch was indeed deeply concerned in

whatever happened, not to the Canaanites

only, but to all other nations. He was

destined to possess the land of the former,

and to become the blessing of the latter

through his faith; what Adam might

have been, in a more direct manner, if he

had not sinned by disobedience, Abraham

was intended to become gradually and

indirectly, in the lapse of ages. But this

grand future was to be prepared by the

;nen< of Abraham and his progeny; God
loved or selected indeed the patriarch;

but this preference was to be justified

by superior virtue. God is, indeed, a

Father to mankind; but the great ends

for which Ue has created it, demand

that He should also be its Judge. Two
reasons, therefore, induced God to com-

municate to Abraham His designs on

Sodom and the whole Pentapolis; first, to

give him a great and palpable proof, that

the destinies of the nations stand in an in-

timate relation witli his mission; and then,

to impress upon him, that the choice of

God must be deserved, and that wicked-

ness would destroy all his glorious pro-

spects. The district of the Jordan also

was originally beautiful and fertile, " like

the garden of the Lord"; but the per-

versity of its inhabitants changed the

blooming scene into a place of dreariness

and horror.

AVhen God informed Abraham, that He
intended to search if the iniquity of So-

dom and Gomorrah was indeed so great

as it appeared to be by the cries of violence

arising from there, he at once apprehended,

that the plans of God were directed upon

the destruction of the towns; and his heart

was suddenly kindled into an ardent sym-

pathy, which almost seemed to overpower

him, and emboldened his courage to a

prayer full of fire and impetuosity. He
was well aware, that he was but " dust

and ashes," and that his entreaties were

addressed to the "Judge of the whole

earth"; but his humanity could not bear

the idea, that the just should suflJ'er with

the unjust; and his own excellence could

not conceive the possibility, that in so po-

pulous a town all should be equally vicious.

His harmless and childlike innocence must

have been strong indeed, if he was not

afraid to argue with God Himself, and to

to warn Him against injustice (ver. 25).

Six different times he approached the Al-

mighty, not merely repeating but increas-

ing his demand; till, at last, God granted

him the assurance, that He would spare

Sodom if but ten righteous men were found

in it. This importunity of the patriarch.
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within the city, I shall spare all the place for their sakes.

27. And Abraham answered and said, Behold, I pray

Thee, I have undertaken to speak to the Lord, and I am

hut dust and ashes; 28. Perhaps there may lack five of

the fifty righteous : wilt Thou destroy all the city for the

five? And He said. If I find there forty-five, I shall not

destroy it. 29. And he continued further to speak to

Him, and said, Perhaps forty may be found there. And
He said, I will not do it for the sake of the forty. 30. And
he said, Oh let not the Lord be angry, and I will speak

:

so natural to a generous heart, has been

interpreted in the most different manner.

While some have considered it as mean bar-

tering, othershave found in it the prototype

of every sincere and fervent prayer ; and

Luther's imagination saw burning tears

roll down the patriarch's cheek, and heard

the unspeakable sighs of his bosom. Both

opinions are exaggerated. If Abraliam

persevered in his entreaties, it was, no

doubt, from the conviction, that God does

not listen with displeasure to the urgent

and repeated requests of men; that He

allows His will to be influenced by prayers

;

and that He alters His resolution if He is

invoked in purity of heart. Thus, indeed,

are Abraham's words intended to show

the efficacy of human supplications, and

to serve as an example for future imitation.

But, on the other hand, the patriarch here

scarcely invoked the Divine mercy; he

asked only for justice; the good should not

perish indiscriminately with the sinner;

and even his final request was based on the

condition, that at least ten virtuous men ex-

isted in Sodom. He was well aware, that

wickedness cannot remain unpunished;

that such indulgence would destroy the

Divine rule on earth; but he asked of

God, what He had evidently Himself de-

termined ; He had not said, that He in-

tended to destroy Sodom, but only to

examine the conduct of the inhabitants,

and to act accordingly. But He proceeded,

indeed, with far greater leniency than even

Abraham's anxiety had the courage to

advocate; for He delivered the house of

Lot, the only virtuous family which was

found in Sodom. Thus, it is evident that

Abraham's prayer, far from being " im-

pudent," was perhaps not even decided

enough; he might have at once insisted

upon the principle, that the sinners only

should die, whatever tlieir number might

be : though he had confidence in the Divine

attribute of justice, he had not fathomed

its whole depth.

Abraham had once drawn the sword to

rescue from the hands of foreign invaders

the wealth of Sodom, which they had

plundered ; he was stimulated to this deed

by the love he bore to his kinsman Lot

(xiv. 14) ; but his intercession for the safety

of the wicked town had not even this dis-

tantly interested motive; it was entirely

dictated by feelings of general sympathy;

it proceeded here not from the member of

the family of Terah, but from the man
who was to be a blessing to all generations.

—Those who censure this narrative, as-

serting that it represents God as wavering

and undetermined, should observe that

His resolution was not yet taken (ver. 21);

and even if this had been the case, that it

is indeed always open to the repentance

and prayer of those whom it concerns;

God has no delight in punishing and de-

stroying; He tried the hard-heartedness

of Pharaoh by ten successive plagues; He

accepted the repentance oi the wicked

Ninevites; and He ordered a systematic

ritual of sacrifices, solely intended to fur-

nish to man the means of restoring his

peace with Himself. If we banish this

" vacillation" from the attributes of God,

man may tremble before His will ; but he
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Perhaps thirty may be found there. And He said, I will

not do it if I find thirty there. 31. And he said, Behold,

I pray Thee, I have undertaken to speak to the Lord

;

Perhaps twenty may be found there. And He said, I will

not destroy it for the sake of the twenty. 32. And he said,

Oh let not the Lord be angry, and I will speak but once

more : Perhaps ten may be found there. And He said, I

will not destroy it for the sake of the ten.— 33. And the Lord

departed when He had finished to speak with Abraham

;

and Abraham returned to his place.

can never love Him. But the truth, that repented that He had created man, and

the principles on which His government that He had appointed Saul king over

is based, are eternal and unalterable, is Israel; but these are strong expressions

expressed many times with singular em- denoting how unworthy the former had

phasis: "God is no man that He should proved to bear the Divine image; and the

lie, nor a son of man that He should latter, to be the representative of Divine

repent." God is, indeed, said to have sovereignty.

CHAPTER XIX.

Summary.—Two of the angels arrived in the evening in Sodom, and were most

hospitably received by Lot. But the wicked inhabitants of the town pressed round

his house, demanding the strangers for flagitious purposes; and desisted only when
the angels struck them with confusion. These messengers then announced to Lot

the impending destruction of the district, and commanded him to be, on the fol-

lowing morning, prepared, with his family, to leave the to^vn. He obeyed, went

from Sodom accompanied by his wife and his two daughters, and escaped to Zoar.

Then the whole territory of the impious towns was annihilated by a fearful rain of

sulphur and fire. Lot's wife, disobeying a command of the angels, was converted

into a pillar of salt; while his two daughters, beUeving that their family was the

only one rescued from the general destruction, became, by their father, the mothers

of Moab and Ammon.

1 . And two of the angels came to Sodom in the evening,

and Lot was sitting in the gate of Sodom : and when Lot

1—3. While Abraham was appealing wicked population, was yet one of the

to the justice of God, two of the angels, chosen family; and though Abraham, in

his guests, had proceeded towards Sodom, his prayer, had not separated him from

where they arrived in the evening. The the other inhabitants of Sodom, God rc-

ihird angel had either remained with God, membered him in the midst of the fearful

or had been sent upon another mission, judgment which He intended to dispense

The two messengers had evidently a doa- (ver. 29). Now Lot proved himself worthy

ble aim ; for it seems to have been a of deliverance ; he had preserved, at least,

general belief that no angel is sent to some of the virtues constituting the cha-

perform two functions ; they intended both racter of the righteous man ; he was hospi-

to try Lot and the Sodomites; the former, table and affectionate; he practised the

though imprudeutly dwelling among a duties of chiirity, not only with courage,
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saw tliem, he rose to meet them ; and he bowed with his

face to the ground; 2. And he said. Behold, 1 pray you,

my lords, turn, I pray you, to your servant's house, and
stay over night, and wash your feet, and you may rise

early, and go your way. And they said, No, but we will

stay in the street over night. 3. And he pressed upon
tliem greatly; and they turned in to him, and came into

his house; and he made them a repast, and baked un-

but with self-denial; and he exposed

himself to the wrath of a cruel and in-

censed multitude, in order to gain the ap-

plause of his conscience. In his reception

of the strangers, he is indeed the very-

image of Abraham; and the text relates

it in nearly the same terms with which it

liad just introduced the patriarch's con-

duct. — Lot was sitting in the gate of

Sodom. It is known that, in eastern

towns, the places before the gate are the

localities appointed for all general meet-

ings; and, in ancient times, they were

used for these purposes still more exten-

sively, since there existed scarcely any

other places of pubhc resort. There the

judge pronounced his decisions, and

even kings held there occasionally their

courts of justice; there sales and pur-

chases were concluded before the eyes of

the witnessing crowd, and provisions of

every kind were offered for sale to the in-

habitants; there the people assembled to

hear news or to communicate them; they

deliberated on public affairs, or indulged

in social intercourse; there the law was

read and ordinances proclaimed; there

priests taught and prophets warned;

and sacrifices were offered on the altars

there erected. The gates resembled, there-

fore, in every respect, the market or the

forum of the Romans, and were the most

animated part of cities. As, therefore, tlie

oriental passed a great portion of his time

at the gates, they were conveniently ar-

ranged for all the purposes indicated.

Spacious open places before them were

reserved for political assemblies and com-

mercial fairs ; benches were provided for

the public, and seats for the judges^ no

doubt within the gate itself, to shield them

aL;ainstthe vicissitudes of the skies. These

circumstances will sufficiently account for

the Mosaic ordinance, that parts of the Law
should be written on the gates; this was

partly intended to indicate that the town

belonged to God, and partly to remind the

inhabitants, in the most conspicuous and

effectual manner, of their religious duties.

The town is the wider home of the citi-

zens; hence the house and the gates are

always coupled in the same precept. The
custom of inscribing significant sentences,

or representing symbolical figures on the

gates, was prevalent among the Romans
also, and is still in use among the Mo-
hammedans. For the gates consisted

generally of two valves, with strong

posts and bolts; frequently, rooms were

built above them; and in many cases

they were furnished with watch-towers.

As nearly all the cities of Palestine were

fortresses, or, at least, surrounded with

walls, the gates formed one of the most

important points; they were necessarily of

very durable materials, either brass or iron,

though in many instances only covered with

these metals; of stone cut out of a single

slab, and very carefully hewn, polished,

and divided into panels; sometimes also

of hard wood. Turrets were not their only

protection; for often a double gate, one

behind the other, was built, to prevent

sudden invasions into the city. In times of

war they were shut as a matter of precau-

tion ; and the possession of the gates almost

decided the fate of the city. Both from

this reason, and from their great social

importance, the gates are often synony-

mous with the towns themselves.
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leavened cakes, and they ate.—4. Before tlicy lay down,

the men of the city, the men of Sodom, surrounded the

house, both old and young, all the people from every

quarter: 5. And they called Lot, and said to him. Where
are the men who came to thee this nitrht? brino^ them out

to us, that we may know them. 6. And Lot went out

to them before the door, and shut the door after himself,

7. And said, I pray you, brethren, do not act wickedly.

Lot is here, with the greatest propriety,

represented as sitting in tlic gate, where

he could best see the strangers enter

along the public road, and offer them his

hospitality; but that he had repaired

thither for the express purpose of looking

out for strangers, would probably imply

too ideal a notion of his virtue; while the

opinion that he was sitting to act as judge,

is perhaps an erroneous inference from a

later notice occuiTing in this chapter

(ver. 9). The angels did not .iccede at

once to Lot's request; it was their inten-

tion to try his character, and to give him

an opportunity of showing whether his

generosity was merely a momentary emo-

tion, or had become a settled feature in

his character. Their answer, that they in-

tended to stay over night in the open air,

was, therefore, only a pretext, which they

abandoned as soon as the persevering en-

treaties of Lot had evinced his sincerity

and pleaded his justification. Their re-

fusal was not dictated by the desire of

being better enabled, by a pernoctation in

the streets, to observe the conduct of the

Sodomites; this they could not possibly

do during the night; nor did they require

it; for they were not only the angels of

God, but God Himself acted in them, or

was among them (vers. 18,21); they were

sent, not more to ascertain the moral

state of the Sodomites, than to warn, and

if possible to correct them : they represent

the long-suffering of God, which does not

accelerate the perdition of the sinner,

but delights in his repentance; and they

are intended as an example to earthly

judges, to be considerate and slow in their

condemning verdicts.

4t—'25. IIow indulgent God is, and how
little He exacts from the weakness of man,

was to be learnt from the instance of Lot

himself. He was far from possessing an

eminent degree of piety or faith. Foi",

though he protected his guests with earnest-

ness and zeal against the shameless im-

petuosity of the population, he forgot, in

the exercise of his virtue, another duty of

equal sacrcdness; in order to save the

strangers, he intended to give up his

daughters to perpetual ignominy; and

whilst he had courage enough to rise for

the safety of wanderers, he had no heart to

feel the shameof his house. This weakness

assumes a far more serious character from

the fact, that those daughters were already

betrothed (ver. 14), and, therefore, inviola-

ble. But they were betrothed to Sodomites,

who appear to have in every respect equal-

led the wickedness of their fellow-citizens.

For they mocked the idea, that God should

either have the will or tlie power to punish

a depraved town; they spurned the hand

extended to save them; and they deserved

to perish in the general destruction. Lot,

in forming or admitting an alliance with

men so completely degenerate, showed that

his horror against crime was not intense,

and that his soul was already seriously af-

fected by the society which surrounded

him, and which he had chosen. In fact,

he was far from exhibiting that alacrity in

obeying the angels which true piety would

have inspired; he tarried so long, that he

almost brought himself and his house into

imminent danger; and had not the angels

urged him on, or rather led him away, he

might have shared the f;xtc of the wicked

town. And what a picture of moral cor-
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8. Behold, I pray you, I have two daughters who have

not known a man ; I will, I pray you, bring them out to

you, and you may do to them as is good in your eyes

:

only to these men do nothing ; since they came under the

shadow of my roof. 9. And they said, Approach hither!

And they said, This one came as a stranger to us, and he

continually acteth as judge: now we shall deal worse

with thee than with them. And they pressed much upon

the man, upon Lot, and came near to break the door.

10. But the men put forth their hand, and brought Lot

into the house to them, and shut the door. 11. And they

smote the men who were at the door of the house with

blind confusion, both small and great : and they wearied

themselves to find the door.— 12. And the men said to

Lot, Hast thou here any one besides? son-in-law, and thy

sons, and thy daughters, and whatsoever thou hast in the

city, bring them out of this place: 13. For we shall

destroy this place, because their cry is great before the

Lord ; and the Lord hath sent us to destroy it. 1 4. And

Lot went out, and spoke to his sons-in-law, who were

ruption does his family ofiPer! He had sons

(ver. 12), but they perished with the So-

domites, evidently because they resembled

them in iniquity. His wife was refractory

to the command of the angels, to whom
she owed her deliverance; and she was

converted into a lasting monument of the

Divine anger. His daughters—how could

they learn and revere chastity, as they

were about to be alliedtoimpioushusbands,

and had been on the point of being de-

livered up to the licentiousness of the most

dissolute mob? Yet in spite of all this,

God rescued Lot ; the duty of hospitality

was at least one great virtue which adorned

his character; he might, perhaps, in other

respects also have been still alive to right

and honesty ; he even seems to have fre-

(juently admonished his heedless fellow-

citizens to abandon their wicked ways,

and was still regarded as a stranger among

tliem (ver.9); his heart might have long

straggled, and but gradually fallen into

moral apathy; but his virtues were, in

themselves, not sufficient for his salvation

;

"the mercy of the Lord was upon him"

(ver. 16); and he owed this mercy to the

piety of Abraham, whose moral excellence

God remembered in the midst of the over-

throw of Sodom (ver. 29). God cannot

connive at open and wilful wickedness;

but the earnest practice of one great virtue

suffices to engage His compassion, and to

secure His grace. Such is the dogmatical

lesson embodied in this section.

The awful degeneracy of the inhabitants

of Sodom is described in a few brief and

powerful touclies: the whole people, from

every part of the town, old and young,

seem to burn in sinful flames; their wicked

desire borders on rage; they are wild and

clamorous ; they besiege the house of Lot

;

tlieir inebriated senses are intent upon the

most unnatural, upon execrable crimes;

when Lot attemj'ts to appease their frantic

excitement, by an appeal to the holy duties

of hospitality, tiiey increase their tumul-

tuous pressure; they threaten to break
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about to marry his daughters, and said, Rise, go out of

this place; for the Lord will destroy the city. But he

appeared to his sons-in-law as one that mocked. 15. And
when the morning-daAvn arose, the angels urged Lot on,

saying, Arise, take thy wife, and thy two daughters, who
are at hand ; lest thou be destroyed by the iniquity of the

city. 16. But he lingered: and the men seized his hand,

and the hand of his wife, and the hand of his two dauo'h-

ters, the mercy of the Lord being upon him: and they

brought him out, and set him without the city. 17. And
when the}' had brought them forth without the city^ He said,

Iilscape for thy life ; look not behind thee, nor stay in all

the district ; escape to the mountain, lest thou be destroyed.

18. And Lot said to them, Oh not so. Lord: 19. Behold,

I pra}' Thee, Thy servant hath found grace in Thy sight,

and Tliou hast made great Thy mercy, which Thou hast

shown to me in saving my life ; but I cannot escape to the

mountain, lest the evil overtake me, and 1 die. 20. Be-

hold, I pray Thee, this city is near to flee thither, and it

is small : Oh let me escape thither, I pray Thee

—

is it not

into the house, and to do violence to Lot,

whose admonitions they hate and ridicule.

Now their guilt was evident, even to le-

nient judges; they had proved, that they

were past correction, and that the measure

of their sins was complete; they had been

tried and found guilty without a single

redeeming quality; not even ten, yea, not

even one riglitcous man was found in the

whole town; they had neglected the last

possibility of rescue; their destruction was

unavoidable. The angels, therefore, who

liad hitherto, even in the eyes of Lot, been

no more than ordinary mortals, then, for the

lirst time, manifested their supernatural

power; they struck the nefiirious people

with confusion, infatuated their senses, and

wearied out their stixngth and their pa-

tience.—They, further, announced to Lot

that it was their mission, as messengers of

justice, to destroy the infamous town; for

the cry of iniquity had come before God.

When the morning-star rose,t)icy intended

to execute the Divine command; they

hastened to lead the lingering family of

Lot out of the town, and enjoined on them

not to turn round, or to stop in the whole

district of the Jordan, hut to hurry till

they should arrive in the eastern mountains

on the other side of the Jordan (xiv. 10).

But here Lot's faith wavered; he was

afraid that he would be unable safely to

reach that distant point, and that he would

find his death in the fearful catastrophe;

he asked, that, for his sake, a small neigh-

bouring town, formerly called Bcla (xiv.

2), might be saved, and tliat he might be

permitted to seek refuge there, intimating

that it was so insignificant as scarcely to

be worthy of Divine anger. The Lord

consented ; in the morning Lot arrived at

Zoar— and the judgment commenced.

If we ascribe any accuracy to our nar-

rative, it is clear, that Zoar was in the im-

mediate vicinity of Sodom. Now, about

the situation of Zoar tliere exists little

doubt. It was a town of Moab, ami

formed the south-eastern bouml.nry uf
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small?—that my soul may live. 21. And lie said to him,

Behold, I take regard of thee in this thing also, not to over-

throw the city, of which thou hast spoken. 22. Hasten,

escape thither; for I cannot do anything till thou art

come thither. Therefore the name of the city was called

Zoar [small]. 23. The sun rose upon the earth when Lot

entered into Zoar. 24. And the Lord rained upon Sodom

and upon Gomorrah brimstone and fire from the Lord

from heaven; 25. And He overthrew those cities, and

the whole district, and all the inhabitants of the cities,

and the growth of the soil.

the plain of the Pentapolis It has, there- authentic niins of the four destroyed towns

fore, been justly identified with the consi- will ever be discovered. Biblical historians

derable ruins found in Wady Kerck, on and prophets already speak of them as

the eastern side of the Dead Sea, where its localities utterly and tracelessly swept

shores form a considerable bay, and where away; and the remark of Josephus, that

a certain degree of fertility still prevails. " shadows" of them still existed in his

We may hope rather than expect, that time, is vague and doubtful.

. THE DEAD SEA.

TnE origin of this remarkable lake is as mysterious as its present nature is extra-

ordinary; it stands alone not only in the geography of Palestine and Asia, but of the

whole known surface of the earth: and hitherto science, though aided by zealous

researches, has not advanced beyond the region of theory and doubt. The veil which

the Biblical text spread over it, is not yet lifted. But let us briefly state the undis-

puted facts; we shall distinctly separate all accounts invented by imagination, diffused

by rumour, or engendered by the human propensity to the marvellous.

The sea may be divided into two very dissimilar parts; the northern half is incom-

parably deeper than the southern part; for while the former reaches a depth of about

1,200 feet, that of the latter does not exceed 18 feet, and is at the extremity so shallow

as not to be navigable by boats. It is, therefore, evident, that the bottom of the

Dead Sea consists of two different plains, a depressed and a more elevated one. Now,

it is probable that this southern and more elevated plain was formed by the events

to which our text refers; that the lake originally consisted of the northern part only;

and that the same catastrophe which produced the depression of the southern plain de-

stroyed the four cities. Thesechanges were apparently effected in a violent manner by vol-

canic action. It is undisputed, that Palestine was frequently subject to fearful convul-

sions even in historical times; the earthquake in the reign of King Uzziah remained

long in the memory of the inhabitants, filling them with fear and consternation.

At the north-east of the Dead Sea, is the Dshebel Musa, consisting entirely of black

bituminous limestone and burning like coal; it is, no doubt, an extinct volcano, like

the Frank Mountain, north-west of Safed ; and the hot springs of Tiberias, Gadara, and

CiLlirrhoc, point to the working of the same subterraneous powers, which are further
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c^n(^cnt from many cratcr-likc depressions, the frequent and visible disturbances of the

normal rocks, and tlic deep and numerous crevices. The whole valley, through which

the Jordan flows, exhibits volcanic traces; at the western side, the Jura limestone is

intersected by numerous dykes and sc.ams of basalt, with deep fissures and saline

sulphureous springs. New crevices are constantly formed upon the banks of the Dead

Sea; on its south-east side, red and brown hornstone, porphyry, and similar rocks

prevail; and near the fortress of Shobcc are two volcanic craters. Several lines of

earthquakes have been traced, including Hebron, Jerusalem, Nablous, Tiberias, and

thence in a north-eastern direction, extending to the countries on the slope of the

Taurus. The earthquake of 1759 buried 20,000 persons in the valley of Baalbec, and

for three months the terrified inhabitants of the Lebanon districts did not venture to

enter their houses, but lived in temporary tents. It is, therefore, more than probable

that a volcanic eruption eflJected the depression of the then fertile plain of Siddim ; and

the bitumen-pits with which it abounded (xiv. 10) sufficiently betray the volcanic

character of the region. The natural consequence of such change would be that the

waters of the lake, as far as it then extended, covered tliis submerged plain, and the

combined areas thenceforth formed the basin of the lake.

The length of the lake is about thirty-nine, its breadth between eight and twelve

geographical miles. The water is impregnated with salt almost to saturation ; light sub-

jects float on the surface, and hea^y ones sink but very slowly; persons unable to swim
are borne along on it ; the trees standing in the neighbourhood are covered with a crust

of salt, the result of the exhalations; the whole vicinity appears sometimes like a snowy

plain ; the clothes of those who stay on its shores, or sail on its waters, become impreg-

nated with the same mineral; whatever object is thrown into it assumes a salt-crust;

metals, especially iron, silver, and gold, if exposed to its evaporations, become corroded,

black, and coated with a slimy substance. The colour of the water is clear and in-

odorous ; but its taste, resembling in nauseousness that of a solution of alum, is so bitter

and pungent, that it causes painful itching and even ulceration on the lips; and if

brought near a wound, or any diseased pait, produces a most excruciating sensation.

The salt is mostly brought into the lake from the salt-mountain (Usdum) on the south-

western shores, about three leagues in extent; but in the northern part, the bottom

of the lake itself is an incrustation of that substance, and possesses many beds yielding

excellent salt, clear as crystal, not only sufficient for the use of the Arabs, but allowing

considerable exportation. On the eastern side of the lake are chiefly three points,

where salt, pure, white, and wholesome, is found, often in crusts of such thickness

that they bear horse and rider.

Besides salt, the lake furnishes another substance, bitumen, or asphalt, so charac-

teristic to it, that it hence received the name Lacns Asphaltites. The bitumen is a

symptom and remnant of the volcanic nature of the region; and the natives have

observed, that those large masses of bitumen which have been compared with bulls,

calves, or houses, and even with islands, appear only in consequence of earthquakes

;

after the shock in 1834, the quantity driven to one part of the south-western shore

amounted to nearly 6,000 pounds, while the masses gathered after the convulsion of

1837, were of still more gigantic dimensions. The neighbouring tribes display great

zeal in securing it; and, as it forms a most lucrative ai'ticle of trade, their emulation

not unfrequently rises to hostile contention. In ancient times, the natives fetched it

on large rafts of reeds, cutting it with the axe, after pouring certain fluids upon it,

and sold it especially to Egypt, where it was extensively used for embalming the

dead. It was further employed for shipbuilding; as a cement in masonry instead of

mortar; and sometimes as fuel instead of coals; and for medicinal drugs. The statement

that a large mass of solid bitumen, of more than 300 feet in length, rises annually from

the lake, is questionable; since, that mineral is vomited up at uncertain seasons, in accord-
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ance with the uncontrolkblc flames at the bottom by which it is produced; but the

assertion of natives and others that drops of pitch arc distilled from tlic crevices of

cretaceous rocks ou the eastern shore, opposite Ain Dsheddi, is not at variance with

the character of the locality. The drops agglomerate and harden in the heat of the

sun, till they fall or are driven into the lake in considerable masses. In the sand on

the shores, pieces of asphalt are frequcntlj- found, either fluid or hard, or intermixed

with chalk and clay. The whole soil around has, in fact, a burnt appearance, and

abounds in volcanic substances; it is, to the distance of half an hour, like "ruinous

lime-kilns." The gravel is almost black, and burns like coals, emitting, when lighted,

the same strong and offensive odour as the slime of the lake; but it is made into rosa-

ries, toys, and other elegant articles, eagerly bought by pious pilgrims. Together

with the bitumen, much soot is brought up, by which every shining metal is tarnished;

and this change in the colour of vessels serves the natives as an indication of the

approaching rise of asphalt.

Such being the nature of the water, we may easily understand that it is devoid of al-

most all animiij and vegetable life; that especially no fishes live in it; that the conehylia

brought down from the Jordan die there; that no water-plants thrive in it; that it even

communicates to many parts of its shores a sickly and dreary appearance. But what-

ever is asserted beyond this, is fabulous. Though the specific gravity of the water is

considerably greater than that of other seas, heavy substances sink to the bottom, though

slowly; those who wade through it, are not "immediately lifted out of the water";

birds, even pigeons and quails, which happen to fly over its surface, do not die; the

exhalations are not pestilential, or fatal to human life, though fevers are not unusual,

on account of the intense heat; the asphalt is not ordinarily found floating along the

surface in great masses; at present, it is even extremely rare; and the coasts are by

no means in all parts utterly destitute of vegetation or animal life, so that no blade of

corn should be visible. In the south-east especially is an extensive and in parts very

fertile plain, the breadth of which varies between one and five miles; near Ain Dsheddi

is a lu.xurious vegetation ; birds of song and birds of prey abound on the trees and

rocks; and wherever rivers force their way from the mountains into the lake, the bor-

ders are clothed with verdure, and often with useful plants. The apple of Sodom,

which is said to be of beautiful appearance, but to contain nothing but ashes, is probablj'

the fruit of the Asclepias gigantea, which, if pressed, opens like a bladder, is filled

with air, and leaves in the hand nothing but a few fibres, and the fragments of the peel.

There is no reason to denj' the existence of such a fruit altogether, and it does not

necessarily belong to that class of fictions which, as Lord Bacon observed, are only

kept up because they " serve for a good allusion, or help the poet to a similitude."

The atmosphere over and around the sea is heavy and oppressive; pale-blue and

misty; shut in on both sides by high, naked, and often precipitous mountains, which,

on the east side, rise 3,000 feet above its level, the lake is, for the greatest part of the

year under the influence of the powerful solar rays; the shores, in many places, descend

with extraordinary steepness into the lake; the surface of the water lies like lead, un-

ruffled by a breeze, and unmoved by a wave; death-like silence hangs over it; the

birds hasten across: a gloomy and desolate spectacle. Those who navigate it, expe-

rience a paralysing drowsiness, thirst, and giddiness; it ofl^ers sometimes a kind of

mirage, and the strangest contrasts of coloLirs; in stormy nights, it is like " a sheet of

phosphorescent foam." The noxious smell which ancient and modern travellers have

noticed is not constantly felt, but is, in seasons of great heat, occasioned by the stag-

nation of the inert waters, by the marshes and pools along the shores and north of

the lake, and especially by the black slime at the bottom; while some ascribe the dis-

agreeable odour to the asphalt burning beneath the ground, and spreading a fetid

smell twenty days before it is visible on the surface. The water of the sea changes its
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appenrancc tliree times every day, and reflects different colours from the rays of tlic

sun; in the morning it is nearly black, owing to the dense fog above it; at noon, in

the increased heat, of a pale-blue ; while before snnset it assumes a reddish or yellowish

colour, as if tinged by an admixture of slime. It is enveloped in a thin transparent

vapour of a purple colour, appearing, in the distance, likesm.oke from burning suljjhur;

and is like a vast and sometimes seething caldron of metal, fused, but motionless.—A
broad strip of foam, perhaps indicating the direction of the floods of the Jordan,

though beginning several miles west of its influx, is sometimes seen, extending through

the whole lake from north to south, showing a constant bubbling motion, and accompa-

nied by a similar corresponding strip above it in the air.

Stiabo already had a correct notion of the volcanic nature of the valley of the Dead
Sea; he observes, that the asphalt rises mostly from the middle of the lake, because

the source of the fire is in the centre; he mentions rugged rocks near Masada, bearing

marks of fire; speaks of fissures in many places, of a soil like ashes, of pitch falling in

drops from the rocks, of rivers boiling up and emitting a fetid odour to a great distance,

and of dwellings in every direction overthrown; and he then alludes to the tradition

of the natives, that formerly thirteen cities, with the capital So<lom, flourished in those

parts; that, however, shocks of earthquakes, eruptions of flames, and hot springs, con-

taining asphalt and sulphur, caused the lake to burst its bounds; that the rocks took

fire, and some cities were swallowed up, wliile others were deserted by such of tlie in-

habitants as were able to escape.— But as our text (vcr. 24) states, that the destruc-

tion of Sodom was caused by "a rain of brimstone and fire," it has been supposed, by

many ancient and modern writers, that the bitumen which covered the A'alley, and of

which, perhaps, even the houses were partly built, was kindled by lightning, and that

the region was totally burnt out. But, if brimstone descended at tlie same time from

heaven, the lightning was not the only agency, and the bitumen would have been un-

necessary to effect the destruction. We must rather take the cmphatical sentence:

" the Lord rained upon Sodom and upon Gomorrah brimstone and fire from the Lord

out of heaven," as describing the Divine judgment coming from above, whatever the

means employed for this purpose may have been; although it was possibly the author's

notion, that the bitumen, lighted by the heavenly fire, and increased by the brimstone,

caused the slumbering volcanic flames of the earth suddenly to break forth.

After these explanations, the various names which the lake bears, will be easily un-

derstood. It is called the Eastern Sea, because it separates in the east the territory

of Palestine Proper from Periea, or the districts east of the Jordan; the Sea of the

desert-plain, from its situation in the depressed tracts in the east of the mountains of

Judah; the Salt-sea, and Asphalt-sea, from the minerals which its waters contain or

caiTy along; and Dead Sea, on account of the death-like stillness which prevails

through its extent, and the absence of cheering animal or vegetable life. The Arabians

designate it generally by the name of Sea of Lot, from obvious reasons.—The naviga-

tion of the lake has, within the last twenty years, been several times attempted. Costigan

was followed by More and Beek, by Symonds, and Molyneux ; but more successfully

than by his predecessors, the difficult undertaking was executed by Lynch, in the name
of the North American government; and this expedition was attended with results of

the utmost importance to the accurate knowledge of the extraordinary region. — The

question, whether the water contains animal life, received new interest from the

microscopic observations of Ehrenberg; and a not inconsiderable number of animals of

the lower orders have been discovered; tliough the greatest nicety is necessary to

distinguish the beings originally living in the Dead Sea, and those carried into it from

the floods of the Jordan.
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26. But his wife looked back beliind liim, and slie

became a pillar of salt.—27. And Abraham repaired early

in the morning to the place where he had stood before the

Lord: 28. And he looked toward Sodom and Gomorrah,

and toward all the land of the district, and saw, and, be-

hold, the smoke of the country rose like the smoke of the

furnace.—29. And when God destroyed the cities of the

district, God remembered Abraham, and sent Lot out of

the midst of the overthrow, when He overthrew the cities

in the which Lot dwelt.—30. And Lot went up out of

2G—20. A fearful judgment had been

brought upon the sin-laden cities; awful

desolation was spread over a district once

blooming like the beauty of paradise; God
had manifested His omnipotence and so-

vereignty; but, in punishing the wicked-

ness of a province, His paternal care had

not neglected the welfare of one family

which He deemed worthy of deliverance;

in His anger. He had not forgotten His

mercy; and while the flames were devour-

ing the cities, Lot had safely I'eached the

town expressly preserved in order to afford

him refuge and shelter. Could God, in

fallowing so much love, not expect faith and

reliance? The trial of obedience was small

and easy indeed; but it involved the proof

whether the rescued family believed the

angel, or required personal certainty, be-

fore they would follow his guidance ; and it

was atrial deemed sufficient by ancient na-

tions under similar circumstances. When
Orpheus had descended into the lower

world in order to ask back his beloved wife

Eurydice, Pluto, moved by the magic of his

harmonies, gave him the promise, that she

would be restored to him under condition

that he did not turn round to her till he

had passed the Avcrnian valley : and when

he disobeyed, she fell back into the regions

of hell. Sacred actions, performed in re-

liance on the omnipotent assistance of tlie

gods, were done with the face averted, as if

symbolically to express, that the believing

mind requires no ocular evidence. We
have, therefore, to explain the command
here given to Lot from the same notions;

it was a proof of faith; and from this

point of view, we have to understand the

pillar of salt into which Lot's wife was

converted, which even Josephus pretend-

ed still to have seen; for which travel-

lers have searched as for a most sacred

relic; and to which Fathers of the Cliurch

have ascribed the most extraordinary qua-

lities. The patriarch, who had evinced

so deep a sympathy in the fate of Sodom,

was naturally anxious to learn the deci-

sion of the Divine judge; and when, at

the early dawn, he looked in the direc-

tion of the Pentapolis, and saw the wliole

country enveloped as in the smoke of

a furnace, he felt with sorrow, that not

even ten righteous men had been found

in the whole population ; though he learnt

soon afterwards, that Lot at least had

been saved for his sake.— Thus, the nar-

rative exhibits not only the completest

consistency, but excites iinabating in-

terest by its graphic liveliness.

30—38. In the first constei*nation of

imminent danger. Lot had escaped to Zoar

;

but when he saw the destruction, like a

devastating flame, spread over wider and

wider tracts ; when the streams of lava rose

in higher pillars, and the fiery masses were

hurled over the whole plain: he did not

consider himself safe in a town so near,

and so lowly situated ; and he hastened to

the mountain of Moab, originally assign-

ed to him by the angels as the place of re-

fuge (ver. 17). These heights abound in

natural caverns or grottoes, peculiarly fit

for human occupation (see p. 225). Here

Lot arrived with his two daughters, alone

left to him of all his household. A sense
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Zoar, iind dwelt in the mountain, and his two daughters

Avith him; for he was afraid to dwell in Zoar: and he

dwelt in a cave, he and his two daughters. 31. And the

older said to the younger, Our father is old, and there is

not a man on the earth to come to us after the manner of

all the earth: 32. Come, let us make our father drink

wine, and we will lie with him, that we may preserve seed

from our fother. 33. And they made their father drink

wine that night: and the older went and lay with her

father; and he perceived not when she lay down, nor

of dreariness and solitude might soon liavc

overwhelmed them; the stillness of death

around; the absence of human beings; the

vegetation burnt up as far their eyes could

reach. What was more natural for them

than to suppose, that a second universal

judgment hud visited the earth, as in Noah's

age; but that tliis time fire was the agency

of the Divine wrath, since He had pro-

mised to bring no other deluge over the

earth? Lot's daughters had been reared in

a depraved town; tliey had been betrothed

;o wicked men; their father had but the

day before consented to expose their virtue

to tlic unbridled desires of an excited mul-

titude; let us add to all this their oriental

notions, that it is ignominous to leave no

children; and we can understand, though

we cannot cease to abhor, their incestuous

conduct. They liad fallen into a most

deplorable confusion of views; so far

from considering their wishes criminal,

they regarded the offspring thus pro-

duced as peculiarly pure and legiti-

mate; they called their sons, witli a cer-

tain boast, " the son from the father"

and t1ie"son of my own people"; they

luid, indeed, some consciousness that their

conduct was guilty, since they made their

father drunk, and did not venture to com-

mtmicate to him either their design or

their deed; but they believed that the

preservation of their name and race was

a higher duty even than morality. But

however their coiuluct might have been es-

timatcd,ournarrativecertainly exempts Lot

from all serious reproach ; he was a mere in-

strument; his senses were overpowered ])y

unconscious torpor; "he knew not when

they lay down, nor when they rose"; and

his excess in the enjoyment of wine is no

more blamed than it was before in Noah.

No word is employed, no allusion made,

in the whole of this tale to express dis-

gust, aversion, or hatred; the laws con-

cerning the allowed and forbidden

degrees were not yet fixed; Abraham
himself lived in a matrimony cursed as an

abomination in the Mosaic code (Lev.

xviii.9); the event is related with all the

calmness of historical composition; it

must have been derived from tradition;

and the extraordinary circumstances be-

lieved to have occasioned it, extenuated,

if they did not excuse, the preposterous

conclusions and the hasty conduct of the

daughters. The impartiality of the nar-

rative is sufficiently guaranteed by the

fact, that it openly acknowledges the near

relationship of the Moabites and Ammon-
ites with the Hebrews; this concession

may imply the historical fact, that the

former, like the latter, were of Mesopota-

mian origin; nor dowe later, for a consider-

able period, hear these nations taunted on

account of incestuous descent; they were

simplycalled the sons of Lot(Deut.ii.9,19;

Ps. Ixxxiii. 9); being kinsmen of Abra-

ham, they had duly received from God,

in the east of the Jordan, a tract of land

which the Israelites were forbidden to

attack or to injure, since it was intended

as their permanent possession (Dcut. ii.

9, 19, 20). But later they evinced an

unfriendly and invidious spirit against tlie

Hebrews, refusing to furnish them with

T 2
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when slie rose. 34. And on the following day, the older

said to tlie younger, Behold, I lay yesternight with my
father: let us make him drink wine this night also; and

go thou, mid lie with him, that we may preserve seed

from our father. 35. And they made their father drink

wine that night also : and the younger rose, and lay witli

him; and he perceived not wlien she lay down, nor when

provitiions on their way through tlie

desert to Canaan, and appointing the

heathen proplict Balaam to cm'se thcni.

Hence a bitter and implacable enmity

arose; the legislator ordered that the

Ammonites and Moabites should not, even

in the remotest generations, come into the

congregation of the Lord; and that they

should never be received as allies, friends,

or associates (Dent, xxiii. 4—7). Nor is

it impossible, that after that time, when

the flame of national hatred was kindled,

the origin of both tribes was branded as

criminal; as, indeed, the precepts regard-

ing their future separation from the He-

brews follow immediately after the inter-

diction concerning " the bastards" who

sliould never be admitted into the lioly

community; and the expressions used, in

both instances, are so similar, that it is

scarcely doubtful tliat the Moabites and

Ammonites were then also despised and

rejected as bastards.

The history of the Moabites, as far as it

is connected with the Hebrews, has been

noticed in another place (on Exod. xv.

15); a few facts will suthce with regard

to the Ammonites. They had expelled

the Zamzummira from the tracts between

the Jubbok and Arnon, and settled in

those mountainous and naturally fortified

regions; but after the immigration, under

Joshua, they were attacked by the Israel-

ites and deprived of a part of their terri-

tory ; they joined the Moabites and other na-

tions in taking revenge ujion their enemies

;

but their success was but transitory ; they

were defeated successively by Jephthali,

Saul, and David, who curbed their pride

and broke their power. But they re-

covered a part of their sti'cngth, and at-

tacked the Hebrews, under Jehoshaphat;

but were defeated, and became, later, tribu-

tary to Uzziah and Jotliam. Their aver-

sion to the Israelites survived the cap-

tivity of the latter; they insulted them in

their natioinil misfortune, joined their

Babylonian enemies, and subdued the

provinces east of the Jordan. Their

insatiable vindictiveness was not satisfied

by these disasters; their king, Baalis,

caused the assassination of Gedaliah, the

hope of the peaceful colonists; they con-

stantly vexed the returning Jews, and

took arms against them even in the Mac-

cabean wars. Thus, without intermission

or abatement, the fury of the younger

tribes raged against their kindred and

their blood, during more than thirteen

centuries.

After this event. Lot disappears from

the pages of the Bible; but his history

was not introduced without purpose;

though but collateral, it eminently serves

to illustrate the chief ideas of Genesis.

As he belonged to the family of Abra-

ham, he was blessed with wealth; but as

he did not avoid the intercourse with the

wicked, he fell into dangers, misfortunes,

and crime (comp. 2 Peter ii. 7, 8). His

history is, therefore, a practical warning

to the Israelites, to avoid every familiarity

with idolaters; not to suffer them among

themselves, nor to admit their religious

worship. But further, the Canaanitcs

had received from God the land of Pa-

lestine as a temporary possession; but

having shown themselves undeserving of

the grant, they were doomed to extirpa-

tion; the land reverted, therefore, to God;

He might destroy it or give it to another

more virtuous nation. Now, the history

of Sodom, as later that of Jericho, was

to teach the Israelites, that though they
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she rose. 36. And botli daughters of Lot conceived

from their father. 37. And the older bore a son, and

called his name Moab : he is the father of the Moabites to

this day. 38. And the younger also bore a son, and

called his name Ben-annni : he is the father of the children

of Ammon to this day.

conquered Palestine, it belonged to God,

who is its only lord. This idea forms

one of the essential points of the Hebrew

theocracy; it is the basis of many most

important laws; in fact, of the whole

agrarian constitution of Mosaism; the

land was inalienable; it lay uncultivated

in every seventh, and returned to its

original owner in every fiftieth year;

God might either devastate it or take it

from the Israelites, whenever their de-

pravity rendered them unworthy of the

gift. The destiny of the devoted cities

embodies, then, the solemn sentence of

the Law: "When later the generation of

your children and the stranger from dis-

tant lands see the plagues of this country

(Palestine) and all the diseases which the

Lord hath laid upon it, and observe that

the whole land is brimstone, and salt, and

combustion, that it is not sown, nor pro-

duceth vegetation, nor bringeth forth

grass, like the overthrow of Sodom and

Gomorrah, Admah, and Zeboiim, which

tlie Lord overthrew in His anger and in

His wrath; and when all the nations

will ask, wherefore the Lord hath done

thus to the land, then they shall say,

Because they have forsaken the covenant

of the Lord God of their fathers" (Deut.

xxix. 22—25: comp. Hos. xi. 8). The

very names of Sodom and Gomorrah be-

came, later, terms for horror and destruc-

tion; and were employed by the pro-

phets to describe the abysses of sin and

to warn of its direful consequences. Korali

and his followers had committed one fla-

grant crime against the man of God, on a

strange soil on which they happened to

have their temporary encampment (Xuiii.

xvi.) ; therefore the earth opened its mouth,

devouring the offenders, but remaining

itself uninjured. But the people of So-

dom had sinned in their own land, stain-

ing it with their iniquity for many gene-

rations; therefore it was cntii'ely and

utterly swept away.

CHAPTER XX.
SuxiMARY.—Abraham journeyed from Hebron to Gerar, in the land of the Philistines.

Sarah, professing to be his sister, was brought into the house of the king, Abime-

lech, who, however, did not approach her; and warned botli by diseases and

disorders befalling his house, and by a vision of God, restored her to the patriarch,

and was, on his intercession, released from the threatening dangers. Tliough

arguing with Abraham about his inconsiderate conduct, and scarcely satisfied witli

the excuse offered by him, he dismissed the couple, enriched with many pre-

sents, and permitted them to choose for their permanent abode any part of his

territory.

1. And Abraham journeyed from there to the country

in the south, and dwelt between Kadesh and Shur, and

1—8. Abraham, reminded by the ca-

tastrophe of the cities of the Jordan, that

he ought not to bind up his fate too close-

ly with that of any licathen town, and

that he should never cease to regard him-

si'lf as a stranger in a strange land; left

Hebron, where he had long stayed, had

found fertile plains, had gained friends
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sojourned in Gerar. 2. And Abraham said of Sarah his

•wife, She is my sister: and Abimelech king of Gerar sent,

and took Sarah. 3. But God came to Abimelech in a

dream by night, and said to him, Behold, thou wilt die on

account of the woman whom thou hast taken ; for she is a

husband's wife. 4. But Abimelech had not come near

her : and he said, Lord, wilt thou slay also righteous people ?

5. Did he not say to me, She is my sister? and she, even

she herself said. He is my brother : in the integrity of my
heart and in the innocence of my hands have I done

this. 6. And God said to him in a dream, I know also

that thou didst this in the integrity of thy heart; and I

and allies, and which was sacred to

him as the locality of repeated ^-isions

and a Divine corenant. He jonmeyed

southward, halted at different places be-

tween Kadesh and Shur, till he reached

Gerar, where he intended to take op his

temporary abode. The position of this

town is, on the whole, certain from the

statement of our text; and corresponds

with the ruins of Khribet-el-Gerar, lately

identified with it. It belonged to the ter-

ritory of the Philistines, who, even at that

time, had not only occupied the southern

coast, but had seized or built towns in

the interior of the land, in districts, at

later periods, less fertile and less inha-

bited. Abraham had scarcely reached

Gerar when trials and dangers beset him

;

he succumbed to the former, though he

was saved by God from (lie latter. Lie

feared the sensnahty and barbarity of the

Philistines as he had apprehended the li-

centiousness of the Egyptians ; and he re-

sorted to the same ignoble device by which

he had intended to shield himself before.

However, his guilt was, in this instance,

considerably greater; he repeated an of-

fence which manifested a want of faith, and

for which he had been censured by Pha-

raoh; bat what is still more aggravaii ng,

he exposed Sarah to degradation at a

time when the long-promised son, the

seed of all future blessing, was expected.

It is imfiossible to conceal the weakness

and vacillation of Abraham; and difficult.

not to compare his conduct with Lot's en-

deavour to protect his gaests at the ex-

pense of his daughters' shame. But on the

other hand, it may be argued that the result

ofthe first occurrence in Egypt encouraged

him to venture upon the same course a se-

cond time; and his action may thus

be construed into true reliance and

faith. In this manner, the offence would,

indeed, be lessened; but it would be

"trying God"; it would be moral debility,

which, instead of courageously facing

diflSculties, leaves them indolently to

Divine compassion ; and it would be for-

getfulness of the first maxim of active reli-

gion, that to be worthy of God's assist-

ance, man must unwearyingly exert his

strength. But we may ask, what was the

guilt of Abimelech? He had taken

Sarah into his house, believing that she

was Abraham's sister; and he was smitten

with disease (ver. 17); his whole house-

hold fell into alarming misery (ver. 18);

and he was terrified by the threat of im-

minent death (ver. 7). The reply to this

question is important and significant, and

shows the unity of the composition. The

plagues befalling Abimelech were the trial

of Ms own virtue. The peofjle of Sodom

had just been subjected to a moral test ; they

had been found steeped in wickedness, and

were,therefore, annihilsted with their ter-

ritory. But the sin of the other inhabitants

of Canaan had been said to require four

hundred years more to be complete, and to
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withheld thee also from sinning against Me : therefore I

tVkl not suffer thee to touch her. 7. Now, therefore, restore

the man's wife; for he is a prophet, and he shall pray for

thee, and thou shalt live: and if thou dost not restore

hcr^ know thou that thou shalt surely die, thou, and all

that are thine. 8. And Abimelcch rose early in the

morning, and called all his servants, and told all these

things in their ears : and the men were very much afraid.

—

9. And Abimelech called Abraham, and said to him,

"What hast thou done to us? and what have I sinned

against thee, that thou hast brought on me and on my
kingdom a great sin? thou hast done deeds to me that

cause their destruction (xv. 16); and our

narrative proves the correctness of that

announcement; the king of the Philistines

stood victoriously the trial; and.lilie Mel-

chizedek, he exhibits a picture of virtue,

forcing upon us the conviction, that it

would have been injustice to deprive men
like him of tlicir land. For he was warned

by a sudden infliction, that his house was

on the brink of sin; he abstained from ap-

proaching Sarah; he deferentially submit-

ted to the admonition of God; he was

conscious of his innocence, and relied upon

Divine justice; he mentioned, with a cer-

tain moral indignation, the insincerity of

botii Abraham and Sarah; God Himself

declared him pure and guiltless; and even

his servants acknowledged and revered the

Divine visitation. Thus, our chapter

stands in close and organic relation with

tlie preceding judgment held over Sodom.

— It is true, that tlie king had, by God
Himself, been withheld from sin (ver. 6);

but as liis lieart was inclined to righteous-

ness, Gud assisted and fortified him ; where-

as minds already infected with the taint of

sin, as that of Pharaoh, who, from the com-

mencement, haughtily asked :
" Who is the

Lord that I shall obey His voice?" (Exod.

V.2), show themselves unworthy of Divine

grace, and hasten into their destruction.

The sixth verse is, therefore, of especial im-

portance for the ethics of the Old Testa-

ment.— Every transgression is an ofTence

against God; violence done to Sarah

would, therefore, have been a crime

against His authority; but the sin would

in this case have been the more grievous,

as Abraham "the prophet" was concerned

(ver. 7). The text leaves no doubt how
this dignity is to be understood. The pro-

phet, or " the mouth" of God, being the

medium bj- which God communes with

man, may also be tlie instrument through

which man brings his wishes before God;

he may pray for another, certain that the

supplications are more acceptable from his

purer lips. To this we may add, that

forgiveness is the more readily granted, if

solicited by the injured man himself; and,

hence, there was double reason why Abra-

ham should haveintereeded for Abimelech.

Though the danger of pollution had been

occasioned much more by Abraham's than

the king's guilt, the former stood nearer to

the love of God than any other being, by

the covenant which He had concluded

with him, and by the end which He in-

tended to realize with his posterit}'.

O—liS. Vv'hcn Abimelcch, with an em-

phasis disclosing the earnestness of his in-

dignation and the awe of his heart, repre-

sented to Abraham the danger into whieii

he had been unconsciously led, the patriarch

found it necessary to attempt an excuse

and a justification before the heathen king.

But his efforts were far from successful; he

uttered three reasons scarcely amounting

to more than as many pretexts; first, he

exonerated the king, and pleaded, that he
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ought not to be done. 10. And Abiinelech said to Abra-

liam, What didst thou see, that thou hast done this thing?

11. And Abraham said, Because I thought, There is not

any fear of God in this place ; and they will slay me for

my wife's sake. 12. And yet indeed she is my sister; she

is the daughter of my father, but not the daugliter of ray

mother; and she became my wife. 13. And when God

caused me to wander from ray father's house, I said to

her^ This is thy kindness which thou shalt show to me

;

at every place whither we shall come, say of me, He is my
brother. 14. And Abiraelech took sheep, and oxen, and

menservants, and maidservants, and gave them to Abra-

ham, and restored to him Sarah his wife. 15. And Abi-

raelech said, Behold, ray land is before thee : dwell where

it pleaseth thee. 16. And to Sarah he said. Behold^ I

liave given to thy brother a thousand shekels of silver

:

behold, he is to thee a protection to all who are with thee,

feared the depravity of the people; he then

urged the specious fact, that though Sarah

was his wife, she was also his half-sister ; and

he, lastly, appealed to the compassion of the

king, alluding to the erratic and uncertain

life which his God had imposed upon him,

far from his home and native land, and

which brought him into contact with so

many ferocious and lawless tribes, that pre-

caution was an absolute duty. Though these

reasons were in themselves scarcely satis-

factory, they afforded, thus accumulated, at

least aproofof Abraham's repentance ; and

implied an acknowledgment, that Abimc-

Icch's suiprisewasnotunjustified. Thissuf-

iiced to the noblemindedness of the latter

to make him forget the past, and to see in

Abraham only " the prophet," the friend

of God, to whose prayer he was to owe his

deliverance and the restoration of his hap-

piness. He re-united him with his wife,

gave him valuable presents in cattle and

servants, and permitted him unrestricted

settlement in his ten-itory; and, since Sa-

rah deserved likewise a compensation for

the anxiety suffered by her in the house of

the stranger, he gave to Abraham for her

u thousand shekels of silver (for, the pro-

perty of the wife belonged to the husband),

and addressed to her a remark embodying

the experience which he had just made,

and the respect with which it inspired him

(ver.16); he said, though she might profess

that Abraham was her brother, he was

her protection against eveiy man; she

might be taken by others as his sister,

but she would soon be known and con-

victed of being his wife by the super-

natural interference of God, who, both

in his case, and that of the Egyptian

king, had watched over her purity. This

remark implied no blame or reproach; it

was, on the contrary, dictated by the king's

conviction of Abraham's high dignity ; but

it might yet contain a slight allusion to the

duty devolving on the patriarch and his

wife, not to cause and provoke such Di-

vine manifestations, and thereby to bring

danger and fear over innocent individuals

and households.

Abraham's prayer was efficacious; Abi-

melech was healed; and his wives gave

again birth to children. It is necessary to

remark, in conclusion, that though the

Hebrew historian recorded the weakness of

Abraham's conduct, he manifestly designed
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and with all: and thou wilt be recognised. 17. And
Abraham prayed to God : and God healed Abimelech, and

his wife, and his maidservants; and they bore children.

18. For the Lord had entirely closed up all the wombs of

the house of Abimelech, on account of Sarah, Abraham's

wife.

this occurrence in Gcrar for shedding an are certainly veiled, and removed into a

additional halo round his person: and the distant background,

effect is, that his failings, if not forgotten,

CHAPTER XXI.

Summary.—In the hundredth year of Abraham's life, Sarah, herself ninety years old,

bore a son, who was called Isaac, and circumcised on the eighth day from his

birth. But discord arose between Sarah and Hagar; the former insisted upon the

expulsion of the latter, together with her son Ishmael; and Abraham, at first

indignant at the proposal, yielded to the direct command of God. When Hagar

and Ishmael were wandering in the desert of Beer-sheba, and nearly exhausted from

want of water, an angel came to their i-escue, and repeated the promise that Ish-

mael would grow to a powerful nation. They remained in the desert of Paran ; and

Ishmael took a wife from Egypt.—Abimelech, beholding with astonishment the

growing prosperity of Abraham, concluded with him a treaty at Beer-sheba, and

received from him the promise that he would always treat his descendants with

friendship. Abraham dug wells, and secured them as his own by solemn ceremo-

nies, planted a tamarisk, and invoked there the name of God.

1. And the Lord remembered Sarah as He had said,

and the Lord did to Sarah as He had spoken. 2. For

Sarah conceived, and bore to Abraham a son in his old

ao^e, at the time which God had indicated to him. 3. And
Abraham called the name of his son who was born to

him, whom Sarah bore to him, Isaac. 4. And Abraham
circumcised his son Isaac when he was eight days old, as

1—8. At last the time of fulfilment strictly with the promises. Sarah be-

had aiTived. During five-aud-twenty came a mother; she gave birth to a son,

years cheering assurances had brightened and exactly at the time foretold by God,

the gloom of Abraham's pilgrimage; he in the hundredth year of Abraham's life;

had risen to God by altars and prayers, he was called Isaac; and was, by circum-

and God had descended to him by cision, introduced into the covenant of

visions and revelations ; he had obeyed God on the eighth day after his birth. The

with spontaneous faith, and had received extraordinary event, the prediction of

signs and pledges; a covenant had sane- which both parents had heard either with

tified, and miraculous aid had protected, a secret smile of doubt or with open

his life; land and posterity were pro- disbelief, could not fail to work a decided

mised, blessings guaranteed to his seed cliange on the minds of either; Abraham
and to mankind; the child of faith had was henceforth purified from every wa-

been announced both to him and to vering frailty; his character rose to

Sarah:—and the realization corresponded sublime heroism; he had seen the power
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God had commanded him. 5. And Abraham was a hun-

dred years old when his son Isaac was born to him.

6. And Sarah said, Laughter hath God prepared for me ; all

Avho hear it will laugh with me. 7. And she said. Who
would have said to Abraham, Sarah givetli suck to chil-

dren? for I have born him a son in his old age. 8. And
the child grew, and was weaned : and Abraham made a

great feast on the day that Isaac was weaned.—9. And
Sarah saw the son of Hagar the Egyptian, whom she had

born to Abraham, mocking; 10. And she said to Abra-

ham, Expel this bondwoman and her son : for the son of

of nature conquered by the will of God

(vers. 2, 7); and he turned for ever from

the limited sphereof reality to the infinity

of faith and hope. But Sarah's heart also

Avas moved ; she had received a precious

proofof God's love; she warmed intoafer-

vent emotion never before kindled within

her; the son granted to her was indeed an

object of laughter, but not caused by

doubt or contempt, but by joy; she was

certain that his birth would rouse in others

the same surprise and astonishment; that

he would be regarded as the offspring of a

miracle; and as she had been leniently

reproved by God for her sceptical smile, she

now atoned for it by an exclamation echo-

ing gratitude and coniidence, submission

and adoration. Her words assume a higher

elevation; and if they are not poetical in

form, they certainly breathe the enthu-

siasm of an enraptured heart.— When
Isaac had passed safely through the first

dangers incident to early childhood, a

great feast of joy and thankfulness was

celebrated; for his progress and his

strength were matters of sacred anxiety.

—It is known that infants, in the east,

are generally weaned after the comple-

tion of their second year, and sometimes

when they are three years old.

O—13. The assiduous care lavished

on Isaac, and the fondness and pride

with which he was reared, excited in

Isiimael feelings ofjealousy and bitterness.

The latter had passed his sixteenth year

(comp. xvii. 25), when the wild, ungo-

vernable, and pugnacious character as-

cribed to his descendants, began to deve-

lop itself, and to appear in language of

provoking insolence; offended at the

comparative indifference with which he

was treated, he indulged in mockery,

especially against Isaac, whose very name
furnished him with satirical sneers. Sarah

was unable either to correct or to bear

his conduct. Her heart, ovei-flowing with

gratification and felicity, was stained with

vanity and pride, and she relapsed into

her former loveless coldness. Seeing in

Ishmael nothing but the contemptible son

of an Egyptian bond-maid; forgetting

that he was that offspring of her husband

whom she had herself desired (xvi. 2);

and, heedless of the blessings which God
had pronounced upon him: she demanded

his expulsion, together with that of his

detested mother. When Sarah had made
a similarly heartless request before his

birth (xvi. 6), Abraham had shown the

blaraeable weakness of unopposing com-

pliance, unmindful of the child she was

about to bear to him. However, at tliat

time, he had scarcely hoped that this child

was destined for any great purpose, and he

merely regarded it as the representative

and preserver of his name. But when

Ishmael was born, the father's tenderness

began to attach to his future a greater

significance; for a while he considered

him even as the long promised son,

through whom all spiritual benedictions

were to be fulfilled (xvii. 18); and wlien

God repeatedly gave the prophetic assur-

ances of the vastness of his future do-
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this bondwoman shall not be heir with my son, with Isaac.

1 1 . And the word displeased Abraham much on account

of his son. 12. And God said to Abraham, Let it not

displease thee because of the youth and because of thy

bondwoman; in all that Sarah saith to thee, listen to

her voice; for by Isaac shall thy seed be called. 13. And
of the son of the bondwoman also I shall make a nation

;

for he is thy seed.—14. And Abraham rose early in the

morning, and took bread, and a skin of water, and gave it

to Hagar, putting it on her shoulder, and the young man,

and sent her away. And she departed, and wandered in the

minion (xvi. 12; x^di. 20), Abraham felt

Ills heart bound by mighty ties to the

firstling of his strength and his hope.

When, therefore, Sarah demanded Ish-

mael's rejection, Abraham was roused to

a deep indignation; his affections warmed

lor his son; and he refused this time to

yield to his wife's impetuosity.— But the

scheme which God pursued with Abra-

ham demanded the subordination of the

flesh to the spirit; the father was to

be merged in the prophet ; he no

more belonged to himself, but to

God and to mankind; his heart might

bleed, but his will must obey. It

was necessary, that the fate of Ishmacl

and that of Isaac should, from the begin-

ning, be most distinctly separated ; the

elder branch was to acquii'e fame and

wealth; the younger was to glory in piety

and truth: avocations so radically differ-

ent could scarcely be pursued within the

same land ; they indicate an absolute di-

vergence of character; and though they

may not necessarily engender enmity, they

cannot secure sympathy;—the descendants

of Ishmael, those roaming, adventurous,

restless tribes, could not be satisfied with

the narrow limits of Canaan; nor could

the progeny of Isaac, the people of priests

and prophets, wield the spear in the un-

friendly desert against the straying wan-

derer. Therefore, God commanded Abra-

ham to submit without reluctance to Sa-

rah's demand, and henceforth to centre

his hope and his care upon the younger son

alone, born to propagate butli his name

and his faith. But although Sarah's request

was ratified, it is not certain whether her

conduct is justified in our narrative. Her

wish may have been desirable; but it did

not proceed from the right motive; it was

dictated by petty jealousy, lest the son of

the maid-servant should enjoy a part of

the inheritance: in this sense Abraham
understood her words; and he, therefore,

condemned them,

14—31. Abraham furnished Hagar

with the necessary provisions for the jour-

ney from Beer-sheba to Egypt, her native

country; and he was himself eager to give

her this last proof of love. Not the Hebrews

alone used skin-bottles to carry water or

to preseiTC wine; the Egyptians and As-

syrians, the Greeksand Romans, employed

them from the earliest times; they seem,

in fact, to have been the first receptacles

for liquids, until partially superseded and

rejilaced by more convenient or more

valuable vessels of gold, glass, earthen-

ware, stone, porcelain, or alabaster. The

monuments of Egypt, the sculptures of

Mesopotamia, and the relics of Hercula-

num and Pompeji, afford ample oppor-

tunities to learn the shape and use of

every variety of bottles, often surprising

us both by their elegance and costliness.

Those made of skin usually consisted of

the liide of the animals, sewed up so that

the projection of the leg and foot formed

the aperture, which was closed with a plug

or string; or so that the neck of the ani-

mal alone was left to open, to serve as the

neck of the bottle. The skins of goats,
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wilderness of Beer-slieba. 15. And when the water was

spent in the bottle, she placed the young man under one of

the shrubs. 16. And she went, and sat down opposite him^

at a distance like a bowshot : for she said, I will not see the

death of the child. And she sat opposite liim^ and lifted

up her voice, and wept. 17. And God heard the voice of

the youth; and the angel of God called to Hagar from

heaven, and said to her. What aileth thee, Hagar? Fear

not ; for God hath heard the voice of the youth where he

is. 18. Arise, take the youth, and hold him by thy hand;

for I shall make him to a great nation. 19. And God

opened her eyes, and she saw a well of water; and she

oxen, or sheep were generally, and those

of asses and camels frequently employed.

The vessels were carried on the back or

shoulder, as may still be seen in many

parts of Asia.

But Hagar lost her way in the track-

less desert; and her provisions were ex-

hausted before she had reached her de-

stination, or had arrived at an inhabited

place. And now her trials, severer even

than those encountered at her first flight

from Abraham's house, began anew ; on

the former occasion she does not seem to

have suffered any physical want; she was

sitting at a well of water, when the angel

of God appeared to her, and ordered her

to return to her mistress (xvi. 7); the rea-

son of this command was, that Ishmael

should be born under the sacred roof of

the pious patriarch, that he might parti-

cipate in the covenant of circumcision

(xvii. 25), and thusbe included in the bless-

ings of the race from which he was de-

scended. But this time she was tormented

by thirst, the most fearful of all privations

in the desert; a horrible death stared in

her face; her pangs were a thousandfold

multiplied by the distressing sufferings of

her son, whose vital powers began to fail;

and lest her heart should break at the sight

of his death, she put him under a shrub,

and sat down at some distance, whence

she mingled her accents of despair with his

cries of agony. That this awful visitation

was intended as a punishment, is undoubt-

ed; if happiness and wretchedness areat all

under the control of Providence, this enor-

mous calamity of the mother and the son

cannot have been accidental or unmeaning.

However, their guilt is obvious; it was

similar, like their suffering;— both had in-

sulted those who ought to have been to

them objects of respect and veneration;

Hagar despised Sarah, Ishmael sneered at

Isaac ; the former boasted of her concep-

tion, the latter of his primogeniture; the

one forgot the dignity of a prophet's wife,

the other the higher promises vouchsafed

to her son. Yet p.iority of birth establish-

es no truly higher claim ; thus Cain, the

first-born son of Adam, was less accept-

able to God than Abel; and Esau was

subordinate to Jacob. Not physical, but

spiritual birthright constitutes the greater

blessing; primogenituremay secure greater

worldly possession, but it does not com-

mand that true felicity which is accessible

to every man according to his virtue. This

important truth, which a nation with an

agrarian constitution, like thatofMosaism,

easily forgets, is with great power embo-

died in Ishmael's history, every part of

which is truth, and life, and instruction.

" Touch not ray anointed, nor harm my
prophets" (Ps. cv. 15); this warning, re-

ceived and heeded by Pharaoh and Abi-

melech, was neglected by Hagar and her

son; and they endured the consequences

of their stubborn pride.—But Ishmael was

yet Abraham's son : when, therefore, an-
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vronf, and filled the skin with water, and gave the youth

to drink. 20. And God was with the youth; and he grew,

and dwelt in the wilderness, and became a great archer.

21. And he dwelt in the wilderness of Paran: and his

motlier took for him a wife from the land of Egypt.

22. And it was at that time, that Abimelech and Phichol

the chief captain of his army spoke to Abraham, saying,

God is with thee in all that thou doest : 23. And now swear

to me here by God, that thou wilt not deal falsely with

me, nor with my offspring, nor with my progeny: accord-

ing to the kindness that I have done to thee, thou shalt

do to me, and to the land wherein thou sojournest.

!2;iiish of death seemed nearly to overwhelm

him, God sent His angel to rescue him;

He had waited till all natural hope was

passed, in order to show more clearly His

immediate regard, and His miraculous aid.

He opened Hagar's eyes, and she saw a

fountain, which had before escaped her

scarcliing looks. As the wild desert was

destined for Ishmacl's unbounded home,

he was not led back to Abraham's house,

from which hewas henceforward separated

;

but he took up his abode in the wilderness

of I'aran, became skilled in the art of

the bow, in which many Bedouin tribes

greatly excelled; and, in order to com-

plete the estrangement from Isaac and his

progeny, he took a wife chosen for him

l)y liis mother from Egypt, the land of licr

birth and the land of superstition.

•ii—3-t. Nobody had learnt more strik-

ingly the preternatural care with wliich

Abraham was guarded by God, than Abi-

melech, the king of Gerar (xx.). Expe-

diency, therefore, not less than piety, urged

liim to seek a closer alliance with the pa-

triarch ; he was, no doubt, supposed to have

heard and believed tlie promises received

by Abrjiham regarding the possession of

Canaan; and he was, therefore, anxious to

secure the integrity of his own territory;

lie had a right to appeal to Abraham's

sense of justice, and even to his gratitude

(xx. 14— 15); and he requested him to

swear by that God,wlio was his hope and

his protection. Abraham readily complied.

and offered a solemn assurance. We may
hence infer the historical fact, that, for some

time at least, the southern part of Philistia

was not attacked by the Hebrews. But,

though the Philistines were never sub-

jugated by them, it is certain that almost

incessant hostilities were carried on be-

tween both nations. Thus, immediately

after the conclusion of the alliance, a con-

tention arose, which threatened to result in

bitter enmity. Abimelech's servants had

violently seized a well dug by Abraham. A
more serious injury can scarcely be inflicted

on a nomad chief rich in flocks and herds.

The possession of a well in arid legions

not unfrequently causes strife and warfare

between whole tribes; and the protection of

his wells is a prominent object of solicitude

to an Arab sheikh. Abimelech, therefore,

perceived fully the force ofAbraham's com-

plaint; he was indignant at the injustice

of his slaves, of which he had never before

been informed. But the patriarch, desir-

ous of obtaining a gutirantee which might,

in future, shield his property against Abi-

melech's subjects also, conducted him to

the well; and here concluded with him

a treaty, by dividing animals, and passing

between the dissected parts; but, in order

to impart still greater solemnity to the

ceremony, he gave besides seven lambs to

Abimelech, to serve as a proof and a wit-

ness that the well belonged to himself.

Both when Abraham promised to Abi-

melech the safe possession of his land, and
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24. And Abraham said, I will s-\vear. 25. And Abraham
reproved Abimelech on account of a well of water, which

Abimelech's servants had violently taken away. 26. And
Abimelech said, I do not know who hath done this thing

:

neither didst thou tell me, nor did I hear of it^ but to-day.

27. And Abraham took sheep and oxen, and gave them to

Abimelech; and they made both a covenant. 28. And
Abraham placed seven lambs of the flock by themselves.

29. And Abimelech said to Abraham, What do these

seven lambs mean which thou hast placed by themselves?

30. And he said, Surely, these seven lambs thou shalt

when Abimelech swove to Abraham un-

disturbed occupation of the well, the Phi-

listine king was accompanied b}' the chief

commander of his troops. This circum-

stance gives to the transactions a political

character, and a more extensive scope.

The alliance was not to be personal, nor

should it depend on the individual virtues

and inclinations of the two contracting

parties, but was to be inherited to their

descendants as a part of their political and

social obligations.—The locality of Beer-

sheba is evidently treated with peculiar

interest, not in this passage only, but in

several other parts of tlie Pentateuch.

Here God appeared to Isaac, who built an

altar to commemoratethe vision (kxvI. 24,

25); the name is again explained by an

occurrence similar to that related in our

chapter (xxvi. 26—33); and here God

gave encouraging promises to Jacob wjicn

he was on the point of leaving the terri-

tory of Canaan (xlvi. 1—4). From the

latter passage, the significance of Beer-

sheba is especially evident; it was the

boundary-town of Canaan in the south;

the point which separated the Holy Land

from pi'ofane ground, not standing under

the same immediate protection of God.

It was, therefore, important, that the pa-

triarch should in this place own property

guaranteed to him by the heathen king;

from this southern part, his descendants

should spread northward till they reached

Dan, at the foot of the Lebanon; and

hence it was, in the time of Samuel, a place

of public jurisdiction (1 Sam.viii.2). But

Beer-sheba acquired later another less de-

sirable celebrity; it wa^, in the time of the

propliet Amos, one of the chief seats of

Hebrew idolatry; it is, in this respect,

mentioned together with Samaria, Gilgal,

and Bethel (Am. v. 5; viii. 13, 14); and

we have here, therefore, the same admo-

nitory anticipations, which have been no-

ticed in almost all places connected with

the patriarch's historj''. And lest there

be any doubt, the text adds, that Abra-

ham planted in Beer-sheba a tamarisk,

and here " invoked the name of the

Lord, the everlasting God." Nor is this

notice without dogmatical importance; for

the patriarch's example shows, that wor-

ship under " a green tree" is not under all

circumstances criminal and objectionable,

as might later have been wrongly deduced

from the exhortations of the prophets;

but only if it is addressed to idols, and

not to God: we have here a practical in-

stance of the doctrine: "In all places

where I shall let ray name be mentioned,

I will come to thee, and I will bless thee"

(Exod. XX. 21).— The town Beer-sheba

existed not only after the exile, but in

the time of Jerome and Eusebius; and

even at present, about thirty Roman miles

south ofllebron, ruins of houses are found

at a place called Bir-es-Seba, with two

deep wells of clear and abundant water.

—

The tamarisk especially was, besides the

oak and the terebinth, employed to com-

memorate historical events; and on tlie
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take of my hand, tliat it may be a witness to me, that I

have dug tliis well. 31. Therefore he called that place

Beer-slieba; because there they swore both of them.

32. Thus they made a covenant at Beer-sheba. Then
Abimelech rose, and Phichol the chief captain of his

army, and they returned into the land of the Philistines.

33. And Abraham planted a tamarisk in Beer-sheba, and

there invoked the name of the Lord, the everlasting God.

34. And Abraham sojourned in the land of the Philistines

many days.

ruins of the Kasr at Babylon stands a

celebrated tamarisk, noticed and de-

scribed by many modern cxploi'ers, and

still venerated by the IMosIeras in its

hollow and shattered trunk, because they

believe, that it gave shade and shelter

to the calif Ali after the battle of Hillah.

The tamarisk occurs in numerous varieties

in Egypt and western Asia; Syria and

Palestine offer many specimens; in Arabia

and the Peninsula of Mount Sinai grows

tlie species of Tarafa which yields tlie

manna; and other kinds of the same tree

are highly valued for their medicinal pro-

perties. It attains the size of the olive-tree,

and often of the oak; the wood is of great

liardness; it is, therefore, used both for

fuel and for vessels; and it is cultivated

by the Arabians both for these purposes,

and for the charcoal it yields, and the nut-

gall it bears. Tamarisks have I'Ccn found

in the very locality of the ancient Beer-

sheba. It seems, in some regions, to have

been a sacred tree; for the Lesbian Apollo

carried a branch of it in his hand; and

the same custom was followed by his

priests and votaries, when pronouncing

prophecies.

CHAPTER XXII.

SuMJiART.— In order to prove the strength of Abraham's faith, God commanded him
to sacrifice his son Isaac on Mount IMoriah. He obeyed unmurmuringly: but

when he was about to perform the fatal act, God ordered him to desist from it,

and repeated emphatically all the promises before made to him. The patriarch

returned to Beer-sheba, and here learnt, not long afterwards, the increase of his

brother Nahor's family ; one of his sons was Bethuel, whose daughter was Rebekah,

1. And it was after these things that God tried Abra-

ham, and said to him, Abraham: and he said. Behold,

1—lO. The life of Abraham presents

a gradation of difficulties, powerfully

typifying the multifarious struggles of the

human mind for piety and happiness. He
severed the ties which bound him to the

land of his birth and childhood, to begin a

new life in an unknown land. This was

the first triumph of the spirit and of faith.

He had scarcely arrived in the distant

country, destined as his inheritance, when
a famine compelled him to seek refuge

in another happier land; but he mur-

mured not, and he returned to Canaan

with joyful hopes. This was his second

triumph. He saw, without jealousy, the

wealth of his kinsman Lot increase; and

he permitted him to choose for himself

the most desirable districts of the land.

He rescued the property of the cities of tlie

Salt Sea from the hands of mighty con-

querors by a perilous expedition, and

prayed for their preservation with an al-
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here I am. 2. And He said, Take now thy son, thy only

one, whom thou lovest, Isaac, and go to the land of Moriah

;

and offer him there for a burnt-offering upon one of the

mountains which I shall tell thee. 3. And Abraham rose

early in the morning, and saddled his ass, and took two of

his young men with him, and Isaac his son, and clove the

wood for the burnt-offering, and rose, and Avent to the

place which God had told him. 4. On the third day,

Abraham lifted up his eyes, and saw the place from afar.

5. And Abraham said to his young men. Remain here

with the ass ; and I and the youth will go thither, and we

most veliement fervour. He believed in

the promise of a son to be born to his old

age; and by faith silenced the doubts

raised by nature and experience. And
when Sarah, at last, gave birth to a son,

he considered himself as the progenitor of

a great and happy nation; he looked

through the wide vistas of time into the

sunny future, when the whole earth

would be blessed with truth through his

seed; and a sublime joy uplifted his soul.

While he was absorbed in these glorious

thoughts, and saw that son, by whom
they should be realised, growing up

and blooming in youth, God command-

ed him to offer up that child of his love

and his hope, that sun of his existence, as

a burnt sacrifice on a mountain which

He would show him. Who can descri!)e

the unspeakable pangs of the father? The

whole history of Abraham had tended to

this event, as the culminating point of

his faith. God had shown preternatural

love towards the patriarch; and the patri-

arch was required to make a superhuman

effort to deserve it. He had more than

once proved that his spirit was stronger

than his human affections; it remained

now to show that he avowed himself to

be an instrument in the hand of a higher

power, whose glory alone he desired.

The readiness of Abraham to sacrifice his

son has always been considered as the

greatest deed of faith on record, and as

an act of self-control at which the mind

stands amazed. It became the basis on

which the Israelites founded their claims

of election among the nations, and the

later Jews their hopes of atonement; it

served the Christians as a type of re-

demption and salvation through faith;

and it is in the religion of jMohammed

glorified as the highest example and

model of piety. It has, indeed, exercised

a powerful and ennobling influence upon

almost all nations and all times.

God tried Abraham, He proved him

whether he was worthy of being the

hope of mankind. Man learns the dispo-

sition of his heart best by its manifesta-

tions; for though the will may be vir-

tuous, it often lacks the energy to mature

into deed. This effort is the merit of

man, and constitutes a chief part of his

earthly task. God, therefore, sends trials

to those He loves : He tried the Israelites

immediately after they left Egypt at the

waters of Marah, that they might convince

themselveswhether they were worthy ofthe

miraculous redemption (Exod.xv.2o); He
tried them by the edict concerning the

daily gathering of the manna (Exod. xvi.

4); by the proclamation of the Decalogue

(Exod. XX. 17), and by not extirpating

all the heathens in Canaan, that they

might show the strength of their belief by

keeping aloof from contamination (Judg.

ii. 22; iii. 1, 4, etc.); He sent even some-

times false prophets, performing miracles

but preaching false gods and idolatrous

doctrines, to try their fortitude in adher-

ing to the Law (Deut. xiii. 4). But all

such trials are sent only when weakness

and sin preceded; although they may
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will worship, and return to you. 6. And Abraham took

the wood of the burnt-offering, and laid it upon Isaac his

son; and he took tlie fire in his hand, and the knife; and

they went both of them together. 7. And Isaac said to

Abraham his father, and said. My father: and he said.

Behold, here I am^ my son. And he said, Behold tlie fire

and the wood: but where is the lamb for a burnt-ofFerin;>:?

8. And Abraham said, My son, God will look ont for Himself

a lamb for a burnt-offering : and they went both of them

together, 9. And they came to the place wliich God had

told him; and Abraham built there an altar, and arranged

end in great reward, they imply the pos-

sibility of still greater sin; and, therefore,

man justly prays "not to be led into

temptation." We must understand the

great trial of Abraham from the same

point of view; he had, from fear of his

own life, twice risked the honour of his

wife; and he might naturally have felt

for his son an excessive love. By the

triumj)h which he gained in thi.s trial he

was purified from his weakness, and he

atoned for it. Hence, also, the enor-

mity of the crime is obvious if man tries

God, as the Israelites did more than

once, when they desired to know " whe-

ther God was among them or not" (Exod.

xvii. 7), a sin always counted among the

most heinous forms of blashphcmy.

Isaac, designedly described with all the

terms of endearment by which Abraham
could feel the vastness of the sacrifice,

was to be offered openly on a mountain;

but not in the country of the Philistines.

where he then sojourned, but in the "land

of Moriah," nearly a three days' journey

from his home. The choice of the place

is, therefore, evidently significant for the

future history of Israel; it can scarcely

be doubted that the land of Moriah de-

scribes the locality of and around Jeru-

salem. Moriah was the hill where later

the temple of Solomon was erected ; and

where David had before built an altar at

the command of God; it is lower than

Mount Zion, which lies south-west of

it, and which contained the citadel and

the upper city; both were separated by

the valley of Tyropoeon, and connected

by a bridge. In the north-west of Mo-

riah is another hill, called Acra, which

contained the lower city, and from

which it was divided by a broad walk,

filled up by the Asmoneans with earth,

in order to join the temple with the city.

Tiie greater height of Zion gave, no doubt,

rise to the almost constant usage of desig-

nating the mountain of the temple also

by that name, which was even employ-

ed to describe the whole town; "daugh-

ter of Zion" is an ordinary poetical name

for Jerusalem; Zion is frequently alluded

to as the abode of God; and it may thus

be accounted for that Zion also is called

"the holy mountain," especially if we

consider that it was the residence of the

kings, the anointed of the Lord. The
place of the future temple, where it was

promised the glory of God should dwell,

and whence atonement and peace were to

bless the hearts of the worshippers, was

hallowed by the most brilliant act of piety

;

and the deed of the ancestor was thus

more prominently presented to the imita-

tion of the descendants.

The affeclingsimplicity of the succeed-

ing narrative will never fail to move and

to elevate; its charm and truth are equally

irresistible; it breathes innocence and pu-

rity; and is pervaded by a hidden pathos,

flowing entirely from nobleness of senti-

ment and action. The greatest feat of

heroism seems to be performed without an

effort. Nor is the patriarch's calmness

disturbed even when the harmless but

U
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the wood, and bound Isaac lils son, and laid him on the

altar upon the wood. 10. And Abraham stretched out his

hand, and took the knife to kill his son.—11. And the

angel of the Lord called to him from heaven, and said,

Abraham, Abraham: and he said. Here am I. 12. And
He said, Lay not thy hand upon the youth, nor do to him

anything : for now I know that thou fearest , God, and

hast not withheld thy son, thy only one, from Me. 13.

And Abraham lifted up his eyes, and looked; and, behold,

in the back-ground a ram was entangled in a thicket by
his horns: and Abraham went and took the ram, and

soul-stirring question of the son reminds

him of the approaching moment of horror

and agony (vers.7,8). He had conquered

all selfishness and self-will; the strife be-

tween duty and passion was in him com-

pletely reconciled; he had attained that

state which is the end of religion. Yiy

actually sacrificinghisson, he could scarce-

ly have displayed a higher degree of obe-

dience than his determined and unwaver-

ing intention manifested; and the text is

careful, and even circumstantial, in show-

ing that firmness of purpose. He made
himself all the preparations for thejourney

(ver. 3) ; he travelled more than two days,

full of torment and anguish, before he

reached the place of his trial (ver. 4) ; he

concealed from his servants the true end of

his journey, since they would have been

unable to understand it (ver. 5); he made

the last part of the way alone with his son,

who carried the wood, while he himself

took the knife and the fire (ver. 6) ; in this

terrible loneliness,with the region ofMoriah

visible at a distance, the youth in his sim-

plicity put that question which might well

make a father's heart shudder (ver. 8); but

Abraham remained unshaken; they ar-

rived at Moriah— "and Abraham built

there an altar, and arranged the wood, and

bound Isaac his son, and laid him on the

altar upon the wood. And Abraham
stretched out his hand, and took the knife

to kill his son," What more was neces-

saiy to prove the patriarcli's faith and

devotion? A thousand times had he felt

the pangs wliicli lie was commanded to

subdue ; the end of the trial was obtained

;

it would have been cruelty and undue se-

verity to require more. Abraham had

conquered his weakness; and the action

was considered as having been performed.

11—lO. Isaac showed himself worthy

of his father's virtue and mission. He
appears not only as a model of filial obe-

dience, of gentleness and meekness, but as

capable of submitting to the inscrutable

decrees of God. He was no more a child;

for a long time had elapsed since the feast

of his weaning (xxi.34); he had, there-

fore, a consciousness of the impending

death ; but he yet patiently allowed him-

self to be bound on the altar. God inter-

fered, and revoked the former command

;

and as a substitute for Isaac, a ram ap-

pearing in the background was burnt as a

holocaust. Several Greek myths have

been compared with this narrative; but

the similarity exists but remotely in some

external circumstances. Iphigenia, Aga-

memnon's daughtei', was to be sacrificed

to Diana, and the priest Calchas was on

the point of performing the fearful cere-

mony, when the virgin was carried away

by the goddess in a cloud, and an animal

off'ering was presented in her stead. But

the motive for the intended sacrifice was

perverse and barbarous; Agamemnon had

killed a stag sacred to Diana; and the in-

censed goddess would only be reconciled

if the king's eldest and dearest daughter

were off"ered to her. The future fate of

Iphigenia was enveloped in mystery; it

was only many years later, that her abode
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offered him up for a bnrnt-offering instead of liis son.

14. And Abraham called the name of that })lace Jchovah-

jireh [the Lord will look out] : as it is said this day, In

the mount of the Lord one shall be seen. 15. And the

anfjel of the Lord called to Abraham from heaven a second

time. 16. And said, By jMyself I swear, is the announce-

ment of the Lord ; indeed, because thou hast done this thing,

and hast not withheld thy son, thy only one : 17. Indeed, I

shall bless thee abundantly, and shall multiply thy seed ex-

ceedingly, as the stars of the heaven, and as the sand which

is upon the sea-shore ; and thy seed shall possess the gate

was accidentally discovered by her wan-

dering brother Orestes : thus, the cruel com-

mand, devoid of purpose or moral end,

was tlie result of divine wrath and caprice.

But the trial of Abraham was as important

as regards the doctrine which it involved,

as it was pure in the motive from which it

arose. For— this is a point of the greatest

moment— the interference of God in this

act teaches, that not even the most enthusi-

astic and the most devoted piety requires or

justifies human sacrifices; that God, in-

deed, demands, that man should be pre-

pared to renounce for duty and virtue

what is dearest and most precious to him;

but that He is satisfied with unhesitating

readiness and obedience; that sacrifices of

children are an abomination if designed

to win God, or to appease Him ; thougli

occasions may occur when they are neces-

sary to glorify His name; thus, the heroic

mother, in the time of the Maccabees,

gave an example later followed by Jews

and Christians, who threw their children

into the burning pile to save their souls,

and to give honour to God. But He never

commanded, nor approved of, the horrid

rites of Moloch, to whom the first-born

sons weremercilessly burnt (2 Ki. xxiii.lO).

According to the Mosaic system, the first-

born belonged indeed to God ; but to be

His priests, and to spread His Law. The

trial of Abraham implies, therefore, no

s.anciion, but the most emphatic and tlie

most unconditional prohibition of imman

sacrifices.

The spot where the patriarch had seen

his only son tied upon the altar, to expire

under his own hand, was to himself and

his descendants naturally a i)lace of sacred

awe; and it was to be distinguished us

such by the meaning attributed to its name

;

it was henceforth to signify, " the Lord

sees, or selects," and to recall His unre-

stricted sovereignty over all creatures,

of whom He might choose for Himself

those He thinks proper (ver. 8); but it

was also to express and to perpetuate

the consoling truth, that He in reality

does not desire or select human beings

for oflferings. On the other hand, the

piety of Abraham was to serve as an ex-

ample to later generations; tlic name of

the place suggested, therefore, the ready

and cheerful worship there to be can-icil

on in future times; it became a i)roverbial

adage: "on the mount of the Lord, His

people shall be seen or appear"; the des-

cendants were incited to bring their offer-

ings with greater cheerfulness if tliey re-

membered thetormentswhicli the patriarch

had here to conquer in fulfilling the same

duty; three times in the year, every Israel-

ite was to attend before God in the i)lace

which He selected; the pious "go from

strength to strength, till they appear before

GodonZion"(Ps.lxxxiv. 8J ; and the wor-

ship on the holy mountain manifested the

true theocratic citizen. Thus, tlie name of

Moriah had the double import of assuring

the Hebrews of God's mercy, and of en-

couraging them to pay to Him their tribute

of devotion and gratitude.— And now,

when Tsanc w.as, as it were, a second time

u 2
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of their enemies; 18. And in thy seed shall all the nations

of the earth be blessed ; since thou hast obeyed My voice.

—

19. And Abraham returned to his young men, and they

rose, and ^rent together to Beer-sheba: and Abraham dwelt

at Beer-sheba.

20. And it was after these things, that Abraham was
told, Behold, Milcah, she also hath born children to thy

born to Abraham, and almost " revived

from the dead," when he was acquired by

faith and merit, and had become Abra-

ham's spiritual son as well as the descend-

ant of his flesh : it was natural, that God
should repeat all the blessings whicbwere

through him to be accomplished; and this

is done in terms undoubtedly emphatic,

if not enthusiastic; God swears b}- His

own majesty to fulfil the glorious promises;

He predicts a numerous progeny, and

complete conquest over the enemies; but

tlie happiness of the Hebrews should be

crowned by the bliss which they would

spread among all the nations, and, in a

great measure, would be the reward of the

patriarch's boundless obedience.— Beati-

fied by those bright prospects, he returned

southward—without exultation, and with-

out pride.

20—24. The patriarch's career had

reached its culminating point, beyond

which it could not rise; the text hastens,

therefore, to bring the narrative regarding

his later years to a conclusion, and it

immediately prepares the transition to the

history of his son Isaac. It betrays an anx-

iety to show the uninterrupted connection

of Abraham's house with his family in Me-

sopotamia, from where Isaac was to take

his wife, Rebekah; and hence it inserts

the genealogy of Nahor, Abraham's

brother, who was married to Milcah, the

daughter of Ilaran, and sister of Lot

(xi. 27, 29). But tliongh this genealogy

is in strict harmony with preceding no-

ticcsof asimilar kind(xi.26—29), it is not

without peculiar difficulties, if compared

with tlie great catalogue of nations con-

tained in the tenth chapter. That it is

composed with circumspect attention is

certain from the fact that it bears a

remarkable resemblance to that of the

children of Jacob. Like the latter, Nahor

has twelve sons; and in both cases eight

are born by the lawful, and four by sub-

ordinate wives; and Ishmael also had

the same number of sons. Now, among

the twelve names are some which have

previously been introduced in a per-

fectly difl'erent genealogical connection;

and which seem, therefore, to imply

another ethnographic tradition, provided

we start from the principle, no doubt, on

the whole, justifiable, that the names of

genealogical lists represent tribes or na-

tions. Thus Uz, who is here stated to

have been the eldest son of Nalior, is, in

X. 23, mentioned as the son of Aram;
Aram himself, who occurs here as the

son of Kemuel, Nahor's third son, and

living, therefore, in the eleventh genera-

tion after Shem, is there recorded to be

the immediate offspring of Shem ; and if

Chesed stands, as is probable, in connec-

tion with the Chaldecs from whose country

Abraham was asserted to have long since

emigrated (xi. 28), an additional difficulty

would arise. We have endeavoured to ex-

plain these perplexing circumstances in the

larger edition of this work.— The book

of Genesis introduces, then, two distinct

branches of the great family of Arphaxad

;

the one represented by Abraham and his

descendants, and including the Ishmael-

ites, Edomites, and Hebrews, together

with the Ammonites and Moabites, and

occupying the v, estern districts of Canaan

and the neighbouring tracts; and the

other represented by Nahor and his de-

scendants, and spread over many parts

of the land between the Euphrates and

Tigris, and beyond the former river.

—

The Chaldeans led long a roaming and
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brother Nabor; 21. Uz his firstborn, and Ikiz his brother,

and Kemuel the father of Aram, 22. And Chesed, and

Hazo, and Pildash, and Jidlaph, and Bethucl. 23. And
13ethuel bcfrat Rebekah : these ei«;ht Milcah bore to Nahor,

Abraham's brother. 24. And his concubine, whose name
was Reumah, she also bore Tebah, and Gaham, and Tha-

hash, and Maachah.

predatory life in the parts of Arabia De-

serta, borilering on the southern course of

the Eiii)hrates almost down to the Persian

Gulf; and though distinct both from the

Babylonians and the people of Shinar, they

generally occupied a part of the territory

of the former. But as Terah, on his way

from "Ur ofthe Chaldees" to Canaan, came

to Carrhae, in the north-western part of Me-

sopotamia,it is obvious that the Chaldeans

occupied, at a very early time, districts in

the north-east of the Euphrates; and it is

probable that, at a later period, emigrating

from the north and joining their kinsmen

in the southern parts of the Euphrates,

they caused those stirring commotions

which resulted in the overthrow of the

Assyrians, and the foundation of the

Chaldean empire under Nabopolassar

(n.C. 625); fiom which time the Baby-

lonians are constantly called Chaldacaiis,

and Babylon "the land of the Chaldees".

Classical accounts record their diffusion

to still more northern provinces, to the

mountains of Armenia and the land of

the Carduchi, and even near the Black Sea.

Their nomadic habits may, indeed, even in

the Biblical times, have brought them to

those distant regions; but it is equally

probable, that some of the tribes, preserving

their hereditary love of liberty and their

valour, after the conquest of Babylon by

the Persians, sought refuge in the moun-

tainous tracts of the north, where they

found sufficient opportunities for indulging

in their warlike tastes.

CHAPTER XXIII.

Spmmart.—Sarah died at Hebron, in the 127th year of her life; and Abraham bought

from Ephron, the son of Zohar, as a burial-place for her, and as an hereditary

possession for his family, the cave of ilachpelah, together with the field on which

it was situated. After the purchase was concluded and duly ratified in the pre-

sence of the people of the Hittites, Abrab.am buried his wife in the cave.

1. And Sarah was a hundred and seven and twenty

years old : these were the years of the life of Sarah. 2. And
Sarah died in Kirjath-Arba, that is Hebron, in the land

1, a. During the succeeding period of

tranquil enjoyment, Abraham migrated

from Beer-sheba, the southern extremity

of the country, northward, and settled

again in Hebron. Here he was af-

flicted by the death of his wife, who

had faithfully shared his pilgrimages.

" He went to mourn for Sarah and to

weep for her." She had seen Isaac grow

into manhood, for she survived his biith

by thirty-seven years. If the fact that Sa-

rah is the only woman whose age is men-

tioned in the Scriptures, is at all significant,

it proves that with her a new epoch in the

progress of the human race is supposed to

commence (compare 1 Peter iii. 6). The

chronology of her life, like that of Abra-

ham, is stated in all its more prominent

phases.—Sarah died in the land of Ca-

naan ; thus two facts, full of interest, are

recalled to the reader's mind: she de-

parted this life, not in the territory of the
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of Canaan: and Abraham came to mourn for Sarah, and

to weep for her. 3. And Abraham rose from before his

dead, and spoke to the sons of Heth, sayin^^, 4. I am a

stranger and a sojourner Avith you : give me the posses-

sion of a burying-place with you, that I may bury my
dead out of my sight. 5. And the children of Heth an-

swered Abraham, saying to him, 6. Hear us, my lord

:

Philistines (xxi. 34), or at any other place

without the promised land; but yet this

land belonged still to the Canaanites; no

part of it was in the possession of the He-

brews.

3, *. In securing a grave for his wife,

Abraham directed his mind to the distant

epoch of national greatness vouchsafed to

his descendants. Though openly confessing

that he was a stranger among the idola-

trous children of Heth, he knew that Ca-

naan alone could offer him a desirable

resting-place; and he wished to be buried

in the land to be hallowed by its future

history. This sentiment was the result of

the most exalted faith. For it is well known
with what extreme degree of sacredness

the graves of relatives were regarded ; it

is unnecessary to refer to the extraordinary

precautions taken in this respect by the

Egyptians, who, in order to secure to their

dead undisturbed rest, erected gigantic

edifices intended to defy the destruction

of endless ages; who abhorred the idea of

invading the abodes of the departed, and

who scarcely knew a more disastrous mis-

fortune than an interruption of the eternal

rest of the dead. And though the Hebrews

were far from sharing the superstition, that

the existence of the soul is dependent on the

preservation of the body; though, on the

contrary, they were clearly conscious, that

the former returns to God, while the latter

is dissolved : they attached a sacred im-

poi'tance to the place of interment; they

wished to be entombed in their native soil

and among their own race ; Jacob's corpse

was, with pomp and solemnity, brought to

the Holy Land; and Joseph enjoined on

his brothers the same request; it was a part

of the punishment which Moses suffered

for his disobedience, that he was not buried

in the land of his ancestors; and it was

Joshua's reward to find his last repose

among the children of his tribe. Re-

garded from this point of view, the

earnestness with which Abraham sought

a tomb for his family in the territory of

Canaan, assumes a new significance. He
had during his life severed every link which

connected him with father, friends, or coun-

try ; and he intended to make this separa-

tion eternal by being interred far from his

birth-place and his countiymen. Though

deeply anxious to see his son allied to no

wife but one of his own family,which resided

in Mesopotamia, he \vas as firmly resolved

to be buried in no other country but that

where he sojourned; for though he might

hope that his kinsmen would adopt his

religious convictions, he was certain that

Canaan alone was selected as the land of

salvation.—These remarks will, at the same

time, show the fallacy of the opinion, that

the purchase of the tomb was intended to

establish a claim of the Israelites to the

laud of Canaan. The transaction here

recorded has a civil, not a political cha-

racter; and the tendency of the naiTative

is religious, not temporal (see pp. 236-238).

The purchase is, indeed, based on the very

fact, that Abraham had no legal right

whatever to the soil of Canaan ; he asked

for an inconsiderable piece of ground, and

paid for it a more than adequate sum.

How could his descendants claim, upon

such fact, the possession of the whole land

from Dan to Beer-sheba

!

5, ©. So little did the Hittites expect that

Abraham, the stranger and pilgrim, shoTild

wish for an hereditary landed propertj',

that they not even gave a direct answer to

his request; instead of granting " the pos-

session of a burying-place," ihcy permitted
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thou art a prince of God among us : in the choicest of our

sepulchres bury thy dead ; none of us will withhold from

thee his sepulchre, that thou maycst bury thy dead.

7. And Abraham rose, and prostrated himself to the people

of the land, to the children of Ileth. 8. And he spoke with

them, saying. If it be j^our mind that I should bury my dead

out of my sight, hear me, and entreat for me Epliron, the

him to inter Sarah in any of their own
family tombs; they even gave him unre-

stricted liberty to select the most conve-

nient, the most desirable grave; there was

not one among them who would not con-

sider it an honour rather than an intrusion

or burthen to be in death associated with

his house. For Abraham had long since

found in Hebron faitliful friends; he was

there allied with Eshcol and Mamre (xiv.

13); and had from there marched out on

his expedition against the victorious

eastern kings; but the respect which the

Hebronites entertained for him, must have

more and more deepened into awe when

his later history was spread. Abimelech

had publicly acknowledged, that the pa-

triarch's every step was attended with ma-

nifest and supernatural blessing(xxi, 22);

and God Himself had called him a prophet,

and proclaimed the efficiency of his prayers

to avert the sufferings of others (xx. 7).

The Hittites designated him, therefore, "a

prince of God"; and it is not impos-

sible, that they regarded his residing

amongst them as a protection and safe-

guard against Divine inflictions; that

they were, therefore, eager to retain him

in their town; and that the ready permis-

sion offered to him with regard to the bu-

rial, was not dictated by motives quite

unselfish. Abraham's declaration: " I am
a stranger and a sojourner with you," is

distinctly opposed by them with the as-

sertion :
" Thou art a prince of God among

us." Hence, they add with an eniphatical

force: " none of us will withhold from thee

his sepulchre, there to bury thy dead " ; for,

in general, the ancient nation s watched with

extreme jealousy, that no stranger should

be received in the tombs of their families

;

on the chiefs of the houses devolved the

duty of watching over this sacred custom,

though the spirit of hospitality character-

istic of primitive tribes, generally prompt-

ed an exception in favour of guests, who pos-

sessed no ancestral graves in the country.

7—O. But Abraham abhorred the thought

of allowing Sarah or himself to be buried

in the vault of a heathen family. He, there-

fore, repeated his request, that he desired

to have the hereditary and exclusive

"possession of a burial-place"; his mind
had evidently long since been occupied

with this important matter; he had silently

selected the spot where he wished to repose

;

he pointed out the place, and named its

proprietor; he argued, that if tliey con-

sented to suffer the bodies of his family in

their own sepulchres, they might have the

less objection to their being interred in a

cave,consecrated by no association, situated

in a retired part " at the end of a field,"

and, to whatever use it might be turned,

not likely in any way to interfere with their

general rights of property. But Abraham,

in order to show in every possible manner

that he wished to regard the burial-place

as his absolute possession, and to avoid the

least appearance of an obligation, in-

sisted upon acquiring it by legal and public

purchase, and upon buying it for a sum
fully equivalent to its utmost value. When-
ever Abraham refused presents, he was

induced to do so by a great principle of

right or religion : such was the case with

the booty of the Sodomites; and such

was the case with the burial-place de-

sired for his family.— It is well known,

that caves were, in ancient times, with

predilection adopted for graves. The
massive rocks in which they were either

naturally found, or into which they were

worked by art, guaranteed in an eminent
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son of Zohar; 9. That he may give me the cave of Mach-

pelah, which he hath, which is in the end of his field ; for

full money he may give it me for a possession of a burying-

place among you.—10. And Ephron dwelt among the

children of Heth: and Ephron the Hittite answered

Abraham in the presence of the children of Heth, of all

who went in at the gate of his city, saying, 1 1 . No, my
lord, hear me : I give thee the field, and the cave that is

therein, I give it thee ; before the eyes of the sons of my
people I give it thee: bury thy dead. 12. And Abraham
prostrated himself before the people of the land. 13. And
he spoke to Ephron in the presence of the people of the land,

degree that durability which was a princi-

pal requirement. Syria, Palestine, and

Egypt abound in caverns peculiarly suit-

able for the purpose referred to. The

mysterious darkness is but partially dis-

pelled by the light admitted either by an

opening at the top or on one side ; for the

vaults were hewn out either vertically or

horizontally; they were generally, when

capacious, divided along the sides into

compartments, each of them large enough

to receive one sarcophagus, of about six or

seven feet in length ; and some deeper than

the rest, and subdivided into other cham-

bers, or extended into passages. In some

cases, the coffins rested merely on stone slabs

arranged along the sides. Not unfrequently

stairs were necessary to lead down into the

caverns, and this was always the case when

they were vertically excavated. In order

to protect the graves, especially against the

inroads of beasts of prey, a huge stone

closed the entrance, which frequently, in

the course of time, became perfectly indis-

coverable. Graves, except those of dis-

tinguished persons, as kings and prophets,

were never su.Tered witliin the precincts

of the town; they were generally in open

fields, as in the instance of our text, or in

shady groves and gardens, and sometimes

on hills and mountains.

lO—lO. Ephron shared the respect

universally entertained by his tribe for

Abraham. He eagerly offered him,

not only the cave, but the whole field of

which it formed a part; he declined every

compensation, and called on his country-

men to be witnesses of his sincerity,

Abraham, however, though acting

throughout with extreme courtesy, the

result of his meekness, unconditionally

refused the proposal. His mind was filled

with one great idea; and as the perma-

nent possession of a burial-place aptly

served to advance its realisation, he repeat-

ed that he was determined to acquire it by

a legal and binding purchase, and he again

offered the full equivalent in silver for the

cave and the field. Ephron, unable longer

to withstand the temptation, but reluctant

openly to exhibit his avarice, with adroit

cunning preserved the appearance of dis-

interestedness, whilst he was exacting a

considerable sum from the rich emir:

" What is," said he, " a piece of land worth

four hundred shekels of silver between

me and thee?" He seemed even impa-

tiently to solicit the honour of furnishing

the desired ground. But Abraham un-

derstood well his stratagem and its mo-

tives; and he at once paid the amount

hinted at in current silver, such as mer-

chants give and receive. " He weighed

to Ephron the silver"; for coined money

was unkuown to the Hebrews before the

captivity, when first Persian, and then

Greek or Sy riac currency was employed, till

Simon Maccabaeus (about B.C. 140) struck

Jewish coins, especially shekels and half-

shekels, specimens of which have been
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saying, If thou only. Oh if thou wouldst hear me : I shall

give thee money for the field; take it of me, and I will

bury my dead there. 14. And Ephron answered Abra-

ham, saying to him, 15. My lord, listen to me: a land

worth four hundred shekels of silver, what is that between

me and thee? bury therefore thy dead. 16. And Abra-

ham listened to Ephron; and Abraham weighed to Ephron
the silver which he had named, in the presence of the sons

of Heth, four hundred shekels of silver, current money
with the merchant.—17. And the field of Ephron, which

is in Machpelah, which is before Mamre, the field, and
the cave which is therein, and all the trees that were in

preserved to us (see note on Exod. xxi.32)

It is natural that almost all the ancient

nations, which did not barter, or had

ceased to barter, in corn, cattle, or other

natural productions, animal or vegetable,

but which used the metals as money,

should for a long period have circulated

them in solid pieces, till they arrived at

the skill of working them into coins; an

art which the Hindoos, Phcjenicians, and

Lydians, seem to have practised among

the first; but even then the metal was

estimated by its real, not a conven-

tional value. For daily commerce ren-

dered it, in very early times, necessary

to provide pieces of a certain weight, as

ready means of exchange; thus the He-

brews had whole, half, and quarter-shekels,

kesitahs, and other coins, probably not

controlled or sanctioned by the govern-

ment; these pieces were perhaps provided

with a mark to stamp them as genuine

and as being the full weight, or to note

them as "current money among the mer-

chants": nevertheless, they were constantly

weighed when employed in commerce, for

wliich purpose the Israelites had scales

attached to their girdles; and that custom

was preserved even after the introduction

of regular coinage, and is, in fact, exten-

sively exercised by eastern merchants of

the present day; whereas, on the other

hand, in many parts of China and Abys-

sinia, the gold and silver circulates still in

bars and ingots, the value of which is

fixed by first estimating the quality, and

then ascertaining the weight. If we con-

sider that in the patriarchal ages the value

of money was at least fifteen or twenty

times greater than at present ; that, for in-

stance, it was not considered derogatory to

the dignity of Samuel, or any " man of

God," to accept a quarter of a shekel (or

about 8c?.) as a present; that, in the time

of the Judges, the services of a household-

priest were secured for the yearly salary of

ten shekels, besides his food and garments;

that the price of a slave was thirty shekels

;

that, even in the time of Nehemiah, a

yearly tax of forty shekels was considered

a heavy and tyrannical impost; that David

bought from Araunah a threshing-floor

and an ox for fifty shekels; and that So-

lomon paid 150 shekels for an Egyptian

horse : we shall understand that Ephron
scarcely brought a sacrifice in fixing the

price of his field at four hundred shekels

(or nearly fifty guineas), although the

estimation would naturally depend on the

extent and quality of the property; and

although, in Solomon's time, Egyptian

chariots were sold for 600, and vineyards

yielded a produce of at least 1,000 shekels'

worth.

17—SO. A certain breadth and copi-

ousness are manifest in the narrative ; the

chief points are repeatedly stated without

any addition, either qualifying the sense,

or rendering it more forcible. Abraham

wishes '• the possession of a burying-placc

;
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the field; that iccre in all its borders around, passed over

18. To Abraham for a property before the ej^es of the

children of Heth, before all that went in at the gate of his

city. 19. And after this, Abraham buried Sarah his wife

in the cave of the field of Machpelah before ]\Iamre, that is

Hebron, in the land of Canaan. 20. And the field, and

the cave that is therein, passed over to Abraham for a

possession of a burying-place from the sons of Heth.

he reiterates the same words in his first

reph'tothe Ilittitcs; it occurs a third time

when the purchase is concluded; and a

synonym is introduced when the whole

transaction is once more comprehensively

stated. Further, it appears as if the text

cannot, with sufficient emphasis, enjoin the

fact, that all the Hittites were witnesses of

the sale; Ephron is in their midst when

Abraham publicly made the request; he

negociates with the patriarch " before the

ears of the children of Heth, in the pre-

sence of all the citizens"; and he grants

the field " before the eyes of his country-

men"; Abraham takes care to give his

reply in the same explicit manner; and

to pay the money in the presence of the

people, that every doubt and uncertainty

may be removed. Lastly, the historian ex-

hibits an extreme anxiety to enforce the

fact that the field was bought by Abraham;

it was acquired by full payment and cur-

rent silver; and it was purchased for the

amount demanded by the owner, without

the least deduction. All this careful de-

tail shows, on the one hand, the high im-

])oitance which was attached to the trans-

action; and which was, on the other

hand,a!most necessary in a verbal pur-

chase without a written contract. It is in-

teresting to compare licrewith the simple

but expressive mode of transfer in the

period of the Judges, when the proprietor,

in the presence often elders of the people,

took oif his shoe and gave it as a symbol

to the purchaser (Ruth iv. 1—9); or, in

the times of Jeremiah, when the contract

was written and the money weighed be-

fore witnesses, and the former was depo-

sited in an earthen vessel " that it might

last many days" (Jer. xxxii. 7—14). But

it was always regarded as a want of true

piety to offer to God what had been ob-

tained without cost or sacrifice ; and hence

not only Jacob, though fugitive and wan-

dering, bought the place in Shechem

where he intended to erect an altar to

God (xxxiii. 19), but even the mighty

King David, for a similar purpose, pur-

chased the spot from Araunah, the

Jebusite, disdaining to " ofier burnt offer-

ings to the Lord his God of that which

cost him nothing" (2 Sam. xxiv. 24; comp.

1 Chron. xxi.24).

CHAPTER XXIV.

Summary.—Abraham, desirous that his son Isaac should marry a member of his own

family, sent his steward to Mesopotamia, with the solemn injunction that, even if

he did not succeed in his errand, he should on no account take for Isaac a wife from

the Canaanitcs, nor return with him to the land of the Chaldees. The servant, arriv-

ing before Haran, saw Rebekah, the daughter of Bethuel, who showed him ready

and hearty civilities, and related to her family the arrival of the stranger. Her

brother Laban hastened, therefore, to conduct him into the house, where he at

once disclosed the end of his journey, and asked Rebekah for his master's son to

wife, since he had proofs that she was destined for him by God. The parents,

the brother, and the virgin consented; and having given presents to all, he

returned to Canaan with llebekah, who was accompanied by her nurse Deborah
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and her maids. Isaac brought his wife into the tent before inhabited by his

mother; and the love of the former consoled him for the death of the latter,

1. And Abraham was old, awe? advanced in years: and
the Lord had blessed Abraham in all things. 2. And
Abraham said to his eldest servant of his house, who ruled

over all that he had, Put, I pray thee, thy hand under my
thigh: 3. And 1 will make thee swear by the Lord, the

God of heaven and the God of the earth, that thou wilt

not take a wife to my son of the daughters of the Canaan-

ites, among whom I dwell : 4. But thou shalt go to my
country, and to the land of my birth, and take a wife to my
son, to Isaac. 5

. And the servant said to him, Perhaps the

woman may not be willing to follow me to this land:

shall I then indeed bring thy son again to the land from

1. Bereaved of the wife of his youth,

Abraham felt that his life was hastening

to its goal; he had attained the 140th

year (xxv. 20); and his strength showed

symptoms of decline; he had "become

old and laden with years"; he had reached

double the age later allotted to man, and

at the approach of which the most glo-

rious of his descendants experienced the

same infirmities (1 Kings i. 1). But the

patriarch had not struggled in vain. He
could look back upon a career, obstructed

indeed, and complicated, but marked out

by the wisdom of God, and performed

with the aid of His love. " He was blessed

with all things."

•2—O. But the most precious treasure

he possessed was his son. He loved him

not only with the affection of a father, but

with the purity of a prophet; the human
feelings were heightened by a spiritual

interest; he saw in Isaac not only his son,

but the son of Divine promise; not only

the propagator of his name, but the me-

dium by which the name of God
should become the light of mankind.

When, therefore, Isaac had reached his

fortieth year, and had been declared the

heir of the house (ver. 36), he wished to

secure for him a wife worthy of being

connected with his great destination. He
pledged his faithful steward by the holiest

oiuh which at that time could bind the

conscience of man, by the sign of covenant

between God and the chosen family (xvii.

1 0, 11 ), and made him swear by the nameof

"the Lord, the God of heaven and the God
of earth," that he would not take for his

son a wife from the daughters of the

Canaanites. Though he had lived in their

land for half a century, he still regarded

himself as a stranger; he abominated

their vices; and would never endanger

the future of his race by associating with

tribes doomed to perdition by their own
perverseness. He could hope that the

members of his own family would be

more accessible to the truths of his new
faith, or would at least not impede its pro-

gress; they seemed, indeed, to have sponta-

neously shown a tendency towards it by

their emigration from Ur of the Ciialdees

and their settlement in Haran, where they

were less exposed to the contagious in-

fluences of idolatry, where Terah had

lived and died, and where Abraham him-

self had for some time sojourned. Though

the family of Nahoi had not renounced tiie

false gods, they were ready to acknow-

ledge the true one when they saw His

working and His miracles. Bethuel and

Laban did not deny that God had guided

the steps of the steward (ver. 51); far

from opposing His will, they submitted

to it with reverence and cheerfulness

(ver. 52). The descendants of Terah
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where thou earnest? 6. And Abraham said to him, Be-

ware that thou dost not bring my son thither again.

7. The Lord God of heaven, who took me from my father's

house, and from the land of my birth, and who spoke to

me, and who swore to me, saying, To thy seed I shall

give this land^ He will send His angel before thee, and

thou shalt take a wife to my son from there. 8. And if

the woman is not willing to follow thee, then thou shalt

be clear from this my oath : only bring not my son

thither again.—9. And the servant put his hand under

the thigh of Abraham his master, and swore to him con-

cerning that matter.— 10, And the servant took ten camels

belonged to the blessed branch of the

Shemites; the germ of truth slumbered

in them ; and it required but the genial

influence of example and instruction to

bring it into blossom.—Abraham was

decided and absolute in his command;

but this firmness was not the result of

fear but of faith. When, therefore, the

steward objected the possibility that no

virgin might be found willing to leave

her native country, and asked whether, in

such emergency, he might go back with

Isaac to Mesopotamia: the patriarch

replied with a power and a fervour

which indicated his earnestness, and he

jntei'dicted any such step in the most em-

phatic manner (ver. 6). But though

moved, he was not agitated ; he preserved

his usual composure; he had inclosed his

hopes in his innermost heart; his reliance

in the Divine promises was unshaken; he

was certain that the servant's journey

would be successful; and that the same

power which had turned his own heart to

forsake his country and his friends, would

work the same effect on another mind also,

God had not only promised, but sworn to

him, that his posterity should inherit the

land of Canaan; the "God of heaven"

M-ould send " His angel" to assist the mes-

senger in his design; and He had not

rescued his son from death on Mount

MoriaJi to let him perish without progeny.

The patriarch commanded, therefore, his

servant to return to Canaan without a wife

for Isaac, if none should consent to

follow him; he released him, in such case,

from his oath and from every obligation

;

for he was certain, that God, who had

blessed him with a son in his old age

against all precedent and probability,

would fulfil His decrees, even if he him-

self saw no natural ways. The life of

Abraham was so extraordinary that he

almost constantly required the wings of

faith; but faith had become his element,

and the very sphere in which he moved

and lived.

lO. The steward having, in the solemn

form demanded by Abraham, sworn the

most scrupulous adherence to his wishes,

entered at once upon his distant journey.

The fullest confidence was placed in him

by his master; for he was the " eldest ser-

vant of his house"; he had unlimited dis-

posal over all domestic affairs; he was in-

itiated in every property, and was respon-

sible for its safety. Such stewards were

appointed in all greater households, and

especially in the roj^al palaces ; they fre-

quently represented, and sometimes suc-

ceeded, their masters; they enjoyed a de-

gree of freedom and authority which

almost raised them above the rank

of subordinates; and they generally re-

paid this generous confidence by an ex-

emplary faithfulness. — The servant

certainly travelled with a respectable

caravan; ten camels were required for

himself, his compauions, and the numerous
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of the camels of his master, and departed ; and every pre-

cious property of his master was in his hand : and he rose,

and went to Mesopotamia, to the city of Nalior. 11. And
he made his camels kneel down without the city by a well

of water at the time of the evening, at the time when the

women come out to draw loater. 12. And he said, Oh
Lord God of my master Abraham, I pray Thee, send me
good speed this day, and show kindness to my master

Abraham. 13. Behold, I stand here by the well of water;

and the daughters of the men of the city come out to draw
water: 14. And let it be, that the maiden to whom I

shall say, Let down thy pitcher, I pray thee, that I may

presents which he took with him for the

future bride and her relations; thus fur-

nisiied with every good and j)rccious object

that might appear worthy the representa-

tive of a wealthy emir, he journeyed east-

ward to that part of "Aranitca which lies

between the two rivers," Euphrates and

Tigris; nor did he tarry or rest till he ar-

rived in sight of the town which he had

selected as the first place to execute his

commission (comp. ver, 49). It appears,

that Nahor, Abraham's brother, had later

followed his father Tcrah from Ur of the

Chaldees to Ilaran or Carrhre(see p.203),

perhaps at the time when Abraham left

Mesopotamia, and the aged father desired

to have near him at least one of his chil-

dren; for Haran, his third son, had died

before him. Abraham had, after his ar-

rival in Canaan, remained in communi-

cation with his relatives; therefore, the

steward directed his steps at once to the

" town of Nahor," or to Carrhce, as Jacob

did a considerable time later.

11—1-4. The servant had, in Abra-

ham's house, passed his years in a school

of piety. He had seen, that every action

of life was coloured by faith; that every

event was regarded as the result of Divine

wisdom; that blind chance or necessity

were nowhere acknowledged. He felt,

therefore, that but one line of conduct was
possible to him. Considering himself as a

mere instrument of Providence, he commit-

ted the siicctss of his undertaking entirely

to the will of God, convinced that prudence

may indeed devise, and perseverance pur-

sue plans; but that human exertion is in

vain without the blessing and protection

of God. He, therefore, certainly acted

with a premeditated design; he halted

before the town, at the principal well

belonging to it, a place where the

daughters of the inhabitants generally

assembled, and whither their duties called

tliem at certain times of the day. Even
the daughters of the chiefs seldom fail to

appear there with their vessels; the well

or cistern is for the females what the

gate is for the men; here they indulge in

friendly conversation and exchange their

news; here they are, for a short interval,

released from much of their usual oriental

restraint; and since shepherds also repair

hither to water their flocks and herds, it

serves, in many cases, as a convenient

place for meetings and appointments, and
may, in others, be the scene of strife, where

old feuds and enmities are brought to an
issue. Cisterns were generally closed with

a large, heavy stone, which was removed

by the united strength of the shepherds

(xxix. 8); while excavated wells were

made more easily accessible by steps lead-

ing down to them. The place where the

following event happened, seems to have

belonged to the latter description (ver. 16).

But how could the messenger know the

maidens who belonged to the family of Te-

rah ? And how could helearn their character
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drink; and who will then say, Drink, and I shall give

water to thy camels also : let her he she whom Thou hast

appointed for Thy servant, for Isaac ; and thereby I shall

know that Thou hast shown kindness to my master.—15.

And it happened, before he had finished speaking, that,

behold, Rebekah came out, who was born to Bethuel, the

son of Milcah, the wife of Nahor, Abraham's brother, with

her pitcher upon her shoulder. 16. And the maiden icas

very beautiful in appearance, a virgin, and a man had not

known her : and she descended to the well, and filled her

pitcher, and came up. 17. And the servant ran to meet

her, and said. Let me, I pray thee, taste a little water of

and disposition, the qualities of their hearts

and minds? Except by the assistance of

God, he felt, it was impossible for him to

ascertain in one interview what ordinarily

requires a long and searching examina-

tion, and to be sure to bring home to his

master a wife able to bestow and to enjoy

happiness. He, therefore, turned his

thoughts to the God of his master Abra-

ham, and prayed that " He might send

him good speed," or that " He might let

him find" a wife worthy of Isaac; he

asked this as another mark of Divine

mercy, and another miracle. He deter-

mined to be guided by a kind of oracle,

and asked the interposition of God, that

He might put into the mouth of the chosen

virgin a certain answer to a certain ques-

tion. She should excel in a virtue, pos-

sessing indeed a wide scope, and re-

garded, by the Orientals, as one of the

chief characteristics of a noble mind.

Ready civility towards a stranger is gene-

rally the result of a generous feeling. It

is a service done to a helpless fellow-man,

both without an obligation as the motive,

and without hope of compensation as the

end. But in countries where hospitality be-

longs to the ordinary duties, and where it

is invested with the character of a religions

observance, it easily becomes a mere matter

of form; it is converted into cold polite-

ness, preserving much of the busy officlous-

ness, without the genuine warmth, of the

original virtue. The prudent messenger

determined, therefore, to try tlie depth and

spontaneous kindness ofthe maiden's heart

:

if she not merely complied with the request

made to her, but, from her own accord,

volunteered another and still greater ser-

vice, he could safely draw the conclusion,

that the feeling of love was with her, not

simply the reflex of national customs,

but the invisible sun beaming through

her mind, and freely bringing forward the

blossoms of sterling goodness.

15—a*. Scarcely had tlie scheme been

formed in the steward's mind, when it

began to progress towards realization.

A maiden approached unveiled, strik-

ingly beautiful, with the bloom of inno-

cence in her countenance. Quickly and

actively she performed her task; "she

went down to the well, filled her pitclier,

and ascended." The watchful servant's

attention was at once riveted upon her;

and he hastened to address to her the

decisive request. Her answer was more

than barely satisfactory. She expressed

herself with an emphasis proving the ge-

nial glow of her mind. "I will draw

water for thy camels also," she said, " till

they have finished drinking." She felt a

delight in the performance of the task.

Round the margin of the eastern wells are

watering troughs, or gutters, generally

of stone, which are filled with water when

animals are led thither to drink. The

virgin emptied the pitcher without delay

into the gutters, hastened again down
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thy pitcher. 18. And she said, Drink, my lord: and slie

hastened and let down her pitcher upon her hand, and

gave him to drink. 19. And when she had finished giving

him to drink, she said, I shall draw ivater for thy camels

also, until they have finished drinking. 20. And she

hastened, and emptied her pitcher into the trough, and

ran again to the well to draw water^ and drew for all

his camels. 21. And the man was wondering at her in

silence, to know whether the Lord had made his journey

successful or not, 22. And when the camels had finished

drinking, the man took a golden nose-ring a beka in weight,

and two bracelets for her hands of ten shekels^ weight of

to the well to fetch more water, and

rested not before all the camels had

drunk to satisfaction. If it is remem-

bered that camels, though endowed in

an almost marvellous degree with the

power of enduring thirst, drink, when an

opportunity offers, an enormous quan-

tity of water, it will be acknowledg-

ed that the trouble to which the maid-

en cheerfully submitted required more

than ordinary patience. The steward

was deeply affected; he saw his plans

advance with unexpected rapidity; the

girl was not only beautiful in appearance,

but active, kind-hearted, and obliging;

she had completely fulfilled the oracle

which he had proposed to himself: but

he had forgotten one important consider-

tion. It could not, so it occurred to him,

be his master's wish to have a wife from

the lajid, but from ihefamily of his father;

Mesopotamia was inhabited by many
tribes, which descended, like the Canaan-

ites themselves, from Ham; and which,

like the latter, showed no disposition to

adopt a purer religion; and Terah and his

family lived in Haran only as strangers

and immigrants. The messenger was,

therefore, still " wondering at her in silence,

to know whether the Lord had made his

journey successful or not" (ver. 21). His

heart was, indeed, filled with hope; and

he took, therefore, from his treasures rich

golden trinkets intended for presents; but

only wiien he heard from her own lips

that she was Kebekah, the daughter of

Bethuel, and the grand-child of Abra-

ham's brother, Nahor; he was certain that

he had obtained the end of his mission ; he

gave to her the presents ; and broke forth

into a fervent expression of gratitude

towards the God of Abraham, who had

shown him " His mercy and His truth,"

and had so manifestly guided his steps.

Who will not dwell, with unraingled

delight, upon the pleasing picture which

our text draws of the faithful messenger's

character? Meek and humble, he had

imbibed many of the virtues which dis-

tinguished the patriarch himself; v/e ad-

mire the beautiful harmony of his mind

and his heart; the placid dignity of his

conduct; the manly energy tempered by

prudence; and the confiding faith

strengthened by reflection. The inde-

pendent position which he enjoyed in

Abraham's house, rendered this remark-

able development of his character possi-

ble; and the Mosaic laws concerning ser-

vitude, were designed to preserve the

servants fit to return into society as useful

citizens. But " the God of heaven and

of earth," on whom the patriarch relied

(vers. 3, 7) was, to the steward, only the

" God of his master Abraham"; the one

felt and understood God, tlie other ac-

knowledged merely His power; the one

was convinced by revelations and vi-

sions, the other was awed by miracles and

signs.
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gold: 23. And said, Whose daughter art thou? tell me,

1 pray thee : is there room in thy father's house for us to

stay in ? 24. And she said to him, I am the daughter of

Bethuel, the son of Milcah, whom she bore to Nahor.

25. And she said to him, We have both straw and pro-

vender enough, anj^ room to stay in. 26. And the man
bowed down, and prostrated himself to the Lord. 27.

And he said. Blessed be the Lord God of my master Abra-

ham, who hath not left destitute my master of His mercy

and His truth : the Lord hath led me in the way to the

house of my master's kinsmen.—28. And the maiden ran,

and told these things in her mother's house. 29. And
Rebekah had a brother, and his name was Laban : and

Laban ran out to the man, to the well. 30. And when

Golden trinkets were abundantly used

among most of the Asiatic nations from

early times; and those which Abraham's

servant offered to Rebekah (ver. 22) be-

long to the most common ornaments.

The nose-ring chiefly, though not ex-

clusively, worn by men, and applied by

American tribes also, is inserted in the

cartilage of the nose, either in the mid-

dle or in one side; it is often of consi-

derable size, reaches generally beneath

the mouth, and not always contributes to

enhance the beauty of the face. It is here

stated as having the weight of a beha

which is half a shekel, or a Greek drachm.

The nose-rings worn at present by the

Oriental women are often of ivory, or of

gold ; they are hollow to render them less

inconveniently heavy, and sometimes set

with jewels, mostly a ruby between two

pearls.—Bracelets are such favourite orna-

ments with Oriental ladies that they are

not onl^' worn by them in an unusual quan-

tity,but are promised by Mohammed among
the rewards of piety ; sometimes the whole

arm from the wrist of the hand to the

elbow is covered with them; sometimes

two or more are worn one above the other;

and they are not unfrequently so heavy

that they almost appear to be a burden to

the fair owners; two of them are here stat-

ed to have weighed ten shekels of gold; cer-

tainly a liberal present. Men also liked

to adorn their wrist or upper arm with

bracelets. On the Assyrian sculptures

scarcely any person of wealth or station, or

even any deity, appears without them. They

were generally worn on one arm, and .--ome-

times on both. Those who were unable to

purchase gold or silver bracelets, contented

themselves with procuring them of copper,

ivory, horn, or glass. They were not always

madewithgreatskill or taste; they had not,

in all cases, a lock; and often consisted

merely of a large broad ring, through

which the wearer forced the hand. The

Egyptian bracelets, however, are in many
instances, not without elegance; and

those represented on the Assyrian monu-

ments, or found in the excavations of

Mesopotamia, are scarcely inferior to

them either in taste or in costliness.

as—31. When Abraham's steward

intimated his wish to stay in the house

of Rebekah's father, the maiden, evidently

rejoiced, readily replied, that their house

was abundantly provided with every

necessary commodity (ver. 25), and has-

tened home to announce the stranger.

She naturally communicated her inter-

view first to her mother Milcah, wlio was

not slow in making the preparations for the

reception of the guests. In countries wlicre

the firstborn son enjoys predominant
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he saw the nose-ring and the bracelets upon his sister's

hands, and when he heard the words of Rebekah his sister,

saying. Thus spoke the man to me; he came to the man,

and, behold, he stood by the camels at the well. 31. And
he said. Come, thou blessed of the Lord; wherefore dost

thou stand without? and I have cleared the house, and
room is for the camels.—32. And the man came into the

house: and he (Laban) ungirded liis camels, and gave
straw and provender for the camels, and water to wash
his feet, and the feet of the men who were with him.

33. And food was set before him : but he said, I shall not

eat, until I have spoken my words. And he said, Speak.

34. And he said, I am Abraham's servant. 35. And the

Lord hath blessed my master exceedingly ; and he is become

influence in all domestic affairs, it is not

snrprising that he should often, on im-

portant occasions, represent his father;

he is regarded with respect, and his ad-

vice is listened to with deference. lie

possesses already, during his father's

lifetime, a part of the authority which

later devolves upon him by right. Instead

of Bethuel, therefore, his son Laban went

out to welcome the strangers. It has,

from early times, been asserted that the

character of this man is, in the Biblical

narrative, represented as mean and base

in every respect. But an impartial ex-

amination of the text leads to a result

entirely different. We cannot, indeed, have

any antecedent reason to expect a monster

of moral depravity in Laban. If the brother

of Rebekah, the future wife of Isaac, in

all relations of life, were actuated bysordid

motives and selfish ends, we can scarcely

see a reason why Abraham should have

so eagerly desired to form a matrimo-

nial alliance with his family, and how
.Tacob was justified in choosing for his

wife the daughter of that very man. Pass-

ing, however, to the narrative itself, we find

that as soon as he heard that a stranger had

arrived, he hastened towards the well (ver.

29) from a generous impulse, and with-

out awaiting further details. Eebckah,

who accompanied him ou the way, only

found time to inform him again that the

stranger had asked the hospitality of lier

father's house (ver. 2.3); these were tlie

only words which sho had to repeat to

him; for tlie prayer which the steward

uttered to God, and in which he men-
tioned his master Abraham, and " the

house of his master's brother" was, no

doubt, pronounced by the servant to him-

self beyond the hearing of Rebekah; but

Laban had gone to invite the stranger even

before he had been made acquainted with

his request; he was, therefore, impelled by

no other feeling but duty ; nor is it any de-

rogation to his character if the liberal pre-

sents which he then saw prepossessed him
in favour of the guest; they were to him a

proof both of liis distinguished social posi-

tion and uf his generous mind ; they were,

indeed, to him a convincing sign that he

was " blessed of the Lord," from whom
comes every property and worldly happi-

ness; and he addressed him with a gentle

reproach for not having thought better of

his hospitality, and for not having at once

accompanied his sister to the house, which

was open and ready to receive him and

his companions (ver. 31).

3Z—4LO. When the preliminary duties

of an Oriental reception were performed,

and Laban invited his guests to partake of

the meal speedily prepared for them, the
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great : and He hath given him flocks, and herds, and silver,

and gold, and men-servants, and maid-servants, and camels,

and asses. 30. And Sarah, my master's wife, bore a son

to my master after her old age : and he hath given to him
all that he hath. 37. And my master made me swear,

saying. Thou shalt not take a wife to my son of the

daughters of the Canaanites, in whose land I dwell : 38.

But thou shalt go to my father's house, and to m}'" family,

and take a w4fe to my son. 39. And I said to my master,

Perhaps the woman will not follow me. 40. And he said

to me. The Lord, before whom I walk, will send His angel

with thee, and wdll make successful thy way; and thou

shalt take a wife for my son of my famity, and of my
father's house: 41. Then shalt thou be clear from my
adjuration, w^hen thou comest to my family ; and if they

do not give thee one^ thou shalt be clear from my adjura-

tion. 42. And I came this day to the well, and said, Oh
Lord God of my master Abraham, if, I pray Thee, Thou
wilt make successful ray way which I go : 43. Behold, I

stand by the well of water, and let it be, that the virgin

who Cometh forth to draw watei\ and to whom I say. Give

me, I pray thee, a little water of thy pitcher to drink,

44. And who will say to me, Both drink thou, and I will-

steward, unwilling to delay the execution master, but describes the oath with which

of his charge unnecessarily for a single he has confirmed it, as belonging to the

moment, refused to touch food before he awful class connected with an imprecation

had stated the purpose of his joilrney. and curse. He is so agitated at this solemn

When Laban, yielding to his wish, con- thought, that he impatiently urges an im-

sented to deviate from the usual rule of mediate reply, so as to be able to turn, if

cordialhospitality.the messenger delivered necessary, without delay to some other

himself of his commission in a narrative branch of Terah's family (ver. 49). The

graced by every charm of simplicity, rival- second feature, equally prominent, is the

ling the most beautiful ej^isodes of the Ho- steward's entire submission under the Di-

meric writings, and pervaded by a health- vine guidance. The whole narrative bears

ful spirit of sustained calmness : the repe- a religious character; it is based on the

titions which it contains, are like the principle of the direct interposition of God,

echo of truth; and the measured step with from thebeginning, the wealth ofAbraham,

which it advances, carries it to its aim with down to the last reply of Rebekah ; it

enhanced dignity. Two points especially shows emphatically the " mercy and

are impressed with evident force. First, truth" which God had manifested to liim

the steward appears deeply moved by a in every regard (ver. 27); and, therefore,

sense of responsibility'. He not only in concluding his address to the parents

dwells on the promise he has made to his and the brother of the maiden, Le appro-
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also draw for thy camels : kt lier he the woman whom the

Lord hath appointed for my master's son. 45. And
before I had finished speaking in my heart, behold,

Rebekah came forth with her pitcher on her shoulder;

and she descended to the well, and drew water : and I

said to her. Let me drink, I pray \}i\qq. 46. And she

hastened, and let down her pitcher from her shoulder^

and said. Drink, and I shall give thy camels also to drink.

47. And I asked her, and said. Whose daughter art thou ?

And she said. The daughter of Bethuel, Xahor's son,

whom Milcah bore to him : and I put the nose-ring in her

nose, and the bracelets upon her hands. 48. And I bowed
down, and prostrated myself to the Lord, and blessed the

Lord God of my master Abraham, who had led me in the

right way to take the daughter of my master's kinsman to

his son. 49. And now, if you will do kindness and truth

to my master, tell me : and if not, tell me ; that I may
turn to the right hancl^ or to the left.—50. And Laban
and Bethuel answered and said, The thing proceedeth
from the Lord: we cannot speak to thee bad or good.

5 1 . Behold, Rebekah is before thee, take her^ and go, and
let her be the wife of thy master's son, as the Lord hath

spoken. 52. And when Abraham's servant heard their

priately entreats them to exercise the same this domestic matter, exhibits a zeal, dis-

" mercy and truth" (ver.49). closing another laudable quality ef his

50—52. Bethuel and Laban enter character. Brothers are always repre-

completely into the spirit of the steward's sented as particularly anxious to watch

narrative; they acknowledge in his jour- over the honour, and to secure the happi-

ney the finger of God; and, submitting ness, of their sisters. The brothers of

without hesitation to His unmistakable Dinah resented the wrong done to her

will, they refrain from every reflection with sanguinary vehemence. Absalom
which prudence might suggest. The ex- could not extirpate from his heart the

pectation of Abraham was fully realized. burning hatred against Amnon who had
The spark of piety which slumbered in disgraced his sister Tamar. In ques-

thefamilyofTerahwasrousedandkindled tions of marriage especially, the active

bythcrecitaloftheobviousmiracles, which interest of the brother was regarded as

they could not but recognise. Among a duty; and indifference on such occa-

those who yielded to the Divine signs, sions was branded as a moral offence.

Laban is mentioned as the first. His soul Nor is this feeling restricted to the times

cannot, therefore, have been either harden- and countries of polygamy, which divides

ed or depraved. Easily accessible to the the attention ofthe fatherbetween manydi-
highest truths, he was ready to express verging obligations, and leaves to the sons

them in words and deeds. He, further, in the care for their sisters. It is, therefore, a

X 2
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M'ords, he prostrated himself before the Lord to the earth,

—

53. And the servant took out trinkets of silver, and trin-

kets of gold, and garments, and gave them to Rebekah : and

valuable i?resents he gave to her brother and to her mother.

54. And they ate and drank, he and the men who were

with him, and they stayed over night : and they rose in

the morning, and he said. Send me away to my master.

55. And her brother and her mother said. Let the maiden

abide with us a few days or a week of ten days ; after which

she may go. 56. And he said to them, Do not delay me,

for the Lord hath made successful my way ; send me away

that I may go to my master. 57. And they said. We

proof of Laban's well-regulated mind, that

he took a prominent part in the arrange-

ments regarding his sister Rebekah ; and

from this reason, no doubt, the text men-

tions his name even before that of his

father Bethuel (ver. 50), and his mother

Milcah (ver. 55).

53—61. When the relatives of Rebekah

had consented to her alliance with Isaac,

and had said to the messenger: " Behold,

Rebekah is before thee, take her, and go,

and let her be the wife of thy master's son";

the matter was considered as fully arranged.

The maiden herself was not consulted at

all; the question later addressed to her

was not put with a view to elicit her de-

cision regarding the marriage, but regard-

ing the time of her departure. We shall

not attempt to distort tlie meaning of the

text in order to deny this fact. Rebekah

as well as Laban and Milcah accepted tlic

presents ofAbraham's servant; the former

submitted thereby implicitly to the ar-

rangement of the latter, and she followed

the stranger into the distant land, without

having ever seen her future husband. But

in order to explain such I'emarkabie con-

duct, we need not be satisfied with re-

minding the reader of the general Oriental

customs, of which this narrative offers a

faithful picture; we need not merely in-

sist upon the fact, tliat daughters are, in

the East, regarded as the property and

chief wealth of the father, who disposes

of them as he likes; and that they submit

to his will and authority without murmur-

ing. These premises may deceive the

historian into inferences perfectly antago-

nistic to the position which the Old Testa-

ment assigns to the women. It may mis-

lead to the belief, that tlie Hebrew women
were regarded as mere objects; and that

the Hebrew wives occupied an undignified

place in the household—than which nothing

could be more erroneous, as we have at-

tempted to prove on more than one occasion.

The very narrative of this chapter shows

more than any other argument thehighand

even sacred importance, which was at-

tached to the conscientious choice of a wi fe.

It is unnecessary to prove that which every

part of the text clearly proclaims. There-

fore, the obvious explanation of the fact

above refeired to is, that Rebekah was, as

much as her parents and her brother, struck

with the manifest interference of God; that

she likewise saw in the request of Abra-

ham's messenger the ruling of a higher

will, and that her heart was equally ac-

cessible to the truths of a purer religion.

The answer: "From the Lord proceedeth

the matter; we cannot speak to tliee bad

or good" (ver. 50), was offered in the name

of Rebekah also. It was, therefore, super-

fluous to ask her formal consent ; Bethuel

and Laban, who knew her disposition and

character, were convinced, that she would

not disregard signs which they felt com-

pelled to respect; and in other matters, not

decided by the Divine interposition, they
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shall call the maiden, and enquire at her mouth. 58. And
they called Rebckah, and said to her, Wilt thou go with

this man ? ' And she said, I will go. 59. And they sent

away Rebekah their sister, and her nurse, and Abraham's

servant, and his men. 60. And they blessed Rebekah,

and said to her. Thou art our sister, be thou the mother of

thousands of myriads, and let thy seed possess the gate of

their enemies.— 61. And Rebekah rose, and her maids;

and they rode upon the camels, and followed the man :

and the servant took Rebekah, and departed.—62. And
Isaac came from the way of the well Lahai-roi; for he

dwelt in the country of the south. 63. And Isaac went

left her unrestricted freedom (ver. 57).

And lest there should remain the least un-

certainty, it is later expressl}- added, that

Isaac loved Rebekah, and that he was

through her consoled for the grief caused

by the death of his mother (ver. 67). Thus,

our tale may, at the same time, be intended

to teach the lesson, that a special providence

ofGod watches over the holy bond of matri-

mony, and that He always unites those

destined by Ilim to form "one flesh," how-

ever separated they may be from one

another, and however accidental the ways

may appear by which they are brought

into connection.

It is customary, that before the conclu-

sion of a marriage-contract, a price should

be stipulated, which the young man is

required to pay to the father of the bride.

But as the whole transaction of the ser-

vant's mission has a perfectly spiritual cha-

racter, such stipulation would have been

inappropriate ; for it would have made the

success dependent on an external agree-

ment, while it was to be decided by the

Divine will alone. The marriage- price,

therefore, is, in this case, very aptly re-

presented by the voluntary gifts which the

messenger offers to the bride and her pa-

rents.and which,though no doubt valuable

and generous, were a present rather than

an exacted price. Whether this circum-

stance also has a practical tendency ; whe-

ther it hints at the propriety of abandon-

ing the frigid and undignified custom of a

marriage-price; and whether it intends to

divest it at least of the mercenary sordid-

ness into which it is apt to degenerate:

this we can rather feel than prove from the

words, although it is in full harmony both

with the pure spirit of this narrative, and

with the enthusiastic admiration with which

elsewhere a virtuous wife is praised asprice-

less (Prov.xxxi. 10; seeonxxix. 13—20).

Incited to a speedy return by the rapi-

dity with which God had made him suc-

ceed in his mission (ver. 56), the faithful

stewasd, unwilling to indulge in inactive

enjoyment, longed to announce his triumph

to his master. But as it was usual to

allow a certain period to elapse between

the bethrothal and the marriage, as a

matterof propriety as well as of prudence,

the bride was consulted, and her decision

was regarded as final: and when Rebekah,

revering the Divine oracle, declared her

readiness to follow the messenger with-

out delay, she was dismissed by her rela-

tions with a fervent blessing, implying a

numerous, powerful, and ever-victorious

progeny; and she departed, as it behoves

the daugliter of a wealthy house, accom-

panied by her nurse and her maids.

03—07. Isaac was the worthy off-

spring of the chosen patriarch. He ever

displayed imperturbable harmony of the

soul, unmoved by the greatest and dear-

est sacrifices; his mind was, by nature,

calm and placid; modest and reserved;

he was susceptible of that happiness which
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out to meditate in the field towards the evening : and he

lifted up his eyes, and saw, and behold, camels ivere com-

ing. 64. And Rebekah lifted up her eyes, and when she

saw Isaac, she alighted from the camel. 65. And she said

to the servant, Who is this man who walketh in the field

to meet us ? And the servant said, It is my master : and

flows from sentiment; his heart was warm
and sensitive ; his piety internal and un-

ostentatious; he inclined to reflection and

prayer; his aflfections were strong with-

out impetuosity; his impressions pro-

found without exuberance. His destinies

coiTesponded with his character. They
form the exact medium between the his-

tory of Abraham and that of Jacob. He
spent his life without the deeds of the one

and the sufferings of the other; he was

not, like either, compelled to distant wan-

derings; afterthe grand trial of his youth,

the course of his life was, on the whole,

calm and even. Without labour or care, he

inherited a large fortune, while both his

father and his son acquired property but

gradually, and the latter not without

laborious exertion; he obtained a pious

and beautiful wife witliout the least per-

sonal effort, by the care of a provident

father and a faithful servant, whereas,

Jacob had, for the same purpose, not only

to undertake a perilous journey, but to

submit to a long and toilsome servitude;

and though we shall soon have occasion

to show many parallels in the destinies of

Isaac and Abraham, the history of the

former exhibits a certain pause in the pro-

gress of the narrative; it contains few

new elements, and advances but little the

Hebrew theocracy; its tendency is rather

to secure the old ideas, than to introduce

new ones; and its chief interest consists

in proving how the enlightenment of

Abraham had, by habit and temperament,

become with Isaac an impulsive feeling;

and how the acquirements of the mind

had become the property of the heart.

With this character of Isaac alone the

last part of this section harmonises. His

thoughts were, no doubt, engaged with

the messenger's journey; after the death

of his mother, his heart felt a void which

he longed to fill up by a sentiment

equally holy and absorbing; his pensive

nature indulged in meditation on this mo-

mentous point; but his happy disposition

shielded him against agitating anxiety,

and his piety taught him to hope. It is

not impossible, that Isaac, like the mes-

senger, had proposed to himself a certain

oracle; that this is expressed in the rather

obscure phrase :
" he went out to meditate

in the field" ; and that the arrival of the

caravan just at that moment was to him

the fulfilment of the sign. It is evidently

necessary to include Isaac in the same

circle of religious resignation which em-

braces all the other persons connected

with this mission, from Abraham to Laban;

Isaac was personally more deeply con-

cerned in it than all the others; he had

before all to believe that the bride brought

to him from a foreign land would really

sympathise with his own feelings; and

that she was selected for him by the im-

mediate interposition of God : a sign was,

therefore, naturally expected by him with,

at least, the same justice as by the ser-

vant of his father.

It is an eastern custom, prevalent in

many parts to this day, that women,

'

when riding on the road, and meeting

strange men, descend from their animals,

as a mark of respect offered to the '

stronger sex. European travellers have

frequently been the objects of such salu-

tations. The conduct of Kebekah is, there-

fore, in no way extraordinary, if we but

translate correctly :
" she alighted from the

camel." When Kebekah heard from the

servant that her future husband was ap-

proaching towards them, " she took the

veil and covered herself." It is evident,

from this context, that her application of
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she took the veil, and covered herself. QQ. And the ser-

vant told Isaac all things that he had done. 67. And

Isaac brought her into his mother Sarah's tent, and took

liebekah, and she became his wife; and he loved her: and

Isaac was comforted after his mother's death.

the veil stands in some necessary con-

nection with the presence of Isaac; and

we find this connection easily in the

well-known eastern custom, that the bride

is, on the day of marriage, brought veiled

to her bridegroom, a custom which alone

explains the possibility of Laban's decep-

tion practised on Jacob. Nor must we

forget that the class of eastern out-door

veils here mentioned does not, like others

in common use, merely cover the face,

but, like a kind of large wrapper, near-

ly the whole form, rendering it impossi-

ble to recognise the person ; while the veils

worn in the house, resemble much those

of our age and country, forming a part of

the head-dress, and usually thrown back.

Another sort of veil, common in Egypt

and Syria, and represented even on very

ancient Asiatic monuments, commences

beneath the eyes and falls down over the

greater part of the body; but it is uncer-

tain whether the Hebrews applied it. The

material of the veils varied from the

coarsest to the finest and most exquisite

texture; and a suitable veil was among

the costliest articles with which brides

were necessarily furnished by their parents.

It is clear, from our passage, and from

many others, that among the Hebrews

unmarried ladies appeared publicly with-

out a veil ; even married women did not

veil themselves before strangers in their

own houses; but, out of doors, the latter

probably took the veil as conscientiously

as it is at present deemed indispensable

by all Eastern ladies of honour and vir-

tue. It may, however, be inferred from

our text (ver. 65), that even married ladies,

when travelling, were not always scrupu-

lous in the application of the veil; for

it is certain that Rebekah regarded her-

self as the lawful wife of Isaac from

the moment that her parents had express-

ed their consent.— It appears that Abra-

ham had, in the mean time, changed

his abode; he had left Hebron, and pitched

his tents more southward, near that cele-

brated well which had become sacred to

him by the Divine appearance here grant-

ed to Hagar; this change must have

taken place before the departure of the

messenger, who, otherwise, would not

have come so far southward on his return

from Mesopotamia.— When Isaac heard

the wonderful history of that journey,

his heart, spontaneously inclining to the

softer feelings, considered Rebekah as the

wife assigned to him by the manifest will

of God; he loved her with a double affec-

tion ; and for the first time, after the death

of his mother, after three mournful and

solitary years, joy re-entered his bosom,

and cheerfulness his dwelling.

CHAPTER XXV.

Summary.—Abraham, after having become the father of six sons from Keturah, and

having sent them away with presents eastward, died in the 175th year of his life,

and was buried by Isaac and Ishmael in the cave of Machpelah (vers. 1— 11).

—

Ishmael begat twelve sons, who became the progenitors of as many tribes of the

mixed Arabs, and died at the age of 1.37 years (vers. 12—18).—After a barrenness

of twenty years, Rebekah gave birth to twins, Esau and Jacob, of whom a

Divine oracle predicted that the younger would rule over the elder; and, in fact,

Esau, who became a wild huntsman, sold to Jacob, a nomadic shepherd, his birth-

right for the trifling compensation of a pottage of leutilcs (vers. 19—34).
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1. And Abraham took again a wife, and her name was

Keturah. 2. And she bore him Zimran, and Jokshan, and

Medan, and Midian, and Ishbak, and Shuah. 3. And
Jokshan begat Sheba, and Dedan. And the sons of Dedan

were Asshurim, and Letushim, and Leummim. 4. And
the sons of Midian, Ephah, and Epher, and Enoch, and

Abidah, and Eldaah. All these were the children of

Keturah.—5. And Abraham gave all that he had to Isaac.

6. And to the sons of the concubines whom Abraham had,

1—4. There existed among the He-

brews the tradition that certain tribes of

Arabia were connected with them by

descent and close relationship. This po-

pular belief, no doubt based on a genuine

historical reminiscence, is embodied in the

offspring here attributed to Abraham,

and born to him by a subordinate wife,

Keturah. Accustomed as we are to the

Biblical mode of representing ethnogra-

phic relations by means of genealogies,

we can find no difiiculty in the insertion

itself of this list. But a great perplexity

arises from the cu'cumstance, that it con-

tains names elsewhere introduced in per-

fectly different connections. For Sheba

and Dedan, here traced to Abraham, and

mentioned as the sons of Jokshan, are in

the great catalogue of nations (x. 7) enu-

merated among the Cushites and de-

scribed as the sons of Eaamah. We have

on former occasions noticed, and at-

tempted to account for, this seeming dis-

crepancy; nor do we believe this matter

hopelessly involved in confusion. The

following remarks may assist in arriving

at a conclusion : — 1. The universal list of

nations itself acknowledges that a part of

the Sabaans were Shemites; for it in-

cludes them among the thirteen tribes

descended from Joktan, who is likewise

a son of Eber, and is regarded as the an-

cestor of the chief stock of the population

inhabiting the Arabian peninsula (x. 28).

How they could be introduced both as

Cushites and as Joktanites has been ex-

plained in its proper place (seep. 171).

2. These earlier Sabseans, connected with

Shem by only four intermediate links.

namely, Arphaxad, Salah, Eber, and

Joktan (x. 24, 25), were believed to have

later received a considerable increase

from descendants of Abraham, who,

settling in the districts of Sabiea, were

gradually also called Sab£eans, although

their later origin was not forgotten, and

is here strikingly represented by the cir-

cumstance that Sheba was not the son

of Abraham, but connected with him

only through Jokshan. In the lists of

Genesis, the tribes are sometimes desig-

nated according to their local rather than

their genealogical relations (see p. 194).

3. In a similar manner we may under-

stand the introduction of Dedan among

the Abrahamites, though he had before

been mentioned as the grandson of Cush

(x. 7). The abodes of the Dedanites

were, moreover, so comprehensive, and

centred round two districts so different

in many respects that the supposition of a

double population of different descent is

both natural and plausible (see p. 172).

—

Thus we may uphold the agreement be-

tween the various genealogical notices; it

is unnecessary to regard Jokshan and

Joktan as identical, by which assumption

the difficulties would not be materially

lessened; and we must admit, that the

theory on which these lists are based is

historically not improbable. This con-

clusion is confirmed by a remarkable cir-

cumstance to which we shall presently

have occasion to refer (see p. 314).— We
are enabled to ascertain the identity of but

very few of the descendants of Keturah.

However, the territory and character of

theMidianites are sufficiently known; they
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Abraham gave gifts, and sent them away from Isaac his

son while he yet lived, eastward, to the land in the east.

—

7. And these are the days of the years of Abraham's life

which he lived, a hundred and seventy-five years. 8. And
Abraham expired, and died in a good old age, and full of

years; and he was gathered to his people. 9. And his

sons Isaac and Ishmael buried him in the cave of Mach-

pelah, in the field of Ephron, the son of Zohar, the Hittite,

which is before Mamre ; 10. The field which Abraham had

I

were both commercial and warlike, no-

madic and agricultural ; lived partly in the

peninsula of Mount Sinai and partly in

the East of the Jordan, near the land of the

Moabites; and as they were early engaged

in a very extensive cai-avan trade between

Syria, Arabia, and Egypt, they are some-

times called Ishmaelites, who, being the

chief masters of the commerce of the

desert gave the name to the Arabian mer-

chants generally (comp. Comm. on Exod.

p. 23).

The great age of Abraham has long be-

fore been emphatically urged (xxiv. 1);

about forty years previous to the period to

which this portion seems to refer, he had

felt the debility of advancing years ap-

proach (xvii.l7),and the birth ofIsaac was

considered a miracle, beyond the natural

order of events (xviii. 11), since Abraham,

exhausted in strength, seemed to verge to

the grave (Hebr. xi. 12). It has, therefore,

been deemed incredible, that the patriarch

should, after Sarah's death, have become

the father of six other children, as it is

certainly not the intention of the Hebrew

historian to represent the ancestors of the

Arabic tribes as born by a Divine miracle.

The usual manner of explaining this diffi-

culty is by supposing that, in reality, those

children, though born long before, are now

only mentioned, because, if inserted in an

earlier place, they would have interrupted

the continuity of the narrative. But this

conjecture would be at variance with the

principle of monogamy everywhere rigid-

ly adhered to in the history of the patri-

archs; and though Keturah, like Hagar,

was only a secondary wife, Abraham

took her (ver. 1); she was not, like the

latter, given to him by his lawful wife

(xvi. 2, 3). It may, therefore, be supposed

that, according to the author, it was only

the patriarch's matrimony with Sarah

which was not blessed with offspring, and

required the direct intervention of God,

while he was generally not destitute of the

po\ver of generation, as was proved by the

birth of Ishmael from Hagar. As God
predestines the couples (p. 309), and as

children are a gift of His favour (Ps.

cxxvii. 3) : the want of progeny does not

affect the indissolubility of the matrimonial

bond (comp. 1 Sam. i. 8).

5, ©. But though Abraham begot more

children after Sarah's death, he did not dis-

regard the superior rights of her son Isaac,

born by the love and grace of God, his

only lawful heir, because intended to pro-

pagate truth and faith. And as a mark

of the higher dignity of his posterity, and

as a symbol that to them belonged the

promised land, he received all the wealth

of his father, while the other brothers were

dismissed with presents into the eastern

regions, to seek new abodes, and to found

separate communities.

*—11. Though Abraham lived to see

the birth of twin grand-children (ver. 26),

the text relates his death in this place, in

order to prepare the way for the connected

narrative of Isaac's life.— Filial affection

united once more the two eldest sons of

Abraham ; the wild and ungovernable Ish-

mael left for a short time the solitude of

his deserts, and joined the gentler Isaac in

paying the last debt of love to their father;

tiic duty of conveying the relative safely
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purchased of the sons of Heth : there was Abraham buried,

and Sarah his wife. 11. And after the death of Abraham,

God blessed his son Isaac ; and Isaac dwelt by the well

Lahai-roi.

and solemnly to his eternal resting-place

is, especially among eastern nations, re-

garded as imperative and most sacred; and

one generation later, we shall again see two

brothers, scarcely less different in charac-

same mournful obligation (xxxv. 29).—
The blessing of God descended, by right

of inheritance, upon Isaac; and imme-

diately after his Other's death, he felt the

gloriousness of his mission by the abun-

ter, harmoniously unite in fulfilling tlie dance of his privileges.

II.—THE HISTORY OF ISHMAEL AND ISAAC.

Chapters XXV. 12 to XXVIII. 9.

12. And these are the generations of Ishmael, Abraham's

son, whom Hagar the Egyptian, Sarah's handmaid, bore

12—X8. The traditions of the Arabians

invariably insist upon the distinction of

three successive elements of their popula-

tion. They hand down the memory of a

primeval race, which comprised many

heroic and powerful tribes; which was

long extolled in song for its marvellous

feats, commanding wealth, and daring

designs; but which became extinct at

a very early period, partly by the wrath

of the gods, and partly by the invasion of

other warlike nations. The new immigrants

were tlie direct descendants of Kachtan

(who corresponds with the Joktan of

Scripture), and called themselves " the

Arabs of the Arabs," a certain proud de-

nomination, describing the nobility and

purity of their origin. Thi'ough Yarab

and Jorham, the sons of Kachtan, they

became the founders of the principal

and most powerful kingdoms of the pen-

insula, especially those of Yemen and

Hejaz. But later, twelve other tribes, the

descendants of Ishmael and a daughter

of Modad, king of Hejaz, are asserted to

have partly joined the pure Arabs, and

partly occupied the vast deserted tracts of

Arabia and of the northern districts.

These Ishmaelites,bothon account of their

later origin, and of their descent from a

foreign father, were tolerated rather than

acknowledged, and were called the mixel

Arabs (Mostarabi; see p. 245). Now, it

appears, that the Biblical statements re-

garding the population of Arabia, entirely

coincide with those national traditions.

The first and oldest tribes may correspond

with those enumerated among the Cushites

(in X. 7 ) ; the pure Arabs are the Shemitic

descendants of Joktan (x. 26— 29); and

the mixed tribes are both the Ishmaelites

here mentioned, and the other Abraham-

ites, traced to Ketarah as their mother

(vers. 1—4). So much is certain, tliat tlie

Ishmaelites are, in our chapter also, care-

fully separated from the other inhabitants

of Arabia, and none of their tribes is con-

nected with another ancestry. This sig-

nificant fact adds considerably to the his-

torical value of the Biblical genealogies.

Among the Islunaelites, the first and by

far the most powerful, are the Nabat.eans,

who are represented by Ishmael's eldest

son Nebajoth. They belong to the few

remarkable tribes of Arabia which have

passed through a historical development,

and ofi'er epochs of progress and decline.

It appears, that they originally applied

themselves chiefly to breeding of cattle;

"the rams of Nebajoth" are mentioned as
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to Abraham : 13. And these are the names of the sons of

Ishmael, by their names, according to their generations :

offerings acceptable in the temple; they

preserved long this simplicity of life; they

are described by ancient historians as in-

habiting tents in a vast desert tract with-

out streams or fonntains; they then had

no houses, neither did they cultivate the

soil; they watched with anxious jealousy

over the preservation of their tradi-

tional customs; their chief wealth con-

sisted in an abundance of horses, ca-

mels, and sheep; the principal articles

of their food were flesh and milk, besides

the free vegetable and other produce

of the country, of which they esteemed

especially pepper and wild honey; their

districts brouglit forth most of the southern

fruits, except the olive; they worshipped

the sun, to which they offered daily sacri-

fices; they were famous for prudence in

the arrangement of their domestic affairs;

prodigality and carelessness were punished

by the state, while economical and circum-

spect individuals who increased their pro-

perty were rewarded; habits of industry

were, therefore, eminently fostered; indo-

lence existed in so limited a degree that

they had among them very few slaves;

even wealthy families served themselves,

or offered their services to each other; and

a love of liberty was thus naturally engen-

dered. Although they had a monarchical

government, the king was responsible for

his conduct, and might at any time be called

to account by the people; their sovereigns

bore usually the names of Aretas or Obo-

das ; they were assisted by a vizier or chief

minister, who was called "the king's bro-

ther"; to obeya foreign powcrwas regard-

ed by them as more disastrous than annihi-

lation ; and they exerted their intelligence

efficiently to defy the attacks of conquer-

ors. For this purpose, they built an al-

most impregnable town, Petra, in one of

the rockiest parts of the chain of Mount

Seir; this is probably the Biblical Selah,

also called Arke or Rekem, in the pre-

sent Wady Musa, 300 stadia south of

the Dead Sea, and ninety-eight Roman
miles north of the Elanitic Gulf, over-

topped by the memorable double-peaked

Mount Ilor, on which Aaron died, but

which is only seen from the eastern side

of the town. It lies between rugged cliffs

of red sandstone, and rocky ravines of

.50 to 250 feet in height, surrounded by

barren and streamless deserts, but less

obstructed by the rocks in the north and

south. The plain in which it is situated,

and which seems wrung from the moun-

tain, is only about one mile square, but is

sufficiently watered; the breadth of tlic

valley of Wady Musa varies from 1 50 to

12 feet, and is in some parts so overhung

by cliffs that the rays of the sun cannot

penetrate. Through this ravine, about a

mile in length, was formerly the only

avenue to the town; and that access was

the work of human hands. It contains

piles of tombs, with columns and pyra-

mids in various styles of architecture.

Behind this necropolis, a bold arch con-

nects the two sides of the ravine. Along

the valley flows the little riverWady Musa;

its bed was formerly paved ; several bridges

were constructed over it; its sides were

enclosed with stone quays; in the rainy

season, it is augmented by two smaller

streams coming from the gorges of the

northern mountain; and it supplied the

town with water tlirough many small ca-

nals. Into this fortress of Petra, the Naba-

taeans brought their wives, children, aged

people, and their cattle, whenever a hostile

invasion threatened; and for their own

defence and safety they planned a device

which always proved successful. In the

most sterile part of the dreary desert, they

dug vast subterranean water-reservoirs,

with very narrow mouths, which could

easily be stopped and concealed, while the

interior gradually widened to the dimen-

sions of a hundred feet square. Into these

regions they marched at the approach of

the enemies, who, excruciated by thirst,

either suffered immense losses, or hastened

to return. But gradually the Nabatseans

applied themselves to commerce also ; they

imported especially incense and spices from
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the firstborn of Ishmael, Nebajoth ; and Kedar, and Ad-

beel, and Mibsam, 14. And Mishma, and Duniah, and

Arabia Felix, and disposed of them lucra-

tively in the marts of the Mediterranean,

for instance, at Rhinocolura (El Arish);

and the port Leuke Kome, which belonged

to Petra, and was situated near Elath,

on the Elanitic Gulf, facilitated their spe-

culations and transactions.— It appears

from the Assyrian monuments, that Sen-

nacherib attacked the nomadic portion of

them, and carried off an enormous amount

of horses and camels, oxen and sheep.

But the first serious danger, more fully

recorded by profane writers, tlireatened

them at the end of the fourth century be-

fore the present era. Antigonus, king of

Syria (in b.c. 312), sent his general Athe-

na;us against them with 4,000 light-armed

troops, and 600 cavalry. When this com-

mander approached, the greater part of

the Nabatffians were assembled at a fair,

annually held for commercial purposes in

the interior of the land. Athenajus, there-

fore, suddenly attacked Petra at night,

killed a great number of the people, and

carried away very considerable booty in

frankincense, myrrh, and silver. The Na-

bat£eans, speedily informed of the disaster',

met the hostile army, and routed it almost

completely. A second expedition of the

Syrians, under Demetrius,was unsuccessful

in consequence of the prudent preparations

made by the Nabat^eans when informed

of the contemplated invasion.— But the

ancestral habits imperceptibly changed;

commerce produced wealth, and wealth

engendered luxury and immoderate ambi-

tion; sumptuousness succeeded the primi-

tive simplicity; at last, in the time of Alex-

ander's successors, no longer content with

the slow gains of trading, and tempted by

their indomitable courage, they attacked,

as pirates, the merchant vessels which

passed through the Elanitic Gulf. Thus,

the peaceful shepherd tribes had degene-

rated into lawless robbers, whose audacity

it was necessary to curb and to punish by

repeated expeditions. It appe:irs, however,

that those checks had the salutary effect

of leading them buck to more honest pur-

suits; and though the new channels of

tradeopened through Egypt increased the

competition and imposed the necessity of

greater exertions, they regained wealth

and respect by their commercial industry.

They showed friendship and lent assist-

ance to Judas and Jonathan Maccabteus,

whose full confidence they enjoyed

(B.C. 163, 161). About the beginning of

the present era the Greek philosopher,

Athenodorus, who stayed some time in

Petra, spoke with admiration of the har-

mony and unity in which they lived, of

their excellent laws, and the readiness

with which they were obeyed. They long

maintained their independence, in spite

of many struggles; though Pompey sent

from Syria an army against them and

defeated them, they were not materially

weakened ; an expedition, in the time of

Augustus, under .^lius Gallus, governor

of Egypt, was without decided effect; but

they were subdued, in the reign of the

emperor Trajan (105 after Christ), by

Cornelius Palma, the governor of Syria.

But Petra remained one of the chief

centres of Arabian trade. Trajan's suc-

cessor, Hadrian, seems to have bestowed

material benefits upon the town, which

in grateful acknowledgement, was called

by his name, on coins, some of which

have been preserved. More caravans

than ever before traversed the vast desert.

Under the protection of Roman garrisons

unwonted security was afforded to com-

mercial enterprise; the roads became

more accessible and invited foreign

traders; regular routes of caravans were

formed; from Elath, or Leuke Kome, the

harbour at the Elanitic Gulf, one road

ran to Petra; another from this metropo-

lis to Jerusalem, Gaza, and along the

coast of the Mediterranean; and a third

from the same point more directly north-

ward to Damascus. On all these lines,

especially along the eastern frontier of

Arabia Petraea, towns sprang up, embel-

lished by the increasing wealth of the

inhabitants, and still exciting admiration
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Massa, 15. Hndad, and Tema, Jetur, Naphish, and Ke-

demah : 16. These are the sons of Ishmael, and these are

in their colossal ruins. It was, no doubt,

during this period that Petra was adorned

with those magnificent architectural

works which render that town one of

singular interest for the antiquarian and

the traveller. The tombs in the ravine

leading to the city to which we have above

alluded, then received their comparative-

ly modern additions of Ionic columns and

other Roman-Greek ornaments; in an-

other ravine-like but broader valley is

that astounding structure El-Khuzneh,

probably used as a temple, one of the

wonders of the east, the facade of which

consists of " two rows of six columns

over one another, with statues between,

with capitals and sculptured pediments."

This edifice shines still in all the fresh-

ness of colour, and attracts notice by the

elaborate detail of sculptural ornament;

but its interior is merely a lofty hall, with

a chamber on each of its three sides. Be-

hind the El-Khuzneh the eye is struck

by many beautiful and varied facades,

leading to apartments excavated in the

cliffs, used cither as tombs, or as temples,

and later, as churches; but in a wider

part of the valley, on its left side, is the

splendid Greek theatre, entirely hewn out

of the rock, 120 feet in diameter at the

base, with more than thirty rows of seats,

in the native rock red and purple alter-

nately, and holding upwards of 3,000

spectators, surrounded with tombs, and

overgrown, on the sides, with the wild

fig-tree and the tamarisk. In the ancient

site of Petra itself, every variety of ruins,

of streets, houses, temples, and palaces, be-

speaks the vanished glory of a town once

splendid and wealthy; they are, further,

" the palace of Pharaoh'XATa.'sr jPa/oTj) ; the

isolated column likewise bearing the name

of the Egyptian monarch (Zitb Faron),

and indicating the former site of a large

pillared temple; the remains of triumphal

arches; the colossal columns of a depraved

Corinthian or Doric order, hewn out of

the polid rock, and still forming part nf

the native mass; and majestic colonnades,

giving the whole base of the mountain the

appearance of a vast pile of grand archi-

tecture. Astounding and almost number-

less excavations are everywhere wrought

in the front of the mountain, in its ravines

and recesses, and even in the precipitous

rocks around it, in many cases one rising

over the other, and sometimes several

hundred feet above the level of the valley,

with steps cut in the solid rocks; some

widely conspicuous, others hidden in the

most inaccessible cliffs. These excavations

shine in all the magic of variegated, though

not unifoimly bright, colours, equalling

in softness those of flowers, or of the

plumage of birds, and exhibiting a gor-

geous crimson, streaked with purple,

and often intermixed, ribbon-like, with

yellow and blue; they are of the most

various dimensions, and serve the most

manifold purposes. Some are small niches,

perhaps intended for votive offerings;

others are designed for tombs and exhi-

bit an endless variety in size, work-

manship, and style: they consist of spa-

cious chambers with recesses, sometimes

near the ceiling, at the height of eight

or ten feet, and often adorned, in the

front, with .architectural embellishments

of astonishing richness and striking

beauty. The cloister (deir) at the north-

western extremity of the cliffs, also hewn

out of the rock, with a most splendid

facade, and a vast urn on the summit, is

accessible through a long and tortuous

ravine, by a path, five or six feet broad,

and steps cut in the stone with immense

exertion; is surrounded by ruins; covered

with inscriptions in the Sinaitic character,

crosses, and figures of the wild goat or

ibex, indicating its sacred character; but

rather modern in effect. All this engages

and deserves the research of the histo-

rian.— That Petra is identical with

Kadesh is not probable.— Long was the

Roman power prevalent in these districts,

which, in the fourth century, were in-

cluded under the general name of Pales-

tine, or separately known as Palestina
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their names by their villages and by their tents ; twelve

princes according to their nations. 17. And these are the

Tertia, or Salutaris; but when, in conse-

quence of confusion and anarchy, the

dommion of the Romans declined, the

safety and regularity of Arabian com-

merce were again endangered; plunder

and vexation were rife; the Bedouins

obtained unrestrained sway; for many
centuries the name of the Nabataans dis-

appears from the annals of history; a

bishop of Petra, Theodorus, is indeed

mentioned so late as the year 536, when

he attended the council of Jerusalem;

but the town was destroyed in the time

of Mohammed; and was re-visited, for

the first time, by some crusaders, and a

few single adventurous travellers; till

recent explorers, Seetzen and Burckhardt,

Robinson and Laborde, and others, made
us again familiar with a tribe, not only dis-

tinguished by commerce and agriculture,

but long excelling in poetry and music.

—

The northern part of the valley contained,

no doubt, the greater number of the

houses which, however, formed a striking

contrast with the public edifices; for they

were for the most part mean and frail;

hence but few traces at present indicate

their former existence; of some, indeed, a

kind of substruction has remained; while

the site of others is discernible only by the

broken pottery which covers the surface

;

the houses themselves having crumbled

away ; the very rubbish having been wash-

ed down by the mountain torrents which

often ravage the plain ; and even the rocks

themselves constantly mouldering away.

The extent of the territory inhabited

by the Nabataans is very differently

stated by various ancient writers; but

the following reconciliation may be at-

tempted. As long as they applied them-

selves simply to pastoral pursuits, they

seem to have lived chiefly in the south

and south-east of Palestine, in or near

the districts of the Edomites. Their

close and early connection with the latter

is recognised in the book of Genesis it-

self; for Esau is represented as marrying

the sister of Nebajoth, Mahalath or

Basemath (xxviii. 9; xxxvi. 3); and

hence we may explain the fact that Pe-

tra, or Sela, during a certain period,

either belonged or was considered as be-

longing to Idumaa; for Amaziah, king of

Judah, " slew of Edom, in the valley of

Salt, ten thousand, and took Selah by

war" (2 Kings xiv. 7). As their herds

and flocks increased, they wandered

more and more southward, till they joined

very near the abodes of the Kedrei, with

whom they are, indeed, mentioned toge-

ther not only by Isaiah (Ix. 7) but by

Pliny (v. 12). The attacks to which their

increasing wealth exposed them, rendered

the building of the fortified town, Petra,

necessary, where, in time of danger, the

defenceless part of their population could

be kept in safety. This town received a

still greater importance when they began

to engage in trade and to accumulate

vast property. It is but natural that their

commercial activity should have led them

still more southward to the coast of the

Red Sea, to the centres of the transit

trade from India, Arabia, and Egypt;

and thus they gradually obtained power

at the head of the Elanitic Gulf, with

Leuke Kome as their harbour, from where

the goods where brought northward to

Petra. Hence Diodorus Siculus places

them on the Lainites Sinus, a bay of the

Elanitic Gulf; and assigns to them many
villages, both on the coast and in the

interior; and Strabo mentions them in

the same southern districts; but adds, that

they spread northward into Arabia Pe-

troca, where Petra was recognised as

their capital. Since their caravans tra-

versed many districts beyond their im-

mediate habitations, they were imper-

ceptibly induced either to settle, or to

wander with their cattle, more north-

ward; and thus we find, that a three

days' journey south of the Jordan,

brought Judas Maccabajus into their

territory; they had then spread to the

provinces of Gilead, and some of them

lived near Bozrah and Karuaim. But their
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years of the life of Ishmael, a hundred and thirty-seven

years ; and he expired and died ; and was gathered to his

progress seems, at that time, to have

been retarded by the Iduma?ans, their

kinsmen, against whom Judas Maceabtcus

found it necessary to undertake a most

sanguinary war. This appears to have

had the effect of causing a conciliation

between the Iduma^ans and Nabata;ans;

for it is testified not only by Josephus,

but by Strabo, that those Idiim;eans

from whom Herod sprang were called

Nabataeans. Now they extended their

abodes more and more to the north

and the east; and hence Pliny mentions

them as contiguous to the Scenite Arabs,

of whom the}' formed a very important

part. As they increased in influence, no

doubt other, less powerful, tribes joined

them to enjoy their protection, and all

were of course known under the common

name of Nabataeans; and thus it is ex-

plicable that both Josephus and Jerome

relate, that they lived from the Euphrates

to the Red Sea. Nabat is, in fact, on

the one hand, still the name of a swampy

district, forming a part of the " marshes

of the Chaldaans " {palustria Chaldcea:),

between Wasith and Basra; and, on the

other hand, a town Nabat occurs two

days south of El-Haura, near the Red

Sea. But after their subjugation by the

Romans under Trajan, the Nabataans

were gradually repelled from the more

northern and eastern territories; and

therefore Ptolemy describes the king-

dom of Arabia Petraea as bounded on

the east by the desert, on the west by

Egypt, on the north by Palestine and part

of the Roman province of Syria, and ex-

tending southward to the Elanitic Gulf

—

which seem, indeed, for the greater part

of their history, to have been the bounda-

ries within which they 'ived.

The second tribe of the Ishmaelites is

Kedar. It is described as a distant peo-

ple (Jer. ii. 10), in the remote south, in

opposition to the Moschi, one of the

most northern nations. But they roamed

to the Red Sea, the confines of Arabia

Petriea, and, like the Nabataeans, in con-

nection with wiiom they are mentioned

both by Biblical and profane writers, they

extended in the east and north partly to

Arabia Felix, and partly to the territory

of ChakLxa. For this reason, no doubt,

Kedar was later used for the whole of

Arabia; Ez.ekiel speaks of " Arabia and
all the princes of Kedar" (xxvii.21); and
the Rabbins call the Arabian language

the " tongue of Kedar." The Kedarites

are characterized as a nation inhabiting

dark-coloured tents; famous for their

cattle, and providing the market of Tyre

with sheep and goats; as traversing the

desert with their camels, and reputed for

great wealth and prosperity; as a nation

long unmolested by invaders, dwelling

in security, " without gates and bars," in

solitary tracts, safe by their undaunted

valour and their far-famed skill in archery

:

but at last, attacked by the armies of Ne-

buchadnezzar, and suffering fearful devas-

tation.

It is at present agreed, that DaiiAH

is represented by the fortified place still

called "the rocky or Syrian Dumali"

(in contradistinction to Dumah in Irak),

between the Syrian Desert and Arabia

Proper, in the province of Nedshed, about

six daj's journey from Damascus, and

about double that distance from Medinah.

The district of Tema lay in the south

of the Idumseans, and was the natural

refuge of the latter in times of danger. It

is sometimes coupled with Dedan, and

sometimes with Sheba, and, like the latter,

described as carrying on lively commerce

through the caravans of the desert.

Jetur is undoubtedly the province in

the east of the Jordan, later called Ituraja,

and still traceable in the present Jedur,

containing about twenty inhabited vil-

lages; for the two tribes and a half of

the Hebrews there domiciled, were under

the necessity of carrying on war against

them. The Itumeans were indeed formid-

able, not only by their skilful use of the

bow, but by their audacious rapacity, as

robbers and waylayers lurking in wait
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people. 18. And they dwelt from Havilah to Shur, which

is in the east of Egypt, towards Assyria : his lot was cast

in the presence of all his brethren.

19. And these are the generations of Isaac, Abraham's

for the pilgrim and the merchant, while

they themselves generally eluded the

pursuit of their enemies in their innume-

rable native caverns and ravines. But a

great portion of them, defeated by king

Aristobulus (b.c. 100), were compelled

to submit to the rite of circumcision;

and though temporarily regaining their

independence, they suffered repeated dis-

comfitures from the Roman legions, and

were, under the emperor Claudius, incor-

porated in the province of Syria. Itursea

was bounded, in the west, by the heights

of Mount Hermon; in the east, by the

province of Auranitis; in the north, by

the territory of Damascus; and in the

south, by Gaulonitis and Bashan. But,

like thenames of many of the more power-

ful tribes, Iturtea was, by later writers,

used to designate other and much wider

districts, not only including Gaulonitis

and Auranitis, but comprising the whole

region in the north-east of Palestine;

whence it is sometimes designated as ly-

ing in Ccelesyria, or on the Lebanon, or as

adjoining the tracts of Arabia Deserta. It

is, of course, impossible to decide whether

the province Iturcea was, during the whole

period to which we have alluded, inhabited

by the original descendants of Jetur, who

gave the name to the district, or whether

it was, in the course of time, occupied by

different tribes, while the Itura;ans, ex-

pelled or emigrating, sought new abodes

in other regions equally congenial to their

tastes and pursuits.

It is generally known, that the Arabs

are, according to their mode of life, divided

into two chief classes : those of towns or

villages, and those of the deserts, or the

"dwellers in the tents"; the latter, of

course, nomadic in their habits, are the

Bedouins and Scenitce. It is not impro-

bable, that these two different classes are

alhided to in the words: " by their vil-

lages and by tiicir tents" (ver. IG). The

roaming Bedouins regard the agricul-

tural population with a certain contempt

as slaves of toil and drudgery; they sel-

dom cultivate the land which they may

have inherited, or won by their valour;

but rent it out for a fixed annual sum to

peasants subordinated to them in a kind

of vassalage. Their tents, of goats' or

camels' hair, or coarse woollen stuff, and

seldom or never of linen, of a brown or

black colour, supported by poles from

three to nine in number, and fastened to

the ground by ropes and pegs, are some-

times circular, but more frequently of an

oblong shape, about 6 to 10 feet high in

the middle, 20 to 30 long, and 10 broad.

The interior is, by curtains, divided into

two parts, the inner one of which is allotted

to the women, though wealthy persons

provide separate tents for their wives

(xxiv. 67); and not unfrequcntly a third

division is added for the reception of the

young and tender cattle, or, in greater

households, for the servants. If the Be-

douins encamp, they arrange their tents in

an irregular circle, within which the cattle

are kept during the night, and in the centre

of wliich stand the tents of the emir or

sheikh.— Each tribe is presided over by a

chief or prince. The dignity, though in

most cases hereditary in certain families,

is elective with regard to individuals. It

does not confer very great or distinguished

privileges, and the only means by which

the emir can maintain his authority, are

superior valour, generosity, and justice.

If he shows himself deficient in these

virtues, he is abandoned, and replaced by

a successor.

11>, 30. The history of the first found-

er of the Hebrew nation has been brought

to a close; though his life reaches con-

siderably beyond the events immediately

succeeding, his demise has been recorded

;

he left the scene, in order to allow his son,

the heir of the Divine promises, greater
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son : Abraham begat Isaac 20. And Isaac was forty

years old when he took Rebekah to wife, the daughter of

Bethuel the Aramaean, of Padan-Aram, the sister of Laban
the Aramaean.—21. And Isaac entreated the Lord for his

prominence, and a fuller scope: with Isaac,

therefore, the narrative a^sunies anothir

phase, rises to a new and higher interest;

and in order to indicate tliis epoch in the

history of patriarchal development, the

text commences with the characteristic

heading :
" These are the generations

of Isaac, Abraham's son." As genealo-

gies were the primitive form of his-

torical tradition, it is natural that the

\s-ord signifying genealogy or generation,

should have assumed the meaning of

history; the former was originally the

substance, and remained always the

groundwork, of the latter (see p. 162).

Less educated minds will always be more

interested by persons than by events; all

beginnings of history are epical, till

imperceptibly, by a greater culture of

mental powers, the abstract facts them-

selves are viewed as active agencies, en-

dowed with life and individuality, and ac-

knowledged to represent the working of

the Universal Mind.—The commencement
of a perfectly new section is, further, mark-

ed by the comprehensiveness with which

some anterior facts are repeated: that Isaac

took to wife Kebekah ; that the latter was

the daughter of Betluiel; that she was

born in "the plain of Avamcea"; and that

she was Laban's sister. These reiterations,

natural in themselves, and far from causing

difficulty, are in harmony not only witii

the style of the Bible, but of ancient his-

toriography in general; they are, in this

instance, not without a positive gain; for

they add the valuable chronological fact,

that Isaac was forty years old when he

married Rebekah; a statement of decided

importance for the exact understanding

of several circumstances connected with

Isaac's liistory.

21—20. For his matrimony remained

long without an offspring; during nearly

twenty years, he had in vain hoped for

the realisation of his wishes (ver. 20); he

saw in his own life a repetition of the trials

to which his father had been submitted;

and he was required, like him, to display

unwavering faith and confidence that he

would increase into a mighty nation. After

the lapse of that protracted period only he

addressed a fervent prayer to God: then

only he urged his own wish against the

will of God; he had not ceased to be-

lieve; his supplication was the natural im-

pulse of <in afflicted heart; and as he

expected his progeny from God alone, he

thereby acknowledged the great funda-

mental truth, which had been embodied

in the sacred covenant concluded with

Aiiraham, and which implies so many
virtues of a modest and pious mind. Sig-

nificantly, therefore, our text adds after:

"Isaac entreated the Lord," with the

same phrase, " the Lord was prevailed

upon by his entreaties"; the sons of Isaac

were a gift of God; and they were, by

the father, acknowledged as such. To
make these two important and necessary

facts the more strikingly obvious, the in-

terval of twenty years and the prayer of

Isaac were necessary.

The hostility of the Edomites and He-

brews dates from the very beginning of

their national existence. When the Is-

raelites, on their wanderings from Egypt
to Canaan, had reached the territory of

the Edomites, they asked in vain for per-

mission to pass through their territory j

though they promised to abstain from

every act of violence, to pay for all

the necessaries they might require, and

to perform their journey on the ordinary

public roads. Not only was their re-

quest haughtily rejected, but a strong

army of the Edomites marched out to

oppose them. Their enmity grew with

the advancing generations; wars were

almost continually carried on between

both nations; the Edomites were alter-

nately subjected and free; till, in the
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wife, because she vjas barren : and the Lord was prevailed

upon by his entreaties, and Rebekah his wife conceived.

22. And the children struo;gled together within her; and

she said, If it is so^ wherefore do I live? And she went to

enquire of the Lord. 23. And the Lord said to her,

time of the destruction of the first temple,

they displaj'ed the most inveterate hatred

and the most ungenerous jealousy. And
yet the near ethnological affinity of both

nations could not be denied ; it was ac-

knowledged by the Hebrew people, and

was ratified by the Hebrew lawgiver; the

former addressed the Edomites always in

the most brotherly terms ; and the latter

facilitated their admission into the sacred

community of Israel by express injunc-

tions. The unnatural animosity between

two tribes so nearly akin is represented

in the history of the birth of their respect-

ive founders. Tlieir enmity commences

even before they are fully developed and

capable of seeing the light of the day.

Their blind antagonism threatens destruc-

tion to each other. The tormented mo-

ther, in the agony of her grief and pain,

breaks forth in a passionate exclamation;

with a vehemence characteristic to her

nature, she utters an imprecation against

her life, and against the conception for

which so fervent prayers had been

offered up. Seeing no human issue in

this dangerous position, she again turns

to God to learn His will and His design.

But a prayer was this time not sufficient;

she desired not merely a release from her

pains, but she wished to know their end

and meaning; she was convinced that

the extraordinary symptoms felt by her

prophetically pointed to important future

events. By her long sojourn in Isaac's

house, she was still more strengthened in

her firm reliance in a universal rule of

Providence ; and she was, above all, cer-

tain of God's especial care for the seed of

Abraham; she went, therefore, "to en-

quire of the Lord." The meaning of

this phrase can scarcely be doubtful in

this place. In most passages in wliich it

occurs, it is clearly explained to imply an

appeal to the prophet :
" when a man went

to enquire of God, he spoke thus, Come and

let us go to the seer," for a Prophet was

originally called a Seer, Now, Abraham
had before been designated a prophet,

and had formed the intermediate link be-

tween God and man ; and nothing is, there-

fore, more natural, than that the Hebrew

author intended to intimate that Rebekah

enquired of God through Abraham, the

prophet, her father-in-law, who still sur-

vived, and was, no doubt, awaiting with

intense anxiety the birth of a grandson

from Isaac.— The answer of God, com-

municated to Rebekah in a solemn form,

and possessing all the beautiful charac-

teristics of poetical prophecy, fully ex-

plained the remarkable state wliich caused

her uneasiness and apprehension; for it

informed her that she was about to give

birth to the founders of two mighty na-

tions, who, unequal in power, would be

divided in rivalry and antagonism from

their youth; and that the descendants of

the older son would be subjected to those

of the younger.—This prediction, fully

satisfying Rebekah, sank deep into her

heart; nor was it long before it began to

realise itself. She became the mother of

twins. The first son might have been

repulsive to her by his external appear-

ance, for he was "red, all over like a

hairy gannent," This strange circum-

stance was to her, no doubt, a foreboding

of the animal violence of his character; it

implied at once a proof that he would pos-

sess superior strength, but that he would

deserve to obey ratlier than to govern;

and he received, accordingly, the name

Esau, the hairy man. The second son

" took hold of Esau's heel, and his name

was hence called Jacob." This is certainly

the sense of the words, which we are not

permitted to modify by an explanation
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Two nations are in thy womb,
And two peoples will be separated from thy bowels

;

And people shall be stronger than people,

And the elder shall serve the younger.

24. And when her days to be delivered were fulfilled,

designed to remove a supposed impro-

priety, or suggested by the physical diffi-

culties which it iuvolves. This is the less

permitted as there exists a striking parallel

in the case of Acrisius and Proetus, who,

according to Apollodorus, " contended

against each other when still in the

mother's womb." It is impossible, to the

historical critic, to deny facts or to dis-

tort conceptions plainly expressed in the

text; and we have, in this instance, the

additional testimony of the prophet Hosea,

who adverts to this tradition in nearly

the same terms (xii. 4). But it is a per-

fectly different thing to question the truth

of a legend, and to search after its origin;

the latter task is as legitimate as it is im-

portant; and, in this case, it leads to a

very satisfactorj- result. The name of the

father of the twelve tribes was undoubt-

edly known to have been Jacob; but

this appellation, if taken in its obvious

etymological meaning, implies a deep ig-

nominy; for the root from which it is

derived signifies to deceive, to defraud.

Jacob would, therefore, be nothing else

but the crafty impostor; in this sense,

Esau, in the heat of his animosity, in

fact, clearly explains the word : "justly

is his name called Jacob (cheat), be-

cause he has cheated me twice" (xxvii.

36); which exclamation, moreover, proves

that the name Jacob was not given to

him by Esau in his anger, nor was derived

from his later cunning conduct in the

house ofLaban; but that it belonged to

him from his birth. The etymology teaches

that Jacob means, " he who is on the heel

of somebody, or follows"; so that the

name would simply signify, the second son.

Thus understood, a clearer light is thrown

on another passage, connected with the

same appellation ; tlic angel of God said

to Jacob: "thy name sliall no more be

called Jacob (the second), but Israel, for

thou hast obtained the mastery with God
and man, and hast prevailed"; tliat is,

thou art now the /irst or the highest in rank

(xxxii. 29). But tliough this appears to

have been the original meaning of Jacob,

the name was later understood, on the one

hand, more literally, as in our text, and

in Hosea; and, on the other hand, more

figuratively, as in the words of Esau

(xxvii. 36); while the narrative of this

chapter, no doubt, originated in the desire

of graphically representing the fact con-

cerning the early contentions between the

two kindred nations; and whatever the

modern reader may think of the form in

which this fact has been embodied, he will

at least not fail to perceive and to appre-

ciate the manifold historical alhisions which

it implies. For, as we have observed, the

conflict began even before the Israelites

reached Palestine; from this time, the

Edomites were regarded with suspicion;

and when Saul undertook an expedition

around the boundaries of the Holy Land,

to check the doubtful nations, he includ-

ed the land of Edom in his operations;

but this seems to have excited rather than

pacified the nation ; for David, during six

months, earned on a most sanguinary war

against them with tiie whole army of Is-

rael; and in order to keep them in sub-

mission, he was compelled to place gan-i-

sons in every part of the territory. But in

Solomon's time already, Hadad, from the

royal house of Edom, appears to have

caused a revolution, or at least endangered

the possession of the land ; and the harbour

which that king opened at Ezion-geber,

near Elath, at the Red Sea, seems to have

served at once a political and military

purpose. After the division of the em-

pire, Edom remained suljject to Judah;

tliough a stadtholdcr, even tlien bearing

Y 2
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then, behold, there were

first came out red, all

called his name Esau,

came out, and his hand

name was called Jacob

when he begat them.

—

understood the chase, a

twins in her womb. 25. And the

over like a hairy cloak, and they

26. And after that his brother

took hold of Esau's heel ; and his

: and Isaac loas sixty years old

27. And the boys grew : and Esau

man of the field ; and Jacob teas a

the name of king of Edoni, was the chief

of the country; he was the general in

war; and was, no doubt, selected from

the principal fiimilies of the Edomites.

But tlie memory of their former indepen-

dence lived among them; they waited for

an opportunity to break their fetters; in

the times of Joram (b.c. 890), they accom-

plished tiieir design; they proclaimed their

own king; the campaign which the king

of Judah undertook against them, was

unsuccessful; and they maintained their

independence during a long period. They

were, indeed, attacked and defeated by

king Amaziah (b.c. 838); his successor

Uzziah (n.c. 809) gained Ehxth; but this

town was shortly afterwards taktn from

the Hebrews by the Syrians; the Edomites

invaded Judaea, under Ahaz (b.c.74 1 ) ; and

enjoyed, no doubt, complete liberty; till,

like most of their neighbours, they fell a

prey to the marvellous progress of the

Chaldean despots. The indelible enmity

of the Idumceans against the Hebrews out-

lived, however, their own subjection, and

the destruction of Jerusalem; it raged in

unabated violence in the time of the Mac-

cabees, and the period of the Roman in-

vasion; even at that period, they are still

described as a turbulent and rude nation,

always meditating commotions, rejoicing

in convulsions and changes, ever ready to

seize arms, and hastening into battles as to

feasts. These facts suffice to show the truth

of the statement contained in our text, that

" the one people was stronger than the

other people; and that the elder served the

younger"; but they pi'ove also the cor-

rectness of the remark, later made with

regard to Esau, that " when he had the

power, he broke the yoke from his neck"

(xxvii.40): which, no doubt, refers to the

permanent deliverance in the time of

Joram.

•Zt—3*. The more Esau and Jacob

advanced towards manhood, the more

striking became the difference of their

cliaracters. The former liked a life of

excitement, adventure, and danger, as a

huntsman, in the wilds and on the moun-

tains; the other inclined to a calm, re-

tired existence, as a harmless shepherd, in

nomadic tents. But the text, obviously

in opposition to the character of Esau,

adds, that Jacob was an " upright man."

Tliough it is thci'cby not intimated that

the bold feats of the chase are in them-

selves objectionable or immoral; )'et the

pensive tranquillity favoured by a pas-

toral life was, in every respect, more con-

genial to the Hebrew character; it was

to this side that its sympathies verged;

such pursuits were deemed more favour-

able for the development of the inner man

;

and hence, if Jacob embraced them with

deliberate choice, they were to the He-

brew historian a certain guarantee of a

serious and well-directed mind (see p.

1 7.5). However, Isaac was very strongly

attached to Esau; he loved him as his

firstborn son, on whom the blessing of

Abraham would naturally descend, and

through whom the great future would be

realised. He could scarcely imagine that

the preference was intended for the

j^ounger brother. Altliough he himself

was a second son, he was the only one

bom by Abraham's lawful wife; no such

difference existed in the case of Esau and

Jacob; and as the former seemed to be

an obedient and dutiful son, there was the

less cause to suspect that he was to be

deprived of his due rights. But Kebekah [

entertained a predilection for the younger
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righteous man, dwelling in tents. 28. And Isaac loved

Esau, because he ate of his venison : and Rebekah loved

Jacob. 29. And Jacob cooked lentiles: and Esau came

from the field, and he ivas tired : 30. And Esau said to

Jacob, Let me devour, I pray thee, of that red, red pot-

tage : for I am tired : therefore his name was called Edom
[the Red]. 31. And Jacob said, Sell me to-day thy

son, whose gentler disposition giiiucd Iicr

sympathy, and to whom the prophecy,

more faithfully remembered by her, had

assigned the superior dignity. But then

an incident ha])pened, almost indiflerent

in itself, but eminently calculated to dis-

close the nature and character of the two

brothers. It is significant by its very in-

significance. Jacob had cooked a dish of

lentiles, when Esau, just returned from

the field, hungry and exhausted, asked

for some of the pottage. Jacob, desirous

to profit by Esau's greediness, requested

him to cede to himself the birthright, as

the eldest son. Esau, careless and um-e-

llecting, intent merely upon the gratifica-

tion of the momentary appetite, ennobled

by no lofty prospects into the future, living

only for himself, and seeking no glory or

immortal fame; not perceiving the holy

thread which connects time and eternity;

feeling himself a fragment, a mystery, a

perishable object; Esau exclaimed: " Be-

hold, I shall soon die, and wiiat profit is

this birthright to me ?" Jacob, wish-

ing to secure for ever the advantage

which might later be reclaimed by his

brother, urged him to confirm the ces-

sion by an oath. Esau consented; and by

the solemn ratification acknowledged, that

it was not merely in an unguarded moment

of weakness that he gave up his birthright;

but because—he despised it. Every part

of the transaction is important. The pic-

ture, though of small compass, is executed

with precision, and with touches distinctly

and strongly marked. It is clear beyond a

doubt, that Esau's character is designedly

described not only with disdain and reproof,

but even with a certain irony and ridicule;

it is, indeed, a humorous and jovial trait, to

compare his hairy body to a "fur-cloak";

he returns from the chase breathless, sees

a dish of lentiles, and in his voracity de-

mands " to devour of that red, red thing";

the predominance of his animal nature is

pourtrayed with a conscious emphasis;

insensible to all higher aspirations, he

deems it scarcely worth his while to think

about the birthright; and when he has sa-

tisfied his wild appetite, he is, in conclu-

sion, introduced with an obvious accumu-

lation of verbs certain to produce a jocular

cft'ect :
" and so he ate, and drank, and

rose, and went away, and despised the

birthright." It would be idle to contend,

that all this merely describes the simpli-

city, straightforwardness, or naluete of

Esau's mind; qualities as amiable and

heartwiuning, as Esau's grossuess and

rusticity are odious and repulsive. These

latter traits, clearly intended in the text,

fully agree with the national character of

the Edomites: a people mostly living in

rocky, mountainous tracts; obtaining a

scanty subsistence from the gain of their

bow ; at every moment exposed to risk their

lives for nothing more than a meal to sa-

tisfy their hunger; during long periods

insociable and uncivilized; dreaded but

not respected; betraying in their very ap-

pearance the savage recklessness of their

character; wild, indomitable, and dan-

gerous like the Bedouins, without their

generous qualities; despising the tics of

relationship, and disregarding the bonds

of nature; such a people could not, as re-

gards their origin, be described with more

masterly skill tlian is done in our text.

But, on the other hand, Jacob's charac-

ter is represented with no less propriety

and accuracy. We cannot but acknow-

ledge, that the insidious cunning wiili

which he acquired the biithrigiit, is a fca-
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birthright. 32. And Esau said, Behold, I am going to

die: and what profit is the birthright to me? 33. And
Jacob said, Swear to me this day; and he swore to him:
and he sold his birthright to Jacob. 34. And Jacob gave

to Esau bread and pottage of lentiles; and he ate, and

drank, and rose, and went away : thus Esau despised the

birthrijT-ht.o
tare which the Hebrew writer intended to

condemn and to denounce; it was the

consciousness of guilt and injustice which

induced Jacob to require an oath from

Esau; and a remembrance of this frau-

dulent act urged the latter, when in a more

sober disposition, to explain his name as

meaning deceiver and defrauder (xxvii.

36). This latter circumstance removes

every doubt; the manner in which Jacob

here acted, was branded by the author as

immoral and despicable. But though the

means were base, the feeling which actu-

ated him, was as praiseworthy and pious,

as his aim was pure and sublime. There

lived in Jacob a longing to become the

propagator of that truth, which Isaac had

received from his father; and to spread

those blessings which were promised

through him to all the nations in the ful-

ness of time. This desire was either en-

gendered or enhanced by the oracle which

his mother had received before his birth.

So far, he was the worthy descendant of

Abraham. But his mind lacked the grand

resignation of the latter; he possessed not

that abundance of faith which teaches to

wait and to be resigned; he intended to

work by human prudence into the hands of

Providence, forgetting, that, though born

the second son, he might, by the mercy of

God, be elected to be the first. His

thoughts were still impetuous and worldly

;

and a long and severe school of sorrows

was required to educate and to purify him.

Lentiles were and are extensively and

carefully grown in Egypt, Palestine, and

Syria; those of Egypt were, at a later

period, particularly famous; and the man-
ner of cooking them is even immortalised

on monuments. They are not only used

as a pottage, but in times of scarcity, and

more generally by the poor, they arc

baked into bread, cither alone or mixed

with barley. Lentiles and rice, boiled in

equal quantities, form still one of the fa-

vourite dishes in many parts of the East.

When cooked, they are of a yellowish

brown colour, approaching to red; some

species, growing on a red soil, have this

colour naturally: and hence Esau, in his

haste, calls the dish simply the red one.

The fact, that lentiles were among the

cheapest and most common articles of

vegetable food, enhances the force and

point of our narrative. The privileges

which the birthright legally confers ; the

double portion of the father's property;

the higher authority in the family; the

greater social influence; all these advan-

tages, in this instance enhanced by spiri-

tual blessings as their most precious ac-

companiment, could have no value for one

who regarded his existence merely as the

transitory play of an hour; and who was

indifterent to the esteem of others, because

he had not risen to understand the dignity

of mankind. If we were to expect a

historical allusion in this fact also, tlic

probable supposition oflTers itself, that in-

deed the Edomites, who were masters of

the wide tracts from the Red Sea along

the whole mountain of Seir, up to the very

frontiers of Palestine, might, with a little

exertion, have extended their dominion

over the land of Canaan; that, with a li-

mited degree of ambition and self-control,

they might have become a respected and

mighty nation ; but that their thoughtless

and ferocious habits kept them in the

dreary solitudes, far from the chief scenes

of history and civilisation.— It is known,

that the Mohammedans long kept the

memory of this transaction alive by dis-

tributing daily to poor people and to stran-

gers lentiles prepared in a kitchen near

the grave at Hebron, where they believed

the cession of the birthright took place.
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CHAPTER XXVI.
SoMMABT.—A famine induced Isaac to journey to Gerar, with the view to proceed to

Egj-pt; but on tlie command of God, who repeated to him all the blessings before

granted to Abraliam, lie stayed in the Philistine town. Here he repeated the device

with regard to Kel)ckah, which his father had twice practised with regard to

Sarah, and which this time also was attended with a result equally favourable. He
cultivated the soil, and obtained most plentiful harvests. Jealousy prompted the

Philistines to stop the wells dug by Abraham; but Isaac re-opened them, and

dug new ones, till he at last triumphed over the animosity of his enemies, and

even the king, Abimelech, in due form renewed the political treaty before con-

cluded with Abraham.—Esau, forty years old, took two wives from the Hittites,

to the deep distress of his parents.

1. And there was a famine in the land, beside the first

famine which was in the days of Abraham. And Isaac

went to Abimelech, the king of the Philistines, to Gerar.

2. And the Lord appeared to him, and said. Go not down
into Egypt ; dwell in the land of which I shall tell thee

:

3. Sojourn in this land, and I shall be with thee, and I

shall bless thee; for to thee, and to thy seed, I shall give

all these countries; and I shall perform the oath which I

swore to Abraham thy father; 4. And I shall multiply

thy seed as the stars of heaven, and shall give to thy seed

1—©. The few incidents related of listines,thoughnot properly forming apart

Isaac's life, are mostly repetitions from of the promised land, was exempted from

that of Abraham. This circumstance, far the curse of extirpation ; Abraham had

from being attributable to accident or sworn to the king to be ever faithful and

neglect, is based on the plan and economy friendly to his progeny (xxi. 22—24); and

oftliecomposition. The history of the Bible the monarchs of Philistia seemed indeed to

is spiritual, representing the rule of the deserve this regard by their probity and

Deity, and embodying either a religious faith. — Isaac went, therefore, to Gerar

idea or a moral lesson. Now, as Isaac was, (see p. 187). The king of the Philistines,

in the widest sense, the heir of Abraham, in Abraham's time, was Abimelech, and

the child of Divine grace, blessed because the general of his army was Phichol (xxi.

Abraham was obedient to the Divine com- 22): the same names are mentioned in

mands(ver. 5), the recipient and guardian our chapter (vers. 1,26). But the two

of treasures acquired before; his history is events are separated by a period of sixty

but the reflex of that of his father; it is to seventy years ; for Isaac was then about

like the echo of some sublime and solemn ten years old, while, at the time of the la-

harmony.— A famine compelled Isaac, mine, he was about eighty years (xxv. 26

;

as it had compelled his father, to wander xxvi. 34). Whether Abimelech and Phi-

from the place of his abode (ver. 1 ; xx. cholarenotproper nouns, but the common

10); he left Beer-Lahai-Roi (xxv. 11), appellative titles for the Philistine kings

to proceed, like Abraham, to Egypt and chiefs, or whether the same individuals

(ver. 2). But the tinie for the iramigra- were supposed to have still lived after the

tion of Abraham's seed Into the land of lapse of so great an interval, must remain

the Pharaohs had not yet arrived (xv.l 3). undecided; but it is apparent, that thein-

Ou the other hand,the territory of the Phi- troduction of the same names is also in-
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all these countries; and in tliy seed all the nations of the

earth will be blessed; 5. Because Abraham obeyed My
voice, and observed My observances, My commandments,

My statutes, and My doctrines. 6. And Isaac dwelt in

Gerar.— 7. And the men of the place asked him concern-

ing his wife ; and he said, She is my sister : for he feared

to say. She is my wife ; lest, said he^ the men of the place

kill me on account of Rebekah ; because she was beautiful

of appearance. 8. And it happened when he had been there

a long time, that Abimelech, the king of the Philistines,

looked out of the window, and saw, and, behold, Isaac was

sporting with Rebekah his wife. 9. And Abimelech called

Isaac, and said. Behold, indeed she is thy wife : and how
didst thou say, She is my sister? And Isaac said to him,

tended to express the parallel course of

the history of the father and the son.

—

Nor will it, from this point of view, appear

in any way surprising, that the blessings

of Isaac are almost literally identical with

those before given to Abraham ; they con-

sist of the three great promises of a nu-

merous progeny, their conquest of Canaan,

and their blissful influence on the salvation

of mankind; but God speaks of their re-

alisation as of a duty which He is bound

to fulfil ; for Abraham had acted accord-

ing to the conditions of the covenant; he

had listened to the voice of God; and had

"kept His observances,His commandments,

His statutes, and His doctrines." The words

here used with regard to the patriarch's

obedience, almost exhausting the various

classes of ordinances, are indeed those

later employed when the whole legislation

was completed : but here, no doubt, that

Law is refeiTcd to which is written on the

heart of man, and which, though manifold

and complicated, is obvious to the well-

trained intellect; or, if even not under-

stood, is practised in unconscious virtue.

And, since Abraham is the type of the

pious Israelite, the terms here introduced

do not obscurely intimate, that the Law is

only the embodiment and clearer expres-

sion of the sentiments innate in every un-

corrnpted mind.

V—11. The accident, which occurred

twice in the life of Abraham, happened

in the less eventful history of Isaac also

(xii. 10—20; xx.). Wrongly suspecting

the Philistines, among whom he stayed, of

criminal lasciviousness, he pretended that

Rebekah was his sister. But when the

king discovered Isaac's true relation to her,

he felt anguish and terror ; he saw how
easily an atrocious sin might have been

committed by any one of his people; and

he gave the most rigorous commands that

his guests should be kept sacred and in-

violable. Here, again, the Philistine sur-

passes the Hebrew in moral excellence.

The former profoundly abhors a crime of

which the latter thinks him or his sub-

jects capable. The patriarch believes that

there is no reverence of God among the

people (xx. 11); and these doubtful sus-

picions, togetlier with fear of life (ver. 9),

appear to him suflicient to justify an un-

truth and a heedless risk of his domestic

purity. But this time no direct inter-

ference of God solved the difficulty and

removed the danger; the tender familiarity

in which Isaac was seen to indulge with

Rebekah showed, in a natural manner,

tlieir conjugal connection; Divine plagues,

though apprehended by the king, did not

really happen ; the whole episode is carried

out by purely human agencies;— this may
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Because I said, Lest I die on her account. 10. And
Abimelecli said, AVhat is this thou hast done to us? one

of the people might easily have lain with thy wife and
thou wouldst have brought guilt upon us. 11. And Abi-

melech charged all the people, sajdng. He who toucheth

this man or his wife shall surely be put to death.

—

12. And Isaac sowed in that land, and received in the

same year a hundredfold: and the Lord blessed hiin.

13. And the man became great, and he went on growing-

great, until he became very great. 14. And he had pos-

session of flocks, and possession of herds, and a great

number of servants : and the Philistines envied him. 15.

And all the wells which his father's servants had dus; in

the days of Abraham his father, the Philistines had

be regarded as an indication that the third

repetition of the same weakness is still less

approved of or excused; but that it is

introduced partly because it was a histo-

rical tradition, and partly as an analo2:y

to Abraham's history. Though the faith

of the patriarchs was, in some moments,

capable of the highest flight; it was not

equally lofty on all occasions; and failed

entirely on some. But the Philistines,

by this incident, gained a new claim to

a longer political existence, since, in the

ethics of the Scriptures, degeneracy of

morals alone causes the destruction of

communities, while virtue is the pledge

of life aud stability.

1-2—1*. When Eastern nomads hap-

pen to arrive at a locality promising food

for their cattle during a longer period,

they often, at the same time, apply them-

selves to agriculture, ready to resume

their wanderings after the completion of

the harvest. When, therefore, Isaac saw

himself safe in the fertile districts of

Gerar, which had remained untouched by

the famine prevailing around; he, like-

wise, began to cultivate the ground. This

fact evidently marks a progress in the

history of the patriarchs; it is the tran-

sition from uncertain migrations to a

more settled mode of life; it implies a

more permanent interest in the land it-

self; during one season, at least, the He-
brew could call his own, not only the

grave of his parents, but the soil which

gives life and wealth; he ate his own
bread, and owed it to the beneficence

of God alone, who blessed his labours

with a hundred-fold produce. But Isaac

was not intended to carry the development

of Israel a decided step onward ; he might,

as a forerunner, point to future pliases of

progress; but he should not accomplish

them himself; he merely possessed what

he had received from his father; hence,

on the one hand, his rich harvests, were

not obtained in the promised land itself,

but in the territory of the Philistines, who
had just given another guarantee that

they would survive the destruction of the

tribes of the Canaanites ; and, on the other

hand, even the enjoyment in the strange

land was not permitted to last long ; for

Isaac was, by envy or fear, compelled to

leave the scene of his prosperity, and to

continue his wandering life. The jea-

lousy of the Philistines manifested itself

iu deeds of mischief. So far from looking

with satisfaction on the agricultural

prosperity of Isaac, they placed in his way
every obstacle fatal to a proprietor of

cattle, depriving him of the indispensable

wells which his father had dug. Their

animosity assumed so serious a character,
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stopped them, and filled them with earth. 16. And Abi-

melech said to Isaac, Go from us; for thou art much
mightier than we. 17. And Isaac departed thence, and

pitched his tents in the valley of Gerar, and dwelt there.

— 18. And Isaac dug again the wells of water, which they

had dug in the days of Abraham his father; for the Phi-

listines had stopped them after the death of Abraham:

and he called their names like the names by which his

father had called them. 19. And Isaac's servants dug in

the valley, and found there a well of fresh water.

20. And the herdsmen of Gerar quarrelled with Isaac's

herdsmen, saying, The water is ours : and he called the

name of the well Esek [Contention], because they con-

tended with him. 21. And they dug another well, and

strove for that also: and he called the name Sitnah

[Strife]. 22. And he removed from there, and dug

another well ; and about that they did not quarrel : and

he called its name Rehoboth [Enlargement] ; and he said.

For now the Lord hath enlarged for us, and we shall be

that the king, no doubt, in order to pre-

vent more violent disturbances, found it

prudent to request Isaac to leave his

land, reminding him, that he had grown

much more powerful than his subjects

themselves (ver. 16); for "he had become

greater and greater till he was very great"

(ver. 13); and he especially possessed, Ije-

sides the cattle, a vast number of slaves

(ver. 14).

18—3S. lie left the town, and pitched

his tents in the valley of Gerar. But here

he found malice and ill-feeling not less

active; the wells secured by Abraham

were likewise stopped; but, re-opening

them, he called them by their former

names, in order to show how faithfully he

followed in his father's steps. He dug,

besides, several new wells, two of which

being disputed with him by the shepherds

of Gerai-, he appropriately denominated

Strife and Contention. Though Isaac

would, no doubt, have been strong enough

to defend his rights, his peaceful disposi-

tion induced him calmly to yield to vio-

lence; and his enemies, at last conquered

by his magnanimity, allowed him the

undisturbed possession of the third well

which he discovered, and which he there-

fore called Enlargement, saying, " Now
the Lord hath made room for us, and

we shall be fruitful in the land" (ver. 22).

A new triumph was gained, not by

strength of arms but of character, not by

the exertion of men but by the will of

God: and this victory of the mind was

regarded as a promise of other great

achievements.

23—as. Therefore, God appeared to

Isaac anew, and confirmed to him the

former assurances; lie bade him be firm

and fearless; for He would shield him and

multiply his progeny, on account of His

servant Abraham; for He is " the God of

Abraham." This vision took place in

Beer-sheba, whilst Isaac was still wander-

ing, no doubt, near the tamarisk which his

father had planted, and at which he had

offered up his prayers to the everlasting

God (x.\.i. 33). Here Isaac erected an
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fruitful in the land.—23. And he went up from there to

Beer-sheba. 24. And the Lord appeared to him that

night, and said, I am the God of Abraham thy father:

fear not, for I am with thee, and I shall bless thee, and

shall multiply thy seed for my servant Abraham's sake.

25. And he built an altar there, and invoked the name of

the Lord, and pitched his tent there : and Isaac's servants

dug there a well.—26. And Abimelech went to him from

Gerar, and Ahuzzath his councillor, and Phichol the

general of his army. 27. And Isaac said to them. Where-

fore do you come to me, and you hate me, and have sent

me away from you? 28. And they said, We saw indeed

that the Lord was with thee : and we said, Let there now
be an adjuration between us, between us and thee, and let

us make a covenant with thee; 29. That thou wilt do

us no evil, as we have not touched thee, and as we have

done to thee nothing but good, and have sent thee away
in peace : thou art now the blessed of the Lord. 30. And
he made them a feast, and they ate and drank, 31. And

altar, and also worshipped God, his pro-

tector; and since this place was now doubly

sacred, he pitched there his tents, and dug

a well.

3G—33. This well was destined to ob-

tain a peculiar importance. The king of

the Philistines had always treated Isaac

with regard and veneration; he respected

in him the son of that " prophet," whose

extraordinary dignity had before been so

strikingly manifested (xx. 6); and when

he said to him: "thou art much mightier

than we," he certainly did not understand

this expression literally ; it was dictated by

politeness, not by fear; for, if indeed the

king of Gerar was the less powerful of the

two, his boast, that he had dismissed the pa-

triatchin peace, would have caused in the

latter a smile of contempt, rather than the

feeling of gratitude. But thougli separated

from Isaac, he still saw him in his mind

protected by a supernatural power, and

blessed by a Divine influence; he was im-

pressed with the conviction, that a great

future awaited him and his race; and he

was, therefore, anxious to renew the al-

liance which had been concluded with

Abraham. It is, hence, but natural, that

the succeeding part of our narrative should,

in almost every particular, be parallel

with the corresponding event in Abra-

ham's life (xxi. 22—32). The transaction

is here also designed to possess a public

and political character. Hence, the king

journeyed to Isaac, accompanied by his

general Phichol, and his councillor or mi-

nister Ahuzzath. Isaac, acknowledging

Abimelech's superiority in material power,

charged him, somewhat bitterly, with hav-

ing forced him to leave abodes where he

had begun to grow rich and prosperous;

he ascribed that measure, with a unjustex-

aggeration, to the hatred of the king also;

but the latter deemed it inexpedient to re-

vert to past contentions; he felt himself

innocent ; he had the welfare of his people

at heart; and he replied with a slight eva-

sion, that his ardent desire was a close and

indissoluble friendship with the Hebrews.

He saw without envy, but not without ap-
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they rose early in the morning, and swore one to another

:

and Isaac sent them away, and they departed from him in

peace. 32. And it was on the same day, that Isaac's

servants came, and told him concerning the well which

they had dug, and they said to him, AVe have found water.

33. And he called it Shibali ; therefore the name of the

city is Beer-sheba to this day.— 34. And Esau was forty

years old when he took to wife Judith the daughter of

Beeri the Hittite, and Basemath the daughter of Elon

prehension, the manifest increase of Isaac's

resources; he apprehended, that this grow-

ing strength might one day be employed to

the injury, whether thesubjection orthe de-

struction, of the Phihstines; lie wished to

bind him by that terrible oath which calls

down the most awful imprecations upon

him who breaks it. The patriarch, com-

pelled to do justice to the virtue of

Abimelech, renewed the compact gua-

ranteeing the future independence of the

Philistines, and exempting them from

the fate impending on the Canaanites.

The duties of hospitality were liberally

performed; convivial enjoyment revived

and cemented their friendship ; and

oaths were exchanged.— The king had

scarcely departed, fully satisfied with the

result of his jouraey, when the servants of

Isaac informed hira of the new well which

they had found. The patriarch, whose

mind was still absorbed by the solemni-

ties just performed, designated the well

with a name calculated to commemorate

the event; he called it Oath, which word

coincides in Hebrew with seven, the num-
ber of sacredness and religious obli-

gation (comp. xxi. 30, 3
1 ) ; and, hence,

tlic town in which the occurrence took

place, bore the name of Beer-Sheba, or

" Well of the Oath." It is true, that

tlie same name was given to that place

before, in Abraham's time, on a similar

occasion (xxi. 31). But our passage does

not state, that the town now received the

name of Beer-Sheba; it simply mentions,

that " the name of the town was Beer-

Sheba"; and it intimates, that this name,

which might have existed before, now ob-

tained an additional propriety from the

new well dug by Isaac's servants, and from

the oath sworn by Abimelech. On the

former occasion, Beer-Sheba was not even

called a town; and it appears, that the

place of the well only was, at that time,

designated " Well of the Oath"; but that,

gradually, t\\&toicn in which or nearwhich

it lay, was called Beer-Sheba (xxii. 19);

and that here another reason is assigned for

this appellation. But it is certain, that the

well is, in our text, represented as different

from that opened by Abraham in the same

locality ; for it is clearly distinguished from

those stopped by the heathen tribes, and

then re-opened by Isaac (ver. 18); and it

maybe a welcome illustration oftheBiblical

narrative, that modern travellers have dis-

covered two wells in the neiglibourhood of

the ancient Beer-sheba, both bearing this

name. But we must not forget, that the

chief tendency of this section also is to

show the strict analogy between the history

of Isaac andthat ofAbraham; that, tliere-

fore, both narratives may, as regards their

origin, be traceable to one and the same

tradition ; and that the early existence of

two wells with the same or similar names

easily suggested two separate narratives.

3J:, 35. Esau, entering matrimonial

life, like his father, in his fortieth year

(xxv. 20), deviated in two most important

points from the customs which had become

traditional in his family. First, violating

the law of monogamy, he took two wives.

But since polygani}', as a matter of prac-

tice, remained so deeply rooted among the

Hebrews throughout the Biblical times,

that it was not always avoided even by
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the Hittito. 35. And they were a grief of mind to Isaac

and to Rcbekah.

grave and pious men, however forcibly it

was condemned in doctrine and example;

the text adds no word of reproacli with re-

gard to this part of Esau's conduct; but it is

very strong and severe in respect to another

point: these two wives were Hittites, be-

longing to the detested tribes plunged in

crime and impiety, and hastening their

unavoidable perdition; they infected the

purity of Abraham's family, which was

destined as the seed of righteousness and

salvation ; and hence they were a source of

heartburning grief to Isaac and to Rcbekah.

Esau had sho\vn utter inditfcrencc to the

honour and dignity of his descendants;

he had proved, that he had no feeling be-

yond the transitory hour; he could, there-

fore, in choosing his wives, have no other

consideration but his interests and his

propensities.

CPIAPTER XXVII.
StJMMART.—Isaac, feeling the approach of decrepitude, intended to bestow his bless-

ing upon Esau; but Rebekah, wishing to secure it for her younger son, suggested

a stratagem which, executed by Jacob, was attended with the desired result.

The consequence was, that Esau, who could now obtam a prediction of but very

questionable value, conceived a violent hatred against his brother, who to avoid

his anger, on the advice of Rebekah, departed to Mesopotamia, while Isaac was

persuaded that the end of his journey was the choice of a wife from her family in

Haran.

1. And when Isaac was old^ and his eyes were dim, so

that he could not see, he called Esau his eldest son, and

said to him. My son : and he said to him, Behold, here

am I. 2. And he said, Behold, I pray thee, I am old, I

1—A. It was the aim of the Bible to

substitute the supernatural for the natural;

to direct the attention from the changeful

phenomena to the immutable laws which

govern them ; to proclaim the Mind which

called forth, formed, and rules the Matter;

to diffuse that happiness which lies beyond

the senses, in the depth of the purified

heart and in the enlightened intellect; to

teach Love which gives.instead of Selfish-

ness which desires; and to represent Time

only as the threshold of Eternity. But in

no part of the Scriptures are these con-

trasts more strikingly exhibited than in the

history of the patriarchs. Here both prin-

ciples, the natural and the spiritual, are

systematically personified, in Abraham and
Lot, in Isaac and Ishmael, and in Jacob

and Esau— while with Jacob, the father

of the twelve sons, each of whom was

iestined to form a member of the com-
munity of God, the dualism ceases. But

that contrast is not without a marked de-

velopment. In Abraham and Lot, it is

only in its beginning; both emigrate into

the promised land; both thrive on the

chosen soil ; both are specially protected

;

and Lot is twice saved, once from captivity,

and once from death. In Isaac and Ish-

mael, the disti nction grows wider ; the latter

is expelled from his father's house; he

takes his abodes in the inliospitable desert

;

associates and intermarries with the Egyp-

tians; and lives on prey and rapine; but

he shares the sign of the covenant (xvii.

25), a sacred link connecting him with his

race, a ray of hope left for the future.

But in Esau and Jacob, the antagonism

between the man of nature and the man
of spiritual training reaches its highest

gradation. They are from the beginning

distinguished as " the man of the field,"

and "the upright man"(xxv. 27); the one

lives only for the present, the other seeks
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know not the day of my death : 3. Now therefore take,

I pray thee, thy weapons, thy quiver and thy bow, and go

out to the field, and hunt for me some venison ; 4. And
make me a palatable meal, such as 1 love, and bring it to

me, that I may eat ; that my soul may bless thee before I

die. —-5. And Rebekah listened when Isaac spoke to

Esau his son. And Esau went to the field to hunt /or

venison, in order to bring it. 6. And Rebekah spoke to

Jacob her son, saying. Behold, I heard thy father speak to

Esau thy brother, saying, 7. Bring me venison, and make

hjs glory in the future ; the one laughs at

the imaginary worth of the birthright, the

other covets it as his highest felicity; the

one does not hesitate to form an alliance

with the daughters of Canaan, the other

allows the best part of his manhood to

pass rather than follow that example.

But notwithstanding all this, Isaac per-

severed in his preference of Esau; though

grieved at his marriages, he intended to

bestow upon him the blessing which made

him tlie heir of the Divine promises, and

which, pronounced immediately before

death, was regarded as infallible. This

conduct of Isaac, the more surprising

if we consider the prophecy given to

Rebekah, that the elder son was destined

to serve the younger (xxv.23), may be

thus explained. Though Esau was, in-

deed, merely the man of nature, he was

a perfect type of his class; he possessed

all its heart-warming qualities; he was

frank and unsophisticated; cordial and

true; quick in his sentiments and in his

resolutions ; and though liable to ebulli-

tions of passion and vindictiveness, yet

easily soothed and generously forgiving.

The character of Jacob, on tlie other

hand, though ennobled by higher aspira-

tions, from early youth directed to the

loftiest spiritual aims, and earnestly

craving to become the heir and successor

of Abraham, was disfigured by many
vices to which a subtle mind is peculiarly

subject. His cunning, insincerity, and

unmanly stratagems were abject and

despicable. Isaac sympathised, therefore,

more deeply with Esau ; he turned to the

man of nature, or, as the text expresses

it, "he ate of his venison" (xxv. 28); he

preferred the more perfect son: but he

forgot that the perfection of Esau lay

merely in the sphere of the natural, was

circumscribed by narrow limits, and

was, therefore, more easily attainable;

while therealmof the ideal, after whicli Ja-

cob strove, is so boundless that perfection,

in that field, is impossible to man ; but that

one short flight into the region of truth

and of moral beauty infinitely surpasses

in value all attainments simply human

and natural. Isaac did not preserve that

sublimity which had fortified him for the

sacrifice on Moriah; he relapsed to the

level of ordinary men; he had become

old, and his eyes were dim; and his mind

had lost not a little in strength and eleva-

tion. It is a dexterous trait on the part of

the author to express Isaac's predilection

for the man of nature by his desire for

venison, killed and prepared by him.

Nothing could have better embodied the

merely external or material relation be-

tween the father and his eldest son. The

blessing is so prominently made depend-

ent on this meal (vcr. 4), that it appears

almost as its reward. But, on the other

hand, the venison is evidently like a sa-

crifice offered by the recipient of the

blessing, and ratifying the proceedings;

and hence Jacob killed and prepared two

kids of the goats (ver. 9), whereas, for

an ordinary meal, one would have been

more than sufficient; it imparted to the

ceremony, in certain respects, the charac-

ter of a covenant; the one party showed
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me a palatable meal, that I may eat, and I may bless thee

before the Lord before my death. 8. And now, my son,

listen to my voice, according to that Avhich I command
thee. 9. Go, I pray thee, to the flock, and fetch me from

there two good kids of the goats ; and I will make them a

palatable meal for thy father, such as he loveth : 10. And
thou shalt bring it to thy father, and he may eat, that he

may bless thee before his death.— 11. And Jacob said to

Rebekah his mother. Behold, Esau my brother is a hairy

man, and I am a smooth man: 12. Perhaps my father

ready obedience and sincere affection,

while the other accepted the gift, and

granted, in return, the whole store of hap-

piness he was able to bequeath. Thus

the meal which Isaac required, has a dou-

ble meaning, both connected with the

internal organism of the book.

5—lO. Though Isaac called Esau his

eldest son (ver. 1), Eebekah, after the

cession of the birthright, no longer re-

garded him as such. She had seen the

prophecy received before the birih of the

twins, approaching its realisation in more

than one respect. The disposition and

character of the sons were, to her, sure

indications of the future; Esau appeared

to her judgment as little capable of be-

coming the depository of the religion of

Abraham, as she saw Jacob eager to

fulfil this mission ; and every doubt was

removed when she perceived the heedless-

ness with which Esau despised the pri-

vileges of his birth. But she had been

unable to gain Isaac over to her own
conviction ; she could neither understand

nor eradicate his partiality for Esau;

when she, therefore, heard, with alarm,

of the intended blessing, too well aware

of its unavoidable efficacy, and anxious

to avert what she believed would be a

tataUty and a misfortune, she took refuge

in a stratagem, proving her to be the

worthy mother of the cunning Jacob. She

was certainly in her aims more exalted

than her husband; but she was far infe-

rior to him in uprightness of conduct; slie

failed in morality and honesty; though

her mind was elevated, her heart lacked

the simplicity of innocence; she acted on

the baneful principle that the end sanc-

tifies the means; and she had so deeply

imbibed this doctrine, that she preserved

an imperturbable composure and firmness

throughout the whole of the hazardous

and complicated transaction. She knew

well how to interest Jacob for her plans

;

she had heard Isaac say to Esau, that he

wished to bless him before liis death

(ver. 4); in repeating this to Jacob, she

represented his words to have been;

" that I may bless thee before the Lord

before my death" (ver. 7); the addition of

the name of God at once enhances the

sacred character of the narrative: it is

as designedly omitted by the text in the

address of Isaac to the worldly Esau, as

it is deliberately inserted in the words of

Rebekah to her ambitious son Jacob.

11—14. The latter was not indifferent

to the appeal of his mother; he prized the

blessing and wished to secure it; and lie

had no scruples with regard to the rights

of Esau. He considered the transfer of the

birthright for the pottage of lentiles as

perfectly valid; but he was afraid of a

possible failure; he trembled at the idea

that the device might be discovered by

Isaac, and that it would be punished with

a deserved curse; he objected that his

brother Esau was a " hairy man," while

he himself was a " smooth man," by

which circumstance alone he was certain

that the father would detect the deception.

Not truthfulness, but expediency prompted

his hesitation ; and when, therefore, his

motlier, with her characteristic calmness,
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will feel me, and I shall be in his eyes as a deceiver; and

I shall bring a curse upon me, and not a blessing. 13.

And his mother said to him, Upon me he thy curse, my son

;

only obey my voice, and go fetch them for me. 14. And
he went, and fetched, and brought them to his mother:

and his mother made a palatable meal, such as his father

loved.— 15. And Rebekah took the choicest garments of

her eldest son Esau, which loere with her in the house, and

dressed with them Jacob her younger son: 16. And she

put the skins of the kids of the goats upon his hands, and

upon his smooth neck: 17. And she gave the palatable

meal and the bread, which she had prepared, into the

hand of her son Jacob. 18. And he came to his father,

and said, My father: and he said. Here am I. Who art

thou, my son? 19, And Jacob said to his father, I am
Esau thy firstborn; I have done as thou badest me:
rise, I pray thee, sit and eat of my venison, that thy soul

may bless me. 20. And Isaac said to his son. How is it

had taken upon herself all possible con-

sequences, thus showing her perfect con-

fidence in the success of her scheme, he

no longer delayed to execute her command,

but prepared himself to deceive his blind

father—an unfortunate step, which impli-

cated him in a net of untruths ; a sin for

which he had to atone by years of trial

and of toil.

15—2©. The scene of the fraud is

described with a psychological skill which

rivets the interest, and excites the admi-

ration, of the reader. Jacob, carefully dis-

guised by his shrewd mother, dressed in the

festive garments of Esau, and with the hairy

skins of goats on his hands and his neck,

stepped before his father, offered him the

meal, and demanded the blessing. The

old man who, from infirmity, was reposing

on liis bed, sat up to receive his son.

When he asked Jacob who he was, the

latter answered boldly: " I am Esau thy

firstborn"; but he thought he recognised

the voice of Jacob; his suspicions were

roused ; he knew the crafty disposition of

his younger son too well; and he felt the

duty of extreme carefulness. He express-

ed his doubt first most gently, by uttering

his wonder how Esau had contrived to

find the venison so speedily: upon which

Jacob blasphemously replied, " The
Lord thy God hath brought it in my way."

It might be expected, that this solemn de-

claration would satisfy Isaac, and that he

would, without delay, proceed to the in-

tended ceremony. But his impressions of

Jacob's deceitfulness were so strong, that

that formal and sacred profession excited

ratherthan removed his distrust. Wishing,

therefore, to obtain another and more strik-

ing proof, he said, in undisguised terms,

that he desired to feel him in order to con-

vince himselfwhether he were Esau or not

;

such a doubt would not have offended

Esau, because his mind was unconscious

of guile; and if it offended Jacob, it was

a very inadequate punishment for his

open and deliberate untruth. But even

when Isaac felt the hairy hands and neck,

he could not b.anish his suspicions; he

confessed that indeed the hands were

those of Esau, yet the voice was that of

Jacob. Conceiving, however, that he could

not expect surer and more direct proofs,
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that thou hast found so quickly, my son? And he said,

Indeed, the Lord thy God brought it in my way. 21.

And Isaac said to Jacob, Come near, I pray thee, that I

may feel thee, my son, whether thou art indeed my son

Esau or not. 22. And Jacob went near to Isaac his

fiithcr; and he felt him, and said, The voice is Jacob's

voice, but the hands are Esau's hands. 23. And he did

not discern him, because his hands were hairy, as his

brother Esau's hands: and he blessed him: 24. And he

said, Art thou indeed my son Esau? And he said, I am.

25. And he said. Bring it near to me, and I will eat of

my son's venison, that ni}" soul may bless thee. And he

brought it near to him, and he ate : and he brought him

wine, and he drank. 26. And his father Isaac said to

him, Come near now, and kiss me, my son. 27. And he

came near, and kissed him : and he smelt the odour of

his garments, and blessed him, and said,

he resolved to bless the son who stood

before him (ver. 23). But when he was

about to commence, he paused again ; his

scruples returned; and he asked anew

calmly and affectionately: "Ait thou my
son Esau"?—to which Jacob was har-

dened enough to answer :
" I am." It

would have appeared an unworthy scep-

ticism in Isaac to tarry any longer; he,

therefore, without further objection, ac-

cepted the meal, like a grateful offering,

regarding it as a gift of love which re-

quired a return on his part. When he,

therefore, after the repast, wished to kiss

his son, this was not dictated bj- a renewal

of his doubts; it was an act of love in

exchange for the affection just expe-

rienced; it sealed the alliance of the

hearts of the father and the son ; it ex-

pressed that both were links of the same

spiritual chain; and is, in more than one

respect, analogous to the imposition of

the hand which later accompanied the

blessing of Ephraim and Manasseh

(xlviii. 14).

37—20. Many parts of Arabia and

P.destine exhale a most delicious odour;

after a refreshing ruin especially, the air

is perfumed with a fragrance inexpressi-

bly sweet; and the soil, furrowed by the

plougli-share, emits often the balmy trea-

sures hidden in its depth. Thus, the gar-

ments of Esau, tlie man of the field, who

roamed through hill and valley, were re-

dolent of the scent of aromatic herbs; they

called up in Isaac's mind the pictures of

freshness, health, and abundance; his spi-

rit, moved and struck, assumed a prophetic

elevation; and he began the blessing:

" Behold, the odour of my son is as the

odour of the field which the Lord hath

blessed." He then describes the land in-

tended for -Jacob's inheritance most em-

pliatically as one distinguisliedby fertility;

the dew of heaven and the richness of the

earth unite to mature the choicest produc-

tions; the bread which nourishes, and the

wine which cheers tlie heart of man, arc

tlicre brought forth in equal profusion;

the necessities of life, easily and plenti-

fully obtained, are enhanced by its com-

forts. This is tlie first benediction pro-

nounced upon Jacob; and who can doubt,

that it fully accords with the exceeding

natural fertility of the Holy Land? Let

U.S remind the reader of a few facts.
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See, the odour of my son is like the odour of a field,

which the Lord hath blessed.

28. And God may give thee of the dew of heaven and of

the fatness of the earth.

And abundance of corn and wine.

Palestine is generally described in the

Bible as " a good land, flowing with milk

and honey;" and it fully deserves these

epithets. It is distinguished by a salu-

brity of climate and exquisiteness of tem-

perature scarcely to be expected from its

geographical position; but the moun-

tainous character of almost all its pro-

vinces obviates oppressive heat; the long-

est day in summer is only 14 hours and

12 minutes; occasional showers refresh

the air; and the atmosphere is, there-

fore, generally pleasant and moderate.

But the most remarkable feature in the

climate of Palestine is the extraordinary

difference between places often but a few

miles distant from each other; the palm-

tree and fruits of the tropics grow close by

the nut-tree, the oak, and other products

of the northern zones; hills and valleys al-

ternate in rapid succession ; the vegetable

kingdom of almost all parts of the globe

is represented in a country extending not

more than about 190 miles in length, about

80 in breadth in the middle, and varying

between 10 to 15 in other parts; and no

mouth of the year is without fruits and

blossoms.—The year is divided into two

seasons:

—

1. The Winter. It begins in the mid-

dle of October, when the days continue

to be agreeably warm; while the nights

commence to be cool ; the earlier rain

begins, though but gradually, and in isolat-

ed showers, still permitting the operations

of agriculture. The trees lose their foliage,

and fires are desirable as a matter of coni-

foi't. In December the rain becomes more

and more copious and continuous, and it

often comes down with such violence, as

materially to injure or totally to destroy

the frail houses, mostly constructed with

mud-tiles baked in the sun, and with palm-

branches; in January and February, it

sometimes alternates v/ith snow, or, in the

night, with ice, which, however, generally

melts on the same day ; severe frost is rare,

and in all cases of short duration; while

mild and sunny days occasionally surprise

the inhabitants, and invite them to the pub-

lic places. But the influence of the colder

season on man and beast is naturally

greater in the East than in our countries;

languor and diseases generally follow in

its train; it is often most severely felt

around Jerusalem, and aggravated by

fearful tempests, not unfrequently accom-

panied with hail-storms. Travelling is, at

that period of the year, both laborious and

dangerous, especially in the steep moun-

tain-paths. In January, the cold rain

continues at intervals; but in the southern

parts of Palestine the sky begins to assume

a more serene aspect ; occasional fine days

are the harbingers of the more genial sea-

son; and in February, the mild tempera-

ture of spring prevails almost throughout

the country. In the month of March

to the middle of April falls the latter

rain; the heat increases perceptibly, though

the nights remain chilly. Thunder and

lightning are not unfrequent during the

first tlu'ee months of the year, while from

the middle of April to the middle of Sep-

tember, it neither rains nor thunders.

Showers falling within this period cause

consternation, as phenomena indicating

some disorder in nature.

2. The Summer. Towards the end of

April, the sky becomes more clear and

transparent; heat and drought increase;

but in the nights very abundant and re-

freshing dew descends, without which the

vegetation of fields and meadows would

inevitably wither. The dew is hence called

the "precious treasure of heaven"; and

invariably forms a chief feature in the

picture of blissful fertility. This is ge-

nerally the time for the corn-harvest.

In May, the skies are perfectly cloudless,
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29. Nations will serve thee, and peoples prostrate them-

selves before thee

:

Be lord over thy brothers, and let thy mother's sons

prostrate themselves before thee.

and the power of the solar rays increases;

yet the evenings are delightfully cool. In

June, July, and August, the heat steadily

rises; a tropical temperature prevails; and

deaths from sun-strokes occur; even the

nights are sultry; and many fountains

and cisterns dry up. The dew, though

continuing to nourish the stronger plants,

loses its effect upon the grass, herbs, and

flowers; and the fields are so arid, that a

single spark would instantaneously spread

a conflagration ; the richest soil is burnt

;

the beautiful verdure, which enchants the

eye in April, is, three months later, con-

verted into the brown blades of the desert.

In September, the nights again become

refreshing; and now and then, especially

towards the end of the month, rain falls,

and the heat diminishes.

A country whose seasons are so regular,

and whose climate is, on the whole, so tem-

perate, may well be expected to be distin-

guished by fertility. That it was so in an

eminent degree, is fully confirmed both by

Biblical and classical writers. It is, in the

Old Testament, called "the choicest of all

the countries of the earth" (Ezek.xx. 6); a

"precious land, a beauteous inheritance

among the hosts of nations" (Jer. iii. 19);

a " land of brooks of water, of fountains,

and deep floods; a land of wheat and

barley, and vines, and fig-trees, and pome-

granates; a land of oil-olive, and honey,

whose stones are iron, and out of whose

hills thou mayest dig brass" (Deut. viii.

7—9); it is described as unlike the land

of Egypt, " where the seed is sown and

watered with the foot, like a garden of

herbs" (see note on Exod. i. 19); as a

country of hills and valleys, which drinks

water of the rain of heaven; as a land

which God loves, and " upon which the

eyes of the Lord are constantly from the

beginning of the year to the end of the

year." Further, Tacitus observes: "the

soil is fertile; it abounds in all sorts of

fruits which our country produces, and

besides them in balm and palm-trees."

Josephus extols in glowing language the

wealth and beauty of the valley of Jericho;

Justinus writes in similar terms; and

Ammianus praises the well-cultivated

and highly productive fields; while the

remark of Strabo, that the vicinity of

Jerusalem is stony and parched, is opposed

to all other and more authentic testimonies.

Nor do all those accounts exaggerate the

truth. The plains and valleys are irrigated

by numerous rivulets; the mountains, gra-

dually sloping down into hills, are pecu-

liarly adapted for the cultivation of the

vine and the olive-tree, and for the breed-

ing of cattle ; and though some are n aturally

arid and rocky, they were rendered highly

useful by the industry of the ancient in-

habitants ; terraces dug from base to sum-

mit, and covered with richer soil, received

the seeds; and in due season, the vernal

and autumnal rains, the beneficent dew,

the genial rays of fhe sun, and the mild-

ness and salubrity of the atmosphere, ma-

tured olives, figs, and grapes, and soon also

leguminous plant s,and most excellent com.

—Though the desert in several parts en-

croaches upon the land, many districts of

the interior vie with the most blooming

tracts ofEgypt and Mesopotamia. Palestine

is, indeed, like an oasis in a surrounding

wilderness; a favoured spot, which might

well appear like the special gift granted by

a beneficent God to a chosen nation. But

the fruitfulness of Palestine was destroyed

by warfare and pillage; perhaps no coun-

try on earth has been more frequently in-

vaded and devastated; it was the scene of

numberless wars and occupations; it pass-

ed successively into the hands of many
neighbouring and distant nations, Asiatic,

European, and African. Can wc be as-

tonished that districts, once blooming like

z 2
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Cursed be those who curse thee, and blessed those who
bless thee.

—

30. And when Isaac had finished blessing Jacob, and

Jacob was yet scarcely gone out from the presence of

Isaac his father, Esau his brother came in from his hunt-

ing. 31. And he also had made a palatable meal, and

brought it to his father, and said to his father, Let my
father rise, and eat of his son's venison, that thy soul may
bless me. 32. And Isaac his father said to him, Who art

beautiful gardens, lie neglected like a de-

sert; that a population once flourishing and

numerous, has, iu many parts, shrunk into

communities of paupers or robbers; and

that, with the perpetual dread of the ra-

pacious Bedouin over the head of the hus-

bandman,thesoil seems waste and desolate ?

However, neither violence nor negligence

have been able totally to annihilate the

natural fertility of Palestine; some of

the terraces, especially between Nablous

(Shechem) and Jerusalem, have remained,

and are successfully cultivated by the Arabs

who inhabit the neighbouring tracts; a

considerable quantity of corn is annually

exported from Palestine to Constantinople

;

and a still greater amount of raisin-honey

is sold to Egypt; the cotton ])roduced iu

the plains of Esdraclon, excels in quality

even that of Syria; numberless herds and

flocks graze on the luxurious fields of Ga-

lilee, and in the rich plains which border

tlie northern part of the Jordan ; swarms

of wild bees accumulate their honey in tlie

cavities of trees and the fissures of rocks;

and the exertions lately commenced from

various quarters for redeeming the Holy

Land from the curse of indolence under

which it has so long suffered, justi(y the

hope of the most cheering success, pro-

mising to realize once more the prophetic

blessing of Isaac :
" The Lord may give

thee of the dew of heaven, and of the fat-

ness of the earth, and abundance of corn

and wine."

He further promised to Jacob tlie do-

minion over subjugated nations; he al-

luded to the conquest of the surrounding

1 rovinces, and the extirpation of tlic tribes

of Canaan; of all those vho, by their

crimes, were destined either to serve or to

perish, and who, by descent and faith,

were strangers to the Israelites. How-
evei', not those alone, but even his own
" brothers," '• the sons of his mother,"

should acknowledge the sovereignty of

Jacob's progenj^; and more particularly

the Edomitcs, the nearest and latest kins-

men of the Hebrews, the children of an

ancestor who was born of the same father

and of the same mother with Jacob, and

to whom, by right of nature, the authority

of the firstborn belonged (ver. 37). But

tlie Hebrews were destined to be more

than the mere conquerors and inhabitants

of Palestine ; their worldly prosperity was

but the pledge of higher and more pre-

cious treasures; it was the guarantee that

tliey should be the guardians of truth and

peace of mind; that all the nations of the

earth were to follow the standard they

would unfurl, and that all generations

were to respect them as their guides and

instructors : that " those who curse them

are cursed, and those who bless them are

blessed." The Israelites were selected as

the propliets among the nations, to be the

intermediate link between God and man-

kind. Thus understood, the prediction of

Israel's dominion presents an admirable

climax, from tlie foreign nations to kin-

dred tribes, and from the external power to

the universal sovereignty of the intellect.

30—33. A most intense, if not painful,

interest is excited in the reader's mind;

he is in an anxious suspense, trembling

lest Esau sliould return and surprise Ja-

cob in his ludicrous disguise and his reck-
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thou? And he said, I am thy son, thy firstborn Esau. 33.

And Isaac trembled very exceedingly, and said, Who, then,

is he who took venison, and brought it me ? and I have eaten

of all before thou earnest, and have blessed him :—he shall

certainly be blessed.—34. When Esau heard the words of

liis father, he cried with a great and exceedingly bitter

cry, and said to his father, Bless me also. Oh my father.

35. And he said, Thy brother came with cunning, and

took away thy blessing. 36. And he said, Is he not

loss fraud ; his sympathy is divided, and

ill a perplexing conflict. The Biblical

author was distinctly conscious of this

critical situation; he relates, with great

stress, that " Jacob was yet scarcely gone

out from the presence of Isaac his father,"

when Esau came back. A scene of violence

was thus avoided ; and this was regarded

as an interposition of Providence, as a

sign that God desired the prerogatives of

Jacob. When, therefore, Esau, hastening

to prepare the venison, brought it to

his father, and demanded the benedic-

tion, Isaac was indeed overwhelmed

with consternation and grief; he felt,

indeed, excruciating anguish that his

younger son should have debased himself

by falsehood, and craft, and shameless

blasphemy (ver. 35); but he could not

but acknowledge, in his success, the finger

of God, who evidently had determined the

elevation of Jacob; he could not but be

forcibly reminded of the prophecy received

by Kebekah, and now at last be convinced

of its truth; and he exclaimed, though

with a certain sorrowful feeling, yet with

firmness and assurance: "he shall certain-

ly be blessed." However deeply the father

might continue to despise the abject means

by which the benediction was obtained,

he was now certain that Jacob was destined

to be the propagator ofthe faith ofAbraham.

34—;JS. In this embarrassing dilemma,

both the nature of the patriarchal blessing

and the character of Esau are most dis-

tinctly developed. The blessing is irre-

vocable; once pronounced, it works its

eflFect with the infallibility of fate. This

power is, indeed, attributed to the words

of all parents spoken on their children;

" the blessing of tlie father builds houses to

the sons, the curse of the mother destroys

them" (Sir. iii. 9); for the parents are to

the children the representatives of God:

but it is the case in an eminently higher

degree with the patriarchs; they are, in

their blessing, the instruments of God,

who guides and inspires them ; their words

are Divine prophecies. These notions,

undoubtedly standing in admirable har-

mony with the whole Biblical system, are

certainly far superior to the analogous

ideas of the classical nations. If Phoebus

cannot revoke the fatal promise made to

his ambitious son, Photon ; or if Theseus

cannot arrest the curse which his blind

wrath had hurled against his innocent son,

Hippolytus: it is because the gods, them-

selves instruments, have no power over fate

;

nor is man the author of his own thoughts

and words, but some demon is charged to

infatuate, in order to ruin him.—Though
Isaac exclaimed with a bitter pang: "Thy
brothercame with cunning," he was neither

able nor desirous to annul the blessing;

he seemed to have exhausted his whole

store of prophetic benediction; he had

scarcely a second to bestow: points more

than sufficient to prove, that the blessing

was not regarded as the voluntary act of

the patriarch, but as the gift and emana-

tion of God, which, like all that proceeds

from Ilim, is perfect and unerring. But

how did Esau act in this conflict? It ap-

pears, that even he, in the first impression

of his mind, acknowledged the invisible

hand of Providence; fur when he heard,

that his brother had obtained the blessing.
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justly named Jacob [Deceiver] ? for he hath now deceived

me twice : he took away my birthright ; and, behold, now
he hath taken away my blessing. And he said, Hast thou

not reserved a blessing for me? 37. And Isaac answered

and said to Esau, Behold, I have made him thy lord, and

all his brethren have I given to him for servants; and

with corn and wine have I supported him : and what then

shall I do to thee, mv son ? 38. And Esau said to his

father, Hast thou but one blessing, my father? bless me
also, Oh my father. And Esau lifted up his voice, and

his feeling was that of intense and over-

powering grief rather than of anger; "he

cried with a great and exceedingly bitter

cry"; and added simply: " Bless me also,

Oh my father." But when Isaac himself

could not repress his indignation against

Jacob, when he described the means by

which the latter had secured the privilege

as contemptible cunning: how should the

injured man of nature, impetuous and im-

pulsive as he was, withhold an acrimonious

and pungent rebuke? how should he not, in

this maturer epoch of his life, be reminded

of the artful insidiousness by which he had

before been deprived of his birthright?

and it is pardonable to his passion, that

in order to give to the charge a greater

stress, and a certain striking truth, he found

Jacob's unprincipled cunning expressed

and foreboded in his very name (see p. 323).

But another interesting feature of Esau's

character is here revealed. While in Ja-

cob's conduct the high and noble aims

which he pursued, were in most discordant

contrast with the ungenerous means which

he employed, Esau was fluctuating and

contradictory within himself; though the

general tone of his mind was indifference

to spiritual boons, his sentiments were

spontaneous and profound whenever the

voice of nature spoke; he despised the

birthright (xxv. 34), but regarded himself

always as the firstborn son (ver. 32); he

slighted the prophecy of Goc? (xxv. 23),

but coveted most anxiously the blessing of

his father ; he attributed to the latter a

greater force than to the former; he hoped

to neutralize the effect of the one by the

weight of the other ; he could not com-

prehend or feel the invisible, but he was

keenly susceptible of the visible; his mind

was not sublime, but his heart was full of

pure and strong emotions; he saw in his

father only the earthly progenitor, not the

representative of the Deity — he was, in-

deed, the man of nature. As such he is

described in the affecting scene of our text;

he is designedly placed in marked contra-

distinction to his brother Jacob: nature,

simplicity, deep and genuine affection on

the one side; shrewdness, ambition, and

indefinite, soaring, but unsatisfied intellec-

tual craving on the other. This contrast

not only implies the kernel and spirit of

this narrative, but forms the centre of all

Biblical notions. Hence Esau's vehement

disappointment will receive its proper light

;

he deeply repented, that he had sold his

birthright, but only because he believed,

that he was for that reason justly deprived

of the father's blessing due to the eldest

son (ver. 36) ; he heard, without envy or

animosity, that Jacob's descendants had

been declared the future lords of his own

progeny; leaving that prerogative unmur-

muringly to his brother, he exclaimed:

"Hast thou but one blessing, my father"?

and bm-st forth into another flood of tears.

3d, 40. Long had the fond father re-

sisted the importunity of Esau, since he

knew that he could predict to his favourite

son little that could give satisfaction to

himself, or prove acceptable to the other.

This reluctance might have taught a wiser

and more prudent man to renounce a cer-

tainty little calciUatcd to brighten his pro-
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wept,

him,

39. And Isaac his father answered and said to

Behold, without the fatness of the earth shall be tliy

dwelling,

And without the dew of heaven from above.

40. And by thy sword shalt thou live;

Yet shalt thou serve thy brother :

—

But when thou truly desirest it,

Thou shalt break his yoke from thy neck.

—

41. And Esau hated Jacob on account of the

spects. Bat now Isaac was forced, almost

against his will, to reveal the painful truth

;

he described the abodes assigned to the

Edomites as barren and cheerless, neither

favoured by the fatness of the earth, nor

the dew of heaven; their life, therefore,

far from being one of calm enjoyment,

would be passed in plunder and warfare;

they would owe all to the sword, and no-

thing to the plough-share; but though

always wielding sanguinary weapons, yet

their lot would be subjection and servi-

tude; though strong enough for pillage,

they would be too nide for victory; they

would be the slaves of their kindred tribes;

— but their innate prowess, if tempered by

prudence, and controlled by discipline,

would always be powerful enough to secure

or to restore their liberty; if roused by

self-respect and energy, they would break

the yoke, and be again free in their vast

steppes. This is the image of Esau's

history, at once forcible, faithful, and con-

cise. The tracts inhabited by the Idumre-

ans, the region of Mount Seir, and the

deserted districts in the west and north-

west of it, belong, perhaps, to the most

desolate, the most sterile parts of the globe.

There is frequently for many miles no

village, no hut, to mark the trace of a

human being; the soil is parched by the

burning rays of the sun; solitude and de-

vastation prevail around; those who, by

ancestral traditions or indolence, are kept

in these regions, seek refuge in caves or

BubteiTanean tents; the soil, yielding no

more than a scanty verdure, scarcely suf-

ficient for the maintenance of flocks, de-

blessing

lies the industry of the husbandman; no

waving ear, no golden fruit, no smiling

flower, relieves the eye of the desponding

wanderer; "the fatness of the earth, and

tlie dew of heaven" are alike denied to the

land. It is, however, hardly necessary to

observe, that some parts of the districts of

Idumaja, especially those nearer the south-

ern frontiers of Palestine, and some other

valleys, were capable of cultivation, and

produced corn and wine, though scarcely

more than was barely necessary for im-

mediate consumption.— The other points

of Isaac's predictions have already been

illustrated ; we have treated of the unbri-

dled mode of life of the Edomites ; of their

subjection under the sceptre of the kings

of Judali; and their ultimate deliverance

in the reign of king Joram (see p. 324);

but we may here more distinctly express

an idea, before but passingly alluded to.

The text intimates, that the freedom of the

Idumaians was given in their own hands;

that they might be independent whenever

they would summon sufiicient energy ear-

nestly to wish it; and as the history of

Esau is the mirror in which we are to see

the destinies of his descendants, we may,

in the repentance of the former, find a re-

gret, on the part of the latter, that they

had neglected their dignity when it was

time to vindicate it; for they might, indeed,

after their subjugation, have attempted

fruitless revolts and invasions; but cen-

turies elapsed before they could redeem

the forfeited rights.

41. When Esau, leaving the presence

of Isaac, no longer felt the sanctifying
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with which his father had blessed him : and Esau said in

his heart, Days of grief are at hand for my father; for I

will slay my brother Jacob.—42. And these words of

Esau her elder son were told to Rebekah : and she sent

and called Jacob her younger son, and said to him, Be-

hold, thy brother Esau will take revenge upon thee by
killing thee. 43. Now, therefore, my son, listen to my
voice; and rise, flee to Laban my brother, to Haran;

44. And remain with him some time, until thy brother's

influence of a father's voice, every re-

etraint was loosened, and he gave vent to

the passion of his heart. He burnt with

hatred towards his treacherous brother;

and believing that hewas able to annihilate

the effect of the blessing, he was eager to

quench his anger in the blood of the de-

ceiver. But while he was wishing to per-

petrate the sanguinary deed, the revered

form of his aged father rose before his

mind; it seemed for a moment to appease

his ire: yet his hatred was too turbulent,

too intense; he deplored the wretchedness

into which he knew that his father would

be plunged; yet he was unable to pre-

vent it; instinct and passion struggled

against each other; but his passion was

stronger than his reason, though it did not

extinguish his love, though it did not cor-

rupt his heart. What an excellent picture

of the true man of nature!

42—4:5. Rebekah knew well the gene-

rous, though vehement disposition of her

eldest son. When, therefore, she was

informed of his criminal intentions, which

he was too artless sufficiently to conceal,

she, with her usual calmness and pru-

dence, devised a plan which prevented

the impending bloodshed and misery.

Acknowledging that Esau had, indeed,

from an ordinary point of view, been seri-

ously wronged (ver. 45); but convinced

that his anger would soon cool down, if

its object were removed; that rankling

animosity could not linger in his breast;

and that, thoughtless and forgiving, he

was swayed by the impulse of the moment

:

Kebekah advised Jacob to escape to

Mesopotamia, to her brother Laban,

and there to await the time when he

would be able to return with safety;

she herself would watch that he should

not longer be absent from the land

promised to him and his seed than pre-

caution demanded. But she seems to

have supposed that the consideration of

his own safety would alone have been

insufficient to move Jacob to flee; for she

deemed it necessary to add, as another

stimulus, " why should I be bereaved of

you both in one day"? She evidently

alluded to the custom of the avenging

of blood, which would have forced the

nearest relative of Jacob to expiate his

blood by killing Esau. Jacob's journey

to Mesopotamia is thus fi'eed from the

low motives of selfishness and cowardice,

and assmnes the character of filial affec-

tion.

To the remarks on the avenging of

blood, offered on another occasion (Comm.
on Exodus xxi. 12—14), we add a few

notices concerning its observance in

the present time. Though the law of

Mohammed teaches, that fathers are not

to be punished for the crimes of their

children, nor children for those of their

parents, either in this world or in futurity;

this doctrine is far from being generally

acted upon: on the contrarj', the thar, or

duty of blood-revenge devolves upon

every one within the fifth generation (or

Khonise), and may be exercised against

any one within the same degree of con-

sanguinity; it is even sometimes asserted

that the right to the blood-revenge is

never lost; that it descends on both

sides to the latest acncvation. Hence an
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anger turneth away; 45. Until thy brother's anger

turneth away from thee, and he forgetteth what thou hast

done to him : then I shall send, and fetch thee from there

:

why should I be bereaved of both of you in one day ?

—

46. And Rebekah said to Isaac, I loathe ray life because

of the daughters of Heth : if Jacob take a wife of the

daughters of Heth, such as these, of the daughters of the

land, of what avail is life to me ?

Arab hesitates to tell his name to a

stranger, or to mention that of his father

or of his tribe, for a blood-feud might

exist between them; children even are

instructed to observe this caution; and

strangers are, in the open country, re-

garded with extreme suspicion; but as

guests are in^^olable, a homicide is per-

fectly safe in the teat of a third person,

or even in that of his own persecutor.

The price of blood was legally one hun-

dred camels (thirty of four years old,

thirty of five years old, and forty with

young); but to accept less was considered

virtuous; and the compensation is differ-

ent in different tribes; in some of them a

mare, a black slave, and a gun are indis-

pensable, besides a certain number of

camels, or their value in other cattle or

money. It is regarded as an act of great

charity to contribute towards the blood-

money, if the murderer is a poor man,

who in order to collect the imposed sum,

frequently, with a chain round his neck,

wanders from tent to tent through the

desert and all the towns and villages

within his reach. To forgive a wound is

deemed a highly meritorious act of mode-

ration; but if, after having promised par-

don, the wounded yet exacts retaliation,

he is threatened with the everlasting fire.

To pardon murder, as the avenger of

blood has the power to do in Persia, was

illegal both in the Mosaic and the Mo-
hammedan law.—A kind of precedent for

tlie cities of refuge, appointed by Moses,

existed in the ancient and still prevailing

usages of the Arabs. The homicide gene-

rally offers to the avenger of blood

money as a compromise; but even if this

is not accepted, he, according to imme-
morial custom, obtains a truce of " three

days and four hours," during which time

he may remove to another tribe, to im-

plore its protection, which it is considered

a duty to grant. His relatives generally

flee with him; sometimes more than a

hundred tents are removed in consequence

of one murder; in almost all encamp-

ments such fugitives from other tribes are

found ; fear generally prevents them from

returning to the nation from which they

sprang; and they gradually amalgamate

with their protectors. But a friendly

tribe may not be near; the persecutor

may be stronger than the new fi-iends of

the homicide; and no religious law forbids

the former to abstain from insidious

attacks; whereas the arrangements pro-

vided by the Mosaic Law, afforded him a.

secure and powerful refuge.

40. Rebekah, concealing from Isaac,

for the sake of his tranquillity, the danger

which menaced Jacob's life from the ve-

hemence of Esau's passion, yet wishing to

accelerate Jacob's departure, considerately

said to her husband, with a certain affecta-

tion of vehemence, that she would regard

her life as a burden and a plague, if Jacob

were, like Esau, to marry a daughter of

the hateful Hittites: and Isaac readily

understood the meaning and scope of her

remark (comp. xxvi, 35 ; xxiv. 3, 4).

CHAPTER XXVIII.
SoMMABT.—Isaac dismissed Jacob, on his departure to Mesopotamia, with a spon-

taneous blessing, and the repeated injunction not to take a wife from the daughters
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of the Canaanites. The latter circumstance induced Esau to add Mahalath, the

daughter of Ishmael, to the two Hittite wives previously married. Jacob, on his

way to Haran, stayed one night near Bethel, where God appeared to him in a

wonderful dream, and encouraged him by most comprehensive promises. When
he awoke, and felt the sacredness of the place, he sanctified the stone on which

he had rested as a holy monument, and made a vow, that if he safely returned to

his home, he would convert that monument into a sanctuary, and offer to God the

tenth part of whatever property he should acquire.

1. And Isaac called Jacob, and blessed him, and com-

manded him, and said to him, Thou shalt not take a wife

of the daughters of Canaan. 2. Rise, go to Padan-aram,

to the house of Bethuel, thy mother's father ; and take for

thee a wife from there of the daughters of Laban, thy

mother's brother. 3. And may God, the Almighty, bless

thee, and make thee fruitful, and multiply thee, that thou

mayest become a multitude of people; 4. And may He
give thee the blessing of Abraham, to thee, and to thy

seed with thee, that thou mayest inherit the land of thy

sojourn, which God gave to Abraham. 5. And Isaac sent

away Jacob : and he went to Padan-aram, to Laban, son

of Bethuel the Aramaean, the brother of Rebekah, Jacob's

and Esau's mother.—6. And when Esau saw that Isaac

had blessed Jacob, and sent him away to Padan-aram, to

take for himself a wife from there—when he blessed him
—and that he had commanded him, saying. Thou shalt not

take a wife of the daughters of Canaan; 7. And that

Jacob had obeyed his father and his mother, and was gone

1—5. Stimulated by Rebekah, Isaac him and his seed " the blessing of Abra-

urged Jacob to journey without delay to ham." As this journey forms a most de-

the plains of Mesopotamia, to repair to cided epoch in Jacob's life, the text relates

the house of Bethuel, and there to choose it in the most accurate tei'ms ; and as if

a wife from the daughters of Laban. But briefly summing up the past events, it adds

he was not perfectly satisfied with the un- a minute genealogy: "And Isaac sent

expected result of a transaction in which he away Jacob : and he went to the low-land

had merely been a passive instrument, but ofAram, to Laban, the son of Bethuel, the

in which he yet recognised and revered Aramaean, the brother of Rebekah, the

the hand ofa higher power. When, there- motherof Jacob and Esau" (ver. 5); now,

fore, he dismissed Jacob, he gave him perhaps, intentionally placing Jacob be-

his free and spontaneous blessing. As it fore his elder brother,

was occasioned by the contemplated mar- c—o. Esau, true to himself, soon for-

riage of Jacob, he naturally wished him, got his animosity against Jacob. Not only

above all, a numerous and powerful pro- did he hear with almost perfect calmness

geny; and comprising in a single expres- of the new blessing which his brother had
sion the whole aggregate of the highest received; but as, by the solemn injunction

boons, he added, that God would give of Isaac, he was ruiuiuded that the matri-

}
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to Padan-aram ; 8. And when Esau saw that the daughters

of Canaan displeased Isaac his father : 9. Esau went to

Ishmael, and took, besides the wives he had, Mahalath the

daughter of Ishmael Abraham's son, the sister of Nebajoth,

to be his wife.

monial alliances concluded by him with

the Hittite women were regarded with

displeasure by his parents, and wishing

to please and satisfy them— like a true

rustic in intellect, unable to rise above the

sphere of the natural, he took a third wife,

a daughter of Ishmael, without dismissing

his two former wives, who had blessed

him with children.

III.— THE HISTORY OF JACOB AND ESAU
Chapters XXVIII. 10 to XXXVI. 43.

10. And Jacob went out from Beer-sheba, and went

towards Haran. 11. And he arrived at a certain place,

and stayed there over night ; for the sun had set ; and he

took o?ie of the stones of the place, and put it under his

head, and lay down in that place. 12. And he dreamt,

and, behold, a ladder was placed on the earth, and its top

reached to heaven : and, behold, the angels of God were

ascending and descending on it. 13. And, behold, the

Lord stood above it, and said, I am the Lord, the God of

Abraham thy father, and the God of Isaac: the land

whereon thou liest, to thee shall I give it, and to thy seed

;

lO—15. On his way from the south

of Palestine to the regions of the Euphra-

tes, Jacob was surprised by the night in an

open field near the town of Bethel Why
did he not enter the town, where he might

have found a resting-place both more safe

and more convenient? As this question is

too clear to have been overlooked by the

Biblical writer, he must have had an in-

tention and reason in not obviating it.

Nobody can deny that the scene here de-

scribed has a symbolical meaning, and

that it typifies some of the chief features

of Israel's later history. The true sense

of this portion can, therefore, be ascer-

tained only by viewing it in the light of

auticipativc history. Now, both Abraham

and Jacob are, in many respects, embodi-

ments of the destinies of the Hebrews.

But while Abraham represents chiefly

their internal or religious history, Jacob

foreshadows their external life, political

and social. Abraham is calm and digni-

fied; his greatness, obedience and faith;

his career, devotion and submission: Ja-

cob is active and scheming; his life, com-

bat with adversity and hardship; while

his character required a long training by

struggles and tribulations. Who does not

recognise in the latter patriarch the image

of Israel's political history? Compelled to

conquer a populous atd fortified land with

their swords and their bows, and constant-

ly to fight against more warlike enemies

;
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14. And thy seed shall be as the dust of the earth, and

thou slialt spread to the west, and to the east, and to the

north, and to the south : and in thee and in thy seed shall

all the families of the earth be blessed. 15. And, behold,

I am with thee, and I shall guard thee wherever thou

goest, and shall bring thee back into this land; for I shall

not leave thee, until I have done that of which I have

spoken to thee.—16. And Jacob awoke from his sleep,

open to the perpetual invasions and devasta-

tions of perfidious tribes; isolated, unaided,

thrown upon their own strength and their

own feeble resources: could they expect

to triumph without the will and manifest

support of Providence? Jacob sleeps in

the open field, exposed to the attacks of

wild beasts and wayfaring marauders,

protected only by the "Guardian of Israel,

who never sleeps nor slumbers." The

anxious and paternal care bestowed by

God upon His people was to be forcibly

portrayed at the outset of the independent

history of their immediate ancestor, when

he left his father's house to seek refuge

and to acquire wealth in a distant land,

with nothing but his staff to accompany

him on his long and uncertain journey

(xxxii. 11). Every part and trait of this

portion has, therefore, solely the end of

expressing God's watchful providence for

Israel; and we shall thus not be at a loss

to comprehend why Jacob is represented

staying over night, not in a well-protected

town, but under the canopy of heaven, in

the chaste brilliancy of the eternal stars;

we shall understand, that the ladder

resting on earth and reaching into heaven,

is the invisible bridge which connects

men with God, the human deeds with the

human destinies, the manifest eft'ects with

the great but hidden Cause; that the

angels ascending and descending the lad-

der show that the connection is truly spiri-

tual and pei'manent, through the heart and

mind, thi-ough everything that is Divine

in man; we shall be couAnnced that God,

standing at the top of this ladder, is con-

ceived as the source from which all hu-

man blessing proceeds, and as the aim to

which all human aspirations tend; that

He guides and dispenses, teaches and

consoles, according to His infinite wisdom

;

tliat " as the heaven is above the earth, so

are His thoughts above the thoughts of

man" (Isai. Iv. 9). And if Jacob here

represents the people of Israel, both the

ladder and the angels express deeply and

beautifully the constant and uninterrupted

solicitude of God towards Israel, and the

internal, warm, and holy yearning which

Israel should entertain towards God and

His truth. Since, then, the idea of Pro-

vidence is chiefly embodied in this vision,

the assurances given by God to Jacob do

not merely repeat the former promfses

regarding the possession of the land, the

numerous descendants, and the miglity

extension of their dominion; they do not

merely rise to the prophetic promise con-

cerning the blessings which would be

spread, through Israel, over all the nations

of the earth: but they add an explicit

and binding guarantee, that God would

guard Jacob in all his paths; that He
would lead him back safely to the land of

his birth, and that He would not forsake

him till all His promises were accomplish-

ed (ver. 16; comp. xii. 2, 3; xiii. 14— 16;

xxvi. 3, 4).

lO—22. When Jacob awoke, he felt

the powerful reality of the dream; the

words of the God of " his father Abraliam

and of Isaac" vibrated within his mind;

and he at once gave a striking proof of the

effect which both the vision and the pro-

mise had produced upon him. As God
had descended to him, so he attempted to

ascend to God ; a religious awe came over

him; his mind was agitated by a higher
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and he said, Surely the Lord is in this place, and I knew
it not. 17. And. he was afraid, and said. How awful is

this place ! this is none other but the house of God, and

this is the gate of heaven. 18. And Jacob rose early in

the morning, and took the stone which he had put under

his head, and set it up for a monument, and poured oil

upon its top. 19. And he called the name of that place

Beth-el : but the name of the town teas originally Luz,

emotion; and everything connected with

the dream assumed, iu his eyes, a cha,-

ractcr of holiness. The place, especially,

where he had reposed was regarded by

him as " the gate of heaven," since it had

manifested to him the presence of the

Deity; it was the " house of God," since

here He had appeared to him, promis-

ing assistance when his oppressed heart

needed it most, and attended by His hea-

venly messengers, who represent the visi-

ble acts of His omnipotence (see pp. 259,

260). This was, most probably, the place

later distinguished by the presence of the

holy Tabernacle, where sacrifices were

oftcred and vows were fulfilled (see p.

213). It cannot, therefore, surprise us,

that this spot was considered as pre-emi-

nently holy. For although theglory of God
pervades the universe, so that not even

the heaven of heavens can hold it, some

localities were deemed as His special

abodes, where men assemble, pour out

their hearts, and obtain peace; and as long

as religion is connected with a visible

worship it will be impossible for the hu-

man mind to divest itself of the notion

that there are certain places more pro-

perly hallowed by the Divine presence.

But although Canaan was the holy

land, and Moriah the holy mountain, ap-

pointed by God for His dwelling-place

(Exod.xv. 17); it was distinctly promis-

ed, in accordancs with the doctrine of

Divine omnipresence, that God appears

and blesses man at whatever place He is

invoked (Exod. xx. 21). Jacob, made
aware by the dream, that he had slept

on one of those favoured spots, singled

out for a future sanctuary, and fearful

that he had sinned by employing it for

a profane purpose, exclaimed, in mingled

surprise and apprehension: " How awful

is this place! This is nothing else but

the house of God!"

But he regarded the stone, also, on
which he had rested his head, as holy; he

consecrated it as an altar, by a rite which
was usual, not only throughout the East,

but also among some northern nations.

Pouring oil, the emblem of holiness and
dignity, over the stone, and adding, per-

haps, a libation of wine, he endowed it

with a higher significance, and marked

the spot where the Tabernacle, with its

double altar, of incense and of burnt-

offerings, was later erected. Such sacred

stones bore the name of Baetylia; and as

Jacob called the place Bethel, it is not ex-

travagant to suppose that both words

are identical, and that the patriarch sim-

ply designated the stone as a Baetylion,

and that later the town assumed the He-

braized name of Bethel. It is reported

that even now it is customary in the East

for travellers to erect stones in different

parts of the road, and there to offer up

supplications for their safe return.

In order to exhibit still more impres-

sively the character of this event, .Jacob

is stated to have uttered a solemn vow,

in which the providence of God is again

not only the chief feature, but forms tlie

very centre. As a lonely and powerless

pilgrim, he trusts himself entirely to the

guidance and protection of God; he asks

His aid and love; he prays for the ne-

cessities of subsistence, for bread and

garments; he entreats Him to bring him

back to his parental roof; he demands, in
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20. And Jacob offered a vow, saying, If God will be with

me, and ^vill guard me on this way which I go, and will

give me bread to eat, and raiment to put on, 21. And I

return again to my father's house in peace, and the Lord

is my God: 22. Then this stone, which I have set for a

monument, shall be a house of God: and of all that

Thou wilt give me, I shall surely give the tenth part to

Thee.

a word, that the God of his ancestors

may prove Himself as his God also;

and he promises, on his part, faithful and

devoted piety, manifesting itself both in

the adoration of God and in acts of cha-

rity towards men ; for he pledged himself

to regard the place of the vision as the

house of God, and, imitating the exam-

ple of Abraham, to devote, in the name

of the Deity, the tenth part of his proper-

ty to his fellow-men. All this obtains a

greater force, if it is remembered that

the worship of Bethel degenerated later

into a detested idolatry; that "the house

of God" was degraded into a " house of

wickedness"; and that the piety of the

patriarch was a warning and an exhorta-

tion for the future generations.

CHAPTER XXIX.

Summary.— Jacob, arriving at a well in the neighbourhood of Haran, was, on his

inquiry, informed by the shepherds, who there assembled to water their flocks, of

the approach of Rachel, the daughter of Laban, Rebekah's brother. After an

affectionate salutation, Rachel announced the relative to her father, who hastened

to introduce him into his house, and pressed him to stay. Jacob, loving Rachel,

agreed with Laban to serve for her seven years; but after the lapse of this period,

he was, by a fraud of Laban, who excused himself by the custom of the country,

married to Leuh, her elder and less beautiful sister. He consented, therefore, to

serve seven years more for Rachel. He became, by Leah, the father of Reuben,

Simeon, Levi, and Judah: but Rachel was barren.

1. Then Jacob lifted up his feet, and came into the

land of the children of the east. 2. And he looked, and

1 . Rich in distant hopes, but cheerless

in his immediate prospects, Jacob left the

land of promise. He was a true pilgrim;

and his whole life was a wearisome and

changeful pilgrimage. The gold of his

capacious and lofty mind was to be

purified from its strong alloy of disho-

nesty and cunning in the furnace of

misery and toil; bis moral education

commenced at his departure from the

parental house, and after many tribula-

tions only, resulted in that peace of mind

which is at onc^ the surest symptom and

the choicest reward of true virtue. Ja-

cob's life has always been considered as a

type: we see in it, indeed, the eternal

image of man's protracted contests, both

against the foe in his heart and with his

destinies, till at last the internal enemy is

either wearied out by his resistance, or ex •

pelled by his energy,or reconciled by his suf-

ferings, see on xxxiv.l—4. Amongthe ear-

liest seeds sown by Jacob were deceit and

craft: and flight and exilewere the firstfruits

of his harvest. While his grandfather's ser-

vant had undertaken the journey to the

town of Nahor with ten camels laden with

all the most precious treasures (xxiv. 10);

the offspring of the alliance concluded in

consequence of that journey, left his
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behold, there was a well in the field, and, behold, there ivere

three flocks of sheep lyinf^ by it; for out of that well they

watered the flocks: and the stone upon the mouth of the

well was great. 3. And thither all the flocks were gathered

:

and they rolled the stone from the mouth of the well,

and watered the sheep, and put the stone again upon the

mouth of the well to its place.—4. And Jacob said to

them. My brethren, whence are you? And they said,

From Haran are we. 5. And he said to them, Do you

know Laban, the son of Nahor ? And they said, We know
him. 6. And he said, Is he well? And they said. He is

well; and, behold, Rachel his daughter cometh with the

sheep. 7. And he said, Behold, the day is still long; it is

father's roof as a poor wanderer, without

a friend or an attendant, and without an

animal to lighten the fatigues of the way.

a, 3. Approaching the goal of his jour-

ney, he halted at a well, like Abraham's

servant. But though it was not precise-

ly the same well, a certain analogy be-

tween both episodes is obviously intended.

The author wishing to impress with the ut-

most possible distinctTiess that the God of

Abraham and Isaac was also the God of

Jacob, and that He was as gracious to

the latter as He had been to the former;

repeated in the life of the one some fea-

tures from the life of the other; just as the

history of Isaac is, in many respects, per-

fectly parallel to that of Abraham (see

p. 310). The three patriarchs form one

whole ; one is the heir and successor of

the other with regard to their historical

vocation; Abraham might already have

become the father of the founders of the

twelve tribes; his faith and his virtue

would have entitled him to this privilege;

but the time was not yet fulfilled; and his

history lingers, therefore, and is re-echoed

in the career of his sou and of his grand-

son.—The well was covered lest the sand,

when agitated by the wind,should be driven

into the water; but the stone which covered

it was designedly large and heavy, that

a part of tlie shepherds might not deprive

theothersof their due share, or, perhaps, as

has been observed, to prevent the well

being opened too frequently, by which the

dust would enter more copiously.

4—12. Jacob, though arriving as a help-

less stranger, was strengthened by the con-

sciousness of his brilliant mission ; he, there-

fore, addressed the unknown shepherds

not only with cordiality, but with self-as-

surance and authority, and ventured even a

gentle reproof of indolence. Thesliepherds

might have beenastonished at this tone, and

might have regarded it as an assumption

;

but they answered him dispassionately.

The men of the town of Nahor, of Rebekah,

Rachel, and Leah, are, no doubt, inten-

tionally represented as peaceful and

moral; for it was only under the influ-

ence of a virtuous community that the

future mothers of the tribes of Israel could

he reared ; and it was neither caprice nor

pride which induced Abraham, as well as

Isaac, to insist upon alliances with the

daughters of Terah; but this wish was

prompted by the internal and moral affinity

between all the members of his family (see

p. 299).—The surprise of the shepherds at

the boldness of the stranger was soon

succeeded by a very different sentiment.

He achieved before their eyes a feat which

compelled their admiration and reverence;

he rolled away from the mouth of the

well the heavy stone which the shepherds

of three flocks had been unable to move
(ver. 2); and he thus proved that he was
supported by the preternatural assistance
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not yet time that the cattle should be gathered : water

the sheep, and go cmc? pasture them. 8. And they said, We
cannot, until all the flocks are gathered; then they roll

the stone from the mouth of the well, and we water

the sheep. 9. While he yet spoke with them, Rachel

came with her father's sheep, for she rcas a shepherdess.

10. And when Jacob saw Rachel, the daughter of Laban,

his mother's brother, and the sheep of Laban, his mother's

brother, Jacob approached, and rolled the stone from the

mouth* of the well, and watered the flock of Laban, his

mother's brother. 11. And Jacob kissed Rachel, and

lifted up his voice, and wept. 12. And Jacob told Rachel

that he was her father's kinsman, and that he was

of the Deity; that his spirits were un-

daunted, and his strength unwearied.

Such is power of a mind earnestly yearn-

ing after some great aim.—The shepherds

acquainted Jacob that Laban, the brother

of Eebekah, was in prosperous cuxum-

stances, and that his daughter would

soon come to the well with his flocks: and

whilst they were still conversing, the

beautiful Rachel approached. At her sight

all the fond feelings of home were at once

roused ; he beheld before him " the

daughter of his mother's brother"; de-

light and sorrow mingled in his heart;

and overwhelmed by his feelings, he paid

his tribute to nature by a spontaneous

flood of tears. He had been driven from

the circle of his family, and now saw that

being who he felt was destined to become

to him the centre of a new and dearer

home. But Rachel also was carried away

by the remarkable deed of the stranger;

she looked upon him as upon some fa-

vourite of God ; she believed his words

;

and when he kissed her, she considered it

no insult, no undue liberty. Then only

be told her that he was Jacob, and she

entertained no doubt; her heart at once

opened towards him ; for she felt as if a

miracle had been performed before her eyes.

13—SO. Fallowing her first impulse,

she hastened home, and informed her

father of their relative's arrival. This and

some of the following traits vividly recall

the corresponding meeting between Re-

bekah and Abraham's steward ; but it must

be borne in mind, that this resemblance is

designed and significant. Laban's qua-

lities are here delineated with no less

favourable colours than on the previous

occasion; he is cordial and hospitable,

ready to serve and to be useful; he loses

no time in offering his hearty welcome to

Jacob, and with true affection at once

leads the poor pilgrim into his house. Is

there in all this any ground for depreciating

Laban's character?— Jacob returned the

kindness of his host by free communica-

tions ; for " he told Laban all these things."

What did he relate to him? Evidently,

how he, the son of a wealthy father, came

alone, a destitute stranger, into the distant

land; how little prospects he had of a

speedy return; and how justly he had to

fear his brother's passion and anger. But

Laban, far from feeling less warmly for his

nephew on account of his poverty and

exile, exclaimed with increased fervour:

•' thou art yet my bone and my flesh"

!

cheered him, and urged him to stay in his

house.

Jacob was of too active a disposition to

eat the bread of idleness ; he took part in

all the occupations of the house and the

field; and worked unremittingly, like a

bondsman. But Laban, too generous to de-

mand such services, and certainly too just

to accept them without compensation, re-
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Rebekah's son : and she ran and told ?V her father.— 13.

And Avlien Laban heard the tidings of Jacob, liis sister's

son, he ran to meet hini, and embraced him, and kissed

liim, and brought him to his house. And he told Laban

all these things. 14. And Laban said to him, Surely thou

art my bone and my flesh. And he abode with him a

month's time. 15. And Laban said to Jacob, .id r? thou in-

deed my kinsman, and shouldst thou serve me for nought ?

tell me what thy wages shall he. 16. And Laban had

two dauohters : the name of the elder was Leah, and the

name of the younger was Rachel. 17. And the eyes of

Leah were tender; but Rachel was beautiful in form

and beautiful in appearance. 18. And Jacob loved Rachel,

quested Jacob to fix his wages. The latter,

mindful of the paternal injunctions and

of the ostensible purpose of his journey,

well aware that he had passed the meridian

of his life, and that he, almost an octoge-

narian, could, even according to patriarchal

notions, no longer be considered a young

man; unhesitatingly demanded in matri-

mony Laban's second daugliter, Rachel,

whom he loved, and for whom he offered

to ser.'e seven years. Orientals prefer al-

liances within the circle of their own rela-

tives; marriages between cousins are in

especial favour; Laban consented, there-

fore, readily to Jacob's proposal, saying:

'* it is better that I should give her to thee

than to another man"; and he invited him

to enter forthwith upon his duties. And
the text adds in beautiful simplicity:

"And Jacob served seven years for Kachcl

;

and they seemed to him but a few days, for

the love he bore to her": words breathing

the purest tenderness, and expressing more

emphatically than the flowery hyperboles

of romantic phraseology, the deep at-

tachment of an affectionate heart. Love

cap^bleof shorteningseven laborious years

into a term of insignificant brevity, is a

flame animating and purifying the soul; a

sacred longing, forming its own delight

and happiness. It would, therefore, be

truly surprising, were we to find in our

narrative features coinciding with the rude

and undeveloped easteni practices. Let us

examine it. As Jacob possessed no pro-

pci-ty,and could not, therefore, iwyhis wife,

he paid for her by seven years of service.

But was this indeed so degrading as it has,

by almost general consent, been denounced

to be? It is alleged, that, as tlie wife is, in

the East, regarded only as a kind of slave,

first subordinate to the father, and then to

tile iiusband, she was,like theslave, acquir-

ed by purcliase, and for almost exactly the

same price. Such certainly was and is the

case among many uncivilised tribes. But

does the purchase not admit of another

construction? Among some nations, the

marriage-price is distinctly regarded as a

compensation due to the parents for the

trouble and expense incurred by the edu-

cation of the daughter. From this view,

there is but one step to the notion, that the

parents deserve the gratituilc of the man
to wliom they give their cliild; and tlie

Hebrews, who assigned to the women a

position eminently high and honourable,

who regarded the wife as an integral part of

the husband, and as the indispensable con-

dition of his happiness, and among whom
it was a proverbial adage, that " an excel-

lent wife is far more precious than riches"

:

the Hebrews bought their wives as a trea-

sure and the most valuable possession. It

may be seriously asked, whether such a

purchase was, in principle, not more dig-

nified than the custom according to which

the wife buys, as it were, a husband by her

A A
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and said, I will serve thee seven years for Rachel thy

younger daughter. 19. And Laban said, It is better that

I give her to thee, than that I should give her to another

man : abide with me. 20. And Jacob served seven years

for Rachel ; and they seemed to him hut a few days, for

the love he had to her.—21. And Jacob said to Laban,

Give me my wife, for my days are fulfilled, that I may go

to her. 22. And Laban assembled all the men of the

place, and made a feast. 23. And it was in the evening, and

he took Leah his daughter, and brought her to him; and

he went to her. 24. And Laban gave to his daughter

Leah Zilpah his maid /or a maid. 25. And it was in the

morning, and, behold, it was Leah : and he said to Laban,

dowry, and in consequence of which the

daughters of poor parents are in a veiy pre-

carious position, while, in the East, daugh-

ters are at least no burden on their fathers.

hi practice, that custom is certainly liable to

considerable abuses ; heartless or avaricious

parents, without consulting the inclination

of their daughters, may sell them to those

who bid the highest price: but scarcely

any principle, however lofty, is safe against

abuse; besides, it was a law among most

tribes, that the daughter's consent must

first be obtained; and it was a custom

among some, that the money received by

the parents should be applied for the be-

nefit of the bride or the young couple.

But supposed even, that the manner of

courting and acquiring the wife was not in

every respect noble and delicate among

the Hebrews, it certainly did not affect

the relative position of husband and wife

;

the one was no master, the other no slave;

the usual customs could, therefore, safely

be retained, as long as they did not en-

danger the beautiful principles which

guaranteed the dignity of the other sex.

21—30. When Laban permitted, and

even demanded, his near kinsman to serve

seven years for his daughter, he was no

longer true to his usual generosity; while

in the execution of the marriage contract

he very nearly approached Jacob in cun-

ning, by substituting the elder daughter

for the younger one. His reason and mo-

tive might not have been objectionable; it

might have been a deeply-rooted custom

not to allow the younger to many before

her elder sister, as it was a strict religious

precept among the Hindoos; but Jacob

was perfectly unacquainted with this trans-

euphratic law; it was, therefore, scarcely

less than insolence on the part of Laban,

when, after the lapse of seven years, he

excused his fraud by a custom about

which he had insidiously kept the stranger

in total ignorance. This discloses a base-

ness in Laban's character, arousing con-

tempt and aversion; but it ought not to

blind us against the redeeming qualities

of his heart. In the human mind, fragrant

flowers often blossom surprisingly by the

side of noxious weeds. The deceit of

Laban was practicable, on account of the

custom, by which the bride is, on the day of

marriage, conducted veiled to her future

husband (see p.Sll). A Divine nemesis has

been justly recognised in this incident;

for the abject stratagem practised by Ja-

cob was punished by a similar deception

practised upon him, though scarcely of

quite so culpable a nature. Hence Jacob

called Laban's deed an imposition, just as

Esau had described Jacob's conduct as in-

sidious " cheating."—But how did Jacob

act on this provoking occasion? Content

with simply expressing his disapprobation,

and apparently satisfied with the dishonest

excuse of Laban, he at once agreed to
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"What is this thou hast clone to me? did 1 not serve with

thee for Rachel? wherefoi-e tlien hast thou deceived ine?

26. And Laban said, It is not done so in our place, to give

the Youno;er before the elder. 27. Fulfil her week, and

we will give thee this one also for the service which thou

shalt serve with me yet seven other years. 28. And
Jacob did so, and fulfilled her week : and he gave him
Rachel his daughter to be his wife. 29. And Laban gave

to Rachel his daughter Bilhah his maid to be her maid.

30. And he went to Rachel also, and he certainly loved

Rachel more than Leah, and served with him yet seven

otlier years.—31. And when the Lord saw that Leah was

hated, He opened her womb: but Rachel was barren.

commence another period of servitude for

his beloved Rachel. Luther confessed

that, uuder similar circumstances, he

would not have been able to display so

much patience; he admired it as almost

superhuman ; for Jacob had a legal claim

upon Eachel (comp. vers. 18, 19). But

we may suppose, on the one hand, that

the patriarch did not, by quarrelling with

the father of Eachel, wish to endanger

the family ties which he intended to form

;

and, on the other hand, perhaps some

thought of a well-deserved retribution,

such as has just been pointed out, might

have forced itself upon his active mind—
teaching him to bear the drudgery as a

penalty and an atonement. Certain it is,

that his double and severe servitude is

represented by the Biblical writer as a

degradation and a punishment for the

deceitful acquisition of his superiority:

" in the day he was consumed by the

heat, and by the frost in the night; and

sleep fled from his eyes" (xxxi. 40): this

was one of the trials designed to purify

'

him; the man, whose proud mind en-

closed the hopes of a grand and glorious

future, and whose mental eye saw his

progeny the lords of mighty kings, was to

bend as a slave to the will of a heathen.

—But the fraud of Laban was not only a

moral offence in itself; it was the more

deplorable, as it destroyed the principle

of monogamy to which the patriarchs on

the whole adhered. Jacob had intended

to marry Rachel alone; and when he

found himself, against his will, allied with

Leah, his heart could not renounce her

from whom he expected the best part of

his happiness; he took her to wife besides

Leah; nor was he permitted to dismiss

the latter after the solemnization of the

marriage. The voice of nature, in this

instance, spoke too loud to be disregarded

in favour of a principle which, even cen-

turies after the commencement of the pre-

sent era, it was found impossible to en-

force by a general law,—In accordance

with Oriental custom, the daughters of

Laban, when marrying, received each

their maid-ser^-ant, who formed the most

valuable part of their dowry, extremely

modest in every other respect; and fre-

quently the nurses followed the young

wives into their new homes.—Marriages

were celebrated by a feast, generally last-

ing seven days; Laban proposed, there-

fore, that Jacob should first finish the fes-

tive week for Leah; he would then give

him Rachel also, for whom he expected

seven other years of Jacob's services.

This is the clear tcnonr of the text.

31—35. Jacob, in demanding Rachel

not only with impatience, but a certain im-

petuosity (ver.2
1 ), was stimulated not more

by love than by a regard to the prophecies

he had received; for he then numbered

about 8.5 years. The fruits of marriage

A A 2
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32. And Leali conceived, and bore a son, and she called

his name Reuben : for she said, Surely the Lord hath

looked upon my affliction ; for now my husband will love

me. 33. And she conceived again, and bore a son ; and she

said, Surely the Lord hath heard that I am hated, and He
hath ffiven me this son also: and she called his name

were not -n-ithhcld from him. But here

also the Deity had to perform a necessary

act of justice. Leah was not graced with

the same attractions as Rachel; her eyes,

those mirrors of the soul, and often the

reflex of the mind, wanted lustre and hril-

liancy; and yet were tlie ancient Hebrews

especially susceptible of the charms and

magic of beautiful eyes; a vJA'id; radiating,

and energetic eye in a man, and a deep,

clear, and gentle one in a woman, were

irresistible recommendations; no wonder,

therefore, that Jacob pi-eferred Rachel,

who was "beautiful of form, and beaittiful

in appearance." But should Leah, the eld-

er sister, suffer by an external defect? All

advantages, and beauty among them, are

indeed gifts from the Almighty, granted

to serve or to delight; external graces also

have their usefulness; the moral influence

of the beautiful is indisputable, however

various schools may dilfer in defining it;

the fact is certain, though the principles

are less obvious; yet, blind worship of

beauty is both unjust and absurd; nobler

than that which appears to the senses, are

those attributes of man whichare invisible;

though the frame is the receptacle, it is not

necessarily the exponent, of the mind;

the laws of external and internal beauty

are as difi^erent as the finite and the in-

finite. The cultivation of the beautiful is,

indeed, the first step towards civilisation;

but it is no more than a means of educa-

tion; it has accomplished its purpose when

it has contributed to awaken the interest

for thought and truth ; the Gi'ecks were an

element in the development of mankind

;

hut their mission ceased when they had

opened the minds ofmen for the reception of

abstract ideas; and the sentence which a

Greek sage wrote over his door: " nothing

ugly must enter," u-as to be superseded by

the Bililical maxim: "deceitful is grace-

fulness, and vain is beauty; a woman who
fcarcth the Lord, she alone deserveth

praise" (Prov. xxxi. 30). The Book of

Genesis points, indeed, to the three stages

implied in these remarks. While the first

woman was merely "she who gives life"

{Eve) ; the daughter of Lamech, seven ge-

nerationslater,wasthe6e««///'»/(iVaam«/i);

this was certainly a progress (see p. 102);

but many centuries were required toelapse

before men ceased to regard beauty both as

the test of worth, and a proof of special Di-

vine favour. To contribute towards this

important lesson, is the end of this portion

;

for,"whcntheLord saw thatLeah was hated,

He opened herwomb: hut Rachel was bar-

ren": b}' the same act. He taught Jacob

wisdom, and procured justice to Leah. The

latter was cleai'ly aware of this turning-

point in her life; for when she gave birth

to a son, she exclaimed :
" Surely, the Lord

hath looked upon my affliction; fornow my
husband will love me." Nor docs she seem

to have been unworthy of being blessed

with offspi'ing; the love of her husband

was the sole object of her thoughts and

feelings; it formed the sum total of her

happiness, and occupied her attention un-

remittingly ; for when her second son was

born, she again said :
" Surely the Lord

hath heard that I am hated, and He hath

given mo this son also"; and .at the birth

of the third son, she gave utterance to her

feelings in a similar strain: "Now this

time will my husband be attached to me,

because I have born him three sons." But

when she believed she had secured her

husband's affection by " a threefold cord,"

she showed that she had a grateful as well

as a loving heart, and that she was capable

of religious as well as of natural seiitiments;

for the birth of her fourth son urged her
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Simeon. 34. And she conceived again, and bore a son; and
she said. Now this time will my husband be joined to me,

for I liave born him three sons : therefore was his name
called Levi. 35. And she conceived again, and bore a

son: and she said, This time 1 will praise the Lord; there-

fore she called his name Judah : and she ceased bearing.

to exclaim :
" Now will I praise the Lord"

;

aud she called his name Judah. Siicli

excellence of character, fully deserving

the reward it received, forced upon Jacob

the reflection, that for conjugal happiness

a virtuous wife is indispensable, whether

adorned by beauty or not. A later por-

tion of the Pentateuch further pursues

tliese thoughts, and embodies them in a

legal precept. As polygamy was not in-

terdicted, itmighthappen that aman loved

one wifeless than another; in order, there-

fore, to protect the former against his ca-

{>rice, he was forbidden to deprive her son,

if he was the firstborn, of his due privi-

leges, or to confer the birthright upon the

son of the more bi;loved wife (Deut. xxi.

15— 17 ). For, as children are granted or

withlicld by God, according to His iu-

sci'utablc designs— such is the Biblical

doctrine— it would be impiety on the part

of man to change the Eternal Will.

CHAPTER XXX.
Summary.—Jacob became, further, the father of Dan and Naphtali by Bilhah, Riichel's

maid; of Gad and Asher by Zilpah, Leah's maid; of Issachar, Zebulon, and
Dinah, by Leali; and of Joseph, by Kachel. He then intended to return to

Canaan. But when Laban, desirous to reward him for his past services, asked

him to fix his own compensation, he applied a stratagem by which, in a period of

six years, he acquired very considerable wealth.

1 . And when Rachel saw that she bore to Jacob no chil-

dren, Rachel envied her sister, and she said to Jacob, Give

me children; and if not, I die. 2. And Jacob's anger was
kindled against Rachel : and he said. Am I in God's stead.

1, "i. The ideas which the fruitfulness

of Leah was intended to enforce, are,

from another side, enjoined by the bar-

renness of Rachel. The character of the

latter shows dark spots and serious de-

fects; she was envious against a sister

over whom .she had many personal ad-

vantages; she was impetuous and pas-

sionate; she had the vehement tempera-

ment of Rcbekali; like the latter, she

broke forth in angry exclamations; but

more irrational than her mother-in-law,

who sought relief in prayer and oracles,

she argued with her husband about her

sterility: " Give me children," she cried,

" or else I die!" She had not yet learut

the great practical truth that barrcness is

not necessarily a punishment, a curse, or

an ignominy; instead of bearing her lot

wi.h resignation, she was roused into bit-

terness and rage; she showed a want of

faith and submission; this alone explains

why " Jacob's anger was kindled against

her," and why he answered her: " Am I in

God's stead, who hath withheld from thee

the fruit of the womb?" (comp. 1. 19). He
desired to remind her, with a due emphasis,

that no man can fathom the plans of Pro-

vidence in denying children; and though

this reproof was not without etfect upon

Rachel, years passed away before her fond-

est wish was realised. Sarah, Rebekah, and
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who hath withheld from thee the fruit of the womb ?

3. And she said, Behold my maid Bilhah, go to her, and

she shall bear upon my knees, that I may also have chil-

dren by her. 4. And she gave him Bilhah her handmaid

to wife: and Jacob went to her. 5. And Bilhah con-

ceived, and bore to Jacob a son. 6. And Rachel said,

God hath judged me, and hath also heard my voice, and

hath eiven me a son: therefore she called his name Dan.

7. And Bilhah Rachel's maid conceived again, and bore to

Jacob a second son. 8. And Rachel said, Struggles of

God have I struggled with my sister, and I have pre-

vailed: and she called his name Naphtali.—9. When Leah

saw that she had ceased bearing, she took Zilpah her

Rachel, the wife of Jacob's love, were

barren for a long period; their children

were to be regarded as the seed of God,

for they were the mothers of the people of

God.

3—8. The first result of Jacob's ad-

monition was Rachel's proposal that he

should take her maid-servant, Bilhah,

and that she would recognise her offspring

as her own. This was regarded as a

sacrifice, and as an act of humility and

self-control, deserving the reward of God
(ver. 18; see p. 241). It appears that no

distinct rule existed among the Hebrews

with regard to the children resulting from

such connections ; they either enjoyed per-

fect equality with those of the legal wife,

if the jealousy of the latter and that of her

children permitted it, as was the case with

the sons of Bilhah and Zilpah; oi', placed

into a less close relation to the family,

they were dependent for property on the

generosity of the father; thus Ishmael

was dismissed from the paternal house

with presents (conip. xxi. 10).—When
Billiah bore a son, Rachel, indeed, acknow-

ledged him as her own ; but her heart was

but partially corrected; jealousy still

lingered in its depth : and if this is less

clear from the words which she pro-

nounced at the birth of this child, " God
hath judged me, and hath also heard my
voice, and hath given me a son"; it is

evident from the exulting remark whicli

she uttered when Bilhah bore a second

son. She certainly now recognised the

fingerof God in withholding children from

her; the reproachful question of her

husband: "Am I in God's stead," had

sunk deep into her mind; she knew that

she had "to struggle with God"; but this

struggle was not pure; it was alloyed by

the spirit of strife and envious emulation;

it was prompted in her much more by the

desire of being, at least, equal to her

sister, than of reconciling the Divine dis-

pleasure; hence she combined in her ex-

clamation these two elements of combat

with God and with her sister; but it can

scarcely be doubtful upon which of the

two she put the greater stress, " I have

struggled heavenly struggles with my
sister, and I have prevailed"; her envy

was partially satisfied; and the victory

over God derived, in her eyes, its greatest

value from its being, at the same time,

a victory over her sister.

«—13. Leah, seeing that after the

birth of her fourth son she ceased to be

fruitful, but anxious to preserve and, if

possible, to enhance the affection of her

husband, offered, without much reluct-

ance, her hand-maid, Zilpah, to Jacob,

to increase, through her, his progeny.

She had no other object but the happinsss

of him on whom she had centred all her

hopes. When, therefore, Zilj^ah succes-

sively gave birth to two sons, gratitude.
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maid, and gave her to Jacob to wife. 10. And Zilpali

Leah's maid bore to Jacob a son. 11. And Leah said, In

felicity! and she called his name Gad. 12. And Zilpah

Leah's maid bore to Jacob a second son. 13. And Leah
said, For my happiness! for the daughters will call me
happy: and she called his name Asher.— 14. And Reuben
went in the days of wheat-harvest, and found mandrakes

in the field, and brought them to his mother Leah. And
Rachel said to Leah, Give me, I pray thee, of thy son's

mandrakes. 15. And she said to her. Is it too little that

thou hast taken my husband, that thou wouldst take my
son's mandrakes also ? And Rachel said, Therefore he

shall lie with thee to-night for thy son's mandrakes.

as at the birth of her own fourth son,

lent language to an overflowing heart;

and with unraingled delight she ex-

claimed :
" in felicity," and " for my hap-

piness," and called the sons Gad and

Asher. So clearly defined and so dis-

tinctly drawn is Leah's chai-acter, which

is the more unmistakeable if compared

with that of her sister: tlie justice of God
is described as manifestly active, inculca-

ting grave lessons, profound in principle,

and fraught with momentous consequences

for practical life.

1-*—2-4. But in order to display the

diS'crence of disposition of the two sisters

stdl more strikingly, a test is chosen,

which dispels every doubt. Love of pro-

geny, which forms one of the ttrongest

feelings among primitive nations, at an

early period, directed their attention to

the medicinal properties of plants sup-

posed to be conducive to fruitfulness.

And as children are blessings of God, and

everything that nature yields is produced

by Him for the use of man; the applica-

tion of such means is, according to

Biblical notions also, in no way objec-

tionable. Like every complaint or disease,

sterility may be cured by all remedies

placed by Providence within the reach of

man. But it was the end of Mosaism,

though acknowledging the grandeur of

nature, to raise man above her dominion,

to lead him to the Creator instead of the

creature, and to substitute an intelligent

Will for an unchangeable Necessity.

Though nature supplies the plants, God
blesses their effects; and though man is

not only justified but bound to exert his

own energy and intelligence, God accom-

plishes what He desires according to His

wisdom. This is the Biblical doctrine.

And how did Leah and Rachel act?

Reuben, the eldest son of Leah, finding

in the fields certain fruits (Dudaim, or

mandrakes), believed to possess the power

of promoting conception, brought them to

his mother, who had for somer time been

afflicted with barrenness. Her first im-

pulse was to employ them for its removal.

She, therefore, replied to Rachel, who
begged them of her, with a certain indig-

nation, mingled, however, with faithful

love for her husband (ver. 15). But she

was far from attaching a decisive or

essential value to the fruits; and when,

therefore, her sister, with her usual

tenacity, insisted upon obtaining them,

she readily ceded them to her, relying for

fruitfulness upon the mercy of God rather

than the powers of nature; a sentiment

which she distinctly expressed when she

gave birth to her fifth son (ver. 18).

Rachel, still enslaved by pagan super-

stitions, as she later stealthily carried

away the idols of her father, and, pur-

chasing the mandrakes with a certain

sacrifice, expected from them a deliver-
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16. And Jacob came from the iield in the evening, and

Leah went out to meet him, and said, Come to me;

for surely I have hired thee with my son's mandrakes.

And he lay with her that night. 17. And God listened

to Leah, and she conceived, and bore to Jacob a fifth son.

18. And Leah said, God hath given me my hire, because I

gave my maid to my husband : and she called his name

Issachar. 19. And Leah conceived again, and bore to

Jacob a sixth son. 20. And Leah said, God hath pre-

sented me with a goodly present ; now will my husband

dwell with me, because I have born him six sons : and she

called his name Zebulun. 21. And afterwards she bore a

daughter, and called her name Dinah.—22. And God

remembered Rachel, and God listened to her, and opened

ance from her sterility ; but she had still to

learn that ofifspring are granted by the

beneficence of God alone, and that the

products of nature are unavailing with-

out His aid. In due time, and in accord-

ance with His own plans, " God remem-

bered Rachel, and God listened to her,

and opened her womb" (ver. 22); at last

she bore a son, Joseph, by wliom she

believed her reproach was removed ; and,

wandering with her thoughts into tlie

future, as was natural in her position, she

broke forth in the ardent hope that God

might give her another son.

Such being the important lessons iui-

plied by the introduction of the Dudaim,

we may the less regret our inability of

fixing the precise fruit intended. The

Hebrew name seem.s indeed to be generic,

signifying a Zoue-fruit; and in no cognate

hinguage has a similar botanical name as

yet been discovered. But the almost una-

nimous authority of the ancient translations

is in favour of mandrakes. The Mandra-

yora vernalis has, like the other species,

narcotic properties, both in the root, and

in the fruits; and was, therefore, used as

a means for allaying pains; but was also

called Circjea, because it excites thepassion

of love; Venus herself was denominated

Mandragorites; the Arabs call it "devil's

apple"; further, Pythagoras describes it

as clianging man; and it was said to cause

rage in men and animals; the root, when

eaten boiled, certainly produces madness,

and, if taken in greater quantities, causes

death; but though at first stimulating, it

has later a soporific or depressing effect.

It grows still in some parts near Jerusa-

lem, and more abundantly in a valley be-

low Nazareth, at the Carrael and Tabor,

and south of Hebron. The root is white,

mostly forked, but straight and thick,

having some resemblance to the human
form; about four feet long, unwholesome,

and of repulsive smell; the leaves are of

a lively green, oval, about one foot long,

four to five inches broad, with an undu-

lating border; the flowers are small,

whitish-green, bell-shaped, blossoming in

spring, and exhaling a strong but fragrant

otlour; the fruit is yellow, of the size of

a small egg, pleasant both to sight and

smell, filled with seeds, and ripens in the

month of May, in the time of the wheat

harvest. It is freely eaten by the natives

as wholesome, genial, and exhilarating,

is believed to strengtlien affection, and

employed for the preparation of love-

philtres.

Though daughters are not generally in-

troduced in genealogical accounts, Dinah

is mentioned, not only because she became

later conspicuous in the domestic history
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her womb. 23. And she conceived, and bore a son ; and

she said, God hath taken away my reproach: 24. And
she called his name Joseph, saying. The Lord may add to

me another son

!

25. And when Rachel had born Joseph, Jacob said to

Laban, Send me away, that I may go to my place, and to

my country. 26. Give me my wives and my children,

for whom I have served thee, and let me go: for thou

knowest my service which I have served thee. 27. And
Laban said to him, I pray thee, if I have found favour in

thy eyes, listen : I have taken an augury, that the Lord
hath blessed me for thy sake. 28. And he said. Appoint

me thy wages, and I will give them. 29. And he said to

him, Thou knowest how I have served thee, and what thy

of Jacob (xxxiv.), but, perhaps, to enume-

rate twelve children born to the patriarch

in Mesopotamia.—That Jacob had other

daufjhters besides Dinah, is certain from

later allusions.

We have before followed, with admira-

tion, the exact ethnographic statements of

Genesis, and pointed out tiie gradual ad-

vance of the descendants of Eber; how
they migrated from the Armenian high-

lands into the plains of Mesopotamia, and

how one branch of them from there pro-

ceeded westward beyond the Euphrates

and the Jordan. But as if to enjoin

again, and with still greater force, tliese

most valuable historical facts regarding

the origin of the Abrahamites, or Hebrews,

the immediate founders of the twelve

tribes are, with one exception, born in

Mesopotamia, and from mothers who had

never left that country; and they also

journey westward, till they arrive in the

land promised to Abraham. The voice of

tradition could not possibly speak more

distinctly, and it would be idle scepticism

to doubt its veracity.

It has been observed above, that most of

the Biblical names have an important and

internal relation to the character and the

destinies of the persons who bear them, and

that they were, therefore, changed on de-

cisive occasions (seep. 77). Such signi-

ficance is evidently attributed to the names

of the founders of the Hebrew tribes. On
the whole, it is not difficult to discover

their import. Those of the four eldest

sons of Leah belong to the most remark-

able appellations, expressing in the strong-

est and precisest manner Leah's affection

and piety. The other names also are in-

teresting; but their connection with the

individuals is not equally clear, and they

were partly suggested by a transitory

thought, or an accidental event. Though
Dan and Naphtali still point to the rela-

tion between Rachel and Leah, Gad and

Asher describe quite generally joy or hap-

piness ; and though in the names of Issachar

and Zebulun, the fond attachment of Leah
remains faintly transparent, Joseph com-

prises the past and the future in almost

undefined outlines. Yet all these names

are much more appropriate!}' chosen than

many of those generally given to children

in the East, and frequently derived from

the most trifling incidents, from the words

uttered by some person present at the time

of the birth; from some animal which

happened to pass or to be near; from the

facility and speed of delivery; from the

locality where it took place; and even from

the weather and the temperature.

35—3-4. There is scarcely a passage,

the moral value of which has been more
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cattle hath become with me. 30. For it iras little wluit

thou hadst before I came, and it is now increased to a

multitude; and the Lord hath blessed thee wherever I

went : and now, when shall I provide for my own house

also? 31. And he said, What shall I give thee? And
Jacob said, Thou shalt not give me anything: if thou

wilt do this thing for me, I will again feed cmd keep thy

flock. 32. I will pass through all thy flock to-day, and

discussed and disputed than the conduct

of Jacob towards Laban. Let us try to

aiTive at a calm and impartial estimate of

both characters. Their relative position,

at the time of the transaction, was briefly

this: Jacob had been promised, by his

mother, that she would send for him as

soon as the abatement of Esau's enmity

would permit a safe return (xxvii. 45).

But fourteen years had elapsed, without

his receiving any tidings from his parental

house (xxxi. 41). He had passed the

ninetieth year of his life and found him-

self still in the condition of a servant.

He naturally longed to establish an inde-

pendent household (ver. 30), and to

acquire property of his own, which might

raise his authority, and guarantee the

prosperity of his increasing family. But

he had, by right, nothing to demand from

Laban; for he was bound, by compact, to

serve him fourteen years for his two

daughters; and yet, at the end of this

period, he was grieved at his poverty, and

desii-ed to return to Canaan to secure his

paternal inheritance. But this unfavour-

able state of things was partly the result

of Laban's immorality. Pie had, by his

fraud, forced Jacob to serve for two wives

instead of one, to sell his strength for

fourteen years instead of seven, and to

sacrifice the hibour of this long period

which he might have employed in laj'ing

the foundation for future wealth. It is

unnecessary to enquire how far Jacob

deserved to be the victim of fraud for

having committed a similar sin ; for in no

manner had Laban a right to assume the

ofBce of retribution. Thus, then, Laban's

guilt was the first cause of the deplorable

complication. Jacob seems to have sub-

mitted to this degradation as an atone-

ment; for he acknowledged the justice of

the contract which Laban concluded with

him; but he endeavoured to obtain from

his generosity what he could not claim by

right; he induced his father-in-law to make

promises in his favour; and he strove to

merit his liberality by increased labour

and attention beyond the conditions of the

contract (xxxi, 6). But Laban so little

fulfilled his promises, that even his

daugliters felt deeply the meanness, and

broke forth into loud accusations; he had

treated them, they said bitterly, like

strangers; he had sold them; and had

arrogated to himself their own money and

property (xxxi. 15). Thus stood matters

at the end of the fourteen j'ears. What
was, then, the course which duty and

piety would have dictated to Jacob? He
ought to have continued to regard his hu-

miliation as an instrument of Divine cor-

rection, and to have submitted to it as a

means of reconciling offended morality,

and of restoring his peace of mind; he

ought to have acknowledged the mercy

of God, who accepted his poverty alone as

a full expiation, and to have summonetl

sufficient calmness of judgment to see that

he could not demand generosity, that this

gracious quality of the heart necessarily

operates in spontaneous acts, and that its

absence, though a defect, is no crime,

and though indispensable by the highest

standard of ethics, is beyond the pale of

human jurisdiction. And how did Jacob

act? It appears that he withstood all

temptations for the full period of fourteen

years; for after the birth of Joseph he
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remove from there all the speckled and spotted cattle, and

all the dark cattle among the sheep, and the spotted and

speckled among the goats : and of such shall be my hire.

33. And my righteousness shall answer for me in future

time, when thou comest to my hire to inspect it : every

one that is not speckled and spotted among the goats, and

dark among the sheep, that shall be counted as stolen with

me. 34. And Laban said, Behold, may it be according to

intended to return to his native land,

taking with him nothing but his wives and

children, for whom he had served (ver.

26). Laban, conquered by Jacob's mode-

ration, was, for a moment, inclined to

greater liberality. Pitying the destitu-

tion of his daughters and grand-children,

and feeling that he owed the visible in-

crease of his wealth to Jacob's industry,

and to the manifest blessing attending

his steps, in a generous impulse, he al-

lowed him to choose his compensation

himself, before he departed (vers. 26

—39). Thus an opportunity for a hear-

ty and permanent conciliation between

Jacob and Laban was once more offered

;

but it was converted into an occasion

of increased animosity. Neither of the

two characters possessed as yet that di.^-

interested virtue which is the first con-

dition of friendship. But, we must pro-

nounce it distinctly, the greater share of

the guilt falls upon Jacob. He replied to

Laban's request with a proposal which,

on his part, was dictated by lurking de-

ceit, but which Laban might have con-

strued as honest modesty. When Jacob

made the proposal, his mind had already

formed the whole fraudulent procedure

by which he acquired his wealth, while

Laban, in accepting it, might have antici-

pated the usual beneficence of God in

favour of Jacob, and His supernatural

assistance. The agreement was made.

Laban, careful that the conditions should

be faithfully fulfilled on both sides, sin-

gled out himself all the spotted and all

the coloured among the sheep, and all the

speckled among the goats, entrusted them

to his sons, and separated them by a

three days' journey from the other ani-

mals left in Jacob's charge. But now the

latter, unchecked by honesty or con-

science, began to carry out his unprin-

cipled stratagems; he heaped new and

greater shame upon himself; well aware

that a special Providence watched over

him (ver. 30), but unable to use this good-

ness of God as a support and a guide, he

turned it into a snare which entangled his

mind; he did not blush to invoke right-

eousness and justice in his fraud (ver. 33),

as he had before abused the name of God
for a deliberate untruth (xxvii. 20). Con-

sulting nothing but his own avarice, he

appropriated to himself a very consider-

able part of the flocks. When Laban

perceived this unwelcome fact, he thought

himself free from all his promises and

obligations; he was sure that his confi-

dence had been ill-placed; he revoked his

concessions; and now a true emulation of

insidious deception commenced on both

sides; Laban altered the stipulations

repeatedly; but Jacob always found

means of evading or defying them (xxxi.

8). The former was thus, for self-pro-

tection, drawn into a labyrinth of strife in

wliich his morality necessarily went astray

;

he deceived and insulted Jacob, as he had

been deceived and insulted by him; he
' changed his wages ten times" (xxxi. 8);

for, when the jiatriarch represented to

Rachel and Leah the reprehensible con-

duct of Laban, they could advance no

word of excuse for their father; and when

he repeated it, with the same empliasis, a

second time to Laban himself, the latter

neither made a denial nor attempted a

refutation, but tacitly acknowledged it
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thy word.—35. And he removed that day tlie he-goats

that were ringstraked and spotted, and all the she-goats

tliat were speckled and spotted, every one that had some

wliite in it, and all the dark among the sheep; and gave

them into the hand of his sons. 36. And he set a three

days' journey between himself and Jacob: and Jacob

pastured the rest of Laban's flocks.—37. And Jacob took

for himself fresh rods of poplar, and of the hazel, and

plantain tree; and peeled white strakes in them, making

the white appear which was in the rods. 38. And he

placed the rods which he had peeled into the gutters in

the watering troughs, whither the flocks came to drink,

before the flocks. And they conceived when they came to

drink. 39. And the flocks conceived before the rods, and

(xxxi. 41—44). Thus Laban, who had

commenced with an unjust action, in due

time suffered the severest penalties; he

had deprived Jacob of the fruit of seven

years' labour by forcing Leah upon him

;

and he was now deprived of a great part

of his property. With regard to him, tlie

ways of Providence were, therefore, justi-

fied; but the sin of Jacob was of a darker

dye; the stain was the deeper as he was

from the chosen seed of Abraham; he

had failed to contribute to the sanctifica-

tion of God, had mocked the funda-

mentals of moral truth, repaid a want of

generosity with calmly-planned deceit,

and proved that his own wisdom appeared

to him better than faith;—could he be

astonished that sad trials and punishments

awaited him?

35—iS. The nature of Jacob's fraud

may thus be described. As generally the

sheep are white, and the goats black

(Cant. iv. 1, 2), he requested Laban to re-

move from the flocks all animals not pos-

sessing these normal colours, that is, the

sheep either entirely black or marked with

black spots, and the goats either entirely

white or having white spots; and as the

dark or spotted and speckled sheep, and

the various-coloured goats, rare in them-

selves, are born in still smaller num-

bers, in flocks exclusively consisting of

the normal animals, Jacob miglit almost

justly say: "Thou shalt give me nothing,"

and Laban could readily agree. Thus

Jacob remained the shepherd of far the

greater part of Laban's flocks; whilst the

abnormal sheep and goats, under the care

of Laban's sons, were driven to such a

distance as to render a meeting or

intermixture of the two flocks im-

possible. Now Jacob, in order to per-

vert the ordinary course of nature, devised

a means of artificially changing the

colours of the new-born animals. The
ancients were universally acquainted with

the influence which, under certain cir-

cumstances, the sight, by the mother, of

some extraordinary object, may exercise

on the formation of the foetus, whence, for

instance, the Spartan women placed the

pictures of heroes before themselves in the

wish and hope to produce children re-

sembling them in great qualities. Jacob

took, therefore, sticks of various kinds of

trees; peeled off" portions of the bark in

strakes or rings, so that partly the dark

rind and partly the white wood might be

visible; and placed them in the gutters

before the wells, whither the flocks were

led to drink. The sheep and goats, in

their heat and eagerness, were struck with

the unusual objects; and the consequence

was that those which conceived gave birth
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brouglit forth cattle ringstraked, speckled, and spotted.

40. And Jacob separated the lambs; and he set the faces

oi Labaii's flocks towards //w own ringstraked, and all his

dark he set to the flocks of Laban : and he put his o\vn

flocks by themselves, and did not put them to Laban's

cattle. 41. And it was whenever the stronger cattle con-

ceived, that Jacob laid the rods before the eyes of the

cattle in the gutters, that they might conceive among the

rods. 42. Bnt when the cattle were feeble, he did not

put them in : so the feeble were Laban's, and the stronger

Jacob's. 43. And the man increased exceedingly, and
had much cattle, and maidservants, and manservants, and
camels, and asses.

" to cattle ring-strakeil, speckled, and cient and equally cunning. As Laban
spotted." But Jacob, not satisfied with would at once have detected and pre-

this stratagem, and wishing to carry it vented the stratagem, if his large flocks

out more systematically, " mixed his own had not increased at all in normal cattle,

ring-straked cattle and dark sheep with Jacob shrewdly abstained from applying

the flocks of Laban" (ver. 40); and the his artifice with the rods equally upon all

consequence was that he gradually ob- sheep and goats; and as he was eager to

tained normal animalsalso, namely, white secure the young of the strong animals

sheep and black goats; and this latter chiefly, he witlidrew the sticks when tlic

cattle he separated, in distinct flocks, weak ones conceived, and left their young,

from those of Laban; since the abnormal being of the usual colours, to his father-

sheep and goats could easily be discovered in-law. This he repeated annually twice

among Laban's cattle. Tlius the rather during the six years: and as Laban saw

obscure text finds, we believe, an intelli- each time an increase in his own flocks, he

gible explanation.—But notyet contented, had for a long period no ground either

Jacob added a third device equally cffi- for suspicion or jealousy.

CHAPTER XXXI.

Summary.—When Jacob, on account of his increasing property, was regarded bv
Laban with distrust and envy, he secretly left Mesopotamia, with all his wealth,

to return to Canaan. He was urged to this step by the command of God, and
executed it with the consent of his wives, who admitted the ungenerous conduct

of their father towards Jacob. When they departed, R.achel, without the know-
ledge of her husband, furtively took with her the Tcraphim of Laban. The latter,

informed of Jacob's escape, pursued him, and overtook him in the district of

Mount Gilead. However, warned by a vision of God, he abstnined from violence;

but censured severely Jacob's unworthy flight, and the theft of the Teraphim.
When an artifice of Rachel rendered his search after the idol fruitless, Jacob
most vehemently complained of the illiberal manner with which iiis conscientious

and unremitting services had been requited. But on Laban's proposal a concilia-

tion was effected, a covenant concluded and ratified by sacrifices and feasts, and
as a witness of it, monuments were erected, to remind both parties of the solemn

vows of friendship there exchanged.
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1. And he heard the words of Laban's sons, saying,

Jacob hath taken away all that was our father's ; and of

that which was our father's, he hath acquired all this

wealth. 2. And Jacob saw the countenance of Laban,

and, behold, it was not towards him as in former days.

3. And the Lord said to Jacob, Return to the land of thy

fathers, and to thy native country ; and I shall be with

thee. 4. And Jacob sent and called Rachel and Leah

into the field to his flock. 5. And he said to them, I see

your father's countenance, that it is not towards me as in

1—16. At last the astute schemes of

Jacob were discovered. But in this re-

spect also, a marked progress is traceable.

After the first few births of the cattle, La-

ban might indeed have been surprised at

the great number of abnormal sheep and

goats; but he might attribute it to the in-

terposition of God in favour of Jacob; he

might regard it as a hint, how unjust, from

an ordinary point of view, the compact

was which he had concluded with his son-

in-law; and he could not censure Jacob

for that which was a silent but powerful

rebuke to himself. However, though he

was able to understand, he was unwilling

to profit by, the lesson : had he been honest

and candid, he might easily have arrived

at a just arrangement; for he had not

agreed to allow the abnormal cattle to

Jacob for an indefinite period; he might,

when the latter had obtained a fair and

sufBcient amount of property, in equity

have declared the contract as fulfilled;

and if but his conscience was satisfied, he

might have enforced his resolution, even

against the will of Jacob; for he was cer-

tainly the stronger of the two (ver. 29).

But he was far from acting in such spirit.

Bewildered at the extraordinary increase

of Jacob's various- coloured cattle, his

first impulse was to alter the contract, for-

getting, til at he was the cause of Jacob's

poverty, and abandoning, for the gratifi-

cation of his avarice, the virtuous inten-

tions before conceived (xxx. 28). As he

had neither a knowledge nor a suspicion

ofJacob's fraudulent artifice, he was bound

to recognize the hand of God in Jacob's

blessing. Such a Divine interposition is,

indeed, recorded in tlietext (vers.9—12);

and though, at first sight, appearing to be

in total disharmony with the preceding

narrative, which repiTsents Jacob as tlic

sole responsible agent of the stratagem, it

is, in reality, a most interesting addition,

forcibly illustrating both Jacob's character

and his relation to God. After the patriarch

had entered into an agreement prompted by

the most fraudulent motives, God appeared

to him in a dream ; he supposed he saw that

all the rams which approached the sheep,

were spotted and ring-streaked; and lie

heard the voice of God directing his atten-

tion to the sight before him, and adding:

" for I have seen all that Laban doeth to

thee." What was the end of the dream?

To assure Jacob of God's assistance and

bounty; to convince him, that he might

confidently leave the issue to His own

protection; and, above all, to exliort him,

not to imitate the deed of Laban, nor to

repay fraud with fraud. God, knowing

the deceitful propensity of Jacob's heart,

and seeing that he was again bent upon an

abject scheme, wished to warn and to save

him— but the communication of the future

events was again to him a cause of moral

degradation. As the oracle received by

Rebekah, concerning his spiritual birth-

right, had led him to deceive his aged

father and to blasiDlieme God Himself;

so the prophecy of the dream induced him

to accomplish its realisation by base means

;

too feeble in faith to confide the matter to

God, he relied entirely on his own uncon-

trolled shrewdness; and the mention of
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former days; but tlic God of my father hath been with

me. 6. And you know that witli all my power I have

served your father. 7. And 3'our father hath deceived

me, and changed my wages ten times ; but God did not

suffer him to wrong me. 8. If he said tlius, The speckled

shall be thy wages ; then all the cattle bore speckled : and

if he said thus, The ringstraked shall be thy wages; then

all the cattle bore ringstraked: 9. Thus God hath taken

tiway the cattle of your father, and hath given them to me.

10. And it Avas at the time that the cattle conceived, that

Laban's injustice, so far from calling forth

virtuous resolves, was construed by him as

an admonition to retort and to retaliate.

It is, therefore, a most serious mistake to

suppose, that our text approves of Jacob's

dishonest devices, or seals them with tlie

Divine sanction: this would not be less

absurd than to assert, that the pre-

diction: "the elder son will serve the

younger" (xxv. 23), implied the permis-

sion of God for the disguise and deception

of Jacob with regard to the paternal bless-

ing. The promises, perhaps intended as

trials, proved to Jacob occasions for fatal

temptations. The reason why the dream,

which occurred at the beginning, is, in our

narrative, recorded at the end of the six

years, and immediately before Jacob's de-

parture, seems to be, to let his stratagem

appear in all its meanness; since, if it

preceded, the imposition mightbemistaken

for an act authorized by God—as, indeed,

Jacob mistook it.— The mutual position

and conduct of Jacob and Laban were,

therefore, these : God would have increased

the prosperity of the former, even without

his unlawful co-operation, while the latter

did not acknowledge the direct will of God
in that growing wealth; the one was defi-

cient in patience and submission, the other

in the belief of an all-ruling Providence;

the one wished to give effect to a Divine

prophecy by human means, the other re-

cognised nothing but necessity and chance.

When, therefore, Laban saw in one in-

stance nature working against his interest,

he desired to change tlie conditions of the

stipulation. This act, though in itself ar-

bitrary, was not seriously resisted by Ja-

cob, because his fraud had furnished him

the means of gaining on any condition,

whether the dotted animals alone were to

be his property, or the speckled, or the

ring-straked, or the normal ones alone:

it appears, indeed, that Laban tried every

possible change; but still Jacob was the

conqueror; he became a wealthy man,

and applied his abundance of sheep and

goats to the acquisition of other useful

animals, and of numerous servants. Thus

Laban might at last have been forced to

acknowledge God's manifest government.

But it appears that the third fraud of

Jacob opened the eyes, first of his sons,

and then of himself. The former, who
were his herdsmen, saw at the end of six

years, with astonishment, that their own
flocks consisted mostly of weak and small,

those of Jacob of strong and fine, animals.

This fact, too remarkable not to arouse

their suspicion, probably led to tlie detec-

tion of all the artifices of Jacob. Thus

only they could justly say: "Jacob hath

taken away all that was our father's"

(ver. 1); thus only are Laban's words in-

telligible, which he later addressed to his

son-in-law: "these cattle are my cattle,

and all that thou seest is mine"; and thus

only can we understand Laban's violent

intentions against Jacob (ver. 29); for

the flight, though denounced as " silly"

(ver. 28), could not be regarded as a cri-

minal offence.

When Jacob heard Laban's sons speak

openly of his fraud, and saw Luban's mis-

trust expressed in his face: did his ecu-
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I lifted up my eyes, and saw in a dream, and, behold, the

rams coming upon the cattle were ringstraked, speckled,

and dotted. 11. And the angel of God said to me in a

dream, Jacob: and I said, Here I am. 12. And He
said, Lift up now thy eyes, and see, all the rams

coming upon the cattle are ringstraked, speckled, and

dotted: for I have seen all that Laban doeth to thee.

13. I am the God of Beth-el, where thou hast anointed

the pillar, and where thou hast vowed a vow to Me : now

science feel a pang, or his lieart an emo-

tion of repentance? If, indeed, such sen-

timents rose within him, they were quick-

ly subdued and silenced by another vision

of God, who commanded him to return

to his native country, promised him His

perpetual protection (ver. 3), and assured

him that He to whom he had consecrated

a monument and offered vows at Beth-el,

would watch over him fti future as He
had guarded him up to that time (ver. 13;

comp. xxviii. 19—22). Jacob interpreted

the Divine apparition as a sanction of all

his transactions; full of confidence and

self-assurance, he sent for his wives, whilst

he was tending his flocks in the field; ac-

cused their father in the strongest terms;

and boldly complained of the frequent al-

teration of the contract, as if it had made

the least difference in his own unlawful

gain. He freely represehted God as the

author of all his wealth, and he mentioned

Him more than once as the protector of

his rights. He then, evidently for the

first time, related to his wives the dream

in which God had, six years before, pro-

mised him the increase of his flocks; but

though, to himself, the meaning of the

dream ought, even at that earlier period,

to have been perfectly clear, it could

scarcely convey any distinct notion to his

wives, who, unacquainted with the per-

verse steps to which it had misguided

him, and apparently in perfect ignorance

of his stratagems and fi'auds, naturally

regarded his wealth as an evident reward

of his virtues. They were so entirely un-

der their husband's influence, and their

hearts had been so completely estranged

from their father, that they looked upon

the latter with exactly the same invidious

eyes as Jacob himself, and spoke of him

with severity and coldness bordering on

disrespect. They urged, that they had

not to expect any more portion or inheri-

tance in their father's house— as if mar-

ried daughters in the East had ever any

such claim where there are sons; that

they had been heartlessly sold by him,

which term, however harsh it is, expresses

no more than the usual Oriental custom;

that they had been treated by him like

strangers, whereas he later proved his

true and deep affection; and tliat he had
" quite eaten up their money," by ap-

plying the value of Jacob's services en-

tirely to his own uses, whereas he had

given a maidservant to either of them;

and though generosity would have prompt -

ed him to marry them to his kinsman

without compensating labour, he main-

tained them, with their increasing fami-

lies, during seven years. So perfect was

the effect of Jacob's consummate cunning,

that his wives considered the vast losses of

their father as a matter of congratula-

tion and as a proud triumph, whereas,

had they known the secret of their hus-

band's dishonest schemes, they would

have indignantly turned their hearts

from him. From whatever side we view

the subject, Jacob is blamcable beyond

excuse: disregarding the Divine warn-

ing, he unblushingly executed the frauds

suggested by his fertile invention, and

then abused the authority of God in

covering or justifying them. Compared

wiih these offences, the fault of Laban
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rise, go out from this land, and rotiirn to the land of tliy

birtli. 14. And Rachel and Leah answered, and said to

liim, Have we still any portion or inheritance in our

fiither's house? 15. Are we not regarded by him as

strangers? for he hath sold us, and hath also entirely

eaten up our money. 1<^. Indeed, all tlu^ wealth which (<od

hath taken from our father, it belongcth to us and to our

children : and now, whatever God hath said to thee, do.

—

17. And Jacob rose, and set his sons and his wives upon

was trifling; for it consisted principally

in his unwillingness to acknowledge the

increase of Jacob's property as the gift of

God ; but he was, on the one hand , not en-

tircly wrong in this feeling, and it would,

on the other hand, be unjust, to apply

to Laban the same standard of morality

as to Jacob, who was invested with a

sacred mission.

But why did, after the sixth year, the

Di>'ine vision check the course of Jacob's

incipient repentance? (ver. 3). Why
was he not left to face still longer the dis-

pleasure of Laban and his sons, if it might

lead to his internal correction? The

reply to this question exhibits the wise

economy of our text in the strongest

light. Tme repentance would have in-

duced Jacob to give up the flocks deceit-

fully acquired by him; but this would

have been inappropriate under two im-

portant aspects. First, it would have left

Laban unpunished for his fraud in forcing

Leah upon Jacob; and yet it was indis-

pensable that such retaliation should be

exercised before Jacob's departure, which

marked the permanent separation of

Laban's house from the histoi-y of the

patriarchs. And secondly, the abuse to

which Jacob had turned God's promises

could not destroy their efficacy ; he had

been destined to leave Mesopotamia laden

with blessing and wealth; whence he

might justly say: "God did not suffer La-

ban to do me wrong" (ver.7 ), or " God halh

taken away the cattle of Laban and hath

given it tome"(ver.9);but that he quitted

the land laden with guilt also, was anotlier

tone in the scale of his transgressions,

with which he was doomed soon to ba-

lance the scale of his misery.

17—21. It seems, that Laban had in-

tended to allow Jacob the abnormal flocks

during seven years, to indemnify him for

his seven years of forced servitude. But

the discovery of Iiis deception totally al-

tered the relative position of both; and his

flight naturally destroyed the agreement.

Thus we may account for his not attend-

ing the festivities of sheep-shearing, to

which generally all relatives and friends

were invited, and at which certainly the

chief shepherd could not be forgotten. Ja-

cob, shrewdly profiting bj' the absence of

Laban and his sons, made unobserved the

preparations of his escape. But in every

step we meet with deeds proving how
distant the characters introduced in this

narrative still were from that faith and

moral excellence which it was the end of

Mosaism to enforce; and so complicated

arc the oflTcnces, that it requires the most

undivided attention and the most unbiassed

judgment, to estimate them with nicety

and justice. Jacob had taught his wives

to despise their father; the ill-feeling seems

gradually to have become reciprocal be-

tween Laban and his daughters; for they

also did not participate in the pastoral re-

joicings; and Rachel finished by robbing

her father. We need not to observe, that

this trait is in perfect harmony with the

other features of Rachel's character pre-

viously alluded to; she was passionate and

envious; she relied on the powers of na-

ture rather than the love of God ; and now
she considered herself more efficiently pro-

tected by the idols of her fatlier tlian by

B B
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camels; 18. And he carried away all his cattle, and all

his property which he had gained, the cattle of his acqui-

sition, which he had gained in Padan-aram, to go to Isaac

his father, into the land of Canaan. 19. And Laban had

gone to shear his sheep : and Rachel stole the Teraphim

which belonged to her father. 20. And Jacob deceived the

heart of Laban the Aramaean, in that he did not tell him

that he fled. 21. And he fled, he and all that he had;

and he rose, and passed over the river, and turned his

the God of her husband (see p. 357). She

stole the Terapliim, either, as has been

advanced, because she wished to prevent

Laban's consulting them on the direction

of their flight, or to secure their guardian-

ship for a journey apparently fraught with

difficulties and dangers. The value of the

precious metal of which the idol might

have been made, was certainly a tempta-

tion subordinate to the superstitious motive.

The example given by Jacob with regard

to the worship of God, had manifestly exer-

cised a greater influence upon Leah than

upon Eachel; though both, therefore, ac-

knowledged, in Jacob's blessing, the will

and favour of God, and urged him to fol-

low the Divine directions (ver. 16), Rachel

continued to attach a high value to dumb

images, and regarded herself safe only

under the guardianship of her own gods.

Our knowledge concerning the shape of

the Teraphim is VQx-y limited. They re-

sembled the form of man (1 Sam.xix. 13),

either consisting of the entire human body,

or only of head and breast. They were

made of various materials, and not unfre-

quently of silver, two hundred shekels of

which were employed for one statue (Judg.

xvii. 4). Our information is more accurate

respecting the use and nature of the Te-

raphim. But we must distinguish between

the earlier and the later history of the

Hebrews. The origin of the Teraphim

seems to have been in Mesopotamia or

Chaldea, a supposition probable from our

passage, and from a later allusion in which

the Babylonian king is related to have

consulted them (Ezek. xxi. 26). Although

no donbt comprised among the idols which

Jacob is recorded to have removed in

Shechem (xxxv. 4), they long remained in

favour among his descendants; and while

the Hebrews were always conscimis of their

crime whenever they worshipped other

gods, they do not seem to have regarded

the adoration of the Teraphim as equally

reproachful. On this point, the history of

Micah is highly instructive (Judg. xvii.;

xviii.). It shows clearly, that the Teraphim

were considered as tutelar deities, fully

compatible with the homage solely due to

the Lord ; that they were used, bj^ many,

as oracles, Uke the Urim and Thummim,

or like the Ark of the Covenant; and

that they were deemed sacred and lawful,

if but a descendant of Aaron performed

the ministerial functions: they implied

a transgression of the second, not of the

first commandment. Thus we account

for the fact, otherwise most strange,

that the prophet Hosea enumerates the

Teraphim among the boons of which the

disubedient Israelites would be deprived

(iii. 4) ; he threatens them with the disso-

lution of national and of family life ; he

predicts, that princes and sacrifices will

disappear, and together with them their

own domestic gods, the Teraphim, who,

therefore, have there a political and social

rather than a religious import. The pro-

phet does not hesitate to mention them,

because they were evidently in his time

still considered as the mildest and most

harmless form of idolatry. But gradually,

when the pure doctrines of Mosaism began

to be enforced with greater rigour, the

Teraphim were naturally included among

the objects of religious aversion; even tlie
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face toward the mount Gilead.—22. And Laban was tolil

on the third day that Jacob was fled. 23. And he took

his kinsmen with him, and pursued after him a seven

days' journey; and he overtook him in the mount Gilead.

24. And God came to Laban the Aramn3an in a dream by

niglit, and said to him. Take heed that thou do not speak

to Jacob either good or bad. 25. And Laban reached

Jacob : and Jacob had pitched his tent in the mount

:

and Laban with his kinsmen pitched in the mount of

author of the Book of Judges, who wrote

in the hitest times of the monarchy (xviii.

30), inserted in his truthful nan-ative a re-

mark of disapproval: "in those days there

was no king in Israel, every one did what

was right in his own eyes" (x\-ii. 6); when

king Josiah established the strict worship.

of monotheism, he destroyed, among the

other idols, the Terajihim also (2 Ki. xiii.

21); and, perhaps, exactly because they

were considered as almost innocent images,

the later writers were extremely severe in

denouncing them: the crime of obstinacy

against the Divine will is compared to the

idolatry of the Teraphim(l Sam.xv. 23);

they are classed among the " detestations

and abominations" (2 Kings xiii. 24);

their oracles are described not only as

falsehood, but as wickedness; they lead

astray those who consult them like sheep

which have no shepherd (Zecb. x. 2);

and they are attributed to the Babylo-

nian monarch together with his other ab-

surd modes of divination, as the auguries

taken from " looking in the liver" (Ezek.

xxi. 26, 28).—These remarks will suffice

to explain the motives of Rachel in steal-

ing the Teraphim, and the eagerness of

Laban for recovering them (comp. Judg.

xviii. 24).

As the southern part of Palestine was

the goal of Jacob's journey, he crossed the

Euphrates, and took then a south-western

direction, till he reached the "mountain of

Gilead" (ver. 21). This range extends

from south to north; commencing in the

north of the river Arnon, perhaps near

the district of Heshbon, it proceeds north-

ward, to the province of Bashan, probably

to the vicinity of the river Hieromax or

Yarmuk ; and eastward, to Hauran (Aura-

nitis); it traverses, therefore, the terri-

tory of Reuben, Gad, and the southern part

of Manasseh. The sides of the mountain

are covered with excellent flocks and the

richest pastures. The land and the town.

of Gilead will be noticed in their due

places.

23—.10. Laban leaniing the flight of

Jacob on the third day, appears to have set

out in pursuit of him on the fourth; and

since, unencumbered as he was, he could

proceed at a quicker rate, he overtook

him on the seventh. He was in a high

state of excitement and exasperation; he

felt vehement indignation at the double

wrong, the clandestine escape and the

theft of his gods; for the first time, the

superiority of his strength suggested to

him measures of violence against his as-

tute son-in-law; he was longing to satisfy

his wrath— but in the night before he

arrived at the mountain of Gilead, God
appeared to him in a dream and solemnly

warned him. Awed by this supernatural

admonition, he once more looked upon

Jacob with respect and reverence. How-
ever, his anger was silenced but not con-

quered, checked but not appeased, and

though freed from the virulence to injure

by rash deeds, it was still sufficiently strong

to sting by words. A most animated scene

ofrecrimination,invectives,and upbraiding

ensued. Laban, meeting his son-in-law

near their respective encampments, at

once gave vent to his passion in an im-

petuous address, in which, it must be

confessed, the riglit appears all on his

B E 2
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Gilead. 26. And Laban said to Jacob, What hast thou

done, that thou hast deceived my heart, and carried away

my daughters, as captives taken with the sword ? 27.

Wherelbre didst thou flee secretly, and deceive me, and

didst not tell me, that 1 might have sent tliee away with

mirth, and with songs, with timbrel, and with harp ?

28. And hast not suffered me to kiss my sons and my
daughters ? Thou hast now acted foolishly. 29. It is in

the power of mj^ hand to do you injury : but the God of

your father spoke to me yesternight, saying, Take heed

that thou do not speak to Jacob, either good or bad. 30.

And now, thou didst go and depart, because thou hadst

indeed a strong longing after thy father's house : yet where-

fore hast thou stolen my gods ?—31. And Jacob answered,

and said to Laban, Indeed I was afraid; for I said. Per-

haps thou wouldst take by force thy daughters from me.

32. With whomsoever thou findest thy gods, let him not

live: before our kindred search what is with me, and

side. Nobody has denied that it is per-

vaded by a certain generosity of feeling;.

But tliose who are determined to repre-

sent Laban's character as absolutely base,

say simply, all this is mere hypocrisy; he

felt nothing whatever of all he uttered.

But where does the text offer the least

allusion that it wishes to have this con-

struction given to his words? Does it

not, on the contrary, even anticipate a

significant terra of rebuke employed by

Laban: "And Jacob stole the heart of

Laban" (vers. 20,26)? And could a gentle

conduct be expected towards the man
who, defrauding him of his wealth,

escaped without a reconciliation or a

compromise ?

3X—AiS. Jacob replied in an able and

powerful speech. But not even then,

when his conscience was assailed from so

many sides, and when he ought to have

felt humbled rather than excited, did his

usual cunning forsake him. With aston-

ishing dexterity he entirely shifted the

ground of the dispute; for, feeling himself

innocent in one single point, the theft of the

Teraphim, he threw upon that point alone

the chief stress. To the fii-st accusation,

the treacherous flight, upon which Laban

dwelt with such force and passion, he

answered with a few words, almost inco-

herent, and certainly very feeble: " I was

afraid; for I thought, perhaps thou

wouldst take by force thy daughters

from me" (ver. 31). Then abruptly pass-

ing to the other subject, he demanded a

scrutinising and open examination, and

permitted Lal)an to punish the offender with

death. The search, fruitless in the tents

of Jacob, Leah, and the two maid-ser-

vants, was concluded in the tent of llaclid.

In faithful consistency with the chai'acter

before assigned to her, covering theft by

subtlety and untruth, she feigned a dis-

order which rendered her impure, forbade

the father to approach her, and during

which it would have been the height of

impiety to sit on the holy image of the

deity (comp. Lev. XV. 19—24). But when

the stolen statue was not found, Jacob, sum-

moning his whole energj^ ofspeech, poured

out upon Laban his indignation and wrath;

he had gained a triumph, and was resolved

to turn it to the greatest possible advan-
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take it to tliec. (For Jacob did not know that Rachel had

stolen them. )— 33. And Laban went into the tent of Jacob,

and into the tent of Leah, and into tlie tent of the two
maidservants, but he did not find them. And he went
from Leah's tent, and entered into Kachel's tent. 34.

And Rachel had taken the Teraphim, and put tliem into

the litter of the camel, and sat upon them. And Laban
searched all the tent, but he did not find them. 35. And
she said to lier father, Let it not displease my lord that I

cannot rise before thee; for the manner of women is upon

me. And he searched, but did not find the Teraphim.

36. And Jacob was angry, and quarrelled with Laban :

and Jacob answered and said to Laban, What is my
trespass? what is my sin, that thou hast pursued after

me ? 37. That thou hast searched all my utensils ? what
hast thou found of all the utensils of thy house ? put it

here before my kindred and thy kindred, that they may
judge between us two. 38. These twenty years I have

tage; it is impossible not to acknowledge

in the first part of his words a certain

verbosity, and in the latter part a cer-

tain self-glorification, liepresenting him-

self as perfectly guiltless, he threw the

whole weight of the opprobrium upon his

father-in-law. lie was misled into this

haughty assurance by two circumstances,

the forbearance of Laban and the inter-

cession of God: for the former had made
no allusion whatever to the frauds by

which he had appropriated to himself

the flocks; and God had, by the vision of

Laban in the preceding night, proved

His protecting care for his welfare (ver.

42). He persuaded himself that his de-

ceptions were approved by God, as he had

imagined before that they were suggested

by Him (sec p. 366). Elated by this fan-

cied innocence, he praised, in emphatic

terms, his vigilance, his unwearied

anxiety for Laban's flocks, his patient

endurance of all hardships in the field,

and of all the vicissitudes of the atmos-

phere; he, further, pointed to the assist-

ance of God which never forsook him;

during the whole period of twenty years

his sheep and goats had been fruitful; and

he was so certain that no animals had

either been torn, stolen, or lost, that he

even then declared his readiness to re-

store them; but with greater power still,

he charged Laban with having arbitrarily

altered his hire many times; and con-

cluded that it was to God alone, who had
yesterday given witness for him, that he

owed the reward for all bis toils and
troubles.—Praise was, indeed, due to him
for his untiring industry; but as regards

the tenfold change of the hire, the fault

was both in him and in Laban, and his

was by far the greater guilt.

Rachel was in her tent, sitting in the

"litter of the camel." For the greater

comfort of ladies or children perform-

ing long journeys on camels, a kind of

couch or large chair is fastened on the

saddle of the animal, and often one on

each side; and in order to secure pro-

tection against wind, rain, and the rays of

the sun, the couch is appropriately over-

hung with curtains, so that it is not unlike

a curtain bed, while Arabic writers com-

pare it to a liouse or a palm-tree; the
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been with tliee; thy ewes and thy she-goats have not

cast their young, and the rams of thy fioi^k I have not

eaten. 39. That which was torn by beasts I did not bring

to thee ; I will bear the loss of it, of my hand mayest thou

require it, whether stolen by day, or stolen by night.

40. Thus I was; in the day the drought consumed me,

and the frost by night ; and my sleep departed from my
eyes. 41. I have been these twenty years in thy house;

I served thee fourteen years for thy two daughters, and

six years for thy cattle : and thou hast changed my wages

ten times. 42. Had not the God of my father, the God

of Abraham, and the fear of Isaac, been with me, indeed

thou wouldst now have sent me away empty. God hath

seen my affliction and the labour of my hands, and re-

light is let in by openings at the side; and

as it is very commodious for reposing, it is

not unfrequently used in the tents at times

of encampment. The couch itself is ge-

nerally made of wicker-work, and has,

therefore, the appearance of a basket or

a cradle. Here Rachel could convenient-

ly conceal the Teraphim, and, as she

pretended illness, her resting on it roused

no suspicion.— If an animal of the flocks

or herds was torn by a wild beast, the

shepherd was generally obliged to bring to

his master a part or member of it, to verify

the fact; if he neglected to do so, he was

responsible for the loss. Jacob alludes to

this custom in the words: "that which

was torn I brought not to thee."—The

great and sudden change of temperature

which at sunset takes place in many conn-

tries of the East during a great part of the

year, is most severely felt by those who are

obliged to pass the night in the open air,

by travellers, watchmen, and shepherds.

While thedaysare oppressively warm, and

often little shelter is afforded against the

scorching rays of the siui, the nights are

moist with the abundant dew, or cold and

dreary. It requires a strong organiza-

tion and an undaunted power of endurance

to stand the effects of these abrupt changes

;

and Jacob might, therefore, exclaim with

a pardonable complacency :
" in the day the

drought consumed me, and tlie frost by

night."

43. When Jacob's angry recriminations

seemed to render a friendly settlement im-

possible, it was effected by Laban's unex-

pected moderation. The appeal to the vision

which appeared to confinn, that the wealth

of Jacob was the immediate gift and bless-

ing of God ; the allusion to his own repeated

tergiversations; the remembi-ancc of Ja-

cob's hardsliips and faithful services: all

this made an irresistible impression ujjon

him. He was certainly aware, that by

human right he could claim all the Hocks

of Jacob (ver. 43 ) ; but, abandoning the

ordinary standard of justice, and deciding

in accordance with the higher right based

upon the Divine mercy, he spontaneously

ceded all to his son-in-law: " what can I

do this day to these my daughters, or to

their children whom they have born?" was

his pathetic reply. Who, then, is the

nobler, the more virtuous of the two?

Who is the conqueror in this struggle?

Jacob, callous and more hardened by

every new beneficence of God; or Laban,

moved and reformed by the harsh rebuke

of his deceiver? But it will be asked with

astonishment: Was this contrast so un-

favourable to Jacob in the author's plan

and intention? We reply, that we should

despair of the morality of the whole Book
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bilked thee yesternight.—43. And Laban answered and

said to Jacob, The daughters are my daughters, and the

children are my children, and the cattle are my cattle, and

all that thou seest is mine : and what can I do this day

to these my daughters, or to their children, whom
they have born ? 44. And now come, let us make a

covenant, I and thou; and let it be for a witness be-

tween me and thee. 45. And Jacob took a stone, and

set it up for a pillar. 46. And Jacob said to his kin-

dred. Gather stones; and they took stones, and made a

pile: and they ate there upon the pile. 47. And Laban

called it Jegar-sahadutha [Pile of Witness] : and Jacob

called it Gal-ed [Pile of Witness]. 48. And Laban said,

This pile 25 a witness between me and thee this day

:

of Genesis, were we not convinced that the

author dcspiseil the artful practices of Ja-

cob as deeply as every unsophisticated

reader has done in all ages; that he de-

nounces them as plainly as he condemns

Jacob's machinations to secure the pater-

nal blessing (xxvii. 35, 36), since both

deeds belong to the same order; that de-

ceit and dishonesty in the common trans-

actions of life were regarded with abomi-

nation in the writings of the Hebrews;

that we are. therefore, entitled to pursue

Jacob's offences in all their consequences

ofmoral complication and external punish-

ment, as we have hitherto attempted to do.

It is in the design of the text to show,

that though Laban was capable of forgive-

ness and generosity, he remained an ido-

lator; that, therefore, even if his conduct

were irreproachable, its excellence could

not he guaranteed, because it grew from a

sickly root, and flowed from a poisoned

source; but that Jacob, though misunder-

stan<Hng God, never wavered in believing

in Him; and that although, therefore, his

individual acts were still degraded by cun-

ning and insincerity, there lived within

him a faith and a conviction which, like a

jjurifying fire, would necessarily free his

mind from all debasing alloy. The Bibli-

cal writers, by fully acknowledging the

merits of heathens, and truthfully :iccord-

ing to them their due praise, show, that

they sincerely fostered the beautiful hope

of a future unity of all nations under the

wings of a universal faith; a hope which

in itself proves, that they believed all man-

kind capable of the highest moral im-

pulses.

4r4—541. Laban, desirous to strengthen

and to cement the reconciliation, proposed

the conclusion of a covenant as a perpetual

witness between him and Jacob. It is

scarcely possible to doubt, that an impor-

tant historical fact is concealed in this part

of the narrative; the monument erected

was consecrated by sacrifices and convivial

repasts (vers. 46, 54); it received both a

He jrew name from Jacob, and a Chaldee

appellation from Laban (ver. 47); it was

placed under the protection both of the

God of Abraham, and of the gods of Na-

hor (ver. 53); Jacob swore by the fear of

his father Isaac, and Laban by the gods

of his fathers (ver. 53) ; the fonner was

pledged never to pass with hostile inten-

tions beyond that place towards Chaldea,

and the latter never towards Canaan (ver.

52); God Himself was invoked as witness

and avenger, if Jacob should ill-treat or

grieve Laban's daughters (ver. 50); and

the place where tlie covenant was con-

cluded, was called Mizpah, because La-

ban said, " may the Lord watch be-
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therefore Avas its name called Galed; 49. And Mizpah

is a ivitness, for he said, May the Lord watch between

me and thee, when we are absent one from another. 50.

If thou dost ill-treat my daughters, or if thou dost take

other wives besides my daughters, no man is with us, see

God 25 witness between me and thee. 51. And Laban

said to Jacob, Behold this pile, and behold this pillar,

which I have erected between me and thee. 52. This

pile is witness, and this pillar is witness, that I will not

pass over this pile to thee, and that thou shalt not pass

over this pile and this pillar to me, for evil. 53. The

God of Abraham, and the gods of Nahor, may judge

between us; the gods of their father. And Jacob swore

by the fear of his father Isaac. 54. And Jacob offered

sacrifice upon the mountain ; and called his kindred to

eat bread : and they ate bread, and remained over night

on the mountain.

tweeii me aud thee, when we are absent

one from another" (vcr. 49). It is, there-

fore, most probable that, during a certain

period of Hebrew history, Mizpah in the

mountain of Gilead formed the boundary

between the territory of the Aramteaws

and that of tlie Hebrews; that that town,

though marking the political separation

of both nations, was ardently wished to

form a social link between them ; that it

was intended to recall to both their com-

mon origin and descent, and thus to re-

strain them from inimical invasions: a

warning which involved not only the

rational prosperity, but the very political

existence of the Israelites.—Mizpah was

situated in the district of Gilead; it be-

came later celebrated not only by the

exploits and domestic calamity of Jepli-

thah, who there resided, but still more

by the sanctuary of God there erected.

The latter circumstance alone is signi-

ficant enough to account for the con-

spicuous introduction of Mizpah in tlie

history of the patriarchs. But it is not

improbable that Mizpah is identical with

" Kamoth in Gilead," which is also called

" Ramath Hammizpeh," belonging to the

tribe of Dan. This was a Levitical town

and a city of refuge, and thus in a double

sense bore a holy character; but under

the reign of Solomon it obtained poli-

tical importance also, as it became one

of the centres of internal administration

;

and though later taken by the Syrians, in

whose hands it remained in spite of the

determined efforts of the kings of Israel,

it was at last restored to the sceptre of

the latter. If really Mizpah is the same

town as Kamath Hammizpeh, the narra-

tive of our text assumes a still more em-

phatic meaning; and Galed would then

be synonymous with Ramoth.— Stones,

usually oblong blocks with round heads,

are still frequently raised in eastern lands

as memorials of great events; they give

the names to many villages; and the

erection of a stone, called " the witness,"

marks the conclusion of peace between

belligerents.
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CHAPTERS XXXII., XXXIII.

Summary.—Laban returned to Haran; whilst Jacob, proceeding from Mizpah towards

Shechem, was met by a liost of angels, and called the place where he saw them
Mahanaim (xxxii. 1—3). He then sent messengers to his brother, to inform him
of his return and his wealth (vers. 4—6). But when he heard that Esau advanced
tuwartls him with four hundred men, he was overwhelmed with fear; and in order

to avert or to mitigate the dangers he anticipated, he arranged his property so

tliat at least one half might be saved; sought the assistance of God by a fervent

and humble prayer; and endeavoured to propitiate his brother by a very liberal

present of cattle (ver. 7—22). In the night he crossed the river Jabbok; and an

extraordinary encounter occasioned the change of his name from Jacob into

Israel, to indicate that he had conquered God and men; and gave rise to the cus-

tom of the Israelites, not to eat the nervus ischiadicus of animals. — Esau ap-

proached, and seeing his brother, welcomed him with the most affectionate

cordiality; accepted the present prepared for him only after repeated solicitations;

and proposed to accompany Jacob to the place where he intended to take up his

abode, or at least to send with him some of his men for protection: but Jacob,

unable entirely to banish his apprehensions, declined the offer, and continued his

way to Succoth, while Esau returned to the region of Mount Seir (xxxiii. 1— 17).

The patriarch proceeded, and arrived safely near Shechem, encamped before the

town, and on a piece of ground purchased from the sons of Hamor, he erected an
altar, and invoked the Lord in prayer (vers. 18—20).

1. And Labaii rose early in the morning, and kissed

his sons and his daughters, and blessed them : and Laban
departed, and returned to his place. 2. And Jacob went
on his way, and angels of God met him. 3. And
when Jacob saw them, he said, This is the camp of God

:

and he called the name of that place Mahanaim [Double

1—3. From the town marking tlie a'jove; or that their own camp would be

eastern boundary of the promised land, joined and inspired by a camp of angels.

and later distinguished by peculiar rcli- —He, therefore, at once hallowed by purer

gious and political importance, Jacob thoughts and raised to nobler sentiments,

proceeded in a south-westerly direction called the name of the place Slahanaim,

towards the future centre of the Hebrew or thQ two camps. Mahanaim was situated

commonwealth. The soil on which he south-west of Mizpah, in Gilead, in the

then trod was destined to contain both northof the Jabbok (ver. 23). It belonged

the palace of the Hebrew kings and the to the territory of Gad, though it lay on

temple of the Hebrew God ; and, though the boundary line between Gad and Ma-
the inheritance of the tribes of Israel, it nasseh. It derived its chief interest from

was the gift of the Lord. This double the fact that it was one of the Levitical

fact is represented by the angels of God towns,which sanctity is here foreshadowed

meeting Jacob after his separation from by the vision of the angels. It was later

Laban. Their appearance reminded him the residence of Ish-bosheth during his

that his descendants would be required to short and unhappy reign over Israel;

combat for the land of Canaan; but that the refuge of David when he fled before

God, if not fighting/or them, would cer- Absalom; and received, under Solomon,

tainly fight with them; and that their a certain administrative importance,

own army would be strengthened and 4—o. We have hitherto pointed out

encouraged by an invisible host from the most perfect consistency in the deli-
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Camp].—4. And Jacob sent messengers before hira to

Esau his brother, to the land Seir, the country of Edom.

5. And he commanded them, saying. Thus shall you say

to my lord Esau ; Thus saith thy servant Jacob, I have

sojourned with Laban, and stayed there until now : 6.

And I have oxen, and asses, flocks, and menservants, and

womenservants : and I have sent to tell my lord, that I

may find grace in thy eyes.— 7. And the messengers

returned to Jacob, saying, We came to thy brother Esau

;

and he cometh also to meet thee, and four hundred men

Avith him. 8. And Jacob was greatly afraid and dis-

neation of Jacob's character, and the

strictest connection between all parts of

his history; his fluctuations and failings;

his relation to Esau and to Laban; the

nice balance between guilt and compen-

sation, manifesting the just rule of Provi-

dence. The succeeding narrative admi-

rably continues the patriarch's history

with regard to the two chief points alluded

to, and exhibits the further development of

his character, and the ultimate i-etribution

for his transgressions; and it does far

more than vaguely show how God pro-

tects His favourites, and tm-ns every dan-

ger to their advantage. Let us calmly

follow the text.

From Mizpah in the district of Gilead

Jacob sent messengers to his brother Esau,

to the land of Seir, to announce to him his

return from Mesopotamia. What was the

motive of this step? It is impossible to

suppose that it was suggested by Jacob's

apprehension of a plundering attack of

the rapacious Edomites. The message

would have occasioned rather than re-

moved that danger: it would have ac-

quainted the lawless robbers with what

otherwise might have escaped their no-

tice; for there is a considerable distance

between Mizpah and the central abodes of

theldumseans; and it would have been an

imprudence, quite at variance with the

usual shrewdness of Jacob, to tempt their

avarice by informing them that " he had

oxen, and asses, flocks, and menservants,

and maidservants." The progress of the

story renders it obvious, that Jacob began

to feel more deeply the wrong which he

had done his brother, of which he had,

from the beginning, never been insensible,

and which he implicitly acknowledged by

his flight to Mesopotamia. When he sur-

veyed the past, he found at every step the

mercy and favour of God ; he had become

a rich emir; Laban had been warned not

to touch him; and a host of angels had

but just indicated future and greater be-

nefits. His heart could not be so hardened

as not to be reminded of his faults, or to

be impressed with a feeling of his un-

wortliiness. The first eflfect of awakening

conscience is fear; the next, humiliation

and contrition. Jacob began with feeling

the first, but soon advanced to the other

and nobler stages. He knew the gene-

rous qualities of his brother's heart, on

which Rebekah had confidently relied

(xxvii. 45); he hoped that the interval of

twenty years would have cooled down his

anger, if it had not entirely eff"aced from

his mind the memory of past injuries. But

as prudence demanded that he should seek

certainty, he sent some of his men with a

message, in which some degree of appre-

hension was designedly not concealed, and

which breathed unaffectedhuraility: which,

by alluding to his protracted sojourn in a

foreign land, and under a strange roof,

appealed to feelings of home and early

youth; and which, with natural but pa-

thetic anxiety, prayed for a conciliatory

reply from the oflciKled brother.
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tressed: and he divided the people that was with him,

and the flocks, and herds, and the camels, into two camps

;

9. And said, If Esau conieth to the one camp, and smiteth

it, then the other camp which is left may escape. 10. And
Jacob said, God of my father Abraham, and God of

my father Isaac! Lord who saidst to me, Return to

th}" country, and to the land of thy birth, and I will do well

to thee: 11. I am too little for all the mercies, and for all

the truth, which Thou hast shown to Thy servant; for

with my staff I passed over this Jordan, and now I have

become two camps. 12. Deliver me, I pray Thee, from

7—13. Esau had, in the mean time,

grown into a mighty chief; the blessing

of his fiither had begun to be realised; and

he was strong by his valour and the terror

of his sword (xxvii. 40). The messengers

arrived at Seir; Esau heard their com-

mission — and, without a word of reply,

suddenly marched out with four hundred

warriors towards Jacob. What were his

intentions? How was his haste to be in-

terpreted? Were his old wounds at once

re-opened? and did he burn, at last, to

take sanguinary revenge? The messen-

gers, perceiving his sudden impetuosity,

were seized with consternation. In breath-

less quickness they returned to their mas-

ter, and informed him of the strong impres-

sion produced upon Esau by the mention

of his name, and of his approach, accom-

panied by a formidable army. What else

could Jacob suppose, but that his brother's

mind was bent upon bloodshed and de-

struction? His excited imagination saw

his wives and children murdered (ver.l2),

his ill-gotten flocks destroyed, and him-

self struck by the fatal blow, or chain-

ed in ignominious fetters: agony and fear

overpowered him;—but that agony was

hi.s atonement ; it was a suffering commen-

surate with his guilt ; it was at once his re-

tribution and his justification. But though

it was a torture to his heart, it did not

unbend his energy; all his faculties, feel-

ings, aud affections, were roused to their

utmost power, and his whole nature was

quickened into vigorous activity. His

first impulse, after receiving the disastrous

news, was a measure of precaution; his

second was prayer. That the latter did

not occur to him as the first emotion, was

a remnant of his weakness, and in admi-

rable harmony with his character. Adopt-

ing an arrangement frequently resorted to

in cases of sudden attack, he divided his

people and his flocks into two parts or

" camps," to save at least one by flight,

whilst the other encountered the enemy.

But his prayer is as powerful as it is sig-

nificant; it indicates unmistakeably that

internal change of Jacob's mind to which

we have alluded; it is the bridge which

leads from Jacob the worldly schemer,

to Jacob the pious believer. It is entirely

woven out of the elements of that faith, of

which he had hitherto proved himself but

little capable, and the want of which had

caused all his moral aberrations. This

prayer,in which reliance is placed,not in hu-

man strength or merit, but solely in Divine

assurances and Divine mercy, is the nega-

tion of all natural claims; and while ac-

knowledging the unworthiness of the af-

flicted man, it cheers and encourages him

by the infinite love and truth of God. In

this supplication breathes the soul of

Abraham, whose purity and humility we
recognise. At last, the grandson had,

for a moment at least, felt the flame of

faith in all its celestial glow; misfortune,

experience, and internal struggles, had,

by a long circuit, brought him to the

piety which seemed innate in Abraham,
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the hand of iny brother, from tlie hand of Esau : for I

fear him, lest he will come and smite me, the mother Avith

the children. 13. And Thou saidst, 1 will surely do thee

good, and make thy seed as the sand of the sea, which

cannot be numbered for multitude.—14. And he stayed

there that night, and took of that which came to his hand
a present for Esau his brother; 15. Two hundred she-

goats, and twenty he-goats, two hundred ewes, and

twenty rams, 16. Thirty milch camels with their young,

forty cows, and ten bulls, twenty she-asses, and ten foals.

17. And he gave tJiem into the hand of his servants,

every drove by itself; and said to his servants, Pass

over before me, and put a space between drove and drove.

18. And he commanded the foremost, saying, When Esau

my brother meeteth thee, and asketh thee, saying. Whose
art thou? and whither dost thou go? and whose are these

But while faith was, in the latter, a sim-

ple obedience; it was, in Jacob, an ac-

quired and self-chosen virtue; and in this

respect the character of Jacob exhibits

a higher phase of development; Abraham

and Jacob are like unstained childhood

and conquering manhood; like unbroken

tranquillity and peace through war and

victory; if the former is the happier, the

latter is the more imposing condition;

if the one requires a more harmonious

mind, the other decidedly demands a

stronger will.

1-i

—

-iX. Jacob, desirous to free him-

self at once from the double offence, that

wliich he had committed against Esau and

against Laban, resigned himself to lose

lialfof the flocks so ignobly acquired (vers.

8, 9), and selected, as a present for Lis

brother, 550 head of cattle, forming, as

it were, an expiatory offering, and sealing

the contrition of the heart with an act of

self-denial and repentance. We admit

that this idea is implied rather than ex-

pressed in the text; but it is required by

the principle of justice everywhere mani-

fest in the narrative, and indispensable

for the moral regeneration of Jacob.

However, the immediate end of the gift

was to reconcile Esau. Thoug-h Jacob

had just, in a most fervent prayer, placed

himself entirely under the merciful pro-

tection of God, he did not neglect to pre-

pare all in his power that might possibly

avert the danger. How completely he

preserved his self-possession, is made evi-

dent by the nature of the present; for the

proportion of the male and female ani-

mals fixed by him is in exact accordance

with that shown by experience to be ne-

cessary for their breeding, and with that

stated by ancient authorities. As the

milk of camels is }ieculiarly refresh-

ing and wholesome, milch-camels were

doubly valuable.—Jacob, entrusting the

different species of animals to different

servants, ordered them to follow one

another in certain intervals. The reason

of this arrangement is obvious. It is not

only because, by such separation, the pre-

sent appeared much more considerable;

but the oftener Esau heard the same

humble reply, " This cattle belongs to

thy servant Jacob, and it is a present

sent to my lord Esau," the more his anger

was likely to be assuaged. Jacob, fur-

ther, repeatedly enjoined upon the ser-

vants not to forget to add, that he himself

was following (vers. 19, 20); for bethought

that this would convince Esau that he went
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before thee? 19. Then thou shalt say, They are thy

servant Jacob's; it is a present sent to my lord Esau :

and, behold, he is also behmd us. 20. And so he com-

manded the second, and the third, and all that followed

the droves, saying, In this manner you shall speak to

Esau, when you find him. 21. And say. Behold, also,

thy servant Jacob is behind us. For he said, I will

appease him with the present that goeth before me, and

afterwards I will see his face
;
perhaps he will accept me.

—

22. And the present passed over before him : and he him-

self stayed that night in the camp. 23. And he rose in

that night, and took his two wives, and his two women

-

servants, and his eleven sons, and passed over the ford of

the Jabbok. 24. And he took them, and brought them

over the brook, and brought over that which he had.

—

25. And Jacob was left alone : and there wrestled a mail

to meet liini with complete confidence, and

without apprehension. .Jacob might, how-

ever, send the gift, without rousing in Esau

the suspicion of any special motive, as it is

a prevailing custom in the East, not to

pay visits, especially after a long separa-

tion, or to influential persons, without

oflfering some present. To refuse it, is

considered as an insult, or as a desire to

break off the friendship, or, if done by

superiors in rank, as a sign of disgrace.

•3'J
—

'J.*. But Jacob did not idly wait

for Esau's amval; from Mahanaim he

continued his regular route in a south-

western direction; and as, in the summer

months, the days arc too warm in Pales-

tine to allow of travelling, he .advanced in

the night; but, in order always to be pre-

p.ared for Es.au's approach, he sent the

men with the presents before him; and in

a later part of the night he followed with

his wives, his children, and his flocks.

He crossed the .Tabbok. This river, at

present called Wady Serka, or the blue

river, comes from the mountains of Ba-

slian, between Rabbath-ammon (Phila-

delphia) and Gerasa; and after a course

from west to east, through a deep val-

ley, abundantly covered with reeds, it

discharges itself into the Jordau, oppo-

site Shechem, at a point almost equi-

distant from the lake of Tiberias and the

Dead Sea. It was originally the northern,

and after the conquests of the Hebrews,

the south-western boundary of the land

of the Ammonites, as it still marks the

frontier between the provinces of Moerad

and El-Bclka.

3*—3.1. In the .affliction of his heart, Ja-

cob sought retirement and solitude. The
next dawn might fearfully close his life. Se-

rious and busy thonglits crowded upon him.

The past was stained with sin and deceit.

Remorse preyed upon his conscience.

He had conquered men; he had gained

inglorious victories over Isaac, and Esau,

and Laban; but could he" conquer God,"

who delights in purity of tlie heart, and

abominates guile? He was sincere in his

repentance; he made solemn vows, and

formed earnest resolutions of virtue; and

he strengthened these sentiments by grave

meditations in the loneliness of the night.

He thereby reconciled God, who is ever

ready to accept true repentance. In spite

of his former transgressions, he now se-

cured for himself and his descendants the

Divine protection; he "conquered God,"

as he had conquered men. But though

sins are pardoned, they cannot remain
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with him until the rising of the morning dawn. 26. And
when He saw that He did not prevail against him, He
touched the hollow of his thigh ; and the hollow of Jacob's

thigli was brought out of joint as He wrestled with him.

27. And He said, Let me go, for the morning dawn riseth.

And he said, I will not let Thee go, unless Thou bless me.

28. And He said to him, What is thy name? And he

said, Jacob. 29. And He said, Thy name shall no more

entirely unpunished; man is not only a

child of God, but a link in the social

chain; \i\s heart belongs to God and is

weighed in heaven, but his deeds are

judged on earth ; every transgression dis-

turbs the equilibrium of the social fabric,

which can be restored only by the coun-

terpoise of punishment. This unavoidable

Nemesis of guilt, which no philosophy or

religious system can with safety over-

throw, is strictly carried out in the

Scriptures. Though, therefore, Jacob

had effected a thorough reconciliation

with God and had purified his mind, his

unjust deeds could not remain unvisit-

ed; he was doomed to suffer for them

through his children; and thus to pay his

debt to Providence. His next child,

Benjamin, cost him the life of his beloved

Rachel; he saw his eldest son commit an

infamous crime; he reaped grief and dis-

grace from Dinah ; he witnessed the vio-

lent deeds of Simeon and Levi ; he was

mortified by the ignominy of Judah and

Tamar; and his anxieties and cares con-

nected with the history of Joseph threat-

ened to bring him with sorrow into the

grave. Tiiis two-fold idea, we believe to

be embodied in the marvellous occurrence

here narrated. In that lonely night of

remorse and penitence, Jacob wrestled

with God, and he prevailed; he obtained

forgiveness; his past life was to be so

entirely forgotten, that, with a significance

to which we are accustomed, his name was

changed from Jacob into Israel ; but yet he

did not come out of that struggle without

an external suffering; his thigh was injured

and displaced, and he halted. Now, the

thigh represented the power of gene-

ration (xxi v. 2); and children are more

than once described as " those who

come forth from the thigh" (xlvi.

26; Exod. i. 5; Judg. viii. 30). This is

the spirit of the tale; all the rest is its

form. We shall not be surprised, tliere-

forc, to find, as in the Creation, the

Fall, the Deluge, and other portions,

analogous narratives in the religious books

of other ancient nations; we shall be able

to understundthebelief of the Hindoos, that

the spirits undertake their earthl}' com-

bats in the mysterious hours of the night,

but retire at the approaching morning-

dawn (ver. 27); or the Greek fiction that

Jupiter wrestled with Hercules, but, un-

able to conquer him, was at last com-

pelled to desist from the combat. Such

strange myths were current among most

eastern nations; they were kiio\vn, and

perhaps popular, among the Hebrews.

The tradition, here narrated, seems es-

pecially to have taken deep root among

them ; it gave rise to the custom of ab-

staining from a certain sinew in the

thigh of animals (ver. 33) ; but we see

in our tale nothing of a struggle un-

dertaken against a giant, or an evil de-

mon, or any other behig arrogating to

itself power in opposition to the Divine

omnipotence. In order to divest the

legend of its superstitious elements, to

bring it into harmony with the purer

notions of Mosaism, and to endow it with

a new and instructive meaning, the text

uses it to symbolise a deeply interesting

crisis in the life of the patriarch, and to

show the reformation of his mind and the

retribution which awaited him. Or is any

one, indeed, seriously disposed to under-
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be called Jacob, but Israel : for thou hast obtained the

mastery with God and with men, and hast prevailed.

30. And Jacob asked Ilim^ and said, Tell nie^ I pray Thee,

Thy name. And He said, Wherefore dost thou ask after My
name? And He blessed him there. 31. And Jacob called

the name of the place Peniel [Face of God]: for, said lie^ I

have seen God face to face, and my life is preserved. 32.

And as he passed over Penuel, the sun shone upon him, and

stand tliis occurrence literally? " A man"
comes to Jacob and wrestles with him in

the night (ver. 25). This man is God
(vers. 29, 31). But God cannot subdue

his human antagonist (ver. 26); and He
is compelled to have recourse to a petty

artifice; He dislocates his thigh, and makes

him lame (vers. 26, 32); but He yet re-

mains entirely in the man's power (ver.27)

;

and is at last obliged to acknowledge Him-

self conquered (ver. 29). How can these

crude views be reconciled with the refined

Biblical notions of the incorporeality of

God ? Or do the Biblical writings, like in-

coherent fragments, overthrow in one place

what they teach in another as a fundamen-

tal doctrine? We have had many oppor-

tunities of proving that the thread which

leads safely through the labyrinth ofgene-

ral eastern or ancient traditions, historical

reminiscences, and mythical reflections,

many of which found their way into the

mental life of the Hebrews also, is the

pure and uncompromising notion of God
as Creator and Ruler of the Universe, of

His unchangeable attributes as Judge and

ever-watchful Providence. Interpreta-

tions, overlooking this principle, confound

the letter of the nairative with the spirit

;

the garment with the idea which it em-

bodies; the vehicle with the truth which

it conveys. It is impossible to understand

the wrestling of Jacob as a dream, which

is against the tenour of the whole portion

(comp. vers. 24, 25), or a " struggling in

prayer"; nor was the angel sent by God
to console and to encourage him; neither

was he an assassin hired by Esau (!): all

these opinions are not less preposterous

than the proposition to take the angels

of Mahanaim as a number of travellers

who informed Jacob of an approaching

enemy. It is, in conclusion, important to

observe, that when Jacob asked God to

bless him (ver. 27), his request was
granted hy the change of his name (vers.

27, 29). Ii is, therefore, evident that the

alteration of " Jacob" into " Israel" was
regarded as a great and peculiar blessing.

The import of the two names is, indeed,

widely different; while Jacob means the

second, Israel implies the first (see p. 323)

;

while the' former may be understood as

the deceiver (xxvii.36), the latter denotes

the conqueror: the victory which he had
formerly gained over man was now sanc-

tioned and ratified by the victory obtained

over God ; the birthright, which he had

before coveted by unlawful means was
now granted to him, as the gift of

God; his sins were covered and for-

given, and he began a new life of hope

and promise.— Israel became, therefore,

henceforth his holy or theocratical name;
and the term " children of Israel" is al-

most invariably used to denote the chosen

nation or the people of God; in this sense,

Jacob is but rarely emjiloyed in poetical

parallelism. The Israelites are the war-

riors destined, like their ancestor, to con-

quer men, and to obtain, b}' their piety, the

blessing of God. But in all worldly rela-

tions, the patriarch is, as hitherto, called

Jacob, as a reminiscence of the struggles

to which his character and mission ex-

posed him, butwhich.at last, purified and

redeemed his nature.

The place where the event happened,

is Peniel or Penuel. It must have been

situated in the south of the Jabbok (vers.
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he halted upon his thigh. 33. Therefore the children of

Israel do not eat of the sinew of the hip, Avhich is upon

the hollow of the thigh, to this day : because He touched

the hollow of Jacob's thigh in the sinew of the hip.

I

23,24); for it is improbable that Jacob,

after having brought over the river his

wives, his children, and all his property,

should have returned, in order to pass the

night alone in Mahanaim; we find him

the following morning, when the sun had

risen above the horizon, passing by Peniel

(ver. 32), continuing his way towards the

Jordan, and in the midst of his family

(xxxiii. 1). It lay further south or south-

west of Mahanaim ; north-east of Succoth,

which was also situated on the east-side

of the Jordan. It was. from early times,

fortified b}'' a tower or castle; but Gideon

destroyed the latter, and massacred many

of the inhabitants, to punish their insult-

ing conduct. By this misfortune, the town

was materially weakened, till Jeroboam,

appreciating the advantages of its natural

position, enlarged and again fortified it.

CHAPTER XXXIII.

1. And Jacob lifted up his eyes, and looked, and, be-

hold, Esau came, and with him four hundred men. And
he divided the children to Leah, and to Rachel, and to

the two handmaids. 2. And he put the i!andmaids and

their children foremost, and Leah and her children behind,

and Rachel and Joseph behind. 3. And he passed over

before them, and prostrated himself to the ground seven

1— 3. Prepared for every emergency,

Jacob continued his journey. Though

strengthened by faith and prayer, he had

omitted nothing that prudence could devise.

But cowardice had no share in his arrange-

ments. Though naturally wishing to avoid

a sanguinary encounter with his brother,

he took a position which exposed his own

person to the greatest danger. With calm

judgment, he placed his wives and children

in such manner, that those dearest to him

followed last, and were, therefore, most pro-

tected; first,the hand-maidswith their chil-

dren; then, Leah with her ofl spring; and

last, Rachel and Joseph; but he himself

headed the caravan ; and when he saw Esau

at a distance, he advanced towards him,

awaiting with resignation his impending

fate. He saw no hope, except in the for-

giveness of his brother; how could he show

that he implored it, but by a certain sub-

missive courtesy? But this politeness was

neither hypocrisy nor unmanly timidity.

Esau, a master of the sword from his youth,

approached with four hundred men, well

armed, and skilled in warfare; the result

of a hostile attack upon Jacob, who had

always been a peaceful shepherd, could

easily be foreseen ; the least appearance of

resistance might provoke the anger of the

irritable man; and it was meritorious to

avert, by every honourable concession, a

possible carnage. But conscience no

less than expediency impelled Jacob to

adopt a conciliatory course; he began to

feel his wrong-doings, and had no longer

the boldness to deny or to cover them; his

politeness was, therefore, not only another

measure of precaution, but was dictated

by that spirit of contrition which had be-

gun to work within him. He showed his

subjection to his brother by the highest

mark of respect, a sevenfold prostration.

He deserved, and willingly submitted to,

this humiliation : though blessed with the

most glorious promises, he was now ob-
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times, until lie came near his brother.

—

4. And Esau ran

to meet him, and embraced him, and fell on his neck, and

kissed him : and they wept. 5. And he lifted up his eyes,

and saw the women and the children, and said, Who are

those with thee? And he said^ The children whom God
hath graciously given to thy servant. 6. Then the hand-

maids came near, they and their children, and they

prostrated themselves. 7. And Leah also with her chil-

dren came near, and they prostrated themselves; and after-

wards Joseph came near, and Rachel, and they prostrated

themselves. 8. And he said, What meanest thou by all this

procession which I met ? And he said, These are to find

grace in the eyes of my lord. 9. And Esau said, I have

much, my brother; keep that which thou hast to thysf4f.

ligcd to yield to superior force; he hail

robbed Esau of the birthright, and was now

compelled to commit himself to his mercy

;

—thus had the justice of heaven been re-

conciled.

4—11. But now the character of Esau

appears in its most beautiful light; he is,

througliout, the full and genuine man of

nature; his heart overflows with true and

impulsive kindness; he spreads a genial

glow over the scene; the truthful simplicity

of his mind stands out in pleasing relief

against the complicated emotions which

hitherto had kept Jacob in constant strug-

gle and excitement. Thesightof his brother

at once, as if by magic force, wipes away all

the animosity of the past; he is irresistibly

attracted by the mysterious tie of relation-

ship formed by nature ; he hastens towards

his trembling brother, and sheds tears of

joy in a long and cordial embrace. Who
does not feel the overwhelming pathos of

the scene? Who has not portrayed to

himself the hardy chief, careless, wild, but

uncorrupted in feeling, and generously

forgiving, in the aims of the man of re-

fined intellect, aspiring, scheming, at last

repentant, and restored to his better self ?

—But it might be asked, whether Esau

left Idumjea with hostile intentions, aban-

doning them when he saw his brother; or

whetherhe was from the beginning resolved

to meet the latter in a friendly spirit?

The text leaves us in perfect doubt on this

point. But the former supposition has far

greater probability. Allliough his answer

to the messengers was indistinct, it ap-

peared to them ominous, and made upon

them the impression, that an inimical at-

tack was contemplated ; Jacob understood

it in the same sense; and hence his fears

and precautions. Again, if Esau's inten-

tions had been benevolent, it would have

been unnecessary to march out with the

strong escort of 400 men. Roused to a

sudden impulse of revenge on being in-

formed of Jacob's return, he proceeded

with his men to satisfy it; but seeing his

brother after such protracted absence, he

was seized by an impulse of affection

equally jiowerful; and as his mind, though

untutored, had remained undepraved, the

latter feeling prevailed. These sudden

passions and ebullitions, in admirable har-

mony with Esau's character, WQ observable

in all the principal transactions of his ca-

reer. But however this may be, if Jacob

was uncertain about Esau's intentions, this

doubt lay in the plan of the author; since

fear only could, in the interval between

the return of the messengers and the ar-

rival of Esau, effect those remarkable

changes which we have above pointed out

(p. 379).

G C
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10. And Jacob said, No, I pray thee, if now I have found

grace in thy eyes, then receive my present at my hand

:

for therefore have I seen thy face, as I have seen the face

of God, and thou hast been gracious to me. 11. Take, I

pray thee, my blessing which is brought to thee ; because

God hath been merciful to me, and because I have every-

thing. And he urged him, and he took it,— 12. And he

said, Let us journey on, and let us go, and I will go at

thy side. 13. And he said to him. My lord knoweth that

the children are tender, and the flocks and herds are

young with me : and if the men should overdrive them

one day, all the flock will die. 14. Let my lord, I pray

Jacob urged and pressed his brother to

accept the present prepared for him. Did

this earnestness flow from the desire of

being fully satisfied of his brother's con-

ciliation, which would have been rendered

doubtful by the refusal of the present, in

accordance with Oriental usage and no-

tions? But after the fervent and aifec-

tionate meeting, he could no longer question

Esau's disposition towards him; the outburst

of feeling had been so spontaneous and

powerful,that it could not easily be doubted.

However, Jacob added a remark, throw-

ing a strong light upon the subject, and

containing a welcome confirmation of the

view above taken. He said :
" for there-

fore I have seen thy face, as I have seen

the face of God, and thou hast been gra-

cious tj me." These M'ords, which have too

often been quoted as aproof of Jacob's base

flattery, are the most convincing symptom

ofhis moral regeneration. He had immedi-

ately before "seen God face to face"(xxxii.

31); he had conquered God, and obtained

His forgiveness as a reward of his sincere

repentance (ver.30) ; thatanibiguous name,

in which Esau especially had found the

meaning of deceit, had been changed into

another appellation, expressing liigh moral

dignity (ver. 29): and he wow saio theface

of Esau as he had seen the face of God

;

he felt the same repentance witli regard to

his brother, as he had felt with regard to

God; he implored the j)ardon of the for-

mer, as he liail obtained that of the latter;

the hearty reception appeared to him like

a guarantee that he had secured it; for he

added: "and thou hast been gracious to

me"; and his agitated mind was neither

calmed nor satisfied, till he, whom he had

so seriously injured, had accepted the gift,

as an offering of thanks and expiation.

—

Thus he had made his peace with all wliora

he had offended : witli Laban, with Esau,

and with God,
1-3

—

17. The angels of peace and of

love seem to hover over the charm of the

preceding scene; and the heart lingers

with deliglit in contemplating the noble

emulation of genei'osity and confidence.

But is not this harmony too soon disturbed?

Does not again a spirit of suspicion and

reserve overshadow the mind of Jacob?

Is he incapable of rising to the natural

purity of his disinterested brother? Or

does his keen intellect teach him how im-

prudent it would be unguardedly to rely

upon the fallacious calmness of a passionate

mind? Admitted even, that Jacob's ap-

prehensions were, in this respect, exagge-

rated, his precaution was the result of a

deep insight into Esau's character ; the most

insignificant circumstance might recall to

his memory the events of the past; his

rage might be re-kindled; and, though

jierhaps later bewailing his rashness, he

miglit, by his superiority, be misled to

deeds of cruel revenge. When, therefore,

Esau wished to accompany Jacob, for pro-

tection, through the regions with which
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thee, pass over before liis servant : and I will lead on in

my usual slow pace, according to the cattle which is be-

fore nic, and according to the children, until I come to

my lord to Seir. 15. And Esau said, Let me, I pray thee,

leave with thee some of the men who are with me. And.

he said. Wherefore do I thus find grace in the eyes of my
lord? 16. And Esau returned that day on his way to Seir.

17. And Jacob journeyed to Succoth, and built for him-

self a house, and made booths for his cattle : therefore the

name of the place is called Succoth [booths].—18. And
Jacob came in safety to the city of Shechem, which is in

the land of Canaan, when he came from Padan-aram ; and he

his excursions had made him familiar, the

latter cautiously declined the offer; he re-

fused even the garrison or guard which

Esau proposed to leave him; but he pro-

mised, of his own accord, to visit him in

his home in Seir; for he knew, that the

sacred rights of hospitality would there

protect him, even against an outbreak of

passion. But though the objections of

Jacob may have been as many evasions,

they were not untruths; he could certainly

not, without great danger, follow with his

encumbered caravan, the march of Esau

;

and the latter seemed to acknowledge the

justness of the remark; but he opposed

the second offer with the simple question:

"Wherefore do I thus find grace in the

sight of my lord"? He invented no fictitious

pretext; he thus almost exposed himself to

the danger of arousing his brother's sus-

picion ; but he had banished deceit from

his heart; and he preferred risk to false-

hood. Whether he really paid the pro-

mised visit to Esau in Idumoca, is not re-

corded in the following narrative. But it

suffices to know, that such was his sincere

intention; and we find later the two

brothers united in love and friendship

(xxxv. 29; comp. xxxvi. 6, 7).

Esau now returned to his adopted coun-

try, wliilst Jacob proceeded from Peniel

in a western or south-western direction,

till he ariived in the neighbourhood of the

Jordan. Here, permitting Iiimself a short

interval of rest, lie l)uilt a house for him-

self, and erected for his cattle tents or

booths, whence this place was called Suc-

coth. As in this journey of the patriarch,

so, in the later history of the Hebrews,

the towns Peniel and Succoth are con-

nected with each other. When Gideon,

in pursuit of his enemies, had crossed

the Jordan, he first asked the assistance

of the inhabitants of Succoth; and, when
treated by them with spite and disdain,

he advanced to Peniel, where, however, he

met with no more friendly reception. Both

towns felt, a little later, the severe revenge

of the victorious general. Our remarks

on the relative position of Mizpah, Malia-

naim, and Peniel, make the situation of

Succoth certain. It must necessarily be

sought in the south of the Jabbok, in a

valley very near the Jordan; and it also

belonged to the tribe of Gad.

18—30. At last Jacob passed the Jor-

dan, and proceeded in a direction almost

exactly west, to Shechem, the centre of

the promised land, whither Abraham also

had first repaired after his arrival from

Mesopotamia, where he received the first

promise on sacred soil, and where he built

the first altar (xii. 6,7; see pp. 210, 211).

His grand-son followed his example in al-

most every respect. But Jacob had far

greater reasons for deep gratitude than his

sire had at that time. He had gone out as

a poor pilgrim, and returned as a wealthy

emir; he had successfully combated against

his adversaries and against his own evil

c c 2
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pitched his tents before the city. 19. And he bought the

piece of the field, wliere he had spread his tent, at the

hand of the children of Hamor, Shechem's father, for a

hundred kesitahs. 20. And he erected there an altar, and

called it El-elohe-Jisrael [The Omnipotent, God of Israel].

inclinations; his return was, therefore, not

the commencement of a promise, but the

beginning of fulfilment; and, hence, the

text declares with intended emphasis,

that Jacob came back in peace and safety;

he had been preserved to inherit the pa-

ternal blessing, and had been purified to

deserve it; hence, further, Jacob did not

merely encamp in or before Shechem, but

he bought a piece of land as his own per-

manent property: whereas Abraham had

acquired «A)/rj«Z-5(ro!<w(i(xxiii.), and Isaac

was but temporarily allowed to cultivate

the field to which lie had happened to roam

as a nomad (xxvi. 12— 17). Deeply im-

pressed with the obligations he owed to

God for all these mercies, he erected the

first altar which bore the name of the God,

not of Jacob, nor of Abraham and Isaac,

but of Israel, and which, therefore, pro-

spectively pointed into the future history

of the holy nation.

CHAPTER XXXIV.
Summary,—Dinah, mixing among the Hivites, was seen and seduced by Shechem

the son of Hamor, the chief of the country, Jacob, informed of the ignominy,

silently awaited the return of his sons, who were pasturing the flocks in the fields.

The latter were roused to profound hatred against him who had defiled the

honour of their family. But Shechem loved Dinah, and induced his father to ask

her to wife for him from Jacob and his sons. The latter expressed consent, but

imposed the condition that Shechem and Hamor, and all their male subjects,

should submit to the rite of circumcision. When this had been agreed to, both

by the prince, and his son, and their people, on the third day Simeon and Levi

made a violent attack on the defenceless town, killed all the males, and carried

away immense spoil, to the consternation of Jacob.

1. And Dinah the daughter of Leah, whom she had born

to Jacob, went out to see the daughters of the land. 2. And

1— *. The life of Jacob, the interest of

which reaches far beyond that of an ordi-

nary biography, and which, as a type,

represents the history of a large genus

rather than of one individual, admits of an

unforced division into four chief periods.

Firstly, the sin andfalsehood of an aspir-

ing mind, unscrupulous in the application

of the means, trusting to the brilliancy

of the intellect rather than the simplicity

of tlie heart, and regarding as a merit and

a gain whatever is acquired by the activity

of the brain. Secondly, the purification

by a sudden consciousness of guilt; the

hotter nature awakens; a swift ray of

light at once points out to the humiliated

pilgrim the path of truth and rectitude;

the Divine spark is kindled; and the vic-

tories of the past appear like so many de-

feats full of reproach and shame. The

atonement, by punishment, which then ne-

cessarily follows, forms the third period.

And if the purification has been sincere,and

the atonement borne with humble resigna-

tion, the conclusion of life, or the last

epoch, exhibits the conciliation, or the

peace of mind, accompanied, if Provi-

dence grants it, by external prosperity.

We have arrived at the third epoch in

Jacob's life; we may be certain that the
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Shecliem the son of Hamor the Hivite, prince of the coun-

tn% saw her, and he took her, and lay with her, and used

violence against her. 3. And his soul clove to Dinah the

daugliter of Jacob, and he loved the maiden, and spoke to

the heart of the maiden. 4. And Shechem said to his

father Hamor, saying, Take for me this girl to wife.—5. And

events composing it, will be melancholy

and trying; for his sins were both nume-

rous and grave; but we may, with equal

confidence, anticipate a fourth stage, re-

plete with true satisfaction and felicity;

for though his chief offence, the deceit in

the appropriation of the birthright and

the blessing, must be profoundly abhorred,

its source was a Divine, though misunder-

stood, oracle; and its aim was the ac-

quirement of the noblest spiritual pri-

vileges.

The text has hitherto displayed most

admirable consistency in portraying the

character of Jacob, naturally prominent

in tlie two first periods; let us see how his

destinies are delineated, preponderating

in the two last. It is true, tliat punish-

ment was not withheld even from the

former two epochs of his life ; he paid for

his sins the immediate penalty of exile

and hardship; and he acquired his puri-

fication only in the midst of anguish and

fear of death: this was necessary, for sin

does not only occasion punishment, but is

its own punishment ; but other retaliation

besides that necessarily incidental in the

crimes, was required by the Divine justice;

and Jacob drank deeply from the cup of

misery.

Nut without reason, had Dinah been

mentioned previously among the children

of Leah (xxx.21); she was intended to be

the first cause of her father's sorrow. An
interval of six or eight years elapsed be-

tween the departure from Mesopotamia

and the event here narrated; Dinah

had become a blooming maiden ; she had

reached that age when Oriental virgins

attain tiie full charm of their beauty.

During that long sojourn in Shechem,

slie formed friendships with the daugh-

ters ot the natives, and had entered with

tliem into social intercourse. Was this

conduct culpable? Was it an offence

deserving punishment? It almost ap-

pears that it was regarded as such ; for

she became both an object of violence and

the cause of massacre; and, in Biblical

history, there exists no misfortune with-

out corresponding guilt. Dinah had not

preserved in her mind the vocation of her

family; she did not comprehend that a

perfect separation was indispensable from

idolatrous tribes, whose moral reformation

could not be expected, whose pernicious

example could only infect the Hebrews,

and whose doom was sealed on account of

their iniquity. She paid the full penalty

of her carelessness. She suffered the fate

which Sarah and Rebekah encountered in

the land of Pharaoh and of Abimelech;

she was seen and taken by the son of the

prince; but no angel guarded her inno-

cence; no Divine vision shielded her from

disgrace; and she fell a victim to She-

chem's passion. She did not require that

immediate protection which her ancestors

had enjoyed; she was a maiden, no wife;

her father possessed a piece of land within

which he was safe ; and shebelonged to a nu-

merous family well capable of defending

their rights. But Shechem was neither li-

centious nor frivolous ; though he had been

ensnared by passion, his heart was not

debased, and he was ready to make the

only reparation which the circumstances

permitted; he loved Dinah; his soul

clung to her; and he spoke to her heart;

he endeavoured to secure her affection,

and wished to make her his legitimate

wife; he therefore asked his father to treat

for him, and to solicit the consent of her

family.

5—3. Jacob soon heard of the shame

of his daughter; he was alone when he
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Jacob heard that he had defiled Dinah his daughter—
but his sons were with his cattle in the field— and Jacob

was silent until they were come.—6. And Hamor the

father of Shechem went out to Jacob to speak to him,

7. And the sons of Jacob came out of the field when they

heard it : and the men were grieved, and they were very

wroth, because he had wrought iniquity in Israel in lying

with Jacob's daughter; and this ought not to be done.

—

8. And Hamor spoke to them, saying, The soul of ray son

Shechem longeth for your daughter : give her, I pray you,

to him to wife. 9. And make you marriages with us:

give your daughters to us, and take our daughters to you.

10. And you may dwell with us: and the land may be

received this distressing news, for liissons

were with the flocks in the field: and

what was liis first emotion? " He was

silent till tliey came" (ver. 5). The case

was, indeed, complicated. He had learnt,

no doubt, together with Shechem's crime,

his love and his proposal; he saw, there-

fore, strong and evident proofs of his

earnest repentance; could he, after the

varied experience of his own heart, disdain

it; had he not himself felt its regenerating

power and its efficacy ? He saw, farther,

in Shechem's proposal, the only means, in

an ordinary point of view, of restoring the

honour of his daughter and of his name;

should he refuse it? Why, then, did

he hesitate? He, no doubt, appreciated

the repentance; but he was reluctant to

accept tlie proposal. He had begun

to view the occurrences of life, not after

their temporal expediency, but in connec-

tion with their moral value and their

religious import; though Dinali was the

victim of violence, she had occasioned it by

a reprehensible neglect ; and though She-

chem was a liberal and generous man, he

had disregarded one of the most sacred laws

of morality; and, as a heathen, he could

never be the husband of his daughter.

Dinah and Shechem were both excusable

in one respect, and guilty in another; the

decision of right and wrong was em-

barassing, and the choice of the measure

to be adopted diificult; Jacob was placed

in a painful dilemma; and "he was

silent."

But his sons were in the period of im-

petuous youth; theirjudgment was in their

feeling; not balancing, with nice discrimi-

nation the wrongs and the excuses, they

saw nothing but the disgrace of their sister,

and the stain of their house; their grief

soon assumed tlie vehemence of a passion

and of wrath; and a sentiment of hatred

and vindictiveness sank deep into their

hearts. But the reason of their anger is

very significantly stated: " Because She-

chem had done iniquity in Israel" ; he was

the first who had desecrated and defiled

the Ao/mess of the c/(ose« family ; and they

felt that this ought not be done, or if done,

not to be tolerated.

8—13. Whilst such emotions were

storming in their minds, Hamor and his

son arrived to negotiate. The father, in

broaching the proposal, simply stated the

aifection of Shechem for Dinah, asked her

for his wife, and offered, as a compen-

sation, that the Hebrews and the Hivites

should henceforth form one nation, in

intermarriage, commerce, and acquisition

of landed property. He made no men-

tion, no remote allusion, to the infamy

brought upon Dinah. The son, Shechem,

prompted by love, hastened to confirm

the proposal of his fatlier, and assured his

readiness to give any amount of mar-

riage-money, or of presents, that might
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before you ; dwell and trade therein, and acquire possessions

therein. 11. And Shechem said to her father and to her

brothers, Let me find grace in your eyes, and what you

will say to me, I shall give. 12. Ask of me ever so

much dowry and gift, and I will give as you will say to

me : but give me the maiden to wife.—13. And the sous

of Jacob answered Sliechem and Hamor his father deceit-

fully, and spoke, because he had defiled Dinah their sister:

14. And they said to them, We cannot do this thing, to

give our sister to a man who is uncircumcised ; for that loere

a reproach to us: 15. But under this condition we shall

consent to you : If you will be like ourselves, that every

male of you be circumcised; 16. Then we shall give our

bedemariiled; and he offered unreseiTedly

to submit to the will of the father and the

brothers (see p. 309). But though a con-

fession of guilt might have been implied

in that unlimited liberality, it was not made
openly and frankly; it was covered and

not discussed: and thus the rankling

animosity on the part of Jacob's sons was

nourished rather than extinguished.

13—ISf. Jacob had scarcely time to ad-

vance a reply; for his sons eagerly availed

themselves of the large share of influence

generally allowed to brothers in the matri-

monial arrangements of their sisters; and

they acted with a zeal to which he thought

he might safely trust the matter. But he

was doomed too soon to perceive his error.

Though the impetuosity of the sons might

have appeared fatal to moderate and pru-

dent action, it could scarcely be expected

to be coupled with deceit and cold ma-

chination ; however inordinate, it seemed,

at least, the emanation of frank aud gene-

rous minds. They deliberated on the

reply which they should return; but their

council was exclusively guided by the

thought that their sister had been defiled

(ver. 13), and they weighed no other cir-

cumstance. They were certainly right in

disregarding the very considerable worldly

advantages offered to them ; they had it

in their hands, to become at once, from

strangers, or tolerated settlers, the inde-

pendent allies and associates of a power-

ful tribe; they disdained these prospects

of wealth and influence, because t\iK.j

would thereby have endangered more

than by any other contingency that very

principle of separation which they were

then struggling to uphold ; they remem-

bered the prophecy given to Abraham,

that they could inherit Palestine only

" when the sin of the Amorites would be

complete," and in the appointed season;

it would have been against the will of

Providence, had they acquired then al-

ready a part of the land as a political

community; and they resigned, therefore,

without hesitation, the national advan-

tages, intent only upon defending their

domestic dignity. What, then, was the

reply they ought to have given to Hamor
and his son? They could never consent

to a marriage between Shechem, the Ca-

naan! te, and their own sister. Had so

many sacrifices been brought, and so great

precautions been taken, to preserve the

purity of Abraham's race, in order that

now promiscuous alliances should be free-

ly permitted? It was impossible to over-

throw the foundation of the new faith. The

brothers were, therefore, on principle, com-

pelled firmly to reject Shechem's proposal;

and either to consider his repentance and

the burning wound of his disappointed

love as sufficient punishments; or, if they

could not control their passion, to re-

venge their sister openly and manfully.
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daughters to you, and take your daughters to us, and we
shall dwell with you, and become one people. 17. But if

you will not listen to us, to be circumcised ; then we shall

take our daughter, and depart. — 18. And their words

pleased Hamor, and Shechem Hamor's son. 19. And the

young man delayed not to do that thing, because he had

delight in Jacob's daughter : and he was honoured more

than all the house of his father. 20. And Hamor and

Shechem his son came to the gate of their city, and spoke

to the men of their city, saying, 21. These men are

peaceable with us; therefore let them dwell in the land,

and trade therein; for the land, behold, it is large before

them; let us take their daughters to us for wives, and let

us give them our daughters. 22. Only under this condi-

tion will the men consent to us to dwell with us, to be one

people, if every male among us be circumcised, as they are

circumcised. 23. Will not their cattle and their property

and all their beasts be ours ? only let us consent to them,

But they preferred a very different line of

conduct. One simple expedient appeared

open. If Hamor and the Shechemites

adopted the religion of Jacob's family,

they might, so it seemed, form with it one

people; and a perpetual friendship might

thus be expected. This view, however,

was erroneous. For throngli the seed of
Abraham only was the blessing of the

world promised; whereas the tribes of

Canaan contained within themselves the

germs of political and moral dissolution;

and the progeny of Shechem could never

have participated in the future glory

of the people of Israel. Yet that view

was so natural, and appeared so near the

truth, that Shechem, the heathen, less fa-

miliar with the spirit of the Divine pro-

raises, at once acceded to it, whilst the sons

of Jacob were well aware of its fallacy;

and this was the criminal deceit of their

answer.

18—34-. Shechem, in accepting the

stipulation, forgot that ceremonies are not

faith, and that circumcision is not iden-

tical with monotheism; he was not moved

by the truth of Jacob's religion, but in-

duced by motives purely human. This

is another guilt both of the brothers and

of Shechem ; of the former, because they

thus profaned the holiest symbol they

possessed, the sign of the covenant ; and of

the latter, because he abandoned his own
faith without attempting to penetrate into

the meaning of the religion he adopted.

Circumcision, in itself but the modification

of the grossest and most repulsive form of

paganism, and retained among the He-

brews only because its neglect was re-

garded as a reproach and a shame (ver.

14), if not understood in the abstract

spirit of Mosaism, is far more apt to foster

than to correct superstitious notions (see

p. 2.51).—The influence and eloquence of

Hamor and Shechem easily gained the

men of their town over to their plans; they

dwelt chiefly upon the great material ad-

vantages which would accrue from such

alliance; the men whose fiiendship they

sought, were peaceable and industrious;

they were active traders, sure to increase

the resources of the land; but they were

especially excellent breeders of cattle, a

circumstance which would be of vast im-
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that they may dwell with us. 24. And all who went out

of the gate of his city listened to Hamor, and to Shechem
his son, and every male was circumcised, all that went out

of the gate of his city.—25. And on the third day, when
they were in pain, two of the sons of Jacob, Simeon and

Levi, Dinahs brother's, took each his sword, and they came

upon the city in safety, and slew all the males. 26. And
they slew Hamor and Shechem his son with the edge of

the sword, and took Dinah out of Shechem's house, and

went away. 27. The sons of Jacob came upon the slain,

and spoiled the city, because they had defiled their sister.

28. They took their sheep, and their oxen, and their asses,

and that which ivas in the city, and that which was in the

field, 29. And all their wealth, and all their little ones,

and their wives they took captive, and made it their spoil,

and they took all that ivas in the house.— 30. And Jacob

said to Simeon and Levi, You have troubled me to bring

me into ill-odour among the inhabitants of the land, among

portance to themselves: and without

iiUiiding to their own individual case, they

added that intermarriaj;es with such

people were highly desirable. The condi-

tioii of the alliance was at once adopted

and carried into effect.

25—S». The nefarious design of the

brothers was maturing to its end. They

were engaged in a holy cause, the honour

of their sister, and they feigned to pursue

it by sacred means; but religion was but

the cloak for violence and vindictivenes.= ;

and a false moderation ensnared the cre-

dulous victims. But not all the eleven

sons were equally hardened. Though, in

the first excitement of their passion, they

might have been unanimous in swearing

sanguinary vengeance to the defiler of

their house, the interval of some days ap-

peased the minds of the greater part; and

two only, Simeon and Levi, full brothers

of Dinah, persevered in their implacable

rage. Entering the defenceless city, with-

out meeting resistance, they ruthlessly

massacred every male inhabitant; Hamor
and Shechem were among the slain; and

after having filled the town with blood and

endless miseiy, they ransacked it, and re-

turned to their homes with tlie curse-laden

fruits of their iniquity. Dinah, who had

remained in Shechem's house, apparently

not against her will, and, no doubt, await-

ing the decision of her father and her

brothers (vers. 3,4, 17, 26), was brought

back to the paternal roof. Had Shechem
desen-ed this untimely end? Had he been

a Hebrew, and were the matter to be de-

cided by the Jlosaic Law, he would have

been bound to marry Dinah (Deut. xxii.

28, 29): could his offence, then, be so im-

pardonable when he desired to make her

his wife? As the principles adopted in the

family of Abraham were peculiar, and,

perhaps, not precisely known, their neglect

on the part of strangers, though not to be

tolerated, ought not to have been punished

with unrelenting severity. But, furtiier,

why were the innocent inhabitants included

in the carnage? llevenge, blind, cruel,

and destructive, had satisfied its unholy

thirst, but the manes of the murdered sur-

vived to api)ear as fearful accusers.

30, 31. With what feelings did Jacob

regard the conduct of his sous? Though
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the Canaanites and the Perizzites : and I am few in num-
ber, and they will gather themselves against me, and
will slay me, and I shall be destroyed, I and my house.

31. And they said. Should he deal with our sister as with

an unchaste woman?

he could not applaud their violence, he, no

doubt, saw their zeal and eager watchful-

ness with satisfaction ; for they were to him

cheering proofs, that they understood the

mission entrusted to their family. When
they agreed upon the proposal regarding

circumcision, Jacob was evidently not in

their council ; he is not mentioned when
their decision was announced to Hamor
and Shechem (ver. 13); and when he heard

of the flagitious bloodshed of Simeon and

Levi, he was filled with pain, and uttered

a sorrowful reproof. And though the re-

proach was but leniently expressed (ver.

30), he felt the crime in all its heinousness;

and though he alluded mainly to the ter-

rible revenge possibly impending from the

powerful Canaanites, he was not the less

deeply grieved by the immorality and

wickedness of the deed. For he felt, that

he had, as yet, no sufficient right to be a

severe judge of virtue and vice; he had

not long since also been guilty of "deceit"

(xxvii. 35); he, therefore, put the stress

chiefly on the external dangers, in which he

could not expect Divine assistance, since

they were merited. But later,when he had

fulfilled the period of his expiation, he

denounced the deed with a force, proving

the profound internal horror with which

he regarded it, and which he was unable

to conquer even in the last moments of his

life (xlix. 5—7); the swords of Simeon

and Levi are designated as weapons of

violence; their work is murder; the holy

presence of God flies their impious as-

sembly ; their wrath is cursed, and their

vehemence branded ; homeless dispersion

is their dreary lot.—This instance teaches

us, at the same time, how we have to judge

of Jacob's conduct in the house of Laban.

Though the text does not always insert a

formal judgment, its spirit is that of un-

CDmpromising morality; and the higher

the standard, the severer the verdict.

CHAPTER XXXV.
Summary.—On the command of God, Jacob journeyed to Bethel; but before his

departure from Shechem, he ordered his houseliold to bury all their idols and
other objects of superstition under a certain oak in the neighbourhood of the town
(vers. 1—7).—Deborah, the nurse of Rebekah, died and was interred south of

Bethel, under the " Oak of Weeping" (ver. 8).—God appeared to Jacob again, and
re-iterated the former worldly and religious blessings; and the patriarch erected

on the place of the vision a pillar, which he consecrated by libations of wine and
oil (vers. 9— 15).—Eachel giving birth to a second son, Benjamin, died, north of

Bethlehem, where her grave was marked by a monument (vers. 16—20).—Reuben
committed incest with Bilhah, near Migdal-Eder (vers. 21, 22\—The twelve sous of

Jacob are again enumerated (vers. 23—26).— Jacob arrived in Hebron, where Isaac

was then living (ver. 27).—The latter died, a hundred and eighty years old, and
was buried in the cave of Machpelah by his sons Esau and Jacob (vers. 28, 29).

1. And God said to Jacob, Rise, go up to Beth-el, and

dwell there; and make there an altar to God, who ap-

1—5. When Jacob, compelled by guilt

and fear, left the land of his birth, he

vowed at Bethel, where God had appeared

to him, that if he returned in safety and
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peared to thee when thou fledst before Esau thy brother.

2. And Jacob said to his household^ and to all that were

with him, Remove the strange gods that a?-e among you,

and clean yourselves, and change your garments : 3. And
let us rise, and go up to Beth-el; and I will make there

an altar to God, who answered me in the day of my dis-

liappincss, he would consecrate the stone

which he had erected, into a sanctuarj' of

God, and would devote to Him the tenth

part of his property (xxviii. 10—22).

Now he had returned to Canaan "in safe-

ty" (xxxiii. 18); he had not only received

" bread to eat, and garments to put on,"

Imt he had become a man of wealth and

] lower: and yet he seemed by no means

anxious to fulfil his vow; for instead of

proceeding to Bethel, he tarried at Shechem

at least six or eight years: what is the

reason of such palpable neglect, the more

surprising, as Jacob's mind had undergone

a total reformation; as he had " wrestled,

and conquered"? The answer is obvious.

T!ie consecration of the holy edifice at

Bethel was not merely intended as an act

of gratitude; it was designed to mark tlie

full and perfect recognition of the God of

Abraham by all the members of his house,

and to form the foundation of that " house

of God," which was first to unite all the

tribes of Israel, and then all the nations of

the earth. But on his return from Meso-

potamia, Jacob found his family far from

prepared for such a life of religious purity;

liis wives had deeply imbibed the idolatrous

notions of their father; KachelJid not con-

sider herselfsafe, except by the stolen image

of theTeraphim; the servants which he had

acquired in Aramaea, were heathens; and

his sons might even, under such influences,

have adopted questionaUe or dangerous

views. Ilis journey to Bethel would cer-

tainly havebeen premature before his fami-

ly and household were willing and capable

to embrace the truths to which he was him-

s<;lfso deeply attached. Isolated from every

Connection with his pagan neighbours, liv-

ing on a soil which he had acquired by pur-

chase,he was resolved to wait till the spirit

of his noble faith would pervade his family

;

and anxious to accelerate this desirable

consummation, he erected, on his property,

an altar, and called it significantly: "the

Omnipotent, God of Israel" (xxxiii. 20);

but when he hoped he was approaching his

aim, he saw with soitow the imprudence

of his daughter Dinah, who entertained an

injurious intercourse with a pagan tribe,

endanger the work of reform; he could no

longer with safety stay at Shechem, wliere

sanguinary revenge threatened him; he

was compelled to leave his acquired pro-

perty before his plans were matured; the

conduct of his daughter as well as of his

sons proved to him too clearly how httle

his admonitions had as yet taken root;

and he saw himself once more obliged, not

to depart, but to fli/. When he was in

this dilemma, God ordered him to proceed

to Bethel, and to erect the altar which he

had promised (ver. 1). But this command
imposed upon the patriarch the duty of

increased energy; it was impossible to dis-

obey it; yet he felt, that it involved obh-

gations not solely depending upon his own
will. He, therefore, employed the whole

weight of his authority as the head of the

house, to demand its purification from all

heathen images and emblems; he knew
well, that the spontaneous growth of truth

from within would have been preferable,

and that it would have afforded surer

guarantees against a relapse; but he had

at least the satisfaction of seeing the

readiness with which his command was
obeyed; he found the minds not quite

unprepared for tiie doctrines of a better

religion ; — he had not tarried at Shechem

in vain.

What place, then, does the massacre

and the subsequent flight occupy in the

history of the patriarch? Both the infamy

and the dismay were certainly regarded as
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tress, and was with me in the way which I went. 4. And
they gave to Jacob all the strange gods that were in their

hands, and the ear-rings which were in their ears; and

Jacob hid them under the oak which ivas by Shechem. —
5. And they journeyed : and the terror of God was upon

the cities that were round them, and they did not pursue

after the sons of Jacob.—6. And Jacob came to Luz,

which is in the land of Canaan, that is Beth-el, he and all

the people that were with him. 7. And he built there an

altar, and called the place El-beth-el [God of Beth-el]

;

because there God had revealed Himself to him, when
he fled before his brother.

8. And Deborah Rebekah's nurse died, and she was

1

the first punishments for his jsasf failings:

but as they are not connected with them

by any internal or causal relation, they

must, at the same time, be the consequence

of some more immediate offence; they

are, indeed, the unavoidable result of his

plans in Shechem. He had offered a sacred

vow, which it would have been his duty to

fulfil without delay after his safe return;

but as he had grown in piety, he freely

enlarged the scope of his promise, includ-

ing in its sphere, besides himself, all the

members of his household: and he was

hence,compelled indefiniteh^ to postpone its

realisation. This was an arbitrary change

of the pledge ; if it could not be interpreted

as ingratitude or indifference, it certainly

was a deviation from the strict spirit of

his vow; and he had to bear its conse-

quences, the hatred and revenge of the hea-

thens. But as both his intentions and the

means employed were noble and virtuous,

God averted the impending danger; His

fear checked the rage of the enemies; He
prevented even their persecution; and He
led Jacob and liis household safely to

Bethel.

But the patriarch had, besides, on his

departure from the paternal house, offered

the vow: " of all that Thou wilt give me,

I shall surely give the tenth part to Thee"

(xxviii. 22). Did he ever fulfil this pro-

mise? We believe, he redeemed it in the

last act which he performed at Shechem.

Collecting all the images and ear-rings

found in his house, he buried them under

a tree; these objects, mostly made of the

precious metals, amounted, no doubt, to a

very considerable value; they might well

be regarded as the tenth part of liis pro-

perty; and as there were as yet no priests,

acting as the ministers or representatives

of God, he could in no more appropriate

way realise his promise than by removing

all objects, however costly, connected with

idolatry; for he thus literally brought a

sacrifice for that God who had heard him

in his distress, and shielded him in all his

paths (ver.3).—The " strange gods" given

up to him by the members of his house,

included, no doubt, the Teraphim, and

perhaps other idols also, brought with

them from j^Iesopotamia, or adopted in

Canaan. But ear-rings, that usual or-

nament of both men and women, were

very frequently used as amulets, believed

to avert evil, or to operate as a charm;

they were often covered with allegorical

figures or mysterious sentences, and en-

dowed with supernatural powers of very

various description, according to the deities

to which they were consecrated; and they

formed, therefore, one of the ordinary in-

struments of superstitious usages, which

even Christianity was able but very gra-

dually to extirpate. That they are incom-

patible with the monotheistic doctrines,

requires no proof; theyare included among
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buried beneath Beth-el under an oak ; and its name was

called AUon-bachuth [Oak of Weeping].

9. And God appeared to Jacob again, when he came

out of Padan-aram, and blessed him. 10. And God said

to him. Thy name is Jacob : but thy name shall not be

called any more Jacob, but Israel shall be thy name : and

He called his name Israel. 11. And God said to hiin, I

am God Almighty : be fruitful and multiply ; a nation

and a multitude of nations shall be of thee, and kings shall

come forth of thy loins; 12. And the land which I gave

to Abraham and to Isaac, to thee I shall give it, and to

thy seed after thee I shall give the land. 13. And God
ascended from him on the place where He spoke with him.

the "enchantments" so strictly interdicted;

and are enumerated by the prophet Isaiah

among the objects ensnaring the faith of

Israel (iii.20).— As the removal of tlic

strange gods and other dangerous objects

was regarded as a religious covenant, im-

plj-ing the exclusive acknowledgment of

the God of Jacob, it was attended by the

ceremonies of external purification and

change of garments: and if these rites

are not baptism, they are its basis, and

spring from kindred principles.— Jacob

concealed the idols and the rings "under

the oak which is by Shechem," If these

words entitle us to understand a certain

famous tree generally known, we cannot

hesitate to identify it with that oak near

Shechem mentioned in the history of the

usurper Abimelecb as " the oak of sorc-

erers" (Judg. ix. 37).

O, 7. Jacob, on his third flight, stopped

at Bethel, as on the first, not to offer, but

at last to reali.se vows. There he remem-

bered with grateful piety the dangers he

bad escaped, and the love he had expe-

rienced : now that the hatred of his brother

was soothed, and the protection of God was

deserved and increased, he built an altar

which he did not call simply that of his

own God, but " the God of the house of

God," because the Lord and His angels

had there appeared to him, and had com-

pletely fulfilled what they had promised.

S. Jacob, on his way homewards, tra-

versed the length of the land from Shechem

to the south ; and the historian inserted,

therefore, all domestic information which

he could in any way bring into connection

with the patriarch's journey, and for which

no appropriate place off"ercd itself eitlicr

in the preceding or the following part of

the narrative. The arrangement of the

facts is, therefore, geographical rather than

chronological. Now it is certain, that Isaac

and his family had, during the twenty

years of Jacob's absence, wandered in

difiPerent parts of the land; for he was in

Beer-sheba when his son departed, and he

had settled in Hebron when the latter re-

turned (ver. 27; xxviii. 10); he might,

therefore, at one period of his migrations,

have come into the neighbourhood of

Bethel; here, Deborah, the nurse of Re-

bekab, apparently loved with almost filial

affection, died, and was buried under an

oak, which hence received the name " Oak
of Weeping". This event is, theref(jre,

connected by a double thread with the

chief subject of our chapter; it refers to

the home to which Jacob hastened, and it

has local relations to his journey.

O—lii. When Jacob had consecrated

the altar in Bethel, God not only repeated

the material promises before made to him-

self and to his ancestors; but chiefly con-

firmed the spiritual dominion which his

seed should exercise; therefore, the sig-

nificant change of Jacob's name into
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14. And Jacob erected a pillar on the place where He had

spoken with him, a pillar of stone : and he offered a liba-

tion upon it, and poured upon it oil. 15. And Jacob

called the name of the place where God had spoken with

him, Beth-el [House of God].

16. And they journeyed from Beth-el, and there was

still a distance of land to come to Ephrath : and Eachel tra-

vailed, and she laboured hard in her travail. 17. And when
she laboured hard in her travail, the midwife said to her.

Fear not, for thou wilt now have another son. 18. And
when her soul was departing— for she died— she called

his name Ben-oni [Son of my griefj: but his father called

him Ben-jamin [Son of happiness]. 19. And Rachel died,

Israel is repeated; and this constitutes

the principal " blessing." To comme-

morate this new vision, Jacob erected a

monument of stone, sanctified it by a li-

bation of wine and an ointment of oil,

and called the place— Bethel, just as he

had before, on a similar occasion, given

the same appellation to a spot equally re-

markable (xxviii. 19).

lO—30. Jacob's journey to the south

was, in the neighbourhood of Ephrath or

Bethlehem, interrupted by an event at once

happy and melancholy. Kachel, after an

interval of about fourteen years, gave birth

to another son; the wish which she had

expressed in the name of her firstborn,

Joseph, was at last fulfilled (xxx. 24).

Jacob, in the transport of his joy, called

the new-born child " son of my hap-

piness." For one moment, delight and

pride mingled in his breast; he was the

father of twelve sons, destined to become

the ancestors of a nation singularly pri-

vileged; and one son at least was born to

him, not while in the condition of servi-

tude, but of independence and wealth.

But he paid for this blessing with the

life of his beloved Eachel, who, feeling

her strength vanish, and her end ap-

proach, called the child " son of my mise-

ry." Jacob's gratification was suddenly

converted into grief and mourning. He
marked her grave by a conspicuous mo-

nument long revered by the tribes of Is-

rael: but she lived in her husband's heart

who continued to love her fondly in the

sons she had left him.—The locality of the

grave and the monument is scarcely un-

certain according to our text. It must be

in the neighbourhood of Bethlehem, and in

the north of this town, because it lies " on

the way " to it for those who come from

Bethel.—Bethlehem itself was situated six

Roman miles south of Jerusalem, within

the territory of Judah; though built on

a rocky elevation, its surrounding plains

produce such abundant vegetation, that it

received the name of the " fertile town,"

which is, in fact, nearly synonymous with

its ordinary name, " store-house of corn or

bread." Though too small to be enumerated

among the towns of Judali, it has become

one of the most celebrated cities within the

boundaries of the Holy Land, as the birth-

place of the founder of the chief royal

dynasty of Israel and of the Christian

faith. Though Rehoboam fortified it, it

remained politically insignificant, and is

at present a village rather than a town,

bearing the ancient Hebrew name Beit

lahm, inhabited by about 3,000 souls,

mostly Catholic and Armenian Christians,

but frequently visited by travellers on

account of its historical reminiscences.

Though the edifice now visible on the

traditional site of Rachel's grave, about

half an hour north of Bethlehem, is of later

origin, there is no reason to doubt that it
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and was buried on the way to Ephrath, winch is Beth-

lehem. 20. And Jacob set a pillar upon her grave : that

is tlic pillar of Rachel's grave to this day. — 21. And
Israel journeyed, and spread his tent beyond Migdal-Eder.

22. And it happened when Israel dwelt in that land, that

Reuben went and lay with Bilhah, his father's concubine :

and Israel heard if.—
And the sons of Jacob were twelve : 23. The sons of

Leah; Reuben, Jacob's firstborn, and Simeon, and Levi,

and Judah, and Issachar, and Zebulun : 24. The sons of

Rachel; Joseph, and Benjamin: 25. And the sons of

Bilhah, Rachel's handmaid; Dan, and Naphtali : 26. And
the sons of Zilpah, Leah's handmaid ; Gad and Asher

:

occupies the place of the original monu-

mental pile to which our text alludes, and

wliich was evidently highly renowned in .

the author's time. Benjamin of Tudela,

who visited the place in about 1160, de-

scribes the monument as consisting of

eleven stones, covered by a cupola which

rests upon four pillars; while Petachia,

another Jewish traveller of the same cen-

tury, like Edrisi, adds, that at the top is a

twelfth stone on which Jacob's name is

engraved. In the seventeenth century, the

Mohammedans erected on the spot a small

square building, or rather mass of masonry,

supported by four pillars, forming open

arches, plastered with white stucco on the

outer surface, surrounded by a wall, and

high enough to give the impression as if

it enclosed an ancient pillar possibly found

on the grave.

21. Jacob, continuing his journey,

passed Migdal-Eder. It has hitherto been

vainly attempted to fix the situation of

this place, wliich, however, if there are at

all order and consistency in our narrative,

must be sought for south of Bethlehem;

here, indeed, tradition still points out a

"Jacob's Tower"; and the hill on the

eastern side of Mount Zion, bearing the

same name, is, therefore, perfectly out of

the question.

2!8. When the patriarch heard, with

grief, the violence of his second and third

son, he felt, that though tlieir revenge was

mean, its motive was noble, and its end

virtuous; and he expressed his disappro-

bation in lenient terms: but when, nearly

approaching his father's house, he was in-

formed that his eldest son, Reuben, had

committed incest, an offence of death and

horror, his speech failed him; he was over-

whelmed and spell bound by shame and

sorrow: the purity of his house was de-

filed; but he bore this affliction also with

resignation and submission; and it was

counted to him for an atonement. How-
everj by this misdeed Reuben forfeited his

birthright; and he was doomed to bear

the curse of his dying parent (xlix. 3, 4).

33—3'j. When Jacob, who had left the

paternal house as a solitary and helpless

pilgrim, was about to re-enter it as the

father of a numerous family and the master

of a large household, propriety and grati-

tude demanded to survey once more at

least his children; and therefore the list

ofhis twelve sons is here introduced. They

are arranged according to their mothers,

but so that, with regard to the sous of the

maid-servants, a chronological order is ob-

served; for the sons of Bilhah, Rachel's

maid, are enumei'ated before those of Zil-

pah, Leah's servant, because they were

bom first. Although Benjamin was born

in Canaan, he is yet mentioned among

the sons with whom Jacob was blessed in

Mesopotamia; perhaps because the whole

period between his departure and his re-
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these are tlie sons of Jacob, who were born to him in

Padan-aram.

27. And Jacob came to Isaac his father, to Mamre, to

Kiriath-Arbah, which is Hebron, where Abraham and

Isaac sojourned.

28. And the days of Isaac were a hundred and eighty

years. 29. And Isaac expired and died, and was gathered

to his people, old and full of days : and his sons Esau and

Jacob buried him.

turn to his father's house, is regarded as the

time of his pilgrimage, and comprised in

the Mesopotamian journey,

a*—30. Jacob, at last, after so many
migrations, was once more in the presence

of his aged father; he could now step be-

fore him with calmer mind and purer con-

science: when he departed from him he

was turbulent, pretending, and impetu-

ously bent upon a cherished aim; now
he had secured it, reconciled with his in-

jured brother, and at peace with himself.

Whether his mother, Rebekah, survived

to see her favourite again, we are not in-

formed : Hebrew tradition relates that she

died simultaneously with Deborah, imme-

diately after having despatched the latter

to invite Jacob home, in accordance with

her promise given to him at the period of

his flight (xxvii, 45). But she probably died

in Hebron ; and it is certain that she was

buried in the cave of Machpelah where

Abraham and Sarah were entombed

before her, and Isaac, Leah, and Jacob

after her (xlix. 31).—Jacob settled in

Hebron and lived with his father a con-

" siderable number of years. And as thus

the historian had occasion to mention

Isaac, but had no other remarkable cir-

cumstance to relate concerning him, he

at once concludes his history, and records

his death, though occurring at a consi-

derably later period.—Esau amves from

his mountains and deserts of Seir, in order

to render his father the last service of love

(compare xxv. 9).

CHAPTER XXXVI.
Summary.—The genealogy of Esau is introduced under the following six divisions:

1. His children from his three wives (vers. 1—8). 2. 1\x^famiiks of his children

(vers. 9— 14). 3. The dukedoms arising from the families (vers. 15— 19). 4. The
descendants of Seir the Horite (vers. 20—30). 5. The kings of Edom (vers. 31

—

39). 6. The dukedoms of the Edomites according to their local distribution

(vers. 40—43), The following table embodies some of the principal sections of

the chapter:

—

Adah Aholibamah I Basemath

Eliphaz

Teman, Omar, Zepho, Ga-
tam, Kenaz, Amalek.

Jeush, Jaalam, Korah.

Seir the Hobitb

Lotan, Schobal, Zibeon, Anah, Dishon,III I

Hori.Hemam.
|
Ajah,Anah. Dishon, Aholibamah

I
Uz, Aran.

Bilban, Zaavan, Akan.

I

Hem dan, Eshbun, Ithran, Cheran.
Alvan, Manahath, Ebal,Shepho,Onam.

I Reuel

I

Nahath, Zerah, Shammah,
Mizzah.

Ezer, Dishan, Timna.
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1. And these are the generations of Esau, that is Edoni.

2. Esau took his wives of the daughters of Canaan ; Adah
the daughter of Elon the Hittito, and Aholibauiah the

daughter ofAnah the daughter of Zibcon the Hivite ; 3. And
Basemath Ishmael's daughter, sister of Nebajoth.—4. And
Adah bore to Esau Eliphaz; and Baseniath bore Reuel; 5.

1— .1. The genealogies belong to tlic

most important parts of the Scriptures;

they are tiie laudmarks of the narra-

tive; they at once connect and separate

the various sections; and are, in them-

selves, generally most valuable relics

of antiquarian knowledge. But there are

few lists equal in regularity of arrange-

ment to that of the present chapter; and

it is, therefore, a matter of more than or-

dinary interest carefully to analyse it, and

to deduce the historical lessons concealed

in its unpretending form.

But we must confess, that it offers the

greatest difficulties to the critical exposi-

tor; that it contains statements which seem

to defy every attempt at conciliation; and

that it almost compels to inferences of the

most perplexing nature. As truth, un-

fettered by pieconccptions, is our only end,

we approach this subject without the least

anxiety as to the result; we are too deeply

impressed with the sublimity of the Bibli-

cal doctrines to dread historical discrepan-

cies or chronological incongruities: that

which is worth preserving, can never be

lost ; and that which does not stand the

test of impartial scrutiny, no artifice can

save.

The difiiculties begin with the names of

Esau's three wives, if compared with the

preceding notices on the same subject

(xxvi.34; xxviii. 9). Two names are en-

tirely different: here, Adah and Aholi-

bamah ; there, Judith and Mahalath

;

and the third, Basemath, though occur-

ring in both accounts, is not perfectly iden-

tical in both; for, while here Basemath

is the daughter of Ishmael, .she is, in the

earlier notice, the daughter of Elon, the

Hittite. It avails, therefore, little to sup-

pose, that Judith and Mahalath, in ac-

cordance with an eastern usage, possessed

also, or received later, otlier names, Adah

and Aholibaraah. Further, the last men-

tioned wife is here c.illeii, " the daughter

of Anah, the grand-daughter of Ziheon,

the Hivite'" (ver.2); whereas she is, in a

later part of this chapter, introduced as

the daughter of Anah, the grand-daughter

of Seir, the Horite (vers. 20, 2.5). There-

fore, even the proposed but unauthorised

change of Hivite (ver. 2) into Horite

would be insufficient to remove the di-

vergence. Again, even granting that Ju-

dith is the same person as Aholibaraah,

she is, in our chapter, mentioned as the

daugliter of Anah (ver.2); while she is

before called the daughter of Beeri (xxvi.

34) ; the conciliation which has been offer-

ed, namely, that Anah, discovering warm
springs (ver. 24), hence received the name
of " the man i- f the well," that is, Beeri,

is illusory; for this Anah is the son of

Ziheon (ver. 24), where.ns the father of

Aholibamah is the son of Seir. From
whatever side, therefore, we imdertake to

effect a harmony, we meet with difficul-

ties, which can only be overlooked by

negligence, and disregarded by uncritical

indifference. We are obliged to confess

that the Hebrew text, though containing

several important coincidences, evident-

ly embodies two accounts, irreconcila-

bly different. But several other discrepan-

cies which have been urged, are of little

weight.

4:—*. The chapter consists of six dis-

tinct parts exhibiting a clear progress.

The first verse describes snecinctly its

character; it is a genealogy of Esau,

not, however, representing merely a

family or personal history; it is poli-

tical and national; therefore, it is added;

"Esau that is Edom"; the identity of the

founder with the tribe itself is several

U D
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And Aholibamah bore Jeusli, and Jaalam, and Korah : these

are the sons of Esau, who were born to him in the land of

Canaan. 6. And Esau took his wives, and his sons, and

his daughters, and all the persons of his house, and his

cattle, and all his beasts, and all his wealth, which he

had acquired in the land of Canaan ; and went into another

country on account of his brother Jacob. 7. For their

property was more than that they might dwell together;

and the land wherein they were strangers could not bear

them because of their cattle. 8. Thus Esau dwelt in

mount Seir : Esau that is Edom.

9. And these are the generations of Esau, the father

of the Edomites, in mount Seir: 10. These are the names

times repeated (vers. 8, 19), and is on two

occasions even more distinctly expressed

by the terms: " Esau the father of Edom"
(vers. 9, 43). The text systematically

shows the gradual growth and increase

of the house of Esau. Through his three

•wives he became the father of five sons;

Adah and Bashemath gave each birth to

one son (Eliphaz the firstborn, ver. 15,

and Reuel), and Aholibamah to three

(Jeush, Jaalam, and Korah). These

children were born to him in Canaan.

But he could no longer stay in the land

of his birth. His herds and flocks were too

numerous to find room, by the side of those

of his brother Jacob; and he emigrated

spontaneously. But this took place a very

considerable time before the events re-

lated in the preceding chapter; for when

Jacob returned from Mesopotamia, he sent

messengers to Esau into Idumaja, and

promised to visit him later in Seir. But

this circumstance does not imply a con-

tradiction. Our portion records the his-

tory of Esau as far as it relates to poli-

tical power ; it, therefore, goes back to the

fortieth year of his life when he first mar-

ried. He had then long sold his birth-

right; he had, no doubt, heard the pro-

phecy given to his mother, that to his

younger brother Jacob, the inheritance of

the blessings of Abraham was reserved;

when, therefore, his father Isaac ad-

vanced in years and became afflicted

with infirmity, Jacob was regarded as the

future head of the house, and as such ob-

tained the superintendence over his fa-

ther's property; the cattle of Isaac was,

therefore, considered as that of Jacob;

and it was within the thirtj'-eight years

between his marriage and Jacob's flight,

that Esau, at that time not inimical to

his brother, left Canaan, thus willingly

acknowledging the superior rights of Ja-

cob, and spontaneously resigning his own

claims upon the land. When Isaac, at

the age of nearly 140 years, wished to

bless his firstborn and favourite son, he

sent for him to his new abodes; and Esau

answered to the call, just as he came later

to Canaan, at his father's death, to assist

at the funeral duties.—Though Palestine

was large and fertile enough later to sup-

port all the tribes of Israel, the envy of

the Canaanites allowed to the family of

Isaac but limited space for their nomadic

pursuits, as the frequent animosities and

altercations of the shepherds sufficiently

prove; Canaan was to them not the land

of their possession (ver. 43), but the land

of their sojourning (ver. 7,).

O—14. The five sons of Esau born in

Canaan, increased in the mountain-land

of Seir into thirteen families. This is the

second great progress in the genealogy of

Esau, and it is expressed in the text by

a decided and clear antithesis (vers. 5 and

9). A new heading shows still more pre-
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of Esau's sons; Eliphaz, the son of Adah the wife of Esau,

Iicuel, the son of Basemath the wife of Esau. 11. And
the sons of Eliphaz were Teman, Omar, Zepho, and

Gatam, and Kenaz. 12. And Tirana was concubine to

Eliphaz Esau's son; and she bore to Eliphaz, Amalek:

these were the sons of Adah Esau's wife. 13. And these

ivcre the sons of Reuel; Nahath, and Zerah, Shammah, and

Mizzah : these were the sons of Basemath Esau's wife.

14. And these were the sons of Aholibamah, the daughter

of Anah the daughter of Zibeon, Esau's wife : and she

bore to Esau Jeush, and Jaalam, and Korah.

15. These were dukes of the sons of Esau: the sons of

Eliphaz, the firstborn son of Esau; duke Teman, duke

cisely the advancing development (ver.

9). A regai-d to lucidity of style de-

manded the repetition of the five sons, in

order to add the more easily' their off-

spring, although the sons of Aholibamah

did not become the ancestors of new fa-

milies. It is much to be deplored that

our fragmentary knowledge of ancient

ethnography does not enable us to identify

many of the names here introduced—The

eldest son of Eliphaz is Teman. The

Temanites formed the principal stronghold

of Iilumoean power; they were renowned

for undaunted valour; and are, there-

fore, often expressly mentioned in the pro-

phetic menaces pronounced against Edom.

They enjoyed, besides, the fame of supe-

rior wisdom; and hence, no doubt, is

Eliphaz, the Temanite, in the Book of

Job, introduced as the wisest and the

most experienced of the sufferer's friends.

As to the geographical position of Te-

man, the Bible offers neither direct nor

indirect information, except that it once

mentions it in parallelism with the moun-

tain of Paran. In the time of Jerome,

there existed, five miles from Petra, a

little town, Teman, in which a Roman
garrison was stationed.—Besides five sons

from his legal wife, Eliphaz had another

son, Amalek, from Tirana, a wife of

inferior rank. There is no reason to

assert, that this notice is an invention

suggested by the national aversion later

entertained by the Israelites against the

Amalekites; nor is there occasion to doubt

that it embodies some historical tradition

regarding the origin and earliest destinies

of the latter. Though the " territory of

the Amalekites" was mentioned in the

history of Abraham (xiv. 7), the tribe of

Amalekmight have descended from Esau

,

and the term "Amalek is the head

of nations" (Num. xxvi. 20), alludes, not

to the antiquity, but to the power of that

people.

15

—

X9. The third stage of progress

in Esau's house was, that the families

increased into clans or tribes. Each clan

was headed by a sheikh or leader; he

was the chief of the tribe, and enjoyed

princely power (see p. 320). We natu-

rally expect as many " dukedoms " as

there were families; and this is, in

fact, on the whole, the case. However,

among those sprung from the sons of

Eliphaz, we find Korah (ver. 1 6), although

he is one of the sons of Esau and Aholi-

bamah, and is, accordingly, likewise men-

tioned in his due place among the descend-

ants of the latter (ver. 14). But this cir-

cumstance offers no material difficulty.

It -will be observed, that the progeny of

Esau are throughout this long genealogy

carefully arranged according to the three

wives who gave birth to them. Adah,

Aholibamah, and Basemath, are, there-

fore, everywlicre mentioned where the

D D 2
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Omar, duke Zepho, duke Kenaz, 16, Duke Korah, duke

Gatain, and Duke Amalek : these are the dukes that came

of Eliphaz in the laud of Edom; these were the sons of

Adah. 17. And these were the sons of Reuel, Esau's son;

duke Xahath, duke Zerah, duke Shammah, duke Mizzah:

these are the dukes that came of Reuel in the land of

Edom; these are the sons of Basemath Esau's wife. 18.

And these were the sons of Aholibamah Esau's wife; duke

Jeush, duke Jaalam, duke Korah: these were the dukes

that came of Aholibamah the daughter of Anah, Esau's

wife. 19. These are the sons of Esau, and these are their

dukes : that is Edom.
20. These were the sons of Seir the Horite, who inhabited

the land; Lotan, and Shobal, and Zibeon, and Anah,

21. And Dishon, and Ezer, and Dishan: these were the

dukes of the Horites, the children of Seir in the land of

Edom. 22. And the children of Lotan were Hori and

Hit proceeds to a new phase (vers. 10, 12,

13, 14, etc.); and their descendants repre-

sent, respectively, the Canaanite, the

Horite, and the Ishmaelite elements of the

Edomites. But it is not impossible that

some branches of the family of Korah inter-

married or otherwise associated, with some

portion of the family of Eliphaz, and that

they gradually rose to sufficient power and

influence to form an independent cl.an;

while the other part remained under the

original division.

20—30. When Esau and liis sons im-

migrated into Idnmtea, they found these

districts inhabited by more ancient nations

which either coalesced with, or were ex-

tirpated by the new settlers (Deut. ii. 12).

As these aboriginal tribes were, there-

fore, of great importance in the history of

the family of Esau, thej' are here inserted,

likewise in the form of a genealogical

list. Their first ancestor was Seir,

who was also the first of the Horites

or Troglodytes (see p. 225). Seir had

seven sons, and, at least, one daughter,

Timna, who is mentioned because she

became famous as the motlier of the

Aroalekites. Her name is later again

inserted among the " dukes of Esau

according to their families, after their

l)laccs" (ver. 40); and it is not impossible

that a district of Idumiea was, for some

personal distinction, called with her

name. The seven sons of Seir ramified

into nineteen families, of wliich the first

is that of the Horites properly so called,

undoubtedly a tribe as extensive as it is old.

Zibeon, the third son of Seir, was the father

of Ajah and Anah (ver. 24); while Anah,

Seir's fourth son, begat Dishon and Aho-

libamah, the latter expressly mentioned

as Esau'swife(vcr.25). As, therefore, there

are two Anahs, the younger one, or the

ncpliew, is, for better distinction, curious-

ly described as " that Anah who found

the warm springs in the desert when

he fed the asses of his father Zibeon"

(ver. 24). In the east of the Dead Sea,

and in other parts of the desert, are in-

deed liot springs, some of which possess

a great medicinal power; those of Ca-

lirrhoe were especially prized, and much

used for various complaints (see p. 188).

That such valuable discoveries have fre-

quently been made by chance, through

the medium of animals, is well-known.

—
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Heraam; and Lotan's sister ivas Tirana. 23. And the

children of Shobal ive?'e these; Alvan, and Manahath, and

Ebal, Shepho, and Onam. 24. And these are the children

of Zibeon ; both Ajah, and Anah : this ivas that Anali who
found the hot springs in the desert, when he fed the

asses of Zibeon his father. 25. And the children of Anah
were these; Dishon, and Aholibamah, the daughter ol"

Anah. 26. And these were the children of Dishon ; Hem-
dan, and Eshban, and Ithran, and Cheran. 27. The chil-

dren of Ezer were these; Bilhan, and Zaavan, and Akan.
28. The children of Dishan were these; Uz, and Aran.

29. These were the dukes of the Horites; duke Lotan, duke
Shobal, duke Zibeon, duke Anah, 30. Duke Dishon,

duke Ezer, duke Dishan : these were the dukes of the

Horites, according to their dukes in the land of Seir.

31. And these are the kings that reigned in the land of

Edora, before there yet reigned a king over the children

Uz is here the son of Dishon, while, in

the great table of nations, he is mentioned

among the Aramsans (x. 23), and occurs

also among the sons of Nahor (xxii. 21).

We may conjecture that a part of the Ho-

rites, ^7ho were chiefly nomads (ver. 24),

roamed north and north-eastwards in the

Arabian desert, and amalgamated with

the tribe of Uz, which had spread in those

tracts (see p. 292).

31—30, The list then returns to the

descendants of Esau. Their third phase

had been their extension into dukedoms

(vers. 15—19); one step only remained

for them to ascend on the ladder of great-

ness—and they accomplished it at a com-

paratively early period, long before the

progeny of the elected line of Jacob

advanced to a similar degree of political

power; kings ruled in Edora " before

there yet reigned a king over the

children of Israel" (ver. 31). Eight sove-

reigns are enumerated, and it cannot be

denied, that this account makes the im-

pression of a powerful and warlike state,

enjoying wealth, unity, and fame. Was
it. indeed, the intention of the Biblical

author to draw the striking contrast be-

tween the early upstart power of the world-

ly Edomites and the slow but steady and

progressive growth of the Israelites, who
had first to pass through a long and al-

most hopeless period of exile, servitude,

toil, and ignominy, before they were per-

mitted to enjoy even liberty in the inhos-

pitable and pathless desert, and who had

there to undergo another period of hard-

ship and trials before they were allowed

to enter the promised land, there to com-

mence the perilous and desperate struggle

for existence and property? If this idea

was indeed in the plan and composition

of the writer, the much disputed and very

difficult words, " before there yet reigned

a king in Israel," would cause no embar-

rassment, as they would not necessarily

point to a time later than Moses. How-
ever, this idea would here be poetical in

the extreme. It would compare the power

of the Edomites with the grass on the roofs

of the houses, which, though suddenly

sprouting up, never fills the hand of the

mower, nor the girdle of the binder of the

sheaves (Ps. cxxix. 6, 7); or with the reed

which rapidly overtops the high and rocky

pile, but which, as the roots are loose and
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of Israel. 32. And Bela, the son of Beor, reigned in Edom

:

and the name of his city was Dinhabah. 33. And Bela

died, and Jobab, the son of Zerah, of Bozrah, reigned in

his stead. 34. And Jobab died, and Husham, of the land

of the Temanites, reigned in his stead. 35. And Husham
died, and Hadad, the son of Bedad,who smote Midian in the

field of Moab, reigned in his stead : and the name of his

city was Avith. 36. And Hadad died, and Samlah of

Masrekah reigned in his stead. 37. And Samlah died,

and Saul, of Rehoboth by the river Euphrates^ reigned in

his stead. 38. And Saul died, and Baal-hanan, the son of

weak, may as suddenly wither, and vanish

without trace (Job viii. II— 18, etc.). It is

true, that though the promise of kings is

included among the assurances given to the

seed of Abraham (xvii. 6, 16; xxxv. 11), it

is always removed into a distant future

(comp. Deut, xvii. 1 4—20) ; and it is not im-

possible, that its realisation was intended

and expected to take place considerably

after the complete development of the Idu-

maean power; it may, further, be urged,

that the chosen branches are almost invari-

ably of later origin than the less spiritual

lines; thus, Cain is older than Abel orSeth,

Ishmaei older than Isaac, Esau than Jacob,

and, later, Manasseh than Ephraim; and

as the heathen tribes were anterior in their

existence, so they were precocious in their

bloom and maturity. But it is highly

questionable, whether such soaring and

metaphorical language can be expected in

the simple and purely prosaic enumera-

tions of a genealogical table. Certain it

is, that from very early times those words,

" before a king yet reigned over the children

of Israel," have given serious oflFence to

many pious interpreters; they have been

regarded, by some, as a later addition; in-

duced others to reject the whole of this por-

tion (vers. 31—39),—and have by others,

who supposed they were written in the time

of Moses, been given up as hopelessly lost to

intelligible explanation. But those who
start from the principle of prophetic inspi-

ration, will have no difficulty in explaining

that phrase ; they will at once admit, that it

points to the time of theHebrew monarchy

;

they will insist, that this is the impression

which the unbiassed examination of the

text unavoidably produces ; that an allu-

sion to a Hebrew king may indeed pro-

phetically be made even before the immi-

gration of the Israelites into Canaan, and

about four centuries before the time of

Saul; but that, in a simple historical style,

such statement is not only preposterous,

but impossible.

Seven of the kings are more exactly

described with regard to their native places.

But here a decided distinction is discover-

able; some are mentioned with the addi-

tion: "and the name of his town was";

whereas others are introduced as " coming

from" : the former class seems to comprise

native Idumseans; the latter, though not

in all instances, such foreigners who were

admitted to the supreme power. For, as

not one is the son of his predecessor, nor

two take their origin from the same place,

though all are expressly stated to have

died a natural, no violent death, it has been

supposed with great probability, that the

Idumsean monarchy was elective ; to

which we may add, that the choice was

limited to a certain number of the more

powerful tribes, from which perhaps a mo-

narch was appointed by rotation; it is not

impossible, that these were the dukedoms

mentioned in the last portion of this chap-

ter; and hence we may understand that,

though the kingdom was elective, some

could be said to belong to the " seed of
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Achbor, reigned in his stead. 39. And Baal-lianan the

son of xVchbor died, and Hadar reigned in liis stead : and
the name of his city is Pau; and his wife's name is

Melietabel, the daughter of Matred, the daughter of

]\Ic-zahab.

40. And these are the names of the dukes that came of

Esau, according to their families, after their places, by
their names; duke Timna, duke Alvah, duke Jetheth,

41. Duke Aholibamah, duke Elah, duke Pinon, 42. Duke
Kenaz, duke Teman, duke Mibzar, 43. Duke Magdiel,

duke Iram : these are the dukes of Edom, according to

royalt) " of Edom (1 Ki. xi. 14), and might

raise a lcj;itimate claim to the tlirone.

—

The first king was Bela, tlie son of Beor,

" and tiic name of his city was Dinhabah."

It appears, then, that the towns where the

elected monarchs were horn or had settled,

were raised to the temporary capitals of the

land ; tluis we have, besides, the residence-

towns A\-ith (ver. 35), and Pan (ver. 39).

—

The second king, Jobab, was from Boz-

rah. An Idumaean city of this name

is constantly mentioned by the prophets

as possessing the greatest political impor-

tance; and if we compare the passages in

which it is alluded to, it seems indisputable

that it was situated in Idumaja Proper, or

the mountain-land ofSeir,the chief scat of

Edom; and it is once coupled with Te-

man (Am. i. 12).—llehoboth, on the river

Euphrates, has been identified, though

without sufficient reasons, with " the town

Rchoboth," mentioned among the settle-

ments of Asshur (x. 11; see p. 179); and

the king there born has the Shemitic

name of Saul. The last monarch, per-

haps the contemporary of the author (for

he does not, as in all other instances, add
" and he died"), is described with parti-

cular accuracy as regards his family con-

nections; for the name of his wife is re-

corded, together with that of her father

and grand-father.

40—43. It was impossible for the

house of Edom to ascend higher; it had

reached the most exalted degree of na-

tional power; it had grown from an indi-

vidual into families, then into tribes or

dukedoms, and later into a well-organised

monarchy, governed by kings, who owed

tlieir elevation to their personal virtue

and ability, and from whose valour the

safety of the land in times of war could be

reasonably expected (ver. 35). In this

state, the Edomites remained till their

petulance and rapacity occasioned the de-

cay of their prosperity and their final

subjection. But though this decline had

been anticipated in the prophecy that

" the elder should serve the younger"

(xxv. 23; xxvii. 40); the historical ac-

count does not allude to an event lying

far beyond the period comprised in the

Pentateuch; and when the Israelites, on

their march to Palestine, approached the

territory of the Idumtcans, they were com-

manded not to attack them; "for they

would not receive as much as a foot-

breadth of their land, because Mount Scir

was given to Esau for a possession"

(Deut. ii. 5; comp. Numb. xx. 14—21).

Tiie last part of our list cannot, therefore,

apply to a time later than that of the in-

dependent monarchy, with which it is, in

fact, contemporary; for it enumerates the

dukedoms or tribes from which the king

could be elected, and which possessed,

therefore, the greatest material power or

political influence. But the heading with

which this portion begins, and the sum-

mary remark with which it concludes,

contain the terms: "after their places"

and " after their habitations," or " in the
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their habitations in the land of their possession : this is

Esau the father of the Eclomites.

land of their possession," terms avoided

in all preceding parts, appearing, there-

fore, to be characteristic of tliis section,

and proving that the geographical divi-

sions of the country, rather than tlie

ethnological relations of the people, are

here stated ; but we cannot be surprised

to find again some of the preceding names

(Timna, Aholibamah, and Kcnaz), as it

is but natural to designate a district after

the chief tribe that inhabits it.—Thus,

however varied the contents of this chap-

ter may appear, they are arranged with

admirable regularity, after a pre-con-

ceived plan, and in a progressive order;

nor does the historian leave his subject

without impressing the reader with its

high political interest (ver. 43).

IV.— THE HISTORY OF JOSEPH AND THE
SETTLEMENT OF JACOB'S FAMILY IN EGYPT.

Chapters XXXVII. to XLVII.

CHAPTER XXXVIL
Sc-MMARY.—Joseph was hated and envied by his brothers on account of the prefer-

ence shown to him by Jacob, and on account of his ambitious dreams, which he

freely related. When they intended to kill him, he was saved by the interference of

Reuben, and, in his seventeenth year, given up at Dothan to Midianite merchants,

who brought him to Egypt, and sold him to Potiphar, the chief of Pharaoh's

guard. Jacob, who was made to believe that Joseph was torn by a wild beast

was inconsolably overwhelmed with sorrow and grief.

1. And Jacob dwelt in the land wherein his father was

1. Esau had degraded the dignity, and

defiled the purity, of his descent by inter-

marrying with the Canaanites and the

Horites; he had thereby rendered an asso-

ciation with the fraternal tribe of the

Israelites impossible; and he almost

ratified this perpetual separation by a

voluntary departure from Canaan, and by

his settlement in districts to which civi-

lization could scarcely penetrate, and

where daring valour in the sanguinary

engagements of war or robbery passed as

supreme virtue. Henceforth the Edora-

ites are not mentioned in the Scriptures,

except when they came into conflict or

contact with the Hebrews ; but the latter

never forgot the close relationship of

blood by which they were allied with

them; they facilitated their admission

into the congregation of the Lord (Deut.

xxiii. 9, 10), although it does not appear

that the wild inhabitants of mount Seir

ever showed much readiness to enter the

covenant of peace, or much aptitude to

understand its spiritual doctrines.

The author is, therefoi-e, now enabled

to devote his undivided attention to the

history of the chosen race; he returns

at once to the narrative of Jacob's life

which he had for a moment interrupted,

to insert Esau's rising greatness (xxxv.

27); and he resumes it with the notice that

.Jacob lived as a stranger, at Hebron, in the

land where his father also had only been

tolerated as a sojourner. Ten years had

elapsed since his return from Mesopotamia.

After the dangers on his way homeward,

several grave misfortunes had befallen him;
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a stranger, in the land of Canaan. 2. These are the gene-

rations of Jacob. When Joseph was seventeen years old,

he was feeding the flock with his brothers ; and he was a

lad with the sons of Billiah and with the sons of Zilpah,

the catastrophe at Shechcm, the death of his

wife Kachel iu a comparatively youthful

age, and the incestuous act of his firstborn

son, had deeply distressed him; yet all

these trials, though perhaps in themselves

as grievous and calamitous, had not de-

pressed his mind so completely, nor tested

his moral strength so severely, as the

affliction which then awaited him. For

he was still in the third epoch of his life,

that of atonement by suffering, from

which he could not be exempted, though

he belonged to the favoured family of

God.

3, .3. From this reason the tale of Jo-

seph's changeful destinies appears as ."i

part of the history of Jacob; the fonuer

constitutes the necessary completion and

the unavoidable consequence of the lat-

ter; the patriarch's failings, not yet ex-

piated, were to be punished by domestic

misery; and the eldest son of Eachel,

to whom he was attached with all the

warmest feelings of a paternal heart,

was chosen as the medium of his final

correction.

This consideration alone suffices to

show that the history of Joseph is de-

signed as something more than an indi-

vidual biography; the exquisite chann of

this absorbing story has too naturally caus-

ed its deeper meaning, and its relation to

the organism of the Book of Genesis, to

be more or less neglected. It offers, in-

deed, a psychological picture, excelled by

few ancient or modem productions in ex-

actness, truthfulness, and riveting inter-

est; as a composition, it might, indeed,

be the pride of the general literature of

any nation; it is as fascinating in the ar-

rangement of facts, as it is powerful in the

description of emotions; and it has, there-

fore, in all ages, and among nations of

vastly different tastes and capacities, found

the warmest admiration ; it has been en-

riched by numberless legends; almost

every incident was embellished by the

fertile imagination of Rabbinical and Mo-
hammedan writers; and it was ultimate-

ly developed into an elaborate romance,

replete with wonderful features and sur-

prising events. However, this powerful

external interest forms the least merit of

a narrative, designed, not as a literary

but a religious production, calculated to

enforce lessons of the very highest mo-
ment for the philosophy of religion, and

carrying a fundamental doctrine a most

decided step cmward. In the preceding

portions, the attribute of God as a ruling

Providence has appeared as scarcely more

than the necessary consequence of God as

the Creator; they show that, as His power

has brought forth the universe, so His love

protects it and watches over its preserva-

tion; in a word, it is the universal Provi-

dence which they mirror forth. But in

the events of Joseph's career, we see every-

where the specialProvidence of God guard-

ing the individual; the extraordinary in-

cidents of his life, however strange and

fantastical they appear, are regulated upon

a preconceived plan; they are, from the

beginning, under the powerful supervision

of the Divine Ruler ; and they form but so

many steps leading to his final and glo-

rious exaltation. The interest awakened

by Joseph's history is perfectly /jersona/;

he arouses sympathy, not merely because

he is the descendant of Abraham, but

because he is the object of the marvellous

care of Providence; he makes us some-

times even forget how he is connected

with the progress of the chosen family,

and that his life is but a dependent link

in that of Jacob.

As the just appreciation of Joseph's

character is of primary importance for the

correct understanding of the following

portions, it is necessary attentively to con-

sider every hint and allusion of the text.

He was a youth, seventeen years old, when
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his father's wives : and Joseph brought to their father evil

reports about them. 3. And Israel loved Joseph more

than all his children, because he was the son of his old

age : and he made him a long and costly robe. 4. And
when his brothers saw that their father loved him more

than all his brothers, they hated him, and could not speak

heaccompanied the sons ofBilhah, Dan and

Naphtali, and of Zilpah, Gad and Asher,

and went with them to the pastures ; his

tender age, in the opinion of the affectionate

father, seemed to require that he should be

committed to the care of the elder brothers

;

thus he became necessarily acquainted with

their words and deeds; and whatever struck

him as remarkable, he reported to his father.

From this circumstance it has not unfre-

quently been inferred, that he was an in-

former, a malicious calumniator, or a base

flatterer, wishing to ingratiate himself in his

father's favour by a hypocritical affectation

of virtue. But nothing would be more erro-

neous. Jacob listened to Joseph's " evil re-

ports," and

—

lovedhim mo)-e than all his sons.

Enabled to study characters, alike by long

experience and natural shrewdness, he was

eminently fit to discover the spirit of Jo-

seph's accounts ; and had he detected a vile

motive, liis heart would have turned from

the slanderer; for he had himselfthoroughly

completed his moral purification. Further,

the generalconduct ofthe bi'others was such

as to let unfavourable statements appear at

least as no deceitful fabrications. And, last-

ly, depravity and meanness are totally at va-

riance with those noble qualities ofJoseph's

mind, which we shall soon have opportu-

nities to unfold, and which alone could

make him the worthy medium of the great

plans of Providence. Too young to listen

to prudence, and too generous to regard

expediency, his pure and susceptible mind

repeated in harmless innocence what passed

among his brothers; and open and com-

municative, he knew no artificial reserve.

He, tlierefore, is not even liable to the re-

proach of carelessness ; for he would have

seen no wrong in his conduct, even had

his attention been directed to it ; following

the unrestricted impulses of his nature, he

had not yet commenced to reflect upon his

feelings, or to control and direct his emo-

tions.— But was it not blamcable on the

part of Jacob, so decidedly to prefer one

son to all the others? Ought not a father to

bestow an equal share of atiection upon all

his children? This question is but partially

to be answered in the affirmative. Certain-

ly, the natural love of a father, which is the

result of the close relationship, is verj- ge-

nerally equally ardent towards all his chil-

dren; he will, with the greatest sacrifices,

support, educate, and protect all his off-

spring. But another affection, based upon

esteem or internal affinity of characters,

may be superadded to the natural love, as

will frequently be the case with parents of

strongly-marked mental or moral organi-

sation ; and thus that love is produced which

is the emancipation from the blind rule ofin-

stinct, and consists in the prevalence of rea-

son and moral liberty. And if it is not re-

prehensible in afatlier to feel more strongly

for the children in whom he finds his ov/a

existence more distinctly renewed, or who
are more susceptible of culture and refine-

ment, it can, at the utmost, only be deemed

an imprudence if the predilection is ma-

nifested before the less beloved children.

But though it is no moral offence, it rnay

become a source of envy, strife, and do-

mestic discord. This truth was neglected

by Jacob when he made for his favoured

son Joseph a long and costly robe. The

ample and folding garments of persons of

wealth and distinction were not seldom

composed of, or covered with, pieces of

various costly stuffs, tastefully arranged

—

ambitious vestments, well calculated to

account for the feelings of animosity on

the part of Joseph's brothers. The Egyp-

tian monuments, so minute in the illustra-

tion of every day life, represent such aris-
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friendly to him.—5. And Joseph dreamt a dream, and

he told it to his brothers : and they hated him still more.

6. And he said to them, Hear, I pray you, this dream
which I have dreamt; 7. For, behold, we were binding

sheaves in the field, and, behold, my sheaf rose, and indeed

stood upright; and, behold, your sheaves stood round

tocratic robes with great distinctness,

showing the many pieces of which they

consisted.

4. The partiality ofJacob in favour ofJo-

seph ought to have been a hint and a warn-

ing to his other sons, and to have reminded

them that Joseph was preferred not merely

because " he was the son of Jacob's old

age" (for the difference ofyears was not con-

siderable), but because he surpassed them

in goodness and purity. But on the contrary,

it exercised a ftital effect upon their minds.

For it appears, that their nature was bent

upon violence and malice, whicli they had

once before manifested in the sanguinary

revengeof their sister. But justas,iu She-

clicm, two of them only had persevered in

their atrocious design, while the others,with

a more susceptible conscience,recoiled from

its fearful execution; so we shall again

find, in the history of Joseph, that not aU

were equally corrupted; but that, though

the meanest feelings had taken root in

the hearts of some, a few at least proved

alike worthy to be the descendants of the

pious Abraham, and to become the ances-

tors of a holy people.

5—II. The brilliant reward which

awaited Joseph's moral excellence was

foreshadowed to him by dreams. But his

greatness is in no part of our narrative re-

garded as an election by Divine grace. Al-

though a most momentous agent in the

hands of Providence, he owed his eleva-

tion to exemplary virtue, the natural re-

sult of the faith inherited from his father

and his sire. He was not intended to

receive and to teach any new religious

truth ; his mission was the physical and
material preservation of his family; he

was designed to deliver them from im-

pending want, and to secure for them
abodes where they might grow and in-

crease till the moral and political dissolu-

tion of the Amorites would enable them

to conquer Canaan. Between Jacob and

Moses the development of religious truth

made no advance ; it was sufficient if but

the true import of the name Israel was

preserved among the Hebrews, till they

would be capable of fathoming the deep

meaning of the sacred and sublime name
Jehoi-ah. Therefore Joseph never re-

ceived a Divine revelation or supernatural

vision ; the incidents of his life, however

marvellous and eventful, appear to have

happened in the ordinarj- course and con-

nection of events; and they did not directly

contribute to promote the highest and ex-

clusive aim of Israel,the propagation offaith

and truth. Hence the dreams of Joseph

are no visions ; they are certainly intended

as Divine communications, but not more

so than all other dreams were held to be;

and if they have any peculiar characteris-

tic, it is that both point to the same fu-

ture event, which identity was deemed a

sure guarantee of their ultimate realization.

Yet a clear progress is observable in the

two dreams. The first refers to the

brothers only, the second includes the

parents also. Hence Joseph relates the

former to his brothers alone, the latter to

his father besides. The one moves in a

terrestrial, the other in a heavenly sphere;

the former, therefore, typifies only Jo-

seph's wealth and worldly position, the

latter promises eternal fame and universal

homage; for sheaves of corn are an em-

blem of a prosperous and peaceful life

spent in comfort (Job v. 26); while the

heavenly bodies are the symbols of do-

minion and imperishable renown. But the

propriety of the dreams cannot be doubted.

Though the sons of Jacob led the life of

cattle-breeding nomads, they might, like
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about, and prostrated themselves before ray sheaf. 8. And
his brothers said to him, Wilt thou indeed reign over us?

wilt thou indeed have dominion over us ? And they

hated him still more on account of his dreams and on ac-

count of his words. 9. And he dreamt yet another dream,

and told it to his brothers, and said, Behold, I have

dreamt a dream more ; and, behold, the sun and the moon

and eleven stars prostrated themselves before me. 10.

And he told it to his father and to his brothers : and his

father rebuked him, and said to him, What is this dream

which thou hast dreamt? Shall I and thy mother and

thy brothers indeed come to prostrate ourselves before thee

to the ground? 11. And his brothers envied him; but

his father guarded the words.— 12. And his brothers

went to feed their fathers flock in Shechem. 13. And
Israel said to Joseph, Do not thy brothers feed the flocks

Isaac, at the same time have cultivated the

soil; and even had they never them-

selves bound sheaves, their sojourn in

agricultural districts must have made

them familiar with harvest-scenes. On
the other hand, men accustomed to astro-

nomical observations, and living among

astrological tribes, naturally compared a

couple and their twelve sons with the two

larger heavenly orbs, and the twelve signs

of the zodiac; the more so, as the sun and

the moon were, in several ancientmytholo-

gies, represented as husband and wife (for

instance, Osiris and Isis, Baal and Ash-

tarte), and as a family was sometimes poeti-

cally compared with the starred heavens.

Though Joseph related these dreams

in the simplicity of his heart and with an

innocent joy, he did not consider them as

idle delusions of an excited imagination;

he ascribed to them a certain reality; he

communicated the last dream only to his

father, because he saw in this one alone

an allusion to him, a sufficient proof that

he reflected on their meaning and possible

effect; he was, no doubt, as much de-

lighted in pourtraying to himself a daz-

zling future, as his brothers abhorred the

thought. But though his fancy was roused

into a vivid play, his heart remained pure

from guilt ; he did not become vain, haugh-

ty, or covetous; and he listened without

murmuring to the severe reproof of his

father, who reminded him, that on the one

hand, the fulfilment of his dreams was

impossible, since his mother, Rachel, lived

no more; and that, on the other hand, it

would be perversity to foster such pre-

sumptuous and arrogant hopes. Jacob,

however, though rebuking his son, faith-

fully remembered the dreams; for he was

well aware that the discrepancy which

he had pointed out regarding Rachel was

of no great moment: both dreams repre-

sent the submission of the whole family

under the authority of Joseph ; and while,

in the first, the brothers alone compose tlie

family, the second adds, for greater com-

pleteness, the parents also, who thus help

to symbolise the " house of Jacob."

13

—

'ZA. Twice had the brothers now
been warned to search their conduct and

their sentiments, and to reform both ;

but, as with all ill-regulated minds, the

means of correction proved with them

causes of increased obduracy. The distinc-

tion shown to Joseph by their father roused

thm- haired (vcr. 4); while his dreams.
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ill Sliccliem? Come, and I will send thee to them. And
he said to him, Here am I. 14. And he said to him, Go,

I pray tliee, see whether it be well with thy brothers and
well with their flocks, and bring me word again. So he

sent him from tlie valley of Hebron, and he came to

Shechem. 15. And a man found him, and, behold, he

teas wandering in the field: and the man asked him, say-

ing, What dost thou seek? 16. And he said, I seek my
brothers: tell me, I pray thee, where they feed their

flocks. 17. And the man said, They are departed hence;

for I heard the?n say. Let us go to Dothan. And Joseph

went after his brothers, and he found them in Dothan.

18. And when they saw him at a distance, and before he

came near to them, they conspired against him to kill

him. 19. And they said one to another, Behold, that

dreamer cometh. 20. Come now, therefore, and let us

which promised him splendour of property

and position, kindled their envi/ (ver. 11);

and they saw in him nothing but the

meddling reporter and the ambitious

schemer. The way to every crime was

paved; their minds had received the

poisonous seeds, and the soil was prepared

to mature them.

From the valley of Hebron, where Ja-

cob was then residing (ver. 14), they had

gone with their flocks northwards to the

neighbourhood of Shechem, perhaps to

the fields which their father had some

time since bought from the inhabitants

(xxxiii. 19); and they proceeded thither

without fearing the revenge of the She-

chemitcs, because, at least, two or three

years had elapsed since the slaughter com-

mitted by Simeon and Levi. They might

have been absent for a longer time than

usual; Jacob, therefore, desirous to en-

quire after them and the cattle, sent Jo-

seph, whom he had that time kept at

home. An unknown stranger directed

him to Dothan. This place was des-

tined to mark a chief epoch in Joseph's

eventful life; and it was every way cal-

culated to servo this purpose. Dothan

was situated on the great caravan track

from Gilead to Egypt, in narrow moun-
tain paths, leading from Judsea to the

middle and northern parts of Palestine,

in the vicinity of Esdraelon and Betlishan

or Scythopolis, alout twelve Roman
miles north of Samaria; and it is the

scene of one of the greatest miracles of

the ]>rophet Elisha.—When the brothers

saw Joseph approach, their inveterate feel-

ings ofjealousy were suddenly and strongly

roused; his dreams had sunk deep into

their envious hearts; they designated him

as the dreamer, with the mingled emotions

of hatred, contempt, and rancour; they

trembled at the possible realization of his

hopes; but as they knew that dreams

were Divine predictions, their aversion

against Joseph amounted to revolt and

obstinacy against God; they attempted

to overthrow the decree of Providence,

because it implied their own humiliation;

they schemed a wicked plan to gain that

end, and then insolently exclaimed,

" thus let us see what will become of his

dreams." For one moment a regard for

their aged father caused a scruple in their

minds; but men who defied God, could

not be long in silencing the faint warnings

of conscience; anxious only to presene
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slay him, and cast him into one of the pits, and we will

say, Some evil beast hath devoured him : and we shall see

what will become of his dreams. 21. And Reuben heard

it^ and he delivered him out of their hands, and said. Let

us not kill him. 22. And Reuben said to them, Shed

no blood ; cast him into this pit which is in the desert,

but lay no hand upon him :— that he might deliver him

the appearance of virtue, they did not

shrink from a heinous atrocity, which

they deemed the pretext that " a wild beast

had devoured him," suflScieutly plausible

to cover. But as it was not fated that

Joseph should perish, one among the

brothers, at least, was awakened to a sense

of his duty. The eldest had the super-

vision over his younger brothers, and he

was responsible for their conduct and

safety. Eeuben, therefore, knew that

Jacob would demand the lost son from

his hands; and though he had before

proved himself incapable of mastering a

criminal passion, he was in this emer-

gency both dutiful and intelligent: the

silent reproach of his father, on the for-

mer occasion, had produced a lasting

effect upon him (p. 399). He saw too

well that his brothers were so impetuously

bent upon destroying Joseph, that an

appeal to the highest laws of morality

would have been in vain ; but he was also

aware that they as eagerly strove to up-

hold the semblance of honour; and he

made a proposal alike effectual for his

own plans and satisfactory to the feelings

of his brothers. He persuaded them that

it would not be prudent to shed blood,

for murder would call down upon them

the fearful revenge of the neai-est rela-

tives; they might gain their end by a

safer expedient, which would release them

from all external reproach. At once

approving of the judicious advice, they

stripped Joseph of his costly garment, the

fatal gift of his father, tlirew him into the

empty cistern pointed out by Reuben, and

as if they had achieved a glorious victory,

and had been relieved from a harassing

anxiety, they sat down to a convivial

repast.

35. From very early times, a lively

caravan trade was entertained between

Syria and the east-jordanic provinces on

the one hand, and Egypt on the other; it

brought the esteemed products of Arabia

and the wares and merchandises of eastern

Asia into the land of the Pharaolis; and

in the course of time, the importation was

conducted with all possible regularity, and

on lines prudently chosen and marked out.

We find, that so early as the sixteenth

dynasty, stations were formed, temples

erected, and wells dug and protected, in

the Arabian Desert, for the benefit «f

those who had occasion to pass through

it in their commercial travels. Egypt had

at that period, already attained a great

measure of the civilisation of which it was

capable; it enjoyed a strong government

and well organised public institutions;

and the political and social relations were

regulated on a firm basis. This sense of

security favoured the development of com-

fort and luxury; the higher castes espe-

cially appreciated all that delights and

embellishes life; their wants increased in

an incredible degree; and they encouraged

every undertaking which promised to gra-

tify them. Among the articles in peculiar

demand were all varieties of spicery and

perfumes, required not only for the feasts

and pleasures of the living, but for the em-

balming of the dead : the mummies gene-

rally emitted so delicious a fragrance that

they were for generations kept in the

houses of the relatives, arranged along the

walls, and then only entombed; which

practice, however, received, no doubt, its

first impulse from the devoted love be-

stowed in Egypt on departed parents and

relatives. The amount of spicery con-

sumed for all these purposes, was neces-
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out of their hands, to bring him back to his father. 23.

And when Joseph was come to his brothers, they stripped

Joseph of his robe, the long and costly robe that icas

upon him. 24. And they took him, and cast him into a

pit : and the pit was empty, there was no water in it. 25.

And they sat down to eat a meal : and they lifted up their

eyes, and looked, and, behold, a company of Ishmaelites

savi'.y immense; and the caravan intro-

duced in our narrative was exclusively

laden witli those costly commodities. The

men who conducted it, were Midianites

(vers. 28, 36), a tribe partly nomadic, but

partly actively engaged in commerce.

But as the Ishmaelites commanded by far

the greatest part of the caravan trade, all

those who carried on the same pursuits,

were designated by their name. — The

Midianites carried with them three articles.

1. The first {nechoth) defies almost every

attempt at identification, as neither the

ancient versions nor the kindred dialects

afford any reliable clue. It is undoubted-

ly a kind of spice, found in Arabia,

Gilead, and Palestine; and it may, with

some probability, be compared to the

similar Arabic word, which denotes the

red flowers of the plant thortsutsun, re-

sembling the amaranth, so that it would

be the gummi tragacantlice, which, in the

summer months, exudes spontaneously

from the stem and the boughs of the

Astragalus tragacantha, a thorny shrub

with lancoolate leaves; which is white,

seldom yellow or brown, hard, inodorous

and tasteless, but highly valued on ac-

count of its medicinal properties; and

which is not only found in Persia, Ar-

menia, Greece, and Crete, but in Syria

and on Mount Lebanon, where it is not

seldom collected by shepherds.

2. Balsam, a native product of Pales-

tine, is mentioned among the articles which

Israel and Judah brought to the markets

of Tyre; it was efiicaciously used as an

ointment for the cure of wounds by means

of bandages, and was, for that purpose,

eagerly bought by the Egyptians; but it

was most abundantly found in Gilead,

which appears to have been considered as

its chief home. But from which plant

the balm was obtained, we are again un-

able to determine, especially as the de-

scriptions of ancient writers, who seem to

have seen and examined it themselves,

differ in some principal points from the

balsam-trees at present known. Pliny

and other historians call the balsamum a

plant which nature has bestowed upon

Judaia alone; although Diodorus Siculus

ascribes it to Arabia also, from whence

it was transplanted to Egypt; Bruce

found one species almndantly in the vicinity

of Babelmandeb, where the wood alone is

used for fuel; and others have, not long

since, discovered one in the East Indies also.

It was, in Palestine, cultivated in two gar-

dens in the vicinity of Jericho, which the

Jews, in their last national war, did not give

up without an obstinate combat, and, per-

haps, round Engedi also. From those

gardens, Vespasianus and Titus took and

exhibited specimens in Rome as a very

interesting curiosity; and the careful cul-

tivation of the plant proved a source of

considerable public revenue. It bears,

according to Pliny, a much stronger

resemblance to the vine than to the myr-

tle; it is planted, grafted, and treated

like the former; and its seeds resem-

ble in flavour that of wine; it grows with

great rapidity, and bears fruit at the end

of three years; it is an evergreen, and

its leaves, though not abundant, are very

much like those of the rue; it attains the

height of about two yards; the blossoms

are white, similar to those of the acacia,

odoriferous, and arranged in clusters of

three. It occurs in three varieties of dif-

ferent value: the rough-harked, with plen-

tiful branches and a strong odour ; the tall

species, with a smootli, even bark; and
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came from Gilead with their camels bearing tragacanth,

and balsam, and ladanum, going to carry it down to

Egypt.— 26. And Judah said to his brothers, What profit

isitiivfe, slay our brother, and conceal his blood? 27.

Come, and let us sell him to the Ishmaelites, and let not

the third, -with thin and hair-like fohage.

The better and hvrger grains of the seed

are of a reddish colour, while the inferior

sort is lighter and of a greener hue; they

are unctuous to the touch, and become

odoriferous by friction. The incisions

in the reddish branches, which may be

repeated three times every summer, must

be made very carefully and lightly, with

glass or stone knives ; for the application

of iron instruments, except for pruning,

is fatal to the plant. The juice, opobal-

samum, which thus distils out in very small

drops, is most patiently collected in wool,

deposited in small horns, and then placed

in new earthen vessels. It is of very sweet

odour, of a white colour when fresh, where-

as the worst quality is black, and turns

rancid when old ; it has the appearance of

a thick oil, but gradually becomes red and

loses its transparency when hardening.

The best sort is that which is produced

before the formation of tlie seed. The

price at which it w^as sold in Alexander's

time, was double its weight in silver; but

in the time of Pliny, a sextarius of balsa-

mum cost three hundred denarii. It was

in equal request as a perfume and as a

pharmaceutic drug for external diseases.

The bark also was applied for various me-

dicinal purposes; and the cuttings, or

" the wood of balsam" (^xylobalsamum),

were boiled for unguents, and formed a

very lucrative article of commerce (they

were sold at six denarii per pound) ; and in

the fifth year after the conquest of Palestine,

they brought into the public exchequer the

sum of800,000 sesterces. Scarcely anything

except such decoction, though that not even

in a genuine form, ever reaches Europe

;

it is known under the name of " balm of

Mecca," and resembles in smell rosmarine

and citron.—The balsam was often adul-

terated with various other ingredients, as

honey, oil of roses, of turpentin.^, and of

myrtle; immense profits were realised by

these frauds; but several tests of its

genuineness were known to the ancients.—

The balsam-tree may have been imported

into Palestine either from Gilead or from

Arabia; in the former case, it survived in

the adopted soil the same plant in its

native districts ; for, in later times, it was

no more found in Gilead. But Josephus

states, that the queen of Sheba brought

the first root of the balsam-tree to Palestine

as a present to king Solomon (comp. 1 Ki.

X. 10).

3. Ladanum, later called stobolon, is

indigenous in Arabia and Spain, in

Cyprus and Carmania, was subsequently

found in Syria and Africa also, and is,

at present, chiefly imported from Greece

and the Greek islands. It is gathered

from an odoriferous shrub, called by the

ancients leda or ledon, corresponding to

the C'.stus creticus of Linnteus (the Oak-

rose), about two feet high, with lanceo-

late leaves, smooth, and dark-green on

the upper, and white on the nether side,

with dark-red blossoms, and a nearly cir-

cular seed-cup; some species occur in

Palestine also, and the Cistns roseus has,

not without probability, been identified

with the celebrated rose of Sharon, where

the Cistiis abounds, but no true rose is

found. The ladanum itself is said to have

been accidentally discovered through goats

which, cropping the sprouting shoots of

the branches, made the sweet liquid juice

which they contain drop upon "the shaggy

hairs of their unlucky beard," where it w.is

mingled with the dust, formed knots and

tufts, and, after having been combed out,

was dried by the sun; and thus, "though

itself most fragrant, it comes from a place

quite the reverse of odoriferous." But it

is now generally beaten from the shrub

by means of a kind of whip furnished with

thongs, which, when filled witli tlic sticky
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our hand be upon him; for he is our brother, our flesh.

And his brothers listened to him. 28. And when the

Midianite merchants passed by, they [the brothers] drew

and lifted up Joseph out of the pit, and sold Joseph to

the Ishmaelites for twenty shekels of silver: and they

resin, are scraped with a knife. - Two
kinds of ladannm are generally known,

the natural sort, friable, and niiiijijled with

earth; theothcra;7//?c(a/, black, of a viscous

nature, and soft to the fingers, though dry

and parched in appearance. The best

quality was, in the first centtivy of the

present era, sold at forty asses per pound;

it has a strong and acrid smell, redolent

of its native desert regions; and burns

with a brilliant flame. But both sorts

were medicinally used to arrest relaxation,

and, either alone or mixed with other in-

gredients, applied for various other smaller

<ir greater disorders,

«©—as. Joseph's brothers, though

stained with the vices of envy and jealousy,

which indeed incited them to criminal enor-

miiies, were yet not altogether depraved.

In the midst of their meal they were

haunted by the idea of the wretched lot they

had prepared for tiieir innocent brother;

and when they saw the caravan of the

Rlidianites approach, they were struck

by a thought to which tlie eloquent Judah

gave expression. He reminded them that

they had ab.stained fromslai/ing Joseph, lest

they should be guilty ofbloodshed ; butthat

the expedient to which they had resorted,

was yet but another form of murder, only

that in this case the " blood was con-

cealed." And though also alluding to

the external dangers in which the con-

templated deed would involve them, he

urged, with particular emphasis, that

Joseph was " their brother and their own

flesh." This appeal touched the better

chords of tlieir minds, and they readily

consented to the proposal to draw Joseph

from the cistern, and to sell him to the

passing merchants. From a state of tran-

sitory levity, they had risen to the level of

their own nature ; but they could not sum
mon sufficient moral energy to pass be-

yond it, and to crusli their infatuating pas-

sions. For twenty shekels, a price less than

that ordinarily paid for a Hebrew slave,

ihcy delivered up a brother, like an article

of merchandise, into the hands of strange

traders, to be carried ofl" to an inhospita-

ble country. They could see this without

a pang of conscience. But they were not

aware that they thus themselves materially

promoted tlie events which it had been

their anxious desire to avert; they were

instruments in the hands of the Divine

power, unconscious agents in the decrees

of Divine wisdom (comp. Ps. cv. 17—22).

And how did Josci)h bear his lamentable

condition? He had been helplessly ex-

posed in the pit, with the fearful death of

starvation before liini; he was now in the

power of gain-seeking merchants; and an

uncertain and, perhaps, ignominious fate

clouded the future; he was torn from the

side of his aiTectionate father; or, as

Luther pathetically describes it, he perhaps

passed Hebron with the caravan; cast a

glance of nameless grief towards the tents

in which Jacob dwelt and was soon to

mourn; he passed, but was not permitted

once more to enter the cherished dwelling

or to embrace his loving father. This

was, indeed, a position full of sorrow and

despair; but Joseph was strengthened to

endure it by the prophetic dreams which

had assured him of a glorious destiny

(comp. xlii. 9), and in the fulfilment of

which he was encouraged to lielieve the

more firmly, when he was unexpectedly

drawn from the solitary cistern and

placed into the hands of the Midianites;

be felt deeply, that a mission awaited

liim, and that he would not be allowed to

perish before he had accomplished it.

—

Thus Joseph wandered to Egypt, as his

father Jacob had before proceeded to

Mesopotamia. Both commenced their

career in the strange land as slaves; but

the one escaped from Mesopotamia in

E E
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brought Joseph into Egypt.—29. And Reuben returned

to the pit; and, behold, Joseph was not in the pit; and

he rent his clothes. 30. And he returned to his brothers,

and said, The child is not there^ and I, whither shall I go?

—31. And they took Joseph's robe, and killed a kid of

the goats, and dipped the robe in the blood; 32. And
they sent the long and costly robe, and they brought it to

their father ; and said. This have we found : recognise

now whether it be thy son's robe or not. 33. And he

recognised it, and said. It is my son's robe ; an evil beast

secret flight, wliile the other ended his

days in Egypt, respected almost as a so-

vereign, and revered as a rescuer; and

his descendants left the land " with a

raised hand." The Hebrews sprang from

the districts between the Euphrates and

Tigris; but they grew into a numerons

nation in Egypt, where they settled under

tempting circumstances : these are the

historical facts embodied in the lives of

Jacob and Joseph.'

20—35. Keuben had not been pre-

sent when Joseph was sold to the Midian-

ites; he had evidently left his brothers to

watch a favoui-able opportunity for taking

the youth from the cistern to which they

had consigned him by his advice; but

when he found him there no more, he

thought, with trembling and liorror, of Ja-

cob, who w^ould make hira responsible for

the missing son; and he hastened to pour

out his lamentations before his brothers.

But when Jacob recognised Joseph's gar-

ment steeped in blood, and broke forth in

every vehement form and expression of

despair, the hardened minds of his sons

were at last moved ; even the picture of

Joseph, helplessly given up to unfeeling

strangers, returned with greater vividness

before their eyes; they felt then already

what they later pronounced with bitter

stings of repentance: "we are verily

guilty concerning our brother; for we
saw the anguish of his soul when he im-

plored ns, and we would not hear"; and

they were prepared for the deserved pun-

ishment. But their endeavours to soothe

Jacob's affliction were unavailing; he

exclaimed with nameless sorrow :
" Indeed

I shall go down to my son into the grave

mourning"; nor did Time appear to have

a balm for his grief which, even after the

lapse of many years, often broke forth in

unabated violence. But none of the bro-

thers disclosed to him Joseph's real fate;

they felt that the loss of one son would be

infinitely more excruciating to him if he

knew that it was caused by the crime of

his other children ; nor did they make any

exertion to follow Joseph's trace, and, if

possible, to restore him to the paternal

roof; they also accustomed themselves to

consider him as dead, and alwa)-s spoke

of him as of one no more among the liv-

ing: they tried to silence the tumultuous

voice of conscience; but later it was heard

with a force overpowering and terrible.

36. Joseph was sold into the house

of the "chief of the executioners," evi-

dently an official of high position and

great public authority. The nature of

his office may be inferred from the facts

that he was the overseer of the great state

prison, which was in his own house;

that he was sometimes charged with

important military duties, as Nebuzar-

adan, who, on the command of Nebuchad-

nezzar, marched, with a part of the

Babylonian army, against Jerusalem,

which he took and destroyed; and that

on such occasions he exercised very

extensive political and administrative

power. Ue had to watch that the ex-

treme punishment ordered by the king,

or demanded by the law, was duly in-

flicted; and had. in many cases, to per-
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hatli tlevoured him : surely Joseph is torn in pieces. 34.

And Jacob rent his clothes, and put sackcloth upon his

loins, and mourned for his son a long time. 35. And all

his sons and all his daughters rose to comfort hhn ; but

he refused to be comforted; and he said, Indeed, I shall

go down into the grave to my son mourning. Thus his

father wept for him.—36. And the Midianites sold him

into Egypt, to Potiphar, an officer of Pharaoh, chief of

the guard."

form the execution himself. He was, at the

same time, the chief of the guard entrusted

wifh the protection of the royal person;

and upon him devolved a variety of pub-

lic and secret functions, either for the

maintenance of the law or the gratifica-

tion of his master's caprice. His position

has, therefore, justly been compared with

that of the Kapijji-bashy, at the modern

Turkish court.

CHAPTER XXXVIII.
SoMMARV.—Judah became, by the daughter of Shuah, a Canaanite of the town Adul-

lani, successively the father of Er, Onan, and Slielah. In due time he gave

Tamar as a wife to his eldest son; and when the latter, on account of his wicked-

ness, died without children, he gave her to his second son, that he might preserve

his brother's name by offspring. But when Onan frustrated this hope by immoral

conduct, God killed him also. Now Judah refused, as custom and duty de-

manded, to marry his third son to Tamar, who, to secure children, ensnared

Judah himself, and became by him the mother of Perez and Zerah.

1. And it was at that time, that Judah went down from

his brothers, and turned in to an AduUamite, whose name
icas Hirah. 2. And Judah saw there the daughter of a

1—5. Jacob was still bemoaning the

loss of his favourite son, when another of

his children caused him new and bitter

son-ow by conduct unexampled in his

house. The trials rapidly succeeded each

other, that they might the more strikingly

appear as punishments and expiations.

They belong essentially and necessarily

to the history or the " generations" of Ja-

cob (xxxvii. 2) ; they do not interrupt, but

Complete and illustrate, the connection of

the narrative; they are the unavoidable

consequences of the past. As long as Ja-

cob was in Mesopotamia, he was regai'ded

only as a member of Isaac's house ; whence

his destinies during that protracted period

are recorded as a part of Isaac's history

(xxv. 19). But when he returned to He-

bron, and became, even during his father's

lifetime, the chief of the family, his inde-

pendent supremacy began, and his own
history includes that of Joseph and of his

other sons as a subordinate link. The

reflecting reader, applying this idea to the

lives of Isaac and Jacob, will be surprised

by another admirable feature of the econo-

my pervading the book of Genesis.—The
narrative having arrived at a certain con-

clusion, after relating how Joseph was re-

moved from Canaan under circumstances

which seemed to involve his destruction,

or at least to render the realisation of his

ambitious dreams for ever impossible,

could hei'c appropriately pause, to insert

a story important in its remote conse-

quences.
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Canaaiiite whose name was Sliuah ; and he took her, and

went to her. 3. And she conceived, and bore a son ; and

he called his name Er. 4. And she conceived again, and

bore a son; and she called his name Onan. 5. And she

yet again bore a son, and she called his name Shelah:

and he was at Chezib when she bore him.-— 6. And
Judah took a wife for Er his firstborn, and her name
VMS Tamar. 7. And Er, Judah's firstborn, was wicked in

the eyes of the Lord; and the Lord killed liim. 8. And
Judah said to Onan, Go to thy brother's wife, and marry

There occurred in Judah's family dis-

graceful scenes, from which the mind turns

Avith disgust and indignation, but which

are related with a minuteness and unre-

served openness, imposing the duty of

searching for their deeper import. Judah

had taken to wife the daughter of a Ca-

naanite, nadoubt to the grief and regret of

his father (comp. xxvi. 35); he had done

what hitherto every member of the chosen

branches of Abraham's house had scru-

pulously avoided; for even the sanguina-

ry deed of Simeon and Levi had been

dictated by the desire of preserving the

purity of their family. He left his brothers-,

aud went to Adullam. This is a town in

the plain of Judah, south-west of Jeru-

salem, mentioned together with Jarmuth

and Sochoh, or with Libnah and Mak-

kedah; it is one of the most ancient cities,

and enjoyed an existence of unusual du-

ration; for in the time of the Hebrew

conquest it was the seat of a Canaanitish

king; a cave in its neighbourhood Avas

the refuge of David from the persecutions

of Saul; here his relatives joined him;

here he assembled around his person a

lai'ge number of distressed but resolute

men; and here he met a part of the

Philistine army; Adullam was fortified by

Rehoboam; it was later counted among

the important cities of Judah; it was still

inhabited after the exile; and existed even

in the time of the Maccabees. — Judah's

wife became successively the mother of

three sons, Er, Onan, and Sl>elah, oi whom
the third was born whilst he was in Che-

zib. It is obscure for what j>urpose this

notice is added ; and it would be needless

to resort to uncertain conjectures on a point

of very little importuiu-e. Chezib seems to

be identical wuth the town Aehzib, which is

by the prophet Micah also mentioned to-

gether with Adullam (i. 14, 15), and which

was likewise situated in the plain of Judali.

O—11. When the father saw his eldest

son, El-, arriving at the age of puberty,

he selected for him a wife, whose name,

Tamar (signifying palm), though evi-

dently belonging to a Shemitic root, does

not justify the conclusion that she was

of Hebrew descent. The names Melchi-

zedek and Abimelech are as clearly

Shemitic, and the whole tenoi- of the

succeeding narrative proves that she be-

longed to a strange town, and that Judah

had not been more careful with regard to

the marriage of his son than to his own.

The dangerous and objectionable connec-

tion between Abraham! tes and heathens

was not calculated to train a virtuous cha-

racter. The evil conduct ofErdeservedand

roused the Divine anger; he died without

leaving behind him a child to preserve

his name and to inherit his property.

This was deemed a dire and distressing

calamity; but in order to temper, at least,

iti bitterness, and to obviate some of its

practical disadvantages, many ancient

tribes adopted tlie following custom. It

was the dutj- of the deceased husband's

next brother (levir), to marry the widow;

and the firstborn son resulting from

this matrimony, was in every respect

regarded as the heir of the deceased.

This custom was, by the Mosaic code,
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her as a brother-in-law, and raise up seed to thy brother.

9. And Oiian knew that the seed would not be his; and

when he went to his brother's wife, he wasted it on the

ground, not to give seed to his brother. 1 0. And what

he did displeased the Lord : and He killed him also.

11. And Judah said to Tamar his daughter-in-law, Remain

a widow in thy father's house, till Shelah my son be

grown up : for he thought, he v/ill perhaps also die, like his

brothers. And Tamar went and dwelt in her father's

house.— 12. And after a long time, the daughter of Shuah,

established into a well-defined law; and

the man who refused to pay such reverence

to the memory of his brother, was made

an object of contempt and public reproach

(Deut. XXV. 5— 10). It must be borne in

mind, that the propagation of the family

name formed one of the most sacred

wishes of the Israelites; that " excision"

was looked upon as the most awful in-

dication of Divine wrath; and that

polygamy itself was so long maintained,

because it offers a greater guarantee of

offspring(seepp.240, 241). The Hebrews

were not a strictly practical people; sen-

timent and indefinite aspirations had a

large share in their religious views and

social institutions: at an early period em-

bracing and fostering the hope of a

Messianic time, when all the nations of

the earth would be united in love and the

knowledge of God, they were eminently

capable of prizing the permanent existence

of their families. The agrarian character

of the Mosaic constitution added power

to this idea. Landed property was the

foundation of the political edifice, and

equality its main pillar. Each family was

identified with a certain portion of the sa-

cred soil ; its extinction was, therefore, more

strongly apprehended by the individual,

aud was injurious to the prosperity of the

state, as the accumulation of wealth in the

hands of individuals threatened to disturb

the equality of the citizens. It is, therefore,

impossible to misunderstand the spirit and

tendency of the law concerning the mar-

riage with the brother's widow; it was

neither dictated by the desire of prevent-

ing the abandoned condition of the widow,

or of counteracting some other faucied

abuse; its purport is distinctly cxpresscil

to have been to procure a descendant to

the brother (ver. 8); "that the name ol

the deceased be preserved upon his inhe-

ritance, and that his name be not erased

from among his brethren and from the

gate of his town" (Ruth iv. 10).—It may

suffice to add, in this place, that similar

customs prevailed among the Indians, Per-

sians, and some Italian tribes, and that

they are still practised by the Tsherkes-

sians and Tartars, the Gallas in Abyssinia,

the Afghans, and other nations.

It was in conformity with this law that

Judah commanded his second son, Onan,

to marry the childless widow of his elder

brother. But Onan was not more virtuous

than the family to which he belonged; un-

willing to maintain his brother's name, he

knew how to frustrate the hopes of Judah.

God took away his life for that reckless

wickedness. Kow, Judah became him-

self reluctant to give to Tamar his third

son also; advancing the pretext, that

Shelah was still too young to marry, he

desired her to return to her father's house,

as was customary for widows without

cliildren (Lev. xxii. 13), but to consider

herself as the betrothed wife of Shelaii.

This imposed upon her the strict duty not

to contract any other marriage; but she

obeyed the request, not knowing that Ju-

dah, from deceit and superstitious fear,

never intended to realize his promise.

IS—1*. Tamar waiting in vain to be

released from her widowhood, was deter-
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Judah's wife, died; and Judah was comforted, and went up

to his sheepshearers to Timnath, he and his friend Hirah

the Adullamite. 13. And it was told to Tamar, saying,

Behold thy father-in-law goeth up to Timnath to shear his

sheep. 14. And she laid oif the garments of her widowhood

from her, and covered herself with a veil, and wrapped

herself, and sat down in the gate of Enaim, which is by

the way to Timnath ; for she saw that Shelah was grown,

and she was not given to him to wife. 15. And Judah

saw her, and he thought her to be an unchaste woman ; for

she had covered her face. 16. And he turned to her by

the way, and said. Come, I pray thee, let me come to thee;

for he knew not that she was his daughter-in-law. And
she said, What wilt thou give me, that thou mayest come

mined to claim and to pursue her rights

;

but she blameably outstepped the due li-

mits; for instead of seeking justice she was

intent upon revenge; and she thus became

the cause of new moral degradations.

—

Judah had lost his wife; and at the end

of the period of mourning, he went with

his friend, Hirah, to Timnath, to take part

in the rejoicings usually connected with

the shearing of the sheep (xxxi. 19).

Timnah or Timnath was a town belong-

ing to the district of Judah, but situated

on its frontiers, not far from Ekron, and

was, therefore, counted to the plain of Ju-

dah. But this position at the boundary

made its possession uncertain; we find it,

therefore, first in the hands of the tribe of

Judah; then it was incorporated in the

territory of Dan ; in the time of the Judges

it was under the dominion of the Philis-

tines; but later, reconquered by the Is-

raelites, it gained importance, and ac-

quired sovereignty over smaller towns, but

was, in the reign of King Ahaz, again

subdued by the Philistines. It was forti-

fied in the period of the Maccabees, and

was, in the time of Titus, still regarded

as the fourth important town among the

eleven which then enjoyed the chief influ-

ence in JudiBa; it is by Pliny mentioned

among the principal toparchies (v. 15);

and was, cvou iu the time of Euscbias,

known as a considerable village.—Judah,

not warned by the death of his two eldest

sons, persevered in his heathen connec-

tions and in his usual laxity of moral

principles; separated from the beneficent

influence of his father, he had neither an

external nor an inward impulse for self-

control, and passion obtained in him un-

checked sway. Tamar, shrewd enough to

perceive it, found means to ensnare her

father-in-law in the nets of seduction; she

awaited his arrival at the gate of the little

place, Enaim, which he was obliged to

pass on his way to Timnah ; a veil con-

cealed her features; and, adorned with a

gay and striking attire, she succeeded

completely in her plans upon Judah's

powers of resistance. It is unnecessary

to point out the depth of corruption here

displayed. Judah, though not guilty of

faithlessness, as his wife had died before,

nor willingly committing incest, as he did

not recognise Tamar (ver. 15), contribut-

ed to the depravi ty of public morals ; while

Tamar was shameless enough to desire

an off'spring from the father instead of the

son,and deliberately to allure him to a ne-

farious act. These were the consequences

of Judah's heedless alliances with pagans.

18—2©. When three months later, it

was reported to Judah tliat Tamar was

with child, his moral feelings were sud-

J
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to me? 17. And he said, I will send thee a kid of the goats

from the flock. And she said, If thou givest ive a pledge,

till thou sendest it. 18. And he said, AVhat pledge shall I

give thee? And she said, Thy signet, and thy string, and

tliy staff that is in thy hand. And he gave it her, and

came to her, and she conceived by him. 19. And she rose,

and went away, and hiid off her veil from her, and put on

the garments of her widowhood. 20. And Judah sent the

kid of the goats by the hand of his friend the Adullamite, to

receive Ids pledge from the woman's hand ; but he did not

find her. 21. And he asked the men of her place, saying.

Where is the courtesan at Enaim by the way side? And
they said. No courtesan hath been here. 22. And he

returned to Judah, and said, I did not find her; and the

denly roused to the highest standard of

virtue. As she was hound to consider

herself as the promised wife of Shelah,

a misconduct on her part was nothing

less than adulteij, legally visited with the

death of lapidation (Deut. xxii. 23, 24).

Judah, indignant and excited, still capa-

ble of feeling warmly for the honour of

his house, in his authority as the head of

the family, commanded that the punish-

ment of burning should without delay be

executed uponhcr(Lev.sx.l4; xxi.9). But

how could he perform the office of judge

as he was himself immediately implicated

in the guilt ? He had left, as pledges, with

Tamar, his seal, his string, and his stick

;

and when, on the point of being led to the

fatal pile, she sent to him those objects,

with the words :
" I am with child by the

man to whom these things belong"; he

shuddered at the thought of his base

crime; he confessed that, hideous as Ta-

mar's sin might be, she was more

righteous than he himself (ver. 26); he

saw his wrong in not marrying her to his

third son Shelah; and though he might

feel that his neglect did not justify Ta-

mar in designing her criminal plans, he

was, at the same time, aware that they

would have been fruitless had his heart

been less accessible to vice. He could not,

therefore, in justice condemn Tamar to the

terrible death at first resolved against her;

for he had himself, though unwittingly,

committed a detestable transgression de-

serving capital punishment under a double

aspect (Lev.xx.10,12). Leniency was fur-

ther recommended by the condition of his

own house. As two of his sons had died

withoutleavingoflfspring, and he feared the

same fate with regard to the third, seeing

little hope of the preservation of his name

through his grand-children, he was re-

luctant to lose, by Tamar's death, the

prospects thus opened for obtaining pro-

geny.

The seal suspended from the neck over

the breast with a silk string, was worn

in the bosom between the two chief gar-

ments, and guarded with attentive care;

hence it is in the Scriptures considered as

the symbol of faithfulness and tender, in-

extinguishable affection ; it is the image

of the Divine love for the pious and the

virtuous; it is used as a metaphor similar

to the apple of the eye, as a most precious

possession ; and denotes election and ele-

vation. Among the ancient Babylonians

a seal was indispensably worn by every

man. The Assyrian excavations have

brought to light seals and signets of the

most varied descriptions. In a chamber

of the palace of Kouyunjik were disco-

vered many pieces of line clay bearing
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men of the place also said, there was no courtesan in this

place. 23. And Judah said, Let her take it to her, lest

we be shamed : behold, I sent this kid, and thou hast not

found her. 24. And about three months later^ it was

told to Judah, saying, Tamar thy daughter-in-law hath

been unchaste; and also, behold, she is with child by

unchastity. And Judah said. Bring her forth, and let

her be burnt. 25. When she was brought forth, she sent

to her father-in-law, saying. By the man to whom these

things belong I am with child : and she said. Recognise, I

the impressions of seals, some of which

are still found affixed to public docu-

ments, though the writing itself is no

more legible owing to the conflagration

which consumed that edifice, or to the

lapse of millenniums. Some of those

seals are Phoenician and some Egyptian,

and among the latter is that celebrated

signet with the double impressions of

Sabaco, the ^Ethiopian, the So of Scrip-

ture (2 Kings xvii. 4), and of an Assyrian

priest ministering before the king; which

signet was perhaps affixed to a treaty of

peace concluded between the two em-

pires. The usual device on Assyrian

se!\ls is a king piercing a rampant lion

with a dagger, accompanied by a short

inscription; that emblem is found on

cylinders, gems, and monuments also; it

was later adopted by the Persians, and

hence it occurs on the walls of Persepolis

and on the coins of Darius. Among the

other dcA'ices may be mentioned horse-

men and priests; a crescent, stars, and

astronomical figures ; a flower and an ear

of corn; a scorpion, a bull, and sacred

animals; while on Egyptian rings, it

seems to have been common to represent

two cats sitting back to back and looking

round toward each otiier, with an em-

blem of the goddess Athor between them.

Besides these seals, a very large number

of cylinders has been found of various

shapes and of very different materials,

such as lapislazLili, rock-crystal, amethyst,

chalcedony, agate, jasper, and other pre-

cious stones, adorned with manifold

figures and groups; i\icy were, probably,

also used as signets; for not only bags

and boxes, but even doors and houses

were often, for greater safety, closed with

a seal impressed on clay. Large and

beautiful collections, both of seals and

cylinders, are preserved in the British

Museum. — The present signets of the

Persians, mostly of silver or carneol,

contain, besides the name, generally a

verse or sentence from the Koran. The

name of the proprietor, with or without

some figure or emblem, was engraven

upon the seal, and was, instead of the

signature, added to aU documents; either

stamped upon them by means of a black

pigment, so that the figures appear dark

and the characters blank or white; or

affixed to them in an impression of clay,

on which the seals were rolled in a moist

state, and which was then placed in the

furnace and baked. The heat of the oven,

which would have dissolved wax or other

soft materials, gave increased hardness

and consistency to the baked clay. The

use of cylinder-seals is especially mani-

fest from the clay tablets found in the

Chaldcean tombs, chiefly at Seiikereh, and

containing, in minute cuneiform charac-

ters, the family records of the deceased.

The cylinder was rolled over the entire

written document, thus rendering forgery

almost impossible. But the Babylonians

and Egyptians wore the seal not only in

the bosom, but also as a ring on the hand,

generally on the little finger of the right

hand. And since the impression of the

seal alone gave legal validity to private

and public documents, any person, by
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pray thee, to whom these things, the signet, and the string,

and the staff, belong. 26. And Judah recognised tliern^

and said, She hath been more righteous than 1 ; since I

did not give her to Shelah my son. And he knew her no

more.—27. And it was in the time of her travail^ and,

behold, twins were in her womb. 28. And when she tra-

vailed, the one put out his hand: and the midwife took

and bound upon his hand a crimson thready saying. This

one came out first. 29. And when he drew back his

hand, behold, his brother came out : and she said. How

entrusting his seal to another, thereby

conferred upon him the right of conclud-

ing transactions in his stead; if the king

gave his seal or signet to some dignitarj',

he thereby appointed him his viceroy, so

that "nothing but the throne" distin-

guished both (xh. 40, 42); as Alexander

the Great, by giving, ou his death-bed,

his signet to Perdiccas, appeared to have

named him his successor. Hence the

loss of the seal was regarded as a very

serious accident, as it might affect the

property and the entire social position of

the owner; and forgery, with regard to

signets, was, as it is still, visited with the

severest punishments. Thus we may
understand the anxiety and disappoint-

ment of Judah, when the disappearance

of Tamar threatened to deprive him of

his seal (ver. 23).—The great antiquity of

the art of engraving is, by the discovery

of the authentic relics to which we have

alluded, confirmed bej'ond a doubt. It is

still practised, with considerable skill, by

Eastern nations and tribes ; and forms an

important branch of their industry. It suf-

fices briefly to add, that, besides those sig-

nets, rings were worn by the rich as an or-

nament and a mark of wealth, like all other

articles of luxury; the Egyptians espe-

cially appear to have had a great predi-

lection for such trinkets; they wore,

sometimes, two or three on the same fin-

ger, especially the third, and even on the

thumb; the scarabajus was the usual

form; the material was mostly gold, but

sometimes silver, bronze, or brass, and

among the poorer classes ivory and blue por-

celain; on the scarabscus, which was gene-

rally of cornelian, granite, agate, amethyst,

and other valuable stones, but sometimes

of stained lime-stone and the ordinary

blue pottery, was engraved the name of

the owner, or of the reigning monarch, or

of deities, with their emblems. The men
in Assyria, however, do not appear to

have worn finger-rings.

A staff also was in the hand of every

Babylonian; it was necessarily adorned

with some device carved upon it, and

consisting in a flower or a fruit, a bird or

some other animal.

37—30. Tamar became the mother oi

two sons, under circumstances similar to

those which accompanied the birth of

Esau and Jacob(xxv. 25,26); the younger

son strove to gain the priority; but the

struggle was, in this instance, accom-

plished before the brothers saw the light of

day; Perez, by a determined and desperate

effort, acquired the primogeniture; Ze-

rah, though unmistakeably bearing the

badge of precedence, was obliged at last

to yield: for from Perez descended, in

the tenth generation, the glorious king

David, who made the Hebrew name feared

among the nations, and raised the Hebrew

commonwealth to the zenith of its power

(Ruthiv. 18—22). The reproach of his

ancestor and of his doubtful birth, though

by no means forgotten or disregai'ded, was

deemed no obstacle in the way of his ele-

vation and sacred election; was not even

Ruth, the mother of his grandfather, of

Moabitic origin? The purity of the race

was, indeed, mobt forcibly enjoined upon
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hast thou broken forth ? upon thee he this breach : there-

fore his name was called Perez [Breach]. 30. And after-

wards came out his brother, who had the crimson thread

upon his hand : and his name was called Zerah [Splendour].

the Israelites; but that principle, however sion; the descendants were not allowed to

solemn and fundamental, did not act as a suffer for the levity or the crimes of their

blind fatality; the liberty of the human ancestors; and their jocr«o«aZ worth could

will, supported by Divine grace, could raise them to the loftiest eminence. These

break its power and curb it into submis- are some of the lessons enforced in our tale.

CHAPTER XXXIX.
Summary.—Joseph gained the full confidence of his master, but was calumniated by the

wifeof the latter,and throwninto the state prison (xxxix.). Heinterpretedthedreams

of the chief butler and tiie chief baker of Phai'aoh, who were detained in the same

prison (xl.). Two years later, Pharaoh himself had a double dream, whicli the

wise men of Egypt were unable to interpret, but which Joseph, then thirty years

old, and on the interference of the chief butler brought from the jail, declared to

indicate seven years ofplenty and seven years of scarcity. He was by the king made
viceroy of Egypt, and married to Asenath, the daughter of Potiphera, chief priest

of Heliopolis, and he became by her the fiither of two sons, Manasseh and Ephraim.

He then made efficient preparations to meet the necessities of the period of famine.

All the nations came to Egypt to buy corn (xli.). Among the strangers were the

sons of Jacob, except Benjamin. Recognising his brothers, but unrecognised by

them, Joseph treated them harshly as spies, forbade them to come again unless

they brought Benjamin with them, kept Simeon as a pledge, and ordered their

money to be returned in their sacks (xlii.). When want compelled them to renew

their journey to Egypt, Jacob, after a long and determined refusal, at last con-

sented to send Benjamin with them. Joseph continued his strange conduct;

declined to accept the money which the brothers returned; invited them to a

feast, but treated Benjamin with particular distinction (xliii.). When they de-

parted, he ordered again the money to be put into their sacks, and his silver cup

into the sack of Benjamin. His servant pursued after them; they returned, and

offered themselves all as slaves, while Joseph declared that he would keep Ben-

jamin alone. At last, after a most powerful address on the part of Judah (xliv.),

Joseph made himself known to his brothers, dispelled their appi-ehensions, and,

with the sanction of Pharaoh, sent them to Canaan to his father, to invite him to

come to Egypt (xlv.). Jacob, 130 years old, arrived with all his household,

forming, with Joseph and his sons, seventy souls, and settled in the province of

Goshen, after having personally obtained Pharaoh's permission. Joseph, by a

shrewd policy, brought all the property and the land of the Egyptians, except

that of the priests, into the immediate possession of the king (xlvi., xlvii.). — We
have in this summary noticed only the most important points, as the connection

of the parts is more fully developed in the following notes (see on xlii. 1— 16).

1 . And Joseph was brought down to Egypt, and Poti-

1. The Biblical writer, conscious of the tive. The caravan which, coming fronr

almost foreign spirit of the episode by Gilead,had passed byDothan,and had there

which the history of Joseph had been in- purchased the youth, continued its jour-

terrupted, resumes it by repeating some of ney southward to Shechem and Jerusalem

:

the chief features of the preceding narra- here the route separates; one line proceeds
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phar, an officer of Pharaoh, chief of the guard, an Egyptian,

bought him of the hands of the Ishmaelites, who had

almost strictly southward to Hebron,

througii the Desert of Paran, and with a

slight curve to tlic west, down to the liead

of the Gulf of Akabah; while the other

road runs from Jerusalem in a south-

westerly direction to Gaza, and from there

to the Valley of the Nile, either through

the Pass of Dshebel-el-Tih, or more east-

ward through that ofDshebel-el-Edshmeh.

On one of these routes, Joseph seems to

have been carried to the town On, then

perhaps the residence ofthe Egyptian kings.

On was consecrated to the sun; and the

name itself, which is Egyptian, signifies

light; hence the Greeks called it, by a

literal translation, Heliopolis. It was situ-

ated about twelve Koman miles north of

Babylon, and about double that distance

from Memphis, on the eastern side of the

Pelusiac arm of the Nile; it was built on

a mound, and formed the centre of the

important district of the same name, which

seat ten deputies to the great national

court ofjustice, and which, after the dis-

persiou, contained a very considerable He-

brew population. It was one of the most

ancient and most sacred Egyptian cities,

famous for its splendid temple of the sun

adorned with majestic pyramids and co-

lumns,for the pretended periodical appear-

ance of the fabulous bu'd Phoenix, and

for the eminent and unequalled learning

of its priests. Indeed it was the chief scat

of Egyptian science, especially astronomy;

and its scholars were the teachers, if not

of Joseph and Moses, at least of Pytha-

goras, Thales, and Solon, of Plato and

Eudoxus, and of a host of enquiring tra-

vellers. Here one of the great public festi-

vals was celebrated; and the sacred bullock

Mnevis, the rival of Apis, was here fed in

the holy edifice. The town suffered gi-eatly

in the time of the Persian kings; but even

Alexander the Great visited it with eager

interest; however, Strabo found it in ruins;

Augustus and Constantine plundered it

freely, to adorn the public places of Rome
and Constantinople; yet even travellers in

themiddle ages were struck with astouish-

mcnt bj' the colossal sf)hinxcs, more than

thirty cubits high; by the grand gates and

propylaja of the temple; and by the two

immense obelisks (called Pharaoh's Nee-

dles), whose summits were covered with

massive brass, whose sides bore the name
of Osirtasen I. of the twelfth dynasty, the

ruler of both Upper and Lower Egypt,

and which formed the centre of converg-

ing avenues of many smaller obelisks : but

few remnants have been preserved to bear

witness to the pristine grandeur and mag-

nificence of Heliopolis; one of those obe-

lisks alone, a quadrangular cone, sixty to

seventy feet high, of a block of red granite,

covered with very ancient hieroglyphics,

and forming one of the earliest specimens

of Egyptian architecture, marks the site

of the once sacred town; it stands near

the present village of Mahtariah, about six

miles north-east of Cairo, amidst low

mounds, which circumscribe the area,

nearly quadrangular, and about three

miles in extent, once occupied by the an-

cient city, butnow furrowed by the plough-

shares of the native peasantry. An old well

called "fountain of light" (^Ain el Shams')

recalls the former name of that principal

stronghold of Egyptian erudition and

Egyptian idolatry. If Joseph's wisdom,

in such a town, surpassed that of all wise

men, it must have been extraordinary, if

not Divine; this is the inference which the

Biblical writer desires the reader should

draw.

The Egyptian kings made a peculiar

boast of executing their gigantic public

works by the hands of foreign slaves, either

acquired by money, or captives of war.

The example of the monarchs was gra-

dually imitated by the wealthier subjects;

national pride rendered foreigners more

acceptable as slaves than natives; the de-

mand was promptly and plentifully sup-

plied by the far-travelling Arabian mer-

chants ; thus the execrable slave-trade

began at an early period to flourish in the

land of the Pharaohs; and on the monu-

ments, foreigners are often represented as
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brousrht him down thither. 2. And the Lord was with

Joseph, and he was a prosperous man ; and he was in the

house of his master, the Egyptian. 3. And his master

saw that the Lord loas with him, and that the Lord made

all that he did prosper in his hand. 4. And Joseph found

favour in his eyes, and he served him : and he made him

overseer over his house, and all that he had he gave into

his hand. 5. And from the time that he had made him

overseer in his house, and over all that he had, the Lord

blessed the Egyptian's house for Joseph's sake ; and the

blessing of the Lord was upon all that he had in the

house and in the field. 6. And he left all that he had in

Joseph's hand; and he cared with him for nought, save

the laread which he ate. And Joseph was beautiful of

serving in the families of priests and mi-

litary chiefs. Joseph, a victim of this

fatal commerce, was sold into the house

of Potiphar, who is expressly called an

Egyptian, not a superfluous addition, as

the population of Heliopolis, from remote

times, included a considerable admixture

of Arabians; and as Joseph could rise

through an Egyptian only to the high

political station which he was destined to

occupy.

•3—6. The love of God which rested

on Abraham's race, was, in the case of

Joseph, the pure and pious youth, en-

hanced by individual merit: if, therefore,

Jacob, who reached Mesopotamia with

many previous sins to atone for, brought

blessing and happiness into the house of

Laban (xxx. 27, 30), it was the more na-

tural, that Joseph's steps should be guided

by a Divine power, and that an invisible

benediction should attend aU his plans and

undertakings. Potiphar, soon made aware

of these extraordinary results of Joseph's

presence, regarded him as a most valuable

acquisition, counting him among those

favoured individuals, who, in accordance

with the doctrine of fatalism, were as un-

failingly believed to spread bliss and suc-

cess around them, as others were thought

ominously to cause mishap and vexa-

tion. Joseph, appointed the chief servant.

received the sole and unrestricted manage-

ment of all the complicated offices con-

nected with the household of an Egyptian

grandee; he saved his master every care

and trouble in domestic matters, and left

him notliing to do but to enjoy the plea-

sures of the table (ver. 6). But the in-

fluence of Joseph's presence extended to

all the property of his master, especially

the produce of the field (ver. 5). For as

Potiphar, the head of the king's guard,

was a member of the w^arrior caste, he

was necessarily an occupier of land : each

soldier, belonging to either of the two

principal classes of the army, the Hermo-

tybies and the Calasiries, received twelve

aurora; of land, and the higher officers, no

doubt, more in proportion; since it was

deemed a fundamental principle of policy,

that those who defend the country shouhl

be personally interested in its integrity

and independence.

»—18. Temptation, the touch-stone of

sterling virtue, decides the all-important

question, whether innocence of conduct is

the consequence of weakness and indif-

ference, or of moral strength; it decides,

whether calmness of mind is the result of

the stagnation, or of the equilibrium, of the

internal powers. Hitherto Joseph, though

exposed to most severe vicissitudes of

fortune, had been allowed to follow tlic
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form, ami beautiful of appearance.—7. And it happened
after these things, that his master's wife cast her eyes

upon Josepli; and she said, Lie with me. 8. But he

refused, and said to his master's wife, Behold, my master
careth not with me about what is in the house, and he

hath given all that he hath into my hand; 9. There is

none greater in this house than I; nor hath he withheld

anything from me but thee, because thou art his wife

:

how tlien can I do this great wickedness, and sin against

God? 10. And though she spoke to Joseph day l)y day,

he did not listen to her, to lie by her, and to be with her.

11. And one day, when he went into the house to do his

\\-ork, and there was none of the men of the house there

within: 12. She seized him by his garment, saying. Lie

spontaneous impulse of his nature; he was

cherished hy liis father; he lived harm-

lessly and in childlike simplicity among
his brothers; he scarcely understood their

jealousy and their hatred; and when he

SM-.v himself the object of their heartless

cruelty, he found ready relief in his bril-

liant hopes. The i)urity of his mind re-

ceived an additional charm 6-om the per-

fect beauty of his person; he was a bloom-

ing youth when he entered Potiphar's

house; and there he matured into a vigorous

and energetic man. His mistress, who had

daily opportunities of observing him, was

as much struck by his honest zeal as fas-

cinated by his accomplished grace; she

was at last conquered, and made degrad-

ing proposals. Joseph resisted by the aid

of two powerful weapons, gratitude to his

master, and the fear of God. His answer,

impressive and pathetic, appealed to the ho-

liest feelings ofthehuman breast: "how can

I do this great wickedness and sin against

God" ? Had any moral power been left in

thewretched woman, her conscience would

have risen in indignation against her un-

holy emotion, and would have steeled her

for the fearful struggle between duty and

sentiment. But Joseph's firmness roused

her evil passions to still greater vehemence

;

she allowed no day to pass without repeat-

ing licrunhi'.vful importunities; till at last,

overwhelmed by her passion, and forgetting

the solemn vows of matrimony, »he sacri-

ficed her honour and her pride, and near-

ly threw herself into the deepest abyss of

disgrace to which woman can sink. Now
the most critical moment had aixived for

Joseph also: he knew the danger if he

provoked the revenge of his luimiliated

mistress; and he weighed the sin of com-
pliance;— he despised the former in order

to avoid the latter; an extraordinary mo-
ral effort saved him; and he fled from the

nets of seduction. Was it love that hud
actuated Potiphar's wife? If any doubt

remained, it is dispelled by the conduct

which she then adopted. Her feelings for

Joseph were at once converted into the

fiercest hatred; intent only upon her own
safety and reputation, she seemed to have

but one desire—his destruction (comp. 2

Sam.xiii.15). Unblushingly perverting the

truth, and imputing to him her own crime,

she acted in a manner so natural to wo-
men in her despicable position, that we
cannot be surprised at finding several and

almost exact parallels in other traditions

also; for in the same manner was Hippo-

Ij'tus calumniated by Ph£edra, and Belle-

rophon by Anteia, the wife of king Prcetus.

But it may be asked: has this narrative

suCBcient internal probability? and espe-

cially, is it in accordance with the cha-
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with me : and he left his garment in her hand, and fled,

and went out into the street. 1 3. And when she saw that

he had left his garment in her hand, and had fled into tlie

street ; 1 4. She called to the men of her house, and said to

them, saying. See, a Hebrewhath been brought to us to insult

us; he came in to me to lie with me, and I cried with a

loud voice: 15. And when he heard that I lifted up my
voice and cried, he left his garment with me, and fled,

and went out into the street. 16. And she laid his gar-

ment by her, until his master came home. 17. And she

spoke to him like these words, saying, The Hebrew servant,

whom thou hast brought to us, came in to me to insult me.

racter and the customs of the ancient

Egyptians? As this has not seldom been

denied by recent critics, it is necessary to

offer a few illustrations derived both from

ancient writers and from the monuments.

It is at present universally allowed, that

the position of the women was in Egypt

by far more favourable and unrestricted

than in most of the other eastern countries.

Women were admitted to the throne; Isis

herself, one of the principal deities, was be-

lieved to have been one of the first queens

of Egypt ; Nitocris and Scemiophris

are renov/ned princesses of later times;

the wives of the kings are not seldom

represented on the monuments at the

side of their husbands; and, in many cases,

they possessed higher power and received

greater homage than the monarchs them-

selves. Women served in the temple as

priestesses, and two of them, employed in

the sanctuary of Thebes, founded indi-

vidually the oracles of Dodona and ofAm-
mon, though it appears that they were in

some districts excluded from those sacred

offices. They were not rigidly secluded in

their harems, nor jealously watched by

eunuchs; they were not regarded as slaves,

and occupied no contemptible rank in the

household ; it is even stated that they ruled

over their husbands, who were obliged

to pledge themselves in the marriage-

contract to obey their wives in every re-

spect. When the daughters married,

thev received their due share of their

parents' property as a dowry. The

Egyptians, in this point more liberal than

the Greeks, often entertained men and

women in the same apartment; both

sexes were seated in mixed groups; and

sometimes a young child was allowed to

sit on the ground at the side of the mo-

ther, or on the father's knee; several

beautiful frescoes, portraying how such

promiscuous parties were amused with

music and dance, were regaled with wine

and other refreshments, and presented

with garlands and ointments, have been

preserved to our time, and prove the an-

cient Egyptians to have been a convivial

and pleasure -seeking people. These facts

will sufficiently explain how Joseph could

see his mistress, and so give rise to the oc-

currences described in our narrative.

The Egyptian ladies were not remark-

able either for grace or beauty; they are

pictured, by ancient writers, with no flat-

tering colours; nor do the monuments

permit any romantic illusion on this point

:

if rotundity and corpulency, thick and

turned-up lips, contracted brows, long

oval eyes, and well-developed and pro-

minent ears, are attractions, the Egyptian

ladies belong to the fairest of their sex

(comp. p. 180). It may be that this ab-

sence of personal charms facilitated the re-

sistance of Joseph ; though it is pi-ecarious

to confound our notions of beauty with

those entertained by ancient or by eastern

tribes. But the immorality of Potipliar's
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18. And when I lifted up my voice and cried, he left his

garment with me, and fled into the street.— 19. And
when his master heard the words of his wife, which she

spoke to him, saying, After this manner did thy servant

to me, his anger was kindled. 20. And Joseph's master

took him, and put him into the prison, a place where the

king's prisoners were bound : and he was there in the prison.

21. And the Lord was ^yith Joseph, and inclined the love

of others upon him, and gave him favour in the eyes of the

keeper of the prison. 22. And the keeper of the prison com-

mitted to Joseph's hand all the prisoners that icere in the

prison; and whatsoever they did there, he did it. 23. The

wife is in perfect accordance with the re-

putation generally borne by Egyptian

women. They were famous for conjugal

faithlessness; Pheron, the son of Sesos-

tris, searched long in vain for a woman
who had remained devoted to her hus-

band; and when he, at last, ibund one,

he burnt all the guilty women as a fear-

ful example, in the town of Erythrcbolus.

It does not appear that the more privi-

leged social position of Egyptian ladies

exercised an ennobling influence upon

their habits ; they seem to have rivalled

the men in the vice of intemperance, ge-

nerally prevalent, though but gradually

acquired; and drunken women appear

on the sculptural works, with all the

attributes, often repulsive rather than

ludicrous, following in the train of de-

grading excesses.

1»—33. The shameless wife, by adroit

sophistry, threw the whole weight of the

reproach upon her husband, whom she

maliciously charged with having brought

into the house an unknown Hebrew slave

to mock and to assail her honour. Po-

tiphar's anger was quickly roused, and in

order to protect his dignity andrcputation,

he commanded Joseph's immediate im-

prisonment. He could scarcely pronounce

a severer verdict; capital punishment

would have passed bej'ond the limits of

justice into the sphere of revenge; for the

crime imputed to Joseph was, even accord-

ing to his wife's statement, only intended.

Potiphar, whose character is represented

in a perfectly favourable light, and who,

like several otlier heathens introduced in

the Book of Genesis, though unable to re-

sign crror,showed himselfcapable ofunder-

standing the truth (ver. 3), was free from

all suspicion, and seems to have placed im-

plicit reliance in lier words.—The criminals

offending either against the king or the

high officers of his household, were incar-

cerated in a prison attached to the house

of the chief of the royal guard, and stand-

ing under his immediate authority. But

the practical supervision of the establish-

ment was entrusted to a governor who
had, no doubt, to communicate with, and

was responsible to, his superior, the chief

of the guard. The Egyptian prisoners

were mostly condemned to compulsory

labour, except, perhaps, persons of rank

and eminence, for whom loss of liberty

and personal humiliation were deemed

punishments sufficiently rigorous and tor-

menting. Thus Joseph was ordered to

wait upon two high functionaries doomed

to share with him the same prison (xl.

4). But here, also, the mercy of God
protected him; a supernatural success

manifestly attended his occupations; the

governor, like his former master, was fii-

vourably and benevolently inclined to-

wardshim ; and committed to his unwearied

zeal the control over all affairs. Joseph

became the most favoured inmate of the

prison: but who should rescue him from
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keeper of the prison did not look not to anything that was

under his hand; because the Lord was with him, and that

which he did^ the Lord made it to prosper.

that place of gloom and distress? Caprice

and calumny had caused his fall; he had

been condemned without proof, without

enquiry, and without an opportunity of

defence ; he had to expect nothing from

the arbitrariness of summary jurisdiction,

not likely to be over-scrupulous in the

case of a foreigner and a slave ; his inno-

cence and his hopes alone remained to

cheer him in the dreary dungeon.

CHAPTER XL.

L And it happened after these things, that the butler

of the king of Egypt and his baker offended against their

lord, the king of Egypt. 2. And Pharaoh was wroth

against his two officers, against the chief butler, and

against the chief baker. 3. And he gave them into

custody in the house of the chief of the guard, into

the prison, the place where Joseph was incarcerated. 4.

And the chief of the guard charged Joseph with them, and

he served them : and they remained some time in custody.

— 5. And they dreamt a dream, both of them, each man his

1—4. The realisation of Joseph's

dreams seemed now not only improbable

but almost impossible. Separated from

his father and his brothers, and living in

a different country, a prisoner and a slave,

how could he indulge in the ambitious

and soaring reveries of power and au-

thority ? But as our narrative is intended

to embody the doctrine of the special pro-

vidence of God, it designedly introduces

new and greater complications, darker

and denser gloom, and almost impervious

mazes of misery: it enforces the lesson,

that however wretched and abandoned

the pious man may appear, the eye of

God watches over his career, and the very

misfortunes which his short-sightedness

may lament, are the stepping-stones of his

rescue and his greatness.—Joseph's mind

was too well regulated to fall into mourn-

ful despondency ; he displayed in the prison

the usualserenity of his disposition; hewas

faithfully devoted to those with whose at-

tendance he was charged, to such a degree

that he noticed even the changeful expres-

sions of their countenances and tiie fluctua-

tions of their humour: yet he was far from

indolently indifferent to his humiliating

position ; he seemed to watch every oppor-

tunity which promised the remotest chance

of deliverance; he felt deeply the violence

ofwhich he had been made the pitiable vic-

tim ; he was thoroughly impressed with the

double wrong done to him, that he had been

stolen from his father's house, and that, by

despotic arbitrariness, he had been depriv-

ed of his liberty (ver. 15). He thus kept

alive within himself the feeling of that

Divine government which cannot permit

the triumph of injustice; whilst he patient-

ly bore the severe trials which had been im-

posed upon him from inscrutable I'easons.

5—15. The chief butler and the chief

baker, for some offence not specified in

the text, had been sent into the prison

standing under the inspection of Joseph's

master. Though they were treated with a

consideration due to their former distinc-
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flrenm in one night, each man according to the interpre-

tation of his dream, the butler and the baker of the kiiiir

of Egypt, who were incarcerated in the prison. 6. And
Joseph came in to them in the morning, and saw them,

and, behold, they tvere dejected. 7. And he asked Pha-

raoh's officers who were with him in custody in his master's

house, saying, Why is your face sad to-day? 8. And
they said to him, We have dreamt a dream, and there is

no one to interpret it. And Joseph said to them, Do not

interpretations belong to God? Tell me them, I pray you.

9. And the chief butler told his dream to Joseph, and
said to him, In my dream, behold, a vine was before me;
10. And on the vine were three branches; and it was

tion, their thoughts were naturally occu-

pied with the possibilities and prospects

of release; till at last a dream supervened,

to give a distinct shape to their impatient

hopes. The fact that hofh dreams occurred

in the same night (ver. 5), was regarded

as a significant guarantee that they were

not accidental plays of a wandering ima-

gination, but that their speedy fulfilment

was certain (see p.4 1 1
). The noble officials,

aflBicted by their visions, were sad and de-

jected ; and a gloomy pensiveness settled

on their faces. But it may seem surpris-

ing, why the butler should have felt such

consternation. His dream appears so clearly

to foretel a happy issue, that we should

rather expect to find him hopeful and re-

joiced. However, his anxious mind

might construe the vine to refer to him-

self; and as it was a current Egyptian

idea to compare the juice of the grape with

blood, he might fear that his own life or

blood was to be sacrificed to Pharaoh. But

the penetrating intelligence of .Joseph saw

more correctly ; with safe and unwavering

decision he declared the vine to be the em-

blem, not of the butler's person, but of his

office ; and he predicted that, in three days,

he would, as in former times, present the

cup to Pharaoh, and be restored to all the

privileges of his station. Joseph was so

certain that he had disclosed the right in-

terpretation of the dream, that he entreated

the butler, in the most fervent terms, to re-

present his innocence to Pharaoh. Yet he

declined every personal merit; he assumed

no air of superior wisdom; " the interpre-

tations belong to God"; he was satisfied if

he was but His humble instrument.

Theintroduction of winein our narrative

has also been used by some expositors to

question its trustworthiness and accuracy.

But the progress made in the researches

on Egyptian antiquities enables us to verify

and to illustrate the various allusions oc-

curring in the Scriptures regarding the

vines of Egypt. The notice of Herodotus

that in the land of the Pharaohs the vine

was not cultivated ; the opinion, that wine

was avoided because it was regarded as

the blood of Typhon, or of the ancient

enemies of the land; and the statement of

Plutarch, that it was wholly forbidden

to tlic kings of Egypt previous to Psam-
metichus; have long been proved to be

utterly grounrlless; representations of the

vineyard and the winepress are found on

monuments executed in the times of the

earliest dynasties; it is even stated, that

the first vine was discovered in the

Egyptian city Plinthina, on which account

the ancient writers call the Egyptians

fond of wine and of drinking; wine was

used for medicinal purposes; it was em-

ployed in the ofl^erings made to the dei-

ties; Osiris was popularly believed to be

identical with the Greek Bacchus, and

was represented to have been the first

F F
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as if it budded; and its blossoms sliot forth; and its

clusters matured ripe grapes: 11. And Piiaraoh's

cup was in my hand : and I took the grapes, and

pressed them into Pharaoh's cup, and I gave the cup

into Pharaoh's hand. 12. And Joseph said to him. This

is its interpretation : The three branches are three

days : 13. Within three days more Pharaoh will lift up

thy head, and restore thee to thy place; and thou wilt

deliver Pharaoh's cup into his hand, in the former man-

ner when thou wast his butler. 14. Only remember me
when it will be well with thee, and do kindness, I pray

who fouiiel the vine and taught men its

cultivation; wine was imported into Egypt

from Greece and Phoenicia; it formed a

part of the daily rations allowed to the

soldiers of the king's guard ; it was not

even interdicted to the priests, except,

perhaps, to those of Heliopolis, though

but a limited quantity was permitted to

them to ensure their constant efficiency

for their sacred functions; and wine was

plentifully served at banquets and other

social meetings to botli men and women;

even if, as some believe, the frightful ske-

1, ton, usually exhibited to the gue.^ts, v,-ith

the words, "Eat and drink, for soon you

will be like this," was a symbolical ex-

hortation to temperance, it did not always

produce the desired effect; but it is much

more probable that it was intended to in-

vite to a free and full enjoyment of the

pleasures of the table, since inexorable

death will not fail to pay its unwelcome

visit. The vine occurred in Egypt in a

great variety of species, of which that

grown in the Thebaid was so agreeable

and light that it was, without injury,

given to invalids; the wine of Mare-

otis was most esteemed and plentiful, and

possessed the advantage of keeping to a

great age; while that of Tenia was re-

nowned for its richness and ai-omatic fra-

grance. The vine flourishes in Egypt even

in the water, like an aquatic plant; it is,

therefore, not injured by the inundations

of the Nile, which, moreover, never com-

mence, in Lower Egypt, before the middle

of AuLLUst, when the vintage is, in most

cases, almost entirely completed.—Vine-

yards, very tastefully arranged, were either

combined with, or contiguous to, orchards,

furnished with tanks, and often with

reservoirs, with summer-houses, and re-

ception-rooms, with avenues of trees and

grass plots, and always with a building

for the wine-press (Isai. v. I, 2).
—" The

vines were trained on trellis-work, sup-

ported by transverse rafters resting on

pillars," which were, in many instances,

gaily coloured, and divided the vineyard

into numerous avenues; many vines were

allowed to grow as standing bushes, and,

on account of their lowness, required no

support; while others were formed

into a number of beautiful bowers.

At the season of the vintage, from the

cud of June, boys were engaged to fright-

en away the birds by a sling or the

sound of the voice; in gathering the

fruit, the precarious aid of trained mon-

keys was, more curiously than profit-

ably, employed; and after the conclusion

of the vintage, kids were allowed to browse

upon the vines.—The simplest mode of

pressing the wine, was by putting the

grapes into a bag, and turning the latter

by two poles in contrary directions, or by

some other contrivance based on the same

principle: butmore remarkable is the foot-

press ; the workmen trod the grapes with

naked feet, supporting themselves by ropes

suspended from the roof. We possess se-

veral beautiful representations of such

wine-presses, remarkable for elaborateness

and tastefulness. After some other liquid
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thee, to me, and make mention of me to Pharaoh, and

brino: me out of this house: 15. For indeed I was stolen

away out of the land of the Hebrews; and here also have

1 done nothing that they should put me into the dungeon.

—16. When the chief baker saw that the interpretation

was good, he said to Joseph, I also was in my dream, and,

behold, / had three baskets of white bread on my head

:

17. And in the uppermost basket there ivas all kind of

food for Pharaoh, the work of the baker; and the birds ate

them out of the basket upon my head. 18. And Joseph

answered and said, This is its interpretation : The three

was probably added to the juice, it was

clarified by sieving, and, perhaps, by the

application of ep;gs.

The dream of the chief butler describes

in rapid but comprehensive outlines the

dirtcrent stages in the growth of the vine;

liow it produces buds and blossoms, forms

clusters, and matures ripe grapes, which

the butler then presses into the goblet

(ver. 10). This completeness seems to be

theprincipalobject of the narrative; it may
be that only in order to shorten the whole

process, and to compress it within the

narrow frame of a vision, the juice, after

having just been pressed outwith the hand,

is stated to have been placed before tiie

iving; whereas, in reality, it might huvc

been allowed to ferment the usual time,

as it is represented in numerous frescoes:

but it is as probable, that sometimes tem-

perate persons (as it was later ordained in

the Koran) abstained from fermented wine

on account of its more intoxicating power,

and that, at some period, the priests who

regulated the king's table, as they con-

trolled all his public and private affairs,

])rescribed to him the use ofthe unfermcnted

juice of the grape.

1©—1«>. The chief baker, encouraged

by the auspicious interpretation of his col-

league's dream, told Joseph,witliout further

request, the vision with which he felt ha-

rassed and oppressed. Joseph, at once per-

ceiving that it was of ominous and fatal

import, did not conceal its meaning; he

told the unhappy man boldly and fearlessly

that the dream foreboded his dcatli, and

that, in three days, Pharaoh would demand

his head It might seem cruel to torment

the imagination of the prisoner by fore-

telling him the precise time of his execu-

tion; but his dream as well as that of the

chief butler, are, in our text, regarded as

Divine prophecies, not useless in the eco-

nomy of Joseph's life, because designed to

be the remote means of bringing Joseph's

wisdom and superior virtue to the know-

ledge of Pharaoh; they prove the inno-

cence or trifling offence of the butler, and

the guilt of the baker; and as the former

deserved the joyous presentiment of his

happy restoration, the latter merited tlie

anticipation of pain as a part of the pun-

ishment awaiting his crime. Joseph, in

other respects the instrument, is, in this

instance, the herald of Providence.

Theconfectioner's art obtained in Egypt

a large share of attention, and tlie very

various operations which it involves, ai'c,

with the usual minuteness, reproduced on

the monuments. Here we see how the

flour was sifted and purified; how the

paste was either kneaded with the hands

or the feet; was formed into rolls, upon

the surface of which certain seeds were

sprinkled ; and how the dough, mixed with

fruits and other ingredients, received the

shape of an ox, a sheep, or a fish, of a

triangle, a star, or a disk, or of other fa-

vourite objects. The ancient Egyptians

made bread the chief article of their food

;

they were, hence, by way of derision,

called by the Greeks "bread -eaters";

tlie poorer classes baked it usually from

F F 2
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baskets are three days; 19. Within three days more Pha-

raoh will lift up thy head from thee, and will hang thee

upon a tree ; and the birds will eat thy flesh from thee.—
20. And on the third day, which was Pharaoh's birthday,

he made a feast to all his servants : and he lifted up the

head of the chief butler and the head of the chief baker

among his servants. 21. And he restored the chief butler

to his butlership ; and he gave the cup into Pharaoh's

hand ; 22. But he hanged the chief baker ; as Joseph had

interpreted to them. 23. But the chief butler did not

remember Joseph, but forgot liim.

spelt, or barley, or the flour of the doora

or sorghum; but wheat also was very

extensively cultivated, freely used by the

wealthier part of the population, and fre-

quently offered to the gods. Sometimes

other vegetable productions, for instance

the middle part of the lotus-plant or

lentiles, were baked into bread. — The

burdens, as is generally known, were car-

ried by the Egyptian men on their heads,

while the women bore them on their shoul-

ders, though we learn from the monu-

ments, that this custom was by no means

uniformly observed. Two or three bas-

kets with pastry, one above the other, were

frequently carried together on the head.—
These remarks will suffice to illustrate the

allusions to Egyptian manners contained

in our verses.

20—23. Joseph's predictions were

literally realised. The birth-day was,

among most of the eastern nations, not

simply a time of joy. Worshippers of the

stars could not but attach to it the highest

astronomical importance. The hour of

the birth was believed to decide and to rule

the destinies of the individual; the junc-

ture of the heavenly bodies at that period

was a matter of absorbing anxiety; and ex-

perience in the art of fixing the nativities

was one of the most powerful weapons in

the hands of the sages of Egypt. We can,

therefore, well understand why, among

many tribes, birth-days were celebrated

with mixed feelings of joy and solemnity,

and were signalized bj' religious and some-

times penitential acts.—But the chief but-

ler, restored to the sunshine of royal

favour, forgot the humble Hebrew slave

whom he left behind in the sad mono-

tony of the dungeon; neither gratitude

nor veneration was strong enough to

rouse his active sympathy; but Provi-

dence prepared the occasion, which, at

last, made him the tardy instrument of

Joseph's predestined eminence.

CHAPTER XLI.

1. And it happened at the end of two years' time, that

1. For the third time are dreams em-

ployed as the agencies of Joseph's history

:

they first foreshadow his illustrious future

;

they then manifest, that the spirit of God

had not abandoned him even in the abject

condition of a slave and a prisoner; and

they, lastly, are made the immediate fore-

runners of his greatness. These repeated

visions significantly describe that direct

and special Providence which the life of

Joseph is intended to embodj-; they show,

that the events are not the result of chance

or arbitrariness; that they are decreed in

the counsel of God long before they occur;
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Pharaoh dreamt: and, behold, he was standing by the

and that they are made known to man by

extraordinary circumstances. If there is

a profound importance even in the fleeting

dreams of the night, blind accident— this

is the lesson taught in our narrative— is

absolutely excluded in the government of

the world; an all-iienetrating eye looks

through the veil of distant occurrences;

and an all-powerful hand, driving the swift

chariot of Time, leads it unerringly to the

fixed goal. But the propriety of Pliaraoh's

visions and of their interpretation is ob-

vious. The very first words mark their cha-

racter. Pharaoh thought he was stand-

ing by the Nile. This river is, in Egypt,

the cause and almost exclusive source of

blessing and fertility. It is the condition,

not of Egypt's prosperity, but material

existence; it supplies the want of the rain

which, in many parts of the country, never

or rarely falls; it difl^uses its fructifying

floods over vast tracts of the arable land;

it is, by numberless arms, canals, and

trenches, conducted over the meadows

and fields, which, so irrigated, often with

the aid of machines, yield harvests al-

most unparalleled for their abundance

and excellence. Hence, the Nile was

called "the rival of the clouds"; it was

an object of veneration and worship; it

was the holy, the blessed, or beneficent

river; a great public festival (the Niloa)

was annually celebrated in its honour with

magnificent sacrifices and solemn invoca-

tions, at the time of the summer solstice;

it had its own temples and priests; the

kings honoured it by grand and brilliant

processions; and especially at the season

of its rise, it was watched with anxious

solicitude and reverential care; for then

the absorbing question regarding the pro-

spects of the current year was decided

;

then the husbandman calculated, with

all but unfailing certitude, the likeli-

hood of plenty or scarcity; for if the

waters rose but a few inches too high,

they converted the plains of Egypt into

pestilential morasses and marshes; if they

rose too little, the fields remained a bar-

ren, dreary, and unproductive wilderness.

That singular and unique river seems,

indeed, to possess a truly magic power; for

blessing and destruction follow its course.

It will suffice, in this place, to observe,

that the Nile is formed by the conflu-

ence, at Chardum in Nubia, of two

rivers, the eastern Astapus, or the

Blue River (Bahr Asrak), and the

greater, or western branch, or the White

River {Bahr Abbiad), the sources of

which, though for millenniums sought by

explorers and adventurers, are still hidden

in the obscure deserts of tropical Africa,

and remain to be discovered to satisfy the

ambition of princes and scholars; that

after a short northern course, it is, from

the east, increased by its only tributary

river, Astaboras or Tacazze; that it

leaves the stony valleys of Nubia, after

having ten times, terrace-like, dashed its

floods over the rocks impeding its way

;

that it enters Egypt near Syene, where

it forms its last cataract; continues its

sinuous way northward through a valley

between five and ten miles wide, and

shut in, on both sides, by two chains of

irregular mountains of sandstone, till it

divides itself, not far from Cairo (at the

ancient Cercasorum), in two arms, which

form the Delta, and discharge their wa-

ters into the Mediterranean at Damietta

and Rosetta respectively: the eastern or

Arabian range of mountains is overtop-

ped by higher granite chains ; it is more

precipitous, crossed by several valleys in

an oblique direction, and often approaches

the river so near, that the latter has

scarcely more than room to pass ; the val-

ley ceases above Cairo ; from this point the

Libyan chain advances in a north-westerly

direction towards the coast, while the

Arabian range proceeds almost rectangu-

larly eastward to the Red Sea. It may,

further, be briefly stated, that the swelling

of the Nile, caused by the tropical rains

which fall in Ethiopia and the adjoining

countries from May to September, begins

in Lower Egypt about the middle of June;

that the water then assumes a green or

yellowish or red colour, and becomes un-
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river [Nile]. 2. And, behold, there came up out of the

river seven cows, fine in appearance and fat in flesh; and

they fed in the reed -grass. 3. And, behold, seven other

cows came up after them out of the river, bad in appear-

ance and lean in flesh ; and they stood by the other cows

upon the bank of the river. 4. And the cows bad in ap-

pearance and lean in flesh consumed the seven cows fine

in appearance and fat. And Pharaoh awoke. 5. And he

slept and dreamt a second time : and, behold, seven ears

of corn came up on one stalk, strong and good. 6. And,

drinkable; that it increases during the

succeeding month, overflows its banks in

August, and attains its greatest height in

the beginning of September; so that then

it resembles a sea, the towns and villages

appear like islands, and the communica-

tion between the different parts of the val-

ley is only possible by means of boats ; that

a height of water between sixteen and

eighteen cubits is required to secure a good

harvest; that the river sinks for forty or

sixty days later, and resumes its usual ap-

pearance towards the end of October. The

breadth of this majestic river amounts at

Cairo to nearly 3,000 feet, and is naviga-

ble almost throughout the whole year.

The soil of Egypt is steadily raised by

the remaining slime; but the river preserves

the usual relation to its banks, since its

bed is also raised in an equal proportion.

Hence the ancients called Lower Egypt
" the gift of the Nile." The fact alluded to

is attended by a remarkable consequence.

A rise of eight cubits was, in the reign of

king Moeris, sufficient to irrigate all

Egypt below Memphis; whereas, in the

time of Herodotus, about nine hundred

years later, fifteen or sixteen cubits were

required to overflow that part of the

country; so that, if the elevation of the

soil continued in the same ratio, the failure

of all crops in the Delta was feared as the

inevitable result.— The Delta is believed

to have originally been a morass, latermade

habitable by means of dykes and other

works ; it has, even since the time of Stra-

bo, undergone great modifications; the

chief western arm of the river, which then

emptied itself into the sea at Canopus,

reaches it at present at Rosetta ; the breadth

of the Delta has, on the whole, been di-

minished, but the length has increased by

encroachment on the sea; and the island

of Pharos seems, in the age of Homer, to

have been considerably more distant from

the coast than in the time of Plutarch.

a—-4. The circumstance, that the mo-

narch saw seven cows emerging from the

Nile, showed no less than his standing by

the side of the river, that the dream had

reference to the produce of the land. For

the cow was the symbol of Isis, the god-

dess of the earth and of fertility ; she was,

like the bulls Apis and Mnevis, worshipped

in many districts, and interdicted as food;

and her acknowledged sacredness is re-

flected in the celebrated Greek fable of lo.

The cows are here represented as amphi-

bious; exhausted by the scorching glare

of the Egyptian sun, against which the

open country offers but little protection,

they seek the refreshing waves of the river,

andleavethem only when fatigue or hunger

induces them to rest or to graze on the beau-

tiful meadows which abound on the banks.

5—T. But a second dream was neces-

sary, in order to guarantee its reality and

speedy fulfihnent; and it is appropriately

used to express, with still greater distinct-

ness, the end and meaning of the vision:

seven full and seven empty ears represent

directly fertility and dearth; they are not,

like the Nile, the cause, nor, like the cows,

the symbols of vegetation, but the produce

itself, the bread which formed the chief

food of large poitions of the Egyptians.
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behold, seven ears thin and blasted by the east-wind

sprang up after them. 7. And the seven thin ears devoured

the seven strong and full ears. And Pharaoh awoke, and,

behold, it was a dream.—8. And in the morning his spirit

was troubled ; and he sent and called for all the soothsayers

of Eg3'pt and all her wise men : and Pharaoh told them

his dream; but there was none who could interpret them

to Pharaoh. 9. Then spoke the chief butler to Pharaoh,

saying, I remember my sins this day: 10. Pharaoh was

angry with his servants, and gave me into custody in the

Seven ears sprouting on one stalk, clearly

point to the " Egyptian wheat " (triticum

compositnm),mnch culiivated in the Valley

of the Nile, and celebrated among the an-

cient nations; it constituted an essential

part of the national wealth of Egypt, and

was one of the principal means of subsist-

ence of the richer classes.—The bad ears

were blasted by the east-wind, which,

blowing from the sandy steppes and de-

serts in the vicinity of the Red Sea, and

from the Arabic peninsula, often withers

the vegetation of Lower Egypt, and com-

pletely destroys the labour and the hopes

of the husbandman.

S—13. Only when Pharaoh had seen

two visions of an obviouslj' similar tenden-

cy, he was moved and agitated ; he then felt,

that it was a dream, replete with meaning

and significance, sent to foreshadow some

event, or to exhort to some deed; whereas

he was little concerned after the first dream

which he might have regarded as the

transitory offspring of wandering fancy

(comp. vcr. 4 and ver. 7). It cannot be

surprising, that men in all ages and coun-

tries should have attached a great impor-

tance to dreams: when the functions of

the soul seem fettered, and the images of

the mind appear dissolved in floating

phantoms, it was thought that the direct

interference of the Deity alone coidd give

strength and direction to the relaxed fa-

culties; that if in such a state distinct and

clearly circumscribed forms were perceived

they must have a higher tendency; and

that their meaning is as mysterious as

their origin is supernatural. Eastern na-

tions especially, endowed as they are

with a luxurious imagination, and carried

away by a love of symbolism, searched

the import of dreams with eager and

serious anxiety. The Egyptians and Chal-

deans were foremost in the cultivation of

this branch of knowledge; they developed

the explanation of dreams into a complete

science; the interpreters of dreams were

held in the most distinguished honour;

they were regarded as being favoured with

the highest order of wisdom, and even with

divine inspiration; they surrounded the

tlirone of the king, accompanied the ex-

pedition of the general, and often exer-

cised a decisive influence in the most im-

portant deliberations. But the Greeks

and Romans were not less scrupulous in

this respect. That dreams come from

Jupiter, is a maxim already pronounced

by Homer ; but they were considered

significant only if occurring in the last

third of the night, when dawn is near;

persons in distress or difiiculties slept

in temples, in the hope of obtaining

prophetic dreams which might indicate

the means of rescue; men afflicted with

illness, especially resorted to this expe-

dient, in the belief that .ffisculapius

would reveal to them the proper reme-

dies ; and Alexander the Great actually

fancied he saw, in a dream, the herb

which cured the wound of Ptolemy, his

friend and relation. But how deeply the

faith in the reality of dreams was rooted

among the ancient nations, is manifest

from the views entertained by the Hebrews

on this subject. Dreams occur from the
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liouse of the chief of the guard, both me and the chief

baker: 1 1. And we dreamt a dream in one night, I and

he; we dreamt each according to the interpretation of his

dream. 12. And there icas with us a Hebrew youth,

a servant to the chief of the guard ; and we told him, and

he interpreted to us our dreams : to each man he inter-

preted according to his dream. 13. And it happened, as

he interpreted to us, so it was; I was restored to my
office, and he was hanged.— 14. And Pharaoh sent and

earliest to the latest books of the Bible as

a means of Divine revelation, either con-

s' sting in a vision of God with a verbal ad-

f'ress, or in a symbolical act, or in both:

a dream warns Abimelech not to touch

Sarah, encourages Jacob at Bethel when

he fled from Canaan, promises him abund-

ance of property, and repeats the consoling

assurances when he proceeded to Egypt;

a dream exhorts Laban not to injure

Jacob, foretells Joseph's greatness, the

destinies of the chief butler and chief

baker, and the plenty and famine in Egypt

;

a dream indicates the victory of Gideon,

permits to Solomon the choice of the

gift most precious in his eyes and shows

Daniel the four symbolical beasts; as, in

fact, dreams are in the book of Daniel

the chief vehicle of prophetic composition.

Nor is the importance of dreams obscurely

alluded to or left to be inferred only; it

is clearly expressed in one of the most

philosophical books of the Old Testament;

'• In the dream and vision of the night,

when sleep falls upon men, in their

slumber on their beds, then He reveals His

will to men, and seals their warning" (Job

xxxiii. 15, 16); dreams are mentioned

together with prophecies and the decisions

of the Urim and Thummira, although

they were considered inferior to the most

exalted manner of revelation by direct

and open speech, vouchsafed to Moses

alone ; and when the Lord will pour out

His spirit upon all flesh, all will see

dreams, as all will prophecy (Joeliii. 1),

Those, therefore, who desired to be regard-

ed as prophets pretended to haA'e had re-

markable dreams; and impostors em-

ployed them as the most convenient

means of obtaining authority among the

credulous multitude. Dreams grew in

importance among the Hebrews in the

course of centuries, and after the Baby-

lonian captivity, they were classified in a

complete system; they were regarded

either as auspicious or ominous; harass-

ing or frightful visions were expiated by

fasts and prayers; and Philo wrote an

elaborate treatise, in two books, to prove

that dreams are sent by God. It

could not fail, that these decided notions,

on a subject so vague and uncertain,

caused serious abuses, chiefly from two

sides; from weak-minded dreamers, who
were often tortured by visionary misfor-

tunes, and from cunning interpreters, who
knew how to take advantage of such im-

becility: but sometimes also, from wicked

schemers, who made real or pretended

dreams the pretext of base and selfish

plans; as Flavius Josephus did, when,

by treachery and cowardice, he saved his

life by passing over into the camp of the

enemies. Jesus Sirach, therefore, though

acknowledging that some dreams are sent

by God, censured severely the folly of

attributing weight to all; he impressed

upon his readers that many dreams are

idle and empty, like the wind and the

shadow, a delusion to the fool, and a

phantom of deceitful hope; just as Ar-

tabanus had, long before, said to king

Xerxes :
" The visions of dreams are not

divine; they most commonly hover around

men respecting things which engaged

their thoughts during the day"; although

the superstition of his time is reflected in
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called for Joseph, and they hastened to bring him out of

the dungeon : and he shaved himself^ and changed his gar-

ments, and came to Pharaoh. 15. And Pharaoh said to

Joseph, I have dreamt a dream, and there is none who can

interpret it : and I have heard say of thee^ that thou un-

derstandest a dream to interpret it. 16. And Joseph

answered Pharaoh saying. Not I : God will answer for the

peace of Pharaoh.— 17. And Pharaoh said to Joseph, In

my dream, behold, I was standing on the bank of the

the legend which he narrated, how he

yet was forced to acknowledge the awful

sanctity of dreams. Nor has the interest

in dreams ceased since that time; they

have occupied the pen of many a modern

psychologist ; they have given rise to some

of the most beautiful works, replete with

profound thought and shrewd observation

;

and the peculiar mystery which surrounds

those remarkable phenomena, too aerial to

permit of the rigid analysis of the philo-

sopher or the man of science, will always

exercise an excusable charm over tlie

human mind.

Thus it will be understood why Pha-

raoh was so seriously troubled and agitated

when none of his wise men was able to

interpret his striking dreams; how his

impatience roused the ungrateful heart of

the chief butler; and how the pride of the

mighty Egyptian monarch could stoop

to accept the services of a foreign slave,

and hastily summon a despised pri-

soner into his splendid palace and before

his sacred presence.

14—1©. Joseph, who had borne his

humiliation without despondency, heard

the message of the king without sur-

prise or timidity; the thought that the

realization of his early dreams might be ap-

proaching, no doubt, flashed across his san-

guine mind; but he had long since learnt

to confide his life to the will of Pro'vi-

dence, and to follow rather than to direct.

He appeared before Pharaoh in becoming

attire; and when he heard the cause of

the king's anxiety, he answered with a

dignity and self-possession proving both

the superiority of his intellect and the

simplicity of his character. As on a for-

mer occasion he declined every personal

merit; to God, he said, belong the dreams

and their interpretation; but he added, he

was certain that the visions of the king

would be auspicious, and that they, no

doubt, foreshadowed peace and happiness

:

but this was no idle flattery or unmeaning

compliment ; thejustice which the king had,

two years before, evinced in the punish-

ment of the guilty baker and the pardon

of the all but innocent butler, was to

Joseph a guarantee that Providence

would inflict no calamity on himself or his

reign. That answer could not fail to make
the desired impression, and at once to pre-

possess Pharaoh in favour of the stranger.

—The Egyptians allowed their beards

to grow in mourning only; while they

ordinarily never failed to shave them from

their scrupulous attention to cleanli-

ness; it was a sign either of negligent

habits or of deficient education to infringe

that custom, to which even foreign slaves

were generally compelled to conform.

The Hebrews, on the contrary, regarded

their beard with peculiar pride, cultivated

it with care, touched it at supplications,

often swore by it, and deemed its mutila-

tion an extreme ignominy; hence, in

mourning, they shaved their beards and

hair. It appears, then, that Joseph had

hitherto been permitted to preserve his

beard in accordance with his national cus-

toms; but that he was, of course, obliged

to remove it wlien he was called before

Pharaoh. Thus our narrative inciden-

tally contains a genuine Egyptian trait.

\7—3*. Pliaraoh tells Joseph his
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river: 18. And, behold, there came up out of the river

seven cows, fat in flesh and fine in form ; and they fed in

the reed-grass: 19. And, behold, seven other cows came

up after them, poor and very bad in form, and lean in

flesh, such as I never saw in all the land of Egypt for

badness : 20. And the lean and bad cows consumed the

first seven fat cows: 21. And when they had eaten them

up, it could not be known that they had eaten them ; for

their appearance was bad, as at the beginning. And I

awoke. 22. And I saw in my dream, and, behold, seven

ears came up on one stalk, full and good : 23. And, be-

hold, seven ears, parched, thin, and blasted by the east-

wind, sprang up after them: 24. And the thin ears

devoured the seven good ears : and I told this to the

soothsayers ; but there is none who can explain it to me.

—

25. And Joseph said to Pharaoh, The dream of Pharaoh

is one : God hath shown to Pharaoh what He is about to do.

26. The seven good cows are seven years; and the seven

good ears are seven years: the dream is one. 27. And
the seven thin and bad cows that came up after them are

seven years ; and the seven empty ears blasted by the east-

dreams with greater copiousness tLan to clo(ver. 25); the thing is established

they had been before stated; when the by Elohim; and Elohim hastens to accom-

seven lean cows had devoured the seven plish it (ver. 32). The king was coni-

fat ones, they remained as thin as before, pelled to revere His power (ver. 38 ; comp.

audit could not be seen that they had Exod. v. 2): the first great triumph of the

consumed them: this feature is added, God of Israel over the idols of Egypt

and enhances the accuracy and distinct- was achieved; but it was only the fore-

nesi of the vision (see on vers. 2—4). runner of greater and more signal vic-

25—33. Joseph's interpretation, so tories.

simple and convincing, that it was at 33—3G. Joseph was not satisfied with

once acknowledged, not only by the king, an abstract interpretation of the dreams;

but by his haughty, and now humbled, he not only perceived the impending

sages,impliedadefeatof the£^7/p<iaK^o(/s calamity, but spontaneously, without

also, who in not suggesting to their votaries awaiting the further request of the king,

the explanation of the dreams, manifestly offered his counsel how to avert its con-

appeared inferior to the God of the He- sequences. He remained throughout

brews, either in love or in omniscience; faithful to his character. Its innermost

and in order to lay due stress upon this nature was simplicity. It was this child-

important fact, Joseph emphatically in- like hannlessness which had concealed

troduces Elohim, both at the beginning from him the imprudence he committed in

and the conclusion of his reply. Elohim relating his dreams to his brothers; which

announces to Pharaoh what He intends had dictated his answer to Potiphar's wife

;
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wind will be seven years of famine. 28. This is the thing

which I have spoken to Pharaoh : What God is about

to do He hath shown to Pharaoh. 29. Behold, there come

seven years of great plenty throughout all the land of

Egypt : 30. And there will arise after them seven years

of famine ; and all the plenty will be forgotten in the land

of Egypt; and the famine will consume the land; 31.

And the plenty will not be known in the land on account

of that famine afterwards; for it will be very heavy. 32.

And because the dream was repeated to Pharaoh twice,

indeed, the thing is established by God, and God will

hasten to bring it to pass. 33. Now, therefore, let Pha-

raoh look out a man intelligent and wise, and set him

over the land of Egypt. 34. Let Pharaoh do this, and let

him appoint officers over the land, and take up the fifth

part in the land of Egypt in the seven years of plenty.

35. And let them gather all the food of those good years

that come, and lay up corn under the hand of Pharaoh,

food in the cities, and keep it. 36. And that food shall be

for store to the land against the seven years of famine, which

will be in the land of Egypt; that the land do not perish

prompted him to tell the chief baker, from that of serozn^ our fellow-men, be it

without reserve, his approaching doom; often with the hidden desire of earning

gavehim courage and calmness in appear- their praise as a reward for toil and pri-

ingbefore Pharaoh; and which now led him vations.— Joseph's proposal that the

to make the proposal that Pharaoh should Egyptians should, during the seven years

appoint over the land of Egypt an intelli- of plenty, deliver up the fifth part of their

gentman,capableofdevising means for the com as a tax, may be considered an en-

accumulation of corn. He was perfectly croachment upon the rights of personal

unconscious that he thereby laid himself property; but it was his object to prevent

open to the imputation of selfishly aspiring the citizens from selling into foreign coun-

for a most important office which he desired tries the cereal producenotrequii-ed for im-

to create for himself. However, this wish, mediate consumption, and thus to obviate

even had it been fostered by him, would not want in the succeeding period of famine;

have been blameable, if he was convinced and though an adequate compensation

that the oflSce was indispensable, and if he might, in justice, have been offered for the

felt that hewas able to perform, to the bene- com, the Egyptians scarcely expected it,

fit of his generation, the duties it imposed. as they were formerly accustomed, in ordi-

Ambition, if directed to noble aims, and if nary years, to send the tenth part of their

freefromvanityandegotism,isno vice; for crops into the public granaries; and the

it manifests tho love and respect entertain- abundance of the harvests, during the first

ed for our race; and the imperiousness of seven years, made them scarcely feel tho

a haughty mind is a passion very difJ'erent increase of the hupost. Ou a later occa-
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through the famine.—37. And the thing appeared good in

the eyes of Pharaoh, and in the eyes of all his servants. 38.

And Pharaoh said to his servants, Can we find such a man

as this 2s, a man in whom the spirit of God isf 39. And
Pharaoh said to Joseph, Since God hath taught thee all

this, there is none intelligent and wise like thyself; 40.

Tliou shalt be over my house, and all my people shall

comply to thy command: only in the throne will I be

greater than thou. 41. And Pharaoh said to Joseph, See,

I have set thee over all the land of Egypt. 42. And
Pharaoh took off his ring from his hand, and put it upon

sion, we shall examine the measures of

Joseph in their political and social bear-

ings, and point out both their remarkable

expediency and their great defects (see on

xlvii. 13—27).

3»—•45. Pharaoh, certain that the

spirit of God was in Joseph, appointed

him to the office suggested in his answer,

and installed him ashisgrand-\'izier. Since

Joseph thus obtained in the palace the po-

sition which he had before occupied in the

house of Potiphar, he virtually acquired

every public and social influence; for the

king was the centre of all political power

and administration. The whole people

was, therefore, commanded to submit to

Joseph's arrangements and to obey his in-

j unctions ; he was the governor and ruler of

all Egypt ; the throne alone was the

distinguishing privilege of the king.

—

lie at once received the insignia of

his new dignity. As he was henceforth

to represent the king in all public trans-

actions, he was necessarily provided with

the royal signet (see p. 423—425). As
his office raised him into the highest

social rank, he received garments of fine

linen, the only material which, from

considerations of cleanliness, the priests

and other high functionaries used for

their official robes. Every new dignity

in the East requires coiTcsponding gar-

ments; for the speculative mind of the Ori-

entals invests everything with a symbolical

significance; the dress especially is com-

monly used to embody appropriate ideas;

the typical character ofthe vcstmentsuf the

priests and of the High-priest is sufficiently

known ; and costly garments or dresses of

honour form still a usual and acceptable

present. — Egyptians of rank and emi-

nence wore round the neck a gold chain,

resembling a string, to which generally a

stone scarabsEus was appended. The same

ornament, the torques of the Romans, and

the Tore of the Britons and ancient Irish,

was worn by the noble Persians and Gauls,

by the Celtic tribes and other Asiatic and

European nations, even in battles; and it

often formed one of the chief parts of the

spoil of the victorious army; soldiers

received a neck-chain for their valour;

and to present a warrior with the phalarce

et torques was a usual mode of bestowing

military distinction, especially on Roman
knights.— But all these private honours

received a higher importance by a public

procession commanded by Pharaoh; Jo-

seph was in the second state-carriage, no

doubt with all the pomp usually attend-

ing such exhibitions, presented to the

people; his new dignity was proclaimed;

and unquahfied obedience to his com-

mands was enforced as a duty of loyalty

;

and lest Joseph himself be in doubt about

the character and extent of his power, the

king repeated to him :
" I am Pharaoh

;

but without thee no man shall lift up his

hand or foot in all the land of Egypt"

(ver. 44).—But two other points were

indispensable to complete Josej)h's ele-

vation. It was, firstly, necessary to mark

the decisive epoch in his life by a new

uame, especially as the foreign Ilebrtw
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Joseph's hand, and arrayed him in vestures of fine linen,

and put a gold chain round his neck; 43. And he made

him ride in the second chariot which he had; and they

called out before liim Abrech [Governor] ! namely, that he

be placed over all the land of Egypt. 44. And Pharaoh said

to Joseph, I am Pharaoh ; but without thee no man shall lift

up his hand or his foot in all the land of Egypt. 45. And
Pharaoh called Joseph's name Zaphenath-paneah [Piescuer

of the World] ; and he gave him to wife Asenath the

daughter of Poti-pherah, priest of On. And Joseph went

out over all the land of Egypt.—46. And Joseph was

appellation was, no doubt, objectionable

to the priests, so jealous and pruud oftheir

nationality. His adoption of a new name,

Zapheiiatk-Paneah, expressing his great

merit and mission, stamped him, in some

respects, as an Egyptian, and was re-

garded to indicate not merely an outward

change,but acorrespondinginturnal trans-

formation, and almost the commencement

of a new existence. In order to make

this transition still more decided and per-

manent, Pharaoh, secondly, gave him to

wife Asenath, the daughter of Potipherah,

priest of On. This alliance introduced

him into one of the noblest and most in-

fluential Egyptian families; for the power

of the chief priest was immense; his office,

surrounded with a dazzling prestige, was

hereditary in his family, and gave a dig-

nified stability to his position. The priests

belonged to the great landed proprietors;

they formed the highest aristocracy ; they

attended and controlled the kings; and the

statues of the chief priests were, like those

of the Pharaohs, placed in the temples of

the gods. If one of the priests, proverbial

for their scrupulousness in guarding the

purity of their families, conquered his

aversion, and married his daughter to a

stranger and a slave, the most powerful

example was set for the other Egyptians

to banish their prejudices and readily to

acknowledge Joseph's authority. But if

policy recommended this union, it might

appear that religion as strongly con-

demned it: how could Joseph marry an

idolatrous wife? Had he forgotten the

anxious care which his father and his

ancestors had taken to uphold the unde-

filed legitimacy of their race? It is im-

possible, in this place, to answer that

question fully and satisfactorily; it is in-

timately connected with another difficulty

to which we shall presently allude, and

the explanation of which will assist us in

elucidating this point also (see on vers.

.50—52). But it may be here observed,

that, indeed, in Joseph's later progeny

the evil consequences of this idolatrous

marriage are reflected; the Ephraimites

always displayed a fatal inclination in

favour of Egyptian paganism ; the service

of Apis long disgraced their sacred

places; and threatened to rival the image-

less worship of the God of Israel. On tlie

other hand, Joseph might have hoped, in

spite of that alliance, to pi-eserve in his

house the knowledge and pure service of

God; he trusted to the innate force of

truth and to the energy of his will, that

tiiey would repress, if they could not

eradicate, the folly and error of his wife's

religious notions. His prudence and his

wisdom seem to have effected what would

almost appear hopeless; we see nowhere

in his domestic affairs a tendency towards

paganism; in giving names to his sons

he employs both times the name of Elo-

him; and when his father arrives in

Egypt, there appears between them no

alienation, no difference of opinions.

46—*». The first part of Pharoah's

dream began at once to be realised. The

soil yielded enormous harvests, and in ac-
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thirty 3'ears old when he stood before Pliaraoh, king of

Egypt.—And Joseph went out from the presence of Pha-

raoh, and went throughout all the land of Egypt. 47.

And in the seven years of plenty the earth brought forth

in heaps. 48. And he gathered up all the food of the

seven years, which were in the land of Egypt, and laid up

the food in the cities ; the food of the field, which was

round every city, he laid up in it. 49. And Joseph piled

up corn as the sand of the sea, very much, until he ceased

numbering; for it was without number.— 50. And to

Joseph were born two sons before the years of famine

came, whom Asenath the daughter of Poti-pherah, priest

cordance with Joseph's directions, stores of

corn, infinite and numberless, were piled up

in the cities. Perhaps no nation was so

fond of wi-iting down everything as the

Egyptians ; on the monuments we seldom

fail to discover some officer or servant with

his writing materials, engaged in taking

minutenotesofthc proceedings delineated;

the account-books of private individuals

were generally as exact and voluminous as

the public archiA"eswere complete and cir-

cumstantial ; and in the various departments

of the house and the field, and in the trades

and manufactures, the same care was ex-

hibited. Now, the corn was so plentiful

in the seven years of abundance, that the

Egyptians, though generally accustomed

to keep regular accounts ofthe sheaves, be-

came weary of numbering them; and they

contented themselves with piling up the

corn " like the sand of the sea."—The aston-

ishing increase of Egyptian corn in ancient

times has lately received a very curious

and unexpected confirmation. Five grains

of wheat, found in an old Egyptian tomb,

were, in France, sown in 1849, and the

first year is said to have given a yield

of 1,200 for 1. In 1853, comparative ex-

periments were made in different parts

of France; some of the seed sown rough

in one half of a field near Morlaix, gave

a produce of 60 for 1, while the ordinary

French corn, in the other half of the

ground, gave 1.*) for 1. When sown grain

by grain in a line, it yielded more than

556 for 1; and these surprising results

induced many agriculturists to secure and

largely to sow the precious grains.

50—53. Joseph became the father of

two sons; but these joyful occasions

awakened within him melancholy remini-

scences : when he surveyed the past, he felt

deeply the sacrifices by which he had pur-

chased his honourable and distinguished

position; he had not only suffered unspeak-

able agony and degradation ; he had not

only been exposed to the imminent danger

of death; but he had been wrested from his

father's arms, torn from tlie fondest associa-

tions which gladden the soul and the heart,

and transplanted into a soil not his own,

thrown among a nation not speaking his

tongue. The birth of his eldest son at last

renewed in him the feelings of his youth;

he saw himself once more in the midst of his

own family; and he began to enjoy again

domestic happiness. And when a second

son wasborn to him, though rejoicing at his

increasing personal felicity, he could not

forget,that he was in aland ofstrangers, and

that Egypt was still to him " the country

of his exile": so deep was his attachment

to his relations; so indestructible was his

love. But as such was the case, it must

be asked with astonishment: why did he

not send to Hebron, to cheer the sorrowful

heart of his aged father by informing him

of his own brilliant station? Did not even

ordinary filial duty demand this course?

However, let us remember the character
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of On, bore to him. 51. And Joseph called the name of

the firstborn Manasseh : For God, said he, hath made me
forget all my toil, and all my father's house. 52. And
the name of the second he called Ephraim : For, said he,

God hath caused me to be fruitful in the land of my
afHiction.—53. And the seven years of plenty which was

in the land of Egj'pt were finished; 54. And the seven

years of fiimine began to come, as Joseph had said : and

the famine was in all the lands; but in all the land of

Egypt there was bread. 55. And when all the land of

Egypt was famished, the people cried to Pharaoh for

bread: and Pharaoh said to all the Egyptians, Go to

and tendency of Joseph's history. It is

designed to teach the wonderful inter-

ference of Divine Providence; to show

that man is carried along, whilst he ima-

gines to guide; and that he suffers, whilst

he means to act. Joseph is everywhere an

instrument for the accomplishment of

Divine decrees, the aim and end of which

had been foretold to him in his early

dreams, which he knew would be realised

in the fulness of time, and which he was

not allowed impatiently to accelerate; he

was certain, that not his brothers, but God
had brought him to Egypt; and to

God, therefore, he left the sole agency

and guidance. — But another reason

made him hesitate to send that joyful

message. It would have compelled him

to raise a terrible accusation against his

brothers ; his father, in regaining one

son, would morally have lost nearly all

the rest ; he would have felt endless tor-

ture at the unnatural tyranny and mean
hypocrisy of those who surrounded him

;

new and deeper wounds would have been

inflicted upon him, when the old ones were

nearly healing; therefore, Joseph trusted

to Time and to the invisible hand of Pro-

vidence to work by imperceptible steps.

These considerations will also serve to

explain the question concerning Joseph's

marriage with the daughter of a heathen

priest. He had been sent to Egypt to ac-

complish there a great mission; he was
selected to devise means for the rescue of

many nations; he felt it his duty to pro-

fit by every circumstance that might

promote this result ; but a marriage with

an humble ^-irgin from the race of Te-

rah would have injured his mission as

decidedly in the eyes of the Egyptians,

as his alliance with the noble daughter of

an influential priest necessarily advanced

it: and Joseph scrupled as little to accept

thehandofAsenath which Pharaoh offered

to him, as the pious Mordecai, many cen-

turies later, hesitated to permit the mar-

riage of his ward Esther with a heathen

king, because she might possibly have been

destined as an instrument of salvation in

a great emergency CEsth. iv. 14).

iiS—.57. When the years of abundance

had elapsed, and the period ofscarcity com-

menced, the provident and comprehensive

arrangements of Joseph were recognised

in all their adrairablewisdom. Famines in

Egypt are not without example; and histo-

rianshave furnished us with fearful descrip-

tions of the horrors which they brought in

their train. But it is certainly more than un-

usual, that in that blessed land, where the

Nile rises almost with the necessity of a

natural phenomenon, producing the richest

fertility and plenty, scanty crops sliould

follow for seven successive years; it is in-

deed still more remarkable, that the same

calamity should, during the same period,

occur '* in all countries" (ver. 54), or " on

the whole surface of the earth" (ver. 56);

for these words utterly exclude the inter-
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Joseph; what he saith to you, do. 56. And the famine

was over all the face of the earth. And Joseph opened all

the storehouses in which there was corn^ and sold it to

the Egyptians: and the famine became great in the

land of Egypt. 57. And all countries came into Egypt

to Joseph to buy corn) for the famine was great in all

countries.

pretation, that the drought was limited to

the countries adjoining Egypt, as Nubia,

Arabia, and Syria; it is, further, strange

and surprising, that the harvest of one year

of abundance in Egypt should be sufficient

for the subsistence of all the inhabitants of

the earth during the same time: yet in

dwelling upon these and similar diificul-

ties, we must remember, that they escaped

the author of the Pentateuch as little

as the modern critics ; but that it was his

intention to introduce extraordinary and

miraculous occurrences, which naturally

evade the test of a critical analysis; since

it was only by the prediction and realisa-

tion of some unusual event, that the inspi-

ration and prophetic gift of Joseph could

be displayed (comp. 1. 24, 25, and on xlvii.

13-27).

CHAPTER XLII.

1. And Jacob saw that there was purchase of corn

in Egypt; and Jacob said to his sons. Why do you

look one upon another? 2. And he said. Behold,

1—IW. More than twenty years had

elapsed since Joseph's separation from

his famil}'; and during this long interval

one domestic incident only is recorded to

have occurred in the house of Jacob (ch.

xxxviii.); the centre of the scene lies no

more in the tents of the father, but in

the palaces of the son; and the events

take a character so exclusively Egyptian,

that we should fear to lose sight entirely

of the further destinies of the aged pa-

triarch, did not the skill hitherto displayed

in the narrative afford us the guarantee

that the connection between the past and

the future will not be unnaturally broken

off, and that the discrepancy of the pre-

ceding history will be fully reconciled.

But instead of dilating upon what must

be obvious to every reader at first glance,

we deem it preferable to give a few com-

prehensive outlines regarding the internal

organism of the tale, to point out the

doctrines which it enshrines, and to show

the art, the surprising unity, and the

thoughtful depth of the composition. The

two following chapters are, of course, also

included in this sketch.

The most striking feature in Joseph's

conduct is its duplicity. On the one hand,

he treats his brothers not only harshly, but

cruelly and liearilessly. As soon as he

recognises them, his natural quickness of

determination suggests to him a line of con-

duct which he pursues with almost inexor-

able consistency. His first care was to de-

ceive them about his identity. Togain this

end, it was, above all, necessary that they

should believe him to be an Egyptian ; he

endeavoured, therefore, strictly to maintain

the Egyptian colouring; and in this he suc-

ceeded in an eminent degree. He is almost

more Egyptian than the Egyptians them-

selves; he acts not only in accordance with

their manners, but imitates their character
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r have heard tliat tliere is purchase of corn in Egypt:

go down thither, and 1)uy corn for us from there;

that Tve may live, and not die. 3. And Joseph's ten

brothers went down to buy corn in Egypt. 4. But Ben-

jamin, Joseph's full brother, Jacob did not send with his

brothers; for he said, Perhaps a misfortune might befall

with niarvellons accuracy ; lie receives his

brothers with suspicion, which is so pro-

minent acharacteristic of the Egyptians in

their intercourse with foreigners; he calls

them spies intent upon exploring the weak-

ness of the land ; he enquires curiously into

their domestic affairs; he swears repeat-

edly by the life of Pharaoh; he is arbi-

trary and despotic; he is not ashamed of

irrational and absurdly illogical conclu-

sions; for he whimsically proposes to con-

sider it a proof of the brothers' honesty,

if they bring Benjamin with them, or else

they are impostors and traitors of the

land; with truly Pharaonic self-will, he

throws them into the dungeon, and re-

lepses them without enquiry or examina-

tion, but retains one of tliom; he treats

with them through the medium of an

interpreter; he does not eat with them at

the same table, places the Egyptians also

at a separate board, and sends from his

scat the viands to the brothers; he does

not recline, but sits at dinner; he assumes

the pompous authority of an Egyptian

sage, and speaks with the haughty grandi-

loquence of an Egyptian prince; he pre-

tends to know what is secret; he prophe-

sies from a sacred goblet; and declares

the attempt at deceiving him, the omni-

scient soothsayer,an arrogant infatuation.

So great exertions does he make to ensnare

his brothers. But this mask is only a

means for carrying out his plans without

impediment; and he plays his part with

a mastery which does as nmch credit to

his head as it seems to disgrace his heart:

he receives and addresses his brothers with

an unbrotherly vehemence ; he overwhelms

them from the commencement with ap-

prehension and terror; he remembers his

dreams, sees them realised, and apparently

wishes to enjoy his triumph with cold

and selfish gratification; he attacks his

brothers with the formidable accusation of

high-treason; he seems to delight in their

anguish; and when they preserve suffi-

cient self-possession to attempt a defence,

and his flat contradictions lose their force

by the calmness of their conscience, he

bluntly cuts short their explanations and

arguments,and commands them with impe-

tuous protestations to bring their youngest

brother before him. Without awaiting their

reply, he incarcerates them; leaves them

in agonizing uncertainty for three days;

and then, cruelly binding Simeon before

the eyes of the otlicrs, dismisses the latter

to Canaan. He throws them into new

consternation h\' making them appear em-

bezzlers of the royal treasury. At their se-

cond visit to pjgypt, he excruciates them

with fear by sending them into his palace

without informing them of his intentions;

and instead of at last concluding the cold-

hearted play at the repast prepared for them,

he devises a new stratagem with almost

demoniac cruelty. Knowingthat thehcarts

of his brothers arc set upon Benjamin's

welfare, he wishes to retain him alone;

and he caiTies his unfeeling tyranny so far,

that he drives Judah, who had pledged

himself for Benjamin's safety, to the ut-

most extremity of manly boldness.

But these traits are, on the other hand,

mixed with features of a very different

nature : together with his roughness, Joseph

exhibits such unmistakeable symptoms of a

sympathising heart, that we are obliged to

pause, and to seek a clue to his enigmatical

conduct : he cannot suppress his tears when

he sees the repentance of his afflicted

brothers and hears the confession of their

guilt; he is compelled to turn away from

them, to conceal his overwhelming emo-

tions (ver. 24); he orders provisions to be

G G
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him. 5. And the sons of Israel came to buy corn among
those that came : for the famine was in the land of Canaan.

6. And Joseph was the governor over the land, it was he

who sold corn to all the people of the land; and Joseph's

brothers came, and prostrated themselves before him with

their faces to the ground. 7. And Joseph saw his brothers,

gratuitously given to them for the journey

;

he cannot bear the thought of accepting

money from them for the necessaries of

life, and makes thus his official duty sub-

servient to the impulse of his heart; his

fervent and almost passionate love for his

father and for Benjamin, breaks forth in

nearly every part of the transactions; he

has scarcely seen Benjamin, when he orders
tlie brothers to be conducted into liis house

;

he instructs his steward to treat them

mildly, and to calm their anxieties; he

speaks to them with heart-winning cor-

diality; his feelings overpower him; he is

obliged to hasten into another apartment,

to soften by tears the vehemence of his

affection; "he retrains himself, till he is

unable to refrain himself any longer"; and

he makes himself known to his brothers

with the most loving, the most touching

tenderness.

This remarkable duplicity, irreconcile-

able as it may appear at first glance, is

perfectly explained, if we survey Joseph's

history as a whole.

The brothers had committed against

him a great and unnatural sin ; adequate

punishment necessarily awaited them; —
and Joseph was chosen to be the judge

and the avenger. He is, to his brothers

the retaliating Providence; he holds in his

hand the rod of justice; and he is com-

pelled to lift it against them. Not without

deep design the text remarks almost at

the very beginning, that he remembered

his dreams (ver. 9): this notice leads us at

once to the proper sphere of the scenes

here developed; for it teaches, that the

folloA\'ing events possess a close and in-

ternal connection with the past; and that

they complete what was before commenced.

ThedreamsofJosepli were a chief incentive

forthe misdeed of the brothers; but,in their

realisation, the crime wasboth punished and

expiated; and lest thereremain any doubt,

the victim himself was charged to dispense

the punishment. Joseph's heart bled, in-

deed, in the exercise of this stern and dire

office; he required the whole strength of

his energetic mind to steel himself against

the impetuous partiality of his feeling: for

it demands tlie Divine Keason, calm, im-

moveable, and justly balancing, to perform

the task of Judge; while the human heart

is inclined to show pity where pity is a

weakness. To the brothers, the mystery of

his person was like the secret working of

Providence ; he appeared to them the imper-

sonation of punishing Justice; their guilt-

laden conscience awoke in his presence

like a tormenting recollection; it raised

aloud the terrible accusation against them

and their iniquitous ofience; they sponta-

neouslj' confessed their trespass before him

;

they were convinced beyond a doubt, that

their present agonies were the deserved

retribution for that wickedness; and so

deeply were they impressed with this sen-

timent, that they believed Joseph's blood

was then demanded back, and that they

feared the infliction of deatli, which, in the

sincerity of their repentance, they thought

they had deserved(vers.21,22). But death

would have been an unjust punishment.

For, on the one hand, they had, in reality,

only sold, not killed Joseph ; and, on the

other hand, they had, by a deep conscious-

ness of their enormous crime, when they

saw their father's outburst of grief, made

the most decided step towards atonement;

" God does not desire the death of the

sinner, but that he return fi'om his way

and live"; and the fact, that their internal

struggle was kept alive during a period of

twenty-two years, to break forth anew on

any occasion, proves the earnestness of
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and he recognised them, but made himself strange to

them, and spoke roughly to them; and he said to tliem,

From where do you come? And they said, From the land

of Canaan to buy corn for food. 8. And Joseph recognised

his brothers, but they did not recognise him. 9. And
Joseph remembered the dreams which he had dreamt of

their contrition : when they fonnd the mo-

ney in their sacks, they exclaimed :
" What

is this that God hath done to us"?(ver.'28);

and when the goblet was discovered in the

sack of Benjamin, Judah meekly observed

:

" Wliat shall we say ? what shall we speak ?

or liow shall we clear ourselves ? God hath

found out the iniquity of thy servants
"

(xliv. 16). But though death would have

been unjustly severe, fear of death, such

as they had made Joseph feel innocently,

was their commensurate chastisement.

But we cannot evade another difficulty.

It seems indisputably clear, that Joseph,

by his obstinate and apparently fanciful

request to see Benjamin in Egypt, almost

designedly tormented his aged father.

Why did he require from him so great a

sacrifice? And was his longing for his

father less strong than for his younger

brother? Why did he, therefore, not de-

mand, that they should both appear to-

gether?

It has been obseiwed before, that Jo-

seph's history is introduced as an integral

part of the life of Jacob; and that from

this reason it commences with the words

:

"These are the generations of Jacob:

Joseph was seventeen years old" (xxxvii.

1 ; see p 409). Now, though Jacob, in the

symbolical struggle with a higher power,

had purified himself from his sins, he had

retained the weakness of visibly preferring

Joseph to his other children; especially

because he was a son of the beloved Rachel,

whom he called emphatically his wife

(ver. .38 ; xliv. 27 ) ; and it was partly for

that injustice and imprudence that he had

so severely been punished with the loss of

Joseph (see p. 410). But so far from be-

ing corrected by this misfortune, he now

clung with still gre.iter ten.acity to Benja-

min, Rachel's second son, loving him with

an ardour which left him but little affection

for his other sons; for him alone he feared

danger on the journey to Egypt; he

pleaded his tender age, although he was

at least thirty years old, and appears, in

the following year, as the father of ten

children (xlvi. 21); he trembled at the

possibility of an accident that might befall

him; and if Benjamin were taken from

him, he apprehended that liis old age

would, in grief and sorrow, sink into the

grave. But still more; when Simeon was
kept fettered in Egypt, and Jacob could

save him by sending Benjamin, he refused

it long, and with the most violent pro-

testations of pain; he seemed almost in-

different to the fate of his second son; his

firstborn, Reuben, proposed to leave his

sons as pledges, but Jacob declined tlie

offer; and it was only when Judah, with

irresistible energy, urged tliat by these

refusals they were all exposed to the dan-

ger of perishing by starvation, and he him-

self became a surety for Benjamin's life,

that Jacob consented, though with expres-

sions of heart-rending despair (xliii. 14).

Such deep root had that blameable weakness

taken in Jacob's mind. It was necessary

that it should be eradicated; this alono

was wanting to complete his moral edu-

cation: and Joseph was again destined to

exercise this function; he was once more
the medium of the dispensing justice of

God. It must not be deemed surprising,

that the son was chosen to reform the

father: Joseph had, in this instance, an

exceptional right; that fault of his father

had kindled the hatred of the brothers,

had brought him into danger of death, and

thrown him into servitude and imprison-

ment. When he, therefore, did not see

Benjamin among the brothers, his suspicion

was at once awakened; his questions eli-

G G 2
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them, and said to them, You air spies ; to see the nakedness

of the land you are come. 10. And they said to him, No, my
lord, but to buy corn for food are thy servants come. 11.

We are all one man's sons; we are true ^neti ; thy servants

are no spies. 12. And he said to them, No, but to see the

nakedness of the land you are come. 13. And they said,

Thy servants are twelve brothers^ the sons of one man in

the land of Canaan: and, behold, the youngest is this day

cited information which soon banished

fvery doubt (comp.xliv.20) ; and what the

answers did not reveal, was inferred by his

shrewdness and penetration. Now, as in the

treatment of the brothers, so with regard

to this point also, his resolution was form-

ed with unhesitating rapidity. He Insisted

upon Benjamin's journey to Egypt, and

demanded it with inexplicable vehemence;

but what necessarily appeared to the bro-

thers despotic arbitrariness, was, in reali-

ty, the result of a wise plan and profound re-

flection : he desired, that oneoftheir number

should go to Canaan to bring down Benja-

min; but all rejected this demand with in-

dignation and abhorrence ; for none dared

to propose it to Jacob; and they preferred

perpetual incarceration. This firmness on

the part of the brothers, was to Joseph an-

other corroboration that his conjectures re-

garding the undue predilection of Jacob

in favour of Benjamin, were but too well

founded; and he considered it his duty to

persevere in hisdemand with the greater de-

termination. After three days, he dismissed

nineof the brothers, and kept back Simeon

alone; for he wished to ascertain, if his

father was niore afflicted by apossible acci-

dent of Benjamin, than by the real misery

and lasting servitude of Simeon ; it was

necessary totest, if partiality still disturbed

the equipoise of Jacob's love: and, hence,

Joseph was severe almost to relentlessness.

But Jacob was at last compelled to yield

to the force of circumstances; though his

heart seemed to break, he tore Benjamin

from his fond embrace, and confided him

to the faithful care of Judah. He finally

conquered himself; he achieved the crown-

ing victory over the weakness of his nature

;

Jacob was at length entirely Israel; his in-

ternal training thus reached the last stage;

sin, repentance, and punishment had suc-

ceeded each other; the fourth and happiest

period of his life, undisturbed enjoyment

and peace, then awaited him. Eleven of his

sons returned to Hebron, and surprised

him with the report of the life and distin-

guished eminence of the twelfth: for only

after he had obtained that triumph over

himself, was he woithy of receiving such

clieering intelligence; then only he was

permitted to rise from the deepest distress

of the soul to its purest felicity.

But we may be allowed briefly to advert

to the usual explanation of this part of our

narrative. It is asserted, that Joseph's

object in demanding the presence of Ben-

jamin, was to prove the brothers, and to

convince himself, whether they would treat

Benjamin, the father's cherished favour-

ite, with the same vile jealousy which they

had displayed against himself twenty-two

years since; whether their hearts were still

filled with envy; and whether, therefore,

tliey deserved to obtain his pardon. But

this view is open to important objections.

First, evenits advocates admit, that Joseph,

perfectly at variance with his natural saga-

city, would thus have ventured on a most

dangerous experiment, possibly imperilling

the life of his beloved brother, and loading

upon himself a heavy guilt of conscience.

But, secondly, that experiment would have

been entirely superfluous. A total change

in the sentiments of the brothers, is abun-

dantly evident in every part of the recorded

transactions. They are so far from jea-

lousy, that they truly vie with each other in

devoted love; they pledge themselves for

Benjamin's safety with their own lives aiid

those of their children ; they have no other
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Avirli our father, and one is no more. 14. And Joseph

said to them, That is what I spoke to you, saying, You are

spies: 15. Hereby you shall be proved: by the life of

IMiaraoh, you shall not go forth hence, except your

youngest brother come hither. 16. Send one of you, and

let him fetch your brother, and you shall be kept in

prison, that your words may be proved, whether there be

ainj truth in you : or else, by the life of Pharaoh, surely you

dcsircbut that ofrcmoviug every grief from

tlieir aged fatlicr, and of protecting their

youngest brotlier; they even express their

coutritiou about their past crime, with

touching words, in the presence of Joseph

;

and Joseph understands their speech; af-

fection, resignation, honesty, and fervent

]Mcty, seem alone to reign in their hearts;

all this was clearly perceived by Joseph,

and strikes still more forcibly every reader

of this beautiful tale. And suppose the

brothers had succumbed in the trial ? How
could Joseph later meet his father? Or

would he, in that case, for ever have re-

nounced thchappiness ofseeing him again ?

IIow could he ever recover the peace of his

heart? It is, in fact, impossible, that he

should have intended to test his brothers.

After these general remarks, a brief ex-

position of the individual parts of this sec-

tion will be sufficient.

The accusation of spying with which

Joseph received his brothers, is certainly

not unusual in the East. It has been a

fruitful source of vexation and annoyance

even to modem travellers; and is not un-

frequcntly made the pretext for violent

extortions. But the feai" of stratagem and

treachery is natural in countries where de-

fence and fortification are either diffiftult

or impossible; and guests from Canaan

were not likely to be surprised to hear

such a charge from the lips of an Egyptian

dignitary^ for Egypt was, during a very

long period, from the east and north-east,

exposed to hostile attacks and invasions;

the boundaries of the land were uncertain

;

and the deserts and mountains on the

eastern side, facilitated the daring schemes

of conquering tribes.—Joseph was as ac-

tive as he was wise; his elevated station did

not tempt him to indolence or effeminacy

;

anxious to prevent the avaricious oppres-

sionsandarbitrary dealings of subordinate

otficials, he personally superintended the

sale of corn at least in the capital of the

realm ; his interest was, no doubt, doubly

e.xcited by the arrival of strangers from

Canaan, the abodeof his family; and when
he recognised his brothers among the pur-

chasers, what was more natural than that

he should at once treat with them directly

without the intercession of an inferior func-

tionary? There is, then, nothing surpris-

ing in the circumstance that Joseph, the

grand-vizier of Egypt, " should transact

business with simple tradesmen from Ca-

naan."—Determined to torment and to ha-

rass his brothers, he exclaimed :
" By the

life of Pharaoh, you shall not go forth

hence, except your youngest brother come
hither" (ver. 15). Men naturally swear by

what they regard as most powerful, most

precious, or most sacred. In despotic coun-

tries, therefore, where the king is not only

the sum total of worldly power, but ge-

nerally surrounds his person with divine

authority, and where he is worshipped

rather than served ; the most solemn oath

is that taken by the head, or the life, or

the hearth and throne of tlie monarch : a

violation of such profession is considered

the most criminal form of high-treason, in-

volving a manifest contempt for the most

binding political and religious duties;

and hence death was its irrevocable pe-

nalty'. Not the eastern nations alone

swore, as they swear still, by the life of

the king; the Romans also, in the time

of their moral and political degradation,

took the oath per genium principis; and

that atrocious monster, Caligula, put to
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are spies. 17. And he put them all together in custody three

days.—18. And Joseph said to them on the third day, This

do, and live; for I fear God : 19. If you are true men^

let one of your brothers be imprisoned in the house of

your custody; and you go, carry corn for the famine of

your houses : 20. But bring your youngest brother to

me; then will your words be verified, and you shall not

die. And they did so. 21. And they said one to another.

We are verily guilty concerning our brother; for we saw

the anguish of his soul when he implored us, and we
would not hear; therefore is this distress come upon us.

22. And Reuben answered them, saying, Did I not say to

you, saying, Do not sin against the child, and you would

not hear? Therefore, behold, his blood is required. 23.

And they knew not that Joseph understood them ; for an

interpreter was between them. 24. And he turned away
from them, and wept; and he came back to them, and

spoke to them, and took from them Simeon, and bound

death persons for having omitted to em-

ploy it: whereas the usual oaths among

the Hebrews were " by the Lord the Most

High" ; by the covenant of God (xxiv. 2)

;

by the love of the parents; by the help of

the Lord; by the eternity of God and the

life of the soul; or "as the Lord liveth

who gave us this soul" ; which expressions,

s'.iowing more clearly than elaborate dis-

sertations, what the Hebrews prized,

loved, and feared most, are a beautiful

proof of the purity of their notions, and

the earnestness of their thoughts. But it

is not surprising that the Hebrews con-

firmed an energetic declaration by invok-

ing the life of the person to whom it was

addressed.—The oath or protestation " by

the life of the king" remained for millen-

niums later customary in Egypt.

18—24:. When the brothers, after

their imprisonment, were again brought

before Joseph, he astonished them by

exclaiming that he feared God. They
might well wonder that the governor of

Egypt, the land of animal worship, should

know and revere the only God of the

Hebrews; but a mysterious spell sur-

rounded the remarkable individual who
inspired them with unaccountable awe;

and that declaration at once opened their

hearts and their lips to a soul-stirring

confession of their guilt.— Simeon was

bound; for it is not unlikely that he, the

man of violence and blood, the rutlilcijs

plunderer of Shechem, had taken a pro-

minent part in the barbarous deed com-

mitted at Dothan; whereas it would have

been a glaring wrong to detain in prison

the elder Keuben, who, by his prudent

interference, had averted the murder of

Joseph; who had offered his own two

sons as pledges for Benjamin's safe re-

turn; and who now, in the very presence

of Joseph, pathetically reminded the bro-

thers of his ineffectual efforts to save

him from their malice. It has been asserted

that Joseph was afraid to lay his hand on

Keuben, because the person of the first-

born was inviolable; but priority of birth

alone would not have shielded him.

Though primogeniture had its privileges,

it had its duties also. Had he been as

wicked as his brothers, he would have

been the must culpable of all : the accident
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liim before their eyes.—25. And Joseph commanded to fill

their utensils with corn, and to restore every man's money
into his sack, and to give them provisions for the way

;

and thus was done to them. 26. And they lifted their

purchased corn upon their asses, and departed thence.

27- And when one of them opened his sack to give his ass

provender at the halting-place, he saw his money; for,

behold, it was in the mouth of his bag. 28. And he said

to his brothers. My money hath been returned ; and, behold,

it is in my sack : and their hearts failed them, and they

turned with trembling one to another, saying. What is

this that God hath done to us?—29. And they came to

Jacob their father, to the land of Canaan, and told him all

that had befallen them, saying, 30. The man, who is the

lord of the land, spoke roughly to us, and took us for spies

of the country. 31. And we said to him. We are true

me?! ; we are no spies: 32. We are twelve brothers, sons

of our father ; one is no more, and the youngest is this day

of birlli did not blindly decide among the

Hebrews; Jacob was preferred to Esau,

because he was more spiritual in his

thoughts and aiius; and Reuben himself

lost the prei'ogatives of tlie firstborn, be-

cause he had polluted the sanctity of his

house (comp. on chap, xlviii.).

24—28. Whether Joseph had a right,

from personal considerations, to deprive

the royal exchequer of the money Avhich

he returned in the sacks of the brothers, or

whether he obtained the permission of the

king, or reimbursed the amount from his

private property, are questions which the

text evidently evades, in order to show

the strength of Joseph's feelings, which, in

this instance, perhaps overruled his reason

;

he could not master his repugnance to ac-

cepting payment for the staff of life from

the members of his family ; and he adroitly

made this sentiment subservient to his

plans for terrifying the brothers: in no

deed, therefore, is the duplicity of his con-

duct more strikingly obvious.—Tiie bro-

thers came to Egypton asses, aslater Moses

and his family (Exod. iv. 20). Modern

critics have declared this notice to possess

very little probability, as the Egyptians

abhorred asses, on account of their colour.

But this assertion is completely over-

thrown by tlie monumental records.

Asses are very frequently and very nu-

merously represented; the Egyptian spe-

cies is notoriously one of the most ex-

cellent and valuable; for asses thrive best

in dry regions, and rain is extremely rare

in Egypt ; almost every Egyptian possessed

some of those most useful animals, and

employed them for various domestic and

agricultural purposes (comp. Exod. ix. 3).

They were certainly, in a religious sense,

considered as unclean, and were, therefore,

usually employed for sacrifices offered to

the evil demon, Typhon; but as this did

not render them so abominated as to ex-

clude their extensive breeding in Egypt,

it cannot be surprising that strangers

from Canaan should use them at occa-

sional visits (see on Exod. pp. 57, 111).

2«> — 3-4. As the brothers returned

without Simeon, they were compelled at

once to communicate to Jacob, not only

the inhospitable reception which they had

experienced at the iiands of the severe
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with our father in the land of Canaan. 33. And the man,

the lord of the country, said to us, Hereby shall I know that

you are true men ; leave one of your brothers here with

me, and take food for the famine of your households, and

go; 34. And bring your youngest brother to me: then I

shall know that you are no spies, but that you ai^e true

men; I shall deliver to you your brother, and you may
trade in the land.— 35. And when they emptied their

sacks, behold^ every man's bundle of money was in his

sack : and when both they and their father saw their bundles

of money, they were afraid. 36. And Jacob their father

said to them, You have bereaved me of my children

:

Joseph is no more, and Simeon is no more, and you will

take Benjamin away: all this cometh upon me, 37. And
Reuben said to his father, saying, Thou mayest kill my
two sons, if I do not bring him to thee : deliver him into

my hand, and I will restore him to thee. 38. And he

said, My son shall not go down with you ; for his brother

is dead, and he alone is left to me: if an accident befall

him on the way in which you go, then you will bring

down my grey hair with sorrow into the grave.

ruler of Egypt, but also his imperious de- that circumstance as decidedly ominous,

mand with regard to Benjamin — a re- since it clearly seemed to prove the ill-will

quest which they knew would vehemently of the Egyptian officials ; and now at last

afflict their father, and which they gladly fearing for the life of Simeon, he was deter-

would have withheld as long as possible. mined not to risk that of Benjamin. In the

Whether they really concealed from him violence of his sorrow, he addressed to his

the fact of their unjust imprisonment to sons the almost prophetic words: "you

save him an unnecessary pang, or whether have bereaved me ofmy children"; he con-

it is only omitted in the brevity of the sidered Simeon as no less irrevocably lost

narrative, we have no grounds for decid- than Joseph; yet he pertinaciously i-efused

ing: but this neglect certainly does not to adopt the only course by which he could

imply a contradiction. It might, further, reclaim the former. Reuben, again actuated

appear that the brothers told Joseph by true and brotherly love, and wishing

spontaneously of their father and their to save Simeon, offered his two sons as

youngest brother (ver. 11); whereas it is guarantees for Benjamin, and with almost

evident, from a later part of the narrative, exaggerated ardour, permitted them to be

that they did so only on the express and killed unless he fulfilled his pledges. But

decided interrogation of Joseph (xliii. 6, Jacob did not accept the proposal; his

7). heartfelt for his younger son only; and

35—3S. When Jacob saw the money in he exclaimed, in bitter agonies, that he

the sacks of his sons, his most serious ap- would never survive his death or his

prehensions were roused; he considered injury.
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CHAPTER XLIII.

1. And the famine ivas heavy in the land. 2. And
when they had entirely eaten up the purchase of com
which they had brought out of Egypt, their father said to

them. Go again, buy corn for us for a little food. 3. And
Judah said to him, saying, The man solemnly protested to

us, saying, You shall not see my face, except your brother

he with you. 4. If thou wilt send our brother with us,

we will go down and buy for thee corn for food: 5. But
if thou wilt not send him, we shall not go down : for the

man said to us, You shall not see my face, except your
brother be with you. 6. And Israel said. Wherefore have

you done evil to me, to tell the man whether you had yet a

brother? 7. And they said. The man asked us closely about

ourselves, and about our kindred, saying. Is your father

yet alive ? have you another brother ? and we told him in

accordance -with these words : could we indeed know that

he would say, Bring your brother down ? 8. And Judah
said to Israel his father. Send the youth with me, and we
will rise and go; that we may live, and not die, both we,

and thou, and our little ones. 9. I will be surety for him

;

1—lO. Months elapsed; and the stores we add here a few remarks on the three

which the brothers had brought from other articles.

Egypt were exhausted, while the dearth of The grape-honei/, which tlie Arabians

the land continued. But Jacob persevered call Dibs, and the Persians Dushab, is, ac-

in his blameable partiality for Benjamin, cording to Pliny, a product of art, and

till Judah's powerful and imposing elo- not of nature; for it is prepared from must

quence,representing that all would wretch- boiled down to one third; in this case, it

edly perish by hunger, at last shook him was called by the Romans sirceum or sapa;

from his unavailing lamentations, and but sometimes the must was boiled down
restored hirn to calmness and reason. to one-half only, and then tlie grape-jelly

11—14. Jacob then acting with the same so formed bore the name cfe/'n<<M»j. Ac-
prudence which, about thirty years before, cording to the same atithor, the proper sea-

had urged him to conciliate Esau's anger sonforboilingc?e/r«<«m is the equinox, "on
by presents, charged his sons to take a night when there is no moon ; or, if it is a

of the choicest fruits of Canaan, and to full moon, in the day-time." It was mixed
offer the gifts to tlie austere viceroy of with milk or wine, and employed for pre-

Egypt. The productions specified by him seiwing fruits; the former mixture is called

were balsam, honey, tragacanth, ladanum, by Festus " red drink." Tlie Dibs is still

pistachio-nuts, and almonds. Three of prepared in many parts of Syria and Pa-
thcm have been mentioned before among lestine, especially in the neighbourhood of

those imported into Egypt by the caravan Hebron, and is in great quantitiesexporled

of the Midiauites (see on xxxvii. 25), and into Egypt. Diluted with alittle water, it is
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of my hand thou mayest demand him : if I do not bring him

to thee, and place him before thee, then I -svill have sinned

against thee for ever: 10. For if we had not lingered,

surely we had now returned twice.—11. And their father

Israel said to them, If it is so indeed, do this; take of the

choicest fruits of the land in your utensils, and carry down

to the man a present, a little balsam, and a little honey,

tragacanth, and ladanum, pistachio-nuts, and almonds : 12.

And take other money in your hand; and the money that

was returned in the mouth of your bags, take it back

in your hand; perhaps it ^m5 a mistake : 13. Take also

your brother, and rise, go again to the man: 14. And

may God Almighty give you mercy before the man, that

he may send ^vith you your other brother, and Benjamin:

and I, as I am bereaved, I am bereaved.—15. And the

men took that present, and they took double money in

their hand, and Benjamin; and they rose, and went down

to Egypt, and stood before Joseph. 16. And when Joseph

saw Benjamin with them, he said to the steward of his

house, Bring these men into the house, and kill, and make

ready; for these men shall dine with me at noon. 17. And
the man did as Joseph had ordered ; and the man brought

frequentlvusedinsteadofsugar,orasasub- were the more valued as the kernel, if taken

stitute for butter; and sometimes it is ap- either in food or drink, was believed to

plied to wounds instead of wine. The same strengthen the stomach, and to be aspecific

product is, in the book of Ezekiel (xxvii. against the bite of serpents. The pistachio-

17), likewise mentioned together with trceis,on the whole, neither far-spread nor

balm, and is there stated to have been much cultivated ; but it is most frequent

sent from the land of Israel to the markets in Palestine and Syria, especially around

of Tyre. As Egypt abounds in excellent Aleppo (near the ancient Beroea), in

bee-honey, but was perhaps unacquainted Persia, and so far eastward as Bactria; it

with the preparation of grape-jelly, the was at a late period introduced into Italy

latter was appropriately chosen as a part and Spain, and grows sporadically in

of Jacob's present. Sicily and Calabria. From Affghanistan

The pistachio-tree, the Pistacia vera of the seeds are carried to India, wliere tliey

Linnasus, produces nuts of an oval form, are eaten both by natives and Europeans,

of the size of hazel-nuts, ripening in either uncooked or added to sweetmeats.

October. These pistachio-nuts were, and But the pistachio does not seem to have

are still, a favourite fruit in the east; their grown in Egypt. It thrives best in dry

spicy taste is most palatable to Orientals; and almost rocky soil; it is of very slow

theyare either eaten dry or preserved, and growth; male and female flowers are on

are extensively exported to many conn- separate trees ; and in this, as in several

tries where the tree is not indigenous. They other points, it resembles the terebinth
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the men into Joseph's house. 18. And the men Avere afraid,

because they were brought into Joseph's house ; and they

Siiid, On account of the money that was returned in our

bags at the first time are we brought in; that he may
throw himself upon us, and fall upon us, and take us for

bondmen, and our asses. 19. And they approached the

steward of Joseph's house, and they spoke with him at the

d(jor of the house, 20. And said. Pray sir, we came down
the first time to buy corn for food: 21. And it happened,

w]ien we came to the halting-place, that we opened our bags,

and, behold, every man's money was in the mouth of his

bag, our money in its full weight : and we have brought

it back in our hand. 22. And other money have we
brought down in our hand to buy cornfor food : we do not

know who put our money in our bags. 23. And he said,

Peace be to you, fear not : your God, and the God of your
father hath given you the treasure in your bags : I have

received your money. And he brought Simeon out to

them. 24. And the man brought the men into Joseph's

house, and gave thern water, and they washed their feet;

and he gave provender to their asses. 25. And they made
i^eady the present before Joseph came at noon : for they

The stem is not thick; and attains a productions in ayear ofdearth and famine;

height of twelve to twenty, seldom thirty, and it has been asserted that their intro-

feet. The branches are numerous and duction renders tlie scarcity in Canaan

much divided. The blossoms, which are historically questionable. But it may be

fully developed in April, are whitish, and observed, that almost all of them require

stand together on the extreme boughs in for their growth heat rather than moisture,

grape-like clusters. The shell of the nut and that some develop themselves even to

is odoriferous and of a flesh-colour. The greatest advantage in dry years and in a

kernel resembles that of the almond, is dry soil. Besides, as they are all articles

oily, and green with a red covering. of luxury, stores might have been pre-

The last fruit mentioned is almonds. served from preceding years.

It is scarcely necessary to describe the IS—31. The brothers arrived in Egypt

almond-tree (Amygdalus communis) with without an accident, and appeared before

its profuse snow-white flowers, so beauti- Joseph. They were conducted into his

fully compared with the hoary head of house, where his steward at once astonish-

thc aged man (Eccl. xii. 5). It grows in ed and calmed them by mentioning "their

Syria and Palestine, spreads to Affghanis- God and the God of their father," and

tan, but does not seem to have been restored to them their brother Simeon.

indigenous in Egypt. They familiarised tliemselves witli the

The question, indeed, off'ers itself, how strange thought of being objects of hos-

Jacob was able to ]'rocurc all these valuable i)italily under the inhospitable roof of an
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heard tluit they should there eat a meal. 26. And when

Joseph came home, they brought him tlie present which

was in their hand into the house, and prostrated them-

selves before him to the ground. 27. And he asked them

of their welfare, and said, Is your father well, the old man
of whom you spoke? Is he still alive? 28. And they

said, Thy servant our father z's well, he is still alive. And
they bowed and prostrated themselves. 29. And he

lifted up his eyes, and saw his brother Benjamin, his

mother's son, and said. Is this your youngest brother, of

whom you spoke to me? And he said, God be gracious

to thee, nw son. 30. And Joseph hastened; for his love

was warmed for his brother: and he sought where to

weep; and he entered into his chamber, and wept there.

31. And he washed his face, and went out, and restrained

himself, and said, Set on the meal. 32. And they set on

for him by himself, and for them by themselves, and for the

Egyptian dignitary; and soon the easy

affability with which they were addressed

by the grand-vizier completely banished

their anxieties. But when Joseph saw Ben-

jamin, the sudden vehemence of his feel-

ings threatened at once to destroy the plans

which he had prudently devised for tlie

correction of his brothers ; and he hastened

into another apartment to seek relief by

tears.

34—34. It is known that while many
eastern nations, like the later Greeks and

Komans, during their meals, reclined

on their couches (xviii. 4), the Egyptians

are genei'ally represented as sitting (ver.

33), although they had couches of the

most varied designs and the most elegant

shapes.—The antipathy harboured by the

Egyptians against strangers was prover-

bial; they would on no account consent

to eat with them at the same table; and

Herodotus remarks, in this respect, that no

Egyptian man or woman will use the knife,

spit, or caldron of a Greek, or taste of the

flesh of a pure ox that has been divided

by a Grecian knife; because, as that

author observes, the Egyptians show the

greatest reverence to cows which are

sacred to Isis, whereas the Greeks Avill kill

them ; this was one of the reasons why all

foreign shepherds were a horror to the

Egyptians (xlvi. 34) ; and Moses ad-

vanced, as a pretext for his request, "we
shall sacrifice before the Egyptians ani-

mals which it is in their eyes an abomi-

nable crime to kill ; and they will stone

us." But this was certainly not the

motive for Joseph's separation from his

brothers. Eor the meal was prepared in

his own house and by his own servants; the

dishes were all placed upon his table,from

which he sent portions to the brothers; it

is, therefore, impossible to suppose that

animals held sacred in the district of Jo-

seph's residence had been killed for this

feast. Animal food formed, indeed, a part

of this entertainment (ver. 16); but it is

an assertion which at present scarcely de-

serves a refutation, that the Egyptians

entirely abstained from the use of meat;

for though there was scarcely an animal

which was not held sacred in some pro-

vince, there was, perhaps with the only

exception of the cow, none which was not

killed and eaten in other parts of the land

(see on Exod. p. 108). The reason of the
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EcrA^ptians wlio were eating Avit]i Iiim, by tlieraselves : for

tlie Eg3^ptiaiis cannot eat a nieal wit]i t]ie Hebrews ; for t]iat

/.s- an abomination to tlie Egyptians. 33. And they sat

before liim, t]ie firstborn accordiiif]^ to his primogeniture,

and the youngest according to liis youth : and the men
marvelled one at anotlier. 34 And he sent portions to

tliem from liimself: but Benjamin's portion was five times

as mucli as an}' of the portions of all the rest. And they

dranlc, and were merry witli him.

separation lies in the spirit of exclusive-

ncss rcif^ning in the Egyptian castes.

.Joseph not only sat removed from his

brothers, but even from the Egyptians

who formed his household. Though he

was in every regard an Egyptian, and his

suite probably included persons of high

station, they doubtless did not belong to

the caste of priests into which Joseph, by

his marriage, seems to have been received.

So there were three, and perhaps more,

different tables in the same apartment;

and the Hindoos, in this respect very

much resembling the Egyptians, are so

anxiously careful in their separation, that

the members of one caste abhor to touch

the utensils out of which the individuals of

another caste have eaten.—Joseph, wish-

ing to appear, in the eyes of the brothers,

as possessed of extraordinary and almost

supernatural gifts, totheir utmost astonish-

ment, placed them in the exact order of

their birth; but though by this circum-

stance he might for a moment have dis-

turbed their ease, he soon restored it by his

heart-winning cordiality. He sent to Ben-

jamin portions five times larger than those

served to the rest, which distinction was too

obvious to be mistaken or overlooked bj^the

brothers; for larger shares at meals were

among the Hebrews and other ancient na-

tions a usual mode of showing preference

and marked honour. Joseph wished, in-

dued, to keep his brothers in constant at-

tention, and vividly to impress upon them

that they were connected with him by a

tie at once powerful and enigmatical.

CHAPTER XLIV.

1. And lie commanded the steward of his house, say-

ing. Fill the men's bags with food, as much as they can

carr}% and put every man's money in his bag's mouth.
2. And put my cup, the silver cup, into the mouth of the

bag of the youngest, and the money of his purchase of
corn. And he did in accordance with the word that

1—5. It seems almost an unnatural

callousness on the part of Joseph that he

did not make himself known to his bro-

thers at the repast in his house. He evi-

dently felt uncommon delight in the scene;

he revelled in wonderful recollections and

brilliant anticipations; his sagacions mind

at once perceived the transparent tissue

which connected his dreams with their

marvellous realisation; the wine had open-

ed his lips; yet his heart remained closed

and steeled; and he coldly dismissed his

brothers as if they were total strangers.

However, a scene of recognition at the fes-

tive board would have materially weakened

the effect of his well-devised scheme,
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Joseph had spoken. 3. When mornmg was light, the

men were sent away, they and their asses. 4. When they

had left the city, and had not yet gone far, Joseph said to

his steward. Rise, pursue after the men ; and when thou

overtakest them, say to them, Wherefore have you re-

turned evil for good ? 5. is not this it of which my lord

drinketh, and whereby he surely divineth ? You have

done evil in what you did.—6. And he overtook them, and

he spoke to them those words. 7. And they said to him,

Wherefore doth my lord say these words ? God forbid

that thy servants should do a thing like that: 8. Behold,

the money which we found in the mouths of our bags, we
returned to thee out of the land of Canaan : how then

should we steal out of the house of thy lord silver or

gold? 9. AVith whomsoever of thy servants it be found,

let him die, and we also will be bondmen to thy lord.

10. And he said, Is it now indeed right according to your

words? he with whom it is found shall be my servant;

but you shall be blameless. 11. And they hastened and

I

and it would have destroyed the cha-

racter of his mission, which made liim the

medium of retribution for his brothers.

At the meal Joseph was.in a certain respect,

not their superior but their equal, " they

drank, and they were merry with him";

still more, they were his guests, and there-

fore objects of sacred attention; he would,

under such circumstances, not have been

able to act with rigid justice; the solemn

plan of correction, so grandly commenced,

would have ended in a trifling compromise

;

and from the sphere of Divine thought it

would have sunk into the ordinary circle

of human weakness. Therefore, Joseph

gathered once more all his energy; adopted

measures by which the character of su-

pernatural interference would become

most striking; and assumed more than

ever the appearance of a superhuman

sage. The ancient Egyptians, and still

more, the Persians, practised a mode of

divination from goblets. Small pieces of

gold or silver, together with precious

stones, marked with strange figures and

.signs, were thrown into the vessel; after

which, certain incantations were pro-

nounced, and the evil demon was invoked

;

the latter was then supposed to give the

answer, either by intelligible words, or by

pointing to some of the characters on the

precious stones, or in some other more
mysterious manner. Sometimes the goblet

was filled with pure water, upon which

the sun was allowed to play; and the

figures which were thus formed, or which

a lively imagination fancied it sa,w, were

interpreted as the desired omen : a method

of taking auguries still employed in Egypt

and Nubia. The goblets were usually of

a spherical form ; and from this reason,

as well as because they were believed to

teach man all natural and many superna-

tural things, they were called " celestial

globes." Most celebrated was the magnifi-

cent vase of turquoise of the wise Jem-

sheed, the Solomon among the ancient

Persian kings, the founder of Pcrsepolis;

and Alexander the Great, so eager to

imitate eastern manners, is said to have

adopted the sacred goblets also.

a—I'J. But Joseph, tbough deprived of
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took clown every man his sack to the ground, and opened

ever}- man his sack. 12. And he searched, and began

with the eldest, and finished with the youngest : and the

cup was found in Benjamin's bag.— 13. And they rent

their clothes, and loaded every man his ass, and returned

to the city. 14. And Judah and his brothers came to

Joseph's house ; and he teas still there : and they fell

before him on the ground. 15. And Joseph said to them,

What deed is this that you have done? Do you not know
that such a man as I can certainly divine? 16. And Judah
said, What shall we say to my lord ? what shall we speak ?

or how shall we justify ourselves? God hath found out

the iniquity of thy servants : behold, we are my lord's ser-

vants, both we, and he in whose hand the cup hath been

found. 17. And he said, God forbid that I should do so:

the man in whose hand the cup hath been found, he shall

be my servant : but you go up in peace to your father.

18. Then Judah stepped near to him, and said. Oh my
lord, let thy servant, I pray thee, speak a word in my
his cup, was yet able to divine, and to fix delay, returned to the royal city. As Judah
upon the brothers as the offenders. The had become a surety for Benjamin, he this

latter, not believing in superstitious au- time headed the caravan. Joseph, re-

guries, could value the goblet only in so ceiving his brothers M'ith a speech of cruel

far as it was of precious metal; without, and haughty irony, branded their desire

therefore, adverting to the chief charge of of deceiving his divine infallibility, as a

the steward, they simply protested, that work of folly and infatuation. Now the

as they had honestly returned the money relation between Joseph and his brothers

found in their sacks, it was most impro- had reached the highest point of preter-

bable that they should steal hilver or gold

;

natural mystery ; the one appeared to have

and so certain were they of each other's discovered what lies absolutely beyond

innocence, that they unanimously de- the reach of human knowledge and abi-

clarcd, that he who had committed the lity; and tlie others were overpowered by

theft should suffer death, while all the rest feelings of humble submission. They at-

should be slaves to the vice-roy. But the tempted no reply or excuse; Benjamin

steward, with an affected air of equity, re- did not remonstrate against the disgrace-

proved their impetuosity and exaggera- ful imputation; and Judah, without dc-

tion, observing that, in common justice, nying his brother's guilt, simply referred

the thief alone should be forced to serve the strange concatenation of events to the

as slave, while the others would be re- inscrutable will and interference of God,

gardcd as innocent : for his sole object was who had found out their iniquity.

to separate Benjamin from his brothers. 18—34. But when Joseph firmly in-

13—IJ. Their unspeakable grief when sisted upon detaining Benjamin alone,

the cup was found assumed the violence while the others should at once return to

of mourning; and far from agreeing to their father " in peace," Judah, tormented

the proposal of the steward, they, without as he was by the most bitter pangs and
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lord's ears, and let not thy anger burn against thy servant:

for thou art as Pharaoh, 19. My lord asked his servants,

saying, Have you a father, or a brother? 20. And we

said to my lord. We have a father, an old man, and a

child of his old age, a young one; and his brother zsdead;

and he alone is left of his mother, and his father loveth

him. 21. And thou saidst to thy servants, Bring him

down to me, that I may set my eyes upon him. 22. And
we said to my lord, The youth cannot leave his father

:

for if he should leave his father, his father would die.

23. And thou saidst to thy servants, Unless your youngest

brother come down with you, you shall see my face no

more. 24. And when we came up to thy servant my
ftither, we told him the words of my lord. 25. And our

father said, Go again, and buy us a little corn for food.

26. And we said, We cannot go down: if our youngest

brother be with us, then will we go down : for we may

not see the man's face, if our youngest brother he not

with us. 27. And thy servant my father said to us, You
know that my wife bore me two sons. 28. And the one

went out from me, and I said. Surely he is torn in pieces

;

and I saw him not since: 29. And if you take this one

also from me, and an accident befall him, you will bring

sorrows, could no longer restrain his revolt- city, and affecting pathos. It possesses the

ed sentiments; all the floods of his agi- eloquence of facts, not of words; it is, in

tated mind rushed upon him like a reality, scarcely more than a simple reca-

mighty torrent; the nobleness of his na- pitulation of past incidents; but the selec-

ture stood aghast at the inhuman barba- tion, arrangement, and intrinsic emphasis

rity of the tyrant; but Judah, the lion, of the facts produce an effect attainable

could never degrade his dignity by an only by consummate art. Tlie deep and

outburst of impotent rage; the tempest fervent love of the aged father for his

of his feelings was checked by controlling youngest son, forms the centre, round

reason; and the chaotic confusion of his which the other parts of the speech, the

emotions gave way to manly composure allusion to Joseph, to Rachel, and to the

and lucid thought. Stepping forward struggle of the brothers before their de-

towards the inexorable man, with the parture from Canaan, are skilfully

couran-e and modesty of the hero, he de- grouped. Jacob would never survive the

livered that address which is one of the loss of Benjamin; and if the brothers

masterpieces of Hebrew composition. It returned without him, they would see

is not distinguislied by brilliant imagina- tlicir father expire in agony before their

tion or highly poetical diction; its inimita- eyes. Was this not enough for the fccl-

ble chai-m and excellence consist in the ings of a son? Could Joseph still rc-

powcr of psycholiigical truth, easy simpli- main unmoved? One trait more com-
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down my grey hairs with sorrow into the grave. 30. Now
therefore when I come to thy servant my father, and tlie

youth be not with us, since his soul is bound up in the

youth's soul ; 3 1 . It will happen, when he seeth that the

youth is not ivith us, that he will die : and thy servants

will bring down the gre}' hairs of thy servant our fatlier

M'ith sorrow into the grave. 32. For thy servant became

surety for the youth to ni}' father, saying, If I do not

bring him to thee, then I will have sinned to my father

for ever. 33. Now, therefore, I pray thee, let thy servant

remain instead of the youth as a bondman to my lord

;

and let the youth go up with his brothers. 34. For how
shall I go up to my father, and the youth is not with me ?

lest perhaps I see the evil that will befall m}* father.

pleted tlie victory over his heart. .Tudah

had not words only for his unhappy

father; but anxious to seal his filial love by

the greatest sacrifice he could possibly offer;

hewasready to renounce hishome, his wife

and his children, and for ever to toil in the

drudgery of Egyptian bondage. However,

.Tudah's moderation was not the effect of

rnere helplessness. Almost certain that he

would not be refused as a substitute for

his brother Benjamin, and satisfied if this

request only were granted to him, he was

unwilling to force Joseph's decision ; he

abstained even from touching upon the

chief and most essential question of Ben-

jamin's guilt or innocence; the fact alone

that the goblet had been found in the pos-

session of the latter was to him a cer-

tain proof that the whole embarrassment

was so decreed and designed bv the Lord

:

though he tried to interest the hnmanHy

of Joseph, he did not wish to interfere

with the councils of God;—the grand

doctrine of Divine Providence breathes

through and animates every part of this

narrative, as profound as it is beautiful.

CHAPTER XLV.

1. Then Joseph could not refrain himself before all

those who stood by him ; and he cried, Let every man go

out from me. And there stood no man with him, when

1.—The thrilling tale, having fully

realised all the ends for which it was con-

ceived, and having " vindicated the ways

of God to man," hastens to its conclusion.

Joseph was rejoiced that he at last was per-

mitted to resign the stern office of judge, to

descend from the giddy and frigid height

of superior to be an equal of his brothers,

and to remove at once the worldly and the

moral barriers which had so long sepa-

rated him from his own beloved family.

But. though almost overwhelmed by the

turbulence of his sentiments, his mind was

still powerful enough to command and to

govern them. Should the Egyptian offi-

cials witness the recognition? Should

they hear or infer the crime of his brothers,

and recoil at their ruthless barbarity?

They would have perceived the guilt, but

would have been unable to estimate the

II 11
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Joseph made liimself known to bis brothers. 2. And he

wept aloud : and the Egyptians and the house of Pharaoh

heard it. 3. And Joseph said to his brothers, I am
Joseph; doth my father yet live? And his brothers

could not answer him; for they were confounded before

him. 4. And Joseph said to his brothers, Come near to

rae, I pray you. And they came near. And he said, I

am Joseph your brother, whom you sold into Egypt.

5. And now be not grieved, nor angry with yourselves,

that you sold me hither : for God sent me before you for

the preservation of life. 6. For these two years hath the

famine been in the land : and there are yet five years, in

which there will neither he ploughing nor harvest. 7. And
God sent me before you to preserve for you a remnant on

earth, and to save your lives by a great deliverance.

8, So now it was not you that sent me hither, but God:

and He hath made me governor to Pharaoh, and lord of

atonement; they would have shuddered

at the deed, but have failed to understand

it as a means in the hand of Providence;

their aversion against the foreigners

and the nomads would have deepened

into detestation ; and their presence would

have destroyed all the beautiful prospects

which then filled Joseph's agitated mind.

Absorbed by such thoughts, and, more-

over, reluctant to profane so sacred a

scene by the curious gaze of strangers, he

ordered all Egyptians to leave him.

3—15. After having silenced the first

tumult of his emotions, he at once men-

tioned his name, and abruptly enquired

after Jacob.—The haste with which he

turned to the absent father, almost

forgetting his present brothers, was but too

natural: well aware that, as the instru-

ment of Divine correction, he had tor-

tured the heart of his aged parent by

insisting upon Benjamin's journey; he felt

aprofound delight to be, at length, released

from an ungrateful duty, and an anomalous

position. But the brothers had been as-

tounded and terrified rather than sur-

prised by his announcement; and they

trembled with undiminished awe before

the impenetrable man who had more than

once shown them his severity and his

favour. Joseph, therefore, desirous to

gain their confidence, rose to the highest

ideas which he was conscious of repre-

senting: repeating, witliout disguise or

adornment, the ignominious fact that he

was the brother tliey had so criminally sold,

he entreated them henceforth to banish all

pain and grief at that deed, since God
had turned it into a means of deliverance,

both for them and the heathen nations;

they might, therefore, be consoled by the

reflection, that it was God who had sent him

into the strange land forgreat and benefic-

ent ends, not to remain a slave, but to be-

come the first adviser of the monarch.

He recurs to this idea so emphatically, and

so evidently for the encouragement of

his brothers, as if he intended to assure

them that their crime was atoned for by

the sincerity of their repentance, and to

cheer them with the beautiful doctrine:

" Blessed is he whose transgression is for-

given, whose sin is covered: blessed is

the man to whom the Lord imputeth not

iniquity" (Ps.xxxii. 1, 2).—But then his

tlioughts impatiently returned to his dis-
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all his house, and a ruler tliroughout all the land of

Egypt. 9. Hasten, and go up to my father, and say to

him, Thus saith tliy son Joseph, God hath made me lord

of all Egypt: come down to me, tarry not; 10. And
thou shalt dwell in the land of Goshen, and thou shalt

be near me, thou, and thy children, and thy children's

children, and thy flocks, and thy herds, and all that thou

hast: 11. And there will I nourish thee; for there are

yet five years of famine; lest thou, and thy house/w/^/,

and all that thou hast, come to poverty. 12. And, be-

hold, your eyes see, and the eyes of my brother Benjamin,

that it is my mouth that speaketh to you. 13. And you
shall tell my father of all my glory in Egypt, and of all

that you have seen ; and you shall hasten and bring down
my father hither. 14. And he fell upon his brother Ben-

jamin's neck, and wept; and Benjamin wept upon his

neck. 15. And he kissed all his brothers, and wept upon

tant father; he wished him to live in his

immediate neighbourhood, and considered

it a precious privilege to protect and

effectually to support him. So deep was his

veneration for the man whose eventful

destinies appeared to his clear-sighted

intellect like the bold characters of Divine

retribution.

The residence chosen by Joseph for

his family was at Goshen. This district

of Lower Ejrypt belonged to the most

fertile parts of the land, was eminently

favourable to the purposes of agriculture,

but especially distinguished by rich pas-

tures, and hence highly desirable for breed-

ers of cattle. It was situated in the east

of the Xile, since the Israelites at their

departure from Egypt reached Succoth

without crossing that river, from which,

however, it could not have been distant,

since, in the desert, they bitterly regretted

the want of fishes, which they had eaten

in Egypt "freely"; nor was it far from

the residence of the Pharaohs, from where

it could be easily reached by carriage; in

the east, or rather nor^A-east of it, since

Joseph went up to meet his father at his

arrival from Canaan; whether that resi-

dence was at Tanis, or Memphis, or He-
liopolis. It was also called Barneses, and

included the towns Pithom and Eaamses.

It extended, no doubt, from the vicinity of

the Nile considerably to the east, perhaps

to the borders of the waste tracts; but not

to the desert itself, to which the Hebrews,

in Moses' time, asked permission to pro-

ceed for the performance of sacrifices.

More than this, it is impossible to ascer-

tain, either from Biblical notices or other

sources; as, in fact, the name Goshen is

not mentioned by any independent pro-

fane writer. Nor is it of any value, to

fix at random upon any one district in

the east of the Nile, and to represent

it by a specious and partial description as

the Goshen of Genesis. The "Hill or

Tower of the Jews" (Tell or Turbet el

Jehud), north-east of Cairo, on the Pelu-

siac arm of the Nile, dates unquestionably

from a much later period, probably after

the time of Ptolemseus Philometer, when
Jews again settled in that district. — It

needs scarcely to be remarked that the

pro\'ince of Goshen was not exclusively

appropriated to the small colony of He-

brew.'i settling there under Joseph'sautho-

H II 2
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them: and after that his brothers spoke to him.—16. And
the report was heard in Pharaoh's house, saying, Joseph's

brothers are come : and it pleased Pharaoh and his ser-

vants. 17. And Pharaoh said to Joseph, Say to thy

brothers, This do, load your animals, and go, come to the

land of Canaan; 18. And take your father and your

households^ and come to me : and I will give you the best

part of the land of Egypt, and you shall eat the fat of the

land. 19. Now thou art commanded, this do; take you

carriages out of the land of Egypt for your little ones and

for your wives, and bring your father, and come. 20. And
do not regard your utensils ; for the good of all the land

rity; since, even in the time of the Ex-

odus, after their prodigious increase, it

was inhabited by Egyptians also; for

both are introduced as neighbours, giving

and receiving presents, and as living pro-

miscuously in the same cities, so that the

houses of the Hebrews were to be marked

for the guidance of the destroying angel

(Exod. xii. 23).

J o—31 . Although Joseph was inferior

to Pharaoh only with regard to the

throne, and although he was the go-

vernor, master, and ruler over all Egypt;

he used his power with a moderation

equally honourable to his intelligence and

his character. He was, indeed, certain

that arrangements made by him in favour

of his family would not be opposed or

reversed by the king; and he therefore,

without previous consultation or permis-

sion, accorded to his brothers abodes in

Goshen, in the choicest part of the land

(ver. 10); but he afterwards most judi-

ciously endeavoured to obtain the royal

approbation. Having himself informed

the king of the arrival of his relatives, of

their pursuits, and their possession of nu-

merous cattle ; he took five of the brothers

with him to present them to Pharaoh, and

instructed them what to say at that inter-

view (xlvi. 31—xlvii. 4). The king had

before, of his own accord, promised that

Joseph's family should live in a good part

of the land,without, however, making men-

tion of Goshen (vers. 18,20). The request

of the brothers implied, in fact, a certain

boldness, because in Goshen the cattle of

the king himself was kept (xlvii.6); and it

appears that Pharaoh gave his consent

only after some consideration; for he

addressed the answer not to the brothers

directty, but to Joseph, and with a cer-

tain formality (see on xlvii. 5, 6). How
prudent, and perhaps necessary, the mo-

deration of Joseph was, is evident, not

only from the decided tone of Pharaoh

in giving him the strictest commands witji

the superiority of a master (vers. 17—21),

but from the independent position which

even the other ofiicials seem to have oc-

cupied at the royal court (ver. 16; comp.

1.4—6; xli. 37, 38). Thus disarming

suspicion and jealousy, he could, without

impediment, employ his genius and his

energy in carrying out his great plans for

the organisation of the land: for not his

own greatness, but the mitigation of a

fearful calamity was his aim; and far

from coveting dominion, he never ceased

to regai-d himself as an humble medium

in the hands of Providence (ver. 5; 1. 19

20).

The order of Phai-aoh to send carriages

to Jacob from Egypt, is either based on

the supposition that at that time vehi-

cles for riding were not yet at all known

or employed in Canaan ; or leads to the

inference, that they were essentially differ-

ent from those used in Egypt; or what is

more probabl§, that those sent by Joseph
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of Egypt is yours. 21. And the children of Israel did so

:

and Joseph gave them carriages, according to the com-
mand of Pharaoh, and gave them provision for the way.

22. To all of them he gave each man changes of raiment

:

but to Benjamin he gave three hundred shekels of silver,

and five changes of raiment. 23. And to his father he

sent after this manner; ten asses laden with the good
things of Egypt, and ten she-asses laden with corn and
bread and meat for his father on the way. 24. So he sent

liis brothers away, and they departed: and he said to

them, Do not be afraid on the way.—25. And they went
up out of Egypt, and came mto the land of Canaan to

were considered to have been so remark-

able for elegance and costliness that they

luaiuly contributed to make Jacob believe

the royal elevation of his son (ver. 27 J.

But battle-chariots were in Canaan, as in

other eastern countries, extensively em-

ployed from early times. About the dif-

ferent kinds of Egyptian carriages we
refer to Comm. on Exod. p. 181.

23—24. To seal the reconciliation

with his brothers, Joseph dismissed them

with such presents as are not unusually

given in the east to testify love or respect.

As in wann countries a frequent change

of dress is more a matter of comfort than

of luxury, suits of clothes, var}'ing in

value and richness, in accordance with

the ability of the donor and his regard

for the recipient, are an acceptable gift

offered to welcome guests, or to friends

after a longer separation, and even to

kings as a mark of homage. If Joseph, on

this as on a former occasion, in signally

distinguishing Benjamin by more liberal

presents, appears almost guilty of the

same weakness which he had reformed in

Jacob, it will be remembered, that nature

herself justified him in bestowing a larger

share of affection on his only full brother.

— Anxious to show the fervent love he

bore to his father, instead of offering him

presents on his arrival in Egypt, he sent

him, besides the necessary provisions, ten

camels, laden with every kind of wealth,

unconcerned at the additional burden thus

imposed upon him during a journey suffi-

ciently encumbered in itself.— The bro-

thers, still astonished and overwhelmed,

were about to return to Canaan with

feelings singularly conflicting. They had

indeed to convey to their mourning

father a most joyous and happy message:

but in doing this, they were obliged

at once to confess to him the detestable

crime committed by them against Joseph.

How could they face his look of mingled

reproach and horror? They might well

tremble in depicting to themselves the ter-

rible moment. Joseph, therefore, shrewdly

reading their sentiments, exclaimed, when
tliey were departing, " Do not be afraid

on the way": but he added no other word
of encouragement. By maliciously sacri-

ficing him to their jealousy, they had

sinned against their father also; they were

to atone for it by a scene of the deepest

shame and confusion; and Joseph, who
in more than one respect, represents the

working of Providence, could not wish to

check its justice.

25—28. How, indeed, should Jacob

credit his sons, when they told him of

Joseph's life and greatness, as this

veiy account made it manifest, that

during more than twenty years they had

hypocritically feigned to believe in their

brother's death, and to be ignorant of its

cause? But when, together with their

guilt, he saw their earnest repentance;

when he heard the lofty view taken by
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Jacob their father. 26. And they told him, saying, Joseph

is yet alive, and indeed he is governor over all the land of

Egypt. And Jacob's heart remained cold, for he did not

believe them. 27. And they told him all the words of

Joseph, which he had said to them : and when he saw

the carriages which Joseph had sent to carry him, the

spirit of Jacob their father revived : 28. And Israel said.

It is enough, Joseph my son is yet alive : I will go and

see him before I die.

Joseph of his abduction to Egypt, and

the cordial pardon granted by him to

his brothers (ver. 5); and when he beheld

the beautiful presents and carriages which

they had brought from Egypt : his heart,

so long dead to joy and almost to hope,

once more shook off the habitual torpor

into which it had fallen ; life recovered

its charm ; he seemed born to new vigour

:

but his mind, purified andfreed.at length,

from worldly vanity and weakness,

seemed entirely indifferent to the splen-

dour of the Egyptian graud-vizier, and

agitated only by the fond sentiments of

the father, he exclaimed :" It is enough

that my son Joseph is still alive"! It

cannot escape the attention of the reader,

that henceforth the patriarch is repre-

sented not only as fully prepared for

death, but as rapidly approaching towards

it ; thus even on hearing of Joseph's pre-

servation, he added, " let me go and see

him before I die" (comp. xlvi. 30; xlvii.

9;xlviii, 1, 10); whereas hitherto he had

appeared to dread the thought of the grave

(xxxvii. 35; xlii. 38). He had completed

the third period of his life, atonement by

suffering (see p. 388); he felt reconciled

with God and the deeds of his youth

and manhood; he had borne the yoke of

chastisement; and though he was justified

in expecting a last stage of undisturbed

blessing, he willingly renounced it, having

long since acknowledged the undeserved

abundance of Divine mercy towards him

(xxxii. 11); and being now satisfied with

the peace of his mind, and with the noble

privileges of Abraham's faith (xlvL 1).

CHAPTER XLVI.

1. And Israel journeyed with all he had, and came to

Beer-sheba, and offered sacrifices to the God of his father

Isaac. 2. And God spoke to Israel in the visions of the.

night, and said, Jacob ! Jacob ! And he said, Here am I.

1—9. When Jacob, on his way from

Hebron (xxxvii. 14) towards Egypt,

passed Beer-sheba, destined to form the

southern frontier-town of the future land

of the Hebrews (see p. 286), he imitated

the example of his father and his grand-

father who had there built altars and in-

voked God in prayer (xxi. 33 ; xxvi.24,25).

But his position was at that time much
more calculated to rouse religious senti-

ments than either that of Abraham or

Isaac had been when they worshipped at

the same place. Though on the point of

meeting a beloved son, he might naturally
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3. And He said, I am the Omnipotent, the God of thy

father : fear not to go down into Egypt ; for I will there

make of thee a great nation : 4.1 will go down with thee

into Egypt, and 1 will also surely bring thee up again :

and Joseph shall put his hand upon thy eyes.—5. And
Jacob rose from Beer-sheba : and the sons of Israel brought

Jacob their father, and their little ones, and their wives,

in the carriages which Pharaoh had sent to carry him.

6. And they took their cattle, and their property which
they had acquired in the land of Canaan, and came into

Egypt, Jacob, and all his seed with him: 7. His sons,

and his sons' sons with him, his daughters, and his sons'

daughters, and all his seed, he brought with him into

Egypt.

8. And these are the names of the children of Israel,

feel that his immigration into Egypt with

his whole family was tlie first step to-

wards the realisation of tlie stern prophecy

given to Abraham regarding the sojourn

of his descendants in a strange land

during four centuries, and their merciless

oppression by a heartless nation (xv. 13).

He knew that this prediction applied to

no land more appropriately than to

Egypt, famous for its irrational hatred

against strangers; that Abraham had

been promised to die peacefully in Canaan

(xv. 15); and that Isaac had been forbid-

den to enter Egypt, because the time of

fulfilment had not yet arrived (xxvi. 2

;

see p. 327). He, therefore, having reached

the last town on the sacred soil, paused

once more, and poured out before God
his joy, his gratitude, and his fear. He
felt certainly relieved, when he surveyed

the circumstances under which he ap-

proached the land of the Pharaohs; his

chief guarantee was not the almost unli-

mited, but transitory, power of his son,

nor the deep, but fluctuating, obligation of

the people towards him as their rescuer,

but the express permission of the king in

terms of official authority (xlv. 18— 20).

But how, if the political condition of

Egypt, by some unforeseen event, as, for

instance, by a change of dynasty, should

be so fundamentally altered as to cause

either oblivion or disregard of the old

conventions and pledges? (Exod. i. 8).

Would the sympathy of the people be

sufficient to shield a helpless colony, the

invited guests of a benevolent king,

against the cruelty of tyrannical suc-

cessors? Therefore God appeared to

Jacob, calmed his anxieties, and exhorted

him fearlessly to enter Egypt, where

—

whatever their prosperity or general well-

being— a numerous people would spring

from his sons; and whence, in accordance

with former promises, they would in due

time be gloriously led out to conquer the

land of Canaan (xv. 16). But Jacob him-

self would certainly not see the beginning

of oppression; he would end his days in

happiness in the arms of his favourite

son; and though dying in the strange

country, he would be buried in the land

of promise (comp. xv. 15).—It was con-

sidered a happy privilege to know that

the eyes would, in the moment of death,

be closed by some loving hand, especially

a devoted child; not less than to be bu-

ried by affectionate sons, and in the land,

if not the grave, of ancestors or relatives

(xxv.9; xxxv.29; xhx.29—32; 1.25).

a—2'j. The list of Jacob's family, here

appropriately inserted, offers various and
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Avho came into Egypt, Jacob and his sons : Reuben,

Jacob's firstborn.—9. And the sons of lleuben ; Hanoch,

and Phallu, and Hezron, and Carrai. — 10. And the sons

of Simeon; Jemuel, and Jamin, and Ohad, and Jachin,

and Zohar, and Saul the son of a Canaanitish woman.

—

11. And the sons of Levi; Gershon, Kohath, and Merari.

—12. And the sons of Judah; Er, and Onan, and Shelah,

and Perez, and Zerah : but Er and Onan died in the land

of Canaan. And the sons of Perez were Hezron and

Hamul.—13. And the sons of Issachar; Tola, and Phuvah,

and Job, and Shimron.—14. And the sons of Zebulun;

Sered, and Elon, and Jahleel.—15. These are the sons of

Leah, whom she bore to Jacob in Padan-aram, with his

grave difiScuUies ; but they are of a na-

ture to open a welcome insight into the

pecuUarities of the historical style of the

Bible.

The text distinctly obseo'es, " All the

souls of the house of Jacob that came into

Egypt were seventy" (ver. 27). The same

statement is as clearly repeated in other

passages (Exod. i. 5; Deut. x. 22). It is,

therefore, scarcely possible to doubt that

this was a historical tradition generally

received among the Israelites. However,

the tenour of the present list certainly

leads to the inference, that the total num-

ber of Hebrew settlers in Egypt was con-

siderably larger than seventy. For 1 . Ja-

cob had daughters (ver. 7); and yet Dinah

alone, known from a former occurrence, is

mentioned in this place (ver. 15). 2. His

sons came ?(7'<A their wives (ver. 2 6), none of

whom is here counted. 3. They had like-

wise daughters (ver. 7); but Serah only,

the daughter of Asher, is introduced.

Further, are these names fictitious and

chosen at random? or which was the

author's source or guide? The reply to

these questions will lead us to a solution

of the difficulty just pointed out.

Our text evidently embodies the chief

famiUes which subsequently became im-

portant or powerful in each tribe; as in

almost all preceding genealogies, the

names are, on the whole, not those of

individuals, but represent divisions or

clans; and if the inti"oduction of Dinah is

explicable from the preceding nairative

(xxxiv.), Serah may later have become

noted in the organization of the tribe of

Asher (comp. Num.xxxvi. 1— .')).

This view is confirmed by a comparison

with the similar list inserted in the his-

tory of the wanderings of the people in

the desert, when the census was actually

taken'(Numb. xxvi. 5—60). The persons

here mentioned appear there as the

founders or heads of families; and the

house of Jacob coiresponds with the

people of Israel. Yet both hsts offer a

considerable number of differences which

but partially admit of a conciliation. 1.

In one case a letter is changed, in another

transposed, and in others omitted or added,

while in one instance a syllable is left out.

(We refer to the larger edition of this

work). These variations are possibly attri-

butable to the inattention of copyists ; and,

therefore, do not necessarily demand the

supposition of two different traditions;

though even the former alternative would

naturally derogate from the critical accu-

racy of the Hebrew text. 2. Some names

here introduced are omitted in Numbers;

while some new ones, not found in our list,

are mentioned in the later portion. This

circumstance may certainly be explained

by the conjecture that these families, ex-

isting in the time of Jacob, had become

extinct in the time of Moses; whereas
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daughter Dinah : all the souls of his sons and his daughters

were thirty-three.

16. And the sons of Gad; Ziphion, and Haggi, Shuni,

and Ezbon, Eri, and Arodi, and Areli.— 17. And the sons

of Asher ; Jimnah, and Jishvah, and Jishvi, and Beriah, and

Serah, their sister : and the sons of Beriah ; Heber, and
Malchiel.—18. These are the sons of Zilpah whom Laban
gave to Leah his daughter, and these she bore to Jacob,

sixteen souls.

19. The sons of Rachel Jacob's wife were Joseph and

Benjamin. 20. And to Joseph were born in the land of

Egypt Manasseh and Ephraim, whom Asenath the daughter

of Poti-pherah priest of On bore to him.—21. And the

others may have been formed since the ear-

lier period. 3. But some names are entire-

ly altered. It is true, that many persons

had more than one name, and that there-

fore the individuals might here be men-

tioned by one, and the families in Num-
bers by another ; that in one instance

the two names are synonymous, and that

in another the one corresponds with

the other in a kindred dialect; and that,

referring to the preceding head (No. .3),

one family might have disappeared and

another arisen in its stead. But it is evident

that all these arguments are artificial ex-

pedients scarcely amounting to more than

a feeble appearance of probability; and

that the impression of the unbiassed

reader is that those differences of the

names imply likewise inaccuracies of

the tradition. 4. This opinion gains still

greater force by the fact, that in some

instances the relative connection of the

families is altered in the two lists: the

descendants of Benjamin especially are

so essentially different in both cases that

no means of conciliation can possibly be

effectual. Not only are two names added

in our list, and there others appear in a

moreorlessraodifiedform:butone,5ecAer,

here mentioned among the Benjamiies

(ver. 21), is in Numbers (xxvi. 35)

counted among the Ephraimites; while

two others (Naaman and Ard) here stated

as sons of Benjamin, are there introduced

as his grand sons (by Bela, ver. 40). It

may here be again observed, with a cer-

tain specious plausibility, that the two

families j ust alluded to (Naaman and Ard ),

independent at the time of the immi-

gration into Egypt, had in the time

of the exodus fallen under the au-

thority of the fraternal family of

Bela; and that Becher the Benja-

mite had become extinct, while a fa-

mily of the same name, but totally

unconnected with it, had sprung up in

the tribe of Ephraim : but those who would

be satisfied with such a light tissue of su-

perficial likelihood, would be opposed by

another difficulty which remains to be con-

sidered. A third list of Jacob's descendants

occurs in the first Book of Chronicles

(chapters ii.—viii.), and it contains devia-

tions not only from our list, but also from

that of Numbers. The most numerous and

decided differences are again found in the

tribe of Benjamin; they there almost

amount to a perfect confusion ; a double

genealogy is given (vii. 6— 13 and viii.

1—40), having but very few points of re-

semblance with the lists under discus-

sion; new names are added, old ones

are omitted, altered, or placed in an-

other relationship with the founder of

the tribe. It may, indeed, be urged that

all these modifications represent as many
internal changes of the Benjamites, quite

natural in the youngest, and therefore
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sons of Benjamin were Belah, and Becher, and Ashbel,

Gera, and Xaaman, Elii, and Rosli, Muppim, and Huppim,

and Ard. 22. These are the sons of Rachel, who were

born to Jacob : all the souls icere fourteen.

23. And the sons of Dan; Hushim. 24. And the sons

of Xaphtali; Jahzeel, and Guni, and Jezer, and Shillein.

25. These are the sons of Bilhah, whom Laban gave to

Rachel his daughter, and she bore these to Jacob: all the

souls were seven.

26. All the souls that came with Jacob into Egypt, that

came out of his loins, besides the wives of Jacob's sons.

most unsettled tribe: but, in admitting

this, we are compelled to the conclusion

that the genealogical lists of the Bible

are national and ethnographic rather than

personal, that they are a form employed

to express the author's views of the con-

sanguinity of the tribes or families, and

that they are generally the result of his-

torical research, or, as in the instance

under discussion, the reflex of the actual

distribution of the Hebrew families in the

author s time. The lists thus lose mate-

rially in their immediate value, since they

have no literal truth; but they gain as

essentially in historical importance : they

are not domestic records, but comprehen-

sive political documents. This fact, so

momentous for the exposition of many

portions of the Bible, and confirmed by

almost all the lists hitherto explained,

is strongly corroborated by the very

difficulties just discussed. It is not the

place here to examine in detail the table

inserted in the Book of Chronicles, as

many of its deviations occur in the sub-

ordinate branches here not introduced;

but it may be observed, that it agrees

much more with the list in Numbers

than with that of this chapter: and

this circumstance adds weight to the con-

jecture, probable in itself, that the list in

Numbers is the more authentic one, be-

cause copied from the real division of the

people; and that, therefore, in cases of

discrepancy, it is of higher authority than

that of Genesis, which is derived from the

more uucertuiu sources of tradition.—To

sum up our estimate on the character of

this genealogy, we remark, that the au-

thor, believing the immigration oi seventy

Israelites into Egypt to be a historical

fact, made up that number by mention-

ing, in addition to the individuals intro-

duced in the narrative, the founders of

the Hebrew famihes existing in his time,

unconcerned or forgetting that thus, in-

cluding the wives and daughters alluded

to by him, but perhaps no more known

by name, the amount became considera-

bly higher than seventy.

The sons are arranged according to

their mothers ; and as the children of the

maids were regarded as those of their

mistresses, the descendants of Zilpah fol-

low after those of Leah, and the ofispring

of Biihah after those of Eachel.

The text remarks the number of Leah's

progeny, or " the sons and daughters" to

have been thirty-three (ver. 15): consi-

dering this distinct statement, it is indeed

a surprising peculiarity of the style, that

thirty- two only are enumerated, and that

as Leah had before died in Canaan

(xlix. 31), Jacob himself is included in

the former number, no doubt with refer-

ence to the introductory sentence, " The

following came into Egypt, Jacob and his

sons" (ver. 8).

38—34.When the patriarch had arrived

in the province of Goshen, named by Jo-

seph as his future abode (xlv. 10), he sent

Judah, distinguished by courage not less

than by ability, to the royal residence, to

announce him to Joseph, and to dii'ect the
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all the souls were sixty-six. 27. And the sons of Joseph,

who were born to him in Egypt, ivere two souls : all the

souls of the house of Jacob, that came into Egypt, were

seventy.

28. And he sent Judah before him to Joseph, to direct

him to Goshen ; and they came into the land of Goshen.

29. And Joseph made ready his chariot, and went up to

meet Israel his father, to Goshen, and he appeared before

him, and he fell on his neck, and wept on his neck a long

time. 30. And Israel said to Joseph, Now let me die,

since I have seen thy face, that thou art yet alive. 31.

latter to that part of Goshen where he had

halted, awaiting his son's an-ival (ver. 28).

On the one hand, his cattle prevented him

from proceeding farther into the land;

and, on the other hand, the filial affec-

tion of Joseph demanded that he should

go to meet his venerable and much tried

father. In the embrace of his son, Jacob

found the sum of all earthly joys still

left to him (ver. 30); and the sight of

his father compensated Joseph for all

his past sufferings, which he had not

ceased to feel, even in the dazzling splen-

dour of his greatness (xli. 52). He then

concerted with his brothers the plan for

obtaining Pharaoh's sanction to their re-

siding in Goshen. His principal argu-

ment was, that in this province they would

be withdrawn from the eyes of the Egyp-

tians, who held all shepherds in abomina'

tion. The pastors formed in Egypt a

considerable portion of the fourth caste, to

which besides belonged poulterers, fowlers,

fishermen, labourers, servants, and com-

mon people. The excellence of the pas-

tures, the salubrity of the air, and the

hereditary descent of the same occupa-

tion from father to son, so favourable

to the accumulation of valuable expe-

rience, combined to bring the breeding

of cattle at an early period to a very con-

siderable degree of perfection; so that,

for instance, the sheep regularly brought

forth lambs, and were shorn twice every

year. Yet the shepherds were deeply de-

spised. Swineherds, almost shunned in

India also, were not admitted in any Egyp-

tian temple, and were allowed to inter-

marry only among themselves. On the

sculptures, pastors invariably appear as

" dirty and unshaven ; and at Beni Has-

san and the tombs near the pyramids of

Geezeh they are found caricatured as a

deformed and unseemly race." To ex-

press their utmost detestation against the

two impious kings, Cheops and Chephren,

who_^ closed all temples and prohibited all

sacrifices, the Egyptians called the pyra-

mids they built not by theirown names, but

by the name of a shepherd, Philition. The
intensecontempt entertained against shep-

herds by a nation worshipping animals is

not less curious than the animal worship

itself; but it may be accounted for by the

fact, that in each district some animals

only were held sacred, while others were

regarded as impure, as for instance the pig,

the slightest contact with which rendered

any one unclean, and obliged him to per-

form an ablutiun in the river; although,

strangely enough, it was in certain seasons

sacrificed to the moon and to Bacchus, no

doubt as an emblem of prolificness; and

on these occasions its flesh was freely

eaten. If we hereto add, that the pastors

were, by their occupation, accustomed to

kill the sacred animals, we cannot doubt

that the aversion borne against them was

of a religious character, though it was

natundly increased by their dependence,

poverty, negligent habits, and consequent

physical and mental degradation. It is

scarcely plausible to ascribe it to "the

previous occupation of Egypt by a pastor
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And Joseph said to bis brothers, and to his father's house,

I will go up, and relate to Pharaoh, and say to him, My
brothers and my father's house, that wei^e in the land of

Canaan, are come to me; 32. And the men are shep-

herds, for they are breeders of cattle; and they have

brought their flocks, and their herds, and all that they

have. 33. And when Pharaoh shall call you, and say.

What is your occupation? 34. Then you shall say. Thy
servants have been breeders of cattle from our youth until

now, both we, and our fathers : in order that you may
dwell in the land of Goshen; for every shepherd is an

abomination to the Egyptians.

race, who had committed great cruelties in common, and complete each other in so

during their possession of the country":

this opinion, based as it is on the uncertain

event of the invasion of the Hycsos, leaves

the fact unexplained why the Egyptians

should have so thoroughly despised or

"abominated" persons belonging to their

own people, and forming a most useful, if

not indispensable, class of society : though

they might possibly, in many districts,

have forced a subjugated tribe or people

to tend their flocks, like a kind of Helots

or Pariahs, and thus the contempt of the

shepherds gradually spreading through

the whole country might have been ex-

tended upon native Egyptians also. Nor

can that animosity be attributed to the

circumstance that the eastern bounda-

ries of the land were constantly infest-

ed and endangered by nomadic shep-

herds, against whom the Egyptians were

always compelled to send armies: such

courage and valour would have in-

spired with respect rather than contempt

a nation among which warriors occupied

the second rank in society; and similar

attacks could scarcely be apprehended

from their own countrymen, settled and

closely controlled in the interior of the

land. Nor is it credible that the love of agri-

culture should have engendered a hatred

against the breeding of cattle, perhaps

supposed to be inseparablefrom savage bar-

barism : for, on the one hand, the Egyptians

were not an exclusively agricultural peo-

ple; and, on the other hand, the two pursuits

referred to have such numerous interests

many respects, that a permanent antagon-

ism between them is unnatural. It appears,

indeed, that some portionsof the Egyptians

entertained more rational and more friend-

ly feelings towards the feeders of their cat-

tle; the inhabitants of the Mcndesian dis-

trict, for instance, honoured the goatherds,

because they worshipped Pan in the goats,

and obseiTed general and public mourn-

ing on the death of a certain he-goat.

—However, Jacob's family was superior

to the generality of Egyptian pastors in

one essential point. While the latter

tended and provided for the herds and

flocks of the rich, the former were them-

selves proprietors of large numbers of cat-

tle, which they kept in accordance with

their ancestral customs. This circumstance,

though insufficient to remove the national

prejudice against the occupation of the

Hebrews, and therefore rendering their

settlement at Goshen or Rameses, "the

district ofshepherds," ad visable,necessai-ily

raised their social position in the eyes of

the Egyptians, who therefore at a later time

did not scruple to enter with them into the

most intimate and unreserved intercourse.

Yet the temporary isolation of the He-

brews could not but be favourable for

their special and peculiar development,

and for the preservation of the purity of

their faith, though, in the lapse of cen-

turies, they,had not moral fortitude enough

to withstand the corrupting influence of

Egyptian idolatry, by which they were

ensnared to a very deplorable extent.
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CHAPTER XLVII.

1. Then Josepli came and told Pharaoh, and said, My
father, and my brothers, and their flocks, and their herds,

and all that they have, are come from the land of Canaan,

and, behold, they are in the land of Goshen. 2. And
from the number of his brothers he took five men, and

presented them to Pharaoh. 3. And Pharaoh said to his

brothers. What is your occupation? And they said to

Pharaoh, Thy servants are shepherds, both we, and our

fathers. 4. They said moreover to Pharaoh, To sojourn

in the land are we come; for thy servants have no pasture

for their flocks; for the famine is heavy in the land of

1—13. In conformity with the plan

devised before, Joseph endeavoured to

obtain Pharaoh's permission for the set-

tlement of his family in Goshen, a district

considered by him both for its position

and its natural fertility peculiarly adapted

for a colony of breeders of cattle. The five

brothers presented by him to the king

distinctly named that province, once more

repeating that their occupation had been

hereditary in their family for generations,

since they regarded this circumstance both

as congenial to Egyptian feeling, and as a

powerful reason for their perfect seclusion

in a separate and agricultur.al district.

Pharaoh, in granting this request, ad-

dressed his reply, not to the brothers, but,

in order to invest it with ofBcial dignity,

to Josei)h, his grand-vizier; though not

so authoritative as on a previous occasion,

it is certainly not less formal; and in

order to manifest his undiminished bene-

volence towards the strangers, he not only

modified his former general permission

by specifying Goshen as that " best part"

of the country where they were to settle;

but he added, as a new favour, his readi-

ness to appoint them his own head-shep-

herds, functionaries of no little influence

in the households of eastern princes, and

deemed sufiiciently important to be enume-

rated among the chief public officials : and

as if once more, and in the very presence

of the brothers, to show the unlimited

confidence he placed in .Joseph's wisdom
and perfect integrity, he committed the

decision to his discretion, certain that not

even the strongest affection for his family

would bias his judgment to the prejudice

of the royal interests. It seems that Joseph

took every precaution to let his brothers

appear as harmless and inoffensive shep-

herds, not likely at any future period to

become dangerous to the safety or tran-

quillity of the state; they were merely

come " to sojourn in the land"; the cause

of their change of abode was exclusively

the want of pasturage in Canaan, as if

they contemplated to return thither after

the expiration of the years of famine; and

they explicitly stated, " we were herds-

men from our youth to this time, both

we and our fathers" (xlvi. 34).—It may
be surprising that only after the inter-

view of the brothers was finished, and had

been attended with the desired result,

Joseph introduced his father separately

to Pharaoh (ver.7). But this circum-

stance is interestingly significant in more

than one respect. The meeting between

the king of Egypt and the representatives

of the future tribes of Israel, was designed

to possess a. public aniS. political character

;

it was intended to show that the privileges

were granted to them in due form; and

Joseph's presence has here a similar im-
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Canaan : now, therefore, we pray thee, let thy servants

dwell in the land of Goshen. 5. And Pharaoh spoke to

Joseph, saying. Thy father and thy brothers are come to

thee: 6. The land of Egypt is before thee; in the best

of the land make thy father and thy brothers dwell;

in the land of Goshen let them dwell : and if thou knowest

any men of ability among them, then make them overseers

over my cattle. 7. And Joseph brought Jacob his father,

and placed him before Pharaoh : and Jacob blessed Pha-

raoh. 8. And Pharaoh said to Jacob, How many are the

years of thy life? 9. x\.nd Jacob said to Pharaoh, The

years of my pilgrimage are a hundred and thirty years :

portance as that of Phichol, the state-

councilior, at the conclusion of the treaty

between the king of the Philistines and

Abraham (see pp.285, 286). But the

interest taken by Pharaoh in Jacob was

purely personal; and as if to express this

in some striking manner, the king, avoid-

ing all allusion to public ma,tters,inquired

after his age (ver. 8): which question, if

indeed trivial, is judiciously chosen, not

only to mark the private character of the

interview, but to elicit an answer full of

interest, and affording another reason why

Jacob was not before presented to Pharaoh.

The patriarch, though far from having

reached the age which had hitherto been

usual in his family, and irrespective of

the rapid decrease of his vital powers,

had, in his mind, concluded his earthly

career: he either dwells with his remini-

scences on the tempestuous and gloomy

past, or he anticipates with his thoughts

the eventful future, either his own death

and burial, or the last prophetic blessings

to be bestowed on his sons and grand-

sons; he has renounced the present; he

has retired from the stage of active life,

and yielded it to his sons, who henceforth

occupy the foreground in the progress of

events; the real " history" of Jacob ceases

with his arrival in Goshen, and that of the

next generation begins: though still for a

while hovering over the scene, he appears

like the herald of remote occurrences,

and like a spirit almost impatiently hnst-

ening beyond the boundaries of Time

to the spheres of Eternity. But though,

from these reasons, his presence would

have been inappropriate, when the politi-

cal and social position of the tribes was

discussed; he was personally an indivi-

dual so venerable, and so important by

the ideas embodied in his life, that it would

have been a serious emission had he not

been brought before the king, to express

his long and varied experience in a few

words equally characterised by melancho-

ly and resignation (ver. 9). It will ever

be a matter of surpassing interest to con-

template the aspiring but crafty Jacob

gradually become the conqueror Israel;

to pursue the phases by which the spi-

ritual birthright, dishonestly wrested from

Esau, was by misfortune, repentance, and

atonement, ultimately deserved and per-

manently maintained; and to consider

that when the season of prosperity at

length arrived, Jacob was unable to enjoy

it, because, though at peace with himself

and reconciled with God, he felt the op-

pressive burden of his past miseries, the

consequence of early sins. — However,

the uncertain wanderings of the Hebrews

were now for several successive centuries

to give way to a more constant mode of

life ; Joseph assigned to his brothers and

their families " possessions" in the land

of Goshen, where their descendants long

resided in undisturbed tranquillity, grow-

inc in numbers ami inwcaltli; till their
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few and evil have tlie years of my life been, and have not

attained to the years of the life of my fathers in the days

of their pilgrimage. 10. And Jatob blessed Pharaoh, and

went out from before Pharaoh. 11. And Joseph made
his father and his brothers dwell, and gave them a pos-

session, in the land of Egypt, in the best of the land, in

the land of Rameses, as Pharaoh had commanded. 12.

And Joseph supported his father, and his brothers, and all

his father's household, with bread^ according to thei)'

families.

13. And tho^e icas no bread on the whole earth; for the

famine ivas very heavy; and the land of Egypt and

very increase and happiness, rousing the

apprehension of tyrannical kings, caused

them to be scattered over all the land of

Egypt, and to commence a period of toil

and wandering, more protracted and

afl3ieting than that endured by the pa-

triarchs.

13

—

'iTI. The narrative, now returning

to the history of the famine, unfolds a

picture of distress and wretchedness, for

which we were little prepared by the pre-

ceding portions. While expecting to see

the people of Egypt encounter the dire

period of scarcity with cheerfulness and

spontaneous gratitude towards their res-

cuer; while hoping to behold the beautiful

spectacle of a great community conquer-

ing the scourges of nature by the wisdom

ofathoughtful legislation, and strengthen-

ed in their religious feelings by the pro-

vidential redemption from a fearful

calamity': we are met by the cries of

agony of a starving population, and find

at the end of the seven years, a happy,

free, and prosperous nation, converted

into a tribe of dependent serfs and pau-

pers, so degraded that they themselves

demand servitude as a boon and a privi-

lege (ver. 25). We are, therefore, com-

pelled to ask, what purpose did the pene-

tration and shrewdness of Joseph serve ?

what advantage did the Egyptian people

derive from his predictions? and what

greater misfortunes could have befallen

them, than those which really happened;

since without Joseph's interference they

would have themselves possessed suffi-

cient com from the years of plenty to

subsist in the years of famine? In what

light have we, therefore, to view his cha-

racter? Does it not, at first glance, ap-

pear despotic, cruel, and heartless, anxious

only for the aggrandisement of the royal

power, but unfeeling for the miserable

condition of the people? Is not his per-

son, hitherto described in so bright and

almost sublime traits, at once stained by

the execrable meanness of sacrificing the

happiness of a nation to subservient syco-

phancy for a tyrannical dynasty?

Some critics, believing that the Biblical

style must not be analysed so rigorously,

have conveniently declined entering into

these questions at all, and have even

taunted the attempt as idle and super-

fluous speculation. They are satisfied

with asserting, that the arrangements

made by Joseph are " essentially the

same which ultimately take place in every

well-regulated empire": but this is far

from being correct; for exactly the con-

trary was the case in the Mosaic constitu-

tion, according to which the monarch was

as dependent on the Supreme King as the

people itself; while every Hebrew citizen

could maintain his hereditary landed

property even against the caprice and ar-

bitrariness of the monarch ; and the

priests, richly endowed in Egypt, received

alone no inheritance.
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the land of Canaan were exhausted by the famme. 14.

And Joseph collected all the money that was found in the

land of Egypt and in the land of Canaan, for the corn

which they bought : and Joseph brought the money into

the house of Pharaoh. 15. And when the money was

spent in the land of Egypt and in the land of Canaan, all

the Egyptians came to Joseph, saying. Give us bread:

for why should we die in thy presence? for the money is

Others findin Joseph's arrangementsno-

thinghut the embodiment of the fact, " how,

by the prudent application of the maga-

zine system, a large population was pro-

tected against hunger, but was obliged to

purchase these benefits by submitting to an

annual ground-rent, which had not been

paid before" : however, our narrative re-

lates facts veiy different from those here

stated ; it speaks not only ofa ground-rent,

but of a people totally impoverished ; of

the loss of all lands; of servitude, and of

transplantation : the change was much

more important, and tlie blame which

evidently falls upon its stern author, of a

much darker dye.

Some, again, strangely enough, sup-

pose that the end of this section is no

other but "to show how Israel's family

lived quietly and comfortably in the land

of Goshen, and vastly increased in num-

bers," while the Egyptians were deprived

of all their property ; or " how great the

benefits were which Joseph conferred upon

his house": but who will find it likely,

that in order to intimate, by an obscure

inference, the domestic well-being of one

family, the author should have minutely

described the revolutions of an empire?

The narrative has, at least, as much im-

portance for the people of Egypt, as for

the house of Jacob; and its tendency is

so entirely political, that it nearly appears

like an episode entire and complete in

itself. Some, therefore, feeling this larger

back-ground, added, that " Joseph's con-

duct was necessary to exhibit the later

ingratitude of the Egyptian kings, who,

forgetting his merits, oppressed the He-

brews." But does this view clear Joseph

from the reproacli of cold indifference to

the interests of the people? Does it not

almost seem, that his own descendants de-

served their affliction as a retaliation for

the wretched lot which he prepared for

the Egyptians?

However, others, seeing the serious de-

fects of Joseph's policy, and anxious to

palliate them, urge that " these financial

measures were not very oppressive, since

a tax of the fifth part was in reality mo-

derate in so fertile a land as Egypt": but

the question is not so much about the

impost of the tax, as about the total loss

of land and all other property; and if the

payment of a fifth part of the produce was

not burtheusome in a period of unusual

abundance, it does not follow that it

was as easily borne in ordinary years;

and, indeed, those scholars are obliged to

add: "it is always precarious to judge

the acts of an official in the despotic East

by the standard of strict and enlightened

morality"! forgetting that the character

of Joseph, represented with almost ideal

purity, in dignity nearly equals that of

Abraham, in integrity surpasses that of

Jacob, and in pious resignation that of

Moses. Some have, therefore, endeavoured

to justify him by the assertion, that he was

not free in his actions, but stood under

the influence of Pharaoh, who selfishly

wished to avail himself of the national

catastrophe for enlarging his own power:

however, this is in direct opposition, not

only with the whole spirit and tenour of

the narrative, which everywhere intro-

duces Joseph as the sole originator of the

policy; but with the explicit statement

of the text: "Go," said the king, who

seems to have freed himself from nil cares

and difficulties of government, " Go to
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gone. 16. And Joseph said, Give your cattle; and I will

give you corn for your cattle, if the money is gone. 17.

And they brought their cattle to Joseph : and Joseph

gave thein bread for the horses, and for the cattle of the

flocks, and for the cattle of the herds, and for the asses

:

and he supported them ^vith bread for all their cattle in

that year. 18. And when that yetir was ended, they came
to him the following year, and said to him. We will not

Joseph; what he will say to you, you

shall do" (xli. 55). It has been urgetl, on

the other side, that Joseph's power was,

after all, too limited to enable him to

carry ont such important plans on his

own account: for he could, without the

king's permission, not invite his family to

come to Egypt, nor assign to tliem abodes

in that country-, nor even bury his fatlier

in Canaan. But all these objections are

fallacious. Joseph had distinctly pio-

mised to his brothers habitations in Go-

^ shen, before lie had in the least commu-

nicated with the king (xlv. 10); and he

was so certain of his power to inter his

father in the sepulchre of his ancestors,

that he at once swore it to him by the

most sacred oath then known in the

family of Abraham (vers. 29—31). Fur-

ther, the final arrangements with regard to

the settlement of Jacob and his sons were

designedly left to Pharaoh himself, that

they might the more strikingly appear as

inviolable pohtical concessions. And,

lastly, even if Joseph's authority should

have been restricted in every other re-

spect, it was certainly unbounded with

regard to the collection of the corn in the

years of plenty, and its distribution in the

years of scarcity ; the office, not before ex-

isting, was expressly created for Joseph

;

and the king left to his unfettered judgment

the remedy of a misfortune which his su-

perior wisdom had foreseen.—Nor is the

reason advanced by others more pro-

bable, that, as Joseph was Pharaoh's

steward, it was his duty to consult his

interests in every way; for this argu-

ment would just admit the charge which

it proposes to remove, and would let

Juseph appear as a narrow-minded cour-

tier unable to rise to large political

views, and as the servant of a grasping

despot, instead of the chief-ruler of a great

people.—The opposite mode of vindica-

tion has been as unsuccessfully attempted

by those who maintain that in fact Jo-

seph's measures proved a great benefit to

the people, because only when the whole

land had become the property of the

crown, a comprehensive and eflScient sys-

tem of irrigation by canals was feasible:

but could the wisdom of .Joseph find no

means of combining a strong government

with reasonable liberty and independence

of the people? Was it necessary to de-

grade in order to maintain them? For
their physical subsistence the Egyptians

were compelled to sacrifice every boon

which distinguishes the citizen and dig-

nifies the man.

After the failure of all these expedients,

there remained but two others possible;

namely, to misrepresent the Hebrew text.

and to interpret it in some arbitrary man-
ner. The former alternative has been

boldly resorted to by Josephus (Ant. IT.

vii. 7): he observes, on no solid authority

whatever, that at the end of the seven

years of famine, .Joseph restored to the

people of Egypt the lands which by right

then belonged to the king, and imposed

upon them only the former tax of the fifth

part ofthe produce ; they were rejoiced to be

again owners of their lands; " and by this

means .Joseph procured for himselfgreater

authority among the Egyptians, and for the

king greater love from his subjects." This

would indeed have been a policy more in

harmony with the general benevolence of

Joseph, though it would have been still

more magnanimous not even temporarily

I I
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hide it from ray lord: but our money is spent; our herds

of cattle also have passed into the hands of my lord ; there

is nothing left before my lord, except our bodies and our

lands: 19. Wherefore shall Ave die before thy eyes, both

we and our land? buy us and our land for bread, and we

and our land will be subjected to Pharaoh : and give us

seed, that we may live, and not die, and that the land do

not lie waste. 20. And Joseph bought all the land of

to have deprived the people of their pro-

perty, and to have made them, not even

morally, the tenants of the kings. However,

that statement is both against the Biblical

narrative, anJfl^rainsi history; but it cannot

be surprising in an author who, in other

respects also, has fashioned the story in

accordance with his own views of riglit

and probability.

The second opinion above stated has

been advanced by some modern exposi-

tors who, intending to gloze over the ob-

jections by a dexterous evasion, maintain,

that we must not " give a rigid European

form to loose and metaphorical Oriental

expressions"; the terms "buying and

selling" are used in an " indefinite lax

sense"; to buy is simply to acquire, aad

servants lacsins vanQ\j tenants, not slaves

{Kitto, History of Palesiine i. 124). But

what will remain certain, if by an unce-

remonious and dictatorial principle, all

precision is denied to Biblical language,

conveniently fancied to bear the cha-

racter of dim and undefined vagueness.

To vindicate one passage, the whole Bi-

ble is desperately sacrificed. But even

if we take those words in the mildest

acceptation which they possibly admit,

the fact remains, that the Egyptians, de-

prived of every property, could no longer

regard as their own the lands they culti-

vated, but held them only at the pleasure

and caprice of the ruler; and that they

were compelled to hear the humiliating

compact distinctly pronounced by Josejjh,

" I have this day bought you and your

lands for Pharaoh" (vcr. 23).

We are, therefore, obliged to find an-

other and more plausible clue to Joseph's

policy. In order to arrive at a well -es-

tablished opinion, it seems the more

advisable briefly to sketch those measures,

as they have, in many particulars, been

differently understood.

1. During the seven years of plenty,

Joseph ordered the people to deliver up

to him the fifth part of the produce of

the land (xli. 34); from which is evident,

on the one hand, that before that time

the tax was materially smaller; and, on

the other hand, that even then the royal

power must have been considerable;

which circumstance is confirmed by the

patient submission with which tlie people

later suffered the deepest ignominy, with-

out being tempted to rise in sedition or

revolt against an oppressive policy.

2. Besides collecting that impost, Jo-

seph " gathered all the food in the good

years" (xli.35) ; which undoubtedly means,

that he bought the corn from the peasants

(else it would not have been different from

a tax), though, no doubt, for a very trifling

compensation. It is certainly a mistake

to suppose that the stores gathered by

Joseph consisted in that one-fifth part

only demanded as a tax; for if so, the

people, possessing four-fifths of the rich

crops, would have had no occasion to im-

plore Joseph's assistance, who, on his

part, would have been unable to afibrd it

for any length of time. But it may be

asked, why did the Egyptians sell all their

corn if they knew that a period of scarcity

was impending? Were they forced to

sell it? It is difficult to suppose such

tyrannical arbitrariness. Were they not

aware that they would later have to re-

purchase their stores at a very high price?

Their impression seems, therefore, to have

been that Joseph, the favoured of the
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E^rypt for Pharaoh ; for the Egyptians sold every man his

field, because the famine prevailed over them : so the land

became Pharaoh's. 21. And as for the people, he removed

them to the cities from one end of the boundaries of Egypt
to the other end of it. 22. Only the land of the priests

he did not buy; for the priests had a portion assigned

to them by Pharaoh ; and they ate their portion which Pha-

raoh gave them : therefore they did not sell their lands.

Deity, the great benefactor of the land,

would, in the time of want, furnish them

the grain gratuitously; but they were

doomed to cruel disappointment: at the

commencement of the famine " they cried

to Pharaoh for bread" (xli. 55); but

Joseph sold them corn (ver. 56); and

when their money was exhausted, then,

at least, hoping to be furnished with the

necessaries of life from the abundance of

the royal granaries, they came to Joseph

with the request, " Give us bread ; for

why should we die in thy presence? for the

money is gone" (ver. 15); but they re-

ceived the cold reply, " bring me your

cattle, if your money is gone; and I will

give you corn for your cattle" (ver. 16).

The conditions were, therefore, not "first

proposed by the Egyptians," as has often

been maintained with convenient com-

placency. Unless it is supposed that tlie

people felt complete confidence in Jo-

seph's generous qualities, their levity in

disposing of their corn is so inconceiva-

ble, that it has been conjectured, that

they were kept in ignorance concerning

the impending season of failing crops,

and that, when Joseph gathered the corn,

"he discovered to no one the reason why

he did so": but this is more than im-

probable; the dreams of Pharaoh, com-

municated to all the wise men of Egypt

(xli.8), naturally became known to the

whole people; while their interpretation

was spread through the land by the public

procession of Joseph when he became

grand-vizier, and is probably implied in

tlie Egyptian name given to him on that

occasion (xli 45). Though, therefore,

Joseph's measure of buying up all corn

cftcctually prevented its exportation to

foreign countries and saved it for Egypt;

it was clearly conceived with the view,

later unflinchingly carried out, of totally

subduing and curbing the Egyptian

people; and an act of ostensible sympathy

was converted into shrewd despotism.

3. It appears that the money of the

people sufficed during five years to pur-

chase corn; in the sixth, they gave their

cattle, which they were unable to feed

any longer (ver. 17); in the following or

seventh year (ver. 18), they offered

their persons and their lands; and as it

was the last year of the famine, Joseph,

on their request, gave them corn for seed

(vers. 19, 24), that in the next year al-

ready the first new crops might be se-

cured, and the fifth part be paid as a tax

;

for thenceforth government had an im-

mediate interest in the cultivation of the

soil.

4. The people in offering themselves

and their lands together (vers. 18, 19),

thereby naturally intimated that they

desired to work their oivn fields for Pha-

raoh; this is clear by the spirit of their

request; .and the loss of their landed

property would, indeed, have been a sa-

crifice heavy enough to be demanded at

one time and for the provision of one year

;

but as the period of distress and famine

approached its end, Joseph, impatient to

pursue his policy to the utmost conse-

quences, and eager to use an opportunity

which, perhaps, might never recur, in-

deed, bought both lands and owners; but

heartlessly separating the one from the

other, transplanted the people " from one

end of the boundary of Egypt to the

other": anxious to create and to keep

alive in their minds a feeling of perfect de-

I I 2
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23. Then Joseph said to the people, Behold, I have bought

you this day and your land for Pharaoh : lo, here is seed

for you, and you shall sow the land. 24. And when the

harvest conicth, you shall give the fifth part to Pharaoh,

and four parts shall be your own, for seed of the field, and

for your food, and for those of your how&Qliolds^ and for

peudence, unconcerned at tearing asunder

all the dear and sacred ties which for ge-

nerations had bound the families to their

hereditary soil, and indifferent at the

sight of wandering millions becoming

strangers in their own country; his clear

but cold intellect rejoiced in the advan-

tage thus gained of breaking the last

remnant of popular power necessarily

arising from long local associations, and

of creating a populace of submissive and

homeless slaves, lost to all higher poli-

tical and moral aspirations, and absorbed

. the toil and drudgery of servitude.

But let us here pause to enter into the

chief question which in this portion con-

cerns us. Was it indeed the intention of

the Biblical writer to represent Joseph so

unfavoui'ably, as the instrument of an

ambitious tyrant, and the destroyer of all

power and influence of the people? This

was certainly his intention, as clearly as

his account of Joseph's capricious con-

duct towards his brothers; and as with

regard to the latter, so with respect to

Egypt, he introduced him as the medium

of Providence for the realisation of pre-

destined plans. The prophecy had been

given to Abraham, that his descendants

would be oppressed in a strauge land (xv.

13
'

; l>y which, as Jacob had every reason to

believe, Egypt wasmeant. Now it is histo-

rically certain that the Hebrews were ill-

treated, from fear, by the Piiaraohs only,

while the people of Egypt cultivated with

them an amicable intercourse: therefore

the picture of the social revolution here

inserted is designed to show how the

power of the kings was strengthened for

the prosecution of a wanton policy; while

the sympathy of thcpeo/)/e itself enfeebled

and enthralled, was of no avail or practical

importance to the Hebrews. Hence, the

author concludes this section with a re-

mark distinctly leading over, and point-

ing to, that later time, when their aston-

ishing increase dictated the cruel measures

for making them at least harmless (ver.

27); and he in this place for the first time

clearly mentions Israel as a growing com-

munity. But though he characterises here

also Joseph as the agent of Providence,

he does not represent him as having that

consciousness of his mission which he ma-

nifested in the treatment of the brothers;

he describes him simply as the able and

active statesman, gratefully working for

the interests of his royal master; and he

nowhere, as he so often and so touchingly

did in the case of the brothers, makes

him in any way sympathise with the dis-

tress of the sufferers: the sublimity of

Joseph's character consistently displayed

before, is certainly impaired; for from a

servant of God he becomes a servant of

Pharaoh; from a prophet, anxious to main-

tain the justice of Divine government, he

is turned into a callous politician, eager to

strengthen the hands of despotism. The

place, therefore, which this section occu-

pies in the organism of the Pentateuch is

this: the author, acquainted with the

fact of the sovereignty of the Egyptian

kings over their land, and believing that

this arrangement in favour of the mo-

narchs was effected by Joseph, skil-

fully embodied it in his narrative, so

as to make it the intermediate link be-

tween the predictions given to Abraham in

Canaan, and their fulfilment in a later

age; but, in doing this, he was unmind-

ful of the clmrges to which he exposed

Joseph's conduct, and in this instance

neglecting the characteristic spirit of

Biblical history, which is that of strictly

compensating justice, or of close connec-

tion between the deeds of man and his

destinies, he unfolded the unspeakable
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food for your little ones. 25. And they said, Thou hast

saved our lives : let us find grace in the sight of my lord,

and we will be servants to Pharaoh. 26. And Joseph

made it a law over the land of Egypt to this day, tliat

Pharaoh should receive the fifth part ; except the land of

the priests alone, which did not become Pharaoh's.—27.

misery of the Egyptians, without in the

least indicating the sins and offences by

which they had deserved it.

.5. It is now necessary to consider the

historical basis of this episode. It is ge-

nerally asserted that the facts here stated

are related by profane writers also. But

this is true only with regard to some

general features, Herodotus (ii. 109) ob-

serves: " It is also said that this king

(Sesostris) divided the country amongst

all the Egj'ptians, giving an equal square

allotment to each; and from thence he

drew his revenues, having required them

to pay a fixed tax every year." It is

obvious that this is very different from

the statements of our text; it is almost

the reverse; some conqueror (whether

Sesostris or not— for the mythical his-

toiy of Egypt ascribes to him all great

institutions) portioned out the land to the

people; he appears as their benefactor,

not their oppressor; he gives them land,

instead of demandiny it; he is already in

undisputed possession of the ground, in-

stead of then only acquiring it; and it is

but a poor subterfuge to limit the remark

of Herodotus to his " crown lands." But

the agreement between the Greek historian

and the account of Genesis is decided

and important. The king is the owner of

the land, and the people are his tenants or

farmers, who, for a fixed annual rent,

cultivate the ground for him; so that the

dependent state of vassalage, the origin

of which is here ascribed to Joseph, is

maintained by Herodotus also.

The same historian writes (ii. 168),

that the priests, and besides them the

warriors only, possessed land ; the latter

holding " twelve aurorae free from tri-

bute". This seems, at first sight, to be at

variance with our narrative stating that

" the land of the priests alone was not

bought by Joseph," and " their laml alone

did not pass into the hands of Pharaoh"

(vers. 22, 26). But, in fact, the military

men were not really landed proprietors,

but received their acres as a fief, which,

therefore, could be taken away from them

by the will of the monarch; so that the

expression of Diodorus Siculus, that " the

third part of the land was the property

of the warrior caste," is to be modified

;

and the remark of Strabo, that " the ter-

ritory was divided into three equal por-

tions," is to be understood accordingly.

The conclusions, then, which offer them-

selves, are these. The fact, indeed, of

the dependence of the people on tiie

crown, with regard to their landed pro-

perty, is mentioned by the classical authors

also; but the manner in which that de-

pendence originated ix the pectdiar and

exclusive feature of the narrative of Ge-

nesis; and it only remains to contem-

plate the degree of historical probability

tliat can be attributed to the events nar-

rated. Without anticipating the judgment

of the reader, w-e shall simply state the

chief difficulties: 1. Joseph predicts the

nature of the future crops after dreams of

Pharaoh. 2. There are just seven years

of plenty, and seven years of famine

(comp. 2 Sam.xxiv. 13; 2Ki. viii. 1). 3.

The inundations of the Nile cease for a

period without parallel in historical an-

nals. 4. The dearth and famine occur

during the same time on the wliole earth

(see p. 447). 5. The produce, during the

period of abundance, was "like the sand

of the sea" (xli. 49), and sufficed for the

subsistenceof all mankind during the jie-

riod of hunger (xli. 56, 57). If we add to

this the internal objections, that the peo-

ple, acquainted with the approach of a

season of dearth, should have sold all their

corn ; that Joseph, so kind and affection-
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And Israel dwelt in the land of Egypt, in the land of

Goshen, and they had possessions therein, and were fruit-

ful, and multiplied exceedingly.

28. And Jacob lived in the land of Egypt seventeen

years : so the days of Jacob, the years of his life, were a

hundred and forty-seven years. 29. And when the days

approached for Israel to die, he called his son Joseph, and

said to him, If, I pray thee, I have found grace in thy

sight^ put, I pray thee, thy hand under my thigh, and do

to me kindness and truth : bury me not, I pray thee, in

Egypt: 30. But I will lie with my fathers, and thou

shalt carry me out of Egypt, and bury me in their bury-

ing-place. And he said, I will do in accordance with thy

words. 31. And he said, Swear to me: and he swore to

him. And Israel reclined upon the head of the bed.

ate, should, by a perfidious policy, have

plunged a whole nation into permanent

misery; and the other discrepancies above

pointed out : it cannot be difficult to ar-

rive at a safe decision.

We may, therefore, thus sum up our

remarks: the measures of Joseph are

mentioned to explain the possibility of the

unmitigated slavery later inflicted upon

the Hebrews by the Pharaohs of Egypt;

but, though apparently accounting for a

territorial organisation really existing in

Egypt, they are unsupported by any extra-

neous authority, are in some points con-

flicting in themselves, and are in others

at variance with the character of Joseph

before attributed to him. However, it

would be bold to deny, that this narrative

is based upon genuine historical tradi-

tions regarding some great political

changes introduced by Joseph ; this sup-

position is confirmed by the very contrast

of its spirit and tenour with the usual

principles of Biblical history, as above

pointed out; but it would be premature,

and extremely uncertain, in the present

fi-agmentary state of Egyptian histoiy,

to fix by a hazardous attempt the exact

nature of those reforms, whether they con-

sisted in a better regulation of the public

revenues, or in the establishment of the

absolute sovereignty of royal power by

some comprehensive agrarian scheme.

3S—31. Jacob, long since prepared to

enter the eternal rest, was at last, by in-

creasing decrepitude, reminded of his ap-

proaching dissolution. The natural wish,

almost universally prevalent among the

ancient nations, of being buried in tlie

land of the ancestors, or in the tomb uf

relatives or dear friends, was, in Jacob,

enhanced by the religious sentiment, that

Canaan was the land of promise, where

his descendants should wield the sceptre

of dominion, and unfurl the banner of

truth (see p. 294). Knowing that Jo-

seph alone had the power of securing his

interment in Canaan, he pledged him by

the holy oath of the Hebrew covenant not

to deny him this last and greatest service

of love, and " to do to him kindness and

truth," So comforted, the exhausted pa-

triarch calmly awaited the summons of

death.
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v.—THE ADOPTION OF EPHRAIM AND
MANASSEII.

CHAPTER XLYIII.

Summary.— Jacob acknowledges the two sons of Joseph, Manasseh and Ephraiin,

wlio were born before the settlement of his family in Egypt, as his own sons, and

concedes to them, in the future Hebrew comraouwealtli, equal authority with the

rest of his own children, and a double portion in the hind of Canaan promised to

his descendants; but in blessing them, he gives the preference to the younger,

Ephraim, who should occupy the more prominent position, and form the more

powerful tribe. The other sons of Joseph, born alter Jacob's immigration, should

be incorporated in the families of their two elder brothers.

1. And it happened after these things, that Joseph was
told, Behold, thy father is ill : and he took with him his

two sons, Manasseh and Ephraim. 2. And Jacob was

1—23. The principal statements of the

following section refer so plainly and un-

mistakeably to events in the later history

of the Hebrew nation, they have so little

of the obscurity or indistinctness usually

peculiar to prophetic compositions, that

their general import has but very seldom

been misunderstood, and that, with per-

haps the only exception of the lives of

Jacob and Esau, they furnish the most in-

structive insight into the nature of the an-

tieipative style of the Pentateuch. This is

true to such an extent, that the historical

books furnish not only illustrations, but

perfect parallels of our narrative.

The book of Joshua relates, that the

descendants of Joseph addressed that ge-

neral in terms of complaint: " Why hast

thou given me but one lot and one por-

tion to inherit, since I am a great people?

The hill is not enough for us." To which

Joshua replied: " Thou art a great peo-

ple, and hast great power; thou shall not

have ONE lot only ; mount Ephraim is too

narrow for thee; go therefore to the wood-

country, and settle there in the land of

the Perizzites and of the Ilephaim" (Josh.

xvii. 14—18; comp. xiv. 4). This passage

is evidently the first and broadest histo-

rical basis of the transaction here record-

ed. " I i^ivc thee," said Jacob to Joseph,

" one portion above thy brethren, which

I take of the hand of the Amorite with

my sword and with my bow" (ver. 22).

Yet it Avould not be correct to say, sim-

ply, that the tribe of Joseph, originally

forming one of the twelve tribes of the

Hebrews, in the course of time grew so

great in numbers, in influence, and ter-

ritorial power, that the division into two

distinct sections became necessary or ad-

visable. Eor if so, why was this not done

with respect to the tribe of Judali, seldom

much inferior, and often considerably su-

perior, to that of Joseph in political

authority? And what should be the

standard for determining whether a divi-

sion was requisite or not? Or is it sup-

posed that the occupation by the Joseph-

itcs of lands both in the east and the went

of the Jordan, either suggested or rendered

necessary the separation into two tribes?

This view cannot be defended; since the

people of Manasseh and Ephraim did not

respectively hold abodes on the two sides

of the river; for the former lived partly

in the east and partly in the west of it.

Further, who should decide in a matter of

such high practical importance? A tribe,

by being divided into two, at once ob-

tained double weight in the national coun-

cils, and grew vastly in dignity and mo-
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informed, saying, Behold, thy son Joseph couieth to thee:

and Israel strenothened himself, and sat up on the bed.

3. And Jacob said to Joseph, God Almighty appeared to

me in Luz in the land of Canaan, and blessed me, 4.

And said to me, Behold, I will make thee fruitful, and

multiply thee, and I will make of thee a multitude of

people; and will give this land to thy seed after thee for

ral indueuce by its twofold organisation

in heads of tribes, houses, and families,

both during the times of peace and of

war. It is true, that we perceive in He-

brew history the desire of preserving the

number of twelve tribes, adhered to by the

Ishmaelites and other Eastern nations also,

no doubt in consequence of the astronomi-

cal significance of that number; and that,

therefore, the progeny of Joseph is rec-

koned as one tribe where it was deemed

necessary to introduce Levi also, as in the

last prophecies of Jacob and of Moses, or

at the census of the Hebrew families in

the desert; whereas, in the political or

military arrangements of the community,

Manasseh and Ephraim are stated sepa-

rately, because there Levi is not mentioned

as an independent tribe. But nobody

will seriously contend, that this ideal or

literary consideration exercised any deci-

sive influence on the real and actual dis-

tribution of the Hebrew people; or that

whenever a minor tribe became unable to

maintain its independence, the bipartition

of a more powerful one necessarily took

place: for though, for instance, the tribe

of Simeon gradually became so insignifi-

cant that it almost merged in that of

Judah, no new tribe was on that account

formed to replace it.

We may, therefore, thus historically

explain the origin of the two tribes of

Ephraim and Manasseh. The descend-

ants of Joseph grew, at an early period,

into one of the most numerous tribes of

the Hebrews. In the second year after

the departure from Egypt they counted

72,700 warriors, whilst the tribe of Judah

consisted only of 47,600 (Num. i. 27, 33,

35) : at the end of the wandering.s, when

the census was taken in the plains of

Moab, their number was 85,200, against

76,500 of Judah (Num. xxvi. 22,34,37):

their influence was powerful enough to

cause some important modifications in the

social and agrarian constitution of the

people (Num. xxxvi. 1—5) : and the num-

ber of the soldiers capable of assisting

David in the establishment ol his dynasty

was 38,800, exclusive of the men of Ma-
nasseh in the east of the Jordan ; whereas

the armed force ofJudah is stated at 6,800

(1 Chr. xii. 24, 30, 31, 37). The authority

of the sheikh or the chief of the tribe was,

in a material point of view, so limited,

and rested so essentially on purely moral

influence, that it was unable to unite and

to govern so large a population, as soon

as several families, stimulated by ambi-

tion, and confiding in their own power,

rose in rivalry, and disputed with each

other the first rank in the community.

Such opposition existed, indeed, within

the tribe of Judah also; it is embodied in

his earliest genealogy, in the birth of the

twins, Perez and Zerah, after the destruc-

tion of Er and Onan, and in the impe-

tuous struggle of Perez, which caused " a

breach" in his house. But it appears

that the geographical position of the

province of Judah, extending to the

very borders of the desert, and expos-

ing the territory to perpetual invasions

of daring and valiant tribes from the

south and east, forced the people from the

beginning to a closer organisation and a

stricter unity, naturally much increased

when Judah became the ruling tribe, and

the centre of a powerful kingdom, with a

large army and a strong executive. But

in the tribe of Joseph, the most deter-

mined emulation of different branches

seems to have commenced at a very early
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an everlasting possession. 5. And now thy two sons, who
were born to thee in the land of Egypt before I came to

thee into Eg}i)t, are mine; Ephraim and Manasseh shall

be mine, like Reuben and Simeon. 6. But thy issue,

which thou hast begotten after them, shall be thine ; they

shall be called after the name of their brothers in their

inheritance. 7. And as for me, when I came from Padan,

stage of Hebrew history; and it is here

embodied in the preference which Jacob

gave to the younger Ephraim, but which

at first was not approved of by Joseph

himself (vers. 17— 19). Nor was the ri-

valry within that tribe confined to the

families of Manasseh and Ephraim ; other

branches aspired later to a distinguished

position, and even to independence; but

they were at length compelled perma-

nently to range themselves under one

or the other of the two chief divisions.

These interesting facts seem to be referred

to in the words of Jacob: "But thy issue

which thou hast begotten after them, shall

be thine; they shall be called after the

name of their brothers in their inherit-

ance" (ver. 6). Thus we need not be

surprised that, in the Old Testament, other

sons of Joseph besides Ephraim and Ma-

nasseh are nowhere mentioned ; the fami-

lies represented by them, though at one

period ambitiously entering the lists in

the contest for superiority, were later so

completely absorbed in the larger com-

munities, that they ceased to possess any

individual distinction or power, and ulti-

mately vanished from the public rolls.

When the commotion among the peo-

ple of Joseph had in a great measure

subsided, and the internal struggle gave

way to a greater consolidation of parties,

two groups of families remained to dis-

pute with each other the chief authority.

Neither of them, however, possessed for a

considerable time sufficient power to force

the other into submission. For their re-

lative influence underwent very material

fluctuations. While, shortly after the

exodus from Egypt, the Ephraimites sur-

passed the men of Manasseh in numerical

strength by upwards of 8,000 soldiers, and

then bore one of the four great banners

of the Hebrew hosts, with Manasseh and

Benjamin following their standard; the

men of Manasseh, immediately before

the entrance into Canaan, exceeded the

Ephraimites by more than 20,000 men
(Num. i. 33,35 ; x.22~24 ; xxvi. 34,37; cf.

Ps. Ixxx. 2): which changes, though very

considerable, may be readily accounted

for by the supposition that the minor

families, in our chapter called the later

or younger branches (ver. 6), now joined

Ephraim, and now Manasseh. A spirit

of jealousy was roused, and imperceptibly

wrought mutual estrangement. Thus it

was not only natural, but almost inevit-

able, considering the unsettled condition

of the Hebrews in the earliest periods of

the conquest, that these two groups of

clans should constitute themselves into

two separate communities, with indepen-

dent internal organisations, or that they

shouldform two distinct tribes. The divi-

sion was confirmed by several collateral

circumstances. A large portion of the

people of Manasseh felt a predilection for

breeding of cattle; when they, therefore,

on their way from Egypt to Canaan, found

the districts of Gilead abounding in choice

pasture grounds, they there took up their

abodes, together with the men of Reuben

and Gad : while the whole of the Ephraim-

ites, preferring the excitement of war and

adventure, passed the Jordan to acquire

wealth and territory. A union between

the two rival families could now scarcely

any longer be contemplated or expected

;

and the circumstance that the separation

originated considerably before the conquest

of Canaan, and already in the cast of the

Jordan, throws light upon the fact, that

it is in our section traced back to Jacob
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1 saw Rachel die in the land of Canaan on the way,

when tliere was still a distance of land to come to Ephrath

:

and I buried her there on the way of Ephrath, that is Beth-

lehem.—8. And Israel saw Joseph's sons, and said. Who
are these? 9. And Joseph said to his father, They are

my sons, whom God hath given me here. And he said,

Bring them, I pray thee, to me, and I will bless them.

himself, who alhides to the future occu-

pation of the Holy Land (ver. 22). It is

true, that one part of t!ie men of Manasseh

settled likewise in the westoi the Jordan;

but, in doing this, they maintained the dis-

tinction between the two tribes which had

then been long and firmly established.

This is certain, from an occurrence pre-

served in the book of the Judges. When
the Midianites oppressed and in ever^'

way annoyed the Israelites, Gideon, the

son of Abi-ezer, from the town Ophrah

in the western part of Manasseh, gathered

the soldiers of the northern provinces, and

totally defeated the Midianites and their

powerful and most numerous allies. But

lie did not invite the Ephraimites to take

part in the battles ; although a due regard

fur the success ofhis expedition later m-ged

him to ask their assistance in the pur-

suit of the fleeing enemy. This event

shows, likewise, why a part of the peo-

ple of Manasseh, not sharing the taste of

the rest for nomadic pursuits, but more

intent upon military fame, had, like the

Ephraimites, left the eastern provinces

and sought lands in the west. The vic-

tories of Gideon were, indeed, among the

most glorious feats performed in the time

of the Judges, and they were long re-

membered with praise and enthusiastic

admiration. They inspired such confi-

dence and respect, that the greater portion

of the Israelites spontaneously ofl^ered to

the hero the royal dignity, and promised

to make it hereditary in his familj'. But

Gideon, modest and unostentatious by

nature, felt that prudence recommended

him to decline the tempting honour. For

the jealous rivalry within the tribe of

Joseph, or between the branches of Ma-
nasseh and Ephraim, had cuutiuued in

the west, as it had commenced in the

east of the Jordan. Ephraim coveted and

acquired cities within the boundaries of

Manasseh; whereas Manasseh occupied

important parts of the territory of Is-

sachar and Asher. But it may be readily

imagined, that in the west the Ephraimites

maintaiired an easy ascendancy over the

men ofManasseh,who were separatedfrom
a large portion of their kinsmen, from

whom they could not even expect any

moral support : for the two tribes and a

half in the east of the river, afraid that

living far from the holy Tabernacle of

the Lord, they might be regarded as

dwelling in an unclean land, found it

advisable to erect a conspicuous altar

to the God of Israel, lest at some future

period they should either be required to

emigrate from their pro] erty and to set-

tle in the west, or should be deemed not

to belong to the worshippers of God and

to the chosen people, because they were

secluded from the rest by the river Jordan

(Josh, xxii. 9—34). The Ephraimites,

therefore, indignant thatthey had not been

allowed to take a chief part in the wars

against the Midianites, and apprehend-

ing that triumphs so signal and essential

might secure to Manasseh a decided pre-

ponderance; severely and in the authorita-

tive tone of conscious superiority, argued

on that account with Gideon, who knew no

other mode of appeasing their exasperation

and gratifying their vanity, than by hum-

bly acknowledging that their deeds had,

in fact, been more important than his

own. "What have I done," said he, "in

comparison to you? Is not the gleaning

of the grapes of Ephraim better than the

vintage of Abi-ezer"? (Judg.viii. 1—3).

When, therefore, the crown was placed
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10. But the eyes of Israel were dim from old age, so that

lie could not see. And he brought them near to him

;

and he kissed them, and embraced them. 11. And Israel

said to Joseph, I had not hoped to see thy face; and,

behold, God hath allowed me to see thy seed also. 12.

And Joseph brought them forth from his knees, and he

prostrated himself before his face to the ground. 13. And

within his reach, afraid of rousing civil

discord, and certain that the formation of

a Hebrew monarchy would be j>remature,

he replied :
" God shall rule over you"

(Judg. viii. 22); and thus endeavoured to

strengthen the theocratical views of the

nation. It appears, that at this time the

prosperity and fame of both Manassch

and Ephraim were so considerable and

so universally acknowledged, that then

the blessing, mentioned in our naiTativc,

became proverbial in Israel: " May the

Lord make thee like Ephraim and Ma-

nasseh" (vcr. 20); but the precedence in

this formula assigned to the younger

Ephraim points to his greater material

power. IIowever,theservices which Gideon

had rendered to the Hebrew tribes, were

80 considerable, and the veneration for iiis

name became so deep and strong, that

after his death, his sons, though living at

Ophrah in Manasseh, exercised over

Ephraim a moral iufluence powerful

enough to be regarded as equivalent to

royalty (Judg. ix. 2, 5). But it was im-

possible that this dependence, however

lenient, should be long tolerated by the

proud Ephraimites, so jealously watchful

of their dignity. They, therefore, en-

abled Abimelech to gather troops, by the

aid of which nearly the whole house of

Gideon was extirpated (Judg. ix. 1— 5).

This deed is historically of peculiar im-

portance. It marks the point, from which

the power of Manasseh was more and

more weakened, while that of Ephraim

was more and more confirmed. Nor was

any individual better fitted to indicate

that transition than Abimelech, belonging

to Manasseh by his father Gideon, and

connected with Ephiaim by his mother

from Shcchem (Judg. viii. 31). Ilcuce-

forth the influence of the Ephraimites was

so constantly progressive, that it soon

obscured, and almost absorbed, not only

the fraternal branch of Manasseh, but

nearly all the northern and eastern tribes.

Great reminiscences helped to give pres-

tige to their name. Joshua, the conqueror

of Canaan, was sprung from their tribe;

Deborah, the sublime and heroic, judged

withintheirterritoiy ; and soonSamuel,the

man of undaunted energy, the true founder

of an organised Hebrew commonwealth,

was to be born in the same boundaries.

The immediate consequence of Abime-

lech's carnage in Manasseh was his ele-

vation to the throne; proclaimed king in

Shechcm, " he reigned over Israel three

years" (Judges ix. 6, 22). But, though

he was not possessed of qualities and

virtues either for permanently maintain-

ing or for rendering popular the mon-
archical form of government, he had

given an example which, in due time,

was revived and followed. The tribe of

Ephraim, continuing its internal develop-

ment, had in the latter part of the period

of the Judges, grown so much in power

and self-reliance, that it ventured to

inveigh against Jephtliah, after his bril-

liant victories over the Ammonites, with

almost the same haughty language in

which it had before indulged against

Gideon, and from the same motives of

jealous rivalry; though the ungovernable

temper of Jepluhah took severe and san-

guinary revenge for that presumption.

When, by a series of circumstances, the

explanation of which would be foreign to

our subject, the tribe of Judah, one of the

first to conquer and to settle in western

Canaan, arrived at royal power ; tho

Kiihrainii'.ctf, after a short resistance in
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Joseph took them both, Ephraim in his right hand towards

Israel's left hand, and Manasseh in his left hand towards

Israel's right hand, and brought them near to him. 14.

And Israel stretched out his right hand, and laid it upon

Ephraim's head, who ivas the younger, and his left hand

upon Manasseh's head, laying on his hands deliberately

;

for Manasseh ivas the firstborn. 15. And he blessed

Joseph, and said, God, before whom my fathers Abraham

favour ofIshbosheth, acknowledged indeed

the sceptre of David, like all the other

tribes: but even then continuing to foster

their ambitious plans of sovereignty, and

assuming the same attitude of opposition

against Judah which they had before

successfully occupied against Manasseh,

they seized the very first opportunity

otfered by the neglect and failings of

David's immediate successors, to place

themselves at the head of the northern part

of the people, which even in the time of

that great monarch had claimed the lar-

ger share of political authority ; and they

established an independent kingdom, with

an efficient army and a strong administra-

tion. Jeroboam, the first king, in order

to make the separation from Judah

more decided by breaking the strongest

link of union, organised a distinct reli-

giousworship in Ephraim, and forbade his

subjects to visit the temple of Jerusalem.

From this time Ephraim was acknow-

ledged as the dominant tribe of the north

;

it was not only designated with the

name "house of Joseph," though this

term originally, of course, comprised Ma-

nasseh also; but "Ephraim" became the

name of the whole northern empire,

which was so important in territory and

population, that it assumed for itself

alone, or received, the general and

honoured appellation of "Israel," and

that its re-union with the empire of

Judah formed one of the most fervent

hopes of the prophets in their descrip-

tions of the strength and glory of the

Hebrews. These facts suihciently prove

the vast ascendancy which the younger

branch of Joseph's house ultimately

obtained over the older lines; and

if we add to this, that the province of

Ephraim, partly conquered from a mighty

enemy, and partly reclaimed from a prim-

eval wilderness, was distinguished by

exceeding fertility; that woody moun-

tain-chains alternated with grassy high-

lands and luxurious plains and valleys;

that numerous brooks rendered the la-

bours of agriculture both easy and pro-

ductive; and that, therefore, it was, in

ancient times, as it is still, one of the most

cultivated parts of Palestine; that it con-

tained the sacred mountains, Ebal and

Gerizim, and many towns of the greatest

political and religious importance, as

Shiloh, for a very considerable time

the station of the Tabernacle; further,

Bethel, Ramah, and Shechem, each of

which could boast of a long and varied

history; and that it occupied a central

position, pecuUarly favourable to the ex-

tension and maintenance of dominion : we

shall understand the force ofJacob's words,

when Joseph reminded him of the birth-

right of Manasseh: " I know it, my son,

I know it : he also shall become a people,

and he also shall be great: but truly his

younger brother shall be greater than he,

and liis seed shall become an abundanceof

people" (ver. 19). It will, further, be

understood, on the one hand, that the

division of the tribe of Joseph was more

than " a political, priestly, or mythical,

idea"; and on the other hand, that it does

not involve a formal transfer of the primo-

geniture from Reuben, believed to have

forfeited it by immorality (xlix. 4), upon

Joseph, accordingly receiving two por-

tions, or made the father of two tribes (ver.

22) ; for the words " Epliraim and Manasseh

shall be mine like Reuben and Simeon"'
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and Isaac walked, the God who was my shepherd from my
birth to this day; 16. The Angel who redeemed me from
all evil, may bless the youths ; and let in them my name
be called, and the name of my fathers Abraham and Isaac;

and let them increase into a Vast multitude in the midst

of the land.—17. And when Joseph saw that his father

laid his right hand upon the head of Ephraim, it displeased

him : and he held up his father's hand to remove it from

(ver. 5) signify, tliat the former two

grand-sons of Jacob shall be regarded as

founders of separate tribes exactly like

all his S071S; it seems, indeed, that a later

time adopted the view jnst referred to;

but the first Book of Chronicles (v. 1,2),

which makes that statement, by adding,

that " the genealogies were not reckoned

after the birthright ofJoseph" sufficiently

indicates tliat his primogeniture was never

practical!;/ acknowledged, but that it was

supposed as a historical theory, in order to

account for, or to justify, by a familiarand

plausible notion, the historical fact of the

double tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh:

and in the chapter under consideration, we
find no reference whatever to such concep-

tion. It must, however, be observed, in con-

clusion, that this section does not intro-

duce events later than the second part of

the Judges, when Ephraim had triumphed

over the competition of Manasseh, and

had secured a proud position among the

northern tribes: it does not allude to the

rupture with Judah; nor to the idola-

trous worship in the empire of Israel,

nor to the kivys who would spring from

Ephraim: and though the two former

points may have been designedly sup-

pressed in the blessing of Joseph
; yet, if

considered in connection with the third

omission, they are of decided importance

for the chronology of this chapter.

We have now but briefly to examine

our narrative in its connection with the

lives of the patriarchs.

When illness sujiervened to the in-

creasing weakness of Jacob, and threaten-

ed to accelerate his dissolution, Jo-

seph hastened to him from the royal

residence, stimulated partly by filial

love, and partly by the desire of con-

ferring with him on a subject of the

very highest moment for the future of his

house. He had married an Egyptian

wife, and had by her, during his separa-

tion from his relatives, and in a foreign

land, become the father of his two first-

born sons. Therefore, not groundlessly

apprehending that his children might be

excluded from the hopes and the pro-

raised inheritance of the Hebrews; he

brought Ephraim and Manasseh, then

about twenty years old (comp. xli. 50), be-

fore Jacob, in order to obtain his pledge

of their unqualified admission as members
of his family (ver. 1). But these thoughts

had occupied Jacob not less seriously

than Joseph. When he, therefore, was

informed of his son's visit, he was deter-

mined finally to arrange the matter (ver.

2). In order to prove that he was invested

with the lawful authority for unrestricted

decision, he mentioned the manifestation

of God which, after the period of his inter-

nal repentance and atonement, had been

granted to him at Bethel, in confirmation

of a Divine vision before accorded to

him at the same place, when on his flight

from Canaan to Mesopotamia (xxxv. 11,

12; comp. xxviii. 13— 15). In virtue of

the blessings which he then received, as

the spiritual heir of Abraham and Isaac,

he was enabled to bestow blessings on his

own descendants; and in virtue of the

promise which was then made to him re-

garding the possession of Canaan, he was

entitled to divide the land among his

progeny according to his own option

(vers. 3, 4). He, therefore, adopted the

two eldest sons of Joseph, securing to

them in everj' respect equal rights with
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Ephralm's head to Manasseh's head. 18. And Joseph

said to his father, Not so, my father : for this is the first-

born; put thy right hand upon his head. 19. And his

father refused, and said, I know it, my son, I know it: he

also shall become a people, and he also shall be great : but

his younger brother shall be greater than he, and his seed

shall become an abundance of people. 20. And he blessed

them on that day, saying, By thee shall Israel bless, say-

his own sons, and appointing them as the

chiefs over their younger brothers (vers.

5, 6). Tims Joseph obtained from his

father even more than he had intended to

solicit. It can scarcely be doubted, that

this great partiality in favour of Joseph is

in our narrative understood as an acknow-

ledgment of his eminent services for his

family, of Jiis noble character, and of his

unchanged piety in spite of the tempta-

tions of a brilliant position: but it cannot

be conceived as a " substitution of the pre-

rogatives of merit for those of nature"; for,

as we have remarked, the transaction re-

corded in our chapter does not imply a

change in the primogeniture,which,accord-

ing to the Mosaic law, could not be trans-

ferred from the firstborn of the less beloved

to the firstborn of the more favoured wife

(Deut. xxi. 15—17). Yet it appears that

Jacob was rejoiced at the opportunity of

distinguishing the eldest son of Rachel,

whom, after the lapse of so many years,

he still loved with undiminished affection.

He felt til at he honoured her memory by

the peculiar privilege which he granted to

Joseph If these were his sentiments, it was

but natural that he should, on that occa-

sion, mention Rachel; and ashis thoughts

had long since wandered to his eternal

rest, and he had shown such deep anxiety

with regard to the place of his own burial,

he, in sorrowful terms, reminded Josejih

that his mother had been interred in a

forlorn spot; and he described it with all

possible distinctness, that he might help

to protect it against oblivion (ver. 7

;

comp. XXXV. 16—20). The allusion, there-

fore, to Rachel's grave, forms an essential

part of the patriarch's last instructions.

Only after he had, of his own accord,

fulfilled the secret wish of Joseph, he no-

ticed the presence of Manasseh and

Ephraim; for his eyes were dim with old

age; and breaking forth in sponta-

neous expressions of gratitude to God
who had so marvellously guided Joseph

and himself, he intimated his intention of

blessing his grand-sons (vers. 8— 12).

Joseph is not represented as endowed

with the gift of prophecy, or as favoured

with direct Divine inspirations (see p.

411). He expected, therefore, that the

greater blessing would be bestowed upon

his firstborn son, Manasseh. But Jacob,

capable of penetrating with his mental

eye into unborn ages, gave the preference

to Ephraim, because he knew, that though

the younger son, he would found the more

powerful tribe. He designedly laid his

right hand ujjon the head of Ephraim,

and his left upon the head of Manasseh

(vers. 13, 14). The imposition of hands,

an old symbol of conferring certain

powers or blessings, and forming a part of

the sacrificial ritual also, became later,

both in the Synagogue and the Church, a

usual mode of initiation into sacred offices,

but was discontinued among the Jews

about the year 350 of the vulgar era, in

the time of the patriarch Hillel II. The

right hand was naturally regarded as su-

perior to the left; and in auguries,

it was considered as auspicious, while

the left was generally held ominous.—Ja-

cob pronounced the benediction in mea-

sured language, and with threefold invo-

cation. As he viewed the religious truth,

understood and cherished by his ancestors,

as the source of all true blessings, he

I
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ing, May God make thee as Ephraim and Manasseh: and

he put Epliraim before Manasseh. 21. And Israel said to

floseph, Behold, I die: but God will be with you, and

bring you back to the land of your fathers. 22. And I

give to thee one portion above thy brethren, which I take

out of the hand of the Amorite with my sword and with

my bow.

began by commending the happiness of

his grand-sons to the God of Abraham

and of Isaac: but gratefully remembering

that the same Deity, through His visible

aid and agency, had beneficently watched

over his own checquered career, both by

satisfjnng his material ivants, andhis moral

cravings, leading him from poverty to

wealth, from dangers to safety, and from

sin to peace and harmony of mind; he

concluded with two corresponding sup-

plications to " God the shepherd" who
" had brought him to green pastures and

to waters of rest, who had dispelled his

fears even when threatened with the sha-

dow of death, and who had guided him

in the path of righteousness for His name's

sake" (Ps. xxiii. 1—4; Ixxx. 2). After

so much mercy, he might well indulge in

the hope, that his house would grow into

a numerous and flourishing community

;

and he might think himself entitled to

expect the glorification of his family, in an

eminent degree, fiom the descendants of

that favourite son who, by his wisdom and

his virtues, had made the Hebrew name

illustrious over the whole globe (vers. 15,

16). Joseph might well wonder at the

marked preference given to the younger son

(vers. 17, 18). What had Ephraim done

to deserve the distinction? and what had

Manasseh committed to forfeit it? We
have, indeed, on more than one previous

occasion seen the superiority transferred

from the elder to the younger brother;

as in the instance of Cain and Abel,

of Ishmael and Isaac, and of Esau and

Jacob; but in all these cases there ex-

isted some obvious reason to justify the

change; it was base jealousy which ren-

dered Cain unworthy of theDivine favour;

Ishmael, the son of a bond-woman, pre-

ferred the life of the marauding archer

in the desert to the peaceful pursuits of

the nomad; and Esau showed a most

blameable indifference to the higher

or spiritual privileges of his family.

But no reproach . whatever attaches to

Manasseh, whom, indeed, Joseph seems

to have loved fondly, and whose preroga-

tives he was anxious to protect. If, there-

fore, the transaction related in our chapter

were simply a personal occurrence in the

house of Jacob, the preference accorded

to Ephraim would be arbitrary partiality,

which could but vaguely be palliated by

the idea that it was an election by the

grace of God, and as such not subject to

tlie ordinary standard of human justice

and the test of human reason. But this

defect in the composition loses its weight

if it is remembered that our narrative is

designed to embody, in a transparently

prophetic form, the undeniable historical

facts which we have above developed.

When, therefore, Joseph desired to re-

dress what he believed to be a serious and

untoward mistake on the part of Jacob,

the latter repeated in emphatic words

what he had before but generally ex-

pressed by a symbol, and added another

formal blessing, which later became pro-

verbial in Israel, and in which he advisedly

mentioned the younger before the elder

brother.— As he thus had adopted

Ephraim and Manasseh as his own sons

(comp. ver. 5), it might appear that he

intended Joseph to form three tribes; but

as this was not the case, he found it ne-

cessary to add, that Joseph should receive

one portion more than his brothers in

tlie land which he was certain would,

after severe and protracted warfare, be

conquered from the Canaanites.
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VI. —JACOB'S LAST ADDRESS, DEATH, AND
BURIAL; JOSEPH'S LAST INJUNCTIONS.

CHAPTERS XLIX and L.

1

CHAPTER XLIX.

THE LAST ADDRESS OF JACOB, Vers. 1—28.

Intkoductorv Remarks.

A belief prevailed among nearly all ancient nations, that the human mind, at the

approaching hour of death, is capable of penetrating into the mysteries of the future, and

•)f distinctly revealing them in prophetic speech. We are on this point not restricted

to obscure inferences. We find the idea clearly and explicitly stated by more than

one classical author. Cicero observes: "When death is near, the mind assumes a

much more divine character; and at such times, easily predicts the future." Socrates,

when defending himself in the capital charge preferred against him, and foreseeing a

condemnatory verdict, is recorded to have reminded the judges, that with death before

his eyes, he was in that state which enables men to utter prophecies. Xenophon

relates, in his " Institution of Cyrus," that this prince, when feeling his impending

dissolution, summoned his sons and friends to his death-bed; and, in order to impress

upon them the doctrine of immortality, used the following argument: "Nothing

resembles death more closely than sleep ; but it is in sleep that the soul of man appears

most divine, and it is then that it foresees something of the future; for then, as it

seems, it is most free." In a perfectly analogous manner, Pythagoras and other philo-

sophers, according to Diodorus Siculus, considered it a natural consequence of the belief

in immortality, that the soul, in the moment of death, becomes conscious of future

events.—In harmony with these views, Greek and Roman writers not unfrequently intro-

duce persons in the last stage of their existence predicting the destinies of those survivors

who at that time particularly absorb their attention. Patroclus, mortally wounded,

foretells, in Homer's Iliad, the immediate death of Hector, from the hand of Achilles;

and when this prophecy was literally verified, Hector, in his last moments, augurs

that Apollo and Paris would, at the Sctean gate, soon destroy Achilles, who, con-

vinced of the truth and reality of such forebodings, exclaims: "I shall accept my

fate whenever Jupiter and the other immortal gods choose to inflict it." In the

jEneid of Virgil, the expiring Dido prophesies not only the chief incidents in the

future life of ^neas, his laborious and exhausting wars with Turnus, the Rutulians,

and the Latins; his separation from his beloved son, lulus, when imploring assistance

in Etruria; and his early death, unhonoured by the sacred rites of sepulture: but she

alludes to the inextinguishable hatred and the sanguinary enmity that would rage

between the Romans and the Carthaginians, andto Hannibal himself, v/ho would avenge

her sufferings, and as a fearful scourge of war, desolate the beautiful plains of Italy.

In the same epic poem, Orodes, before closing his eyes in death, threatens his victorious

antagonist, Mezentius, that he would not long enjoy kis triumph, but would soon also

be hurled into the lower regions: which menace, indeed, Mezentius haughtily scorns;

but recognising the possibility of its fulfilment, he laughs " with mixed wrath." Posi-

donius makes mentionofamanofRhodes, who not long before his demise, stated the exact

order in which six of his friends would successively die. When Alexander the Great,

at the termination of his days, was asked, whom he ajtpointcd his successor, he replied
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"the best; fori foresee that great funeral jjamcs will be celebrated for me by my
friends:" and this remark is adduced by Diodorus as an example of the astonishing

realisation of prophecies pronounced siiortly before death. And Cicero, extending

the same power of piesentiment to perfectly uncivilised trii)es, mentions tlienneducatcd

Indian Calanus, who, when about to burn iiiiusclf, predicted the almost immediate

death of the Macedonian nionarch.

Similar notions, entertained by the Hebrews also, jiarticularly recommended the

insertion of a comprehensive prophecy, addressed by Jacob to his assembled children,

when on the verge of liis grave. It is true, that we have, in the preceding parts of

Genesis, met with more than one passage where later historical facts are unmistakeably

represented in the form of prophecy, a mode of writing naturally chosen with

prc-dilection by epic authors of all nations; indeed the forty-eighth chapter, with its

clearly defined iiistory of the tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh, is alone entirely suffi-

cient to illustrate the manner in which the Pentateuch, by obvious anticipation,

transfers posterior events into the lives of the patriarchs: but it will readily be con-

ceded that the deep-rooted belief just adverted to enhances the propriety, and may have

formed an additional motive, for introducing this prophetic blessing; just as, in later

times, Moses, Joshua, David, and others, are related, at the approach of their death,

to have blessed and exhorted the people or their children.^

Hence the fact, that not individuals, but the twelve tribes of Israel are here

addiessed, has been mistaken by few; and it is distinctly enough stated in the text.'

Some, indeed, entirely denying that the poem is intended as a prophecy, find in it

nothing but occurrences which happened in the land of Goshen or in the lives of the

patriarchs ; while others maintain that some of the predictions have never been realized

;

that especiall)- the tribe of Levi was at no period so hopelessly scattered through the

land; and that, therefore, the song dates from a time "when the clerical office of the

tribe of Levi was not at all expected nor even thought of." But the first verse of the

chapter clearly proves that the poein is designed as a prophecy, "I shall tell you wliat

will befall you in later days"; and the homeless dispersion of the Levites, during many

generations, can be substantiated by indisputable historical evidence.^ Many consider

a revelation of the future altogether dangerous, since it would tend to call furtli tlie

predicted events. But the poem discloses its character strikingly enough in several

passages, Avhere facts happening afler the conquest of Canaan, are plainly mentioned as

pant events :
" And Issachar saw the rest, that it was good, and the land, tliat it was plea-

sant; and he bent his shoulder to bear, and became a tributary servant.'"'* And we are

certain, no one will seriously contend that Hebrew writers never employed the form of

real prophecy, that is, of announcement of later events; so absurd an assertion would

be disclaimed and refuted by a large portion of the Old Testament.

The principal question, therefore, which now arises, is: To what period of the his-

tory of the Israelites does this portion refer? or the political condition of what age

does it describe? It appears to us manifest :

1. That it does not apply to a time anterior to Saul; for it contains unequivocal allu-

sions to the royal dignity in the words, " the sceptre shall not depart from Judah, nor the

ruler's staff from between his feet."*

2. It does not refer to SauVs reign, since, the tribe of Benjamin, from -which the

monarch had sprung, is but very briefly and almost passingly noticed (ver. 27).

3. It cannot relate to the reigns of David and Solomon, since the tribe of Joseph

is so delineated as to appear the powerful rival of Judah, and is, besides, also called

*^ the crowned o{ his brethren."*

» Deut. xxxii.; xxxiii.; Josh, xxiii.; * Ver. 15; comp. vers. 23, 24.

1 Ki. ii. 1—6. ^ "Vers. 16, 28. * "Ver. 10; see notes on vers. 8— 12.

' See notes on vers. 5— 7. * Ver. 26; comp. notes on vers. 22—26.

K K
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4. It can, therefore, only refer to the time of the divided empire, with the

earlier period of which the whole spirit and every single trait completely agree, as we

shall endeavour to prove in ihe following notes. Itpourtrays a time, wlit-n the tribes had

individually ceased to possess a prominent history, orindividuiilly to achieve memorable

deeds, such as they doubtless performed at the period of the conquest and the subse-

quent wars; only Judah and Joseph ruling over, if not absorbing, the other clans of

Israel, were then still playing active and conspicuous parts; and hence they are alone

treated with greater copiousness and almost ardent interest, while the others are

introduced very briefly, and in some instances obscurely and almost abruptly.

TRANSLATION.

1. And Jacob called his sons, and said, Assemble, that

I may tell you what will befall you in later days. 2.

Gather yourselves and listen, ye sons of Jacob; and listen

to Israel your father.

3. Keuben, thou art my firstborn,

My strength and the firstling of my vigour,

Superiority of dignity and superiority of power

:

4. Ebullition like water—
Thou shalt not be superior;

For thou didst ascend thy father's bed

;

Then didst thou defile it :
—

My couch he hath ascended.

5. Simeon and Levi are brethren;

An instrument of violence is their burning rage.

6. Into their council my soul shall not come;

In their assembly my glory shall not join:

For in their anger they slew men,

And in their self-will they hamstrung oxen.

7. Cursed be their anger, for it is fierce,

And their wrath, for it is cruel

:

I will disperse them in Jacob,

And scatter them in Israel.

8. Judah, thee thy brethren shall praise;

Thy hand is on the neck of thy enemies

;

Thy father's sons shall prostrate themselves before

thee.

9. Judah is a lion's whelp;

From the prey, my son, thou ascendest:
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He stoopeth down, he croucheth, like a lion,

And like a lioness; who will rouse hiin?

10. The sceptre shall not depart from Judah,

Xor the ruler's staif from between his feet—
Even when they come to Shiloh—
And to him shall be submission of nations.

11. He bindeth his foal to the vine,

And his young ass to the noble vine;

He washeth his garments in wine,

And his raiment in the blood of grapes

:

12. His eyes are sparkling from wine,

And his teeth white from milk.

13. Zebulun will dwell on the coast of seas;

Indeed he will dwell on the coast of ships

;

And his side icill extend to Zidon.

14. IssACHAR is a bony ass

Crouching between the folds ;

15. And he saw the rest that it was good,

And the land that it icas pleasant

;

And he bent his shoulder to bear,

And became a tributary servant.

IG. Dan will judge his people

As one of the tribes of Israel.

17. Dan will be a serpent by the way,

A viper in the path.

That biteth the heels of the horse.

That its rider falleth backward.

—

18. For Thy help I hope, Lord!—
19. Gad, a host will oppress him

:

But he will oppress them on their heels.

20. Of AsHER the bread will be fat.

And he will furnish royal dainties.

21. Naphtali is a graceful hind:

He uttereth words of beauty.

22. Joseph is a fruitful bough,

A fruitful bough by the well

:

His branches spread over the wall.

23. And the archers harassed him,

K K 2
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And they assembled in multitude,

And they persecuted him

:

24. But his bow remained in strength;

And the arms of his hands were brisk.

—

From the hands of the Mighty of Jacob,

From Him, the Shepherd, the Rock of Israel,

25. From the God of thy father who may help thee,

And from the Almighty who may bless thee,

May come upon thee blessings of heaven from above.

Blessings of the deep that spreadeth beneath,

Blessings of the breasts and of the womb.

26. The blessings of thy father prevail

Above the blessings of the eternal mountains.

Above the delight of the everlasting hills

:

They may come on the head of Joseph,

And on the brow of the crowned among his brethren.

27. Benjamin is a wolf that teareth to pieces;

In the morning he devoureth prey.

And at even he rendeth spoil.

28. All these are the twelve tribes of Israel: and this it

is that their father spoke to them, and blessed them ; every

one according to his blessing he blessed them.

I

COMMENTARY.

1, 8. After Jacob had expressed his will and pronounced his predictions regarding

the future development of the tribe of Joseph, he assembled all his sons, in order

to address similar disclosures to each of them individually. This is apparently the

connection intended by the author between this and the preceding chapter; and though

it may be conceded that the thread is but slight and loose, it is as certain that the

general situation is in both sections perfectly identical, that the completest harmony

prevails in the nature and arrangement of the facts, and that if our poem has been

inserted by the author from an older source, in the manner now recognised by all

critics, it occupies in every respect an appropriate place. Though Ephraim and Manas-

seh are not introduced as two distinct tribes, their existence is with sufficient distinct-

ness alluded to in the words " Joseph is a fruitful bough . . . his branches spread over the

tvaW; on the one hand, the notice oi Joseph as one of the sons, was indispensable in

the last address oi Jacob; but on the other hand, the division of his tribe into two would

have raised the number of the tribes to thirteen, since Levi, as yet neither deprived of

his political hopes, nor installed in his religious dignity, could here not be

omitted.
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I. Reuben, vers. 3, 4.

In all Biblical genealogies, from tiie earliest down to the latest times, the primo-

geniture is, witlioiit cxceiition, attributed to Reuben.' It is, indeed, expressly recorded

that at no stage of Hebrew history the first place was denied to liim in the national

rolls.* Yet it would be rash and illusory to conclude from this circumstance, that the

tribe of Reuben was really, at some period, invested with the leadership in Israel.

Such an inference is entirely overthrown by the testimony of history. As far as the

existing records reach, they contain no notice whatever of a conspicuous position at

any time occupied by the Reubenites. A material ascendancy was, above all, impeded,

if not rendered impossible, by their geographical situation. They had settled in the

cast of the Jordan, apart from the principal stock of their brethren, separated from thera

by a great river, and by the Dead Sea still more debarred from their intercourse than

Gad and Manasseh, in a territory which could be considered impure, and beyond the

immediate protection of the God of Israel,^ and which reaching in the east to the very

borders of the deserted tracts of Arabia, was incessantly exposed to the rapacious

invasions of lawless hordes; and though the men of Reuben occasionally repelled

such attacks not witliout glory or success, their existence became, by continual dan-

gers, so precarious that they were contented if their community was but preserved

from complete extinction, and maintained itself as an independent tribe; in which

sense the later blessing of Moses exclaims, " Alay Reuben live and not die, nor may
his men be few."* Their abodes abounded, indeed, in excellent pasture land, forests,

and meadows ; and many became wealthy proprietors of cattle : but they were by these

ver\- blessings alienated from the spirit of war and conquest, and almost from a progres-

sive political life. In the time of the Judges they could not, even by long discussions,

be roused to abandon for a while their herds and villages, and to take part in the

glorious national war immortalised by the song of Deborah.^ The two tribes and a half

which had settled in the east of the Jordan, laboured, besides, under a common disad-

vantage. Their habitations spread over an extent of country disproportionately large

for their numbers, and hence most onerous to maintain ; their cities, in many instances

scattered at considerable distances from each other, could mutually afford but little

aid against the Ammonites and the other hostile tribes living within the same boun-

daries and in the very midst of the Hebrews; and the latter were, therefore, com-

pelled to have their folds, for better protection, within the walls of their towns which

were thus necessarily enlarged, and became more difficult for defence and control.

Indeed during protracted periods the people lived partially in tents, in the manner of

nomads, frequently wandering from district to district, changing old abodes with new

ones, and cultivating the soil but liitle or subordinately. Hence arose not only

great uncertainty in the definition of the boundaries, but considerable fluctuations in

the possession of the towns; ditlerent tribes succeeded each other in the occupation of

the same regions and cities, which, on the other hand, were not unfrequently inhabited

by a mixed ])Opulation. How could, then, tribes without unity and almost without

connection, far from the chief seats of Hebrew progress in politics, literature, and

religious development, and engaged in pursuits forming nearly the lowest steps in

the great ladder of civilisation, at any time acquire sway and authority over their

much more advanced kinsmen?

' Seexxix.32; xxxv.23; xlvi.8; Exod. from Egypt, 46,500 men above 20 years

i.2; Num.i.20; xxvi.o; Deut.xxxiii. 5; of age, able to carry arms (Num. i. 20,

etc. 21); but to have diminished at the end of
* Comp. 1 Chr. v. 1. - See p. 490. the wanderings to4.-i,730 (Num. xxvi. 7);
* Deut. xxxiii. 6. — The numerical while the military men of </ie <«?oanrfa^«//'

strength of Reuben seems originally not eastern tribes are, in 1 Chr. v. 18, togetlier

to have been insignificant; the tribe is stated at 44,760.

recorded to have counted, at the cxudus '• Comp. Judg.v. 15. 16.
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The conclusion, therefore, resulting from these considerations is, that Kcuben was in-

deed the^rs^of those Hebrew tribes, wliich, deriving tlieir origin from the regions of the

Euphrates, and for some time living in Egypt, ultimately advanced into Palestine from

the east of the Jordan; but that so far from being able to turn this priority of settle-

ment to advantage, it forfeited its authority by haughty wantonness, and still more by

repulsive immorality of lifeand conduct, which the kindred clans regarded with disgust,

and almost with execration. All this is sufficiently transparent from the tenour of the

verses under discussion. Reuben is the firstling of power who might well have acquired

a superior and pre-eminent position; but he did not obtain it, because he polluted the

honour of the house of Israel.'

Thus it is clear that " tlie right of primogeniture," if understood to mean double

or, at least, larger property, was never possessed by Reuben ; and hence it is irrelevant

to enquire bv which tribe that privilege was inherited, after it was lost by Reuben. And
is it, as a general principle, historically probable or even possible, that the privilege

of" the firstborn" should have been transferred to any later or younger tribe? How
should it be recognised? Was it a standing and necessarily permanent dignity?

This is certainly no less improbable than the uniform distribution of the people in

twelve tribes after an imaginary or astrological principle.*

However, the question, which tribes successively occupied the most decided influence

among the Hebrew immigrants and conquerors, is not only of great interest, but of

very high historical importance. It is commonly maintained that the chief authority

was first exercised by the tribe of Joseph, on account of the exalted virtue and wis-

dom attributed to its founder, but that it later virtually passed over to the tribe of

J udah. But though the accounts regarding the tribe of Joseph are preserved to us

in considerable copiousness and completeness, they never record, nor even allow the in-

ference, that/Ae south of Palestine at any time acknowledged its superiority; here, on the

contrary, the tribe of Judah exhibited, from the beginning, the energy and disposition of

appropriating to itself the supremacy; not even Gideon, the powerful and much revered

hero, could venture to defy the jealousy of Judah by accepting the crown which was

offered to him, and in due time became hereditary in the family of Jesse. But

while David and Solomon confirmed and extended the power of their house at home

and abroad, the tribe of Ephraim also continued its development with zeal and steadi-

ness, and gradually grew so much in strength and self-reliance, that despotism and im-

becility on the part of Solomon's immediate successors, encouraged it to proclaim its

independence and to found a separate kingdom, which was acknowledged by nine

other tribes; so that thenceforth the empire of the north and Ephraim as its recognised

head, w'ith a nice balance of power, co-existed with the southern monarchy of Judah.

This is the point of view occupied by our poem, which describes both Judah and

Joseph as royal tribes, flourishing, happy, and victorious.

II. Simeon, vers. 5—7.

The destinies of the ti'ibe of Simeon were, in some points, not unlike those of the

Reubenites, but in other respects decidedly more melancholy. Though in the remi-

niscence of the nation regarded as the second of the tribes, it never succeeded, like

Reuben, in acquiring for habitation large or fertile districts. It is true, that the

Simeonites were from early times distinguished and renowned for daring prowess,

which emboldened them to seek abodes in most dangerous regions, cautiously avoided,

except for occasional invasions, by the rest of the Hebrew tribes, in those south-western

parts of Palestine, adjoining Egypt, where they had perpetually to contend with

powerful and merciless enemies, as the Edomites and Amalekites; and tradition attri-

butes to them a degree of courage which at an early period enabled them, in conjunc-

' Seexxxiv. 22; comp. Lev. xviii. 8 ; 2 Sam. xvi.21, 22. * See on xlviii. p. 488.

\
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lion with Levi, to conquer a town situated so far northward as Shcchcm (xxxiv. 25

—

31). But following the traces afforded by our sonj;?, we are justified in concluding,

that their valour too soon degenerated into sanguinary ferocity, which prompted

them to undertake wikl and reckless, and often impious and rapacious, expeditions,

sadly reducing their numbers and their strength, and calling down upon their name

the hatred and abomination both of their antagonists and their kinsmen. The decrease

of their population is indeed more striking and extraordinary than in any other tribe;

for while they numbered, in the first year after the departure from Egypt, no less than

59,300 warriors, they had during tlie wanderings in the desert fallen to 22,200, or to

nearly one third of their former strength.-' Nor did they ever in later periods recover

from their fatal losses, or increase in any proportion to the steady growth of other

tribes. For their enterprising audacity was not deterred even by their numerical

weakness from most hazardous schemes. Repressed to narrow and not very

blooming or productive strips of land, and desirous to gain larger scope and more

favourable opportunities for breeding of cattle, to which occupation they were chiefly

led by their own reverses and the general history of their nation, they are recorded so

late as the eighth century, in the time of king Jlezekiah, to have made brilliant and

successful attacks upon some southern or Hamitic tribes, and to have taken posses-

sion of their tempting and fertile districts.* But these emigrations far beyond the

proper boundaries of the land of the Israelites, and partially extending to Mount Scir,

where they expelled the rest of the Amalekites, were only in harmony with the tastes

displayed by the Simeonites at much earlier stages of their existence. Too much
weakened by anterior misfortunes to attempt alone the conquest of a part of Canaan,

they joined the infinitely more powerful tribe of Judah, relying upon its genero-

sity for the ultimate acquisition of adequate abodes. Their confidence was not betrayed.

The men of Judah subdued districts too vast for their own occupation, and they wil-

lingly conceded to Simeon the southern tracts on the coast of the Mediterranean,

which included a large portion of the territory of the Philistines. It was, therefore, at

all times avowed that the Simeonites, as if they had no independent or equal claim,

" obtained their inheritance in the midst of the inheritance of the men of Judah."*

They received seventeen cities with the surrounding villages;'' but too powerless to

maintain, and too few to occupy them, they were compelled to give up some to the tribe

of Judah, and to abandon others to their heathen neighbours. How could they,

therefore, be expected to conquer the strong Philistine towns situated within their own
boundaries? And yet such an attempt was necessary for the realization of the plans and
ideas upon which tlic Hebrew conquest of Canaan was based. The sword of Judah
performed this duty also for the fraternal tribe: however, the success was but tem-

porary; and Gaza, Ascalon, and Ekron, though taken by Jndah, could not be

defended by Simeon.'' This tribe, therefore, was imperceptibly, but long before

the exile, entirely absorbed by that of Judah, with which it naturally was joined after

the division of the empire; and it ceased so completely to form an independent or

united community, that it could entirely be passed over in the blessing of Moses;*

' Comp. Num. i.22, 23; xxvi. 12— 14; nation of twelve tribes (see 1 Ki. xi. 13,

1 Chron. iv. 38. 30—32,35,36); since Simeon, no more
* See 1 Chron. iv.39—44. counted separately, was included in Judah.
* See Josh. xix. I, 9; Judg. i. 3, 17; But in 1 Ki.xii. 21 it is stated, that Reho-

comp. Josh. xxi. 9. boam assembled " the whole house of Ju-
® Josh. xix. 2—8; comp. 1 Chr.iv. 24

—

ilah cmd the tribe of Benjamin to fight

33. against the house of Israel"; it a])pears,
^ Comp. Judg. i. 18 ; Josh. xv. 45—47. tlierefore, thatparts of Benjamin fell, after
* Deut. xxxiii. Hence the empire of the division, to Judali, as was almost un-

Judah is in some passages stated to con- avoidal)]e from the geographical position

sist of one tribe only, which, together with of both tribes (see on ver. 27 ; comp. Ezr.
the ten tribes of Israel, made up the whole iv.l; x.9); while the small tribe of Simcm
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though it was not forgotten in the ideal distribution pourtrayed by the prophet Ezekiel,

who, in describing the restoration of the Hebrew people in its integrity, of course intro-

duced all the tivclve tribes.' Nothing is, therefore, more in harmony with the later

fate of the Simeonites than the menace pronounced upon them in our poem: " I will

disperse them in Jacob, and scatter them in Israel."

III. Levi, VERS. 5— 7.

The history of the tribe of Levi, rcmarkal)le and extraordinary in itself, is eminently

calculated to open a deep insight into the internal development of the Hebrew nation.

But in proportion to its interest and importance are its intricacies and perplexities; it

otfers contradictions which appear irreconcilable; and it is entangled in dilemmas

which seem to defy every critical effort. The difficulties commence with the words
attributed to the dying patriarch with reference to that tribe. We tind here the Levites

coupled with the Simeonites in a severe rebuke and curse, denouncing with horror

their violence and oppression, and describing their dispersion through Israel as a dire

calamity and well-merited chastisement. How is this to be brought into harmony with

the privileged position assigned to them in the ordinances of the Pentateuch? How
could it be said of the holy representatives of the people, of the Divinely chosen priests,

" into their council my soul shall not come; in their assembly my glory shall not join?"

And was there ever a time when the Levites were or could be regarded as labouring

under so fatal a malediction? We shall follow the safe guidance of the historical

statements contained in the Biblical records, and may thus be able to arrive at some
satisfactory conclusion.

First it appears that the men of Levi were not at all times unwarlike or unworldly.

National tradition assigns to Levi a principal share in the massacre at Shechem;*

Benaiah, the son of the priest Jehoiada, was, by David, appointed one of his generals;

and Solomon not only confirmed this appointment, and employed Benaiah for san-

guinary commissions,'' but he preferred Azariah, the son of his first priest Zadok, to

a prominent office of political administration.* However, the men of Levi seem, like

the Simeonites, in the earlier periods to have been utter strangers to moderation and

self-control; so that our song could exclaim, " an instrument of violence is their burning

rage; cursed be their anger, for it is fierce, and their wrath, for it is cruel." The conse-

quences were not very different from those which attended the similar vices and crimes

of the fraternal tribe. The number of the Levites fell to the small amount of 22,000, a

figure lower even than that reached by the Simeonites at the second census.^ Such a

paucity of military men rendered it difficult for them to conquer a portion of Palestine

for their hereditary abodes; and as they were not even, like the Simeonites, able to

enlist the sympathy and co-operation of a more powerful tribe, they never acquired

connected territoiy sufficient to hold their limited population. The analogies in the

early history of the two tribes are indeed so striking and manifold, that our poem could

appropriately combine the prediction concerning both in one joint address. Thus the

Levites were compelled to seek shelter in any part of the country in which access was

permitted to them. In small and divided groups, they settled in a large part of the

cities both in the east and in the west of Jordan, both in the north and in the south;

and they could, therefore, justly be represented as " dispersed in Jacob and scattered

in Israel."

This is manifestly the course of events which decided the ultimate destiny of the

is there alhided to by the words, " and the * 1 Chr. xxvii. 5 ; comp. 2 Sam. viii. 18

;

rest of the people" {ibid. ver. 23). xx. 23; 1 Ki. ii. 35.

1 t? 1 I
••• nj n- T3 •• - * 1 Kincrs ii. 25, 35.

' Ezek. xlviii. 24,2.->; comp. llev.vn. /, a i ir- • « \ ot' * 1 Kings I v. 2.4; comp. 11.35.

'xxxiv.25—31. ^ Num. iii. 39 ; see *?//>ra p. 503.
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tribe of Levi; and IVoni this point of view alone the severe terms of our song can be

accounteU for and may be rendered intelligible. It is of no avail to force upon the

words a construction repudiated by the first rules of interpretation, and to refer them

to the measures of the Peatatcuch, which assigns totheLevites, througiiout the country,

forty-eight cities, with certain inalieiuible lands around them as pastures for their

cattle.'' For the Pentateuch represents that arrangement in a very dill'ereut light from

that in which it is viewed in our j)oem. It is there not regarded us a curse for merciless

and unbridled atrocities: but because " the Lord hath singled out the tribe of Levi to

bear the Ark of the Covenant, therefore Levi siiall have no portion or inheritance with

his brethren; the Lord i^ his inheritance."^ Thus the want of territorial property on

the part of thcLevites, was considered as the necessary consequence of their selection for

the most precious spiritual privileges; they were not to obtain any wordly power,

because they should entirely devote their lives to the service of God, who had taken

them under His paternal protection, and who, in order to secure their material welfare

also, repeatedly enjoined upon the other tribes, " take care not to forget the Levite all

the days that you arc in your land,"^ and otherwise most amply provided for their

subsistence.'"

But this is not the only nor the greatest discrepancy. The very mission and ser-

vices of the Levites, during a long period after Moses, appear very ditferent in the

historical accounts and in the statements of the Pentateuch. Let us remind the reader

of the chief precepts of the Law concerning the tribe of Levi.

1. Originally the firstborn sons of all Israelites were intended to perform the

priestly functions; for they belonged to God, who had miraculously delivered them at the

last Egyptian plague;" but in order less to disturb the domestic relations of the people,

and to secure greater efficiency in the sacred ofiices, the religious primogeniture was

conferred on tiie tribe of Levi; so that 22,000 firstborn Israelites were replaced by as

many Levites, and each of the rest'^ was redeemed by five shekels.'*

2. The sacrifices were to be ofi'ered " before the door of the Tabernacle, before the

Lord," at the place which the Lord would choose among all tribes, to let His name
dwell there; and the Israelite was commanded, "take heed that thou offer not thy

burnt-otferings in every place that thou seest." '*

3. The service at the altar and within the Holy Tent was to be performed exclu-

sively by Aaron and his descendants; every stranger who attempted to ofiiciate, or even

to approach the sacred precincts, was to be put to death. '^

4. The descendants of Moses, or the Levites in the more restricted sense, were

associated to the priests as their ministers, to do all the subordinate services at the

Tabernacle; " but they should not come near the vessels of the sanctuary and the altar;

lest they die together with the priests";'^ nor was an Israelite of any of the other tribes

allowed to perform the Levitical offices, " that there might be no plague when the chil-

dren of Israel approached the sanctuary.""

If we compare these laws with the facts recorded in the historical books, we are sur-

prised by striking and remarkable contrasts.

1. The people ofi'ered sacrifices to God at Bochim, a place the sanctity of which is

' Compare Lev. xxxv. 32—34; Num. " Comp. Exod.xiii. 2, 13.

XXXV. 1—8; Josh. xiv. 4; xxi, 1—40; n 273 in Numbers.
1 Chr.vi. 39— 66. '^ Nu,„ jij ^ _ 13 49_ 51 . comp.

* Dent. X. 8, 9; xii. 12; Num. xviii. •• ,„ ,d rr c 1 ,/.-
„„ T ', '... ,. ' • o ^

via. 16— 18; see Com. on Exod. p. 165.
20; comp. Josh. xiii. 14, 33; xiv. 3, 4;

' *

xviii.7.
" Dent. xii. 11, 13, 14; Lev. i. 3; iv. 4;

» beut. xii. 19 ; xiv. 27, 29. ^''''- 3, 4, etc.

'" Comp. Num. v. 6, et seq.; Lev. xxv. '* Num.iii.lO; xviii. 1, 7.

32—34; Num. xviii. 14; See Num.x.iii. "• Num. xviii. 3, 6.

8,etsc(j.; Ueut.xii. 18; xvi. 11. '^ Num. viii. 19; iii. 10, 38; xv.i 5.
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in no wise guaranteed, and where certainly the Tabernacle did not stand at that

time.'

2. Gideon,//oni the tribe of Manasseh, brought sacrifices to God at Ophrah, far from

the common sanctuary.'-^

3. IManoah, the father of Samson, q/" /Ae tribe of Dan, offered sacrifices at Zareah,

an unsanctified place.^

4. Micah, a man of mount Ephraim, had in his residence "a house of God, and

made an ephod, and Teraphim, and consecrated one of his sons, who became his

priest." * That image was afterwards taken awaj* by a number of Danites, who, on

their way to the northern parts of Canaan, passed through the town of Micah; " and

the children of Dan set up for themselves the graven image of Micah, all the time that

the house of God was in Shiloh."* It appears, therefore, that it was not unusual for

the Israelites, down to a late period, to have private sanctuaries with a regular and

permanent service. But this is in direct antagonism with the absolute unity of reli-

gious worship prescribed in the Pentateuch.

5. The people assembled at Mizpch " to the Lord," while the holy Ark was not

there.^ Tlie remark, that wherever the people of God met consciously as such, it

" assembled to the Lord," is fallacious and untenable, and scarcely worthy of consi-

sideration; for if so, the Hebrews would have required no holy place of meeting and

no Tabernacle at all.

6. When the Ark of the Covenant came to Beth-shemesh, the people " off'ered burnt-

offerings and sacrificed sacrifices to the Lord."^

7. Most important for our purpose is tlie history of Samuel. According to the

genealogy of the first book of Chronicles, this great man belonged to the tribe of Levi,

descending from Kohath, but not from the line of Aaron.^ As he was, therefore, no

priest, he ouglit, according to the precept of the Pentateuch above quoted," under

penalty of death, to have abstained from all those higher functions exclusively reserved

for the progeny of Aaron. But do our records allow of such a conclusion? When the

man of God announced to Eli the rejection of liis family from its sacred offices, he

alluded to Samuel in the following terms, " I will raise up forme a faithful priest,

and I will build him a sure house, and he shall walk before my anointed for ever.'""

And accordingly we find Samuel not only described as a prophet,"^or acting as Judge,

making annually a circuit through the principal towns of Israel, such as Bethel,

Gilgal, and Mizpch -.'^ but we see him in every respect officiating as a true priest, or as

a member of Aaron's family. When the Philistines threatened the Israelites then assem-

bled at Mizpeh, with a fierce attack, " Samuel took a sucking lamb, and offered it for a

burnt-offering wholly to the Lord."'^ At Ramah, his usual abode, where he ordinarily

judged the people, " he built an altar to the Lord."'* The people brought at fixed

periods offerings " on a high place," but they did not eat until Samuel " had blessed

the sacrifice."'^ When he went to Bethlehem to anoint David instead of Saul, he took

a heifer with him, and said to the family of Jesse, " I am come to sacrifice to the

Lord: sanctify yourselves, and come with me to the sacrifice"; upon which "he sanc-

tified Jesse and his sons, and called them to the sacrifice." '® Who requires more

incontrovertible proofs of the thoroughly priestly offices discharged by the Levite

Samuel ? And yet, in the Pentateuch, Korah, though likewise a Levite, and likewise

1 Judg. ii. 5. = Judg. vLll—20. "> iSara. ii. 35; comp. ver. 28.
3 Judg.xiii. 19, 20. • Judg.xyii.5. u i Sam. iii. 20; ix. 6— 14: x. 5 — 13;
5 Judg. xviii.3, 27, 30, 31. xix. 20—24.
* 1 Sam.vii. 1,5; x. 17, 12 i o •• /- ir it
7 , c • ic 1 Sam. vn. 6, 15— 17.
'

1 Sam. vi. 15. '

8 iChr.vi. 12, 13, 18, 19.
" /6iW. vii.9, 10. '* Ibid. vcv. 17.

8 Num. xviii. 3, 6. " Ibid. ix. 12, 13, "^ Ibid. xvi. 2, 5.
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from the family of KohiUh, was punished with a fearful death because he coveted a

dignity completely appropriated by another branch of his tribe."

8. During a long period after Moses, down to the end of the time of the Judges, the

position of the Levites was very dissimilar to that provided for them in the Pentateuch.

Instead of conveniently living in the Lcvitical towns, .Mipported partly by the gifts of

the Israelites, and j>artly i)y the lands which formed a certain basis for their subsistence,

they wandered through the length and breadth of the land, homeless and breadless;

they were happy to be maintained by the benevolence of pious individuals; and were

by no means scrupulous whetlicr the towns in which they settled were holy or not.'*

9. After the Ark of the Covenant had left Shiloli, in the time of Eli, it remained for

a long period in Kirjath-jearim, where, during the whole of Saul's reign, it remained

without priests, sacrifices, or sacred worship, neglected and abandoned in the house ofa

private Israelite. Why did the Levites suffer this profanation? Why did they bestow

no care or attention on the most sacred part of tlie Tabernacle, w'hich, witiiout it, was

deprived of its very life and centre."

10. The people celebrated the election of Saul as king at Gilgal l)y " sacrificing

burnt-offerings and peace-offerings before the Lord," although the holy Ark was

not then at Gilgal.*'

11. Nor did the irregularities of the religious service cease in the earlier epochs of

the Hebrew monarchy. When Samuel did not arrive at the appointed time in

Gilgal, Saul, though a Benjamite, anxious to march ag<iinst the enemy, offered the

sacrifices for the assembled army; and the displeasure of Samuel at this step was at-

tributable to perfectly person.il and political, not religious, motives; since Samuel him-

self, the Levite, was not justified in presiding at the sacrifice.*'

12. When the people had sinned by eating meat together with its blood, Saul, in

order to expiate the transgression, built an altar, and commanded that every man
should offer up his ox or his lamb; which is indisputably against the spirit of the

Mosaic injunctions.*^

13. David left the Ark of the Covenant for three months in the house of Obed-

Edom, in Gath, because he believed its presence to be dangerous, and brought it to

Jerusalem only when he learnt the abundant blessing experienced by Obed-Edom.*^

14. On this occasion, David, though of the tribe of Judah, aiTayed in the "linen

ephod," the characteristic garment of the priests, " offered burnt-offerings and peace-

offerings before the Lord, and blessed the peo^jle in the name of the Lord of hosts'';*^

though he had around him the priests Zadok and Abiathar, through whom he was

accustomed to consult the Divine oracle.*'

15. At the time of the pestilence, David built an altar on the threshing-floor of

Araunah, offered burnt-offerings and peace-offerings, and the plague ceased.*®

16. " The sons of David were priests." *^ Instead of this notice, indeed, the Book of

Chronicles, quite in harmony with its usual Levitical tendency, writes: "the sons of

David were the first about the person of the king."*"*

17. Adoniah, the son of David, offered sacrifices at the meeting of his friends, assem-

bled by him for the purpose of securing their assistance in his attempt to deprive

Solomon of the throne.*"

'^ Num. xvi, 1,8— 10; xvii.5; compare *^ 2Sam. vi.9— 12.

iv. 15; xviii.2,3. 24 2 Sam. vi. 14, 17, 18; comp.Dcut.xxi.
" See Judg. xvii.7—12; xviii. 1—31; 5. pg ex 4

xi.x 1; 1 Sam.xxi 1-6; compJi. 36. '„
I'sam. xxiii. 9; xxx. 7.

'* 1 Sam. vii.2; 1 Chron. xiii. 3.
'

*» 1 Sam.xi.15; comp.vii.l; 2S;.i;i.vl. ^ Sam.xxiv.25.

3,4; and Judg. XX. 26, 27. " 2 Sam. viii. 18.

*' 1 Sam. xiii. 9, et .<?«(/.
** 1 Chron. xviii. 17.

« 1 S.im,xiv.32—35. *»lKingsi. 9.
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18. It has been mentioned above, that the priests Beniah and Azarlah filled military

and secular ofKces (see p. 504).

19. Before the building of the Temple, not only Solomon, but any Israelite who
chose, sacrificed on the heights, on one of which, at Gibeon, which was " the great

height," the king otfered a thousand burnt-ofterings on an altar.' The Book of

Chronicles adds, as a justification of this latter act, " for there was the Tent of Meeting

of God, which Moses the servant of the Lord had made in the desert":'-' but even, if

this was the case, the sacrifices must be regarded as illegitimate, since the Ark was at that

time in Jerusalem; the worship of Solomon at Gibeon is, in the Book of Kings, intro-

duced with the censure, " only he sacrificed and burnt incense in high places":^ and

after having obtained a Divine vision, the king went to Jerusalem, stood before the

Ark of the Covenant of the Lord,"* and oftercd up burnt-offerings, and made pcace-

ofFerings.

20. At the consecration of the Temple, Solomon sacrificed together with the people;*

he blessed the latter ;^ kneeling before the altar of the Lord, and his hands raised to heaven,

he pronounced a fervent supplication for tlie prosperity of Israel, asked for the gracious

fulfilment of every prayer, for forgiveness of all sins, for blessing in peace and success

in war,^ and concluded with another ardent benediction on the people of Israel.' In

fine, Solomon himself consecrated the holy edifice; except that the Ark was placed

into the Holy of Holies by the priests, who, however, are mentioned at no other part

of the ceremonies.®

21. And those who do not think all these combined statements conclusive, and per-

haps regard many of them as exceptional or isolated, may consider the notice that

Solomon, even after the inauguration of the Temple, regularly, " three times every

year, off'ered burnt-ofi'erings and peace-offerings upon the altar which he had built to

the Lord, and he burnt incense upon the altar that was before the Lord."'"

Tlie obv ous results to be drawn from these facts are, that during a long period after

tlic conquest of Canaan, the Israelites extensively preserved the patriarchal organisa-

iion of their houseliolds; that the head of the family, at regular intervals, performed

the sacerdotal functions in the name of the other members;" that, in general, the

priestly power remained combined with the secular authority, so that among the

Hebrews, as was the case among all ancient nations, kings, military leaders, or other

public dignitaries, oflfered sacrifices for the people, and discharged other religious

ofiBces; that these rites were performed at any place where an occasion arose, and not

exclusively at the Tabernacle; that the Levites, weakened and humbled in consequence

of political misfortunes and reckless warfare, were far from possessing any special

claim to the priesthood, could still less obtain or exercise great hierarchical power, and

appear almost everywhere in a condition of dependence, and sometimes of helpless-

ness. If the reader, from these considerations, turns once more to the words of our

poem applying to Levi, he will understand their full force and propriety.

However, it is, on the other hand, undeniable, that the Levites showed, from a

remote period, a tendency to occupy the position marked out for them in the Penta-

teuch, and that the principal religious institutions there delineated are, with more or

less distinctness, traceable in the history of the Hebrews after Moses. In harmony with

the notice in the Book of Joshua, that " the whole congregation assembled at Shiloh,

and there set up the Tabernacle of Meeti ng," '* we find during a large part of the period

' 1 Kingsiii. 2—4. ' 1 Kings viii. 54—61.
* 2Cln-.i.3, 13; comp. 1 Chr. xvi. 39

;

^ Ibid. yers.&—\\.
xxi.29. '" Ibid.'iyi.2'i; compare xii. 31 ; xiii.

^ 1 Kings iii. 3. * Ibid.\tv.\5. 33.
'

1 Kings viii. 5, 62,63. " iSain.xx. 6; comp. Job i. 5; xlii. 8.

^ /6. vers. 14—21. ' /i. vers. 22— 53. '•^ Josh, xviii. 1.
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of the Judges,'^ a true sanctuary and a real religious centre at Shiloh. It is designated

with the distinct names House of Goil, Abode of the Lord, and Tent of Meeting}* It

contained the Ark of the Covenant,'* wliich symbolised the presence of God,'^ and

bore the mysterious figures of tlic Cherubim;" which was regarded as Israel's most

precious treasure, or tlieir "honour,"'* and accompanied tlie armies on military expe-

ditions, for their own most powerful protection, and to tlie consternation of tlieir ene-

mies." At Shiloh was " the light of God,"*" burning from evening to niuining;*'

here tlie people " appeared before the Lord,"** ofteicd up and redeemed vows, killed

sacrifices on a holy altar, and consumed the meals of the eucharistic offerings in the

society of their families.'-" Shiloh was the place of popular assembly for deliberation

on national affairs; there met the delegates of the tribes; and there were sometimes the

head-quarters of the army." The prophet Nathan said to David, in the name of God)
" I have not dwelt in any house since the time that I brought up the children of Israel

out of Egypt, even to this day, but have walked in a Tent and in a Tabernacle";*^

which words confirm the existence of a national place of worship after the time of

Moses; and the prophet Jeremiah also mentions Shiloh as the religious centre before

the erection of the Temple on Zion, and calls it the place where " God made His name
dwell at first."*— But all these points do not prove the itnity of the sanctuary; they

show merely that solemn or religious actions were frequently, perhaps even chiefly,

performed at Shiloh, or at the place where the Ark happened to be: that this was not

exclusively the case, as would be required by the commandments of the Pentateuch, is

abundantly clear from the many deviations and exceptions which have been above

pointed out.

Quite analogous is the case with the Levites. "We find them at all times after

Moses employed for religious oflaces, often honoured with great confidence, and some-

times consulted on difficult questions; they carried the Ark, and their services for

sacred functions were taken with predilection; so that, for instance, Micah, after

having obtained a Levite to superintend his domestic worship, exclaimed with joyful

satisfaction: " Now I know that the Lord will do me good, since I have a Levite to

be my priest."*' The authority of the Levites grew considerably from the time of

Samuel: among the servants of Saul, no Hebrew was found who would lay hands on

the priests of Nob; Doeg the Edomite alone showed himself ready to perform the

impious deed;=* though Saul himself had so little respect for the class, that he com-

mitted at Nob, the town of the priests, a general massacre of men and beasts.**

Solomon was reluctant to kill the priest Ebiathar, who had joined the usurper Adoniah,

" because he had borne the Ark of the Lord"; yet he deposed him from his priestly

office, and expelled him from the capita!.^ The same monarch, though himself con-

secrating the Temple and blessing the people, ordered the Ark and the other holy

vessels to be brought into the sacred edifice by priests and Levites;^' priests were not

" Judg. xviii. 31. ** 1 Sam. i. 22; comp. Deut. xvi. 16.

'* 1 Sam. i. 7, 21; Judg. xviii. 31; 1 ^ 1 Sam. i. 3,4, 21 ; ii.33; xiv. 3, etc.;

Sam. i.9; iii. 3; ii. 22. comp. Deut. xii. 17, 18.

'* 1 Sam. iv. 3, etc. ** Comp. ver. 10; Josh. xxi. 2; Judg.
"* Ibid, iv.3, 7, 8; vi. 19. xviii. 31; .xxi. 12, 19.

" Ibid. iv. 4; 2 Sam. vi. 2. *' 2 Sam. vii. 6.

'* 1 Sum. iv. 18,21, 22; comp. Psalm *^ Jer. vii. 12; comp. xxvi. 6.

Ixxviii. 60, 61. ^ Judg. xvii. 13; see xx. 28; 1 Sam. i.

'9 1 Sam. iv.3; comp. Num. X. 35. The 9; vi.5; vii. 1 ; xiv.3; 2Sam. xv.24;

Ark was,however,teinporarilyalsoat Beth- 1 Kings viii.3,4, 6; comp. Josh.iii.3; viii.

el (Judg. XX. 26, 27; xxi. 2. 4), and at 33; see also Num. xxvii. 19; xxxii. 2;

other places, as in Gibeon; comp. I Chr. Deut.xxvii.9; Josh. xvii. 4; Jer. xviii. 18.

xvi. 39; xxi. 29; 2 Chr. i. 3; comp. 1 Ki. **
1 Sam. xxii. 18.

iii. 4. *» 1 Sam. iii.3. *» /6/r/. ver. 19.

*' See on Exod. xxvii. 20, 21; compare ^° 1 Kings ii. 26,27.

Lev. xxiv, 2—4. ^' 1 Kings viii, 3, 4, 6—1 1.
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seMom tlic mediators between the king and the people, and the councillors of the

crown;' and not long afterwards we find the men of the tribe of Levi as the legal and

exclusive servants of the Temple.^ Then they steadily advanced towards obtaining

that prominent jjosition accorded to them in the rentateuch, which, for instance, ap-

points them the judges in all diffic ult cases, and enjoins the punishment of death upon every

disregard siiown for their decisions;^ for "the priests, the sons of Levi, the Lord hath

chosen to minister to Him, and to bless in the name of the Lord, and by their word

shall every controversy and evciy offence be tried" ;^ till their condition entirely corre-

sponded with the enthusiastic praise bestowed upon them in the blessing of Moses:

" They shall teach Jacob Thy judgments, and Israel Tliy law; they shall put incense

before Thee, and whole burnc sacrifice upon Thy altar" ;^ they became ultimately the

regular and appointed instructors of the people in the precepts of Mosaism ; and the

respect entertained for them deepened into veneration and spontaneous submission.^

Hence we may thus briefly sketch the progress of the tribe of Levi. The first solid

foundation for its future distinction was laid by the noble character and brilliant genius

of Moses. One of the chief objects of his attention was the regulation of the religious

affairs of his people. This task was peculiarly arduous at a time when the Hebrews had

largely imbibed the idolatrous notions of the pagans, and were with difficulty restrained

from superstitious worship. But it appears that iloses was in his plans vigorously sup-

ported by tiie members of his tribe.' The memory of this laudable co-operation is pre-

served in the narrative of the zeal with which, after the worship of the golden-calf,

the Levites seized the sword to punish the offenders, and to vindicate the glory of the

only God of Israel, when, subduing their dearest human feelings, they slew " every

man his son, and every man his brother." * Some such act was considered as their

initiation in the sacred covenant with God, and as a claim to His peculiar blessing;

and the song of Moses alludes to it with unmistakable terms: "Levi said to his father

and to liis mother, I have not seen him; be did not acknowledge his own brotliers, nor

know his own children; for they have observed the word of God, and kept Ills cove-

nant,"® When, therefore, the men of Levi, after the immigration into Canaan, failed

to secure territorial pioperty, because the warlike part of the tribe hazarded wild and

suicidal expeditions resulting in all but total destruction, the remaining more peace-

ful part followed, with enhanced energy, in the path traced out by their great

model, their leader and legislator. Compelled to seek a scanty subsistence in all

parts of the country, they availed themselves of their dispersion for obtaining a legiti-

mate influence in religious matters. And it may be easily imagined, that many

Israelites, and more especially the chiefs of the families, absorbed as they were by their

agricultural and domestic pursuits, and not unfrequently engaged in protracted wars,

gladly entrusted the management of their sacrifices and other sacred duties to men

who had exhibited sincerity and eagerness in upholding the purity of faith, and who,

without property and worldly cares, seemed anxious to extend and to strengthen the

religious institutions. Thus the Levites were gradually substituted for the frstborn

sons, with respect to the priestly functions originally devolving upon the latter.'" But

the Levites did not obtain these valuable prerogatives without serious opposition. In

the first place, they were not free from jealousy within their own tribe. The elder

branches of them, the Aaronites, had reserved for themselves the performance of all

higher rites, especially at tlie common national sanctuary, the interior of which they

claimed as their exclusive sphere of action; while thoy admitted the otlier lines of the

> 2 Sam. xix, 12 ; 1 Ki. i. 7, 39 ; iv. 4. « 2 Chr. xvii. 7—9 ; Mai. ii. 37.
2 Corap. Joel i. 9, 13, 16; ii. U, 17, etc. '' Comp. 1 Sam.ii. 28.
' Deut. xvii. 8—13. ^ Exod. xxxii. 26—29.
* Deut. xxi.5; comp. 1 Chr. xxiii.4. ^ Deut. xxxiii.9.
* Deut. xxxiii. 10; comp. 2 Cla-. xix. 11. •" Jixod. xiii. 2, 13; see supra, p.505.
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boose of Levi to the inferior offices only, and regarded them as their subordinate ser-

vants." The dissatisfaction of the latter is reflected in the rebellion of Korah, who
demanded equal privileges with the most favoured of his kinsmen;'* though even

Samuel, who was no Aarouite, without obstacle or censure, entirely acted in the

capacity ofpriest. But further, the increasing sjiiritual jiower of the Levitcs naturally

roused, in a still higher degree, the animosity of many Israelites, who were unwilling

altogether to renounce a most essential part of their dignity and authority; and that

adverse feeling was,of course, strongest in thcjirstborritrih^i of lieuben, which, ifany part

of the people was to be singled out for the priesthood of the nation, was pre-eminently

entitled to such distinction; whence we find, in the history of Korah, besides the two

hundred and fifty Israelites who embraced his plans, " princes of the congregation, men
of fame and renown," three Reubenites, Dathan, Abiram, and On, expressly named

as the chiefs and instigators of the sedition.'^—The growing influence of the Levites

was further materially retarded, if not checked, from another side, namely, by the activity

of the prophets. This circumstance was most fortunate for the Hebrewcommonwealih,

and ultimately proved no less beneficial for the stability of the Levitical institutions. The

tendency to an oppressive spiritual supremacy, which seems inseparable from a

permanent and hereilitary priesthood, was during a long period successfully counter-

acted by those free and enlightened teachers, who insisted upon piety of the heart

rather tiian rigid ceremonies, who incessantly diffused fresh and fruitful ideas, and

thus happily oLiviated a stagnation of religious life invariably resulting from a prema-

turely fixed final standard of religious thought. The prophets,drawing their lessons from

the eternal sources of the mind, fettered by no conventional form, and eager to spread

that truth and virtue which are the common ends of all mankind, constantly corrected,

enlarged, and refined, the current notions, till the latter assumed that degree of purity

which recommended them as an excellent basis of national faith, and took a hold on

the people strong enough to spu-itualise and to render innoxious even a complicated

system of rituals. Hence it may be accounted for, that the priesthood attained its

greatest development only when the prophetic element of the nation fell into dissolu-

tion and decay; that a degeneracy of priests and prophets was usually simultaneous,

and was in both deplored as an equal calamity for the nation;'^ that for a long time

the former listened to the authority of the latter, and, to avoid conflicts, adopted their

advice and warning; but that at last thepriests,not unfiequently supported by the strong

arm of the kings, felt assurance and power enough obstinately to oppose their will to

that of the prophets, and if arguments failed, to have recourse to material force and

persecution.'* Thus the blessing of Moses, addressed to Levi, could conclude with

the menacing and confident words, "Smite the loins of those who rise against him,

and of those who hate him, that they may rise no more." '®

IV. Jddah, vers. 8— 12.

After describing the deplorable and certainly insignificant political condition of the

eldest tribes, the poem proceeds to delineate with glowing colours, and with fervid

enthusiasm, the eminence, the glory, and brilliant prosperity of Judah, m.anifest by a

slight glance at its history.

From very remote times the men of Judah exercised a certain preponderance in the

Hebrew nation. On the wanderings through the desert, after the exodus from Egypt,

" Num. xviii. 2. 11; Lament, iv. 13; Ez. xxii. 6; Zcjih.
'* Num. xvi. 1, et seq. iii. 4.

'^ Num. xvi. 2. '* Comp. Jer. xx. ; xxvi. 7, et seq., etc.
'^ Mic. iii. 11; Jer. v. 31; vi. 13; xxiii. '^ Ueut. xxxiii. 1 1.
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they marched before all the other tribes.' They long owed this authority to their

acknowledged power as a community, rather than to the prominent distinction of

individual members; the earliest chiefs were not ciiosen from their ranks; they un-

murmuringly recognised the leadership of the Levite Moses, the Epiirainiite Joshua,

and the Benjamite Saul
;
yet in difficult or national schemes, the initiative was willingly

entrusted to their hands; and each successive undertaking fortified their own
strength and the reliance of the Hebrews in tiieir singleness of purpose and unwaver-

ing energy. At the conquest of Canaan, they were the first to secure property and to

expel or subdue the heathens; and on that occasion they achieved memorable feats of

hei'oism faithfully preserved in the records of the nation.* With an honourable disin-

terestedness, they assisted the weaker tribes in their wars for the acquisition of terri-

tory. When Benjamin had provoked the vengeance of the brother tribes, they were

appointed as the first to march out in the federal army.' From them sprung Othniel,

the Jirst Judge of Israel,'' who obtained glorious victories over the distant and mighty

nations of Mesopotamia; and the circumstance that they gave, perhaps, no other Judge

to the people, may justly be adduced as a proof of their advancing power, since Judges

arose only when external dangers or internal confusion was to be averted by a strong

administration, such as was ordinarily enjoyed by Judah. From a kindred reason,

this tribe is scarcely mentioned in the subsequent periods of the Judges; it is passed

over in the song of Deborah, certainly not because it was too unimportant, but because

it had then already assumed an independent position in reference to the other tribes,

and could rely upon its own power for safety and progress. With its habitual moder-

ation, it subordinated itself to the young and small tribe of Benjamin, when the

people, anxious for monarchical government, had accepted Saul as the first king. But

when the latter showed his incapacity for a firm and beneficent rule, the tribe of Judah

did not hesitate to come forward and to claim the prerogative due to it by its healthful

and vigorous condition, and ultimately accorded to it after a long and determined war-

fiire with its rivals. David was, at last, proclaimed king over all Israel,* and his reign

heralded the most brilliant epoch in the history of the Hebrews; he made tlieir name

respected over a large part of Asia; he inspired them with a wholesome self-respect,

which expanded their energies and raised their aims and hopes ; he enlarged the bounda-

ries of the realm, and knew how to defend them; he brought the surrounding nations, so

long a scourge and a terror to Canaan, under his sceptre;^ he founded a commonwealth,

which could proudly take rank among the great empires of the East; and he laid a

strong political basis for the growth of those truths and ideas which secured to the

Israelites an imperishable monument in history, and made them the instructors of the

human race. The work commenced by David was worthily continued by his gifted

son. Solomon added splendour to the solidity of the preceding reign; he knew how

to apply the treasures, accumulated by his father, and how to acquire even greater

wealth by the enterprises of navigation and commerce; he created a lasting centre of

religious worship by building a magnificent temple, round which a large part of the

piety, learning, and intelligence of the nation gradually rallied, and which proved a

safeguard against a permanent relapse into ignorance and superstition ; he encoui-aged

literature, and was himself one of its most successful cultivators ; he gave, in a word, an

effectual impulse to all the arts that adorn, and the intellectual pursuits which refine the

mind. At no time of their existence could the Hebrews look with greater satisfaction

upon the affairs of their country than in the middle of Solomon's reign, when

peace prevailed at home and abroad, powerful kings courted their alliance, the national

resources were flourishing and vastly increasing, when agriculture obtained its due

' Num.ii. 3; x. 1-t.
•* Judg. iii.9, 10.

* Judg. i. 1—20. * 2 Sam. v. l—o.
*Judg. XX. 18. * Comp. 2 San. viii. 1— 14.
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share of attention, and the graces of civilization spread a charm of beauty over public

and social life. To this time refers the chief portion of the words which in our poem
are addressed to Judah. His royal dignity; the willing submission of the other tribes,

rejoicing in his glory, because it partially redounds on themselves; the complete pros-

tration of heathen nations; the tranquillity and peace with which, like an unapproach-

able lion, he enjoys the fruit of his victories;' the abundance of the most precious

produce of the soil,* and of other property :^ all this is so clearly and forcibly expressed

in the blessing that it scarcely requires further elucidation.

But several weighty circumstances rendered it impossible that Judah should retain

the undisputed dominion for a considerable period. Simultaneously with Judah, the

tribe of Ephraim had steadily grown in authority and organisation, by a series of events

which we have before attempted to trace (seepp.4S7—i93). It was hence but natural that

the Ephraimites, always aspiring and conscious uf their importance, should eagerly avail

themselves of the least weakness or mistake on the part of Judah, to vindicate their in-

dependence, and to undermine the power of their rival. When, therefore, the latter

half of Solomon's reign exhibited symptoms of decline, and when the accession of the

following king, Rehoboam, was accompanied with acts devoid of all wisdom and dis-

cretion ; Ephraim proclaimed its own sovereignty, which was readily acknowledged

by nine other tribes. The question, which of the two kingdoms would gain the

predominance, might for some time have appeared seriously doubtful. In territorial

extent,'" in numerical strength, and in the possession of cities of ancient sacredness,

such as Shiloh, Gilgal, and Bethel, Ephraim was decidedly superior to Judah; and

the ambition of the new dynasty left no doubt that it would fully avail itself of such

important advantages. On the other hand, the kingdom of Judah enjoyed a concen-

tration and unity which proved mighty bulwarks of strength; its citizens had inhe-

rited the manly sense of independence which had always distinguished their fore-

fathers; they had in their midst the Temple, which, by keeping alive their religious

feelings, steeled their moral courage, and beneficially influenced their life and conduct;

and they were, by two long and successful reigns, fully accustomed to the rights and

duties of monarchical government. When, therefore, by the co-operation of the pro-

phet Ahijah, and most probably by a public proclamation at Shiloh, his native town

and for centuries the place of general or national assemblies," the division was accom-

plished, and the power of both kingdoms appeared so equally balanced that the

subjection of one of them by the other could only be realised by a desperate and

destructive war; the moderate and prudent men of Israel reasonably wished that both

realms should recognise and respect each other, and, without mutual envy, pursue

their own growth and advancement. This is the point of view from which our address

is to be understood: The sceptre shall not depart from Judah, even if many flock to

Shiloh, andjoin the crown of Joseph.^"^ In this sense we interpret those words, which

from the earliest times have been a subject of the most vehement dispute, and which

have called forth an incredible variety of expositions. The spirit of our passage may
therefore be best illustrated by the following words, which, in the First Book of Kings,

the prophet Ahijah addresses to Jeroboam :
" To his [David's! son will I give one

tribe, that David My servant may have a light always before Me in Jerusalem, tbe city

which I have chosen for Me, to let My name dwell there. And I will take thee, and

thou shall reign according to all that thy soul desireth, and shalt be king over Israel.

. . . And I willfor this afflict the seed of David, but not for ei-er."'^ In fact, Judah

^ Ck)mp. 1 Ki, v. 5.
^'' Comp. Josh. xv. and p. 487.

« Comp. Num xiii. 23, 24; Joel i. 7, „ g g^g j Ki.xiv.2, et seq.
€/ SCO. ; Cant. J. 14. , ,

9 Comp. 1 Sam. xxv. 2; Am. i. 1

;

Comp. vers. 10 and 26.

2 Chron. xxvi. 10. 'M Ki. xi. 36—39.
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and Joseph are in our song treated almost alike; both possess royal power;' both are

lords over fraternal tribes;* both conquerors living in security after obstinate and

difficulty struggles;^ and both are blessed with the bounty of nature and of a fertile

soil.'' These coincidences will appear the more significant if compared with the cor-

responding parts of the benediction of Moses. While there a fervent supplication

is otlbred up for Judah, that he may be rescued from his powerful and numerous

enemies,^ Joseph is deprived of none of the great benefits bestowed upon him in the

song of Jacob, and receives, in addition, an even more emphatic promise of agricul-

tural fertility, and of the growing supremacy of Ephraim.® The picture in Genesis

leads to the beginning of the divided empire, when both kingdoms were in a certain

equilibrium, wliicli principally caused and perpetuated the separation; while the

description in Deuteronomy points to later trials and troubles, not unfrcquent in tlie

kingdom of Judah, when it was menaced, attacked, and severely oppressed by foreign

enemies, and counted among its most dangerous antagonists the kingdom vf Ephraivi

itself.'' It cannot, however, surprise us, that Judah is, in our poem, more explicitly

characterised as the royal tribe ;^ the heroic greatness of David, and the far-famed

wisdom of Solomon, had endeared the name of Judah to every Hebrew; their suc-

cessors were, in the eyes of many, who deplored the division as an inevitable source

of misery, feud, and weakness, alone entitled to the right of government; and the

ultimate re-union of Judah and Ephraim belonged to the most fervent hopes of the

patriots. The lesser degree of prominence given to the royal dignity of Joseph may be

further accounted for by the shortness of time whicli had elapsed since the division:

at that period the dynasty of Judah could be considered as old and long-established,

was surrounded by the halo of existence during a number of generations, and, in public

opinion, easily maintained the moral prevalence over the monarchy of the Ten
Tribes, young, unconsolidated, and but loosely connected.

V. Zebttlun, vek. 13.

All the following tribes, with the only exception of Joseph, are but briefly treated,

on account of their subordinate importance and interest. Zebulun, the sixth son of

Jacob and Leah, is here introduced before his elder brother, Issachar, because he

occupied a political superiority, willingly acknowledged by the latter,^ and so

considerably increasing in the course of time, that, in the blessing of Moses, the bene-

diction conjointly pronounced upon both tribes, seems addressed to Zebulun alone.'"

In fact, this tribe was remarkable for the variety of talents it developed, and the diver-

sity of pursuits it cultivated. It was warlike and brave; took part in the national

struggles of the Hebrews, generally fighting under the same banner with the men of

Naphtali, its northern neighbours;" and was therefore, in the song of Deborah, adverted

to with the glorious praise: " Zebulun is a people delivering up his soul to death in

the heights of the field."'* On the other hand, it extensively engaged in commercial

enterprises, venturing on distant sea trade, and greatly enlarging its revenues and

connections;" the chief articles of their commerce seem to have been the costly purple-

dyes prepared from the juice of the shell-fish,' a source of wealth ascribed to Zebulun

by later tradition also; besides which, they may have applied themselves to the

manufacture and exportation of glass. Their maritime expeditions compelled them,

' Vers. 10, 26. » Comp. xxx. 18—20; xxxv. 23; xlvi.

2 Vers. 8, 26. 13, 14.
^ Vers. 8, 9, 23, 24. '» Deut. xxxiii.18,
• Vers. 11, 12, 25, 26. " Judg. iv. 6, 10; vi. 35.
* Deut. xxxiii. 7. '* Judg. v. 18; comp. 2 Chron. xii. 33.
« /6iW.vers. 13—17. '' Comp. Deut. xxxiii.18.
' Comp. Isai.vii., viii.; 2 Ki.xvi. 1— 5. '^ Compare Deut. xxxiii. 19; see Com.
^ Vers. 8, 10. on Exod., pix373,374. 1
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further, to study tlic arts and sciences indispensable for successful navigation; tlicy

thus at an early period acquired the reputation of literary accomplishment; and the

poet sang of them, " from Zebulun are tiic men who handle the pen of the scribe.'"*

However, both their commerce and their science brought them into a connection with

the Phoeuiciaiis, which, in spite of many advantages, was for a long time not without

injurious and deplorable etfects upon the religious notions of the Hebrews, who, prin-

cipally through the medium of Zebulun, seem to have become familiar with the sen-

sual and demoralising rites of Phoenician idolatry."' Yet the continued attention which

many paid to spiritual and religious matters, gradually led them to the perception of

truth, and matle them so zealous for its diffusion, that they invited heathens to visit

the Temple,'^ and thus contributed to impress foreign nations with respect for the

Hebrew religion.—The geographical position of Zebuluu was peculiarly favourable,

and in a great measure gave rise, to the mode of life embraced by that tribe. It

occupied parts in the north-eastern districts of Palestine, between Asher and Naphtali

in the north, and Issachar in the south,'"* extending in the east to the sea of Tiberias,'^

and in the west to llount Carmel and the ilediterrancan,-'^ or to the borders of Phce-

nicia, which land is here, as in other instances,^' represented by Zidon. The author

could, therefore, justly say, "Zebuluu shall dwell on the coast of seas; indeed he

shall dwell on the coast of ships"; and tlie meaning of the words, " and his side shall

reach to Zidon," will be easily understood. As thus the tribe displayed energetic

activity in more than one direction, it enjoyed great and undisturbed prosperity; its

population was numerous and increasing;^- and though unable to expel all the

Canaanites from the boundaiies of its territory,*' it possessed authority enough to

give Israel a judge in the person of Elon,^^ and at all times maintained its inde-

pendence as a community.-^

VI. Issachar, vers. 14, 15.

The men of Issachar seem originally to have been among the most valiant of Israel;

if Deborah was not descended from their tribe, she could, at least, in a time of general

political indifference, most safely rely upon its ready assistance and cheerful interest;

she could designate it " the support" of the leader Barak, not insignificant in num-
bers;''* and could call it her own army.^^ In its territory the chief battle was fought

against Sisera, at Taanach, by the waters of Megiddo.'* Such courage could not fail

to secure to the people of Issachar most desirable abodes. Bounded in the north by
Zebulun. and partly by Asher, and in the south by Manasseh ; extending in the east

to the Jordan, opposite the land of Gad,^ and in the west to the maritime tract belong-

ing to Manasseh:^" their country, though mountainous in the eastern and southern

districts, was, in the central parts, distinguished by the most blooming and most fertile

plains, among which those of Jezreel, Esdraelon, and Mcgiddo, were famous and
almost proverbial for beauty and excellence.^' The acquisition of so tempting a tei--

ritory determined the future development of the tribe. The choice pastures invited to

the breeding of cattle; so that Issachar could be described as " crouching between the

'* Judg. v. 14. '5 Comp. Judg. x. 6. "* lb. xii. 11.

" Deut.xxxiii.19. ^' Num. i. 9; vii. 24; x. 16; Ps. Ixviii.
" Josh. xix.27,34;comp.vcrs.lO— 16. 28.
"• Comp. Matt. iv. 13. > ^ Comp. Num. i. 29 and xxvi. 25, where
*" Comp. Josh. xix. 11. the sum of the men fit for military service
*' Comp. x. 15, p. 184. is stated at 54,400 and 64,300.
^ It counted at the two censuses re- ^ Judg. v. 15.

corded in the book of Numbers, 57,400 ** Il/id. yer. 19.

and 60,500 military men respectively; ^'* Josh. xix. 22.

Num. i. 30, xxvi. 27. '" Comp. Josh. xix. 1"—23.
" Judg. i. 30. =>' Comp. Joseph. Bell. Jud. III. iii. o.
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folds," or "rejoicing in his tents.'" The whole aim and current of life were uo-.v

altered. Careless of military fame, the men of Issachar permitted the tribe of Manasseh

to possess cities within their limits.' Intent upon the accumulation of property, they

soon became so solidly strong in their internal relations, that they could be compared

with a " bony ass." But they were men of prudence and wise calculation. Having,

therefore, gathered abundant wealth, and resolved to enjoy it, they pursued a do-

mestic and foreign policy calculated to realise this end. Their shrewdness not only

enabled them safely to keep aloof from all external dangers, and as our blessing

observes, peacefully to yield themselves to secure tranquillity, but to win the esteem

and deference of the fraternal tribes by useful and valuable councils; they were reputed

to possess " a wise insight into the political aspect of the times"; were always pre-

pared to point out the measures " which Israel should adopt"; and as their advice

was generally attended with happy results, " all their brethren followed the words of

their lips."^ But the calm and sober view they took of all therelations of life, engendered

that easy, though not unrefined, epicureanism, which, in order to gain quiet leisure

for reflection, willingly resigns every worldly ambition; and which, disdaining the

prizes of the toilsome struggles for honour and distinction as worthless or trifling, does

not hesitate to purchase undisturbed enjoyment even with a part of liberty. Eeluct-

ant to shield their own independence, and, after once having tasted the sweets of repose,

again to exchange the sword for the ploughshare or the shepherd's staflP, the people

of Issachar appear to have readily, and perhaps spontaneously, placed themselves

under the protection of more warlike and active tribes, as Zebulun, and especially

Ephraim, and to have, in return, paid a proportionate tribute, "willingly bending their

shoulders," and submitting to the uniform labours of agriculture. This is the picture

which our text enables us to draw of Issachar, though the historical ti-aditions are too

scanty and fragmentary to allow a development in its individual traits.

It may be asked, whether these verses are intended as a censure? It appears that

this question must, in certain respects, be answered in the afiirmative. The tribe of

Issachar renounced that ancestral fortitude which had steeled it for victory and conquest,

and could alone guarantee its safety against the unappeased hatred of surrounding

foes; and, destined to be free and independent, and to acknowledge the sovereignty

of the God of Israel alone, it degraded itself by bearing a voluntary yoke, and by

becoming " a tributary seiTant." However, this dependence cannot have been oppres-

sive or ignominious ; it was not the subjection of those who sigh under foreign dominion,

or who, as captives of war, are forced to serve their masters with gratuitous labour

and exhausting drudgery : for Issachar still enjoyed the happiest tranquillity and the

richest blessing; possessed a most enviable territory; and grew in precious property.

Hence the rebuke expressed in our passage is gentle and subdued; it is softened by the

redeeming quality o( peacefulness, averse to strife and dispute, a quality worthy of the

highest recommendation in the eyes of the Hebrew, who embraced in the word
" peace" nearly the whole sum of moral perfection, and of personal and political

felicity; so that if the " bony ass crouching between the folds" forms a contrast to the

" wild ass" attacking all and attacked by every one,'' it is a contrast which, in one

respect, at least, redounds to the praise of Issachar.

VII. Dan, vers. 16—18.

After the tribes descended from the sons of Leah, those formed by the sons of Jacob's

maid-servants are introduced, arranged on the whole, according to their age; except

that Naphtali, the second by birth, yields precedence to Gad and Asher,* a modifica-

' Ver. 14; Deut. xxxiii. 18. ^ 1 Chron.xii. 32. * xvi. 12.
* Josh.xvii. 11. 5 Conip.xxx.3—13; xxxy.25, 26.
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tiou, no doubt, suggested by the relative importance of the tribes. But Dan maintains

ustly the first rank among the four: lie deserves it by the political and national interest

which, in an eminent degree, attached to the tribe wiiich bears his name. For from it

sprung the glorious hero, Samson, who, the true Hercules of his nation, soon became its

lasting and cherished favourite, not more by his marvellous feats of strength and daring,

than by his humorous eccentricities, peculiarly congenial to the taste of liis age, and at

all times certain to endear a man of distinction to the multitude, which is rejoiced to

see brilliant greatness in some respects brought nearer to its own level. After he had

once gained a hold upon the Hebrew mind, it was not likely that tradition should have

rested or ceased to propagate his exploits ; both gratitude due to his merits and the

deep sympathy felt for his melancholy death, by which he once more became a bene-

factor of his nation, secured to his name a permanent remembrance, and to his deeds

an enthusiastic acknowledgment, which, indeed, our blessing also accords to him in

apt and forcible language. So entirely had the achievements of Samson eclipsed the

anterior history of his tribe, that no allusion is here made to the blameable indifference

with which it before, in the time of Deborah, when an extraordinary danger threat-

ened the people, evaded its share of the common obligations, and quietly continued

its lucrative pursuits.® Nor had it, at a still earlier period, displayed energy enough

boldly to conquer an adequate territory : though not deficient in numerical strength,^

it long carried on languid and isolated wars; for some time it suffered itself to

be driven by the Amorites into the mountains, whence it was not permitted to

descend into the plains;^ several towns, which lay within the boundaries assigned

to it, and which it may have temporarily possessed, fell back to the enemies, who

profited by its deplorable want of organisation;" while others are found in the

occupation of the tribe of Judah,'" by which, not less than by Ephraim, it seems

to have been assisted in times of difficulty and distress;" it appears, in fact, to have

been among those who but very late acquired lasting abodes; and ultimately, one

part of the tribe emigrated to the distant north, wliere, far from the rest of their kins-

men, by stratagem and violence, they killed or expelled a peaceful and harmless

population, cut off from all assistance and alliance. This was the district of Laish,

thenceforth called Dan, and forming the extreme northern frontier of the land of

Israel."* But the province which the tribe was intended to occupy, lay between Ephraim

in the north, '^ and Simeon in the south, while it reached in the west to the Mediter-

ranean, and was in the east bordered by parts of Ephraim, Benjamin, and Judah.'*

This situation, not unfavourable in some respects, brought the Danites into the dan-

gerous vicinity of the Philistines, who vexed them with perpetual attacks, and never

ceased to inflict upon them loss and humiliation. Under such circumstances, they

could scarcely hope ever to gain a prominent or honoured position in Israel. But they

supplied, in a great measure, the deficiency of material power and of valour by craft

and cunning, not always free from malice and insidiousness. It was by such means,

that the division of Danites who marched to the north, had gained their triumph in

Laish; that those remaining in the southern province succeeded in frustrating the

invasions of the Phihstines; and that even Samson achieved his most memorable deeds.

How different is this conduct from the prowess of Judah, the lion, who openly and by

majestic strength crushes his numerous enemies, and then quietly and in unapproachable

« Judg.v. 17. '" Josh. XV. 33; 2Chr. xi.lO; xix.41,
^ The double census, recorded in the 42.

Pentateuch, states their men, above n Jud"-. i. 35.
twenty years, at 62,700 and 64,400; .:> judg' xviii. 1, 7-10; 27-29; comp.

Ti '•/^'
^r'- Josh xix. 47.

* Judg. 1. 34.
» Josh. xix. 43; 2Ki.i. 2; iSam.v. " Upto Joppa; Josh.xix. 45.

10; vii. 14. '* Comp. Josh. xix. 40—48.
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security enjoys the fiuits of his victories ! Therefore, the tribe of Dan is, indeed, stated

to have nuiintained its independent jurisdiction, and in spite of weakness and surround-

ing dangers, to have judged over all Israel during twenty years; but it is, not without

a certain blame and contempt, compared with the venomous viper or cerastes, which^

treacherously larking in the sand or the trace of the carriage-wheels, not easily

noticed on account of its grey colour, and suddenly darting forth, attacks with mortal

bite horse and rider; a reptile, held by the ancients to be so formidable that they believed,

if it was killed by a man on horseback with a spear, that " the poison would run up

the weapon, and kill, not only the rider, but the horse as well." A community, com-

pelled to have recourse for its safety to such wily expedients, must, indeed, find itself in a

most dangerous position, far too critical for its limited resources; hence the poet, with

admirable skill and singular emphasis, identifying himself with the oppressed and em-

barrassed tribe, utters in its name, with mingled reliance and resignation, the fervent

prayer, " In Thy help I hope, O Lord!" It appears, indeed, that the Danites, from the

time of the division of the kingdom, when they joined Ephraim and were disgraced

by the image of Apis, placed by Jeroboam in the northern town Dan,' gradually

sank into such political insignificance, that they were entirely omitted in later genea-

logies and descriptions.

VIII. Gad, VER.19.

The territory of Gad lay in the east of the Jordan, between the provinces of

Eeuben and the eastern part of Manasseh; it reached, in the north, to the south-

eastern extremity of the Sea of Galilee,- but at some periods passed beyond it into

the boundaries of Manasseh; its extent varied no less towards the east,^ and embraced

about half the districts of the Ammonites;'' it included several cities remarkable in

the history of the patriarchs and of the Judges, as Mahanaim, Eamoth, Mizpeh, Suc-

coth, and Peniel;* but it was pre-eminently remarkable because it contained the grave

of the great general and lawgiver, Moses; a fact which so decidedly invested the pro-

vince with a character of holiness, that though situated on the east of the river, it

was regarded as one of the most honoured parts of the promised land, from which

the leaders of the people might legitimately arise.^ After the Gadites had bravely

assisted their brethren in the conquest of Canaan, for which services they earned praise

and gratitude, they returned to their own land, and actively engaged in the breed-

ing of cattle, to which the soil, in its principal features resembling that of Reuben,

particularly invited, and which gradually resulted in a very considerable acquisition of

valuable property.' Some circumstances conspired to preserve among them the valour

and manly independence of their forefathers. The obstinate attacks to which they were

exposed from the neighbouring enemies, compelled them to be always prepared for war

and defence. Their principal scourge were the Ammonites, who could not forget the

loss of their country, and who temporarily forced them under the yoke of servitude:*

but the Gadites found means of regaining their liberty by more vigorous exertions,

and by a closer alliance with the otlier Hebrew tribes on the east of the Jordan.^ They

were farther constantly annoyed by the ferocious rapacity of Arabic hordes, which

invaded and often devastated their territory, but on one occasion suffered well-merited

retribution in a fearful and overwhelming defeat.'" Thus the men of Gad well sus-

tained the reputation which they enjoyed of being " men of valour, bearing shield and

sword, bending the bow, and skilled in war";" andhencethey were, in another national

' 1 Ki. xi. 29, 30. "^ Conip. Dent, xxxiii. 21.

- Jadt;;. xiii.27. ' Comp. Josh. xxii. 1—8.

' Coufp. 1 Chron. v. 11. " Judg. x. 8, 17.

•• Josh. xiii. 25 ; comp. Judg. xi. 13. ^ Judg. x. 18 ; xi. 4—1 1, 32, 33.

5 Comp. Josh. xiii. 24—28. '" 1 Chron. v. IS— 22. " Ibid, ver, 18.
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song, described with terms whicb, iu their tenour, and almost in their form, are nearly-

identical with the eulogy bestowed upon Judah: " Gad dwclleth as a lion, and teareth

the arm and the crown of the head."'- The heroism of Jcpiithali the Gilcaditc may
have mainly contributed to secure to the tribe much of its popularity, no doubt con-

siderably culianced by the peculiar and afl'ccting domestic misfortunes whicii befell

that conqueror. The Gadites later distinguished themselves by a friendly spirit

displayed towards David, who rewarded them by numerous appointments to important

public offices ;'^ and they were in his time still described as " men of might, men of war

fit for the battle, wlio could handle shield and buckler, whose faces were like the faces

of lions, and who were swift as the roes upon the mountains."'*

IX. ASHER, VER. 20.

The blessing addressed to Ashcr, though brief, is pithy and expressive. This tribe

occupied the north-western part of Palestine, bordered in the west by the Mediterra-

nean,'* in the north by the Lebanon and tlie territory of Syria, in the east by Naph-

tali, and in the south by Zebulun.'^ But it was not even able entirely to conquer

the small district lying within these boundaries; it was compelled to leave some

of the most important towns, as Acco and Zidon, in the hands of the Canaanites and

Phoenicians; and it was therefore described as " dwelling among the heathen inha-

bitants of the land."'' Yet the limited territorial property it owned was sufficient to

impart to it a distinctive character, and to make it famous both at home and abroad.

The soil yielded corn and wine and oil in such plentiful abundance, that Asher is else-

where mentioned as " bathing his foot in oil";'* while, as regards qualitj', these pro-

ductions were of such rare excellence, that the}' found their way to royal tables. The
tribe of Asher was, therefore, regarded as peculiarly blessed, and was esteemed by the

fraternal tribes, because essentially contributing to the national fame and welfare. The

mountain ranges of the Lebanon, which closed in the province in the north, formed

an efficient protection; they were like "bars of iron and brass"; and fertility, com-

bined with security, gave rise to a prosperous condition, which promised to be con-

tinually increasing. — Though the men of Asher took later no share in the common
wars of the Hebrews,'^ they were not, like other tribes, censured for such apathy; per-

haps because their dwelling in the remote north and west naturally relieved them

from many federal duties, which they, however, amply compensated by a careful cul-

tivation of their land, and by large exports to all parts of the country. But they no

doubt traded with the Phoenicians also; and by their abodes on the coast they may,

like the people of Zebulun, have been tempted to maritime commerce."'

X. Naphtali, ver. 21.

The tribe of Naphtali gained imperishable fame by one glorious event; and it is

this event to which the few words introduced in our poem regarding its history mani-

festly refer.—The men of Naphtali, though renowned for manly vigour, were strangely

deficient in self-reliance. They left several of their cities in the hands of the Canaan-

ites, such as Bcth-Shemesh and Beth-Anath.^' They had not confidence enough to

combat alone and in independent armies; they generally joined the ranks of Zebulun,**

'* Deut.xxxiii.20. '^ Judg.v. 17. ^° Judg. loc. cit.

'3 lChron.xii.8-15. ,, Judg. i. 33; comp. Isai. viii. 23." 1 Chron.xii.8. *= ^

'* Comp. Judg. v. 17: "Ashcr dwells ** Judg. v. 18; they appear to have been
on the coast of the sea." decreasing in population; comp. Num. i.

'^ Comp. Josh. xix. 24—30. 43, and xxvi. 50, where tiie numbers of
" Judg. i. 31, 32. their soldiers are respectively stated at
'* Deut. xxxiii. 24. 53,400 and 45,400.
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tut then fought with praiseworthy intrepidity for the liberty of the nation ; they placed

themselves under Gideon's banner against the allied heathens, and took their full

share in the battles and the pursuit.' Their want of self-assurance appears still

more visibly in the general Barak from Kedesh in Naphtali. Invited by Deborah, no
doubt on account of his well-known prowess and that of his tribe, to take the leader-

ship of the Hebrew army, he replied: "If thou wilt go with me, then I will go; but
if thou wilt not go M'ith me, I will not go"; to which the prophetess answered with

a certain rebuke, that for such despondency he would forfeit the most enviable part

of the glor}', and would leave it to a feeble woman.- But when he had once conquered
his hesitation, he and his soldiers shone by their heroic devotion and unwearied
alacrity; conspicuous "on the heights of the field,"^ they gave their countrymen a

brilliant example of indomitable fortitude; so that, by a simile frequently employed
in Hebrew poetry for the achievements of strength and endurance, they were com-
pared with tlie " graceful hind," which light-footed and swift, easily eludes its per-

secutors on the mountain heights/ But not satisfied with having bravely fought in

the war, Naplitali helped to celebrate it by the immortal song which is attributed to

" Deborah and Barak the son of Abinoam."^ Even if the tribe gave no other proof of

Its poetical genius, of the careful culture of the mind, and of the artistic conceptions of

which it was capable, it amply deserved the encomium bestowed upon it in our blessing,

that it " uttered words of beauty." Thus tlic text is entirely intelligible by a refer-

ence to the time of Sisera and Barak.^ But the territory of Naplitali was distinguished

by a feature which, though here not alluded to, is duly dwelt upon in the benediction of

Moses; namely, its exceeding fertility: "Naphtali is satisfied with favour, and full

with the blessing of the Lord."^ It was situated in the northern part of Palestine,

bordered in the north by the Anti-Libanus, which partly reached into the district

itself, so that we read of a "mountain of Naphtali";^ in the south, byZebulun; in the

west, by Asher; and in the east, by the Jordan and the seas of Merom and Galilee,

and, according to Josephus, even extending to Damascus.* The same historian has fur-

nished a glowing description of the rare productiveness of this part of the country, ap-

pearing like " a happy contention of the seasons, each laying claim upon the district";

and bringing forth, during ten months of the year, both the fruits of the cold, hot, and

temperate zones, as walnuts, dates, and olives; as if it had been " the ambition of nature

to force plants, naturally enemies to one another, to agree together." '"

XI. Joseph, vers. 22—26.

It may be disputed whether the blessing addressed to Judah, or that pronounced

upon Joseph, is more comprehensive and more enthusiastic. Certainly the latter era-

braces such variety of benedictions, and so steadily progresses to the highest climax of

eminence, that it undoubtedly refers to the time when the descendants of Joseph had

reached their utmost power and influence. Commencing with the description of the

rapid growth of their population and the enlargement of their territory," to such an

extent that a division into two tribes was necessary or feasible, our text proceeds to

allude to the constant hostilities to which they were exposed, both from fraternal and

' Judg. vi. 35; vii.23. verses they experienced, have no connec-
2 Judg iv 6—9. ' Ibid. v. 18. tion with our poem; comp. 1 Ki. xv. 20;
^ Comp. 2 Sam. i. 19, 23; ii. 18; 1 Chr. 2Ki. xv.29; 2 Chr. xvi. 4.

xii.8; Prov. V. 19; vi. 5; Hab. iii. 19; Ps. ' Deut. xxxiii. 23.

xviii.34; Isai.xxxv.6; Cant. ii. 8, 9. s Josh.xx.7; comp. Judg. v. 18.
* Judg. v. 1. 9 . ^ .

6 The later destinies of the tribe of ^""1- ^•'•^^•

Naphtali, the invasions of the Syrians into
'" Joseph., Bell. Jud. HI. x. 8.

its province, the abduction of the people " Ver. 22; comp. Isai. i. 30; Ps. i. 3;

into the Assyrian captivity, and other re- Ix.xx. 10—12; cxxviii. 3.
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from heathen tribes,'* but which, ultimately resulting in complete victory, contributed

still more to strengtlien their power, and to bring them to a full consciousness of their

resources:" the address, then imperceptibly restricting its scope to the more important

tribe of Ephraim, next delineates the unsurpassed fertility of its districts, arising partly

from the regular descent of rain and dew,'^ and partly from the abundance of springs,

brooks, and rivers, so that a steady increase both of men and animals was secured ; and
it concludes with intimating that the love and immediate protection of God, much more
eflective still tban even the blessings of a beneficent nature, would ultimately grant to

Ephraim dominion over the kindred tribes, and adorn it with the crown of royalty.'*

These are the outlines of the picture drawn in our text ; its historical truth will be suffi-

ciently apparent from the remarks we have offered in the preceding chapter, and in

the exposiiion of Judah's blessing;'^ and it requires no proof that we have here not sim-

ply a reference to Joseph's personal destinies, the animosity of his brothers, tiie persecu-

tion of Potiphar and his wife, his patience and resistance in misery and trials, and his

subsequent elevation to almost royal dignity : the introductory words, '• he is a fruitful

bough, his branches spread over the wall," no less than the wliole character of this poem
which is designed to predictyu<«re events(ver. 1), indisputably point to thelater develop-

ment of the tribes of Joseph.—It may be admitted that the kinydom of Epiiraiin is not so

forcibly depicted as that of Judah;" but the conclusion that it did not yet exist at the

time to which our poem applies, would be as hazardous as the assertion that the progeny

of Joseph was not yet divided into the two tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh, an event here

not alluded to, tliough universally admitted to have been accomplished long before.'^

However great the jealousy between the two rival monarchies might have been, ih&fact

of their co-existence could not be denied, and the calm impartiality with which our song

introduces this fact,was calculated to soften rather than to nourish the feehngsofenvy and

anger.'^ Moreover, the kingdom of Ephraim was, immediately after its establishment,

viewed with great expectations by patriots and prophets, who Ibstered the hope that by

avoiding the errors of the past, it would surpass even the greatness and strength of the

dynasty of David, which, in the successor of its great founder, had already exhibited

the germs of decline and decay.

XII. Benjajiin, Ver. 27.

It would appear impossible that the young and small tribe of Benjamin,^ situated as it

was between the two most influential communities of Israel, Ephraim and Judah,^' should

ever attain considerable power or authority ; and it would seem sufficient if, in such dan-

gerous vicinity, and devoid of adequate means of defence, it but succeeded in maintain-

ing its liberty and independence. But inherent fortitude and indomitable courage raised

the insignificant tribe^ far above its material importance; and its imposing qualities

are not without force and beauty celebrated in the few words of our text: "Benjamin

is a wolf that teareth to pieces: in the morning he devoureth prey, and in the evening

he rendeth spoil." This energy alone, perhaps not unmixed with injustice and vio-

lence,*^ can account for the boldness with which, in a bad and abject cause, the Ben-

jamites dared to combat, single-handed, against all the other tribes; but though at first

gaining several glorious victories over armies vastly superior to their own, thoy

were indebted for their preservation from complete destruction solely to the modera-

tion and sympathy of their brethren.** Their aspiring valour is further reflected in

'* Ver. 23. " "Ver. 24. 35,400, and at the second 45,600 men of
'* Ver. 25. '* Ver. 26. arms; Num. i. 37; xxvi. 41.
'« See pp. 487—493. *' Comp. Josh, xviii. 11—26.
" Ver. 10; see pp. 513, 514. ** lSam.ix.21; comp.Judg. xxi.3,6.
'8 Comp. Deut. xxxiii. 17. =^ Comp. Eze.xxii. 27; Zeph.iii.3; Jer.
'8 Comp. IsaL xi. 13. v. 6, etc.

*" It counted at the first census only ** Judg. xix.—xxi.
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the history of Ehud, the Judge, distinguished both by daring enterprise and

shrewd cunning;' and their ambition found ample gratification in the royal dignity

conferred upon Saul.- But the pohtical weakness of the tribe was luiablc to uphold

itself against the increasing strength and admirable organisation of Judah, to which

it was gradually compelled to yield. And as it rapidly relapsed into its former sub-

ordinate position, the royalty which for a short time had dignified it, could properly be

passed over in a poem chiefly aiming at the glorification of Judah and Joseph. Yet the

men of Benjamin, though not renouncing deceit and bloodshed,^ preserved many of their

characteristic virtues ; they remained famous as excellent archers, and as men expert " to

sling stones at a hair breadth and not to miss";"* and they gained considerably by the

circumstance that the hills of Zion and Moriah, on which the citadel and the Temple of

Jerusalem were built, partly belonged to their territory, whence Jerusalem is sometimes

ascribed to Judah and sometimes to Benjamin.^ Thus the tribe, continuing to foster its

traditional heroism, inhabiting a province inferior to none in fertility, rich in springs and

beautiful valleys, including the luxurious Jericho, with its palm- and balsam-trees, and

boasting of hills, indeed sterile and rocky by nature, but made to yield exquisite and

abundant crops by the aid of art and industry, the tribe of Benjamin could aptly

be described in the blessing of Moses as '' a friend of God dwelling in safety, and ever

protected by His mercy." ^

29. And he charged them, and said to them, I am to be

gathered to my people : bury me with my fathers in the

cave which is in the field of Ephron the Hittite; 30. In

the cave which is in the field of Machpelah, which is

before Mamre, in the land of Canaan, which Abraham

bought with the field of Ephron the Hittite for a posses-

sion of a burying place 31. (There they buried Abraham

and Sarah his wife; there they buried Isaac and Rebekah

his wife; and there I buried Leah) 32. As a purchase

30—33. Jacob had before entrusted the genuine, deep, and unreserved. This is

arrangements concerning his burial to Jo- the progress of the narrative.—It was not

seph onhj, who alone possessed the power imusual among the ancients to convey the

to execute them : but he later repeated his remains of the dead from foreign into the

injunctions to all his sons, because he then native countries ; thus Theseus was brought

loved all with an equal share of affection, from Scyros to Athens ; Orestes from Tegca

valued their devotion alike, and wished to Sparta; and Aristomenes from Rhodes

to unite them in a common deed of piety to Messene; while the body of Alexander

tending to restore and to cement their the Great was with splendour and pomp

mutual confidence. At the corpse and carried from Asia to Africa. The anxious

the grave of their father, their hearts were importance which was attached to the

once more to be joined in fraternal feehng, last resting-place, accounts for the cir-

» Judg. iii. 15—30. 2 Chr. xiv. 7 ; xvii. 17 ; 2 Sam. i. 19, 22,

2 Of Gibeah in Benjamin, 1 Sam.x.2G; 23.

xi.4; ix. 1, 21. ^ Comp. Josh. xv. 8, 63; xviii. 16, 28;
3 2Sam.iv. 2—7. Judg. i. 21; Ps. Ixxviii. 68.

^Judg.xx. 16; 1 Chr. viii. 39; xii. 2; ^ Deut. xxxiii. 12.
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of the field and of the cave which is therein, from the

children of Hetli. 33. And when Jacob had finished

charging his sons, he gathered his feet into the bed, and

expired^ and was gathered to his people.

cumstantial reiterations with regard to the

cave of Machpehiii; but we learn inci-

dentallythat not only Abraham and Sarah,

and Isaac and Rebekah, were there in-

terred, but Leah also, who had died more

than seventeen years before, previous to

Jacob's immigration into Egypt. Having

concluded his charges, the patriarch, phy-

sically exhausted, but preserving uncloud-

ed serenity of mind, and no longer dis-

turbed by regret, remorse, or apprehension,

paid the debt of nature.

CHAPTER L.

1. And Joseph fell upon his father's face, and wept

upon him, and kissed him. 2. And Joseph commanded
his servants, the physicians, to embalm his father: and

the physicians embalmed Israel. 3. And forty days were

1—14. As Jacob was to be entombed

in Canaan, and as, besides, the Egyptians

intended to manifest their sympathy by

mourning during seventy days previous to

interment, as was their ordinary custom,

it seemed advisable to preserve the body

by the process of embalming for so long

a journey and so protracted a period.

Joseph is, therefore, stated to have given

orders to " his sen-ants, the physicians."

It cannot surprise us, that Joseph was sur-

rounded by mani/ medical advisers, since

we know that each Egyptian physician

applied himself exclusively to the one dis-

easeorpart of the body treated by his father

and his ancestors. Hence, in spite of the

vast number of doctors, the organism of

the frame was but little understood; and

the religious aversion against the ana-

tomical dissection of human bodies, the

severe penalties attending the least de-

viation from traditional remedies, the pay-

ment of the physicians from the public

treasury, and the stagnation generally

arising from the system of castes, were

not favourable to the advancement of

medical science, which, moreover, as

the physicians belonged to the lower

class of priests, was long retarded by tlie

fetters of superstition. Yet the Egyp-

tian doctors naturally acquired consi-

derable empirical skill in the one parti-

cular branch to which they devoted their

whole attention: and so gi'cat was the

reputation they enjoyed in the ancient

world, that foreign kings eagerly sought

their services,andforeign scholars anxious- .

ly courted their advice and instruction:

even in later times, it was, in Rome, the

greatest recommendation for a physician if

he was known to have studied at Alexan-

dria.

The order of the ceremonies alluded to

in our text, and on the whole agreeing

with classical and monumental records,was

as follows: 1. When the extinction of the

vital breath could no longer be doubted,

the relatives h&g&n & preliminary mourn-

ing, perhaps observed during the day of

death only (vcr. I ), and consisting in public

lamentations, in covering the head and

the face with mud (or dust), girding up

the garments, and beating the breasts.

2. Then the body was delivered up to the

embalmers, who, in the case of Jacob,

completed their work in forty days (ver.

3), though it more frequently required

seventy. 3. Simultaneously with the

operations of embalming, commenced the

chief or real mourning, which, lasting
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completed for him; for so many days are completed in

embalming : and the Egyptians mourned for him seventy

days. 4. And when the days of his mourning were

passed, Joseph spoke to the house of Pharaoh, saying. If,

I pray you, I have found grace in your eyes, speak, I pray

you, in the ears of Pharaoh, saying, 5. My father made

about seventy daj-s (ver. 3), usually ended

together with the process of mummifica-

tion, but which, in the instance of the

patriarch, exceeded it by thirty days. 4.

The body, after having been enclosed in

a case of wood or stone (ver. 26), was

then either deposited in the family vaults

(ver. 13), or placed in a sepulchral cham-

ber of the house of the nearest relative

(ver. 26).

If we now turn to the account of Hero-

dotus on the operations of embalming (ii.

86—88), and endeavour to combine with

it some observations of Diodorus Siculus

(i. 91), we may thus briefly delineate the

three different methods of mummification

described by both authors.

I. If the most expensive mode, esti-

mated at one talent of silver, or about

£250, was employed, the brain was first

taken out through the nostrils, partly with

an iron (or bronze) hook, and partly by

the infusion of drugs; then an appointed

dissector made, with a sharp Ethiopian

stone, a deep incision (generally about

five inches long) in the left side, at a part

before marked out by a scribe : but hav-

ing scarcely performed this operation, he

hastily fled, persecuted by those present

with stones and imprecations, as one who

was guilty of the heinous crime of violently

mutilating thebody of a fellow-man. Then

one of the embalmers, holy men, who

lived in the society of the priests, and en-

joyed unreserved access to the temples,

extracted through the incision all intes-

tines, except the kidneys and the heart;

every part of the viscera was spiced,

rinsed with palm-wine, and sprinkled with

pounded perfumes. The body was next

filled with pure myrrh, cassia, and other

aromatics, with the exception of frankin-

cense; sewed up; and steeped in natrum

during seventy days, after the expira-

tion of which period it was washed,

and wrapped in bandages of linen cloth

covered with gum. By this procedure, all

the parts of the body, even the hair of the

eye-brows and eye-lids, were admirably

preserved; and the very features of the

countenance remained unaltered.

II. The cost of the second mode of em-

balming amounted to twenty mina;,orabout

£8 1 . No incision was made, nor were the

bowels taken out; but the body was, by

meansof syringes, filledwith oilof cedar at

the abdomen, and steeped in natrum for

seventy days. When the oil was let out,

the intestines and vitals came out in a

state of dissolution, while the natrum con-

sumed the flesh; so that nothing of the

body remained except the skin and the

bones : and this skeleton was returned to

the relatives of the deceased.—The possi-

bility of an injection, as here described,

without the aid of incisions, has been

doubted; and, in some cases, incisions

have indeed been observed near the rectum.

III. A third and very cheap method,

employed for the poorer classes, consisted

merely in thoroughly rinsing the abdomen

with syrm£ea, a purgative liquor (per-

haps composed of an infusion of senna and

cassia), and then steeping the body in

natrum for the usual seventy days.

According to Herodotus, then, the

mummification lasted, in every case,

seventy days; and the same fact may
be derived from the text of Diodorus.

And yet our text remarks clearly, "and

forty days were completed for Ynra; for

so many days are completed in embalming"

(ver. 3). Are we, under these circum-

stances, compelled here to suppose an in-

accurate or arbitrary statement? We be-

lieve that the study of Egyptian mummies
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me swear, saying, Behold, I die: in my grave which I

have digged for me in the land of Canaan, there shalt

thou bury me. Now, therefore, let me go up, 1 pray
thee, and bury my father, and I will return. 6. And
Pharaoh said. Go up, and bury thy father, as he made
thee swear. 7. And Joseph went up to bury his flither:

does not sanction such conclusion. It is

certain, that the modes of embahning

varied very considerably in different pe-

riods and in the several districts of Egypt.

The accounts of Herodotus and Diodorus

Siculus are so obviously divergent in es-

sential points, that they must be held to

describe perfectly distinct ways of mum-
mification. While, according to the for-

mer, the sprinkling of the body and the

filling of the interior seem to be the work

of one day, after which the corpse having

been sewed up was laid in natrura for

seventy days, that " the flesh might be dis-

solved"; the latter historian states that

during the whole period ointments and

perfumes were applied, while he does not

at all mention the steeping in natruni,

by no means an unimportant and acces-

sory part of the operations.—But not

less striking are the contrasts between the

descriptions of both historians and the

ocular evidence derived from the nume-

rous mummies discovered and examined.

Herodotus observes, that the body was

sewed up where the incision had been

made; but existing mummies show that

the cut surfaces were brought together

by simple apposition. According to He-

rodotus, all the bowels were taken out;

according to Diodorus, the kidneys and

the heart were left; while many disco-

vered specimens teach us that the entrails,

after having been washed with palm-wine

and sprinkled with aromatics, were re-

placed into the cavity of the body, either

entire, or rolled up in three or four

distinct portions, and enclosed in ban-

dages. According to Diodorus, the

corpse was, by the embalmers, first laid

on the ground; but on the mummy cases

and on numerous papyri, we find it inva-

riably on a table, furnished with a lion's

head. According to the historian of Hali-

carnassus, the mummies were placed erect

against the wall; but in the mummy-pits
visited by modern travellers, they are

generally seen lying in regular horizon-

tal i-ows, or sunk into a cement. It ap-

pears from Herodotus, that the ventral

incision was applied in tlic most expensive

process only; while it is found in mum-
mies not enclosed in sarcophagi, and is,

on the other hand, wanting in many pre-

pared in the most costly style. In some
specimens, the cavity of the body is filled

up with asphaltum; in others, with the

ashes of sandal-, cedar-, and other wood,

with resinous matters, salt, myrrh, or

argillaceous earth, and in others not at all.

The cuticle is, in many mummies, care-

fully removed, in which operation great

pi'ecaution was taken not to disturb any
of the nails; and yet neither Herodotus

nor Diodorus allude to this curious usage.

The poor were not embalmed in any of

the methods described by the historians,

but were simply laid upon beds of char-

coal, wrapped round with clothes, and

covered with a mat, upon which sand,

seven or eight feet high, was heaped. If

we consider these differences, and the

many others which will be apparent from

later remarks, we cannot hesitate to

accede to the result obtained by modern

researches, that " in no case the observa-

tions of Herodotus are strictly true,

though nothing has been described by

him, that has not in some instance or

other been detected." A classification

of the mummies is indeed impossible.

The only division of practical value

which they admit is into mummies with

and without the ventral incision: thefor-

mer, if preserved by balsamic matter,

have the features, teeth, and hair com-
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and with liim went up all the servants of Pharaoh, the

elders of his house, and all the elders of the land of Egypt.

8. And all the house of Joseph, and his brothers, and his

father's house : only their little ones, and their flocks, and

their herds, they left in the land of Goshen. 9. And
there went up with him both chariots and horsemen : and

pletely uninjured, arc dry, ligbt, and

easily- broken, emit a strong aromatic

smell when thrown upon hot coals; or if

prepared by natrum, have the skin hard

and elastic, resembling parchment, the

countenance a little altered, and the hair

considerably impaired: the latter, if salted

and covered with pissasphaltum (and this

is the class of mummies most frequently

found), are not recognisable, black, dry,

heavy, and of disagreeable odour; or if

simply salted and dried, have the features

destroyed, the hair wholly wanting, the

bones white like those of a skeleton, and

are, in fact, the worst as regards preserva-

tion. Hence it is as superfluous, as it

is impossible, to try a conciliation be-

tween the forty days of Genesis and the

seventy of Herodotus; certainly the at-

tempts hitherto made to eflfect tliat ac-

cordance,bave been signally unsuccessful

:

though the author may possibly have

considered a more simple and less ex-

tended mode of embalming sufficient in

the case of Jacob, whose mummification

was not grounded on the superstition that

the existence of the soul depends on the

preservation of the body; while he na-

turally did not wish to curtail the usual

seventy days of mourning in honour of

the revered patriarch.

We conclude with a few additional

remarks in connection with the art of em-

balming. The possibility, long ques-

tioned, of drawing out the brains through

the nostrils, has now been fully demon-

strated. In some cases, the nose re-

mained entirely unhurt, though in some

it was broken or destroyed. The brain

was sometimes replaced with bitumin-

ous and resinous matter, or with spices

in a state of coarse powder; and some-

times the apertures of the nostrils and

part of the cavity of the skull were filled

with cloth or linen, in one instance, nine

yards long, but of very fine texture.

—

Various kinds of insects and pupae have

been found in the skull, otherwise total-

ly empty.—Yet in some cases, though the

body was very carefully mummified, the

brain was not removed.—Beneath the

embalming table were placed four vases,

the covers of which were respectively

provided with the head of a man, a jackal,

a hawk, and a cynocephalus, representing

the four genii of the lower world.—The

Ethiopian stone with which the inci-

sion was made, is the Ethiopian basalt,

extremely hard and capable of a very

keen edge.—Over the incision, the eye

of Osiris was represented, since it was be-

lieved that the soul of the dead, if found

virtuous, became again a part of the

great god from whom it had emanated.

—The bowels were, according to Por-

phyry enclosed in a chest (or in vases

of baked clay or alabaster), and sunk

into the Nile, with prayers to the Sun,

who was entreated to receive the soul

of the deceased into the regions of the

gods, and to impute all his transgressions

not to tlie wickedness of his heart, but to

the contents of the chest: but this custom

has not unreasonably been questioned as

implying a pollution of the holy river, and

an insult to the dead.—The mummies,

even those which have not the ventral

incision, were frequently gilded on the

nails of the fingers and toes, and some-

times on the eye-lids, the lips, and the

face, the hands and the feet. Leaves of

gold have been found on the forehead, the

eyes, the tongue, and the nose, and in

some instances, on the whole body; while

in others, the head is adorned with an

artificial crown of olive iu copper gilt.
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the procession was very great. 10. And they came to the

tlireshing-floor of Atad, which is beyond tlie Jordan, and

there they lamented with a great and very vehement

lamentation : and he made a mourning for his father

seven days. 11. And when the inhabitants of the land,

the Canaanites, saw the mourning in the floor of Atad,

Not a few of these mummies may be those

of Greeks who died in Egypt in the time

of the Pharaohs or the Ptolemies; since

some bear Greek inscriptions, and the

custom of wreathing the ilhistrious dead

prevailed among the Hellenes. Nor was

the usage of wrapping the body in sheets

of gold unknown to them; the corpse of

Alexander the Great was thus brought

from Asia in a kind of chase-work so

closely applied to the skin that even the

expression of the countenance was pre-

served; and it was further protected by

another veil of the same precious metal.

Gold sheets of considerable weight and

value have also been discovered in the

graves of northern tribes, on the banks

of the Volga, the Irtish, and the Ob. One

of the Ptolemies substituted a covering

of glass for that of gold, by a contrivance

of most surprising skill.—Sometimes the

nails of the fingers and toes, the palms

and soles, seem to have been stained

scarlet with a substance like henna, con-

sisting of the leaves of the shrab Tamar-

henna, or of Lawsonia, dried, powdered,

and formed into a paste.—The body was

always extended, and the head erect; but

the arms are found in some cases lying

closely along the sides of the body, in

others crossed over the breast; while in

others, one arm is placed in the former,

and the other in the latter position. —
There is no reason to doubt the cor-

rectness of the order of the operations

as stated by Herodotus, and to suppose

that the steeping in natrum preceded

the application of the aromatics. The

description of the Greek historian does

not less satisfactorily than the alleged

agency of a great degree of heat, men-

tioned by no ancient author, account for

the fact that " the resinous and aromatic

substances penetrated even into the inner-

most structure of the bones."— Hence

mummy was much used as a drug in the

sixteenth and part of the seventeenth

centuries, in cases of bruises and wounds,

and the i^rabs still apply mummy pow-

der, mixed with butter, as a favourite

remedy for contusions.— The bandages

were never of woollen stuffs, because they

are apt to harbour vermin; they were,

even in the mummies of the poorest indi-

vidual, like the robes of the priests,

usually of linen, and seldom of cotton,

a fact which has been ascertained by

exact microscopic examination; those

nearest to the body Mere of the coars-

est kind; they were generally dipped

in an antiseptic fluid, either cedria or

some other vegetable preparation ; many
are furnished with hieroglyphics, express-

ing the name and profession of the de-

ceased, or containing his praise in verses;

some bear enchorial characters with re-

presentations of the lower world; and

some have names in Greek letters. They

were variously tinged ; sometimes they had

a blue border, or a fringe tenninating in

knots; some contained napkins so perfect-

ly preserved as to be still fit for use ; others

included garments which had been worn

and mended, with embroidered initials ; or

artificial and most intricate wreaths, con-

sisting of two garlands with red berries

and the petals of the lotus; or curious

leathern fingers, perhaps intended as

amulets. After the first or outer layer of

the bandages were found idols in agate,

jasper, and other stones, representing Isis,

Apis, Horus, or frogs, and arranged as col-

lars; or necklaces of goId,coral, lapis lazuli,

or of pearls in enamelled glass ; further,

the four genii of the Amenti and other

amulets in wax gilt; rings and ear-rings,
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they said, This is a vehement mourning to the Egyptians

:

therefore was its name called Abel-mizraim, which is

beyond the Jordan. 12. And his sons did to him as he

had commanded them: 13. For his sons carried him into

the land of Canaan, and buried him in the cave of the

spangles in the plaited liair,girdles in gold,

bracelets in fine pearls and precious stones,

metallic mirrors under the head, and espe-

cially scarabfei of very various stones, on

tablets in the form of an Egyptian temple,

provided with the figures of Isis and Ne-

phytis, and covered with hieroglyphics, in

which case they were placed on the chest or

beneath the eyes of the mummies, to indi-

cate the protecting influence of the deity.

Though some mummies were not ban-

daged at all, but only covered with a mat,

the quantity of bandages employed in

othersis extraordinary; they are often fold-

ed twenty to thirty times round the body,

in some cases they consist of not less than a

thousand ells, up to ayard in breadth, and

weigh thirty pounds and upwards. But the

texture is occasionally as fine as muslin, the

"woven air," the admiration of tlie ancient

world—The bandages were most neatly

and closely applied by means of com-

presses and rollers in every possible shape

and position, chiefly with the view of

effectually excluding the air.—In mum-

mies of distinguished personages, the arms

and legs were bandaged separately; strips

of red and white linen were intermixed

;

the feet provided with sandals of painted

leather, the arms and wrists with bracelets,

and sometimes the face, the hands, and

feet, with masks. The eyes and eye-

brows are found of enamel. Some mum-
mies are varnished over with a darlc

leather colour, appearing like a " uniform

coat of mail" ; some bear portraits of the

deceased, not unskilfully executed, upon

a thin plate of cedar wood.—Then the

corpse was, in many, but by no means in

all, instances, placed into a mummy-case.

Pirst, a cartonage, consisting of many

layers of linen cemented together, plas-

tered with lime on the inside, and hence

resembling pasteboard, but of astonishing

durability, was made to fit exactly the

shape of the body ; it was sewed up .it the

back, and beautifully painted and orna-

mented with numerous subjects, as the

piincipal gods, especially of the lower

world, holding judgment over the dead,

sacred arks, and boats; the fixce, often

covered with thin gold-leaf, was perhaps

intended to resemble that of the deceased;

the eyes were enamelled ; the hair carefully

imitated was decked with gold or other

ornixments; and a net-work of coloured

beads spread over the breast or the whole

body.—The outer case, though sometimes

employed without the cartonage, was

either of wood, generally of the sycamore,

deal, or cedar (symbolical of eternity),

richly painted, or, less frequently, of

basalt, granite, slate, limestone, or red

earthenware, while tlie alleged sarcopha-

gus of Alexander the Great and the so-

called " Lover's Fountain," both preserved

in the British Museum, are of breccia.

V/hen of wood, the case was either of ob-

long shape, with curved or pointed lid, on

which sometimesthe figure of the deceased

was represented in relief; or it had the

form of the mummied body, with a winged

scarabseus or globe, a hawk or a ram-

headed vulture.—The small number of

mummies of children hitherto found has

justly caused surprise, and can only be ac-

counted for by the supposition that the

bodies of infants were deposited in sepa-

rate pits, none of which have as yet been

discovered.—Mummification was custom-

ary till the fifth century of the Christian

era; but from that time it fell gradually into

disuse.—The modern Egyptians wash their

dead thoroughly in water in which leaves

of the lote-tree have been boiled, and use

in that operation the fibres of the palm-

tree; stop up with cotton every aperture, as

the nostrils and ears; shave the body and

remove all hair; sprinkle the corpse with a

mixture of water, pounded camphor, dried
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field of Machpelah, which Abraham had bought with the

field for a possession of a burying-place of Ephron the

Hittite, before Marare. 14. And Joseph returned to

Egypt, he, and his brothers, and all who went up with

him to bury his father, after he had buried his father.

—

and ponnded leaves of the lote or other

trees, with rose-water, aloe, and similar

perfumes; and they then bind together

the ankles, and place the hands upon the

breast. If the deceased was a man of pro-

pertr, the body is afterwards successively

wrapped in muslin, in cotton cloth of

thicker texture, striped stuff of silk and

cotton intermixed, and a kashmere shawl;

white and green are the usual colours;

blue, or what approaches it, is generally

avoided. The body of a poor man is simply

surrounded with a few pieces of cotton or

put into a kind of bag.—The Egyptian

art of embalming was known and prac-

tised by the Palmyieans also. But the

Babylonians, and, in some instances, the

later Jews embalmed the body in honey,

after having covered it with wax; the

Persians enveloped it with the latter sub-

stance only; the Greeks andEomanssome-

times with honey alone; the Ethiopians

plastered the body with gypsum, painted

it to make it resemble the living person,

and then surrounded it with a column of

glass or cr}-stal (perhaps fossil salt or a

diaphanous resin), through which it was

from all parts visible; and others em-

ployed simply perfumes, spices, and unc-

tions.

Between the completion of embalming

and the burial, funeral services were so-

lemnised; the mummy was placed before

an altar and anointed; and the rites con-

sisted in prayers, libations, offerings of

incense, cakes, flowers, and frtiits, and in

repeated feasts, to which the relations and

friends of the departed were invited.—The
funeral processions were both solemn and

magnificent, but naturally varied accord-

ing to the social position of the deceased.

—In the vaults were not only placed the

mummies, but, on small tables, offerings

of cakes, fowl, and other objects; imple-

ments to indicate the profession or occu-

pation of the dead, such as a censer, an ink-

stand, or a boat, if he had been a priest,

a scribe, or a mariner; images of the en-

tombed, and tablets of stone or wood, in

the form of an Egyptian shield, with in-

scriptions regarding his character and

career; papyri and jewels; even the saw-

dust of the floor where the body had been

cleansed, was tied in small linen bags,

often to the number of twenty or thirty,

and deposited in vases.

It would be superfluous to describe

the violent forms of mourning cus-

tomary in the East. Among the

ancient Egyptians, it consisted in ab-

staining from baths, wine, and oint-

ment; in avoiding all luxury in eating, all

comfort and elegance in garments; in

covering the head with ashes; allowing

the hair of the head and the beard to

grow; and in vociferous lamentations,

repeated twice daily, and usually swelled

by the clamours of hired mourners.

It is, indeed, surprising that Joseph,

the viceroy, should have required the in-

tervention of subordinate courtiers to ob-

tain permission for Jacob's interment

in Canaan (vers. 4, 5). The author may
have considered Joseph's power as less

extensive after the expiration of the sea-

son of famine, with which his immediate

charge ended; orhe may have supposed the

accession of a new Pharaoh, as twenty-

eight years had elapsed since Joseph was

summoned to the royal palace. Others

believe that the mourning, during which

the Egyptians in many respects neglected

their usual attention to their external

appearance, precluded Joseph from com-

ing into the royal presence ; for though

"the days of weeping" had passed (ver.4),

the rites of mourning ceased only on the

day of burial (comp. ver. 10).

The funeral procession seems to h.ive

taken its way from the province of Go-

M M
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15. And when Joseph's brothers saw that their father was

dead, they said, Joseph will perhaps hate us, and will

fully requite us all the evil which we did to him. 16. And
they sent messengers to Joseph, saying, Thy father com-

manded before he died, saying, 17. So shall you say to

Joseph, Oh forgive, I pray thee^ the trespass of-, thy

brothers, and their sin ; for they did to thee evil : and

now, we pray thee, forgive the trespass of the servants of

the God of thy father. And Joseph wept when they

spoke to him. 18. And his brothers also went and fell

down before him; and they said. Behold, we are thy

servants. 19. And Joseph said to them. Fear not; for

am I in God's stead? 20. But as for you. you meant evil

against me ; but God meant it for good, to bring to pass,

as it is this day, to preserve much people. 21. Now,

shen in north-easterly direction towards

Gaza, a jom-ney of eight to ten days;

within the boundaries of the land of

Canaan, and, probably, not much to the

south of Hebron, it stopped at tlie

"threshing-floor of Atad," where both

the sons of Jacob and the Egyptians who

accompanied them, renewed their mourn-

ing during seven days. The former

next proceeded alone to the cave of

Machpelah to discharge their melan-

choly duty, while the latter remained

at Atad awaiting the return of the He-

brews, together with whom they then

journeyed back to Egypt. This is the clear

and simple tenour of the narrative.

15—SO. The Hebrew historian is so

deeply impressed with the great and mo-

mentous principle embodied in the life of

Joseph, that in spite of manifold inter-

ruptions and episodes, as the settlement of

the Hebrews in Goshen, a new organisa-

tion of the Egyptian empire, the adoption

of Ephniim and Manasseh, and the

prophetic address, deatli, and burial

of Jacob he once more strongly

enforces Hie doctrine of a special Provi-

dence (see p. 409), and skilfully com-

pletes the varied incidents of a long

narrative. Although it might appear

that, after the lapse of so many years, sus-

picion and animosity had entirely van-

ished from the hearts of the brothers ; he

places the reader again in the midst of

the moral complications which hadcausad,

the greatness of Joseph through the guilt

and shame of the rest. Hence he not only

repeats the compunctions, the confession,

and the fear of the offenders ; but also the

unreserved pardon and cheering consola-

tions of the sufferer Joseph, who, con-

vinced that the will of God had designed

the wondrous events, and that the brothers

had before been sufficiently punished for

their attempted crime, abhorred the idea

of revenge, and humbly exclaimed, " Am
I in God's stead"? And he finally draws

the conclusion in a train of thought

happily expressed by a modem poet

:

•'AH nature is but art unknown to thee,

All chance, direction which thou canst

not see,

All discord, harmony not understood,

All partial evil, universal good

:

And spite of pride, in erring reason's

spite.

One truth is clear: whateveris, is right."

Pope, Essay on Man, I. x.

Joseph, so exalted in his views, and so

unwavering in his rectitude, naturally

deserved every temporal blessing : he lived

to sec descendants to the third and fourth

gejieration, and he died, fifty- four years
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therefore, fear not: I will nourish you and your little

ones. And ho comforted them, and spoke kindly to them.

22. And Joseph dwelt in Egypt, he and his father's

house; and Joseph lived a hundred and ten years. 23.

And Joseph saw Ephraim's children of the third genera-

tion the children also of Machir, the son of Manasseh,

were born upon Joseph's knees. 24. And Joseph said to

his brothers, I die : and God will surely remember you,

and bring you out of this land to the land which He
swore to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob. 25. And
Joseph took an oath of the children of Israel, saying, God
will surely remember you, and you shall carry up my
bones from hence. 26. So Joseph died a hundred and

ten years old : and they embalmed him, and he was put in

a coffin in Eg}'pt.

after Jacob, with the comforting certainty

that his body, carefully embalmed and en-

shrined in a sarcophagus, would in due

time be interred in the land of promise.

These traits were indispensably demanded

by the organism and tendency of the tala

But why did not Joseph, like Jacob,

order his remains to be forthwith convey-

ed to Canaan? Was he less scrupulous, or

did he feel less deeply for the future of

the Hebrew race than his father? The
only satisfactory reply is, that tradition

had not handed down the record of any

funeral procession immediately after Jo-

seph's death, while it preserved the me-

mory of his burial at a much later period,

in the piece of ground near Shechem

bought by Jacob (comp. Exod. xiii. 19;

Josh. xxiv. 32).

As Machir was the firstborn son of

Manasseh, he sometimes represents the

whole tribe to which he belonged. The
sons of Machir, among whom Gilcad dis-

tinguished himself by valour, conquei'ed

large districts in the east of the Jordan,

especially Gilcad and Bashan,from whence

they expelled the Amorites; but some
^branches of Machir's family obtained

inheritance on the west of the river,

among that part of Manasseh which there

finally settled. The name of Machir was

long preserved in the same tribe.

Joseph is but rarely mentioned by pro-

fane writers; and the few notices which

occur are little in harmony with the state-

ments of Genesis. Artapanus remarks,

that Joseph, persecuted by his brothers,

had himself entreated Arabian neighbours

to bring him to Egypt, where he intro-

duced a system of measures and weights

;

Justinns represents him as the father of

Moses; and the Koran, following Talmu-

dical and other traditionary sources, has

worked out his life with profuse and

romantic embellishments.

The last words of Joseph appear like

a transition to the period of servitude

and wretchedness which awaited the He-

brews in Egypt ;
" God will surely remem-

ber you," said he, " and bring you out

of this land": scarcely has the discord

within Jacob's family been fully resolved

into harmony, when a new and intricate

problem is hinted at—lest the interest

abate, and the unity of the work be

mistaken.

FtNIS.
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